
From: Gonzales, Kere
To: Mary Forte
Cc: Turbak, Jamie
Subject: RE: Questions and Additions to the Quarterly Maintenance Report
Attachments: OPL SRs 7_1_2019-5_2_2022.xlsx

Hi Mary,
 
Please find the answers to your questions in red below. 
 

1. How many years back does the data go in the database? The library has service request
records beginning July 2019.

2. We would like to see all requests starting from January 2019. I’ve attached all we have on
record.  The attachment is not divided by branch; however the column for branch can be
sorted to see just those requests. 

3. For closed requests, is there a completion/closed date that can be added to the report? For
practicality’s sake, no. Sometimes requests are closed inaccurately. Other times, requests are
closed but not updated  by Public Works until weeks (or more) later. It is not feasible to
consistently record all requests both the library and Public Works agree are closed. They must
be researched a case-by-case basis.

4. Is there a code or some value assigned to each request to determine the priority of
importance of the request that can be added to the report? Library staff may add a priority (1-
Emergency to 5 -No Action Required) on the library’s internal system; however that priority
may be different than the priority level that it is ultimately given by OPW as they prioritize
tickets for the entire City.

 
I am still awaiting answers to the questions below from Public Works:

What are Public Works goals or measures that they strive to meet regarding closed service
requests?  What is PWs performance against the goals and measures?  For example, the
Illegal Dumping Unit's goal is to resolve 85% of the illegal dumping service requests received
within three business days.  Is there a similar goal for maintenance requests?  If so, what is
the goal or measures?
With respect to ticket closures, what does PW consider a good year?  How does PW measure
a good year, a poor performance year, etc. for maintenance?

 
Thank you for your time and consideration.
 
Kindest Regards,
Kere Gonzales
 
 
From: Mary Forte <maryfforte@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 8:48 PM
To: Gonzales, Kere <KGonzales@oaklandlibrary.org>
Cc: Turbak, Jamie <JTurbak@oaklandlibrary.org>
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Copy of 2022

		Timestamp		SRID		Please describe the issue in detail:		What location is the request for?		Describe the specific location the issue is occurring (include floor level, room #, specific cubicle or spot in room as relevant):		Specific Location (please be sure to include floor level, room #, and specific cubicle or spot in room as relevant):		Name or Contact Person:		Phone Number - include 7 digits		Add photo?		Add Photo(s)		What type of problem is it?		Is this request a re-submission of a previous request? 		Please attach previous ticket number if you have it:		Status (Open Requests are blank)		Priority:		Notes		Please specify alarms issue:		Please specify appliance issue:		Please specify custodial issue:		Please specify electrical issue:		Please specify litter issue:		Please specify mold issue:		Please specify HVAC issue:		Please specify landscaping issue:		Please specify painting issue:		Please specify plumbing issue:		Please specify pest issue:		Please specify inside or outside:		Please specify sidewalk issue:		Please specify structural issue:		How many patron complaints have you received?		Any special circumstances or challenges to access (i.e. locked gates/doors, high ceilings, etc.)?		Are there any time preferences or limitations to providing service?

		7/1/2019" "10":"47" "AM		REFER		Door to shed outside tool lending library is warping, bolts are coming undone on at least one hinge.   The shed holds important inventory.  The door either needs to be fixed or replaced.		TEM				Tool Shed		David N. Hughes-Gonzales								Key / Lock Management						Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Vendor Issue

		7/1/2019" "11":"49" "AM		920406		There is a bullet hole on the roof standing seam. Also, please improve the rain water flash at the downspout.		81ST				Roof		Diane (via Jack)								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/1/2019" "11":"49" "AM		920403		The door to the upstairs does not automatically close/lock. Please enable the door to self-close. Located on the right, just after the front entrance		81ST				Lobby		Diane (via Jack)								Key / Lock Management						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/1/2019" "11":"49" "AM		920414		Exterior windows and doors are deteriorating due to sun and water exposure. Exterior windows and doors at need (pending lead), wash, scrape, sand, repair, prime, caulk and paint job.		MEL				Exterior		Diane (via Jack)								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/1/2019" "3":"52" "PM		920580		Feces on the floor of the public restroom.		ROC				Public Restroom		Erica Siskind or Lisa Harter								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/2/2019" "11":"23" "AM		DUPLICATE		A large tree limb is down on College Ave in front of the Library near the AC Transit bus stop. Please have a crew come and remove it ASAP.		ROC				Front of Library		paul schiesser								Landscaping / Trees						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/2/2019" "5":"26" "PM		921203		We have dry erase wallpaper to put in our two meeting rooms on the East walls.  The wallpaper is in the TeenZone office by the door between the main office and Sharon McKellar's office.  The rolls are 8 feet by 4 feet.  They should be mounted in the north room lengthwise (8 feet) and the four feet should be between two feet and six feet from the top of the baseboard.  For the South Room the wallpaper should be cut to 58 inches length and also be between two feet and six feet from the top of the baseboard.  		MAIN				TeenZone		Brian Boies								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/2/2019" "6":"58" "PM		DUPLICATE		Molly reported a mildew smell in the Children's Room in ticket number 919609.  She requested to clean the carpets in that room.  However, we now think it is much stronger.  We think it is definitely mold but cannot pinpoint its origin.		ELM				Children's Room		Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/3/2019" "11":"06" "AM		921195		Women's Public Bathroom, Mezzanine, toilet is clogged and overflowing.		MAIN				Mezzanine Restrooms		Vernon (Via Jack)								Plumbing						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/3/2019" "5":"27" "PM		921538		What I believe is the weather stripping between window panes in the quiet area is separating from the wall where the windows are attached. 		81ST				Quiet Area		Brian Guenther								Structural / Construction Issue						Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/3/2019" "7":"58" "PM		921551		There are some lights inside the branch that are burnt out. It is located on the first half of the room when you first enter from the entrance. One is right above the bookdrop by the desk. Someone might need a ladder to reach it.		PIE				Exterior		Russell Tran								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/5/2019" "10":"51" "AM		REFER		Can the two Reference Desk computers in the Children's Room get key pads so that patrons can type in their own Pin numbers, instead of staff asking patrons to say their pins out loud? - better for privacy reasons		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Help Desk						Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/5/2019" "1":"42" "PM		911999		Re submission of older request, don't have the ticket number. Graffiti on right hand side of display case closest to entrance in lobby. Was covered with a flyer by another staff member, is now visible to public again. Please remove, thank you.		CHA				Lobby		Sandy								Graffiti		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/8/2019" "9":"04" "AM		922152		Fire alarm boxed beeping "trouble"		MAIN				Fire Alarm Panel		Catherine Jennings								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/8/2019" "11":"16" "AM		DUPLICATE		Janitorial services have been rather sporadic and inadequate lately. Today we are out of hand soap in the public and staff restrooms, and paper products had to be replaced in several bathrooms.		ROC				Entire Library		Trish Keyes								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/9/2019" "12":"26" "PM		CANCEL		bathroom stall closest to the door - water is constantly running		MAIN				Basement Staff Restrooms		Catherine Jennings								Plumbing						Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/10/2019" "2":"59" "PM		925059		The Madison St. Courtyard is messy and smells like urine. We are hosting a dance program all Saturdays in July starting this weekend. Can custodians please clean things up? There's glass bits, too! Thanks. 		MAIN				First Floor		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/10/2019" "3":"51" "PM		CANCEL		Toilet overflow in women's restroom; floor under all stalls is wet; restroom is closed to all patron use		CHA				Women's Restroom		Linda								Plumbing						Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/11/2019" "10":"01" "AM		925060		The window sills are pretty filthy.  Can we please have a deep cleaning?  The ones in the Children's Room are particularly bad but we have some in the office and the Teen Room as well.  Also, please clean the blinds in the Children's Room.		ELM				Children's Room/TeenZone		Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/11/2019" "10":"41" "AM		DUPLICATE		We received no custodial service today. We are out of soap in our staff rest room. 		WEST				Entire Library		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/11/2019" "3":"56" "PM		928242		There is currently heavy smoke in the AAMLO office belonging to Bamidele. We believe it is electrical in nature as the smell increases near to the wiring. FASO recommended filling a PW request and CC'ing Paulette 		AAMLO				Curator's Office		Veda Silva								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/12/2019" "4":"27" "PM		925224		We'd like the railing on the ramp repainted, children are hitting their heads on it.		PIE				Entry Ramp		Michelle Rosenthal								Painting						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/12/2019" "4":"27" "PM		925079		The alarm key pad reads COMM. FAILURE. It will let us set the alarm and turn it off, and shows other messages, but this message is consistent. 		GG				Alarm Panel		Erin Sanders								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/12/2019" "5":"28" "PM		CANCEL		Toilet overflowed right before closing.		ELM				Public Restroom		Ana-Elba Pavon								Plumbing						Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/13/2019" "9":"07" "AM		925104		We received no custodial service between closing on Friday and today, Saturday morning. Toilet overflowed yesterday, bathroom needs cleaning.		ELM				Entire Library		Molly Nichols/Ana-Elba Pavon (Branch Manager)								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/15/2019" "9":"18" "AM		DUPLICATE		Branch was not serviced over the weekend; bins were not emptied and floors were not vacuumed/mopped.		CHA				Entire Library		Linda Nguyễn								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/15/2019" "11":"24" "AM		917264		Since our previous ticket regarding the skunk we've had weeks of continuous skunk smell. Animal Control came out a couple of weeks ago looked but just said it was probably dead in there and they could get it to and they thought it would decompose. Today Joseph Hernandez from Western Exterminator was doing his monthly check of the school facility and building, he said the skunk must be alive and there is no smell of rigor mortis. He suggested having them come out to trap it. I asked about cost and he said it would be a few hundred dollars. One of the screened areas looks like it may have been kicked by someone and that originally how the skunk got in before the mesh was reinforced.		PIE				Entire Library		Michelle Rosenthal								Pest		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Referred by PWA

		7/15/2019" "12":"35" "PM		INTERNAL		more of a custodial/possible plumbing issue. the toilet in public bathroom 'B' has overflowed, leaving feces in a rather large radius around the toilet. not sure if it's a simple plunger issue, or more drastic measures are needed.		ROC				Bathroom B		Trish Keyes								Plumbing						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/15/2019" "12":"54" "PM		925265		A co-worker informed that a patron complained about the litter outside.  I went to the Main's 14th Street entry and saw a noticeable pile of dead leaves mixed with litter near our entry's sidewalk and stairs.		MAIN				Front Facade		Shannon McQueen								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/15/2019" "2":"02" "PM		925097		The battery recycle bins and boxes in the front entryway next to the water fountain need to be emptied		ROC				Lobby		Ryan or Paul								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/15/2019" "3":"31" "PM		REFER		The phone in the staff room is out of order. It was making a noise like a busy signal - 3 lines activated. I unplugged the phone. It went completely dead. I unplugged it again. There was an active line and it was dialing.		AAMLO				Staff Room		Jennifer Bator Monday / Sean Dickerson other weekdays								Help Desk						Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/15/2019" "3":"51" "PM		915943		Copied from previous submission: On 6/15, a patron with blood flowing from her elbow was using Computer 2 in the Computer Lab. The station table, mouse and keyboard need to be properly sanitized since blood was smeared on the table and likely had contact with our equipment.		MAIN				1st Floor		Shannon McQueen								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/16/2019" "9":"32" "AM		925067		We haven't been cleaned and it is dirtier than usual.  I'm not sure if we were cleaned over the weekend either.		LAKE				Entire Library		Xochitl Paz Gavidia								Cleaning / Custodial		yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/16/2019" "11":"16" "AM		INTERNAL		The office behind the Circulation Desk on the 1st floor needs soap. Thanks!		MAIN				1st Floor		Josephine Sayers								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/16/2019" "12":"22" "PM		925221		Garbage was (again) not picked up on Monday, 7/16 - the bin is now full and will be overflowing after today's lunch service.		MEL				Garbage Bins		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/17/2019" "10":"54" "AM		925561		We did not receive custodial service this morning 		MEL				Entire Library		Kate 								Cleaning / Custodial		no				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/17/2019" "12":"37" "PM		925641		We have 6 large bags of leaves that the boy scouts were not able to take away this past weekend.  I put them out with the garbage/recycling but they were not removed, we don't have green waster service currently.  They are still out at the curb currently.		PIE				Exterior		Michelle Rosenthal								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/17/2019" "2":"31" "PM		925646		CCTV work is needed at the Eastmont Branch Library. All of the security monitors show a black screen. Please contact Derrick DeMay (510) 238-3479 or Jack Schmidt at (510) 238-3283.		EAST				Office		Carlon Yoder (via Jack)								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		ITD

		7/17/2019" "4":"40" "PM		925811		The toilet in the public rest room slides around on the floor and needs to be secured and made stable.		TEM				Public Restroom		Steven Lavoie								Plumbing		Yes		852010		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/17/2019" "5":"10" "PM		917096		The outside ground area by the back emergency door (in back of the parking lot) is very dirty, both the concrete and the wood chips. Please clean and replace wood chips. 		MLK				Emergency Door Area		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/18/2019" "9":"30" "AM		925856		Public restroom toilet is clogged again.		GG				Public Restroom		Erin Sanders								Plumbing						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/18/2019" "10":"33" "AM		925964		We had a temporary elevator permit, but someone tore it off. The permit inside the case expired over a year ago (03/2018). We need to have our elevator permit reissued, or at least get another temp sticker. Thanks!		GG				Elevator		Erin Sanders								Elevator Issue						Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Cancel

		7/18/2019" "1":"17" "PM		INTERNAL		The soap dispenser in the staff kitchen has been out of soap for about a week.  We left a note to refill and got a note saying "Can't refill don't have supplies call Martin."  We'd like to have hand soap, please.		ELM				Staff Kitchen		Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/18/2019" "2":"20" "PM		DUPLICATE		There is a decorative metal strip that runs along the face of the desk where our teen area computers are stationed that is coming up. It will be a safety hazard if it comes off any more. Is there a way that it can be reattached? Thank you.		81ST				TeenZone		Brian Guenther								Structural / Construction Issue						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/18/2019" "5":"16" "PM		926250		There is a decorative metal strip that runs along the face of the desk where our teen area computers are stationed that is coming up. It will be a safety hazard if it comes off any more. Is there a way that it can be reattached? Thank you. 		81ST				TeenZone		Brian Guenther								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/18/2019" "5":"17" "PM		926251		This may not be the right way to do this, but our battery container is full and needs to be picked up and emptied. 		81ST				Lobby		Brian Guenther								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/19/2019" "9":"09" "AM		926300		A person went to the bathroom (#2) on our newspaper in front of the library.  I also called Martin to have someone come clean it up and he is sending someone.  		LAKE				Front of Library		Xochitl Paz Gavidia								Cleaning / Custodial						Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/19/2019" "10":"05" "AM		926315		Graffiti on window facing street (Edes Ave.)		BRO				Window facing Edes Ave.		Sandra Toscano								Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/20/2019" "9":"19" "AM		926912		Melrose did not get custodial service today 7/20/19		MEL				Entire Library		Kate								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/20/2019" "10":"05" "AM		926916		We did not receive custodial service between Friday and Saturday. The bathroom is not clean and the trash has not been emptied. The trash is smelly and might attract pests. Because we serve summer lunches on Fridays, and thus have food waste in our trash, we could really use custodial service between Friday and Saturday.		ELM				Entire Library		Molly Nichols/ Ana-Elba Pavon (Branch Manager)								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/22/2019" "9":"12" "AM		DUPLICATE		The standpipe near the front entrance was damaged in the morning, and reported by custodial staff. A custodial staff called into OAK311 and building engineers responded by repairing the pipe. According to the engineers, it appeared that someone had attempted to forcibly remove the cap that sealed the standpipe.		MAIN				Drainpipe, front Facade		Jack								Plumbing						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/22/2019" "9":"41" "AM		926920		We did not get janitorial service this weekend. We had a busy day with programming on Saturday. All the trash cans were full and I had to empty them and refill the paper towel dispensers.		LAKE				Entire Library		Ashley Bonifacio								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/22/2019" "10":"09" "AM		926938		We need to post No Smoking signs (the logo/image) with the notice about 25 feet, at our two public entrances, and at our staff entrance, and the Oak St. side of the property. There's more public smoking these days and we need a way to quickly tell patrons that smoking near entrances is not permitted. Thank you!! 		MAIN				Public Entrances		Mana Tominaga								Sign						Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/22/2019" "11":"17" "AM		927021		We did not receive custodial service this morning 		MEL				Entire Library		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		no				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/22/2019" "1":"03" "PM		927360		Please clean the bathroom floor, sink, and changing table with disinfectant tomorrow. A patron apparently used the bathroom as a shower room, and may have vomited in the sink.		ELM				Public Restrooms		Remy TImbrook								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/22/2019" "1":"05" "PM		927373		Our security alarm keypad is beeping like the battery needs replacing. The last time this happened (about a year ago?) someone came out to replace it safely without setting off the alarm.		ELM				Alarm Panel		Remy Timbrook								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/23/2019" "8":"59" "AM		927357		We haven't been cleaned since Friday and need someone to come today please		LAKE				Entire Library		Xochitl Gavidia								Cleaning / Custodial		yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/23/2019" "9":"09" "AM		927352		There are human feces next to the outside wall of the library on the 69th Avenue side in the corner closest to International Blvd.		MLK				Exterior Wall		Celia Davis								Illegal Dumping		no				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/23/2019" "9":"14" "AM		927351		Public restroom toilet clogged again.		GG				Public Restrooms		Sharon Vaughn								Plumbing						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/23/2019" "9":"26" "AM		927381		Galvanized Ducts on Roof are rusted and need anti-rust coating and protection. 		ROC				Roof		Diane (Via Jack)								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/23/2019" "9":"44" "AM		927452		A brass electrical outlet box built-in to the floor has lost it's screws and the plate can be easily removed exposing bare wire. The outlet is located by the round table in the Magazine & Newspaper area of the branch, It has been secured with book tape by staff.		ROC				Magazines & Newspapers		Paul Schiesser								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/23/2019" "12":"22" "PM		927479		During a program on Sunday (July 21), our alarm was triggered. When staff tried to turn it off at the key pad by the front entrance, it did not work. The keys on this pad are very hard to press. Could there be something else wrong with it? Please replace the key pad by the front entrance. 		GG				Alarm Panel		Erin Sanders								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		891339		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/23/2019" "1":"31" "PM		927815		We have several lights burnt out in the branch.  One flourescent tube set in the downstairs community room and 2 can lights in the Adult section of the library.		MEL				Multiple areas		Kate Hug								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/23/2019" "1":"35" "PM		927819		We have profane graffiti on the marble steps at the front entry way and spray painted graffiti on the retaining wall alongside the library on 48th Ave.  The first was first reported on 7/2 and the second reported on 6/6.  		MEL				Multiple areas		Kate Hug								Graffiti		Yes		921591, 920993, 911719		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/23/2019" "4":"43" "PM		927625		Bedbugs were found at the Golden Gate Library. The bugs were found in a book on their hold shelf in the office behind the front desk (next to the back stairs). The book was placed in a back and send back to Main library through Delivery.		GG				Front Desk		Erin Sanders								Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/23/2019" "5":"09" "PM		927775		The new Rockridge Library Rain Water Leader/Drain Pipe on College Ave needs to be terminated at the street; the water from the gutter/drain pipe currently leaks back into the Library causing structural and interior damage.  Sidewalk needs to be saw-cut with a trench drain installed or pipe placed under the sidewalk and curb to terminate in street gutter.		ROC				Exterior		Diane (via Jack)								Plumbing						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/23/2019" "6":"14" "PM		DUPLICATE		The moldy smell in the Children's Room is back.  It had disappeared when the person came to inspect.  However, it is pretty strong again.		ELM				Children's Area		Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/23/2019" "7":"54" "PM		927820		There is a dead squirrel in our parking lot. It is in the south west area. Can someone please remove it? A patron complained about the smell and flies. 		WEST				Parking Lot		Susy Moorhead								Pest						Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		OPD Animal Services

		7/24/2019" "9":"27" "AM		927787		We did not get cleaned		PIE				Entire Library		Nikki Truong								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/24/2019" "10":"17" "AM		927817		We cleared out the under-sink cupboard trying to find the source of a horrible smell in the staff kitchen. No evidence of rodents/other pest infestation, but definitely signs of water damage and mold. The plumbing connections seem very loose, but I couldn't discover a leak. Please have this looked at by a professional and have the mold treated. I will send photos by email.		ELM				Kitchen		Remy Timbrook								Mold / Moisture						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/24/2019" "1":"22" "PM		928704		Drawers to filing cabinet do not open... it would be nice if they did. 		ROC				Office		Liz Soskin								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/24/2019" "5":"22" "PM		928125		hours after a slime program a teen got slime all over and some on the carpet that try as we might we can not clean up. It is under a caution sign on the children's side near the windows on the 18th side. Please help us get this out of the carpet! Thanks!		WEST				Children's Area		celia								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/24/2019" "5":"32" "PM		928120		We had no custodial this morning. Also can the top of the display case in our lobby be cleaned? I put a sticky asking this on the custodial closet as well. 		WEST				Entire Library		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/25/2019" "10":"47" "AM		928246		We seem to have mosquitos inside the library.  Can something please be done?		ELM				Interior		Ana-Elba Pavon								Pest						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/25/2019" "11":"17" "AM		928247		Our staff restroom continues to have trouble. Lately it sometimes just doesn't flush. 		WEST				Staff Restroom		Susy Moorhead								Plumbing						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/25/2019" "11":"26" "AM		928250		We have few more burned light bulbs that need to be replaced: 1 in children's shelf aisle #6, 2 in the corner of teen reading area resulting in a lack of adequate lighting for reading, and 1 at the end of shelf aisle #18.		ASN				Multiple areas		Cong Hoang								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/25/2019" "11":"35" "AM		928269		Lights burned out in staff kitchen. Please replace.		CHA				Staff Kitchen		Pete V.								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/25/2019" "3":"56" "PM		928346		There's an open hole in the wall to the right of the door to bathroom "A". It looks like a panel has been removed. We'd like this covered asap. Thanks!		DIM				Bathroom A		Sarah Hodgson								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/26/2019" "10":"13" "AM		928600		Ants have invaded the staff kitchen sink.  Please resolve.		ELM				Kitchen		Ana-Elba Pavon								Pest						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/27/2019" "9":"39" "AM		929116		We did not get cleaned		PIE				Entire Library		Nikki Truong								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/27/2019" "1":"16" "PM		929117		Our exterior bookdrop door out in front fails to lock.  The handle will not turn all the way in order to lock. The problem has grown worse since the book drop was moved. Staff thinks the structure may be slanting causing the malfunction.		MLK				Exterior Bookdrop		Alison or Celia								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/28/2019" "3":"21" "PM		929121		The Classroom is the hottest part of the building. I was told that there is a cooling system that seems not be working. Can this be looked at, please?		81ST				Classroom		Brian Guenther								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/29/2019" "9":"38" "AM		929192		The toilet paper dispenser in 1st floor bathroom A is broken and coming out of the wall, it needs replacing or repairing. Also the toilet paper dispenser in bathroom A, large stall is broken and falls off it's hinges everyday you try to replace toilet paper, which for Branch Staff is every Monday morning since we are sill not receiving custodial services on Monday's.		ROC				Bathroom A		Paul Schiesser								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/29/2019" "9":"40" "AM		929195		The low ceiling spot light in the lobby between the entrances for the 1st floor public bathrooms is burnt-out. Please replace it.		ROC				Lobby		Paul Schiesser								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/29/2019" "10":"10" "AM		929160		We did not receive custodial services this morning. 		MEL				Entire Library		kate								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/29/2019" "10":"11" "AM		929162		Library was not serviced over the weekend; floors need to be mopped and vacuumed, bins need to be emptied, toilet stalls need to be replenished.		CHA				Entire Library		Linda								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/30/2019" "9":"56" "AM		929593		We did not get cleaned last night 7/29/19		LAKE				Entire Library		Xochitl Gavidia								Cleaning / Custodial		yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/30/2019" "11":"20" "AM		929658		the toilet closest to the wall leaks after flushing		MAIN				Basement Staff Restrooms		Pat Toney								Plumbing						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/30/2019" "5":"25" "PM		929980		We just received two outdoor garbage containers.  One is in the front of the library.  The other is in the backyard.  Please make sure to empty both of them.		ELM				Garbage Bins		Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/30/2019" "7":"48" "PM		929983		We did not receive service today. Also we need to have the area in the front as well as our porch off the meeting room cleaned well. There is broken glass around. We are having a National Night Out Kick Off party on Tuesday the 6th and it is to be in those two areas. 		WEST				Entire Library		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/31/2019" "9":"33" "AM		930200		The alarm panel is still beeping as if it needs a new battery. Other staff say that someone came by to look at it while I wasn't here; they thought he'd fixed it, but it still sounds like a dying robotic swan. :)		ELM				Alarm Panel		Remy Timbrook								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		927373		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/31/2019" "9":"33" "AM		930105		Didn't get custodial last night/this morning.		ELM				Entire Library		Remy Timbrook								Cleaning / Custodial						Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/31/2019" "9":"46" "AM		930039		Main's lawn and general landscaping are in dismal shape. The Oak St. side features weeds and a complete lack of attention to the lawn. The Madison St. side needs new plants in the planters. The hedges are just awful and attract rodents and trash. I'd like to revisit an updated landscaping design for Main that features local native plants. 		MAIN				Exterior		Mana Tominaga								Landscaping / Trees						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/31/2019" "10":"26" "AM		930050		Please powerwash the Madison Street Courtyard before August 6th, 2019. Patrons have complained of glass in the courtyard area.		MAIN				Madison St. Courtyard		Mana (Via Jack)								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/31/2019" "2":"48" "PM		930172		The master alarm panel in the lobby by the front do is going off disrupting the entire Library, Also the Silent Knight alarm in the 2nd floor IT closet is going off and cannot be silenced using the silence button. Mark as super urgent.		ROC				Lobby		Paul Schiesser								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/31/2019" "7":"01" "PM		930383		Toilet seat in staff restroom is loose.		CHA				Staff Restroom		Sandy								Plumbing						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/1/2019" "9":"06" "AM		930379		The branch is filthy, especially the children's area, with debris all on the carpet in that area.  Trash bins have fruit flies and smell of old food.		BRO				Children's Area		Sandra Toscano								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/1/2019" "9":"08" "AM		930382		We did not get a custodial visit since yesterday (when someone came out late). Our backyard garbage especially needs to be emptied every day because we serve summer lunch.		ELM				Entire Library		Remy Timbrook								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/1/2019" "10":"27" "AM		DUPLICATE		Camera in lobby corner needs to be adjusted. Was knocked out of place and is now aimed at the ground.		CHA				Lobby		Sandy								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		918003		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/1/2019" "11":"57" "AM		DUPLICATE		A new patron came into the Main Library this morning and very politely complained about the landscaping. She said it was in very bad shape and looked terrible. She said it looked like it hadn't been taken care of recently and that, combined with the graffiti, just didn't look good. 		MAIN				Exterior		Josephine Sayers								Landscaping / Trees		Yes		929608		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/2/2019" "11":"23" "AM		930815		Please fix drawer: One of the bottom drawers in Cristina's cubicle is broken/out of alignment so mice have left their droppings inside		MAIN				Basement		Winnie/Cristina								Structural / Construction Issue						Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/2/2019" "11":"23" "AM		930814		Mice have left droppings inside of Cristina Flores' cubicle drawer, please send someone to address mice/rodent abatement.		MAIN				Basement		Winnie/Cristina								Pest						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/2/2019" "1":"51" "PM		INTERNAL		Gene Tom is leaving the library department and I need him to show me how to work with the Main Library's lobby clock and clock system. Can an engineer please meet us on Wednesday August 7 at 1 PM for accessing the clock room space? TIA! 		MAIN				Basement		Mana Tominaga								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/2/2019" "1":"59" "PM		930889		WEST did not get custodial services today 8/2 and yesterday we got the bare mininum. We are out of toilet paper in the staff bathroom and the custodial closet, we are out of soap in the women's room, the dumpster is still outside, and still waiting for the outside porch to be swept since NNO we have performers and children that will be in this area.		WEST				Entire Library		celia jackson								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/2/2019" "2":"08" "PM		930885		There is a dead animal smell in the kitchen.  We think it is coming from the sink.  Please investigate.		ELM				Kitchen		Ana-Elba Pavon								Pest						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/2/2019" "3":"46" "PM		DUPLICATE		Please remove old tree trunks and branches in the backyard. A big tree fell down in April. PW came to remove the fallen tree but left some small tree trunks and branches in the backyard. 		MON				Backyard 		Vicky Chen								Landscaping / Trees		Yes		896762		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/3/2019" "9":"27" "AM		931395		We did not receive service again		PIE				Entire Library		Nikki								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/3/2019" "12":"29" "PM		931393		We haven't received custodial in 3 days. What I know: toilet paper is out in staff restroom and women's room. There is no soap in the women's room. Looks like a tornado hit the lobby. Dumpster has been sitting out for three days. Porch area in the front and off of the meeting room (including behind the gates) needs to be cleaned as we are having an outdoor party on Tuesday evening. 		WEST				Entire Library		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/3/2019" "3":"50" "PM		931410		The neon tubes which illuminated Brookfield Public PCs station 5 &10 need to be replaced, they went out		BRO				Computer Lab		Alfred								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		no				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/3/2019" "3":"58" "PM		931400		We need our soap dispenser in the women's bathroom on the 1st floor to be replaced. It is broken, and is currently being held together with tape. Thank you. 		81ST				Women's 1st Floor Bathrooms		Brenda Membreno								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/5/2019" "9":"14" "AM		931396		Library didn't get any custodial service. Bathrooms very dirty, trash not emptied, etc. Please send someone ASAP. 		CHA				Entire Library		Pete Villasenor								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/5/2019" "9":"21" "AM		931404		No custodial service over the weekend.  Trash bins are overflowing and smelling of old food from the weekend.  The carpet is full of debris all throughout the library. 		BRO				Entire Library		Sandra Toscano								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/5/2019" "10":"05" "AM		931446		Garbage did not get picked up today (8/5/19). Overflow. 		MEL				Garbage Bins		Melrose								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/5/2019" "10":"06" "AM		931448		No custodial service today (8/5/19)		MEL				Entire Library		Kate								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/5/2019" "10":"10" "AM		931452		We did not receive custodial service between Saturday and today, Monday. The trash cans are overflowing with rotting food and garbage (there was a party here on Saturday), the bathroom is not clean, and the floors need to be vaccuumed (there are crumbs everywhere).		ELM				Entire Library		Molly Nichols/ Ana-Elba Pavon (manager)								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/5/2019" "10":"56" "AM		931493		we have been waiting days for custodial services. We are still waiting for clean up especially of the outside area and now there is not only a mess but human waste there as well! We are expecting 200 people for our NNO tomorrow and have an outdoor performance and need it to not only be clean but sanitary. Thanks!		WEST				Entire Library		celia jackson								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		930889		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/5/2019" "12":"47" "PM		931586		There are feces in the exterior door alcove to Room 6. (On the Oak street side of the building, the alcove is to the right of the Children's Room entrance).  Additionally, there is paint on the door that will need scraping or dissolving.		MAIN				Exterior		Nina Lindsay								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/5/2019" "2":"58" "PM		931694		Staff bathroom needs a new lightbulb.		MLK				Staff Bathroom		Alison								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/5/2019" "3":"09" "PM		931672		Please scrape or dissolve the paint on the exterior door alcove to Room 6. (On the Oak street side of the building, the alcove is to the right of the Children's Room entrance).  Please contact Nina Lindsay at 510-238-6706.		MAIN				Room 6		Nina (Via Jack)								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes				Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/5/2019" "7":"54" "PM		INTERNAL		Cleaning of Lab Computer 13 station and chair.  After using computer 13, user informed Lab Monitor that she has lice.		MAIN				1st Floor		Shannon McQueen								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/6/2019" "12":"08" "PM		DUPLICATE		We did not get custodial service. We have a big event today and our trash cans are full.		LAKE				Entire Library		Ashley Bonifacio								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/6/2019" "12":"18" "PM		932018		Women's bathroom, Mezzanine Level, needs a toilet paper dispenser. Please contact Jack Schmidt at 510-238-3283.		MAIN				Mezzanine Restrooms		Jack (on behalf of Brian Jones, Custodian)								Structural / Construction Issue						Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/6/2019" "2":"45" "PM		932110		Urgent Request: Feces in the Madison courtyard, please clean before the event tonight.		MAIN				Madison St. Courtyard		Mana (Via Jack)								Cleaning / Custodial						Refer/Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/7/2019" "11":"53" "AM		932429		Graffiti is located near the top of the Main Library roof line, on the 13th side of the building, above the delivery well. The graffiti is located next to the left ladder leading to the roof.		MAIN				Roof		Jack								Graffiti						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/7/2019" "12":"44" "PM		DUPLICATE		Alarm at the Asian Branch Library is showing "System Lobat." Library staff was also contacted by the alarm company informing them of a low battery. Please contact Cong Hoang at (510) 238-3406.		ASN				Alarm Panel		Cong (via Jack)								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		881767		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/8/2019" "9":"16" "AM		932683		Some book case bars connected to the wall were moved and now the wall needs to be painted. On side if building facing parking lot.		MLK				Interior wall adjacent to parking lot		Celia Davis								Painting		no				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/8/2019" "5":"41" "PM		933190		Eastmont is experiencing an issue with roaches.  Wondering if the pest control vendor could come out.		EAST				Multiple areas		DERRICK DEMAY								Pest						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/9/2019" "9":"19" "AM		933191		Our custodian has seen a mouse in the building twice. Once in our staff break area and again near the front entrance. 		81ST				Multiple areas		Brian Guenther								Pest						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/9/2019" "11":"15" "AM		933743		We have 7 burned light bulbs that need to be replaced: 2 children's display cases, 1 information desk, 1 children's shelf aisle 4, 1 against wall in teen area, 1 outside meeting room,  and 1 adult shelf aisle 30.		ASN				Multiple areas		Cong Hoang								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/9/2019" "12":"51" "PM		933199		The soap dispenser in the 1st floor staff restroom appears to be broken (the cover has fallen off and won't reattach)		MAIN				1st Floor Staff Restroom		Josephine Sayers								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/9/2019" "2":"56" "PM		REFER		My office phone does not work. The phone jack is in the floor, right under my desk chair. The cable is frayed. Please replace the cable. It would be much improved to have the phone jack in the wall. Thanks.		GG				Branch Manager's Office		Erin Sanders								Help Desk		Yes		INC0028377		Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/9/2019" "3":"31" "PM		933750		Please reduce the water pressure in men's and women's public restroom sinks. Patrons often soak themselves and splash water on the restroom floor when they turn on. Thanks. 		CHA				Men's & Women's Public Bathrooms		Pete								Plumbing		No.				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/9/2019" "4":"43" "PM		933248		Main Library, Basement Level, the Children's Yellow Bathroom is clogged.		MAIN				Basement		Erika								Plumbing						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/10/2019" "9":"18" "AM		933809		We did not get serviced again		PIE				Entire Library		Nikki								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/10/2019" "9":"57" "AM		933802		We didn't receive custodial service this morning. 		WEST				Entire Library		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/10/2019" "3":"41" "PM		934046		Our door counter is not functioning correctly.		PIE				Front Entrance		Michelle Rosenthal								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/10/2019" "5":"24" "PM		933779		Please shampoo the area rug by our custodial closet. The carpet company used that space as a staging area for their equipment and the rug is now stained. Thanks!		CHA				Custodial Closet		Isela, Annabelle or Pete								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/12/2019" "9":"13" "AM		933777		No custodial service today(8/12/19) at Melrose		MEL				Entire Library		Kate								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/12/2019" "9":"16" "AM		933775		Need janitorial services.		CHA				Entire Library		Sandy								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/12/2019" "9":"29" "AM		933757		We haven't received custodial service since Friday morning. Trash in the backyard is full, and the children's room badly needs vacuuming.		ELM				Entire Library		Remy Timbrook								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/12/2019" "9":"38" "AM		933772		Dimond has not gotten any custodial service on Mondays this month. We need to get regular service Monday- Saturday. Thanks!		DIM				Entire Library		Sarah Hodgson								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/12/2019" "10":"13" "AM		933791		Garbage did not get picked up today (8/12/19)		MEL				Garbage Bins		Kate								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/12/2019" "11":"36" "AM		933849		Rockridge Library did not receive any custodial service today, 8/12/19. Please contact Lisa Harter at at (510) 597-5057.		ROC				Entire Library		Lisa Harter (Via Jack)								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/12/2019" "2":"17" "PM		REFER		Our air conditioner does not appear to be functioning normally. Air generated from it doesn't seem to be cold enough even with the thermostat adjusted all the way to negative 4. We're currently using multiple fans, and it still doesn't help reduce the humidity inside our library. Patrons have been complaining about this to us.		ASN				Interior		Cong Hoang								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/12/2019" "3":"53" "PM		INTERNAL		I am trying to coordinate the replacement of the chip for the central clock control server, and would like to set up a date in mid-September, hopefully on Monday, 9/16 or Tuesday, 9/17. We need an engineer to access the electric room in the lower level. Please help me get this scheduled; if you could please let me know the date and time preferred for PW staff, I will then send it to IT staff immediately to schedule this. Thank you! 		MAIN				Basement		Mana Tominaga								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/13/2019" "9":"35" "AM		934481		We need the children's rug cleaned in the meeting room		LAKE				Meeting Room		Xochitl Paz Gavidia								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/13/2019" "9":"40" "AM		934482		The electrical outlet nearest to Manila Ave in the 'back' room of the Teen Zone (next to window seat) needs a new outlet cover. The plugs themselves seem stable, just the plastic cover has broken off.		ROC				TeenZone		Patricia Keyes								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/13/2019" "11":"49" "AM		DUPLICATE		Hello - the first graffiti was reported on 6/6 (911719) and has since had additional, extensive graffiti added to it.  The second was reported 7/2 (920993), the third 7/5 (921591) and a follow-up on 7/24 (927819).  The original graffiti is now being added to and it is getting worse.  Please open a ticket to have this fixed.		MEL				Front Facade		Kate Hug								Graffiti		yes 		911719, 920993, 921591, 927819		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/13/2019" "12":"07" "PM		934643		We had a fire inspection today and the inspector said we need 3 new exit signs placed over the 3 doors.  There are 2 already that are expired and there is one missing above the fire door in the back meeting room.		LAKE				Interior		Xochitl Gavidia								Sign		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/13/2019" "12":"13" "PM		918577		A fire inspector came today and said we need 3 new fire extinguishers.  I put in a ticket to have them replaced in June.		LAKE				Interior		Xochitl Gavidia								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		yes 		918577		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/13/2019" "3":"04" "PM		934442		AC not working; Sylvia at Pacific Renaissance Plaza Master Association indicates that the heating pump and coil need to be serviced; those tasks are outside of the Master Association responsibilites.		ASN				Interior		Cong (Via Jack)								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/13/2019" "4":"16" "PM		934719		We need a new NO SMOKING sign on the wall facing the green wooden bench		DIM				Front		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell								Sign						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/13/2019" "4":"17" "PM		934725		The front entry carpet edging is coming loose, needs repair.		DIM				Front Entry		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		905500		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/13/2019" "4":"19" "PM		935129		We need 4 additional locks for "3202" keys for the outside gates		DIM				Exterior		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell								Key / Lock Management						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/14/2019" "9":"25" "AM		935012		Our backyard trash receptacle has not been emptied since last week. It is overflowing and there are ants. Please have the regular custodian include this in daily duties, or send someone out to deal with it regularly.		ELM				Patio		Remy Timbrook								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/14/2019" "11":"32" "AM		934774		The carpet in the staff area needs to be cleaned. Some parts of it are emitting a bad smell. 		MLK				Staff Area		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		no				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/14/2019" "12":"52" "PM		935014		Conduct repairs/screening/sealing of all subfloor door holes with trimmed, fitted pieces of securely attached 1/4" metal hardware cloth, or another material suitable for rodent-proofing. Hardware cloth can be trimmed with tinsnips, and attached with cement or wood screws, staples, and/or quick-drying cement. There are 2 doors on the side of the building facing lakeshore that have holes in them that rats are crawling into.  I will email pictures to Jack Schmidt		LAKE				Exterior		Xochitl Paz Gavidia								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/14/2019" "2":"29" "PM		935017		Request for removal of shelving - please contact Catherine Jennings for specific instructions		MAIN				Aquisitions		Catherine Jennings								Structural / Construction Issue						Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/15/2019" "8":"59" "AM		935010		At the Main library, Basement Level, in Acquisitions, on the wall adjoining the Children's Room, please plug holes and gaps in walls greater than a quarter inch. Staff are reporting mice and we would like to seal any openings. Please contact Diane Tannenwald at 238-6608.		MAIN				Basement Level, Acquisitions		Jack								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/15/2019" "9":"27" "AM		DUPLICATE		The two outside garbage cans (one in front one in the backyard) have not been emptied and are overflowing.  It is unsightly and they are attracting ants.  Please empty.		ELM				Library exterior		Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		935012		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/15/2019" "11":"48" "AM		935206		Hand sanitizer dispenser outside bathroom is empty- thanks!		MAIN				Basement Level, Acquisitions		Nat Snow								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/15/2019" "11":"59" "AM		935208		Clean up area around the bench		PIE				Bench outside of library		Michelle Rosenthal								Landscaping / Trees		No				Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/15/2019" "12":"42" "PM		935142		All of the exterior lights are out from the front walkway through the parking lot. 		DIM				All of the exterior lights are out from the front walkway through the parking lot. 		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		8/15/2019" "12":"47" "PM		898984		Water inside the light fixture and stained on the new ceiling tiles between info desk and self-check desk. Still waiting for someone to install the new ceiling tile.`		DIM				first floor		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		898984		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		8/15/2019" "2":"39" "PM		935217		The attached pictures show significant water incursion.  There is standing water that, recently, was enough to travel from beneath the building to within the storage room.  There is clearly mold growing and the smell in the room is very musty.  The antique wood doors are stored here and are now getting wet.  Additionally, this is close to much of the incoming electrical and several years ago was significantly damaged.		MEL				Downstairs storage room (first door on the right if entering from Fremont Way side door) - once inside, go to door at far back left.  This door leads to a closet that then accesses beneath the building. 		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PWvpcqNYUKQGF73I85UExvfdyXnn9QX1, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hzhdZCge3mBKL2ggSV0Vem0YsgF1FOXy, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bq2JwtrQQ1eK-T78xtTrXbHapWraw3ND		Mold / Moisture		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/15/2019" "2":"48" "PM		935200		The safe does not have any power; batteries were replaced by staff within the past week, but staff are unable to enter the code. Because the safe is in the Manager's office, please speak with staff to unlock it. Please contact Lisa Harter at 510-597-5057.		ROC				In Paul's office		Lisa (Via Jack)								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Canceled by requestor - duct tape is being used to hold in batteries.																														None

		8/15/2019" "3":"30" "PM		935216		Brookfield AC is not functioning.		BRO				whole Brookfield Library		Alfred								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				As temperature will remain high, please order service to Brookfield AC asap

		8/16/2019" "1":"23" "PM		935574		One of the toilets in the women's restroom is clogged and has overflowed onto the floor. It must be fixed so that we can clean up the mess in the stall. It is currently a health hazard.		WEST				Women's restroom, last toilet stall		Celia Jackson								Plumbing		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		The bathroom is inside the building, and the bathroom doors are locked outside of library hours.

		8/16/2019" "2":"19" "PM		REFER		Paging speaker still way too loud. This was initially opened with DIT Telecom, and they tried to adjust the speaker volume - but when it was at a comfortable volume in the Processing Unit, it could barely be heard elsewhere in the building. I don't remember who said this, but apparently we need a new speaker that has its own volume control on the speaker itself. So, this is a request to get a new paging speaker.		MAIN				Cataloging/Processing Unit, basement level		Catherine Jennings								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		Yes				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0034116																														One to two complaints in the past week

		8/18/2019" "10":"59" "AM		936550		Fractured glass pane on entry door.		MAIN				Main Library, 1st Floor, (Right) Entry door nearest ramp		Shannon McQueen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=16ZU7HW_xwX4Y6gxHEllm5Gpk6RglP76R		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None		Fractured glass pane on entry door poses a security risk to building and safety issue for staff and patrons.		Currently, no.

		8/19/2019" "9":"00" "AM		936915		there are many many lights out in the main Adult Area of the Eastmont Library		EAST				There are many, many lights out in the Main Adult Area of the Eastmont Library.		Carlon Yoder and Derrick DeMay								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		high ceilings

		8/19/2019" "9":"24" "AM		936543		Lock on inside fails to turn. We cannot lock our front door from the inside.  Anyone could walk in right now and we are closed.		MLK				Front door		Alison 								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				Needs immediate fixing, door cannot be locked closed from inside

		8/19/2019" "9":"42" "AM		936633		The ants from the outdoor trash can have come inside. They're coming under and around the back door. There is a line of ants following the seam in the floor, and some ants on/under the circulation desk and in various indoor areas. In an effort to control the infestation somewhat, staff has wiped down the trail with disinfectant; however, the floor needs to be thoroughly mopped and the outside may need to be sprayed with insecticide (depending on usual policies). Patrons will react very negatively to having bugs inside the building, and it's not pleasant for staff either.		ELM				Floor from back door to Toni Morrison display, in front of the circ desk. See photos.		Remy Timbrook						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1blGcE2bwZLZVWa0zKpam8blKefhJ-M4M, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Y_ei5jtl3_1PUl99aOb698Cc2MOCMFc_, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ahxqBuZ6ssYQtVvPwKNEjqGtyf0Ns94L, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AlWl2iJZXcigZtaJIlY3dXhvKbAoYRW0		Pest		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week				needs to happen during closed hours; please notify staff if insecticide is used and where.

		8/19/2019" "9":"46" "AM		936638		No janitorial service has been completed since Saturday before we were open tot he public.		ROC				entire building		Erica Siskind OR Lisa Harter								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				This is to let you know that the day of custodial service was missed. Debris on the floor, full trash cans, and untidy restrooms are all there is - nothing dramatic. 

		8/19/2019" "10":"12" "AM		936636		We haven't been receiving Branch Cleaning on Mondays for the past 2 months. 		CHA				Cesar Chavez Library		Pete								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				No.

		8/19/2019" "11":"11" "AM		936640		Garbage did not get picked up today (8/19/19)		MEL				Garbage bin in the backyard		Kate								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/19/2019" "1":"37" "PM		936520		There's black soot falling down from the vents again. We've closed off the space but please have engineers look at it ASAP. This is on the first floor, 13th St. side of the building, near the Oversize collection.		MAIN				First Floor, Oversize books area		Mana Tominaga								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed

		8/19/2019" "1":"53" "PM		936546		Today fire department failed to respond to our false alarm (a child pulled fire alarm in the childrens room), which leads me to believe that the fire alarm is not currently connected to the fire department.  Error on alarm keypad has read "Communications error" for months.		MLK				Alarm		Alison								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/19/2019" "2":"54" "PM		936916		The lights above the desks nearest the sink in the TeenZone office flickers.		MAIN				TeenZone Second Floor Office		TeenZone								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/19/2019" "3":"24" "PM		936732		The fire alarm in the TeenZone by the emergency exit is inaccessible from it's right side to turn off in case of it being pulled.  The CD rack is in the way.  The CD rack needs to be dismantled from the wall and centered between the two windows it currently is between.  		MAIN				TeenZone Second Floor		Brian Boies								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Cancel - OPW		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		8/19/2019" "5":"37" "PM		936921		Our retractable curtain fell from the center south window here in the TeenZone.  The curtain is behind the door separating the two TeenZone offices next to the dry-erase rolls from service request 921203.  		MAIN				TeenZone Second Floor		Brian Boies								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		high ceilings

		8/20/2019" "10":"04" "AM		DUPLICATE		The front glass door is broken! Please get this replaced ASAP as it's a security issue and a safety issue. The glass may crack and fall at any time. Thanks. 		MAIN				Front Entrance		Mana Tominaga								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		936550		N/A

		8/20/2019" "10":"08" "AM		936647		we didn't get cleaned		LAKE				lakeview library		Xochitl Gavidia								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/20/2019" "11":"17" "AM		937018		There is a lot of dog feces around the library in the bushes facing Rudsdale St and 81st Ave. There has also been a lot of illegal dumping as well. Sometimes we see this on a daily basis. We need this cleaned as soon as possible. Thank you. 		81ST				Exterior of Library		Brenda Membreno								Illegal Dumping		No				Closed

		8/20/2019" "11":"37" "AM		936608		There seems to be a problem with our refrigerator. Janet found food melting in the freezer, and the bottom fridge had no cold air either. The fan seems to be running, but it doesn't generate any cold air.		ASN				Staff kitchen		Cong (via Jack)								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/20/2019" "12":"52" "PM		REFER		The inside line of the phone is not working.  From our end, the phone has to ring at least 8 times before the phone rings at the library.  From the patron end, I called a few times and the phone rang 4 or 5 times, picked up, but no one was there.		ELM				phones on desk		Ana-Elba Pavon								Help Desk		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		INC0034385																														None

		8/20/2019" "1":"48" "PM		936726		Cockroaches sighted in the Tool Lending Library.  Please send an exterminator asap. 		TEM				Inside Tool Lending Library		Karen Ko / Rainn Shaw / Friederike Droegemueller								Pest		No				Closed

		8/20/2019" "4":"41" "PM		936942		Neon Tube lightning station four is flicking, dying out		BRO				PC computer  Station 4		Alfred								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		8/21/2019" "9":"20" "AM		DUPLICATE		Someone has been dumping trash along the sides of the library on 81st and Rudsdale. There are two large trash bags that have spilled open on both sides. 		81ST				Exterior of Library		Brian Guenther								Illegal Dumping		Yes		937018		N/A

		8/21/2019" "10":"40" "AM		936986		Water is flushing out in one of the Men's Restroom Urinals		BRO				one of the Urinal in the Men's restroom is out of order, water keep flushing ou		Alfred								Plumbing		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				As water is gushing out , it is highly recommended Repair asap

		8/21/2019" "11":"57" "AM		937051		The toilet flush valve in our ADA accessible stall is broken causing severe flooding on the floor. When flooding occurs it presents a safety hazard. The toilet is currently marked out of service. Wheelchair users and other patrons requiring an accessible stall are currently unable to use the AAMLO restroom.		AAMLO				First floor restroom		Sean Dickerson								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		8/21/2019" "4":"53" "PM		937182		The Second Start Office, located in Magazines & Newspapers, on the Second Floor of the Main Library, has an odor of gas. Please contact Kelly Frasier at 238-6931.		MAIN				FASO		Jack								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/22/2019" "9":"59" "AM		937367		Brookfield Branch did not receive custodial service on 8/22/19, please send custodian ASAP, we have programs today in the morning.		BRO				All library		Sandra								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/22/2019" "10":"06" "AM		937449		Wednesday morning our regular custodian left sick and did not complete the full list of tasks, including vacuuming. Today (Thursday), it appears that no custodian visited. The children's room needs vacuuming before storytime and Play Cafe programs where kids sit on the rug. Also, our non-carpeted floor needs to be mopped as there are several sticky patches and ants.		ELM				Floors, trash, bathroom		Remy Timbrook								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				The children's room is in use and cannot be vacuumed on Wednesdays 10:30 - 11:30 and Thursdays 10:00 - 12:00. This should happen before the branch opens.

		8/22/2019" "10":"16" "AM		937381		I don't think we've had a custodian to help with cleaning for the last few days. 		ASN				Whole library		Cong (via Jack)								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/22/2019" "10":"56" "AM		937450		we did not receive custodial service today. I left a message with Martin asking if there would be service and did not receive a call back. 		MLK				whole library		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		8/22/2019" "11":"36" "AM		937428		Irrigation pipe is leaking into downstairs storage room of Melrose Library		MEL				Downstairs storage room (first door on the right if entering from Fremont Way side door) - once inside, go to door at far back left.  This door leads to a closet that then accesses beneath the building. 		Kate Hug								Mold / Moisture		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/22/2019" "11":"40" "AM		937437		There is mold and moldy odor from the bottom level of the Melrose Library		MEL				Downstairs storage room (first door on the right if entering from Fremont Way side door) - once inside, go to door at far back left.  This door leads to a closet that then accesses beneath the building. 		Kate Hug								Mold / Moisture		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/22/2019" "12":"02" "PM		937788		Trash and debris scattered throughout parking lot - it needs to be cleaned		BRO				Parking lot located at exterior of building in front of the tennis court; the parking lot is full of trash and debris scattered throughout the parking lot		Sandra Toscano								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				the time preference would be in the morning before staff and patrons arrive

		8/22/2019" "2":"23" "PM		937546		Leaking garbage disposal in AAMLO's staff lounge 		AAMLO				2nd Floor Staff Lounge		Sean Dickerson								Plumbing		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		8/22/2019" "2":"25" "PM		937539		AAMLO requires a new padlock for the side gate (attached to the parking gate). We had our previous padlock cut by vandals. The lock will need to be keyed to the AAMLO master key. 		AAMLO				AAMLO exterior side gate		Sean Dickerson								Fence		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/22/2019" "4":"31" "PM		937703		The materials in the room are a fire hazard and a violation of the fire code, and the fire inspector issued an order for us to have those removed ASAP.		ASN				We have a pile of insulation materials stored in our electrical room in the corner of the children's book shelves that needs to be removed and dumped. Those were removed from the ceiling by the IT people to run some wires some months ago. Plus, a few boxes of janitorial supplies need to be moved back to the janitorial storage room in the periodical area. This is an order by the inspector from the Oakland Fire Department Fire Prevention Bureau who came for the inspection on 8/13/19 and deemed those to be a violation of the fire code.		Cong Hoang						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vNBFz3Q6tvN3vuBU2dp8NL4pns0JVQb_, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AE38_GFSedZAGDsgfysWcZNhaWufAK5V		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																		Custodian should have the key to the electrical room. If not, staff should be able to help open the door.		If custodian has a key, then it can be any time. Otherwise, this can be done any time from 9 am to 5:30 pm Monday to Saturday.

		8/23/2019" "9":"21" "AM		937697		We need to have our floor cleaned and garbage bins emptied. This has not been done for a week, and the mess is becoming visible to the public.		ASN				It's been a week, and we still do not have a custodian to help with the cleaning, creating a sanitation problem in our library. Staff have been cleaning up the floor and emptying the trash bins.  		Cong Hoang								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week				Any time is possible.

		8/23/2019" "10":"34" "AM		937789		Vandals have climbed up the low walls, crawled up the exterior fire escapes, hang out on the roof and graffiti the Main Library. It is a liability issue too.  I'd like to hear what successes you have had with issues such as this, but am thinking maybe a fence with narrow openings to prohibit folks from crawling up the walls may work.  		MAIN				Exterior South West Corner Fire Exit walls, see https://www.google.com/maps/place/125+14th+St,+Oakland,+CA+94612/@37.8007318,-122.26394,63m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x808f874a9e895a75:0xf382a2491e1a8c0c!8m2!3d37.8009777!4d-122.2636082		Diane Tannenwald								Fence		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		Please call or email me to arrange a time to discuss an appropriate solution. Thank you. 

		8/23/2019" "10":"52" "AM		937854		There's a large pane of glass in the Second Start room on the second floor that has a growing crack. Please replace! 		MAIN				2nd Floor, Second Start office		Mana Tominaga								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes				Closed

		8/23/2019" "11":"08" "AM		INTERNAL		Trash bins are full , litter throughout the Library		BRO				There is no custodial service for the last two days, trash bins were not emptied, litter throughout the library.		Alfred								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Martin Sharp responded directly to requestor.																														Seven or more complaints in the past week

		8/23/2019" "1":"52" "PM		REFER		Telephone would ring and quickly turned into a busy signal sound.  Patrons couldn't get through		GG				Second floor where the circulation desk is located. Problem telephone has been switched out with another we had around.  Golden Gate Branch; 5606 San Pablo Ave Oakland 94608		Alison Heyman, Sharon Vaughn or Erin Sanders								Help Desk		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		INC0034688																														One to two complaints in the past week		No		Please come service during open hours so we can understand what is happening

		8/23/2019" "2":"03" "PM		937885		The face of the outlet is very loose.  Please repair.  It could be a safety hazard.		ELM				Outlet near backyard door in the center of the main room (close to the floor)		Ana-Elba Pavon								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No.

		8/23/2019" "4":"31" "PM		938235		There are some plants taking root on AAMLO's exterior wall that we can't reach. 		AAMLO				Exterior building		Sean Dickerson						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WFPWWFiSUowiJ-dxImnspMziRKjnaE0n		Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Requires ladder to access.

		8/24/2019" "9":"43" "AM		NOTES		This has become a recurrent problem of missed service.  		MEL				entire library		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		5. No Action Required (request will be noted and documented)		Documentation																														None

		8/24/2019" "12":"04" "PM		938310		There are ants in staff room and couple of public computer stations 		BRO				There are ants in staff room and couple of computer stations		Rabia Anwar								Pest		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		8/24/2019" "4":"07" "PM		INTERNAL		I have vacated my cubicle in Room 6, and a good vacuuming is need, including corners/edges.   Thank you!		MAIN				Basement, Room 6, Nina's old cubicle		Nina Lindsay								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)		Handled internally

		8/25/2019" "2":"48" "PM		938402		I cannot get my entrance key out of the main door of the second level.  Makes library unsafe		GG				Second floor door, main door to the library		Alison Heyman								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None		I have to use staff extra keys to lock up and open branch which cannot be sustained for long		We open at 10 am tomorrow 8/26.  Please send someone with a replacement key that works.  Also someone has to get the my other key unstuck from the door lock - thanks

		8/25/2019" "3":"25" "PM		938232		The toilet is flooding, security guards have turned off the water but the toilet needs to be fixed.		MAIN				Basement Level, Men's Bathroom		Kirsten Baldock (via Jack)								Plumbing		No				Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/26/2019" "10":"00" "AM		938552		I was informed by Martin Sharp that Melrose does not have a scheduled custodian for Mondays. We have been receiving irregular service on Saturdays (missed service 8/24) which complicates matters.  We have not had service now for 3 days - staff have needed to clean the public restroom to make it functional.		MEL				entire librar		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/26/2019" "10":"07" "AM		938617		Branch not cleaned - Restrooms are dirty and bins not emptied.		CHA				Chavez Branch		Pete Villasenor								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/26/2019" "10":"10" "AM		938594		The crack in the foundation was noticed to be much larger - than previously noted.  It is falling away from the building at points along the ground.		MEL				Outside, backyard, across from the garbage/recycling cans		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WsRnZg4O00MkRTeUYaEPMF1VZHbQ9dkr, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uf3MBFtYazHJFhyMCy89Run9y84pWMk8		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/26/2019" "10":"32" "AM		938296		the button to open the disability door isn't working.		LAKE				entrance by the parking lot inside the building		Xochitl Gavidia								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		inside the building		we need to be here to let someone in if it is an outside company

		8/26/2019" "10":"54" "AM		938468		Once again Dimond didn't get any custodial service today, Monday, 8/26. There was food left in trash cans in the library over the weekend.		DIM				Entire library		Sarah Hodgson								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed

		8/26/2019" "12":"47" "PM		938770		The florescent bulb in the overhead light is flickering every few seconds and needs top be replaced.		DIM				first floor to the right of the Teen Zone sign		Sarah Hodgson								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		no

		8/26/2019" "3":"36" "PM		938602		The toilet in the family restroom, off of the Children's Room, and marked with a red circle, is making a loud noise and will not flush.		MAIN				Children's Room, family restroom ("red circle" restroom)		Jesse Nachem								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		The door to this restroom is locked, needs a key that the Children's Room can provide.		We hope it can be done as soon as possible to increase bathroom access to the public.

		8/27/2019" "9":"02" "AM		INTERNAL		Once last week and twice this week so far, when I've arrived in the morning, I've found the alarm to be disarmed. For security, custodians should set the alarm when leaving the branch.		ELM				front door		Remy Timbrook								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Martin Sharp																														None

		8/27/2019" "11":"25" "AM		938864		Three fluorescent tube lights for display cases (1st floor), three overhead fixtures in the reference library (1st floor), and seven overhead lights in the gallery (2nd floor). 		AAMLO				Multiple locations, see details.		Sean (via Jack)								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		896716		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																		Scaffolding for second floor lights.

		8/27/2019" "2":"20" "PM		938974		Last week the ceiling light in our second floor staff break room, above the green couch started intermittently flickering. Now it appears completely off. It appears that the bulb(s) may need to be replaced.   		ROC				Second Floor staff break room ceiling light, over the green couch towards the lockers 		Ryan Lindsay						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-q0XPcJ9uwWIriJJHf3yave-Xc2FKXEb		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		high ceiling, electrical work		No

		8/27/2019" "4":"13" "PM		939229		Need replacement key for staff use		WEST				bent key on branch manager's desk along with other unusable key		Susy Moorhead								Key / Lock Management		No		We need a copy of F11BP2 - this is for one of our break room key sets. 		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/27/2019" "4":"57" "PM		939223		The security alarm panels, both upstairs and in the lobby, need servicing. They are flashing and giving a "SYSTEM LOBAT" message. They were both beeping until one of us put in our security codes. It happens randomly throughout the day and we don't know the downstairs one is doing it until someone comes up and complains.		CHA				Alarm panel in downstairs lobby in between the front entrance and the stairs entrance. Also, the alarm panel upstairs between the stairwell door and elevator door right next to the light switches.		Sandy						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EjjoGHqPKGr6bR0iHlWJus6Mwio56kmD, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1u9ZUVC5LzeWLYFkqp9yaO5eDvkXFlgsw		Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		8/27/2019" "5":"29" "PM		939172		The external building door that opens into the office does not latch without a really hard shove. It used to latch automatically. Risk of non-staff people being able to get into the office when library is closed (in fact, people have been doing this).		PIE				external door to office		Margaret Rodriguez/Michelle Rosenthal								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		The door in question is (or should be) locked		no

		8/27/2019" "5":"34" "PM		939196		Earthquake safety hazard: the server rack is too small for the components, and components don't look like they are attached to rack. Rack is high up on the wall.		PIE				In office to the right of staff bathroom door		Margaret Rodriguez/Michelle Rosenthal								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Referred to ITD																														None		Ladder needed. Offic is locked when library is closed (but external building key also opens office).		no

		8/28/2019" "10":"59" "AM		939272		One of the stalls in the men's restroom on the mezzanine does not have a functioning lock. A patron complained about it to me at the Circ Desk. 		MAIN				Mezzanine - Public Men's Room		Josephine Sayers								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		8/28/2019" "1":"13" "PM		939370		The door to the family/children's bathroom, marked with a red circle, is not latching/locking properly, and people have been walking in on others because the door is not easily closing all the way. The key to this restroom is on Jesse Nachem's desk in the Children's Room office.		MAIN				Children's Room; family bathroom with Red Circle on the door		Jesse Nachem								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		8/28/2019" "2":"31" "PM		939382		There is indication of rodent presence in the mechanical room. I don't know if it is creating problems with the systems like heating located there. 		MLK				mechanical room		Celia Davis						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YaS3DcB23SimfTIVy_Bl45lsDlv_hrWH		Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		mechanical room has it's own key (enter from back of library by picnic table).		no

		8/28/2019" "2":"52" "PM		NOTES		The fire inspector came today. He wants the following problems solved. His next inspection, to see if we have solved the problems, is on October 4th. The fire alarm system needs to be inspected annually. When I called Sentry alarm, they said that is not in our contract- and we'd have to revise our contract to include it. He also said the fire extinguishers need to be sserviced annually (by PW) and were last inspected in 2017. The emergency exit light above the door that goes to the parking lot needs to have its battery replaced (back up power source). The portable air conditioners we have need to be plugged directly into the wall, not extension cords (which requires placing two outlets on the wall closest to the parking lot). The three extension cords he found problematic that we are replacing with long surge protectors need to be the same wattage as the outlets.  He wants the two 15 foot surge protectors to be placed directly on top of the tables for use, as opposed to the current set up where the extension cord plugs into a cord that goes up to a series of plugs on top of the tables. 		MLK				various locations in branch		Celia Davis								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		This request was broken down - see subsequent tickets																														None		no  		no

		8/28/2019" "2":"53" "PM		NOTES		The fire extinguishers need to be serviced and were last inspected in 2017.		MLK				various locations in branch		Celia Davis								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Closed - 9/18/19																														None		no  		no

		8/28/2019" "2":"54" "PM		INTERNAL		The emergency exit light above the door that goes to the parking lot needs to have its battery replaced (back up power source).		MLK				various locations in branch		Celia Davis								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Handled internally																														None		no  		no

		8/28/2019" "2":"55" "PM		943439		Two outlets need to be placed on the inside wall closest to the parking lot. Currently two portable air conditioners are plugged into extension cords, which is a fire code violation, as per Fire Inspection on 8/28/19.		MLK				various locations in branch		Celia Davis								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no  		no

		8/28/2019" "2":"56" "PM		INTERNAL		The two 15 foot surge protectors to be placed directly on top of the tables for use, as opposed to the current set up where the extension cord plugs into a cord that goes up to a series of plugs on top of the tables. 		MLK				various locations in branch		Celia Davis								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no  		no

		8/28/2019" "3":"13" "PM		939427		We need to replace batteries in these Exit Signs and Lighting.		MON				Four Exit Signs shall be illuminated. Please replace batteries. Also, Emergency Lighting is not working. Please replace batteries. 		Vicky Chen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BG1QROuw6FvO0WPta8P7w8z9-1xlk5g6, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wRBhsKqTsNRjoB3EKRUSn-B-YqMxqFuW, https://drive.google.com/open?id=17yBt5eSw7j9PmQ53vOVKMIFDcEvx4iwF, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sRNmSiqEYbeNBXLaELWbJMG7JObY3PF7, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1s4jgybe6fy1Km6cqO4Yq7XzlIUfcUcTl		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week		high ceilings, please bring a ladder.		Before September 30, 2019. The Fire Inspector will inspect them again. 

		8/28/2019" "5":"25" "PM		939692		The door to the handicap stall in the first floor men's room was broken at it's hinges and the lock was broken off. 		81ST				First floor, men's bathroom, handicap stall		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_l-hiEtfLUUFWIEC1vSj3j_iBmD6tQGt, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dhxHPVsqnT5ajyZa2qoPrRewNawK5BIk		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		8/28/2019" "7":"16" "PM		INTERNAL		The toilet in the family restroom, off of the Children's Room, and marked with a red circle, is making a loud noise and will not flush. This was happening on Monday, stopped on Tuesday, and is back today (Wednesday 8/28/19).		MAIN				The toilet in the family restroom, off of the Children's Room, and marked with a red circle, is making a loud noise and will not flush. It seemed to be working  yesterday, but the sound is back today (8/28/19).		Jesse Nachem								Plumbing		Yes		938602		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Greg Johnson 8/30/19																														One to two complaints in the past week

		8/28/2019" "7":"39" "PM		INTERNAL		Just did in the other space, sorry!		PIE				Outside office door		Michelle								Key / Lock Management		Yes		939172 - Tom came out to fix the door today but we just realized that wasn't fully fixed and doesn't lock unless you hold the handle and pull on it to lock, otherwise doesn't lock and can be pushed open.		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/28/2019" "7":"53" "PM		939834		The light is flickering in the family/children's bathroom (indicated by the yellow triangle)		MAIN				Children's Room family restroom (Yellow Triangle)		Jesse Nachem								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/29/2019" "9":"08" "AM		939691		The toilet is clogged in the middle stall.		81ST				First floor men's room, second stall		Brian Guenther								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				We should get this fixed soon. Yesterday, the handicap stall door was broken and the toilet in the family restroom is broken, so this is the only toilet left for men. 

		8/29/2019" "9":"25" "AM		939842		Would like a door stop installed on a supply room in Cataloging Unit		MAIN				Main Library, Cataloging Unit, Basement level		Catherine Jennings								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		Metal plate at base of door

		8/29/2019" "12":"55" "PM		939942		There is glass in our parking lot and back porch. This is a recurring issue and I am sure there is also glass on our front and side porches as well. 		WEST				parking lot and back porch (and front porch and side porch)		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sIoMGch2Nq5GLrv_oeJz7vM4YDua1ydk		Sidewalk / Public Right-of-Way / Patios		No				Cancel - OPW		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/29/2019" "1":"13" "PM		REFER		Printer Laser jet Pro 400 M401dn throws error "engine failure" upon further investigation found that motherboard is damaged.  		DIM				First floor call center		Vega								Help Desk		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0035132																														None

		8/29/2019" "2":"36" "PM		939788		Please snake the toilet in the ADA stall in the mezzanine public women's room! It's been out of order for at least a weeks now. 		MAIN				Women's Restroom, Mezzanine		Mana Tominaga								Plumbing		Do Not Know				Closed

		8/29/2019" "2":"50" "PM		939946		Men's bathroom the door was slammed open and broke the tiles on the wall - there is now a hole in the wall.		CHA				Men"s bathroom: the door was slammed open and broke the tile behind the door		Isela Anaya						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1b1TfPD6NCDPJUU1SZvmMeBsU0vxykWSI		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/29/2019" "5":"22" "PM		939949		A patron reported seeing cockroaches in the library		AAMLO				Reference library		Sean Dickerson								Pest		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/30/2019" "2":"05" "PM		940113		Please install a door leading to the staff mezzanine area on the Oak St. side of the building ASAP. We've had patrons wander up and bother staff so this is a huge safety issue! Thanks. 		MAIN				Main level		Mana Tominaga								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed

		8/30/2019" "3":"04" "PM		940128		The water coming out of one of the faucets is blue, almost a blue powdery material.		MAIN				Women's Staff Restroom, 2nd Floor		Jack								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/31/2019" "9":"51" "AM		940987		more spray paint on our walls.. this time at the back of the library by picnic bench. Photos attached. 		MLK				outside wall in back of the library by the picnic bench		Celia Davis						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MG2SJ6yOkaNE7U7bJNZdYcLhBMWWfL5Y, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gEJAe3WtpJyBRoTN32NPBNxTukuz6RTm		Graffiti		Yes		two previous requests- this new graffiti		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		behind parking lot gate. 		no

		8/31/2019" "9":"52" "AM		940990		Please install 18 music posters. They are in the Branch Manager's closet and they are numbered 1 - 18. 1 - 9 should be installed on the 19th side of the building and 10 - 18 should be installed on the Adeline side of the building. 		WEST				Lobby of 1801 Adeline St. - two upper white walls without lights		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hx4p4EK0-9vfaMZ4-dHGXvOPjY-DCVuG, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JYjFZeQ8eqfuha-VS2xEion270s9z4dC, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NsTehUio4n_FXc5W99oqg1TXdbRTSxB4		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		The posters are locked in the branch manager's closet in her office. Where these need to be installed is about 15 feet (?) up. 		Probably best to do on a morning when we are less busy. Maybe Monday or Friday? 

		8/31/2019" "11":"59" "AM		940993		We did not get serviced		PIE				Whole building		Nikki								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		N/A

		8/31/2019" "4":"11" "PM		940991		The window locking mechanism broke.  This happened on a similar window about a year ago.  This will absolutely need to be fixed by the time the rain starts otherwise we will get water incursion.		MEL				Main floor, Children's side (left when coming up front stairs), first large swivel window above bookshelves on Fremont Way side of building.  		Kate Hug								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		9/3/2019" "9":"45" "AM		DUPLICATE		There's an awful load of new graffiti all over the front facade. Please request another paint layer be added to the walls. 		MAIN				front entrance		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti		Yes				N/A				Duplicate

		9/3/2019" "11":"53" "AM		940877		The ceiling above the Children's Room work area (specifically, the work station against the back wall) has holes in it. We are not sure if this is from rodents or not. Pieces of the ceiling tile fell on the work station throughout the weekend.		MAIN				Ground floor / Children's Room; work area against the back wall.		Children's ROom								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/3/2019" "12":"29" "PM		941606		Hanging art display equipment in the library for community art		WEST				5 different locations inside the public space of the library - on both the children's and adult sides - photos attached		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1K9kbP3zz8NH-Csv-wthZ7Ma49dSij-a8, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Fv8M5A-sgeSDO667zw3IPvXkCKlSkufy, https://drive.google.com/open?id=145pZ0zqQsJZM1TuW-hKbd0kR6sGyegRr, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vIW06JGMROtcsGnsintvhq439oLyWZrw, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1f6zgDrx53YS61zJAZd1FoWtG7W5-8BGl		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		The hanging equipment is in the branch manager's office. Some of it is locked in closet.		It would be best on a morning before we open. 2nd - last Friday mornings would be best as branch manager should be here. 

		9/3/2019" "4":"25" "PM		941038		Please have the elevator company ensure that the emergency phones in the elevators properly dial out. Contact Jack Schmidt at 510-238-3283.		MAIN				FASO		Jack								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/3/2019" "4":"26" "PM		941040		Please have the elevator company ensure that the emergency phones in the elevators properly dial out. Contact Jack Schmidt at 510-238-3283.		AAMLO				FASO		Jack								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/3/2019" "4":"27" "PM		941041		Please have the elevator company ensure that the emergency phones in the elevators properly dial out. Contact Jack Schmidt at 510-238-3283.		81ST				FASO		Jack								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/3/2019" "4":"29" "PM		941042		Please have the elevator company ensure that the emergency phones in the elevators properly dial out. Contact Jack Schmidt at 510-238-3283.		DIM				FASO		Jack								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/3/2019" "4":"30" "PM		941044		Please have the elevator company ensure that the emergency phones in the elevators properly dial out. Contact Jack Schmidt at 510-238-3283.		GG				FASO		Jack								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/3/2019" "4":"32" "PM		941046		Please have the elevator company ensure that the emergency phones in the elevators properly dial out. Contact Jack Schmidt at 510-238-3283.		MEL				FASO		Jack								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/3/2019" "4":"33" "PM		941048		Please have the elevator company ensure that the emergency phones in the elevators properly dial out. Contact Jack Schmidt at 510-238-3283.		ROC				FASO		Jack								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/3/2019" "4":"34" "PM		941049		Please have the elevator company ensure that the emergency phones in the elevators properly dial out. Contact Jack Schmidt at 510-238-3283.		TEM				FASO		Jack								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/3/2019" "4":"35" "PM		941050		Please have the elevator company ensure that the emergency phones in the elevators properly dial out. Contact Jack Schmidt at 510-238-3283.		WEST				FASO		Jack								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/4/2019" "10":"47" "AM		941329		There's one blind missing from the windows; please add one. 		MAIN				Madison St. side mezzanine staff area - needs a window blind / shades; there's one missing oddly enough. 		Mana Tominaga								Structural / Construction Issue		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		"ON HOLD" 12/11/20																														One to two complaints in the past week

		9/4/2019" "11":"03" "AM		941333		Window has these boards that get tagged all the time. Any other options for this space?? 		MAIN				Main Library, mezzanine women's restrooms		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/4/2019" "2":"53" "PM		941400		One of the toilets in bathroom A (on the ground floor) is plugged up. There is also poopy water on the restroom floor. 		ROC				Ground floor, public restroom A		Lisa Harter or Paul Schiesser								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/4/2019" "3":"42" "PM		941440		Alarm at the Asian Branch Library is showing "System Lobat." Please contact Cong Hoang at (510) 238-3406.		ASN				Alarm		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		881767		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/4/2019" "5":"37" "PM		941564		There is a warning inside the elevator saying "Please stand by" every 5-10 seconds. Please investigate.		GG				elevator		erin sanders								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		9/5/2019" "9":"24" "AM		941609		The large window on the left wont latch closed.  It is a window facing the lake.  Currently the window is unlocked but the screen is latched.  Someone can easily break in. 		LAKE				meeting room		Xochitl Gavidia								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		It's in the locked building

		9/5/2019" "9":"27" "AM		941612		Someone has left a bike locked up on the porch for at least a week, I think longer but I'm not sure.  I need the lock cut off and the bike disposed of.  We don't have a lot of bike parking here		LAKE				Front porch, facing the lake		Xochitl Gavidia								Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		9/5/2019" "9":"47" "AM		941620		there are two lightbulbs out - one in the entryway in front of the bathrooms and the other in the center of the main room- where the ceiling is higher.		MLK				2 places both inside building: in entryway in front of the bathrooms and in the center of the building (where ceiling is higher)		Celia Davis								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		one is located where there is a high ceiling. 		no

		9/5/2019" "10":"10" "AM		941622		The lock does not work on the middle stall and I don't think it really ever did work because of the spacing with the door frame. Any way we can get a floor-to-ceiling door treatment and remove the swinging doors? That would also feel more spacious I think for each stall. It's very cramped as is; the larger issue is that the lock never really works. 		MAIN				mezzanine level women's restrooms - the middle stall		Mana Tominaga								Key / Lock Management		Do Not Know				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week		no		no

		9/5/2019" "11":"08" "AM		DUPLICATE		Mouse dropping have been found by the front entrance, in our filing drawers at the front desk and the upstairs rest area. 		81ST				Mouse droppings found on both first and second floor of building		Brian Guenther								Pest		Yes		933191		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		You need a key or building fob to enter the staff area. 

		9/5/2019" "11":"13" "AM		941730		we have 3 under-cabinet workspace light fixtures that need flourescent lightbulbs replaced.		ROC				First floor, employee work area behind circulation desk.		Trish Keyes								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				Not really.

		9/5/2019" "11":"23" "AM		DUPLICATE		The security camera in our lobby is broken. A kid hit it with a book and it dangling and recording the ground.		CHA				Lobby		Isela Anaya						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QOKpQNSxMKdhERdf4nL0mwvDolVA5e45		Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		918003		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Duplicate																														None		High ceiling

		9/5/2019" "11":"41" "AM		941691		Push bar can not be locked from inside, it need a key to be locked from outside the library in the stairwell.		CHA				Second floor, stairwell door, next to elevator		Isela Anaya						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SrD01iNWFtLcDPEBdcQQJLMuju4z3Ug2		Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None		 Push Bar does not lock from the inside -  We would like it changed to a push bar that can be locked from the inside.  We feel that in the event of a lock down or emergency - not having to use a key form the outside to lock this door would be safer.  

		9/5/2019" "12":"33" "PM		941696		We didn't get custodial today. This has been happening a lot. 		WEST				Parking Lot		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/5/2019" "1":"21" "PM		941728		Please remove abandoned shopping car and clean up - lots of trash, feces by bike rack, broken glass, etc. 		WEST				outside porch area 		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Cancel - OPW		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/5/2019" "1":"35" "PM		DUPLICATE		Both Security panels need new batteries		CHA				Alarm panels: lobby and upstairs between elevator and stair door		Isela Anaya								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Do Not Know		939223		N/A		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)		Duplicate																														None

		9/5/2019" "2":"47" "PM		941742		The handicap stall in the Ladies restroom on the Mezzanine level is not flushing.  It started to overflow, but don’t have water on the floor yet. 		MAIN				Mezzanine, women's bathroom, ADA stall		Alma Garcia (via Jack)								Plumbing		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/6/2019" "9":"32" "AM		941973		Did not get service for day of 9/6/19		PIE				Trash/recycling at the branch		Russell Tran								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/6/2019" "11":"05" "AM		942008		I'd like to request a sanitary wipes dispenser be installed near the elevator entrance, or at another location that PW staff would recommend. 		MAIN				First floor, near the elevators off the lobby		Mana Tominaga								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		9/6/2019" "1":"19" "PM		942077		The door to this staff men's restroom on the lower level has no lock. Please add a WC lock, and make sure there's not a way to keep it unlocked. We've had an increasing number of patrons in that hallway and this will help ensure that they won't hide out in the restrooms and such. 		MAIN				Lower level, men's staff restroom near the sorting area		Mana Tominaga								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/6/2019" "2":"25" "PM		942088		Please ensure that the fire alarm at the Main Library is dialing out correctly in case of emergency. Please contact Diane Tannenwald at 510-238-6608.		MAIN				FASO		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/6/2019" "2":"25" "PM		942091		Please ensure that the fire alarm for AAMLO is dialing out correctly in case of emergency.  Please contact Diane Tannenwald at 510-238-6608.		AAMLO				FASO		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/6/2019" "2":"25" "PM		942092		Please ensure that the fire alarm for the 81st Avenue Branch is dialing out correctly in case of emergency.		81ST				FASO		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/6/2019" "2":"25" "PM		942093		Please ensure that the fire alarm for the Asian Branch Library is dialing out correctly in case of emergency. Please contact Diane Tannenwald at 510-238-6608.		ASN				FASO		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/6/2019" "2":"26" "PM		942094		Please ensure that the fire alarm for the Brookfield Branch is dialing out correctly in case of emergency. Please contact Diane Tannenwald at 510-238-6608.		BRO				FASO		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/6/2019" "2":"26" "PM		942097		Please ensure that the fire alarm for the Chavez Branch is dialing out correctly in case of emergency. Please contact Diane Tannenwald at 510-238-6608.		CHA				FASO		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/6/2019" "2":"26" "PM		942098		Please ensure that the fire alarm for the Dimond Branch is dialing out correctly in case of emergency. Please contact Diane Tannenwald at 510-238-6608.		DIM				FASO		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/6/2019" "2":"26" "PM		942099		Please ensure that the fire alarm for the Eastmont Branch is dialing out correctly in case of emergency. Please contact Diane Tannenwald at 510-238-6608.		EAST				FASO		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/6/2019" "2":"26" "PM		942100		Please ensure that the fire alarm for the Elmhurst Library is dialing out correctly in case of emergency. Please contact Diane Tannenwald at 510-238-6608.		ELM				FASO		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/6/2019" "2":"26" "PM		942101		Please ensure that the fire alarm for the Golden Gate Library is dialing out correctly in case of emergency. Please contact Diane Tannenwald at 510-238-6608.		GG				FASO		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/6/2019" "2":"26" "PM		942102		Please ensure that the fire alarm for the Lakeview Library is dialing out correctly in case of emergency. Please contact Diane Tannenwald at 510-238-6608.		LAKE				FASO		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/6/2019" "2":"26" "PM		DUPLICATE		Please ensure that the fire alarm for MLK is dialing out correctly in case of emergency. Please contact Diane Tannenwald at 510-238-6608.		MLK				FASO		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		936546		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/6/2019" "2":"26" "PM		942103		Please ensure that the fire alarm for the Melrose Branch Library is dialing out correctly in case of emergency. Please contact Diane Tannenwald at 510-238-6608.		MEL				FASO		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/6/2019" "2":"26" "PM		942105		Please ensure that the fire alarm for the Montclair Branch Library is dialing out correctly in case of emergency. Please contact Diane Tannenwald at 510-238-6608.		MON				FASO		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/6/2019" "2":"26" "PM		942106		Please ensure that the fire alarm for the Piedmont Branch is dialing out correctly in case of emergency. Please contact Diane Tannenwald at 510-238-6608.		PIE				FASO		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/6/2019" "2":"26" "PM		942107		Please ensure that the fire alarm for the Rockridge Branch is dialing out correctly in case of emergency. Please contact Diane Tannenwald at 510-238-6608.		ROC				FASO		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/6/2019" "2":"26" "PM		942111		Please ensure that the fire alarm for the Temescal Branch Library is dialing out correctly in case of emergency. Please contact Diane Tannenwald at 510-238-6608.		TEM				FASO		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/6/2019" "2":"26" "PM		942110		Please ensure that the fire alarm for the West Oakland Branch is dialing out correctly in case of emergency. Please contact Diane Tannenwald at 510-238-6608.		WEST				FASO		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/7/2019" "9":"27" "AM		942878		There trash on the floor did not get cleaned and garbage in all the trash bins in public and staff areas not emptied. 		ASN				There appears to be no cleaning from custodian this morning. Staff arrived to find floor in both public and staff areas not cleaned and trash bins not emptied. Plus, the mess in the library meeting room from programs and classes needs to be cleaned up. 		Cong Hoang								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				The library facility should be cleaned before scheduled opening time to the public at 10 am Monday to Saturday.

		9/7/2019" "10":"15" "AM		942870		The electrical breaker is out in the back office and it's affecting our back office computers and our microwave and fridge. One of our OPAC computers is out too so it will be very difficult for our patrons get computer access with 1/3 of our one hour computers out.		LAKE				Back Office and OPAC computer # 2		Ashley Bonifacio								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No		Jenera Burton submitted a ticket for this but I do not have a ticket number.		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No special circumstances but the electrical breaker is out. I tried resetting it and it still won't work. It's mainly affecting out back office computers and our fridge and microwave

		9/10/2019" "9":"26" "AM		943039		Rockridge did not receive any custodial services today, Tuesday, 09-10-19. The lobby has leaves all over it, no recycling or garbage emptied, the bathrooms are filthy with dirty sticky floors and fixtures. This usually doesn't happen on Tuesday's only Monday's.		ROC				Entire library		Paul Schiesser								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed

		9/10/2019" "9":"43" "AM		942944		The toilet isn't flushing properly.  We only have one here so it's a big priority.		LAKE				bathroom		Xochitl Gavidia								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		In the locked bathroom

		9/10/2019" "10":"21" "AM		943335		Black pen marks (username) on table. Sorry no photo, not showing up as received in email after 5 minutes.		CHA				When you get off the elevator, go left, then go to the left at the orange wall towards the green sugar skull art on the wall, it is on the table in the corner. Black pen marks (username) on table. Sorry no photo, still not showing up as received in email after 5 minutes.		Sandy								Graffiti		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		9/10/2019" "10":"30" "AM		942966		I think there are bed bugs in our cloth chairs and we  have no where  to dispose of them.		LAKE				inside		Xochitl Gavidia								Pest		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week		inside building

		9/10/2019" "10":"41" "AM		943346		One of the wheels came off of the book drop bin today.  Needs to be reattached.  I found two of the four hex nuts for the wheel.		GG				Curbside bookdrop		Sharon Vaughn								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		None		Prefer service during open hours. 

		9/10/2019" "10":"50" "AM		942975		Bedbugs have been sighted in the cloth chairs. The chairs have been moved to the furnace room.		LAKE				inside		Xochitl Gavidia								Pest		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week		inside building

		9/10/2019" "11":"54" "AM		943018		Gas leak at Dimond Branch - PG&E is on site, but cannot access exterior panel due to a fence/gate. Please send someone to provide access ASAP. 		DIM				Outside library		Michelly (via Jack)								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None		See above

		9/10/2019" "12":"07" "PM		943070		The cardboard garbage bin in the back of the parking lot is falling apart and needs replacing. 		MLK				outside- back of library by picnic table. 		Celia Davis								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		When library is closed, gate to parking lot is closed with 3202. 		no

		9/10/2019" "1":"32" "PM		943337		Last year the fire department dinged us for this and I THINK it got fixed but if it did, it's out again!		WEST				Back lobby door - exit sign 		Susy Moorhead								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				The fire department will be back in a month to inspect us and this needs to be fixed. 

		9/10/2019" "2":"42" "PM		943144		81st Avenue Branch did not get fully cleaned on 9/10/19. Because the branch was closed yesterday, trash (including sunflower seed shells) were sitting here for awhile. Staff have seen evidence of rodents and roaches recently. Also, the trashcans in the offices have not been emptied since Friday. Bathrooms also smell of urine. Please contact Brenda Membrano at at 615-5813.		81ST				Entire library		Brenda (via Jack)						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yat3A2Km4dAfz4exZFoUwvQZ6NUUM4X3		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/10/2019" "4":"28" "PM		943233		Florescent tube lighting is flickering. Please contact Jack Schmidt at 510-238-3283.		MAIN				FASO, 2nd Floor, above Alice Wong's cubicle on the right side of the office closest to the wall clock.		Jack								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		High ceilings, will need a ladder.

		9/10/2019" "4":"51" "PM		943343		One of the light fixtures above the adult computers has a badly flickering light. 		WEST				Above adult computers in Main Library area.		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=17EQwDGH4ZwKYJheSPie1N8X3JgQOW4st		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/11/2019" "9":"23" "AM		NOTES		As per the fire inspection on 8/13/19, an Annual Fire Alarm inspection, testing, and maintenance is required. Please contact Jack Schmidt at 510-238-3283.		MAIN				Throughout building		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Canceled by Greg Johnson																														None

		9/11/2019" "9":"24" "AM		NOTES		As per the fire inspection on 8/13/19, 5 year certification required for all Class II hose cabinets, and Class I fire department connections. Please contact Jack Schmidt at 510-238-3283.		MAIN				Throughout building		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Canceled by Greg Johnson																														None

		9/11/2019" "9":"25" "AM		NOTES		As per the fire inspection on 8/13/19, the 5 year certification, testing, and maintenance of all fire escapes, and emergency stairs required. Please contact Jack Schmidt at 510-238-3283.		MAIN				Throughout building		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Canceled by Greg Johnson																														None

		9/11/2019" "9":"26" "AM		NOTES		As per the fire inspection on 8/13/19, emergency egress lighting shall be hard wired with a 90-minute back up battery provided. All non working units shall have batteries or units replaced. Please contact Jack Schmidt at 510-238-3283.		MAIN				Throughout building		Jack								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Canceled by Greg Johnson																														None

		9/11/2019" "9":"27" "AM		NOTES		As per the fire inspection on 8/13/19, Emergency exit signs shall be hard wired with a 90-minute back up battery provided. All non working units shall have batteries or units replaced. All tritium based signs shall be replaced with like tritium signage, or replaced with hard wired units. Please contact Jack Schmidt at 510-238-3283.		MAIN				Throughout building		Jack								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Canceled by Greg Johnson																														None

		9/11/2019" "9":"28" "AM		NOTES		As per the fire inspection on 8/13/19, All open junction boxes, electrical switches, and electrical sockets shall have approved covers installed. Please contact Jack Schmidt at 510-238-3283.		MAIN				Throughout building		Jack								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Canceled by Greg Johnson																														None

		9/11/2019" "9":"29" "AM		NOTES		As per the fire inspection on 8/13/19, please service fire extinguishers located in Room #210 on the second floor, and in lower server room (Halon) located on the basement level, in cataloging. Please contact Jack Schmidt at 510-238-3283.		MAIN				Throughout building		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Canceled by Greg Johnson																														None

		9/11/2019" "9":"30" "AM		NOTES		As per the fire inspection on 8/13/19, a Knox box with current keys to front door, mechanical rooms, electrical rooms, and elevator rooms required. Please contact Jack Schmidt at 510-238-3283.		MAIN				Throughout building		Jack								Structural / Construction Issue		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Canceled by Greg Johnson																														None

		9/11/2019" "10":"43" "AM		943759		We have no paper towels in our staff area - this is a recurring problem. 		WEST				Staff areas - bathroom & kitchen		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/11/2019" "11":"34" "AM		DUPLICATE		This ticket was originally submitted on 6/6/19.  More continues to get added to it.  Community members are calling and emailing regarding this and how slow PW has been to respond		MEL				48th Ave side retaining wall and marble front steps		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zVyKT--fUnI6Q8gWH4Q27_jNzG7E22ka		Graffiti		Yes		927819, 921591, 920993, 911719		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		9/11/2019" "11":"58" "AM		943479		Staff reports drinking water from the drinking fountain outside of the Catalog Unit has an odd taste - almost electric-like. It seemed fine last week, but we all noticed it yesterday.		MAIN				Cataloging Unit, basement level, Main library		Catherine Jennings								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		9/11/2019" "12":"47" "PM		943561		Yesterday, PG&E were here investigating a gas leak. There is a cage over the gas main that was incredibly difficult for them to open and lift off. Workers left it tipped up on it's side, exposing the pipes. It poses a hazard in this position. This cage either needs to be put back where it was, or replaced immediately with something that provides easier access. 		DIM				right side of building next to the parking lot and close to the back gate		Sarah Hodgson								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		9/11/2019" "12":"51" "PM		943563		Yesterday, PG&E were here investigating a gas leak. They identified the wrong area and dug up a portion of the sidewalk. They filled it in with asphalt but it needs to be repaved. 		DIM				Sidewalk on the left side of the building near the fence. Sidewalk is next to the left side garden (currently dug up). 		Sarah Hodgson								Sidewalk / Public Right-of-Way / Patios		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		9/11/2019" "1":"30" "PM		943552		The ceiling above the Children's Room work area (specifically, the work station against the back wall) has holes in it. Mouse droppings are falling from the cieling, and pieces of the ceiling tile fell on the work station throughout the last weekend. The ceiling is currently taped up, but the rodents continue to leave droppings in the area. The ceiling tiles need to be fixed and the area looked at to see if there is a mouse infestation in the ceiling.		MAIN				Ground floor, Children's Room work area, ceiling above work station on the right, against the back wall		Children's Room								Pest		Yes		940877		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/11/2019" "1":"44" "PM		943765		There is a significant amount of clothing/trash/toys/etc that is strewn about the front bushes, in piles alongside the library, and filling the trash containers out front.		MEL				in front planters, alongside library		Kate Hug								Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		9/11/2019" "2":"37" "PM		943793		One of our island of 7 computers are currently down (all but the one that is connected to the floor). The main power cord that is encased in metal near computers 81pro01 and 81pro02 is loose. When I connect the black box at the end of the cable, all the computers turn on, but as soon as I let it go, they all turn off. We need someone to come and tighten that part so this doesn't happen.  [computers 81pro01, 02, 04, 05, 06 and 81PAC03 are out of order due to this issue]		81ST				Computer area		Brenda Membreno								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed

		9/11/2019" "3":"00" "PM		943794		A lot of the computer issues that arise are due to all the hanging cords under the public computers. Children get too excited about whatever they are playing and end up kicking the cords. Is there any way to safely hide all the cables, or safely protect them so that they aren't easily pulled. 		81ST				Computer area		Brenda Membreno								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed

		9/11/2019" "6":"20" "PM		943745		Report of mouse droppings: Around 3:15 on 9/11/19 in the staff break room, a staff member was sitting at the table eating lunch when two mouse droppings fell from the ceiling onto the middle of the table. This leads me to believe that there are or were mice in the ceiling. The droppings were cleaned up and the table was wiped clean.		MAIN				Ground floor, Room 28, back of the room above the table		Jesse Nachem								Pest		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/12/2019" "10":"46" "AM		943818		Automatic Window covering #3 on the Adult side facing College Ave. is tangled again maker both window coverings #3&#4 inoperable because they are on the same circuit. A few month ago Burris Blinds in Oakland did a complete untangling and maintenance of all our electric window coverings at ROC and they should be our preferred contractor.		ROC				Adult side facing College Ave.		Paul Schiesser								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed

		9/12/2019" "12":"19" "PM		INTERNAL		Portapotty has not been serviced for nearly a week. It's almost unusable. Needs to be serviced ASAP, and service days should be changed to Mon and Thurs. 		LAKE				parking lot - portapotty		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Diane Tannenwald to follow up																														One to two complaints in the past week

		9/12/2019" "2":"21" "PM		943890		Two small bugs, potentially bedbugs, have been found at the Circulation desk of the Elmhurst Library. Please contact Remy Timbrook at 510-615-5869.		ELM				Circulation Desk		Remy (via Jack)								Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/12/2019" "2":"49" "PM		943903		Women's restroom on the Mezzanine has a clogged toilet in the first stall. 		MAIN				Mezzanine, Women's Restroom		Josephine (via Jack)								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/12/2019" "3":"25" "PM		943964		One of the chains for window blinds near our DVDs / Magazine is stuck. The blinds are going down to the floor. 		81ST				First Floor, near the magazine area		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oNq1V-LtE-hnBZLDpNL7XKN_yeDxIh91		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		No		No

		9/12/2019" "4":"43" "PM		943968		In the Women's Staff Restroom, Second Floor, the toilet seat in the last stall is loose.		MAIN				2nd Floor, Women's Staff Restroom		Rosalia (via Jack)								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/12/2019" "5":"21" "PM		944064		Our public restroom is closed right now, but we'd like to have staff use it to test out the plumbing. Please provide a special deep clean/disinfect/steam clean so we can temporarily turn it into a staff restroom. We need to start testing it out ASAP. Thanks.		GG				lower level, former public restroom, near auditorium		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/13/2019" "9":"31" "AM		NOTES		This morning Nina Lindsay noticed that the ceiling tiles next to the hole in the ceiling (please see tickets 940877 and 943552) were sagging as well, and look like they are about to fall down. I fear that there is more in that area than just where the hole is.		MAIN				Children's Room work area, near the back wall		Jesse Nachem						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ql50sLD8v9h4tARH8H_aJuCwypi9vFiq		Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/13/2019" "9":"34" "AM		944157		This morning Nina Lindsay noticed that the ceiling tiles above the IT black box in the Children's Room office appear to be chewed through. This might be more evidence of rodents in the ceiling. This area is close to the hole in the ceiling (refer to tickets 940877 and 943552).		MAIN				Children's Room Office, ceiling above the IT black box mounted on the wall.		Jesse Nachem						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HP-lZYNpqbsP47x8ZCYBeMfMSMLT0syP		Pest		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/14/2019" "10":"25" "AM		944691		There is a high-pitched noise coming from the alarm/drop panel on the second floor balcony. I believe this means the battery needs replacing. 		81ST				Second floor, balcony		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=10CMPpYZ7Qlh7WOOPtxhYCPToFiaTbA18		Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		High ceiling, will need ladder. 

		9/14/2019" "10":"31" "AM		945556		There are about 16 lights out throughout the building. They are in the quiet area, adult fiction, above the security guard station, above the main public area, the teen area, above the first floor drinking fountain, in the first floor ladies room, in front of the staff bathrooms on the second floor, two in the stairwell, outside and inside the community room on the second floor. 		81ST				Throughout building		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oLbZrZY2Y3b3WabwlbCfEpYIbDFbF-YZ		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		High ceilings - some lights will require a lift to reach

		9/14/2019" "1":"00" "PM		NOTES		Before we opened the Children's Room, on Saturday, 9/14, one of our staff discovered a dead mouse lying on the floor near the New Books section of the room. The staff person threw out the mouse in the trash.		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Pest		No				N/A		5. No Action Required (request will be noted and documented)		Duplicate																														None

		9/14/2019" "2":"25" "PM		944667		Staff have seen cockroaches in staff work area and the kitchen.		ASN				Staff office work area and kitchen		Cong Hoang								Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Cockroaches have been seen in the staff office work area and the kitchen. 		Staff arrive at 9 am, so this can be done any time up to closing time at 5:30 pm.

		9/14/2019" "3":"48" "PM		945558		The lights above the desks nearest the sink in the TeenZone office are out.		MAIN				TeenZone The lights above the desks nearest the sink in the TeenZone office are out.		Brian Boies								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		high ceilings		no

		9/14/2019" "5":"08" "PM		945561		Somebody dropped off over a dozen large (6 and 12 volt) batteries to be be picked up.		81ST				On the counter near the front of the library		Brian Guenther								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/16/2019" "9":"23" "AM		DUPLICATE		I walked in this morning (Monday, 9am) and the alarm upstairs was continually going off in a high-pitched beep. I'm not sure when it started or why. I believe this alarm is connected to the fire door that drops down upstairs. It is not connected to our security system (no message on the alarm code pad).		81ST				2nd floor in lobby between Community Room and Staff offices		Sally Engelfried or Brian Guenther								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No		944691		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Because this alarm might connected to the fire door that drops down upstairs a tall ladder may be needed for access.		This will be annoying and distracting to patrons and staff, so a quick response would be appreciated!

		9/16/2019" "9":"24" "AM		944723		we have not received custodial service as of 9:25am		MLK				inside building		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		I want to know if I'm getting service... so I can do it myself if needed.

		9/16/2019" "9":"27" "AM		944725		Melrose Branch did not receive custodial Service today (9/16/19).		MEL				Custodial Service		Kate/Thevaki								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		9/16/2019" "9":"40" "AM		944729		Garbage did not get picked up today (09/16/19).		MEL				Garbage		Kate/Thevaki								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		9/16/2019" "10":"11" "AM		944727		Filthy Library opened to the public and staff have to work in it for the entire business day.		ROC				Entire Building! No custodial service again on a Monday!		Paul Schiesser								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		Have been reporting every Monday since expanded service days started.		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Please have PWA hire more Custodians STAT!		Not enough Custodians signed to Library locations?

		9/16/2019" "10":"19" "AM		944736		Our elevator is leaking water. We need access to our elevator for Monday programs, Wednesday and Thursday storytimes. We can't currently use it because there is a risk of slipping. Could we please get this fixed right away. Thank you! 		DIM				Elevator		Rebekah Eppley								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																		Please check in at the front desk because we need to turn the elevator on for you to access it.

		9/16/2019" "10":"21" "AM		944738		Our bathrooms need to be cleaned and the carpets need to be vacuumed. Thank you!		DIM				Entire Library		Rebekah Eppley								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		9/16/2019" "11":"31" "AM		944785		Flea bites reported by our staff and one patrons. 		MON				Carpet at Children's Area		Vicky Chen								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Our patrons found three fleas while sitting on the carpet close to the Children Librarian's desk. One of our staff had flea bits on the angles.		Please clean the carpet and rugs over the weekend.

		9/16/2019" "12":"52" "PM		944932		Men's public restroom has graffiti which is spreading at first urinal stall.		CHA				Chavez Library Men's public restroom		Pete V								Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No.		No.

		9/16/2019" "1":"55" "PM		DUPLICATE		Upstairs, teen area. Two spots: Window ledge and wall area to the right when you enter and the edge of the computer desks to the left.		CHA				Upstairs, teen area. Two spots: Window ledge and wall area to the right when you enter and the edge of the computer desks to the left.		Sandy						https://drive.google.com/open?id=15thNwTYlN1vftKWEPWF6g3KY53FCjyvj, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DP0idkYkImO3Ph8T5c8Ln__owBc5-072		Graffiti		Yes		944932		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/16/2019" "4":"43" "PM		945137		Graffiti on inside of elevator door (when it closes) and on light bulb piece (?) on wall of elevator above the buttons		CHA				Elevator		Sandy						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-qL1c97hdNH_SQLePMFkbP3k-4Jb-aXj, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1C4q9kkLuBZB6Z6VLSThVYIGsrUgvn2YZ		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/17/2019" "9":"04" "AM		945134		we haven't been cleaned		LAKE				library		Xochitl Gavidia								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/17/2019" "10":"21" "AM		945200		Homeless person maybe setting up encampment behind book drops on the corner of College Ave and Manila St.		ROC				Behind book drops on the corner of College Ave & Manila St. Possible new homeless encampment		Paul Schiesser								Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Open bottles of alcohol with homeless person, area is just small enough to fit behind and not be exposed to people walking by on the streets.		Soon, person has been sleeping by side of building on Manila side for about a week now

		9/17/2019" "10":"42" "AM		945196		The lock is broken and we  can't lock the door		LAKE				Door in the staff room that connects to  the meeting room		Xochitl Gavidia								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		It's in the office

		9/17/2019" "11":"01" "AM		945208		Custodial appears to have been here this morning (alarm was unarmed when staff arrived at 9, trash cans were emptied) but did not vacuum in the children's room. Carpets need to receive daily vacuuming as part of regular custodial service.		ELM				Children's Room between sofa and round table		Remy Timbrook						https://drive.google.com/open?id=19PRYU4dfpFJe2bu-mUNgYWpVZpZWrFjY		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/18/2019" "10":"02" "AM		945591		We got incomplete service today, 9/18/19 - some trash was removed but many bins are still full.  I replaced toilet paper/towels in public restroom		MEL				Main floor/staff bathroom/public restroom		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		9/18/2019" "11":"23" "AM		945629		Department clock not working. 		MLK				Processing Unit, basement level		Catherine Jennings								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		9/18/2019" "12":"38" "PM		INTERNAL		We keep getting custodial missed - especially on Weds which is the day that the dumpster has to be rolled out. A couple times we've been able to do it as the Waste Management guy comes in and lets us know but we can't always do it! The dumpster was completely full of trash and recycling. 		WEST				All of the downstairs (and probably the upstairs - other agencies there) - NO CUSTODIAL		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Martin Sharp - 9/19/19																														None

		9/18/2019" "1":"13" "PM		945676		The wooden stripping on the doorway has come loose.		MAIN				Men's Public Restroom, Mezzanine		Jack 								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/18/2019" "1":"24" "PM		945690		Please install handrails in the ADA stalls in the public restrooms on the Mezzanine Level.		MAIN				Mezzanine Level, public restrooms		Jack								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Evaluated - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/18/2019" "1":"33" "PM		945943		We have tree  Round Portable Picnic Table the  screws need to be tighten. Also the tables have been moved to the far side of the patio, we would like them moved back closer to the library. As you exit the library to the right there is an open area  - please move the all three tables to this area,		CHA				Patio 2nd floor		Isela Anaya						https://drive.google.com/open?id=18RiW6xkesBO2HVZ_ONCxxaMfHwad8erm, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1o7Z18beJbrw5IvsvcmsB7411dHCQY18P		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/18/2019" "1":"34" "PM		945685		As you enter the Children’s room, from the electrical closet hallway, the two light fixtures (different from the rest) in the lower ceiling area are not providing sufficient light. Please clean screens and replace lamps with higher wattage or HO lamps. Please contact Jesse Nachem at 510-238-3616.		MAIN				Children's Room		Jack								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		9/18/2019" "5":"25" "PM		945994		Our green and gray (recycle) bin has gone missing, probably stolen in the last two weeks.		TEM				Garbage bins located in alleyway outside of the two Tool Lending windows.		Karen Ko  / Steve Lavoie								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		No		No, but custodian has no place to empty recyclables each morning.  

		9/19/2019" "9":"23" "AM		945997		Peeling paint on wall fan. 		MAIN				Second Start Office		Resonja Willoughby						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_I83el6Nmc9XvHsFmSBSQ89NJ6ap_Hbg		Painting		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		Peeling paint is always on the tables. 		No

		9/19/2019" "9":"37" "AM		945998		Already completed in previous question about the location. I want to add there are a couple of screws still sticking out.		PIE				Outside the office on the top of the ramp, the lower piece of wood is broken.  The wood is stripped so we removed the screws and piece of wood for safety.		Michelle								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				No since it is outside the building.

		9/19/2019" "9":"43" "AM		945999		We have small rugs under our desks. It is a powdery substance under the rugs. (Please buff/wax the floors).		MAIN				Second Start's office 		Resonja Willoughby						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yjwtGPFFrBONvWcj4bi7VpwH4JqIKKdD		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																		. 		This would need to be done before we come in at 9 am on Mon-Fri or  anytime on Saturdays and Sundays 10 am-5:00

		9/19/2019" "9":"47" "AM		946000		Need a new door stopper. 		MAIN				Second Start's office		Resonja Willoughby						https://drive.google.com/open?id=18fdCJJSRjSJTO3zZggYgGxj6EILDRUef		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		no		no

		9/19/2019" "9":"52" "AM		946003		The outside isn't being cleaned regularly. I am told that the bag of trash at the bag happened because one of the agencies upstairs chose to put it there because the dumpster was too full. Now it is being strewn across the back porch. 		WEST				Outside - back, front, and side porch		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1giY319N1V9I-bIeME-15bSgPIWUkOW9t, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1l72EMHgYTHi1mrV9d3Dvc3S3nBzmreNd, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FRWDCUTWuIGKuwuNG6-CJj-yUmuZjH87		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/19/2019" "10":"15" "AM		INTERNAL		There are about a dozen cabinet doors being stored in this room. We are making a new workspace for staff in this downstairs room next month, and we need the space that these are taking up. We no longer need the doors. There are also some wooden ramp-type things that need to be hauled away. Please let us know one day in advance so we can gather these items. (Not sure if this is a bulky pick-up throwaway item because we are a 100-yr-old landmark building.) Thanks.		GG				lower level staff office - corner away from back door. 		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Diane Tannenwald to follow up																														None				We need to make space for new staff, who begin on Oct 5. 

		9/19/2019" "10":"27" "AM		INTERNAL		Not sure why the door is locked - if the stall needs attention please snake it. Also, the restrooms didn't get any TP today so we had to scramble in the AM. Thanks! 		MAIN				mezzanine women's restrooms - ADA stall near the window		Mana Tominaga								Plumbing		Do Not Know				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Martin Sharp 9/19/19																														One to two complaints in the past week

		9/19/2019" "10":"48" "AM		946022		Restroom cleaning, garbage emptying, mopping and vacuuming needed		TEM				Routine custodial services not yet accomplished 		Mani Simmons/Steve Lavoie								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		none		none

		9/19/2019" "11":"01" "AM		DUPLICATE		Please update batteries in all lower level emergency egress lighting AND the exit sign in the meeting room. OFD inspection resumes Sept 30, please complete before then. 		GG				lower level - 		Erin Sanders								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Entered by PWA: 940679																														None				before 9/30

		9/19/2019" "11":"05" "AM		DUPLICATE		An assembly permit is required for our auditorium. The current plaque lists 165 as the room capacity, but it has clearly been altered by hand. Please assess this space for the correct capacity and provide the assembly permit. 		GG				lower level auditorium		Erin Sanders								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Entered by PWA: 940686																														None				Please complete before OFD inspection on Sept 30, 2019. 

		9/19/2019" "1":"46" "PM		946172		Trash piles up in the planted area in front of the library. I received two complaints today alone. It has been an ongoing problem. It would be helpful if the folks responsible for cleaning the area did so more frequently. 		81ST				Exterior		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=19OCnmdIEG9EuiyKaGo5AsE4l7gmYKdhc		Sidewalk / Public Right-of-Way / Patios		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/19/2019" "2":"19" "PM		946173		We need egress for safety from the downstairs work room at the Temescal Branch Library. We need a window with a quick-release mechanism installed so that in case of a fire, workers can escape the flames. I've attached photos of the exterior and the interior of the appropriate window in the work room. The window has a security screen that covers it on the exterior that needs a quick release, too.		TEM				Temescal Branch work room on the ground floor		Steven Lavoie						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1F2T3SypE5Ytr8T21T0wkAjlFdeQpqHTU, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_I2_OnDBRffIJ7sqtqV_SUAq0yhj5XFD		Structural / Construction Issue		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				We have a lactatingn mother who uses the area for pumping at 11:00 a.m., 2:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. the days she works, which this month is Tues.-Saturday.

		9/19/2019" "2":"23" "PM		DUPLICATE		Part of the ceiling above a work station in the back of the Children's Room work area has a hole in it, and several tiles are sagging next to it. I am unsure if this is a pest issue or a water issue, but the ceiling needs to be fixed as it is getting worse and I fear it is a safety hazard to our staff.		MAIN				Children's Room, work area		Jesse Nachem								Structural / Construction Issue		No		940877		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/19/2019" "2":"26" "PM		946273		The clock on the wall in the Children's Room was taken down several months ago and it looked like work had been done on the wall. The clock has since been returned to the wall but there is a gaping hole in the wall above the clock. Please fill in this hole, as it could be a doorway for pests to come into the Children's Room and does not look good.		MAIN				Children's Room, against the wall with the Fiction section		Children's Room								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																		Clock and hole are near the ceiling

		9/19/2019" "2":"34" "PM		946175		The portapotty does not have a light inside, and the lights in the parking lot are not strong enough to illuminate it. It's dangerous/unusable after dark. Please install a battery-operated, motion-detector dome light inside the roof of the portapotty. 		LAKE				Parking lot - portapotty		Erin Sanders								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Portapotty is locked after 5:15pm most nights, before 9:45am most mornings, and all day Sunday. Padlock has same key as parking lot gate. 		It's getting dark earlier, rendering our only public toilet unusable for more hours of the day. 

		9/19/2019" "2":"38" "PM		946176		The rubber border that separates the carpet and the tile in the kitchen/office is loose and a potential safety hazard		BRO				Kitchen/Office - the rubber border that separates the carpet from the tile in the kitchen is loose and a potential safety hazard		Sandra Toscano								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		This should be addressed immediately, a staff member could trip and fall.  (we had a staff member trip twice on it, so we tapped it down)

		9/20/2019" "10":"15" "AM		946309		We received no custodial service today. Bathroom cleaning, trash and vacuuming at minimum requested.		DIM				whole branch		Sarah Hodgson								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																				before the branch opens at 12 pm

		9/20/2019" "10":"36" "AM		946350		Graffiti found in public restroom 'B.' One graffiti tag is in black marker on the wall to the right of the toilet near the ceiling. The second instance of graffiti is in the same bathroom to the left of the urinal. It appears to be written in White Out.		ROC				Public Bathroom B on first floor entryway. Above toilet in stall and to the left just above the urinal		Ryan 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=19Aq-eoUeade5HRN-a1xnKMuB4LF29e9D, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qjz79vc4M-0GNC0qrE3lJrfUO6D3RsvZ, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LcDXFIFiZqzUtx9D9h4H8pNevv6HCB-O, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sDHwFlscYH3fXAdiPobo6iLAJbyjAxpP		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		The bathroom requires a key (bathroom 'B' key); the marking in the toilet stall requires a ladder		We are open to the public at 10am. We do have other restrooms so we can keep bathroom 'B' out of service until the staff person is finished cleaning the grafitti.

		9/20/2019" "4":"40" "PM		946944		We need our battery recycling bin emptied. It is filled to the brim and recently somebody had to leave their used batteries in a plastic bag outside of the bin.		ROC				1st floor lobby area. Between the stairs and the elevator  on a shelf underneath the clock.		Ryan								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		N/A		N/A

		9/20/2019" "5":"20" "PM		946949		Did not get custodial service today Friday 9/20/19		PIE				Throughout the branch		Russell Tran								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/20/2019" "5":"23" "PM		946951		The doorknob is not latching on the lower level staff bathroom. It closes, but even when the lock button is locked, it does not stay latched. Please take a look so we can avoid an embarrassing situation. 		GG				lower level *staff* restroom		erin sanders								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/21/2019" "9":"27" "AM		946952		Our public & staff restrooms need to be cleaned. Also, all of the trash & recycling bins need to be emptied. The library hasn't opened yet, but we are hoping to get someone out here today so that the restrooms are clean for patrons. 		ROC				The whole library did not get cleaned this AM. The public & staff restrooms (downstairs & upstairs)need attention and the garbage cans need to be emptied. 		Lisa Harter								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				We welcome service anytime!

		9/21/2019" "10":"00" "AM		946953		Did not get service for Saturday 9/21/19		PIE				Throughout the Branch		Russell Tran								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/21/2019" "1":"31" "PM		946956		Toilet seat in staff restroom is loose		CHA				staff bathroom, second floor		Isela Anaya								Plumbing				930383		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/21/2019" "5":"14" "PM		DUPLICATE		There is a high-pitched noise coming from the alarm/drop panel on the second floor balcony. I believe this means the battery needs replacing.		81ST				Second floor, balcony		Brian Guenther								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		944691		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		It is high up. 

		9/22/2019" "9":"19" "AM		946961		We did not get any service today. 		MAIN				all levels		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/23/2019" "9":"37" "AM		946964		First urinal has grafitti. Amount of graffiti is increasing.		CHA				Men's restroom		Sandy								Graffiti		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		9/23/2019" "10":"15" "AM		947050		Someone dumped trashcan onto sidewalk and took the trashcan, so we need a replacement.  I picked up the trash and found a cardboard receptacle for temporary use.		GG				Trash receptacle in front of building		Sharon Vaughn								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		None		as soon as possible

		9/23/2019" "10":"18" "AM		947052		It's a very dirty and unwelcoming  environment to provide public service in.		ROC				No custodial service at Rockridge on Monday, 09-23-19. The streak of no custodial services at Rockridge continues interrupted since April 2019! Also there was a ticket opened on Saturday, 09-21-19 for no custodial services at ROC. So a streak of 2 consecutive workdays too!		Paul Schiesser								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		946952		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				Editorial comment by staff  "It really is embarrassing and demoralizing to have to repeatedly open a public library that has not been cleaned in over 3 days! This is an insult to the citizens and taxpayers of Oakland!

		9/23/2019" "10":"25" "AM		947055		Both book drops are covered with graffiti		GG				Book drops in front of building		Sharon Vaughn						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EKZ8bXGGpzIRLGudcHW3VAfAs3qf8pwp		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		None

		9/23/2019" "10":"27" "AM		947057		We had no custodial service at Lakeview. We had a busy Saturday of programs/events and all our trashcans are full and the carpets are in needs of vacuuming. We also have a big fruit fly problem in our office that is getting exacerbated by the lack of cleaning. 		LAKE				The whole library		Ashley Bonifacio								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/23/2019" "10":"44" "AM		947065		Once again Dimond didn't get any custodial service today, Monday, 9/23. Trash is overflowing and basic custodial services are in need.		DIM				lobby, main and second floor 		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		9/23/2019" "11":"43" "AM		947064		Drain on water fountain is clogged.		MAIN				Main Floor, near computer lab.		Jack								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/23/2019" "11":"44" "AM		947074		Burnt out lights in multiple locations, detailed on first page of request form		ROC				Various lights out at multiple locations around the building.1. 3 recessed spots out in the Teen Zone, can be reach with small ladder. 2. Florescent tube style out in Branch Manager's office in 2nd floor staff area, needs a small ladder. 3. Pendent hanging from ceiling in Meeting Room on 2nd floor, she will require a tall ladder.		Paul Schiesser								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Tall ladder needed for pendant replacement in Meeting Room		Meeting room in use Thursday mornings and every afternoon after school

		9/23/2019" "1":"32" "PM		947184		I'd like to request 2 "Keep Oakland Clean" trash cans for 81st branch library to keep outside in hopes that it will help the illegal dumping situation that we have. 		81ST				Library exterior		Brenda Membreno								Illegal Dumping						Closed

		9/24/2019" "9":"06" "AM		947382		We haven't been cleaned since Friday		LAKE				inside library		Xochitl Gavidia								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/24/2019" "9":"08" "AM		947385		We have fruit flies which started in the office but are all over the library now because we don't get cleaned regularly.  Patrons have complained.		LAKE				in the library		Xochitl Gavidia								Pest		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		9/24/2019" "12":"30" "PM		947537		one of the two doors that open into the upstairs meeting room has a sticky bar mechanism (as you open the door from the inside of the room). this causes people to push extra hard, and the door often slams. it is getting worse and seems like it may stop working altogether. can we also have the door opening modulated so it cannot slam and/or a stopper on the outside wall where the door hits when it slams.		ROC				upstairs meeting room (door)		Trish								Key / Lock Management		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/24/2019" "2":"50" "PM		INTERNAL		I realize I'm submitting this form during an *actual* heatwave in the Oakland, but regardless of the weather or the outside temperature, the temperature in my office consistently rises everyday to between 82-85 degrees. And it is significantly hotter than the surrounding area (i.e., the TeenZone directly outside the office; the supply closet next door), so I assume it is due to the window. I've tried everything to manage the temperature: running 2 fans all day, leaving the door open all day, keeping lights off and the blinds down, etc., but the temperature consistently rises over the course of the day regardless. The heat is affecting my productivity and the the lack of ventilation causes headaches. I think what the space really needs is AC (which the building has in the Computer Lab and on the 2nd floor), but in lieu of that, I'm wondering if the window could be replaced with one that could open, to at least allow for some fresh air and/or the installation of a window AC unit? Thank you!		81ST				1st floor TeenZone office (located in the back corner, on the 81st Avenue side of the building).		Natasha Moullen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=10fIdkw00tUnDWN8Vjy3S6_wGb70VY3I2		Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed DT and requestor 9/25/19																														None		n/a		n/a

		9/24/2019" "3":"12" "PM		947640		Can we get a proper paper towel dispenser set up in this restroom? The towels are just laid out on a table, which is messy and makes it difficult to get towels when your hands are wet. 		MAIN				second floor, staff women's restrooms		Mana Tominaga								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/24/2019" "3":"44" "PM		REFER		We had our phones checked on last month, and the phone in the breakroom was accidentally taken away. We do need a phone in this room. Please replace. 		GG				lower level - staff break room/kitchen		Erin Sanders								Help Desk		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		INC0036844																														None

		9/25/2019" "9":"05" "AM		947820		For some months now our front gate has been difficult to operate during hot days. The heat probably expands the metal, causing the gate not to be aligned correctly, and when we try to close the deadbolt it sticks. Recently it's been worse: every day there is an issue at closing (requiring 1 or 2 people to lift the gate while another secures the bolt) and today I had the same problem in the morning. Perhaps the gate needs to be taken off the hinges and re-hung? We need to be able to lock and unlock efficiently.		ELM				front gate outside		Remy Timbrook								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				It might be easiest to observe the problem in the afternoon/early evening.

		9/25/2019" "12":"30" "PM		947867		Upgrade the existing Electrical Panel A and Sub-Feeder and install new Kitchenette circuit to code. Currently, the antiquated system is a safety issue and affecting services to the community with unexpected branch closures. Please contact Diane Tannenwald at 510-238-6608.		LAKE				See description.		Diane (via Jack)								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/25/2019" "1":"20" "PM		948046		Lights in the parking lot are out and the parking lot is pitch black when we leave work in the evenings at 8:00 p.m. 		BRO				Parking Lot - exterior of building		Sandra Toscano								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		High light posts in the parking lot		No

		9/25/2019" "3":"26" "PM		947939		We're dealing with a pressing plumbing problem here in our staff kitchen. A staff went into the kitchen only to find so much water leaking out onto the floor from the pipe under the kitchen sink. This is the pipe for the air conditioning condensation, which appears to have been heavily clogged up. Staff have been trying to clean up water together with the sludge floating out of the pipe. 		ASN				Staff kitchen sink		Cong Hoang								Plumbing		no				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/25/2019" "7":"00" "PM		948083		Tagging on bookcase wall under CD shelves in upstairs Teen Area (to the right when exiting elevator/stairs); on the other side of the first bookshelves that you see.		CHA				Teen Area		Sandy						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1k674ONxySt5caKCR6AmHKU_tjBCurJNn		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/25/2019" "7":"51" "PM		948085		There are a couple lights that are out on the exterior of the building. It is getting dark at closing, making this more of a priority. 		81ST				Outside the front entrance		Brian Guenther								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		A ladder will be needed

		9/26/2019" "9":"28" "AM		948074		The power went out again at the Lakeview Branch this morning, 9/26/19, staff have tried to reset breaker #16. The manager noticed sparking when trying to use the red reset button. Please send assistance as soon as possible. 		LAKE				Panel		Xochitl (via Jack)								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/26/2019" "9":"30" "AM		948092		Please dim or remove one of the flourescent tubes above Nachele Jackson's desk in Room 210, Second Floor of the Main Library. Her cubicle is located on the back wall, middle cubicle. Please contact Jack Schmidt or Nachele Jackson at 238-3283.		MAIN				Room 210		Jack								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/26/2019" "12":"08" "PM		948220		staff found roaches by the copy machine		MLK				by copy machine		Celia Davis								Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		9/26/2019" "12":"56" "PM		918003		The Camera was broken in June/19  it is dangling and recording the floor.  We have had several issue in the lobby and having the camera broken limits our ability to monitor the lobby.		CHA				Lobby		Isela Anaya								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		918003		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		High ceiling ladder is needed

		9/26/2019" "1":"11" "PM		948226		media book drop - We are having trouble unlocking the book drop.   it get jammed and is hard to open.  right now the book drop is locked/out of service		CHA				out side library by front door entrance		Isela Anaya								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/26/2019" "2":"21" "PM		948235		Patron saw a mouse run across the floor at about 6:30 in the evening.		MAIN				Children's Room, wall area near Rm. 6 - between window and doors to Room 6.		Jesse Nachem								Pest		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/26/2019" "2":"25" "PM		NOTES		Rodent droppings were found on desk in Children's Room office		MAIN				Children's Room - Children's Office		Jesse Nachem								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/26/2019" "5":"19" "PM		948404		there is broken glass on the men's room floor - it a safety hazard and needs to be clean up		WEST				men's bathroom		celia jackson								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		there is broken glass on the men's room floor it is not safe. Please have the custodian clean it up thank you!

		9/26/2019" "5":"42" "PM		948403		The upstairs bathroom is leaking again and water is dripping on the ceiling tiles. A staff member felt a drop of water land on him at 5:30 tonight. Last year one of the tiles collapsed and still hasn't been replaced. There are new stains on two ceiling tiles and water is accumulating in an overhead light fixture. This has been a chronic problem for years and needs to be solved. 		DIM				first floor in front of service desk		Sarah Hodgson								Plumbing		Yes				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None		No

		9/27/2019" "11":"19" "AM		948447		Multiple bulb/lamp replacements needed at the Asian Branch Library in the children's area, classroom and reference desk areas. 		ASN				Children's Area, classroom and reference desk area.		Cong								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/27/2019" "2":"05" "PM		948549		Back staircase treads are coming off and loose. Tripping hazard!		DIM				back staircases		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		9/28/2019" "1":"54" "PM		949032		The 'mechanical room' sign is no longer on the outside of the mechanical room. This is an item the fire inspector mentioned to me should be corrected. 		MLK				outside Mechanical room		Celia Davis								Sign		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Mechanical room is at the back of the library- entrance from outside at the back of the parking lot (which is locked when the library is closed). Need to ask staff for sign (In branch manager's office). 		only- need to arrange to get sign if will be affixing while staff not around.

		9/28/2019" "2":"23" "PM		948993		There was a strong odor near the back (staff) entrance to the library. Josephine found a dead mouse in one of the traps that the exterminator set up over a week ago. I'm not sure if the exterminator came back to check the traps (he said he'd check on them in one week)		MAIN				Ground floor hallway		Jesse Nachem								Pest		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/28/2019" "2":"40" "PM		NOTES		Last Sunday, 9/22 around 5:15pm, Nabilla Mohamed saw a mouse run across the floor near Room 6 to the circulation desk, and hop onto a bottom shelf behind the circ desk and disappear into a hole in the wall. On Wednesday, John Wu taped up the hole.		MAIN				Children's Room, main area		Jesse Nachem								Pest		Yes		948993		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/29/2019" "2":"31" "PM		INTERNAL		A broken shelving board needs to be disposed of.  		MAIN				Main Library, 1st Flr, (Old) Map Area, area behind the Books on CD		Shannon McQueen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Tsvt3c_UHQjEWBOto4zQruWXTu9FE2Fi		Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)		Removed by Jack																														None		No		No

		9/30/2019" "9":"11" "AM		DUPLICATE		The upstairs fire wall outside the Community Room came down and a high-pitched alarm is continually sounding. This has been an ongoing issue for the past couple weeks without the wall being down. Not sure why the wall came down this time.		81ST				2nd Floor, area outside community room		Sally Engelfried								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		944691		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				Ideally before people have to use the Community Room, which is tomorrow (10/1/19)

		9/30/2019" "9":"16" "AM		949047		The cardboard garbage bin in front of the library is missing (with the prior contents on the ground) and the one in back is now completely destroyed.		MLK				front of library next to book drop and back of library next to picnic bench		Celia Davis						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1774MiViN3BTpOQaQtZZat-NMwGoUO18u, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1t8-YjVLjMLM3y77drZcMuaQBk2d77LKh		Litter Container (Outside)		Yes		943070		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		gate to back of library. 		no

		9/30/2019" "9":"35" "AM		949055		We did not get cleaned		PIE				Whole Building		Nikki								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		NO RESPONSE

		9/30/2019" "9":"38" "AM		949057		No custodial service on Monday 9/30/19		MEL				Custodial service		Kate/Thevaki								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/30/2019" "10":"06" "AM		949059		Once again Dimond didn't get any custodial service today, Monday, 9/30. Lobby, public bathroom B needs cleaning, feces all over the toilet seat.		DIM				Lobby, Public bathroom B		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		947065		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		9/30/2019" "10":"15" "AM		949049		The hours listed are still the old hours, and the sign needs to be re-done.		CHA				Front Door		Tom Downs (via Jack)						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IrwIdXUwQtWy7AACqGCDs4aK9i6Umdbw		Sign						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/30/2019" "10":"28" "AM		949062		Please replace bulbs in the public phone area and one bulb in the DVD area. Please contact Alma Garcia at 238-3144.		MAIN				Public Phone area, Main Floor		Alma (Via Jack)								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/30/2019" "10":"54" "AM		949110		Garbage cans in all rooms needs to be emptied, smells horrible. Bathrooms need service. Floors need to be swept, very dusty. Lots of cobwebs between children's board books and window; need to be cleaned.		WEST				1801 Adeline St., Oakland, CA;  First floor Library, Lobby, back office, library staff room, staff and public bathroom, garbage in all staff rooms need to be emptied.   Smells horrible.  All rooms need to be swept.   Very dusty and dirty.  Lots of spider webs and cobwebs between book shelves and window, specifically by the children's board books, please clean.   		Inti Garcia						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zZbTBImmLXxnq1nMWZ1fP2NB9i0HaM34, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cfYCJHS0ZFTNxFt2_3Ev4QTvHupHXH_2, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fiPD7A1Oe9nOAzCLnw9GH-WOGm7MFf3e, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Z_XRyW-2Kvk5QQgxZrC4Fp-TUyfShH8K		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		9/30/2019" "12":"30" "PM		949177		The light in the front entrance is not working. We are not sure if it is the light bulb or the electrical issue. 		MON				Montclair front entrance (outside)		Vicky chen								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no (may need a ladder)		no

		10/1/2019" "10":"07" "AM		949489		We haven't been cleaned since Friday, I think		LAKE				inside library		Xochitl Gavidia								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/1/2019" "12":"19" "PM		949555		A patron was bitten by a bug of some sort in our children's area - he had a bloody mark from the bite.		WEST				Children's Side of the Library		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eH9Ko5w58661bl2US1bIK8jzIdr_0Fgd		Pest		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/1/2019" "1":"01" "PM		949561		The lock isn't working on bathroom "A". We've tried different keys and none of them work. This is only one of two public restrooms that are in high demand at the branch. 		DIM				first floor restroom "A"		Sarah Hodgson								Key / Lock Management						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																				none

		10/1/2019" "2":"40" "PM		949599		Please move the Toshiba copier in Acquisitions to Cataloging.		MAIN				Cataloging		Jiao								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher						Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/1/2019" "2":"41" "PM		949601		Temescal Branch Library is missing both the gray and green trash containers. Can you please provide replacement bins? Please contact Karen Ko at 510-597-5058.		TEM				Exterior		Karen Ko  / Steve Lavoie								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/1/2019" "2":"43" "PM		949653		We're hosting a major event for LitQuake, a bay-area wide celebration of authors and writers, in the auditorium, on Monday, 10/14. The windows and window sills are very dirty and look awful. Any way there can be additional cleaning support for this event? 		MAIN				Lower Level - auditorium		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/1/2019" "2":"43" "PM		949619		We have a container completely full of used batteries. The phone number on the container for info is no longer valid. What do we do with them? How do we get them to hazardous waste? Batteries taken out and put into a box next to the round container. 		MLK				near front door (between table and donation cart.		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		10/1/2019" "2":"44" "PM		949652		We're hosting a Friday evening event for LitQuake, a bay-area wide celebration of local authors. We expect a huge turn-out of around 100. Can the custodians possibly clean up the restrooms again at the end of their shift, and also clean up outside of the front entrance?		MAIN				mezzanine restrooms, outside the front entrance		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/1/2019" "2":"45" "PM		DUPLICATE		there are new and rather graphic tags outside		MAIN				front of the Main Library, 14th St. Side facade		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti						N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)		Graffiti taken care of prior to request																														One to two complaints in the past week

		10/1/2019" "2":"46" "PM		949620		The light is out in the stairwell (between the basement and 1st floor) that is near the Children's Room. Please contact Winnie Chiang at 238-3618.		MAIN				Stairwell between the basement and 1st floor that is near the Children's Room.		Winnie (Via old form)								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/1/2019" "2":"47" "PM		NOTES		There are rodents living in the crawl space above this staff office, and exterminators will not look into the ceiling. Can someone please do so? There's obvious evidence of rodent activity, and there's still a hole in the ceiling. 		MAIN				staff office in the Children's Room		Mana Tominaga								Pest						N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)		Duplicate																														One to two complaints in the past week

		10/1/2019" "2":"51" "PM		949624		Offensive graffiti on outside bookdrop		CHA				Bookdrop outside of library		Sandy						https://drive.google.com/open?id=17moQWjUfumboBIR82WEIVuHqPDDgcaJ_		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/1/2019" "2":"58" "PM		DUPLICATE		New graffiti (usernames) inside of elevator		CHA				Elevator		Sandy						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mBSmDRhexrEnT5V7YILEcKubD38GITM6, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vcWjOX-HKGD-IwYUPouFtrgiAoBTH7BY, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d3heQM529s0Pkn3wwWMY6HjaTLEBC8fB		Graffiti		Yes		949624		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/1/2019" "3":"05" "PM		NOTES		This is for Saturday, September 28. We did get service the following day, Sunday. Patrons and staff have complained to me about this particular day.  		MAIN				All of the Main Library		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		For documentation only																														Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/1/2019" "5":"48" "PM		949774		dead mouse found  between Rochelle and Pat's  desks		MAIN				room 6		pat Toney 								Pest				mouse traps needed in Room 6		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/2/2019" "9":"06" "AM		949790		One of entrance doors is not opening with key from the inside of library . 		LAKE				550 El Embarcadero Oakland, CA 94610 		Sabah 								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Locked door, key not working 

		10/2/2019" "9":"11" "AM		949825		Staff computers not working, outlets in staff room not working, front door not working which means no handicap access and some outlets on floor not working for patrons. 		LAKE				550 El Embarcadero 		Sabah 								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/2/2019" "9":"23" "AM		949829		We did not get cleaned 		PIE				Whole Building		Nikki Truong								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		NO RESPONSE

		10/2/2019" "10":"45" "AM		949921		This trash has been here for 1-2 weeks - clothes, blankets, trash, etc		MEL				outside alongside library on Fremont Way		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oIbdYqNJq5PeimKdu7GK2CnA3opU71GW		Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/2/2019" "10":"47" "AM		DUPLICATE		There is a blue Volkswagon bug alongside the library that has been abandoned for 4-6 weeks. I've submitted through See-Click-Fix twice		MEL				alongside library on Fremont Way		Kate Hug								Illegal Dumping		Yes		submitted through see-click-fix		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/2/2019" "11":"16" "AM		949934		Our new PPT aide, Patricia Villon, starts this Saturday (Oct 5). She will need a GG building key (F10) and a padlock key for the parking lot gate (1C74). She also needs an alarm code.		GG				n/a		Erin Sanders								Key / Lock Management		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0037455																														None				Please provide ASAP so that Patricia can open and close the building. 

		10/2/2019" "1":"13" "PM		NOTES		Evening of Sunday, 9/29 a patron spotted a mouse in the Children's Room.		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Pest		No				N/A		5. No Action Required (request will be noted and documented)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/2/2019" "1":"16" "PM		NOTES		On the morning of 10/1, before the library was one, a mouse was spotted in the Children's Room. Jesse and Dao caught the mouse and let it go outside.		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Pest		No				N/A		5. No Action Required (request will be noted and documented)																																None

		10/2/2019" "2":"44" "PM		950205		There is a sign to the left of the TeenZone entrance that is attached to the wall.  It says "wheelchair access at magazines and newspapers entrance".  This is not true.  I covered it with other flyers but it still sticks out a bit.  Please remove it.  it is attached to the drywall.		MAIN				TeenZone second floor		Brian Boies								Sign		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		no		no

		10/2/2019" "3":"14" "PM		950211		One of the outlets by the copier does not work (part of 3 prong plug in it), one outlet by the public computers doesn't work, and we need an additional extension cord because currently all eight public computers are connected to one extension cord in part through a daisy chain. So we need a 10' extension cord. (at the same time could use IT to do cord management- a lot of cords are starting to hang down under the computers). 		MLK				2 locations: 1 at base of column by copier, the other at base of column by public computers and under public computers.. 		Celia Davis								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		INC0037609 																														None		no		no

		10/2/2019" "4":"33" "PM		950158		pipe damaged in stall		MAIN				Mezzanine Mens restroom		Alma Garcia								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/3/2019" "9":"38" "AM		950329		the Book drop on the corner of Madison and 12th has a strong urine smell.  The rolling cart inside also has what looks like the dead insects remains. On a previous occasion when the urine smell was strong the custodians sanitized the inside.  Could they please do this again. 		MAIN				Outside blue bookdrop on Madison and 13th		Alma Garcia								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Book drop is locked.  Keys can be gotten from Circulation staff on the 1st floor. 

		10/3/2019" "10":"08" "AM		950339		Trash, 		CHA				Entire Branch		Sandy								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/3/2019" "11":"26" "AM		950338		Sign on the "Blue" restroom on the ground floor of the Main Library fell off (sign that says "Priority for these restrooms is for patrons with disabilites") the sign is currently being held in the Children's Room office, near the door.		MAIN				Ground floor hallway, bathroom marked with Blue label		Jesse Nachem								Sign		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				It would be good to post this sign asap in order to be ADA compliant.

		10/3/2019" "2":"22" "PM		950341		2 pieces of wet balled up toilet paper or paper towels are stuck to the ceiling of the 2nd floor mens restroom		ROC				2nd floor Mens Public Restroom, above the sinks		Ryan								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		A ladder is necessary to remove the items. Probably best to use glove in case there are traces of human contamination		We are closed to the public until 12pm tomorrow on Friday. That would be the preferable window of time.

		10/3/2019" "2":"29" "PM		950342		Spotted stains are on the inside of the mens bathroom door. Looks like dried soda or something.		ROC				Rockridge-2nd floor-mens bathroom-on the inside door		Ryan						https://drive.google.com/open?id=15uU50DscxvmdpgMF7-sNfXHB0ghiUtqa		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				No

		10/3/2019" "2":"37" "PM		950323		Stephanie Jackson (Library Aide) and Steve Bartenhagen (Librarian) need keys to access AAMLO and keys to the elevator and lights. per Derrick Demay (supervising librarian). Please contact Jack Schmidt at 238-3283.		AAMLO				AAMLO		Jack								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/3/2019" "3":"41" "PM		950373		One of the toilets in the public Women's Restroom is clogged and won't flush.		MAIN				Mezzanine - Women's Restroom		Josephine Sayers								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/4/2019" "9":"32" "AM		950507		SECOND day of missed service. 		CHA				Entire library		Sandy								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		10/4/2019" "9":"45" "AM		950538		Need janitorial service for today.  10/4/19		WEST				West Branch- We had no janitorial service today.  Trash needs to be emptied. We have no paper towels in the bathrooms. 		Julia Flynn								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				No

		10/4/2019" "10":"00" "AM		950525		Room 210 (FASO), Main Library, the overhead fluorescent lights above Reena Kumari's desk are not working. Will need a ladder to reach the fixture. Corner cubicle on left side of the office when you enter. Please contact Reena Kumari at 238-6574.		MAIN				Room 210		Jack								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Canceled by requestor																														None

		10/4/2019" "3":"56" "PM		950678		Alarm panel on the first floor is beeping, library staff are unable to silence it.		MAIN				Basement		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Canceled by requestor																														None

		10/5/2019" "10":"55" "AM		951043		The timer for turning off the lights inside the library needs to be adjusted to reflect our current library hours. The timer is in the custodial closet. 		MLK				In custodian closet		Celia Davis								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		10/5/2019" "3":"34" "PM		951054		A flush-mount light fixture popped out of the ceiling. The fixture is still attached, but fell out of its mount. I've turned off that bank of lights *in case* there's any electrical hazard, but I think the main hazard is the danger of the fixture falling onto a person. We've put a table directly underneath to prevent people from walking below it, but that causes another potential hazard by partially blocking access in a majorly trafficked area (next to Circ Desk/corridor leading to bathrooms, etc.). Since it's the weekend, Jenera called the fire Dept. and the dispatcher said she would pass it on to their crew in the field, so they may come by sometime sooner than Public Works is able. We are open on Sunday, so this can hopefully be taken care of soon! Thanks, Natasha 		81ST				1st floor, main corridor (leading to the restrooms) next to the Circulation Desk. 		Natasha Moullen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eM0k76ygU05rZVWA_vpEQ7gmIpeUwWcQ, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RHrVqWDllHlz2zQv_tpfXXNIFC4h-_P8		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		a ladder is need to access		no.

		10/6/2019" "10":"12" "AM		951058		Somebody left a car battery outside of the library		81ST				Outside the library, on Rudsdale, by the windows		Brian Guenther								Illegal Dumping		No				Refer		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		10/7/2019" "9":"42" "AM		951066		Garbage was not picked up by Waste Management		MEL				Garbage was not picked up by Waste Management . 		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Yt-FYBxVUjhjUeSbE5KOy6Gb1ekptKMG		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no

		10/7/2019" "9":"50" "AM		951072		Rockridge did not receive custodial services on 10/7/19.		ROC				Interior		Lisa Harter								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no

		10/7/2019" "9":"51" "AM		951071		Public toilet in Bathroom A, downstairs lobby, is clogged.		ROC				Bathroom A		Lisa Harter								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no

		10/7/2019" "10":"17" "AM		DUPLICATE		There is a high-pitched noise coming from the alarm/drop panel on the second floor balcony.		81ST				Second Floor Balcony		Brian Guenther								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		944691		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/7/2019" "11":"41" "AM		951143		Women's public restroom, clogged and overflowing toilet.		BRO				Women's Restroom		Lily Chang								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/7/2019" "12":"51" "PM		951257		more graffiti		MAIN				front entrance		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		10/7/2019" "4":"51" "PM		951327		The public elevator doors are getting stuck in the open position for about a minute on the basement level. Please contact Jack Schmidt at 238-3283.		MAIN				Elevator		Jack								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		10/8/2019" "9":"10" "AM		DUPLICATE		The high-pitched noise coming from the fire drop panel on the balcony is going off again. It was turned off yesterday and it has returned over night. 		81ST				Second floor, balcony 		Brian Guenther								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		944691		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		It is high up

		10/8/2019" "9":"28" "AM		951503		We didn't get cleaned and the trash is full		LAKE				inside library		Xochitl Gavidia								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		10/8/2019" "12":"47" "PM		INTERNAL		The Gate counter is not working as it did not register count for incoming nor outgoing foot traffic		BRO				Inside Entrance of Brookfield Library		Alfred								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Derrick Demay is going to Brookfield on 10/10/19.																														None				as soon as possible

		10/8/2019" "2":"44" "PM		951655		Our front ramp has three loose boards which need to be fixed, possibly replaced.		PIE				Front ramp		Michelle								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				No, other than I would recommend avoiding storytime.

		10/8/2019" "6":"58" "PM		951758		Staff recently began using the former public restroom. (It's been closed to the public since late July.) It is clogged; plunging did not help. The water level is high and not receding. Waste is NOT coming up through the trap in the floor at this time. 		GG				lower level (formerly public) restroom		Erin Sanders								Plumbing		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		10/8/2019" "7":"02" "PM		951759		The bookdrop slot facing San Pablo Ave (that allows passengers to drop off items from their car), is completely smashed. Please repair so that the slot is open wide enough for books and safety. Or, replace the book drop. (The other side is fine, so this book drop is still functional.) 		GG				outside - San Pablo Ave - bookdrop next to street		erin sanders						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PmvC1u9x45Znn8HvQjOT1hA8Pl0gHKn5		Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		will require standing in the street to repair.		Please repair ASAP. Some patrons may think the whole book drop is out of service. 

		10/9/2019" "9":"32" "AM		951794		The toilet in the downstairs STAFF bathroom is not flushing. It's clear at the moment but unusable. (This issue is in addition to the clogged toilet & water coming up through the floor drain in the downstairs PUBLIC bathroom.)		GG				lower level STAFF bathroom		Erin Sanders								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				Please fix ASAP!

		10/9/2019" "9":"45" "AM		DUPLICATE		The utility sink in the janitor's closet is not draining. We have a host of plumbing issues at GG today, please send help!		GG				lower level - janitor's closet - outside meeting room, right next to public bathroom		erin sanders								Plumbing		Yes		951794		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		10/9/2019" "12":"56" "PM		951915		There is a bookcase with file below that I need to move to the other side of the room, by the desk to make room for another desk in the office.  I am not able to move the bookcase.		MAIN				Room #102 		Alma Garcia								Cleaning / Custodial				Need to move a book case from one side of the room to another. 		Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		room locked after hour; staff should have key to enter. 		anytime is fine.

		10/9/2019" "5":"27" "PM		DUPLICATE		It has been 10 days since I reported we don't have cardboard garbage bins outside the library. I just spent 30 minutes picking up garbage outside. Can I pick some up somewhere to speed up us having outside garbage bins?		MLK				outside: by drop box and in back by picnic table		Celia Davis								Litter Container (Outside)		Yes		949047		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		10/9/2019" "5":"44" "PM		952092		There is an event happening on 11/6 in the courtyard off of the Bradley Walters Meeting Room. Can custodians clean the courtyard on Tuesday, 11/5?		MAIN				Ground floor courtyard, outside of Bradley Walters Meeting Room		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				Please do on 11/5, before 11/6 A.M. event. Thank you!

		10/10/2019" "10":"42" "AM		952221		A screw in the door handle of Brookfield branch inside door is missing		BRO				Front door		Alfred								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																				as soon as possible

		10/10/2019" "12":"25" "PM		952193		There is a foul smell in the teen zone area. When I opened the "mechanical room" the smell was stronger, which made me think that is the source. 		81ST				main floor, "mechanical room" located  near teen zone		Brenda Membreno								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				As soon as possible would be great

		10/10/2019" "4":"01" "PM		NOTES		The panels still keep beeping; 'trouble' indicated. We keep having to manually shut off the beeping. Technicians were here but they told Vernon they didn't finish the project or something; just want to make sure they're coming back. 		MAIN				First floor at the elevator entrance; ground floor at the staff entrance - alarm panels		Mana Tominaga								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/11/2019" "10":"12" "AM		952395		The acrylic sign holder that's mounted to the wall at the Community Kiosk is broken, and I have a replacement. Can someone possibly remove the old one and mount the new one? If this is not possible please let me know and I'll figure it out but I'd like to know either way. 		MAIN				First Floor, Community Kiosk area, across from office 112		Mana Tominaga								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/11/2019" "1":"12" "PM		952496		Graffiti all over teen area. On the fabric bulletin board and on the computer desks.		CHA				Teen area		Sandy						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1H4ywmnEDSw6ZkYWqsY3kZ1ybMbU13pKO, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dE67sQgPaITa6r7mOeZ_43LXcaxTKT5I, https://drive.google.com/open?id=10v1bJZMS-mxy6qrMqlpkhEr5CNfWPQ6X, https://drive.google.com/open?id=19Pg_3UOmqCsnx8ZnWFK0jgEgRKX3DJMz		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/11/2019" "1":"21" "PM		952497		Rubber trim on raised circular platform in teen area was recently renovated and trim is already loose. Carpet on platform is also pulling away because of it.		CHA				Teen Area		Sandy						https://drive.google.com/open?id=16j2oy_HFmzZvbxn6-8FC7ZJF0boLw1Mq		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/11/2019" "3":"38" "PM		952521		We have 1 burned light at reference desk and 1 in the public computer station #7 area that need to be replaced.		ASN				We have 2 burned light bulbs (1 above reference desk and 1 above public computer station #7) that need to replaced.		Cong Hoang								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No		No		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/12/2019" "9":"10" "AM		CANCEL		We did not receive service, in particular the trash outside next to the picnic tables is overflowing.		PIE				All the branch and outside trash near picnic tables		Michelle 								Cleaning / Custodial						Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Canceled by requestor, 10/12/19																														None

		10/12/2019" "10":"58" "AM		953444		The light bulb is out in the display case.		ELM				Glass display case near the entrance.  Currently holding a display for Bilingual Child Month		Ana-Elba Pavon								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		The display case may be accessed through a door to the case in the Children's Room

		10/12/2019" "1":"43" "PM		DUPLICATE		Toilet in Bathroom 'B' is clogged. It was flushed a few time and overflowed a little onto the floor. It appears that the clog may be cause by paper products... but I could be wrong.		ROC				First floor, bathroom B, toilet		Ryan or Paul								Plumbing		No		953230		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		key needed to enter Bathroom B		Before 10am on Monday

		10/12/2019" "5":"25" "PM		953445		There are 4 or 5 "no Overnight Parking" signs to post in our parking lot. They were removed. 		WEST				Parking lot (signs are in branch manager's office) 		Susy Moorhead								Sign						Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)

		10/14/2019" "9":"48" "AM		DUPLICATE		The toilet in Restroom B on the ground floor is clogged. Looks like it needs to be snaked. This is a patron restroom and it is currenly unusable. This was originally reported on Saturday, 10/12/19 by Ryan Lindsay. 		ROC				The toilet in our public restroom (Bathroom B) on the ground floor is clogged.  It looks like it needs to be snaked. The restroom is currenly unusable.This was originally reported on Saturday, 10/12/19 by Ryan Lindsay. 		Lisa Harter or Erica Siskind								Plumbing		Yes		953230		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/14/2019" "9":"51" "AM		953467		There is a fluorescent light near the elevator in the staff room on the second floor that needs to be replaced.		81ST				Second floor, staff area, in front of the elevator		Brian Guenther								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/14/2019" "10":"17" "AM		DUPLICATE		We have a pile of batteries that have been dropped off at the library. Does somebody come to pick them up?		81ST				On counter, near the front entrance		Brian Guenther								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		945561		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		10/14/2019" "10":"55" "AM		INTERNAL		We did not receive service from Waste Management  		MEL				Waste Management did not pick up trash		Kate 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mlTjIgpUKs3OLcoLxMseSQmvhn633LHG		Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Martin Sharp, 10/15/19																														None

		10/15/2019" "11":"24" "AM		953434		We haven't been cleaned.  This is happening every Tuesday in addition to other days in the week.		LAKE				inside library		Xochitl Gavidia								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/15/2019" "12":"01" "PM		953383		the custodian told us she found cockroaches in the public bathroom. 		MLK				public restrooms		Celia Davis								Pest		Yes		948220		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		10/15/2019" "12":"04" "PM		953468		Please have the heat turned on at Melrose - It is currently off		MEL				whole building		Kate Hug								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/15/2019" "1":"04" "PM		INTERNAL		Someone keeps opening up the blinds on this side of the building. We need to keep them lowered as the sun rays are damaging to books. Please request custodians lower the blinds if they notice they're up. 		MAIN				first floor, Madison St. side of the building		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Martin Sharp, 10/16/19																														One to two complaints in the past week

		10/15/2019" "3":"13" "PM		953472		battery needs to be replaced in wall clock - ladder required 		MAIN				Room 6 		Pat								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		high ceiling - ladder required 

		10/16/2019" "8":"37" "AM		953652		The lights above the Sorting Area in Acquisitions are out.		MAIN				Acquisitions, sorting area		Winnie (Via old form)								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		10/16/2019" "8":"59" "AM		953595		Graffiti on front of building and steps. There are also orange tags on the building corner closest to 14th and Madison.		MAIN				Front of building		Jack								Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/16/2019" "9":"56" "AM		INTERNAL		There are several lights out in the building, most notably one in the ladies restroom on the first floor.		81ST				Multiple areas		Brian Guenther								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		945556		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Spoke to Joe Yiao on 10/17/19

		10/16/2019" "10":"45" "AM		953664		Elevator not working		DIM				Elevator		Sarah Hodgson								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Follow up needed; clunking noise still happening - see Sarah's email, 10/16/19

		10/16/2019" "11":"01" "AM		953710		clogged sink kitchen area		CHA				Staff Break room		Isela Anaya								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		10/16/2019" "11":"55" "AM		954057		Bank of lights are out in hallway between Catalog Unit and the auditorium		MAIN				Basement level, between Catalog Unit and Auditorium		Catherine Jennings								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/16/2019" "2":"59" "PM		INTERNAL		Staff restroom is out of soap.		MAIN				1st Floor		Josephine Sayers								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/16/2019" "3":"55" "PM		954059		We need to lock the recycling container- people are dumping non recycling items in it. 		MLK				back of parking lot		Celia Davis								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		gate locked when staff not present. 		no (but need to put lock on that garbage company has. 

		10/17/2019" "9":"13" "AM		954062		Missed day of service		CHA				Entire library		Sandy								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/17/2019" "9":"18" "AM		954064		We didn't get any custodial since yesterday - dumpster is out - trash is in all cans - bathrooms are a mess. 		WEST				WHOLE LIBRARY / PROBABLY BUILDING		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		10/17/2019" "10":"04" "AM		954060		The light fixture that illuminates the foyer at the library entrance needs its light bulb replaced.		ELM				Foyer (entrance to the library)		Ana-Elba Pavon								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/17/2019" "10":"37" "AM		954117		Regular routine custodial service wasn't done today.  Trash bins weren't emptied and floors, carpets, and restrooms weren't cleaned.  		TEM				The whole building including the Tool Lending Branch		Karen Ko / Steve Lavoie								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		Preferably in the mornings before the branch is open to the public.

		10/17/2019" "10":"38" "AM		DUPLICATE		We did not receive janitorial service 		TEM				Entire building		Steven Lavoie								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		954117		N/A		5. No Action Required (request will be noted and documented)																																None

		10/17/2019" "10":"59" "AM		949601		We had a gray and a green recycling bin stolen. We have received a new gray bin but we did not receive a green bin.		TEM				Exterior. Where refuse bins are kept.		Steven Lavoie								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		949601		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		N/A		N/A

		10/17/2019" "11":"03" "AM		954121		We are finding silverfish in the specified areas.		TEM				Main Floor : Children's area. Underneath moveable shelves and the spinners for DVDs.		Steven Lavoie								Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		These could represent a health hazard? I am not familiar with the problems associated with silverfish.

		10/17/2019" "11":"14" "AM		954124		Tool Lending Library's shipping container located behind the Temescal Branch has been vandalized with graffiti.  Graffiti appears in large red letters that appear to spell "KARAOKE."		TEM				Shipping container located behind the building		Karen Ko / Rainn Shaw / Steve Lavoie						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_P_9_d3_iqTwZsddANa9UD1HYASeepxr		Graffiti		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		No		Preferably before or after branch is open to public.

		10/17/2019" "11":"19" "AM		954125		About six wooden pallets were illegally dumped on top of the shipping container located behind the Temesca Branch. 		TEM				Shipping container located behind the Temescal Branch		Karen Ko / Rainn Shaw / Steve Lavoie						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1shSMd0krQjOcRKoFQIBKgx8edIlUUJ0X		Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		No		No

		10/17/2019" "11":"52" "AM		954213		Missing 4 signs for "Please keep dogs off lawn."  Two should be on either sides of the front lawn (facing Telegraph Ave), one for the side lawn (52nd St), and one for the back lawn.		TEM				Front, side, and back lawns of the branch		Karen Ko / Steve Lavoie								Sign		No						4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)		WO CREATED																														None		No		No

		10/17/2019" "1":"14" "PM		954215		Several of the ceiling fixtures need new light bulbs.		MAIN				Mezzanine, west side of the building (above computer lab)		Camille Peters								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		It is behind a locked door (staff-only area).		This area is in use by staff throughout the workday, though not necessarily at the same time. 

		10/17/2019" "2":"52" "PM		DUPLICATE		Elevator permit is expired. Patron complaint 10/17/2019. 		GG				Elevator		Erin Sanders								Elevator Issue		Yes		925964		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/17/2019" "3":"33" "PM		954263		Toilet handle is broken/not functional. There is human waste in the bowl. 		CHA				Women's restroom		Sandy								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		10/17/2019" "4":"14" "PM		954492		Please remove keyboard tray from the desk nearest the sink in the TeenZone office.		MAIN				TeenZone office second floor 		Brian Boies								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				no

		10/17/2019" "4":"40" "PM		NOTES		There is the smell of dead mice. There has been mice droppings on all the desks in the back office.		MAIN				Children's Room both back office areas		Jesse Nachem								Pest		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Martin Sharp, 10/18/19																														None		No		Soon as possible

		10/18/2019" "9":"54" "AM		NOTES		On four separate occasions (days) this week (Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Fridaym mornings) I have come in and found mouse droppings on my desk in different places.		MAIN				Children's Room Staff Offices		Mahasin Aleem								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Martin Sharp, 10/18/19																														One to two complaints in the past week

		10/18/2019" "9":"57" "AM		NOTES		Mouse droppings were found in the plastic containers above the microwave.		MAIN				Room 28, in the cubbies on the shelves above the microwave.		Mahasin Aleem								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Martin Sharp, 10/18/19																														One to two complaints in the past week

		10/18/2019" "11":"29" "AM		NOTES		mouse dropping found on window sill		MAIN				room 6		Pat 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1k0eQD-QsXd-9v4Z8eyyOvTXxczpKXbDH		Pest		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Martin Sharp, 10/18/19																														One to two complaints in the past week

		10/18/2019" "11":"43" "AM		INTERNAL		Still no hand soap in the 1st floor staff restroom. Now the toilet paper is low, too. 		MAIN				1st floor staff restroom		Josephine Sayers								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Spoke to Martin Sharp, 10/18/19																														None

		10/18/2019" "1":"10" "PM		954587		The floor boards in the TeenZone don't seem to be ever cleaned and are caked with years of spills.  Can they be cleaned?  		MAIN				TeenZone second floor		TeenZone								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				non-open hours are preferable and mornings are slower but we have a couple of class visits every week

		10/18/2019" "3":"16" "PM		954588		We have a white board in a stand in our north meeting room.  The stand for the white board is fairly broken and is only getting worse.  Could we get the white board mounted on the north wall of this room underneath the painted hanging canvas?		MAIN				TeenZone Second Flooer		Brian Boies								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				no

		10/18/2019" "3":"38" "PM		954585		several lights are out in ceiling fixtures after power outtage		MAIN				children's room		lisa fung								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/18/2019" "3":"40" "PM		NOTES		saw live mouse 10/17		MAIN				children's room office area		lisa fung								Pest		Do Not Know				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/19/2019" "9":"37" "AM		955060		we did not receive custodial service today		MLK				whole library		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		10/19/2019" "2":"25" "PM		955063		Outside Main entrance doors to Library. Automatic doors are opening and closing very slowly and need to "tuned-up" for upcoming Winter.		ROC				Outside automatic doors on College Ave are closing and opening very slowly, they should be tuned-up for the upcoming winter.		Paul Schiesser, Ryan Lindsay, Lisa Harter								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		They are the front doors to the Library, so when worked on it might interfere with peoples access to the branch

		10/19/2019" "2":"42" "PM		955065		Obscene graffiti in elevator along with other words.		CHA				Inside elevator		Sandy						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cNsZnc96WG5z7jmhW8nGkI-iXQLhXHby, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SApy_zPuSUtv4Ttrivft1X0t8zErZmxm		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		10/19/2019" "3":"19" "PM		955067		Light not coming on in staff restroom.  Possibly fluorescent bulb blew out.		TEM				Staff restroom located below back staircase		Karen Ko / Steve Lavoie								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Ceiling light, possibly requiring a ladder.		No

		10/19/2019" "5":"24" "PM		955069		Foul odor  inside of the blue bookdrop.  Odor described by staff person as a mix of a wet dog and urine.  Unsure if dead rodent is cause of smell.  According to staff person, the odor was first noticed a week ago. 		MAIN				Outside blue bookdrops on 13th & Madison		Shannon McQueen								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Bookdrop key needed to access bookdrop.		No

		10/21/2019" "9":"55" "AM		955029		Asian Branch did not receive custodial services on 10/21/19.		ASN				whole library		Cong								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		10/21/2019" "10":"08" "AM		955048		We have a light out in Processing Unit… Main Library, basement level - through Catalog Unit double doors, to the right near Michelle Haynes cubicle.		MAIN				Basement level - through Catalog Unit double doors, to the right near Michelle Haynes cubicle.		Catherine Jennings								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				No

		10/21/2019" "10":"15" "AM		955045		Mezzanine Level, Women's Handicap Stall, toilet is clogged and has a very bad odor.		MAIN				Mezzanine - Women's Restroom		Alma Garcia								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				No

		10/21/2019" "4":"14" "PM		955314		The long side of the parking lot gate (chainlink fence) does not have a latch, or any way to secure it while open. It appears there is actually a latch on the ground, but it is either too short or just broken - it doesn't reach the fence. Please replace the latch so that we don't have to use a stack of bricks (which often fall over, causing the gate to close) to prop it open. 		GG				parking lot gate - latch on the ground along eastern fence		Erin Sanders								Fence		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/21/2019" "4":"18" "PM		INTERNAL		When the book drop was bashed a couple of weeks ago (see ticket 951759), it seems to have knocked it off kilter or smushed the frame where the book bin goes. Now it's difficult to pull the book bin out of the frame - the wheels get caught on the lip at the bottom. Please recenter the book drop when repairing the damaged drop slot, or replace the entire book drop. 		GG				curbside book drop (closest to San Pablo Ave) 		Erin Sanders								Key / Lock Management		Yes		951759		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/21/2019" "4":"22" "PM		955315		The latch on the window in my office does not lock. The upper pane has slipped and the latch doesn't match up evenly. 		GG				Manager's office - staff room behind the circ desk to the right. Window on the left, behind desk. 		Erin Sanders								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		If accessing from outside, window is 1.5 floors up. 		Building is not secure as long as this window can't be locked. 

		10/21/2019" "5":"24" "PM		955429		We did not receive service from Waste Management, as of 5:23pm today. 		MEL				WM did not pick up trash 		Kate 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MbIuInNulDgUcTmSVHmKBY7d6WWnn8B_		Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/22/2019" "9":"41" "AM		INTERNAL		Need paper towels		MAIN				1st floor - Circulation office		Josephine Sayers								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Delivered on 10/22/19																														None

		10/22/2019" "10":"10" "AM		955449		We didn't get cleaned		LAKE				inside		Xochitl								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/22/2019" "10":"17" "AM		955454		Graffiti on the wall to the left of the elevator in the downstairs lobby. Also graffiti on the inside door of the elevator.		CHA				Lobby and inside of elevator door		Sandy						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NbxKS44QrGWcj3eSYsnDJKmkjqYOJ_kK, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tXB3pRZgq9xY2p4gwibSIGLDOARdbwg-		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/22/2019" "12":"12" "PM		REFER		The inside line has not been working for almost a month, x5869.		ELM				Telephones in the building		Ana-Elba Pavon								Help Desk		Yes		INC0034385		Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		INC0039051 																														Seven or more complaints in the past week		None		None

		10/22/2019" "12":"14" "PM		REFER		The #1 telephone line is very difficult to hear from.  It either has static or low volume making having a conversation very difficult.		ELM				Telephones in the building		Ana-Elba Pavon								Help Desk		Do Not Know				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		INC0039051 																														Seven or more complaints in the past week		None		None

		10/22/2019" "1":"11" "PM		955581		Staff are reporting that they are finding bites on their person, and that they are being bitten at work by some sort of pest.  1 patron has also complained that they were also bitten by something at the library.		BRO				1st floor		Sandra Toscano						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Fyr78ehUHI1-huU0OsuKdjt3KNk2f6zc, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RSvg5U0u1bBDwi8xCW1sh6Kt2k5yrtE6, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PaFgMTiQw0tUnFY1F1vRLkQOXAdVGtZZ		Pest		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/22/2019" "2":"02" "PM		955606		We have five security cameras in the library. The one that is above the service desk is not working.		MLK				behind service desk		Celia Davis								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No		311 Referred to IT		Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		10/22/2019" "2":"42" "PM		DUPLICATE		Our fire curtain dropped a few weeks ago and it has been awhile since we've heard any updates about when it will be fixed.		81ST				Second floor balcony		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qPZF_BsBPzW61C8V9Z_7K2ByvYtweqbJ		Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		944691		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/22/2019" "2":"45" "PM		DUPLICATE		One of the window blinds in the adult magazine/dvd area has been stuck for over a month now. 		81ST				First floor, by the magazine/DVD area. 		Brian Guenther								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		943964		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/23/2019" "9":"07" "AM		955773		Someone has left ~5 large boxes of VHS and taps - it is too much for us to throw away here		MEL				Front steps entering the library on the left		Kate Hug								Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		10/23/2019" "9":"11" "AM		NOTES		Staff complained that their work area smelled like mice (perhaps urine or droppings) upon coming to work this morning.		MAIN				Children's Room - Work area behind the reference desk shelves.		Mahasin Aleem, Jesse Nachem								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/23/2019" "9":"17" "AM		955778		The air conditioning is not functioning. Dimond Branch library exprienced a momentary power outage, but the AC did not turn back on. All other appliances are functioning normally.		DIM				Interior		Sarah Hodgson								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/23/2019" "9":"36" "AM		955782		There is human feces outside of the library, near the gate that separates the library from the school next door. I haven't seen our custodian today.		81ST				Exterior of the building, near the gate the goes to the school property. 		Brian Guenther								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		10/23/2019" "9":"40" "AM		COMBINED		We are in need of a power washing. There is what appears to be human feces in two places on the wall of the building outside the library on 81st Ave. 		81ST				Exterior of the building, on the 81st Ave side		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1X6LPekbuYMUthUP892iO1PRtXenaHC3r, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hqZUc7tWTpoMRMsBdwuUyuU3QVYWvCT6		Cleaning / Custodial		No		955782		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/23/2019" "10":"34" "AM		COMBINED		There are several large spots in the library that need to be painted: 1. In the Childen's Reading Room, by the windows 2. There was a hole in Study Room 1 that has been repaired and still needs to be painted over.		81ST				Children's Reading Room, Study Rooms		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1H-2ShWc74Upr4T6spfoW2IlwToYxV4Tc, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zl5Zmt3BrXDP_IolKWtDTNM0KgCBMhaH, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1v1qVq0vCLzURVFQGwS4wUTcWOVxWCuZC		Painting		No		894585		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/23/2019" "10":"36" "AM		955849		There is a large spot in our stairwell that needs to be cleaned. 		81ST				Stairwell		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PsHUusRgtM1jkDQhznG5TipOo6v97fVV		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/23/2019" "10":"40" "AM		955847		One of the window blinds in the Children's Reading Room fell off month's ago. It has been in my office.		81ST				Children's Reading Room		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pWBpsLPjXEJp3LWUbK9Kwhy6aqaH8M9H		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/23/2019" "10":"40" "AM		955840		The latch for the window broke off. This makes the building more unsecured. 		WEST				Window on adult side of library adjacent to the Study Room (I'd say at least 4 or 5 of our windows are no longer secure and haven't been for years) 		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1N-4DQ44QF51zbKoP-mUXkM_3v0MszA2u		Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/23/2019" "10":"45" "AM		DUPLICATE		The handle broke off this window leaving it permanently unlocked		WEST				Adult side of library window by the Study Room (there are about 4 non functioning windows currently)		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UwVo1W-ukTdp7DzlwJcSbrEqzysuZ2Pe		Structural / Construction Issue						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		10/23/2019" "10":"45" "AM		DUPLICATE		This is still an issue. There is what appears to be mold and definitely paint peeling from the wall. There was a leak from the ceiling that may or may not have been repaired. 		81ST				Second floor, community room, northeast corner		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=19r-8FVtmdz44Mry3veoA-JblAoWeX7Tu, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xDsLsAGbsk-t4UM7m5aF-OkU6w90kaoi, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tDJChBIGtFBafMULm9piRrg2Ep3yjRev, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fP4j4DOPOqDkixSskb-AUaJcgNoBAoz_		Mold / Moisture		Yes		866526		N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		10/23/2019" "11":"17" "AM		955861		Please fix the clock in the Children's Room, Basement Level		MAIN				Children's		Lisa (via Jack)								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																		high ceiling - ladder required 

		10/23/2019" "11":"20" "AM		955863		Piece on the top of our hose spigot is broken and now it sprays water when it is in use. 		81ST				Outside of the library, near the gate that separates the library and the schools		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UTX7MKNqbV0b2U2LNk9o3OxLshjgPYrP		Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/23/2019" "11":"29" "AM		955961		There is no soap and it looks like the dispenser may be broken. 		WEST				Women's public restroom on the bottom floor		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/23/2019" "1":"04" "PM		955959		Graffiti that won't come off with a regular cleaning. 		CHA				Lobby		Sandy						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_zq_L9BV6dWCyDDf8O5MBFnB8TXW-YkG		Painting		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		10/23/2019" "2":"06" "PM		DUPLICATE		The clock stopped working a week or so ago when the lights flickered and Sierra crashed		MAIN				Children's Room		Mahasin Aleem, Jesse Nachem								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		Yes		955861		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week		The clock sits high above the room on a wall above the juvenile fiction section.

		10/23/2019" "2":"39" "PM		955956		There is an electrical short in the garage - there is one outlet which causes the constant delivery bell ringing when something is plugged in.  If this is not repair-able, can we get another electrical box in the garage, please? 		MAIN				Garage		Mana Tominaga								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/23/2019" "5":"55" "PM		REFER		There is a gas smell coming from the pipeline by the parking lot on Oak St by the Children's Room		MAIN				Staff Parking Lot on Oak, beside the Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		PG&E responded on 10/23/19																														One to two complaints in the past week

		10/24/2019" "9":"22" "AM		956139		The tree outside our door on 18th street is in serious peril of falling down and injuring someone. It is leaning precariously right in front of the door and we are very concerned it will hurt someone. It needs to be removed!		WEST				west		celia jackson								Landscaping / Trees						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/24/2019" "10":"06" "AM		REFER		The port-a-potty outside the front entrance to the library needs cleaning.  I was under the impression that it was going to be cleaned weekly but we have not seen a sign of this.		ELM				Port-a-Potty outside the front entrance to the library.		Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Called USS on 10/24/19; Weds. is designated service day																														None		The padlock combination is 7-9-35

		10/24/2019" "10":"13" "AM		956199		We have 7 burned light bulbs in the areas noted that need to be replaced before more other light bulbs get burned out.		ASN				7 light bulbs need to be replaced: 1 for adult reference desk, 2 for children's shelves #9 and #10, 1 for adult shelf #14, 1 for adult shelf #26, 1 for adult DVD shelf #39, and 1 for public computer station #7		Cong Hoang								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				Ideally, this should be done before the library opens at 10 am to the public.

		10/24/2019" "10":"40" "AM		956189		A large piece of the Rockridge slanted metal roof is loose and in danger of falling off.		ROC				Right side of roof		Paul Schiesser						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Sjlq6eAlOAlDxFhmrQ-cH95fQgzAECPu		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/24/2019" "11":"43" "AM		956248		The sensors in the elevator aren't working. The elevator will only close part way and then it starts beeping. It's inaccessible and we have library programs on Friday and Saturday so the public will need to be able to use the elevator to get upstairs.		DIM				Elevator		Rebekah Eppley								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/24/2019" "2":"01" "PM		956334		Please put up a door so that patrons don't wander up to the staff areas! Staff are feeling very vulnerable. We did have a few issues with patrons wandering up there recently. 		MAIN				First floor, Oak st. side of the building, stairs leading up to the mezzanine		Mana Tominaga						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LBb8yJyc5rX0RSVYxClCKgAEOu7mnwkG		Key / Lock Management		Yes				Cancel - OPW		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)

		10/24/2019" "4":"00" "PM		956353		Patron vomited and coughed up blood near drinking fountain in reference area, elevator, and men's mezzanine bathroom.		MAIN				Reference, Mezzanine Bathroom, Elevator		Alma Garcia								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/25/2019" "9":"00" "AM		956483		Staff are reporting that the public elevator is shaking and vibrating more than usual while in use.		MAIN				Public elevator		Rosalia Romo (via Jack)								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		10/25/2019" "10":"56" "AM		956562		Did not get cleaned 		LAKE				Library 		Sabah Abdulla 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no 		no 

		10/25/2019" "11":"34" "AM		956601		No custodial service		MEL				No custodial service		Kate/Thevaki								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/25/2019" "1":"59" "PM		956659		No regular janitorial service.		TEM				Whole building		Karen Ko / Steve Lavoie								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		No		Preferably in the mornings before we open.

		10/25/2019" "2":"53" "PM		956704		patron complained toilet doesn't seem to be properly fastened to the floor, it wobbles when used		MAIN				children's room children;s bathroom		lisa fung								Plumbing		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week				no

		10/25/2019" "3":"37" "PM		REFER		Our Line 2 Phone Line is not working. I hear a busy signal when I dial the number (510-615-5869)		ELM				Elmhurst		Molly Nichols/Ana-Elba Pavon (Branch Manager)								Help Desk		Yes				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		INC0034385

		10/25/2019" "4":"04" "PM		956716		Please schedule a termite investigation/report at Brookfield Branch Library, per Diane Tannenwald.		BRO				Interior		Diane (via Jack)								Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		10/25/2019" "4":"48" "PM		956724		The floor in Bathroom 'B' is covered in water and other debris as of 4:45pm 10/25/19. This could have been caused by either an overflowing toilet or because someone bathed in the room.		ROC				First floor public restroom 'B', located in the lobby		Ryan								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Key required for public restroom		Before 10am on Saturday 10/26/19

		10/26/2019" "1":"59" "PM		957329		Because we don't have the metal bar to lock the gate when it is open, youth are standing on the gate while it is moving... now it is not accurately resting on its hinges and we can't latch close the gate and then lock it. We can only lock it if the gate is slightly open.		MLK				front gate		Celia Davis								Fence		Yes		914493		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		When the library is closed the gate is locked.		no

		10/26/2019" "2":"34" "PM		NOTES		Mouse droppings were found on Mahasin's desk on the morning of 10/26/2019		MAIN				Librarian's office on Mahasin's desk (on multiple areas on her desk)		Jessica Nachem								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/26/2019" "2":"57" "PM		957290		When the public elevator is in use, the door opens once every minute. Also, the door groans and squeaks as it opens, so it sounds like it is about to break.		ROC				Elevator		Jamie Turbak (via Jack)								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		10/26/2019" "4":"09" "PM		NOTES		Mice droppings all over the desk in the office and shelves.		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Pest		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week		No		No

		10/28/2019" "9":"06" "AM		957333		All public and staff areas not cleaned and garbage bins not emptied.		ASN				All public and staff areas		Cong Hoang								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		10/28/2019" "9":"52" "AM		957331		Rockridge branch did not receive custodial services on 10/28/19, Bathroom A needs attention		ROC				Interior		Ally Hack								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		10/28/2019" "10":"25" "AM		957346		No custodial services		BRO				entire library		Lily Chang								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/28/2019" "10":"49" "AM		957365		Toilet with ongoing problem - toilet closest to entrance to bathroom continually runs after flushing.  Cup inside toilet not sealing correctly. Some staff have pushed down on it to stop it from running in order to save water. Permanent fix requested. 		MAIN				Women's staff bathroom, basement level near Catalog Unit.		Catherine Jennings								Plumbing						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/28/2019" "12":"01" "PM		957416		Urgent request, the fire alarm is being triggered by the smoke in the outside air, there is no fire or smoke from the building. Library staff are manually silencing the alarm every 3-5 minutes, please send someone to assist or reset the alarm. Please contact Jen Bator at 510-637-0201.		AAMLO				Interior		Jen Bator								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/28/2019" "1":"28" "PM		NOTES		A patron reported seeing mice running into the garage last week, in the gap under the door. It would be helpful to plug up the gaps in the garage door to prevent more mice from coming in, in addition to setting traps. It seems that setting traps alone is not going to prevent the problem. The exterminator had photographed the gaps in the garage door, but I'm not sure what the status is on fixing it. Thank you!		MAIN				Garage		Jesse Nachem								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/28/2019" "3":"44" "PM		957539		There is human waste all over the inside of the portapotty, next to the seat and on the floor. It is unusable. Since the portapotty service does not include cleaning (to my understanding), we need custodial service.This is the only bathroom we have available to patrons. Thanks. 		GG				outside in parking lot - portapotty		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		Unit is currently padlocked. The key is the same as the padlock to the gate, 1C74. 		This is the only bathroom we have for the public - please service ASAP. 

		10/28/2019" "4":"18" "PM		957547		One of the plexiglass windows appears to have been partially blown away from the frame.  It may completely fall out of the frame and come crashing down onto the public area in another wind storm.  Please see photo.		DIM				high exterior window, facing Fruitvale Ave		Sarah Hodgson/Miriam Medow						https://drive.google.com/open?id=171pjeoIhbiF2DY7oggsnvR_gIbwaM4hn		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		It's one of the higher windows

		10/28/2019" "4":"42" "PM		957553		A patron vomited on a computer at the Lakeview Library. Library staff request custodial clean up in the computer area.		LAKE				Computer Area		Xochitl								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		10/28/2019" "8":"00" "PM		957667		The outside automatic Wheelchair buttons which control the entry door aren't working. A patron in a wheelchair was repeatedly pushing the button without success. (Buttons are on the right side when facing the entry doors from outside.)		MAIN				14th Street Entry		Shannon McQueen								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Access doors aren't working for visitors in wheelchairs.		Possibly, repairing the button outside of open hours would be best.

		10/29/2019" "9":"16" "AM		957684		There is a lot of fronds that have fallen down from the palm tree... they are strewn on the parking lot and back grassy area.		MLK				parking lot area		Celia Davis						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ykA2VJ1omd2TcH6gBXGIBWlgSeeEay5u, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bC-a5k06HdsX7n4ELju_I3MdUrdCJjRW		Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		locked gate for parking lot		no

		10/29/2019" "9":"40" "AM		957693		A ceiling tile has fallen in the Children's Room, near the front desk.		MAIN				Near front desk		Jesse Nachem								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		10/29/2019" "12":"39" "PM		DUPLICATE		Cockroaches have been spotted in both the 		TEM				Tool Lending Library		David N. Hughes-Gonzales								Pest		No		936726		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/29/2019" "12":"42" "PM		DUPLICATE		Cockroaches have been seen multiple times inside the work space of the Tool Lending library.		TEM				Tool Lending Library		David N. Hughes-Gonzales								Pest		No		936726		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/29/2019" "1":"08" "PM		957843		When you turn the lights on with the switch on the right, they don't always come on properly. They are dim and on their way out.		CHA				Staff Breakroom. Upstairs.		Sandy								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/29/2019" "1":"21" "PM		958032		The handrail inside the public elevator has become detached. The handrail is being stored in Room 210, Main Library, by front desk. Please contact Jack Schmidt at 238-3283.		MAIN				Public Elevator		Jack								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Reported by Vernon Trent

		10/29/2019" "3":"21" "PM		958018		entire carpet in the library needs to be shampooed especially the 2 area rugs located in the children's area and the teen section of the library		BRO				2 area rugs		Sandra Toscano								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/29/2019" "5":"24" "PM		958022		Please install a full/solid toilet seat cover on the toilet. We will be allowing caregivers to change diapers in this room, but we need to secure the toilet so that they don't use it. Can the lid be secured somehow? We need the full/solid lid so we can tape or wrap it to the bowl. Thanks. 		GG				lower level public restroom		Erin Sanders								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/29/2019" "7":"02" "PM		DUPLICATE		Our fire drop panel on the second floor came down while in the process of being repaired last month. The company that was working on it had come back to work on it, but it was been several weeks since we've had any updates and the panel is still down. 		81ST				Second floor balcony		Brian Guenther								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		944691		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/30/2019" "9":"04" "AM		958024		new tag on the front wall. 		MAIN				outside, front wall off of 14th		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		10/30/2019" "9":"05" "AM		958026		The ADA restroom is out of service; please fix. 		MAIN				mezzanine public restrooms - women		Mana Tominaga								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		10/30/2019" "9":"32" "AM		958028		One of the sinks is gone. Please replace. 		MAIN				mezzanine men's restrooms		Mana Tominaga								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/30/2019" "9":"45" "AM		958037		Please clean the mold on the wall of the Second floor community room, northeast corner. The mold is related to Service ID#866526 but needs cleaning until the structural leak is taken care of.		81ST				Second floor, community room, northeast corner		Brian Guenther (via Jack)								Mold / Moisture						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)		Related to #866526																														None

		10/30/2019" "10":"33" "AM		958072		The air conditioning needs to be turned down now that's it's getting colder at night. The second floor is freezing cold right now, please adjust asap. Thanks!		DIM				building		Sarah Hodgson								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		10/30/2019" "11":"27" "AM		958073		Please set the external lights to come on earlier - it's darker sooner these days. 		MAIN				external building lights		Mana Tominaga								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/30/2019" "2":"33" "PM		958149		The thermostat control has a "LO BATT" message; battery needs replacing.		MON				Near circulation/front desk area		Geremie Celli								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/30/2019" "4":"15" "PM		958389		The irrigation system on the garden on the left side of the building needs replacing.		DIM				Garden		Sarah Hodgson								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		10/31/2019" "9":"29" "AM		958390		The walls in our meeting room are in need of a complete re-paint.		EAST				Meeting room		Susan Martinez								Painting		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		No		Preferably not done while we have programming or meetings in the space.

		10/31/2019" "9":"39" "AM		958401		Need to open book drops and check in returned books.		MON				Our Book Drops have problems. We cannot open the one on the curb site. Our key cannot be inserted to the lock. Two next to the entry, locks have problems. We cannot either open the lock or close the lock. 		Vicky Chen								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None		no		We hope to check in books from our Book Drops as soon as possible or our patrons will complains soon. 

		10/31/2019" "10":"08" "AM		958325		There is a pile of fecal matter right in front of our door to the library (side facing the lake) 		LAKE				Outside door facing the lake 		Sabah Abdulla 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Door is locked and prevents the library from opening the door for entrance on that side. 		Anytime, the sooner the better 

		10/31/2019" "10":"27" "AM		958461		No custodial services for the entire branch, on a Thursday when in the morning we host between 70-100 toddlers, preschoolers and their care givers for weekly story time		ROC				The entire Library		Paul Schiesser/Lisa Harter/Ryan Lindsay								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		Numerous, every Monday but this is a mid-week ticket		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Aside from just a regular daily cleaning we need multiple hand soap dispensers re-filled

		10/31/2019" "10":"35" "AM		DUPLICATE		when these coverings get tangles we cannot operate the covering that work adjacent to them can not be lowered or raised, compounding the problem		ROC				Window covering on window #2 facing College Ave on the adult side of the Library is tangled and inoperable.		Paul Schiesser								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		I don't have the ticket #, but the window covering right next to this one #3 is also tangled and inoperable.		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		#'943818																														None				the vendor will have to work on high ladders to fix the problem so a Friday morning when the building is closed to the public is the best time to schedule.

		10/31/2019" "10":"40" "AM		958457		With no heat staff are forced to use space heaters which call electrical circuits to be overused and cause circuit break power outages		ROC				The boiler/furnace is not functioning or maybe not even turned on so the building is really cold in the mornings		Paul Schiesser/Lisa Harter								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No		First ticket for this year! For the continuing HVAC problems at ROC		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/31/2019" "11":"18" "AM		958460		Illegal dumping of luggage and microwave oven behind the bamboo on the Manila side of the library.		ROC				A piece of luggage and a microwave oven are dumped and hidden in the bamboo on the Manila Ave side of the library		Paul Schiesser/Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jrEdjKk49YOh5PvEcKlfV1dP-E7qVlQw		Illegal Dumping		No				Cancel - OPW		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		The microwave is hidden because of the natural camouflage coverage the bamboo naturally supplies, the luggage is easier to spot

		10/31/2019" "1":"13" "PM		958402		Dimond Branch does not have heat due to the gas meter being disconnected by PG&E in relation to maintanence on 9/11/19. Please have PG&E return to connect the gas meter.		DIM				Exterior		Jack								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Per Greg Johnson's request, 10/31/19																														One to two complaints in the past week

		10/31/2019" "2":"09" "PM		NOTES		Mice droppings were found on Mahasin's desk in the Children's Room office.		MAIN				On Mahasin's desk in the Children's Librarian office 		Jessica Nachem								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/31/2019" "3":"55" "PM		958480		The staff bathroom sink is clogged and draining very slowly. I attempted to plunge it, with limited success.  The clog is likely bits of paper towels and some fruit bits from a drink that was emptied into the sink.		MLK				Staff Bathroom sink is clogged.		Alison, Celia or Josh								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				Staff bathroom is heavily used.  ASAP please!!

		10/31/2019" "5":"54" "PM		958636		Irrigation needs to be entered (water spraying on building is causing decay). No irrigation should be within 2’ of building (typical). If they must keep some water then it needs to be drip, not sprays. Also the overwatering in general keeps the soil too moist.		BRO				Exterior		Diane (via Jack)								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		10/31/2019" "5":"55" "PM		958639		Palm Tree health analysis by City arborist please		MLK				Exterior		Diane (via Jack)								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/1/2019" "9":"48" "AM		958727		We have three window blinds that operate mechanically with a single switch. One of the three is stuck and won't move up or down. It is in a corner closest to the adult DVD section.		81ST				corner of the library near the adult DVDs, before you enter the Quiet Area. 		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1z2f6-kt8Sdubh_eT4Stn_-KmjWRwYeyH		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/1/2019" "10":"11" "AM		958732		Several community members have complained about the lack of a litter container any where near the library. Several of them have contacted PWA on their own to get a permanent container placed on or near the library property. I've attached pictures of where I think the best place for a container would be after discussing the matter with staff. 		81ST				exterior of library, on sidewalk		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XHI3T7fAhBkaU6h1luZarTS_eWjxYLLF, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xvwAYiTkBfTEtyUuXVP3gNZX72fxFHjE		Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/1/2019" "10":"48" "AM		DUPLICATE		We understand that the heat can't be turned on until PG&E fixes the problem but can the AC please be turned down. It's very cold throughout the branch. Thanks!		DIM				building		Sarah Hodgson								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		958072		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/1/2019" "12":"02" "PM		DUPLICATE		The inside line is not working.  It does not ring at all and people who call get a busy signal.		ELM				Phone 		Ana-Elba Pavon								Help Desk		Yes		INC0034385		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Help Desk Email, 11/4/19																														Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/1/2019" "1":"23" "PM		958723		The toilet in the Children's Room family restroom (labeled with a red circle) is making a loud grinding noise. The toilet is also wobbly.		MAIN				Children's Room, Family Restroom labeled with Red Circle		Jesse Nachem								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/1/2019" "1":"40" "PM		DUPLICATE		Toilet seat in staff restroom is loose. Ticket was originally submitted 7/31/19. It is getting worse.		CHA				Staff restroom		Sandy								Plumbing		Yes		930383		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		946956																														Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/1/2019" "1":"43" "PM		958725		Remove security grates on windows that are already protected by the fence.		BRO				Windows		Diane (via Jack)								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/1/2019" "2":"02" "PM		959379		Main Library security staff have encountered an error when setting the alarm before closing, requiring them to bypass Area 25. This has been happening for months. Please assess. Please contact Diane Tannenwald at 510-238-6608.		MAIN				Main		Diane (via Jack)								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/1/2019" "2":"53" "PM		DUPLICATE		The clock in the Children's Room is broken. Can someone fix it? Patrons have been commenting on this.		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		Yes		955861		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/2/2019" "10":"23" "AM		959232		Previous request for this service has not been filled. Now we have additional 3 burned light bulbs, making certain areas very dark for patrons to locate materials on the shelves. 		ASN				We have 10 light bulbs burned out in various public areas: 1 for reference desk, 1 children's bookshelf #1, 2 children's bookshelves # 9 and #10, 1 in corner at end of adult bookshelf #14, 1 public computer catalog, 2 adult bookshelf #26, and, 2 DVD bookshelf #39. 		Cong Hoang								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		956199		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/2/2019" "1":"04" "PM		959234		Bathrooms dirty, full trash, etc		MLK				branch		Alison or Celia								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/2/2019" "1":"13" "PM		959371		Three recessed lights are burned out: 2 in the adult reading room and 1 above the circ desk. Please replace.		GG				upper level - adult reading room and circ area		Erin Sanders								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		high ceilings

		11/2/2019" "2":"41" "PM		DUPLICATE		Follow up to my previous request: now both lights above the circ desk are out. As well as two more in the children's area. Add this to the 2 burned out bulbs in the adult room for a total of six. Thanks		GG				upstairs reading rooms and circ area		Erin Sanders								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		high ceilings

		11/2/2019" "4":"29" "PM		959372		Specifically, the baby changing table inside the sole bathroom in the library needs cleaning.		ELM				Sole bathroom in the library		Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/2/2019" "4":"32" "PM		959374		Movement of my work station (next to fax machine in Circ Office) to Alma's Office.		MAIN				1st Floor, Circ Office Behind Circ Desk		Shannon McQueen								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		Mondays before 1 PM preferred.

		11/2/2019" "4":"45" "PM		959376		There are small mounds of debris pushed against the wall of the stacks in Level D.  The areas near the microfilm racks have noticeable piles.  Also, immediately upon exiting the elevator and to the right of the elevator there are piles.		MAIN				Level D		Shannon McQueen								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Key needed to access to stacks.		No

		11/4/2019" "9":"38" "AM		959377		Clocks in acquisitions, FASO, Children's Room		MAIN				See Description		Jack								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/4/2019" "1":"17" "PM		959383		We need a permanent garbage can in front of the library (the KOCB carboard ones keep on breaking). 		MLK				outside: on grass next to sidewalk going from the front door to International Blvd (about in the middle of distance from one end to the other of the walk way), on 69th Avenue side of the sidewalk. (See picture) 		Celia Davis						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CNWrXu9yV0k7y5rZT_Q4Ps-8ixCPIkZB		Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		11/4/2019" "1":"39" "PM		959386		Many tree shoots are growing up from the tree roots left in the ground. The irrigation system was never completely fixed, including a 10"deep and 2 foot wide hole in the ground next to a walkway (there was a safety horse over it that people destroyed) ,  and there is no grass where there should be grass. 		MLK				outside- 69th Avenue side of the library.		Celia Davis						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gLBXCfKXGuIwjNf1ijOZg59_mkI80eB4		Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		11/4/2019" "5":"15" "PM		959611		Waste Management did not pick up trash cans today, as of 5:15pm		MEL				Outside		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=11w5ihqkOCRBYIOgO2lJjr3MN9mRtsWfu		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		11/4/2019" "7":"43" "PM		NOTES		In the break room there is a strong smell of mice pee. In the office area, we can here the mice moving around.		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Pest		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		11/5/2019" "9":"10" "AM		959600		Approximately half of the fixtures in the main area at Eastmont are out.  This occurred yesterday afternoon at around 3:30.  I seriously doubt it is an issue for our facilities folks (given the sudden and widespread nature of the issue, I'm thinking its something with the building's wiring), but could we have someone come out ASAP?  It's dark in daylight and even more so as we near the closing hour.		EAST				Interior		Derrick (Via Jack)								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																				ASAP - very dark around closing

		11/5/2019" "11":"38" "AM		960020		We need a permanent litter container for the back of the library by the picnic bench. This will help reduce the amount of garbage on the ground. KOCB cardboard containers don't last very long. 		MLK				outside in back of library- see picture (against the wall with cement path on one side- where grass is dead.		Celia Davis						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tgHMsnwQp1e_D6iPsJtnO4HDO1OPx8yD		Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		11/5/2019" "1":"17" "PM		DUPLICATE		Toilet is still making noise.  Joe, the engineer, said to let him know if it happens again		MAIN				Children's Room		Lisa Fung								Plumbing		Yes		938602		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/5/2019" "2":"26" "PM		960022		There's a spill outside the front door staining the concrete. It looks terrible. We'd like to get this area, the steps and sidewalk in front of the branch power washed. 		DIM				outside front doors		Sarah Hodgson								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																One to two complaints in the past week				before branch  hours (9 am) or on a Friday morning before noon

		11/5/2019" "5":"58" "PM		DUPLICATE		Book drop located at sidewalk cannot be opened using book drop key. When trying to slip key into the lock, key can only go in half-way; appears to be jammed. There are items in this book drop still needing to be checked-in. 2nd book drop near front door of library, the right one, doesn't lock. It can be opened w/o the use of a key.		MON				Bookdrop (at sidewalk in front of library); &  2nd bookdrop (near front door, right one)		Geremie Celli (or Vicky Chen)								Key / Lock Management		Yes		958401		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		Book drop key(s) is with staff/front desk.		Preferably when staff is in the branch.

		11/6/2019" "9":"06" "AM		960032		We did not get cleaned today		LAKE				Lakeview Branch Library		Sabah Abdulla 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No 		No 

		11/6/2019" "10":"04" "AM		INTERNAL		We need soap		MAIN				Circulation Back Office		Josephine Sayers								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/6/2019" "10":"32" "AM		960034		lights out near READ origami poster 		MAIN				west Auditorium 		pat 								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/6/2019" "1":"50" "PM		NOTES		We recently had the wheels replaced on the bin in this bookdrop - thank you! However, they're too large and get caught on the lip of the frame of the bookdrop, making it a struggle to remove it. A staff member injured her back today while trying to get the bin out. Also, when this book drop was recently battered (the slot was smashed), it's crooked - adding to the difficulty of removing the bin, and causing the door to get stuck on the ground when you open it. Since we have another perfectly functioning book drop (near the bike racks), please REMOVE this book drop or REPLACE the entire unit. To clarify, please remove or replace the book drop at curb side/on San Pablo Ave. The one by the bike racks is perfectly fine & we will be using it instead. 		GG				outside - front of building - street side book drop (on the curb on San Pablo)		Erin Sanders								Key / Lock Management		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		See 962169																														One to two complaints in the past week

		11/6/2019" "2":"27" "PM		960363		Graffiti on front of building and steps		MAIN				Front of building		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/6/2019" "3":"27" "PM		960147		The family restroom near the Children's Room, labeled with a yellow triangle, is becoming hard to open. The key hole seems to be pulling away from the knob. Can we get the lock fixed or replaced? We worry about privacy.		MAIN				Family restroom near the Children's Room labeled with a yellow triangle		Jesse Nachem								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/6/2019" "4":"10" "PM		DUPLICATE		Our green compost bin is gone. This is the third request to have it replaced.		TEM				Temescal Branch Library (outdoors)		Steven Lavoie								Litter Container (Outside)		Yes		949601		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Martin Sharp 11/7/19																														None

		11/6/2019" "4":"13" "PM		DUPLICATE		Two stacks of used pallets have been dumped onto the roof of the remote storage unit in the rear of the branch.		TEM				Temescal Branch Library (rear, on top of the tool shed by the parking lot)		Steven Lavoie								Illegal Dumping		Yes		954125		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		The problem is ON TOP of the portable shed behind the library.

		11/7/2019" "8":"58" "AM		960423		ADA stall in the women's restroom on the mezzanine is locked. Is the toilet clogged again? Please fix as this is the ADA stall. 		MAIN				public restrooms on the mezzanine level		Mana Tominaga								Plumbing		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		11/7/2019" "9":"00" "AM		960428		The fans are too loud in the auditorium for meetings and programs. Please adjust the speed of the fans so they're less loud. 		MAIN				Auditorium		Mana Tominaga								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		11/7/2019" "10":"20" "AM		960435		There's a lot of hate speech tags now. Maybe we should switch the wall so that it's sliding screens or something else instead that won't be a canvas for graffiti? 		MAIN				mezzanine public women's restrooms		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				ASAP

		11/7/2019" "10":"28" "AM		960532		The door on Level B (1st floor) heading into the East stairwell makes a very loud noise when opened or closed and does not close completely unless pushed shut. 		MAIN				Stairwell B East		Josephine Sayers								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/7/2019" "12":"54" "PM		960367		The fan in the Women's Staff Restroom on the 2nd Floor of the Main Library is broken.		MAIN				Description		Diane (via Jack)								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/7/2019" "2":"23" "PM		960428		Is the heat turned on? Please turn it on. thanks! 		MAIN				Main Library overall		Mana Tominaga								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/8/2019" "8":"08" "AM		960570		Fan making loud noise. Please investigate and correct the issue. 		MAIN				Room 10		Diane (via Jack)								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/8/2019" "10":"27" "AM		960579		we didn't get cleaned		LAKE				inside		Xochitl								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/8/2019" "11":"45" "AM		960631		There is a large (2' x 3') tag in the Fiction room on the first floor		MAIN				1st Floor, Fiction Room (near the old dumb waiter)		Josephine Sayers								Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/8/2019" "12":"22" "PM		960721		The meeting room needs to be re-painted		MEL				Meeting Room, basement level		Kate Hug								Painting		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/8/2019" "12":"54" "PM		960722		Staff have killed 5-8 roaches in the staff kitchen - clearly this is an indication of more.		MEL				staff kitchen area, downstairs		Kate Hug								Pest						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		11/8/2019" "12":"56" "PM		960724		the water fountain shoots water beyond the bowl causing puddles in/around the water fountain.  This is a safety hazard.  This issue has been "fixed" multiple times but continues to come back		MEL				downstairs public water fountain next to door to public restroom		Kate Hug								Plumbing						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/8/2019" "2":"35" "PM		960728		Locker #2, in the basement hallway, near the Acquisitions department needs to have it's built-in combination lock drilled out so that we can use the locker with a padlock. 		MAIN				Basement, Locker #2		Josephine Sayers								Key / Lock Management		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/8/2019" "3":"17" "PM		960742		Toilet is clogged and has spilled over.		WEST				First floor men's bathroom, middle stall		Susy Moorhead								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		Doors to the building close promptly at 5:30pm on Friday, Saturday and Monday. Please arrive before we close with enough time to address the issue.

		11/9/2019" "9":"27" "AM		961280		We did not receive any custodial service between Friday and Saturday. Notably, the trash cans have not been emptied and the bathroom has not been cleaned.		ELM				the whole library		Molly Nichols / Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		11/9/2019" "10":"26" "AM		NOTES		Please cancel this Service Request. I located the combination for the lock and am able to use the locker now. 		MAIN				Basement		Josephine Sayers								Key / Lock Management		Yes		960728		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/9/2019" "10":"36" "AM		961272		The front door bar was found to be loose with the latch stuck when staff attempted to lock up at closing the previous evening. Staff had to try hard to release the latch to get the door to close and lock. At this time, the door is kept closed to prevent the latch from getting stuck again. Plus, this door is for wheelchair use, so this problem needs to be fixed ASAP.		ASN				Automatic door for wheelchairs in front entrance		Cong Hoang						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BxvSS3Ui27diowJoD9EKgDPtVCiBniSY, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Qjer3X4Oa0zGND8Q4dNqCvmJuH8KpM0t, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GtSxHkJaj5XgHKQ6urkVs3JVy88ywwbn		Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																		This is the front door, so there should be no access problem.		We need to get this fixed ASAP.

		11/9/2019" "10":"54" "AM		961721		We need new carpets throughout the library.  Custodial can no longer shampoo them because they are too thin, old and threadbare.  Several parts of the carpet have been urinated and vomited on.  We clean them as best we can but there are lots of stains, also regular spills and food stains		LAKE				Inside floors in the library		Xochitl Gavidia								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		inside the locked building		Can't replace during open hours

		11/9/2019" "5":"29" "PM		NOTES		Now that the weather is colder we need the heat turned on and the ac turned off. Thanks!		DIM				building		Sarah Hodgson								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		958072		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/10/2019" "9":"34" "AM		DUPLICATE		I'm not sure what the situation is with the ADA compliant restroom, but it's locked and has not been serviced since I submitted a similar workorder on Thursday. It's imperative that we have this restroom available - or if there's a longer repair in the works please let me know.		MAIN				public women's restrooms on the mezzanine		Mana Tominaga								Plumbing				960423		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/10/2019" "11":"41" "AM		961315		Graffiti again. 		MAIN				The facade of the building, 14th St. side		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/10/2019" "4":"40" "PM		961316		Staff key lodged in external keyhole.  Top portion of key broke off from portion inserted in keyhole.  Door closes but can no longer be locked.		MAIN				Ground Level Men's Staff Restroom, Room #14		Shannon McQueen								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		11/12/2019" "9":"37" "AM		961318		There is only one working bulb in the back bank of lights over the reference area. It is VERY dark in that corner		MAIN				First floor over the reference desk and reference books (left of the desk, from facing the reference desk)		Emily Weak						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Bbzx9Grv8t-83WYFiR82iMxBukatxHch		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Very high ceiling		prefer before we are open

		11/12/2019" "10":"09" "AM		961861		Replace 12 pocket literature holder in hallway with unbroken one (wood). Replacement literature holders are in Room 104.		MAIN				First Floor Hallway		Emily Weak						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PuSbuJQMQVOfdmtR3-QV9SWCLqL8W5Ll, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DYRzGOJUPKW7sGPTP3Up79eRjXCbqQbS		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		Not sure where to leave the replacement literature holders for easy access.  Right now they are in the old Chiltons room		No limitations but A morning would be good - either Mana or I should be around

		11/12/2019" "10":"11" "AM		961862		Mount new 12 pocket literature holder in vestibule (concrete). Replacement literature holders are in Room 104.		MAIN				First Floor Entrance (vestibule - Left side if looking out onto the street)		Emily Weak						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PuSbuJQMQVOfdmtR3-QV9SWCLqL8W5Ll, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DYRzGOJUPKW7sGPTP3Up79eRjXCbqQbS		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Cancel - OPW		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		Not sure where to leave the replacement literature holders for easy access.  Right now they are in the old Chiltons room		No limitations but A morning would be good - either Mana or I should be around

		11/12/2019" "11":"57" "AM		DUPLICATE		I think someone else submitted this but there's tags on the side of the dumb waiter. 		MAIN				first floor stacks, Madison St. side of the building, where the dumb waiter is		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti		Yes		960631		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/12/2019" "12":"38" "PM		INTERNAL		We need a new copy of our #3202 key		ROC				We need a new copy of #3202 Key		Ryan Lindsay, Paul Schiesser								Key / Lock Management		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Ryan on 11/12/19																														None		No		Anytime during our work day. Item needed as soon as possible

		11/12/2019" "2":"40" "PM		961543		Library security are reporting a loud "knocking" coming from the mechanical room on the roof.		MAIN				Roof Level, Mechanical Room		Vernon (Via Jack)								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/12/2019" "3":"39" "PM		961575		The toilet is overflowing.		MAIN				Mezzanine Level, Women's Restroom		Alma Garcia								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		11/12/2019" "3":"50" "PM		961583		Graffiti in the public restroom "A".		DIM				downstairs front lobby		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell								Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/12/2019" "4":"02" "PM		961722		We have 2 light bulbs out.Circulation desk near the self checkout and children's area.		DIM				first floor children's and info desk area.		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		high ceiling, need long ladder by children's area.

		11/12/2019" "6":"35" "PM		961726		We have ceiling tiles in various areas of the library (staff office, meeting/classroom, and public shelving/seating areas) broken from the air conditioner repair last week and wiring for network purpose from the City's IT workers previously, and few other tiles have unsightly brown stains from water damage.		ASN				Ceilings for staff office, meeting room, and public seating area		Cong Hoang						https://drive.google.com/open?id=10teNHBc_1XMD-tqPVuq2sOCfpglSkcAy, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NQmG72Fkh7poXjswzrYieQRUnHLkUZkz, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KAasWpJZxx3AEgD02Fq4ec1U8CsK3g7d, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HbwH8KB9ovZxNhybcKrgswZx0cXzRbYb, https://drive.google.com/open?id=15F4B-bTUNafWApoA8-c4-rxliYYOnwaI		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/13/2019" "9":"38" "AM		961728		We did not get cleaned		PIE				Whole building		Nikki Truong								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/13/2019" "9":"49" "AM		961731		Pen markings. Graffiti that needs to be removed...		CHA				Lobby, inside 3rd cubicle under Oakland Public Library events bulletin board		Sandy						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vgxnhqVjuZNu5u0CcggMcSt0xLeUEFGD, https://drive.google.com/open?id=11Jm0Re30c3VEpdDtnCLmfrO75Spb9mJW		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/13/2019" "10":"41" "AM		961852		There is what appears to be human feces and a white substance on the black gate between the library and the school.		81ST				Outside on the black gate between the school and the library, between the staff entrance and the door to the children's area. 		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zk6edEjqY_XJKehrRIeaBF3gvEUq2j8V		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/13/2019" "11":"50" "AM		961972		There is a pallet thrown on the ground and there isn't enough space for people to park their strollers during story time		LAKE				outside of library on the side of the building by the parking lot		Xochitl Gavidia								Illegal Dumping		No				Cancel - OPW		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/13/2019" "12":"10" "PM		962164		The toilet paper in the STAFF bathroom needs to be replaced.  It fails to stay closed, and pops open every time I go to use toilet paper.  It is broken and needs to be replaced.		MLK				Staff bathroom		Alison								Structural / Construction Issue		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/13/2019" "1":"20" "PM		962169		The bookdrop near the curb on San Pablo Ave (images 3 & 4) no longer functions. Please REMOVE this bookdrop, and MOVE the other one (near the bike rack, images 1 & 2) to its place, so that we have a curbside book drop. 		GG				Outside - front of building - book drops		Erin Sanders						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Qf-efZNSbwXk8DYgggZQSCAKRv4xX6Os, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EE1na2IF6mQu0416Ws_fVdV5_2PC7yHk, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EVj05hptRFEVcErS4Z9fsejuthgR1pET, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gqTN16xa51Qyf9HQ6aUs77uGcKJofKZ6		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		951759		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/13/2019" "2":"44" "PM		DUPLICATE		Need a door installed please - we've had two patrons wander up there and cause issues recently.		MAIN				first floor, leading up to the staff mezzanine area, Oak St. side of the building		Mana Tominaga								Key / Lock Management		Yes		940113		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Greg Johnson confirmed that Don Gibeau is PWA supervisor - carpentry related																														None

		11/13/2019" "5":"31" "PM		962199		Two of four parking lot lights are currently out and one is intermittent. This is very dangerous for our patrons and staff. Last week a staff member had her car broken in to (window broken) - it was daylight but it doesn't make anyone feel better about leaving at night with extended hours and early sunsets. 		WEST				Back staff & public parking lot off of 19th 		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=16Nw2gscNLjZFscQnJAYUG6QvS9NnGNcD, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iTU6Bjz3r_vcQZ7gsPChIWr6bzIlTpcT, https://drive.google.com/open?id=160OH2zq_wMtwVDrQ1EiOd9ayTG_1HNgy		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/13/2019" "5":"49" "PM		962200		light is flickering off and on		WEST				In the kids area, over the large table against the window facing 18th st. 		celia jackson								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/13/2019" "7":"37" "PM		962201		The light in front of garden is not working. 		MON				In the front garden		Vicky Chen								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		The light is high above. It needs a ladder to access it. 		no

		11/14/2019" "11":"47" "AM		962203		lightbulb replacement(s) needed		81ST				TeenZone office (librarian's office)		natasha moullen								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		the office door is generally locked		no

		11/14/2019" "11":"51" "AM		NOTES		Mice droppings found on my desk upon entering in the morning on 11/12/2019		MAIN				Desk of Mahasin Aleem in the librarians' office.		Jesse Nachem								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		11/14/2019" "11":"53" "AM		NOTES		Rodent droppings found on employee's desk upon entering in the morning		MAIN				Mouse droppings found on the desk of Mahasin Aleem in the librarians' office upon entering in the morning.		Jesse Nachem								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		11/14/2019" "12":"06" "PM		DUPLICATE		We now have roaches upstairs.  A patron found on in the toys.  We also have an large amount of fruit type flies in all rooms.  Roaches are still in the kitchen		MEL				whole building		Kate Hug								Pest		Yes		960722		N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/14/2019" "1":"26" "PM		REFER		We need a big pickup of tables and a big area rug		LAKE				Lakeview		Xochitl Gavidia								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Inside the building

		11/14/2019" "4":"45" "PM		962308		Staff request the replacement of the padlock to the petty cash safe, located inside the vault in Room 210, 2nd Floor of Main Library. The petty cash safe is the topmost safe to the left of the vault. Please include 5 copies of the key to padlock. Contact Reena Kumari or Jack Schmidt at 238-3283. The vault is accessible M-F, 8:30AM-5:00PM.		MAIN				FASO		Jack								Key / Lock Management						Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		CANCEL																														None

		11/15/2019" "10":"25" "AM		962441		Asian Branch did not receive custodial services on 11/15/19.		ASN				Interior		Cong (via Jack)								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/15/2019" "1":"20" "PM		962569		The crack is underneath the chair at the circulation  desk. It's cracked and bubbled. Currently covering it with the clear plastic mat.		CHA				Second floor Circulation  Area The crack is underneath the chair at the circulation desk. It's cracked and bubbled. Currently covering it with the clear plastic mat. 		Isela Anaya						https://drive.google.com/open?id=16fEJQRI37Zv2kbg_9tJulLkdIzgLVtjN		Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		11/15/2019" "1":"26" "PM		962571		There is a buzzing noise coming from the ceiling in the second floor ladies room. I assume it is coming from a fan in there. 		81ST				2nd floor ladies room		Brian Guenther								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		11/15/2019" "1":"28" "PM		DUPLICATE		this light is still flickering, we have a lot of complaints about it since this is a study area and an area that kids are in all day		WEST				in the children's area above large table against window facing 18th st.		celia jackson								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		962200		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		11/15/2019" "1":"51" "PM		962581		No regular custodial service today.  		TEM				Whole building		Karen Ko / Steve Lavoie								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		Before branch opens.

		11/15/2019" "3":"01" "PM		963141		Staff are requesting replacement of lamps and cleaning of diffusers in 2 lights at lower ceiling that are perpendicular to book shelves as you enter the Children's Room, Main Library. Please clean diffusers and replace lamps with higher lumen output so books on bottom shelf can be seen.Lamp temperature should be similar to adjacent lamps in Children’s room, but if that doesn’t provide enough light on the lowest shelf, please try a cooler temperature lamp.Please let Diane Tannenwald (dtannenwald@oaklandlibrary.org) know when completed or if you questions as to what is an acceptable light level.		MAIN				Children's		Diane (via Jack)								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/15/2019" "3":"13" "PM		963049		We haven't had paper towels, nor hand sanitizer, and sometimes soap in public areas in weeks.		WEST				Staff areas - kitchen & bathroom		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/15/2019" "5":"22" "PM		963054		The two outdoor garbage cans need to be emptied.		ELM				Outdoor 2 garbage cans.  One garbage can is in the front of the library; the second garbage can is in the back of the library.		Ana-Elba Pavon								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/16/2019" "9":"41" "AM		963060		We received no custodial service between closing on Friday and opening on Saturday. Trash has not been emptied, the bathroom has not been cleaned, etc.		ELM				Entire Library		Molly Nichols/Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/16/2019" "9":"45" "AM		DUPLICATE		Outside trash can has not been emptied for days and is overflowing (primarily with food waste, which is likely to attract pests).		ELM				Back Yard		Molly Nichols/Ana-Elba Pavon						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1legcwOIOuiU2_GnFiIlv9azJY5GDGzLu		Litter Container (Outside)		Yes		963054		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		The gate to the library property is locked when library staff are not present.

		11/16/2019" "10":"09" "AM		963061		Custodian did not come		MLK				Branch		Alison								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/16/2019" "12":"37" "PM		963065		Offensive penciled graffiti on the  upper left side of middle stall.  (Open stall door can block graffiti so be sure to check behind door.)  Green crayon has crossed out the graffiti.		MAIN				Women's Mezzanine Restroom - Middle Stall		Shannon McQueen								Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		11/16/2019" "2":"33" "PM		963039		The handicap accessibility sensors are broken. Both the inside panel and outside panel will not activate the door to open. We have propped the door open to allow people to come in but with the cold weather and there being small children in the library, we had to close it. I know we have had issues with the sensors in the past but this seems to be a recurring issue (at least 1-2 times a month)		LAKE				front entry door and lobby		Ashley Bonifacio								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/16/2019" "4":"25" "PM		963068		This is about the toilet in our staff restroom. It takes 2-3 flushes to clear the bowl. I'm not sure what's going on here, but it needs attention. 		ROC				The staff restroom -- floor 2, right near the staff breakroom		Lisa Harter								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no

		11/16/2019" "4":"44" "PM		963069		We didn't get custodial service today, 11/16/19. Our family bathroom had to be locked because of the mess left. 		81ST				entire building		Brian Guenther								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		11/16/2019" "4":"52" "PM		963031		The lock to the kitchen is broken, it will not lock. This area is not secure and it leads to our garbage area.		WEST				kitchen to the right of the meeting room		celia jackson								Key / Lock Management						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		11/17/2019" "9":"20" "AM		DUPLICATE		Bathrooms have not been cleaned (family bathroom is still locked because it's such a mess). Whole place needs to be cleaned		81ST				Library (specifically bathrooms, but whole library)		Laurie Willhalm (Brian Guenther)								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		963069		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																		Door to family bathroom is locked. But it just requires the general 81st Avenue key.		As soon as possible

		11/18/2019" "8":"49" "AM		963084		No custodial service today Monday Nov. 18, 2019		MEL				Branch issue		Kate/Thevaki								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/18/2019" "8":"57" "AM		963086		One of the litter container in front of the building is missing. Litter bag is stuffed in the cement structure in front of the building.		MEL				In front of the building. One of the litter container is missing and the litter bag is stuffed on the cement structure in front of the building.		Kate/Thevaki								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		11/18/2019" "9":"11" "AM		963132		The staff restroom on the 1st fl right by the Community Kiosk the light is out.		MAIN				Staff Restroom		Alma Garcia								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/18/2019" "9":"28" "AM		963025		There's obscene language this time. Please rush!		MAIN				front facade, off 14th		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None				I'm sure patrons will complain as soon as we open... 

		11/18/2019" "9":"42" "AM		963015		No regular custodial service.  Trash bins weren't emptied; floors, carpets, and restrooms weren't cleaned.		TEM				Whole branch		Karen Ko / Steve Lavoie								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		Preferably before branch opens. 

		11/18/2019" "9":"47" "AM		DUPLICATE		I'm not sure why the ADA stall is still closed; is there a plumbing issue? Please advise or open.		MAIN				mezzanine public restrooms - women's ADA stall		Mana Tominaga								Plumbing		Yes		960423		N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/18/2019" "10":"32" "AM		963444		Fluorescent light (first row middle light) in tool workshop doesn't light up.  		TEM				Tool lending workshop located downstairs.  Accessible through the center door behind the history panel or through the tool lending entrance (door on left when behind circulation desk).		Karen Ko / Steve Lavoie / Friederike Droegemueller						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tWLziH1k18d8iz4mJE8T61TnULgfvDEA		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		Requires F10L key if staff isn't there.		Before branch opens or when staff is in to gain access to door.

		11/18/2019" "11":"44" "AM		963114		There is no heat today at Rockridge, please have Jon investigate. Maybe the furnace is not programmed to be on on Monday's or the boiler has gone out.		ROC				There is no heat today at the Rockridge Branch		Paul Schiesser								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/18/2019" "11":"45" "AM		963116		This branch is open seven days/week and we are now on our third day without janitorial services. Patrons have complained about the lack of cleanliness in the public restrooms (11/18/19) and the upstairs Community Room (11/17/19).		81ST				81st Ave Branch - ALL		natasha								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		n/a		no

		11/18/2019" "3":"58" "PM		963277		The stairways are very dark, particularly this time of year and at closing. Is there any way we can get brighter lights or even tape on each step to help patrons out?		MAIN				mezzanine stairway - public		Mana Tominaga								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Cancel - OPW		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/19/2019" "9":"11" "AM		963417		I don't believe we received service today. The area that suffers most from this is the children's room, where snacks are eaten and there are often crumbs. The children's room carpet needs to be vacuumed every day.		ELM				trash cans, children's room floor especially		Remy Timbrook						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sPY3u0AY5fqGiRNF_NA5_oIwMI_-3LLT, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1D0U_V_XNkgPTLvHR0pyzcGcKrsFH9oZ1, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fb0G0KdviLFpgKPEWFqpcFVCiHN44NOu		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/19/2019" "9":"13" "AM		963416		No custodial service. 2nd day in a row - unpleasant		MEL				Whole building		Kate/Thevaki								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																				Unpleasant

		11/19/2019" "9":"17" "AM		963440		We noticed when we came in this morning that several of the ceiling tiles in the teen room were askew. Two were hanging down because one side of the tile had become detached. This is an injury risk if they should fall. For now I was able to press the tiles into place, but they need to be re-nailed or otherwise fastened securely.		ELM				Teen Room ceiling - open room near front of building, wooden chairs and floor fan inside.		Remy Timbrook								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		The ceiling is low (I stood on a chair to get leverage, but a taller person could reach up to adjust) so likely no ladder needed.		This could happen when the library is open to the public, if necessary.

		11/19/2019" "9":"29" "AM		963411		MLK did not receive custodial services on 11/19/19		MLK				Interior		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/19/2019" "9":"59" "AM		963442		Trash bins overflowing, debris scattered throughout the carpet around the library		BRO				The entire library		Sandra Toscano								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		11/19/2019" "10":"55" "AM		963470		Staff is requesting installation of a close latch on the swinging door between service desk and public area at the West Oakland Library. Patrons have wandered into staff areas and it is a safety concern. Please contact Susy Moorhead at 238-6585.		WEST				See Description		Susy Moorhead								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		849237		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		11/19/2019" "11":"31" "AM		963497		Personal waste basket in middle women's stall needed - received a patron complaint there isn't one!		WEST				See Description		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		849237		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		11/19/2019" "7":"46" "PM		963895		The light that is out in the women's restroom on the first floor has been out for some time. 		81ST				first floor women's restroom, handicap stall		Brian Guenther								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		945556		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/20/2019" "9":"06" "AM		963882		There's baaad language; please rush		MAIN				front graffiti wall		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/20/2019" "9":"39" "AM		962087		A large screen tv was left outside our emergency exit doors on Rudsdale. I submitted a request through the Oakland 311 app on 11/14. https://seeclickfix.com/issues/6973576		81ST				library exterior on Rudsdale, outside of emergency exit		Brian Guenther								Illegal Dumping		Yes		962087		Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/20/2019" "10":"24" "AM		964055		The fluorescent light in the family restroom has gone dim and is about to go out.  		81ST				first floor, family restroom		Brian Guenther								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		11/20/2019" "11":"34" "AM		NOTES		Mice climbed into an overhead bin, ripped open a sealed plastic bag of almonds and ate them, urinated, and left droppings all over staff member's desk.		MAIN				Children's Room - Librarians' Office		Jesse Nachem								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		11/20/2019" "11":"55" "AM		964056		One of the faucets would not turn off. It appears that the sensor is broken. I turned the water off to that faucet. 		81ST				First floor women's restroom		Brian Guenther								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/20/2019" "11":"55" "AM		INTERNAL		It's been about 3 weeks since we've had paper towels.		WEST				Staff areas		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		963049		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/20/2019" "2":"55" "PM		964060		Bulb is flickering, affecting ability to focus on work.		CHA				Upstairs, desk area next to Manager's office		Sandy								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week				ASAP please!!! 

		11/20/2019" "3":"15" "PM		COMBINED		Lights are out. Please replace.		CHA				Staff breakroom		Sandy								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		957843		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		11/20/2019" "3":"54" "PM		COMBINED		Light bulb near the back of the children's book shelves is out. Use right side windows as reference--on staff breakroom side, not patio.		CHA				Upstairs, children's area		Sandy						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1D-C3PSSqDXo3s6wgt3mZ3PXaf-nQnKpQ		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No		964060		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/21/2019" "9":"11" "AM		964179		Trash cans not emptied throughout library and bathrooms are dirty.		CHA				3301 E. 12th St. Ste. 271		Pete Villasenor								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		11/21/2019" "9":"13" "AM		DUPLICATE		The library did not get any Janitorial service today, the library is very dirty.		CHA				No custodial service today		Isela Anaya								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		11/22/2019" "11":"43" "AM		965064		there's feces smeared on the wall, and racist graffiti. Please clean it up ASAP; this is the second request		MAIN				mezzanine women's restroom - middle stall		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti		Yes		963065		Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		11/22/2019" "11":"59" "AM		965084		WE didn't get custodial. Bathrooms and lobby look especially bad. We got a complaint about no soap in the public restrooms. 		WEST				whole library		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/22/2019" "12":"27" "PM		965253		Several of the cabinets in the staff kitchen have come off their hinges so that when you open them, they collapse.		81ST				Second floor staff kitchen		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OYu_DKR4ZTQ1KNXDgs_IdH43cMJ_OiHo		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		It's in staff area which requires a key or building fob to access

		11/22/2019" "12":"30" "PM		965255		There are several incidents of graffiti using marker near the front entrance, specifically on the concrete seating area and metal pole.		81ST				Exterior of library, near the front entrance		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rZpBzQoCHZPHWfSEx74uu1pdMkCna6nd, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZcCda4alU2fd0LhmKL_G2v34_510swSs, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ibPSScZ1K4Sq28wmAzC5Erdjc-4GQCeu, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1P0umOyVrlAqoSUgCW71mNibd_qpIvD8S, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ntfGR9QKJ_qPHXcTuodda1PDzPqkYG06		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/22/2019" "12":"45" "PM		965150		The new soap in the soap dispenser seem to be scented and contain the antibacterial ingredient triclosan which is very drying to the skin, and some staff are sensitive to scented products and triclosan. Can this be replace with non-scented regular foam soap?		MAIN				basement level staff women's bathroom just outside the Catalog Unit		Catherine Jennings								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/22/2019" "1":"19" "PM		965151		water bubble leak has formed on ceiling right behind the Children's Reference Desk		ROC				There is a water bubble leak  on the ceiling right behind the children's reference desk		Paul Schiesser/Lisa Harter								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		It's suppose to start raining next week, this leak could be associated with the HVAC system		It's behind a public service desk

		11/22/2019" "1":"56" "PM		965088		Someone removed two parts of our mural that is affixed to our fence. The two parts are in the Branch Manager's office. Please re-affix to the fence. 		WEST				Outside on fence around meeting room on 18th St. side of building		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cQ_xPE9YJVeW4x5B8TKbaxcaS2CsijWl		Fence						Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		11/23/2019" "9":"42" "AM		965153		We received no custodial service between Friday and Saturday. There is a rotten smell inside the library (probably coming from the unemptied trash cans).		ELM				entire building		Molly Nichols / Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/23/2019" "10":"41" "AM		965058		The heat needs to be turned on and air conditioning needs to be turned off. It's cold in the building. This is the third service request since 10/30/19.		DIM				whole building		Sarah Hodgson								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		958072		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		11/23/2019" "10":"43" "AM		965156		We need custodial service on Saturdays. We have not received any Saturday service this month. Thanks.		DIM				whole builidng		Sarah Hodgson								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/23/2019" "1":"23" "PM		DUPLICATE		Our ladies room hand soap dispenser is broken. We have had multiple complaints that the soap is gone from the bathroom. I think this is because the dispenser doesn't secure or lock so the whole bag of soap is being taken day after day. We need a new dispenser so that we can provide this basic hygiene necessity in our public restroom. Thanks		WEST				west oakland library women's bathroom		celia jackson						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1puGh3OiSs4zrxTWuXh6KkYNQroIGKECU		Cleaning / Custodial				955961		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/23/2019" "1":"37" "PM		965164		This TP dispenser is broken and pops open and hits me in the head every time I go to use TP.  Please, before I am injured seriously.		MLK				Staff bathroom.		Alison						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UuXPq1icGqzRefxfjcC9ssGqRmjY9irN		Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		Yes		962164		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/23/2019" "1":"49" "PM		965162		The soap dispenser cover is missing, and the unit needs to be replaced ASAP. The pictures show the item missing it's cover, and also a picture of what the full dispenser looks like.		MLK				Right hand public restroom		Alison						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bt3RjWmLwVldhzA1vdOhC6K16a52UqUx, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1orhteTiMe5wSy1_bziYnmPBNppCGklqU		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/23/2019" "3":"53" "PM		965125		One of the electrical outlets below the checkout desk needs attention. The outlet is the 1 that computer, ROCCIRC17, is plugged into. Our IT department believes that this outlet is affecting that particular computer negatively. Recently the hard drive to that computer got fried & was unusable. Our IT department could find no real reason for the damage to the computer other than an electrical problem with the outlet.		ROC				This is the electrical socket behind the checkout desk on the 1st floor. 		Lisa Harter or Paul Schiesser								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		There are no special circumstances or challenges to access. 		no

		11/23/2019" "4":"17" "PM		965148		Hand sanitizer dispenser on basement level next to public elevator has soap instead of hand sanitizer.		MAIN				Next to public elevator on Basement level--Handsanitizer pump has soap instead of sanitizer		Christy Thomas								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		anytime

		11/23/2019" "5":"04" "PM		INTERNAL		Someone dumped raw sewage (possibly from a motor home/trailer) in our parking lot. It smells horrible and we've gotten a couple complaints from patrons. I thought it was the mulch our gardener uses but Jim, one of our Friends member, showed me where the sewage had been dumped in the gutter parallel to our library permit spots. I will call 311 on Monday to report it as well.		LAKE				Lakeview Library Parking Lot		Ashley Bonifacio								Illegal Dumping		No				N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				Library Operational hours since the parking lot is going to have to be sprayed and washed and people will probably not want to be in the lot when its being cleaned

		11/23/2019" "5":"17" "PM		965121		Graffiti in silver writing above "Employees Only" sign		MAIN				Level F, Near exterior of West wing access door, above "Employees Only" sign		Shannon McQueen								Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		11/23/2019" "5":"25" "PM		DUPLICATE		Another patron has complained about the racially offensive graffiti.		MAIN				Women's Mezzanine Restroom - Middle Stall		Shannon McQueen								Graffiti		Yes		965064		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		11/24/2019" "3":"16" "PM		965117		Only one custodian working today and she had to do everything by herself. She did emptied the trash and did what she could. But she didn't have enough time to vacuum.		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/25/2019" "3":"59" "AM		965265		Staff request the re-keying of the furthermost storage room behind the women's staff restroom on the 2nd Floor. Please key this room to be unlocked by the AA key. This room is currently locked and staff need access to it. Please note this is the second, smaller storage area. Please contact Diane Tannenwald at 238-6608.		MAIN				Inner storage room, 2nd Floor, behind women's staff restroom										Key / Lock Management						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/25/2019" "9":"22" "AM		965114		The library did not get custodial service over the weekend, Nov. 23rd and 24th. Upon opening, the carpet had not been vacuumed and the garbage had not been collected.		LAKE				Entire library		Eve Buckner								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		9-5:30 

		11/25/2019" "9":"36" "AM		965107		No custodial services for Rockridge branch on Monday, 11-25-19		ROC				The entire branch		Paul Schiesser								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		numerous		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/25/2019" "9":"44" "AM		DUPLICATE		The public restrooms haven't has soap in weeks. This is getting ridiculous. We get complaints daily. We also haven't had hand sanitizer in weeks. And the back staff areas received no custodial so trashcans are overflowing.		WEST				West Oakland Library public restrooms		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BcVEDLLQK_aQ0MvwsytC542DaOC4dOcJ		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		955961		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		11/25/2019" "10":"00" "AM		NOTES		Evidence of mice in middle cubicle, closest to window in Room 210. A sealed bag of food was ripped open, food left out, droppings found in bottom drawer of file cabinet.		MAIN				FASO		Nachele Jackson (via Jack)								Pest						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		11/25/2019" "10":"39" "AM		965075		The Men's bathroom door is locked. This bathroom is used by library patrons.		LAKE				Men's Public Bathroom next to Lakeview branch.		Eve Buckner								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Locked door		No

		11/25/2019" "5":"27" "PM		NOTES		We are open 7 days a week, but are not receiving any custodial services on Sundays and Mondays. Bathrooms aren't clean (patron complaints), carpet is visibly unclean, garbage cans not emptied. On Sundays and Mondays, branch staff is refilling toilet paper, doing routine bathroom cleanup, picking up trash on the floor, and emptying trash as needed.This is putting stress on patrons and staff (not to mention our regular custodian, Esther, who's doing a great job!).		81ST				81st Ave		Natasha Moullen								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		11/26/2019" "9":"42" "AM		965403		Did not get cleaned		LAKE				Entire building		Sabah								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/26/2019" "10":"11" "AM		965483		Lots of ants were found in the front entrance of library on the left where copier and garbage cans are.		ASN				The entire area in the front entrance on the left where the copier and garbage cans are		Cong Hoang						https://drive.google.com/open?id=12G3UYmRhQOzWIMqNs7asMcmFlm5ICFd7, https://drive.google.com/open?id=14gRSk_eooWIN7mYIUwgoYmf2rt6jpHcN, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-5gwB5rK4Bg2sNwob5wds4Z2M00gJSE3		Pest		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		11/26/2019" "10":"24" "AM		NOTES		It's freezing cold throughout the library. Please turn off the air conditioning! Patrons and staff are complaining.		DIM				Entire Building		Rebekah Eppley								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Do Not Know				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Contacted PG&E, 11/26, tech is scheduled for 11/26 visit to turn on gas meter																														Seven or more complaints in the past week		No		No

		11/26/2019" "10":"39" "AM		965513		Dirty Main floor, stairs, hallway downstairs - Need mobbing please		MEL				Floor is dirty - Main Floor, stairs, hallway downstairs 		Thevaki/Kate								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																				not welcoming

		11/26/2019" "12":"51" "PM		965532		The gutters need cleaning.		ELM				Roof		Ana-Elba Pavon								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		None		No

		11/26/2019" "1":"02" "PM		965789		The automatic faucet that is closes to the door in the women's restroom, first floor, only spritzes out a little bit of water when you put your hand under it. The other faucet in that restroom is also out of order.		81ST				women's restroom, first floor		Brian Guenther								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/26/2019" "1":"03" "PM		965533		Handicap door release in the lobby is not working. Foot release works, but the upper one does not.		CHA				Lobby		Sandy								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/26/2019" "2":"18" "PM		COMBINED		The automatic faucet on the right only spritzes out a little bit of water when you put your hand underneath		81ST				first floor, men's room		Brian Guenther								Plumbing		Yes		965789		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/26/2019" "2":"27" "PM		965702		The library overall is cold. The temperature says 67 but everyone on staff is shivering.  The fans in the kitchen and teen room are both blowing out cold air.		ELM				Kitchen and Teen Room		Ana-Elba Pavon								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/26/2019" "3":"59" "PM		965790		Sink in staff restroom is dripping continuously. 		MON				Staff restroom near office		Geremie Celli								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				No

		11/26/2019" "4":"41" "PM		965791		Three out of four (long) fluorescent lights are out and/or dim.  Lighting is very poor in the work room.		MON				Children's area work room in far back area of library.		Geremie Celli								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Work room door is usually locked.		No

		11/26/2019" "5":"47" "PM		INTERNAL		I've submitted this several times before, but since it's started to rain again, submitting new pictures and video showing the leak. The mold/water stains on the wall are continuing to grow and paint continues to peel from the wall. 		81ST				Northeast corner of the community room (wall and ceiling/roof)		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sdTNBmju3S9PcuGRe0EXRWn3Bm1KvQaP, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Noq3AiWlzxvpiqHvg8l_LYkE9jFhrSm6, https://drive.google.com/open?id=13vj9QpRU4I8aqKWUyyMzG9Ml7D9b7fMl		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		866526		N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)		Diane to follow-up, 11/27/19																														None		The roof needs to be inspected. 

		11/26/2019" "7":"24" "PM		965719		This leak was last reported last winter.  It is similar to the one that was fixed in the staff office.  Water is coming in some place at the window and then coming up through the floor.  There is currently ~1" of water and this streams across the floor.		MEL				upstairs in the Teen Room (mirror room to staff office next to elevator); under desks where the seam in the floor is coming apart		Kate Hug								Mold / Moisture						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)

		11/26/2019" "7":"26" "PM		965794		These lights are embedded in the sky lights and it is likely necessary to gain roof access to replace.  These are really necessary when it is dark outside.		MEL				There are lights (fluorescent tubes) that are in the sky lights.  At least 4 are burnt out.  One likely needs roof access to replace.		Kate Hug								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																		Roof access is in the staff hallway - there is a built in ladder accessing the roof in the wall.

		11/26/2019" "7":"34" "PM		965795		One of the ceiling lights in the children's librarian office is out.		81ST				81st Ave. - Children's Librarian office		Sally Engelfried								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		11/26/2019" "7":"46" "PM		INTERNAL		The leak under the outside planters (previously submitted and "fixed") is not resolved.  Although it is raining, water is not incurring through the pipe.  HOWEVER, we have a bucket under the pipe and it is over filling regularly.  Water is still incurring into the building.		MEL				Downstairs storage, back right corner under the building		Kate Hug								Plumbing		Yes				N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)		Diane to follow-up, 11/27/19

		11/27/2019" "9":"09" "AM		965699		We didn't get custodial last night/this morning. This is worrisome as we are about to be closed for a couple days, it just rained, there's tons of snack residue in the trashcans, so the mice will have a great place to come rest up.		WEST				Whole Library		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		11/27/2019" "9":"16" "AM		DUPLICATE		I think we got very limited service on this floor today -  trash was picked up only in certain areas.		MAIN				First Floor - staff and public reading room		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		966316		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/27/2019" "9":"20" "AM		INTERNAL		The graffiti is still visible; can it be painted over with a darker color or more coats? 		MAIN				mezzanine women's restroom - window		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Greg Johnson 12/2/19																														One to two complaints in the past week

		11/27/2019" "10":"54" "AM		DUPLICATE		1st floor Glass lobby door to elevator foyer - door mechanism is broken. Please assess and fix.		81ST				See Description		Jack								Structural / Construction Issue						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/27/2019" "10":"55" "AM		DUPLICATE		Please inspect roof for holes and seal all holes in roof.		81ST				See Description		Jack								Structural / Construction Issue						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/27/2019" "11":"49" "AM		965771		Large amount of debris, plastic, blocking ADA door on 48th Avenue.		MEL				See Description		Jack								Illegal Dumping						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/27/2019" "12":"08" "PM		966319		In the back of the Rockridge branch, the staff entrance door on the left- the lock in place portion of the hinges that set the door open is worn out - so the door cannot stay open.		ROC				Staff entrance double doors in the back of the Rockridge branch. From the outside looking towards the building, the door on the left. (HIGHLIGHTED IN ATTACHED PHOTO)		Ryan Lindsay						https://drive.google.com/open?id=19HDnWIEI6Ivm46MY8iKvUzoxwLDzm6bH		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Its the entrance to the building that requires a key whether we are open or not.		No

		11/27/2019" "12":"26" "PM		965785		Due to the rain, there was water leakage from the ceiling in the children's area above the 500s. Prior crack and water damage visible.  Incident was reported multiple times, but might not have been repaired.		TEM				Ceiling above the children's section of the 500s.		Karen Ko / Steve Lavoie						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ivhGDxeQ9M1cFQHJSvJMsQvT6PxLnp4k, https://drive.google.com/open?id=16dJulvKROIlijqkGfOq3_SOyVSjHqQ5B		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		852016 & 805734		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		Preferably before we're open or when we're close.

		11/27/2019" "12":"28" "PM		966321		There is a cabinet outside the entrance to the Children's Room where people have deposited trash and old and broken toys and other items. Can the entire cabinet be removed and thrown away?		MAIN				Ground floor, outside the door to the Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/27/2019" "6":"52" "PM		966323		The light is out and this well used study room is completely blackened out at night		WEST				Study room to the far left corner as you enter the library. Light is out.		celia jackson								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		There is a padlock on the door but the key is the same as for all padlocks

		11/30/2019" "11":"48" "AM		DUPLICATE		Staff offices haven't gotten any service since Tuesday. 		MAIN				1st floor staff offices, some public areas		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		966316		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/30/2019" "3":"09" "PM		966327		The sensor on one of the faucets is not working so no water comes out.		81ST				First floor men's room		Brian Guenther								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/30/2019" "4":"44" "PM		966261		The Freight elevator in the central stacks is not working. The elevator does not respond when the elevator key is used to try to call the elevator. Other staff members reported to me that when it was working earlier in the week, it was making a scraping noise when the elevator approached level D.		MAIN				Staff Freight Elevator		Kirsten Baldock								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		The Freight elevator is in the locked stacks area.

		12/1/2019" "4":"06" "PM		966328		There is a light fixture that needs new bulbs right in front of the M&N desk near the copier.		MAIN				Second floor, Magazines and Newspapers department		Kirsten Baldock								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/2/2019" "9":"36" "AM		966330		new tags		MAIN				external walls outside, facing 14th		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/2/2019" "9":"42" "AM		966316		I think this is a whole week without service! Our trash hasn't been emptied, and floors are dirty, surfaces aren't swept. 		MAIN				first floor staff offices, some select public areas		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		12/2/2019" "10":"28" "AM		966331		We did not receive custodial service between Saturday 11/30/19- Monday 12/02/19; This is necessary in order to empty trash bins, restock supplies, and clean the building (especially the public restrooms)		ROC				The entire branch		Ryan Lindsay								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		N/A - There has been a work order made almost every Monday		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				We are closed Sundays only; can we get service Monday mornings before we open at 10AM?

		12/2/2019" "1":"19" "PM		966449		There is graffiti on 3 of the 4 outside walls of the library 		MLK				outside- on 3 of the 4 sides of the library		Celia Davis						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Gs4Zj7ksZD_1UrvrOvm0I_4kSjrtC2T4		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		locked gate to parkin glot. 		no

		12/2/2019" "4":"50" "PM		966512		FASO, Room 210, has recently acquired a new Master Lock Padlock. Can duplicate keys be cut from the existing Master keys? The keys are stored in the Front Desk of Room 210, please contact Jack Schmidt at 238-3283.		MAIN				FASO		Jack								Key / Lock Management						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		12/3/2019" "9":"48" "AM		INTERNAL		Any way we can get the wooden pallets in the garage removed/hauled away? They're blocking access to cabinets now.		MAIN				garage		Mana Tominaga								Other (Specify on next page)						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Sara Dubois, 12/3/19																														One to two complaints in the past week

		12/3/2019" "10":"11" "AM		966858		Both Meeting Room doors (public side) need replacement closers		ROC				Both meeting room doors (public side) need replacement closers.  Thank you!		lsoskin@oaklandlibrary.org								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/3/2019" "10":"14" "AM		NOTES		The main water line is broken and it's flooding down into our area causing a lot of water buildup which is approaching our entrance.  We closed off the upper bookdrop.  OUSD has communicated with us and said they do not know when they will be able to shut it off since it they cannot do it during school hours. The drain near our picnic tables is locked and we do not have the key as far as I know. Patron access for people who use mobility devices could have major problems getting to the branch.		PIE				Immediately outside the library including the area around the office, near the picnic tables, both book drops, and the ramp from the street up to the library 		Michelle						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QJ-Z8i7SijDw1P896-R8jkt8aj4RdmWp		Plumbing		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Per Email from Jenera, OUSD responding																														None		Locked grate

		12/3/2019" "2":"26" "PM		966860		The lights are out in shelf range 310-341 in the stacks		MAIN				Stack level A		Emily Weak or Mana Tominaga								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		12/3/2019" "3":"05" "PM		966863		We did not receive any janitorial services on Sunday, 12/1 or Monday, 12/2. Although we are open 7 days a week with a lot of patron traffic, we are consistently only receiving janitorial services five days out of seven. 		81ST				81st Ave Branch		Natasha Moullen								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no.		no.

		12/3/2019" "4":"07" "PM		967127		Red paint graffiti on computer table, at computer 33 in Teen Zone. Cannot attach photo since it will not send from my phone.		CHA				Teen Zone		Sandy								Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/3/2019" "4":"33" "PM		967128		Light bulb in the middle of the children's area, across from the windows (in addition to the one from the other ticket). Phone is not sending emails so no photo is attached. 		CHA				Children's area, upstairs.		Sandy								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/3/2019" "4":"53" "PM		967020		We have a mobile device charging locker (https://chargetech.com/product/6-bay-pin-code-charging-locker-ppl6/) that we need mounted to a pillar in the Computer Lab. It requires four screws (not provided) to anchor it to the wall. If possible, we also need a way to lock the outlet it plugs into to prevent patrons from unplugging the device (something like this? https://www.cableorganizer.com/images/arlington-industries/dri-box-adapter/images/01-DBPV1C.jpg)		MAIN				Main Library - Computer Lab		Josephine Sayers								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Please contact Josephine Sayers for access to the unit and so she can show where it needs to be installed. 		Tues-Sat 9:00-5:00

		12/4/2019" "8":"56" "AM		INTERNAL		toilet paper needed 		MAIN				Women's staff bathroom outside of Catalog Unit, basement level		Catherine Jennings								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/4/2019" "9":"30" "AM		967189		The bin attached to the fence outside has not been empty for several days. It is overflowing and trash is getting everywhere		PIE				Outside branch		Nikki								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				ASAP it smells really bad and there is pet waste getting everywhere 

		12/4/2019" "9":"41" "AM		967169		Three of the four screws on the bottom hinge of the door leading into Acquisitions from the garage have fallen out.		MAIN				Garage/Acquisitions		Josephine Sayers								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/4/2019" "10":"11" "AM		967037		Fecal matter on the back exit door. Patron complained. 		LAKE				Outside building, back door exit 		Sabah Abdulla 								Illegal Dumping		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Yes, patrons can not exit that way today after storytime		no 

		12/4/2019" "11":"20" "AM		967081		The rubber floorboard has fallen off on the right side of the door. Please reattach or replace entirely. I have the small piece in my office but it's really worn down. 		MAIN				public elevator		Mana Tominaga								Elevator Issue						Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/4/2019" "12":"32" "PM		967171		One of the fluorescent lights is flickering. I will put a post-it on the light's housing so that it's easy to identify. 		MAIN				Main Library - 1st floor circulation office		Josephine Sayers								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/4/2019" "1":"50" "PM		967167		The three outlets in the alcove room don't work.  When a tool is plugged in, power doesn't come on.  All three are dead.		TEM				Alcove room off to the right of the Tool Lending entrance.		Karen Ko / Friederike Droegemueller / Rainn Shaw						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aDAliwUpwDUShDez7k59MRbeQndNrSnH, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HnbDTShpyVNUradOg6d90pbiArtnOezN, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1B1qwgQNyuuJKhSacQKEY5jmD4NsnrtQi, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pYHvi7OF8T6m20J7qa_wbYJz3TsHkfqd		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No, but two of the outlets are under wooden benches, which could be a little difficult to access.		Preferably before branch opens as the tool department is small and gets a lot of foot traffic.

		12/4/2019" "2":"59" "PM		DUPLICATE		The staff women's restroom on the basement level need toilet paper and paper towels. It appears as though custodial service did not happen in this area today. 		MAIN				Basement - Women's restroom		Josephine Sayers								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/4/2019" "4":"27" "PM		967775		please replace the rubber floor guard material inside as it's chipping away slowly and breaking off all over		MAIN				public elevator		Mana Tominaga								Elevator Issue		967081				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/4/2019" "6":"26" "PM		REFER		The key pad on the library staff entrance (13th street) hasn't been working consistently. Several times over the past week the door won't unlock after the code is punched in, and this morning the key pad didn't register any numbers at all. Five staff I have spoken to have had similar problems over the past two weeks.		MAIN				Ground floor, employee side entrance (13th St)		Jesse Nachem								Key / Lock Management		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Gary Lee on 12/5/19																														Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/5/2019" "10":"13" "AM		967509		The cement trash container at that corner is missing a trash can, and so the trash is just piling up inside – and flowing onto the sidewalk as the door flops open.  We need a replacement can ASAP.		MAIN				14th and Madison		Sara Dubois								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Gary Lee on 12/5/19																														Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/5/2019" "10":"16" "AM		967412		We have a clock in the back of the library near the children's area that needs to be updated with the correct time. A tall ladder is needed to make this change. 		81ST				Main floor, children's area		Brenda Membreno								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher						Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																One to two complaints in the past week		tall ladder needed		As soon as possible. (it's been a months since the time change)

		12/5/2019" "11":"19" "AM		967454		Tom Young can lower or raise tangled coverings to a fixed position until they are repaired by contractor		ROC				Tangled/Broken Window coverings facing College Ave on adult side of library		Paul Schiesser								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		943818		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Tom should be here when staff are here so we can work the window controls for him		9-10 am on M, T, W, Th or F

		12/5/2019" "12":"08" "PM		968694		We need two sets of mats to cover the holes left behind by the security gates that were removed. One in the back classroom entrance and the other for the front entrance. Thank you.		81ST				See Description		Brenda Membreno								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Request is for holes in the floor - mats to be made by library supply order

		12/5/2019" "1":"06" "PM		INTERNAL		A staff member says she's been getting flea bites in the Children's Room. Please spray.		ELM				Elmhurst Children's Room		Ana-Elba Pavon								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Derrick 12/5/19																														One to two complaints in the past week

		12/5/2019" "1":"37" "PM		967778		The bookcase near the entry door needs to be bolted to the wall. 		MAIN				Room 6		Pat Toney								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/5/2019" "1":"58" "PM		INTERNAL		I'm not quite sure what the status is with the ADA stall in the mezzanine women's room. Does it need snaking, or just not to be locked up? The guards can't really keep this open, so I'd like to know what the issues are, and what we should be doing about it being locked up.		MAIN				mezzanine women's restrooms - a question		Mana Tominaga								Plumbing						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/6/2019" "8":"59" "AM		967683		We did not get cleaned today		LAKE				Floor 		Sabah Abdulla 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No 		No 

		12/6/2019" "10":"19" "AM		967842		Dimond branch needs a projector installed in the 2nd floor Meeting room. There is a photo attached for where it should be installed. Please check with a supervisor before installation.		DIM				2nd floor meeting room		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OFUAbENQ75zM0HKzFAdjmNUnJuMSqRwq		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None				Friday mornings 9-11:30 AM

		12/6/2019" "4":"49" "PM		969008		We'd like a battery recycling bin		PIE				Near the door		Michelle 								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		12/7/2019" "9":"07" "AM		DUPLICATE		Our outside bin is overflowing, it's been full for days, there is also trash around it.		PIE				Outside in between the picnic tables		Michelle								Litter Container (Outside)		Yes		967189		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/7/2019" "2":"12" "PM		968402		One of the diffuser covers for the first floor florescent lighting fell crashing to the floor recently. Can they please all be removed? They are a hazard.		MAIN				First Floor		Mana Tominaga								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		high ceilings, limited room to maneuver in the stacks

		12/7/2019" "2":"48" "PM		REFER		storm drain is blocked, possibly by leaves. when it gets worse, it will flood to the book drop. this is a safety hazard as it covers an area where people walk to the library 		PIE				Outside storm drain next to picnic table and book drop		Russell Tran						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XbLB-3o_E3FkkOcq26WyJwML6HyMwkom, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BeNh4e3Fz-cLm6kgj1AvuFsDcocanw1b		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Contacted OUSD, 12/9/19																														Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/7/2019" "3":"34" "PM		DUPLICATE		Our storm drain and some of the other drains around the library are overflowing.  The one near the picnic tables has a lock on it and we aren't sure who has the key but it may need to be cut off. Water is pouring down the ramp and steps too, making it hazardous terrain.		PIE				Storm draining is overflowing again and flooding		Michelle								Other (Specify on next page)						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Contacted OUSD, 12/9/19

		12/7/2019" "4":"50" "PM		968406		STILL NO SOAP in the women's public restroom. This has been an ISSUE FOR WEEKS! I don't know if I should laugh or cry. 		WEST				West Oakland women's public restroom		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=14thkKwJgfcPanPlvw0ZCw7_DqcuF-1zz, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RW-TkjbVZyh5PbgZ2uZwlnnpykSglUG3		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		Many other requests		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		12/7/2019" "4":"50" "PM		DUPLICATE		STILL NO SOAP in the women's public restroom. This has been an ISSUE FOR WEEKS! I don't know if I should laugh or cry. 		WEST				West Oakland women's public restroom		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FE-36h6lZII5LWURptupSL__hGYm_oGC, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1W86xUL5xMMcx-LwumX30qDhryRbtMhpr		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		968406		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		12/9/2019" "9":"14" "AM		968329		Library Staff at Elmhurst Library report that the heater is not working again. Staff report that the temperature inside the library as of 9:30AM is 60 degrees. Please contact Remy Timbrook at 615-5869.		ELM				Interior		Remy Timbrook (via Jack)								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		965702		Closed		NO RESPONSE

		12/9/2019" "9":"21" "AM		DUPLICATE		The garbage bin attached to the fence outside the building has not been emptied for over a week. It is overflowing and trash and dog poop is getting everywhere		PIE				Trash bin attached to gate outside		Nikki/Michelle								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		967189		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				ASAP

		12/9/2019" "9":"23" "AM		968407		No custodial, place is a mess. Garbage not emptied, floors dirty and no toilet paper in the bathrooms		WEST				everywhere in the library, lobby and public bathrooms		celia jackson								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		12/9/2019" "9":"31" "AM		968422		Good morning! There's fresh graffiti on our wall... 		MAIN				front facade		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/9/2019" "9":"32" "AM		INTERNAL		ADA stall in women's side is out of order; please fix if there's an issue with plumbing. Also, on the men's side, the sink is still missing; I thought it was ordered last month? 		MAIN				mezzanine restrooms		Mana Tominaga								Plumbing						N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/9/2019" "9":"38" "AM		968411		We had no custodial service on Sunday 12/8 and Monday 12/9		81ST				entire building		Brian Guenther								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/9/2019" "9":"40" "AM		968321		Main Library, 2nd Floor, Room 210. The corner cubicle and the the Chief Financial Officer's office are not receiving power from one outlet (the lights and other outlets are working). Contact Jack Schmidt at 238-3283.		MAIN				FASO & CFO Office		Jack								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		NO RESPONSE

		12/9/2019" "9":"41" "AM		968327		Library Staff in the 2nd Floor, in Magazines & Newspapers, Second Start Office and library staff in Circulation are reporting that the temperature is colder than usual. Can it be adjusted to be warmer? Please contact Jack Schmidt at 238-3283.		MAIN				Interior		Jack								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Closed		NO RESPONSE

		12/9/2019" "9":"59" "AM		DUPLICATE		Staff reported no heat in the building starting yesterday, 12/8 and it's very cold this AM. No heat coming from vents, including the one in my office. 		MAIN				all over Main		Mana Tominaga								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		968327		N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/9/2019" "10":"18" "AM		968417		ants are everywhere!		WEST				break room kitchen area, kitchen off of meeting room		celia								Pest						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		12/9/2019" "10":"34" "AM		968384		There's no power on 2 outlets for for our checkout desk. At this time we must use extension cords to get power from other outlets. We need to get this problem fixed as soon as possible. 		ASN				Checkout desk		Cong Hoang								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																				As soon as possible.

		12/9/2019" "12":"42" "PM		968411		Install irrigation supply and controller at Main (employee entrance/loading dock area).		MAIN				Exterior		Diane (Via Jack)								Landscaping / Trees						Closed		NO RESPONSE

		12/9/2019" "12":"48" "PM		REFER		As of 12:47pm on 12/9/19 we have no security guard at 81st Ave. 		81ST				N/A		Brian Guenther								Security Guard Issue		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/9/2019" "2":"25" "PM		969018		3 or 4 of the ceiling globe lights on the 1st floor of 81st are out. Joe, the engineer, has said that the types of light bulbs used are no longer available and that the fixtures need to be replaced, and asked that we create a ticket.		81ST				1st floor		Brian Guenther								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		945556		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		high ceilings

		12/9/2019" "2":"27" "PM		969019		on the 2nd floor balcony, the large fire door came down over a month ago, and is still down. The door needs to be raised.		81ST				2nd floor balcony		Brian Guenther								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		a normal sized ladder would be needed

		12/9/2019" "2":"30" "PM		INTERNAL		We would like a burglar alarm system installed at Lakeview. Currently, they do not have one.		LAKE				1st floor		Xochitl Gavidia								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Do Not Know				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/9/2019" "2":"51" "PM		968559		it is clogged		MAIN				yellow kids bathroom		Jesse Nachem								Plumbing		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		no		no

		12/10/2019" "9":"27" "AM		968678		day two of no custodial service, no toilet paper/paper towels/soap, place is pretty gross!		WEST				everywhere!		celia								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		968407		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/10/2019" "10":"03" "AM		969022		one (of two) light bulbs is burnt out.		81ST				 librarian's office on main level in TeenZone		natasha moullen								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		 11/14/2019 11:47:31  962203  lightbulb replacement(s) needed, TeenZone Librarian’s Office		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		office is locked during when the library's closed, but can be accessed with the universal key.		no

		12/10/2019" "10":"11" "AM		968697		Multiple stalls in the public women's restroom on the mezzanine do not have toilet paper.		MAIN				Mezzanine Women's Restroom		Josephine Sayers								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/10/2019" "2":"34" "PM		968879		Main Library staff request the replacement of 3 ceiling tube light bulbs in the 2nd Floor Hallway, in front of Room 204 and Room 210. Contact Jack Schmidt at 238-3283.		MAIN				Hallway		Jack								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/10/2019" "2":"44" "PM		969026		Marker graffiti on both sides of the middle cubby underneath bulletin board on the left (between the two display cases in lobby). 		CHA				Downstairs lobby		Sandy								Graffiti		Yes		961731		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		12/10/2019" "2":"59" "PM		969034		When landing on the first floor, the staff elevator is stopping a half an inch below the floor level making it difficult to push carts into or off of the elevator. This could also pose a possible tripping hazard.		ROC				Staff elevator located towards the back of the building in the staff area		Ryan Lindsay or Erica Siskind								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/10/2019" "4":"05" "PM		969028		Maintenance person noticed the hinges on the swinging door need to be replaced. Recommended we submit a service request ticket. It is the one you see as soon as you walk in through the door/elevator.		CHA				Upstairs, reference/circulation area.		Sandy								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/10/2019" "7":"56" "PM		969037		A light is flickering - I'm unsure if the fixture needs fixing or a bulb needs replacing		MEL				children's side of library		Kate Hug								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)

		12/11/2019" "9":"27" "AM		DUPLICATE		Our trash still hasn't been picked up and continues to be overflowing		PIE				Outside building near gate		Nikki/Michelle								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		967189		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/11/2019" "10":"08" "AM		969080		Our front entrance will not open when you walk up to it when set on "two-way auto." It only opens when set to "hold open," meaning that it is open all the time. 		81ST				Front entrance		Brian Guenther								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Canceled by requestor																														One to two complaints in the past week

		12/11/2019" "11":"12" "AM		969088		The Children's Room is incredibly hot, and we have to open doors and windows, and run fans, in order to cool the room down a little. Patrons have been complaining and are feeling uncomfortable. I worry about health issues with the little kids.		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/11/2019" "2":"33" "PM		969201		Remove small and new homeless encampment by the side of the Rockridge Branch Library		ROC				Outside the window by the public parking lot there is the beginning of a homeless encampment with cardboard, a sleeping mat and the smell of human feces.		Paul Schiesser								Homeless Concern or Issue						Cancel - OPW		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Someone has probably been sleeping in this location for the last few nights

		12/11/2019" "4":"27" "PM		969199		Replace the keypad for the backdoor at Main.		MAIN				Back Door Staff Entrance 		Jiao Han								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Someone has probably been sleeping in this location for the last few nights

		12/11/2019" "5":"51" "PM		969392		The alarm screen door has fallen in study room 2. It did not close completely, it has fallen halfway. 		81ST				Main floor, study room 2		Brenda Membreno								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		12/11/2019" "7":"28" "PM		969393		The picture attached is a light fixture in the teen zone that is falling. This is a high priority as it my fall and hit a patron.  We also have two lights that are out in the same area. one right next to the one in the picture and one in the teen Librarian's office. 		81ST				main floor, teen zone and office in teen zone		Brenda Membreno						https://drive.google.com/open?id=16s20ywa2ETRUJBjU5LfTO44L28PIcXew		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/12/2019" "10":"12" "AM		INTERNAL		In the staff women's restroom stalls need toilet paper!		MAIN				Basement - Staff Women's Restroom		Josephine Sayers								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/12/2019" "10":"34" "AM		969398		The emergency exits get littered with leaves and other debris making access difficult. I'd like the paths swept up now, and again in another 6 weeks or so.		MAIN				emergency exit stairways on the 13th st. side of the building		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		12/12/2019" "11":"10" "AM		969454		The right hand sink in the upstairs women's restroom won't drain. 		DIM				upstairs women's restroom		Sarah Hodgson								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/12/2019" "11":"18" "AM		969395		The top handicap push plate for the automatic door in the front exit does not work. A wheelchair user was unable to open the door, and had to request staff help to go out. We need to get this fixed quickly for ADA compliance.		ASN				Wheelchair push plate for front door		Cong Hoang						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GGCm3iDO25bXCOhZk3uEQOhjY5r1q-op		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/12/2019" "1":"15" "PM		969447		ants, dead and alive, are in the staff freezer.  		BRO				staff break area		Sandra Toscano						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GGQbrFkuxoh6fLK6lF7_O-PmA6rlT0aq		Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/12/2019" "1":"53" "PM		969442		elevator is out of service. doors stuck open at parking lot entrance level. please service immediately - someone could walk into the elevator and get stuck!		GG				elevator		erin sanders								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/12/2019" "2":"37" "PM		NOTES		the pest guy came yesterday, thank you, but the ants are still really bad, especially all around the staff kitchen area/sink.		WEST				everywhere - especially staff kitchen		celia jackson								Pest				968417		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/12/2019" "4":"00" "PM		969768		We have some high ceilings on the upper level. Can someone please come and clean the cobwebs?		GG				upper level: near elevator, inside staff bathroom, around circ desk and in reading rooms		erin sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		high ceilings

		12/12/2019" "4":"31" "PM		969482		Main Library request urgent assistance, human feces has been found in on the 1st Floor in the Reference Area.		MAIN				See Description		Alma (via Jack)								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		12/12/2019" "4":"45" "PM		969789		Human feces found outside Room 6 Door facing Oak		MAIN				See Description		Pat (via Jack)								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		12/13/2019" "9":"05" "AM		969646		The staff elevator doors are not opening. We can hear the tones that ring before the doors open and the sound of the elevator occasionally moving but the doors do not open. There has been a number of incidents with this elevator in the past.		ROC				Staff Elevator in back staff area of Rockridge library		Ryan Lindsay or Paul Schiesser								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				As soon as possible because it effects staff work

		12/13/2019" "9":"09" "AM		DUPLICATE		Can someone remove the white cabinet and all the trash that is outside the Children's Room front door (Oak St entrance)? People continue to pile trash and scatter it across the lawn.		MAIN				Outside the Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Illegal Dumping		Yes		966321		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/13/2019" "9":"20" "AM		969771		The sink drain in the office is releasing a foul odor, especially in the morning, when we first turn on the faucet 		BRO				Office		Sandra Toscano								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		12/13/2019" "9":"24" "AM		969774		3 lights in the children's area of the library are out; one is a tube light and the other 2 are fixture lights		BRO				Interior of Library, Children's area		Sandra Toscano								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		No		No

		12/13/2019" "11":"21" "AM		INTERNAL		Middle stall has no toilet paper for the second time this week. This is a big problem considering that only 2 of the 3 stalls are operational. Also no paper towels for the second time this week.		MAIN				Women's Staff restroom in basement near cataloging		Annette Bourget								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		12/13/2019" "1":"22" "PM		969763		we didn't get cleaned last night		LAKE				inside		xochitl gavidia								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		inside library

		12/13/2019" "3":"55" "PM		970197		There are 5 burnt out recessed lights that need to be changed out.  Four are above the children's area and one is located in the adult side.  In the meeting room, 3 of the fluorescent bulbs are out as well.  		TEM				The burnt out bulbs for the recessed lights are upstairs (1 above the adult section and 4 above the children's area).  Three of the fluorescent tubes are out  downstairs in the meeting room.		Karen Ko / David Hughes-Gonzales						https://drive.google.com/open?id=13l5OV0oZuBqcPF3uA8ofGhQh8k1Kf21e, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1V5M3umjK4B93Pp5JQ_-jr6zETXuK10Yp, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fMy5fi6AB7OiH72ScGV8CouHkiPSMI61, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eBrmUd3zysysGeQCoZADqwezLBVItpcF		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Due to high ceilings, it would be difficult to change the recessed lights without a long ladder or lift.  The fluorescent tubes in the meeting room are more accessible with a shorter ladder.		Preferably before our branch opens. 

		12/13/2019" "4":"29" "PM		DUPLICATE		there  is 💩💩💩 outside the room 6 door facing Oak		MAIN				Room 6		Pat Toney								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		969789		N/A		NO RESPONSE																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/13/2019" "4":"57" "PM		970202		several overhead light fixtures, just above the adult fiction stacks, have burned out bulbs.		ROC				overhead lightning in the adult stacks		Trish Keyes								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		light fixtures are easily accessible with a step ladder.

		12/14/2019" "12":"42" "PM		970168		toilet is clogged. It's flooding upon flush 		BRO				public restroom ada stall		lily chang						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mAmM83FDCQNo3rVjZUwpMFp5ChxP7fLq, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EeKU-bpUWk7zRx2ezw2rKYcFkabi_jTg		Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/14/2019" "1":"26" "PM		970209		Our battery recycling bin needs to be emptied		ROC				1st Floor entry way between the stairs and the elevator		Ryan Lindsay								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/14/2019" "2":"55" "PM		REFER		We have a port-a-potty with a combination lock outside the library, near the entrance.  The lock is stuck and is neither completely locked nor completely unlocked.  The port-a-potty is inaccessible.  My guess is that we'll have to cut the lock and buy a replacement for it. We purchased the one that is there now from the Port-a-Potty company, as they need access it to clean it.		ELM				Port-a-Potty outside near the entrance		Ana-Elba Pavon								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Contacted USS, 12/16/19																														One to two complaints in the past week

		12/15/2019" "4":"23" "PM		970185		It's sparking		81ST				First floor classroom. Second plug from the outside 		Brian Gunther								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/15/2019" "5":"21" "PM		970181		The toilet is running, fast.		81ST				Second Floor, boys bathroom		Brian Gunther								Plumbing		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week				Monday AM

		12/15/2019" "5":"24" "PM		970166		Clogged restroom. 		MAIN				Red adult restroom		Jesse Nachem								Plumbing		No		n/a		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week		no		no

		12/16/2019" "9":"09" "AM		970121		we have not received custodial service. Martin doesn't answer his phone- so I don't know if someone is coming. 		MLK				whole facility		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				no

		12/16/2019" "9":"11" "AM		970118		No heat at Elmhurst		ELM				See Description		Remy Timbrook (via Jack)								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		12/16/2019" "9":"21" "AM		970137		staff elevator is out of order		MAIN				freight staff elevator		Mana Tominaga								Elevator Issue						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		12/16/2019" "9":"24" "AM		970219		No service Monday morning; trash unemptied and floors unvacuumed.		ELM				wastebaskets, floors		Remy Timbrook								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/16/2019" "9":"50" "AM		970223		No custodial service all weekend		BRO				Interior of library		Sandra Toscano								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/16/2019" "9":"56" "AM		970226		Branch not cleaned.		CHA				Chavez Library 		Pete V								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No.		No

		12/16/2019" "10":"05" "AM		970187		We had no custodial service on 12/15/19 or 12/16/19		81ST				Entire building		Brian Guenther								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		968411		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/16/2019" "10":"13" "AM		DUPLICATE		One of the toilets is continuing to run as if constantly flushing. 		81ST				Upstairs men's restroom		Brian Guenther								Plumbing		No		 		N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None		Unless the stairwell door is open, you need a key/fob to access the upstairs.

		12/16/2019" "1":"25" "PM		970337		The meeting room has experienced two floods in the past year or so. Badly peeling/bubbling paint on the east and west walls. The whole room needs to be repainted, including the front of the stage and the walls of the stage.		GG				lower level meeting room		Erin Sanders								Painting						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/16/2019" "1":"27" "PM		970340		There is white residue on the floor tile.		GG				lower level meeting room		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/16/2019" "2":"13" "PM		970344		Large white splatter on landing. A staffperson observed that the splatter had been there for a couple of weeks.		MAIN				Main Library, Public Stairwell; 1st landing from 2nd flr		Shannon McQueen								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		Ideally, clean-up during our non-public hours would be ideal.

		12/17/2019" "8":"56" "AM		970453		Graffiti on the front facade and steps, on the left if facing the Main Library.		MAIN				Front Facade		Jack								Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/17/2019" "9":"20" "AM		970484		Main Library staff request the repainting of guardrail in the courtyard adjacent to Madison Street. Please scrape and use rust inhibitor paint. Contact Diane Tannenwald at 238-6609.		MAIN				See Description		Diane (Via Jack)						https://drive.google.com/open?id=10PTSSk2gvXdePO5WE0NmFuovu73p85UQ		Painting		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/17/2019" "9":"21" "AM		970483		Main Library staff request replacement of all lights that are out in Main, some on the first floor may require a lift with boom. Please contact Diane Tannenwald at 238-6609.		MAIN				See Description		Diane (Via Jack)								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/17/2019" "9":"21" "AM		970485		Main Library staff request the removal of the lift bay in S/W corner of Main’s entry lobby and attached bookshelf. Carpenter to salvage Oak and Oak ply for reuse and store (coordinate location with Diane Tannenwald and Mana Tominaga). Disconnect electrical in built out bookshelf back to origin at wall and install outlet at wall. Please contact Diane Tannenwald at 238-6609.		MAIN				See Description		Diane (Via Jack)								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/17/2019" "11":"06" "AM		970648		Upon arrival this morning I noticed one of the bike locker doors (set #4 on left side) left open. When I tried to close it the locking function did not work.		ROC				Bike Locker (#4 on left side) in the back of the building between staff and public parking lots		Ryan Lindsay								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				No

		12/17/2019" "12":"58" "PM		970643		The Classroom issue is more than the outlet sparking--it seems to have blown a fuse and much of the power in the Classroom is out, including the floor box that runs the projector, the wall controls that connect computers/DVD players to the projector, and the DVD player in the closet. I'm not sure about the other outlets because I was afraid to touch them! The overhead lights in the room and closet do work, though. 		81ST				first floor classroom (adjacent to children's reading area)		Brian Guenther								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		970185		Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		12/17/2019" "2":"38" "PM		970635		Public restroom is clogged and nearly overflowing.		PIE				See Description		Michelle Rosenthal								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		12/17/2019" "2":"49" "PM		970679		window is shattered		MEL				first floor, third window behind circulation-desk, top right hand side,window is shattered. 		Kate 								Structural / Construction Issue		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/17/2019" "3":"18" "PM		REFER		The Port-a-Potty people came and almost took away the port-a-potty. We stopped him and let him know we were simply having trouble with the combination lock. The Port-a-Potty person got the lock off and gave me a new one. He said the combination was the same. I tried to open it while he was still here but he left. No one here can seem to open the lock with the combination 7-9-35		ELM				The port-a-potty outside the entrance.		Ana-Elba Pavon								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		12/17/2019" "6":"20" "PM		970898		The ceiling light closest to the doorway is burned out and needs replacing.		DIM				downstairs staff sorting room		Sarah Hodgson								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Noo		No

		12/18/2019" "8":"49" "AM		970854		We are getting skipped fro custodial at least once a week. We are out of toilet paper in two of the women's restroom stalls - we received a complaint about that last night.		WEST				Whole building		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/18/2019" "9":"19" "AM		NOTES		Last night before closing at 8pm our elevator stopped working. Nothing would happen when you pushed the button. This happened last spring as well. The elevator is working again this morning.		81ST				Elevator		Brian Guenther								Elevator Issue		No				N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		12/18/2019" "9":"54" "AM		970856		Need janitorial services		CHA				Entire branch		Sandy								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/18/2019" "10":"18" "AM		970817		The staff restroom on the 1st floor is out of soap. 		MAIN				1st Floor Staff Restroom		Josephine Sayers								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/18/2019" "11":"44" "AM		971019		The button on the outside that opens the ADA access door is not working so staff have to open it up from the inside. This is a huge access issue for our mobility-challenged patrons.		MAIN				front entrance, ADA button for opening the door		Mana Tominaga								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/18/2019" "12":"13" "PM		970854		No soap in the men's bathroom 		WEST				Men's bathroom		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/18/2019" "1":"04" "PM		971017		Our front entrance automatic doors will not open when switched to "two-way exit" only when on "hold open." This means that door has to be left open. 		81ST				Front entrance		Brian Guenther								Structural / Construction Issue		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/18/2019" "1":"41" "PM		970886		the light fixture is out and is making a noise- like a short- even when we turn that light off. 		MLK				large light above entry way inside the library (in front of public restrooms)		Celia Davis								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		12/18/2019" "2":"23" "PM		970884		toilet is stuck wont flush		MAIN				red adult bathroom in basement		lisa fung								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/18/2019" "4":"13" "PM		970896		Main Library staff report that the hot water in the women's staff restroom on the basement level is running. Staff are unable to turn the water off and are concerned it may overflow the sink. Please contact Alma Garcia at 238-3145.		MAIN				See Description		Alma (via Jack)								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		12/18/2019" "7":"10" "PM		970969		The fire alarm panel behind my desk on the wall is occasionally going off (high pitched beep) and stating trouble. Nothing actually seems to be wrong from what I can tell.		PIE				In the office, the red metal panel		Michelle Rosenthal								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/19/2019" "9":"53" "AM		971009		Illegal dumping of queen size mattress in front of Tool Lending Library's shipping container in back of building.  There are also 6-7 wooden pallets on top of the container.		TEM				Back of building where the shipping container is located		Karen Ko / Brian Boies						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TNfbXMHRi8gz-YLnYC9W8E3HYV8s6vn0, https://drive.google.com/open?id=12TJKeYU-FSubxvwTmaEdLNzwtBlFMJgP		Illegal Dumping		No		Mattress is new, the wooden pallets on top of shipping container is a previous submission (954125).		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Ladder needed for the wooden pallets on top of container.		Preferably before branch opens.

		12/19/2019" "10":"30" "AM		971172		As one exits the library through the back door, there is a light box above near the edge of the roof.  It is leaking water.		ELM				When one exits the library through the back door, there is a light box above on the edge of the roof.		Ana-Elba Pavon								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		12/19/2019" "10":"36" "AM		971173		The gutters are overflowing and need cleaning.		ELM				Library roof		Ana-Elba Pavon								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		965532		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/19/2019" "11":"53" "AM		971177		Children's area have a high ceiling and needs light bulb replace. You will need a CHERRY PICKER LIFT.		DIM				first floor, children's area		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		961722		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		High ceiling

		12/20/2019" "9":"29" "AM		971392		Branch is a mess - we not getting regular custodial service and it shows - third time this week I believe. Please send someone to clean. 		CHA				Cesar Chavez Library		Pete V								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				Please send someone before we open to the public at noon.

		12/20/2019" "10":"15" "AM		971399		We again didn't get service! We need it!!! There was a large group using our meeting room yesterday so lots of trash and tomorrow we have a big library program scheduled.		WEST				Whole Building (especially meeting room & bathrooms)		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		12/20/2019" "11":"17" "AM		971391		Moisture damage from a leak on either the roof or the exterior wall. Badly bubbling paint, cracks in paint, black residue. This issue has been going on for at least 2 years, please fix. 		GG				Upper level. Wall/ceiling over interior staff stairwell (behind circ desk)		Erin Sanders						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rjorOY1ZlSWnk0_3VAP9OOSjuK2pZWdD, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Fq8wCf5DbyCUof6d5HgkxnVkTSDg2xQR		Mold / Moisture		Yes		767365		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		high ceiling over stairwell (interior access). 2nd story roof over stairwell (exterior)		is this mold??

		12/20/2019" "11":"39" "AM		971395		We didnt get cleaned		LAKE				inside library		Xochitl Gavidia								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/20/2019" "11":"42" "AM		971396		We need the inside windows and around the doors cleaned, especially the high ones.  They are covered in spider webs, dead bugs and spiders		LAKE				inside library		Xochitl gavidia								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/20/2019" "3":"30" "PM		972764		All the other bulbs from this ticket were replaced except for this area's. One of the bulbs was flickering, it is now out (Upstairs, back work desk near Manager's office...where the printer and shredder are..across from the security camera monitor).		CHA				Upstairs, back work desk near Manager's office...where the printer and shredder are..across from the security camera monitor. 		Sandy								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		964060		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/21/2019" "10":"33" "AM		INTERNAL		Feces on the concrete on the rear steps leading to the children's area.		ELM				Backyard of the library.		Larry 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		Please come during library hours, gate will be locked.		As soon as possible.

		12/21/2019" "11":"09" "AM		DUPLICATE		I have asked in the winter before how to adjust the heat in this building. It is boiling in the library and freezing in the meeting room. There's a big library program today and the attendees are going to be COLD!		WEST				Meeting Room 		Susy Moorhead								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/23/2019" "9":"37" "AM		REFER		There was no guard on Sunday, 12/22		81ST				general building		Brian Guenther								Security Guard Issue		No				Refer		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		12/23/2019" "9":"42" "AM		DUPLICATE		We had no custodial service on 12/22 or 12/23		81ST				general building		Brian Guenther								Cleaning / Custodial		No		972737		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/23/2019" "9":"49" "AM		DUPLICATE		Branch needs janitorial services. 		CHA				Entire branch		Sandy								Cleaning / Custodial		No		972735		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/23/2019" "10":"36" "AM		DUPLICATE		West got No Janitorial service today.. We have no Paper towels. 		WEST				all locations		Amber English								Cleaning / Custodial		No		972739		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/23/2019" "1":"21" "PM		REFER		As of 1:15 on 12/23 we had no guard. I'll email Jack if anything changes. 		81ST				general		Brian Guenther								Security Guard Issue		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/23/2019" "3":"31" "PM		973164		Because the current carpet is itchy, have been granted permission to request a quote for new carpet in the Classroom, the same or similar to what is in the rest of the library.		81ST				Classroom		Brian Guenther / Sally Engelfried								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/26/2019" "9":"07" "AM		972774		The library is 54 degrees		ELM				entire building		Ana-Elba Pavon								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Evaluated - OPW		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		12/26/2019" "9":"15" "AM		972739		It appears we haven't received custodial since Saturday morning / Friday night. There is rotting food in our meeting room trash cans. The bathrooms are a mess. Ants are coming back. Mice will be here soon I am sure. 		WEST				whole building		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/26/2019" "11":"28" "AM		NOTES		Mice droppings on all the computers		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Pest		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		no		no

		12/26/2019" "11":"43" "AM		INTERNAL		Paper towels are needed in the 1st floor circulation office please. 		MAIN				Main Library - 1st floor - Circulation Office		Josephine Sayers								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/26/2019" "3":"47" "PM		DUPLICATE		We are on Day 3 of no custodial service (Sunday 12/22, Monday 12/23, today 12/28)		81ST				The library		Sally Engelfried								Cleaning / Custodial		No		972737		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week				No.

		12/26/2019" "5":"16" "PM		973167		The blinds in my office are so dirty and dusty that they are now a deep dark brown in color (I believe they are meant to be white or cream).  I'm wondering if it is possible for them to be cleaned (or just removed?  replaced?)  The dust is starting to impact my respiration.		MAIN				Main Library, TeenZone Office - on the 2nd floor, in the TeenZone, in the back of the shared office is the office that I'm referring to.  It has just one desk, and lots of shelves full of stored items.  		Sharon McKellar						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wwLqFcC4IUlHZhckcTqqpNzsJxhcmA1o		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				I don't think it can be done while I'm in the office, as it's sure to make a lot of dust go flying.  May need to put a tarp or something over everything in the office...

		12/27/2019" "9":"09" "AM		972641		No heat at Dimond since 12/26/19. Potentially related to PG&E maintenance on 12/26/19.		DIM				Interior		Sarah Hodgson (Phone)								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		12/27/2019" "9":"09" "AM		972653		Main Library Fire alarm panel was sounding earlier this morning - it appears to have been silenced, panel shows: "001 TROUBLE 2ND FL SMOKE DET OFFIC RECEPTION" and "002 CL TROUBLE Card 03 Map Fault."		MAIN				Staff entrance		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		12/27/2019" "10":"13" "AM		972660		Water leaking from ceiling of Circulation office on 1st Floor		MAIN				1st Floor Circ Office		Josephine (via Jack)								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		12/27/2019" "10":"58" "AM		972738		Lots of graffiti in both stalls of men's room--on walls and on toilet paper roll holders.		CHA				Men's restroom		Sandy								Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		12/27/2019" "11":"26" "AM		972689		Main Library staff request cleaning of Mezzanine Men's Restroom - maintenance staff was repairing a pipe which has caused flooding. Can custodial staff assist with cleanup after the plumbing work is completed?		MAIN				1st Floor Circ Office		Josephine (via Jack)								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		12/27/2019" "11":"58" "AM		972718		I have asked in the past how to adjust the meeting room temperature. It is 57 degrees and there is a group paying for use of the room tomorrow. Can it please be adjusted and can someone show staff how to adjust? It's also too hot in the library. 		WEST				meeting room		Susy Moorhead								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/27/2019" "12":"01" "PM		972731		The smaller tribune room has two large bags of trash sitting in it. They have been sitting there since last Saturday - almost a week. They smell and they attract mice and ants which we have problems with both. The floors haven't been swept. There's a group paying to use the room tomorrow. Can this please be resolved by then? 		WEST				smaller meeting room & meeting room		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/27/2019" "12":"21" "PM		972735		There is not toilet paper in the closet.  The bathroom only have 1 role per stall this will last only for today.  Tomorrow bathroom will be closed if the Janitor does not bring toilet paper.  		CHA				All bathrooms		Isela Anaya								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																				ASAP

		12/27/2019" "12":"28" "PM		972737		This is Day 6 with no custodial services. We will need to close the public men's restroom room today as it smells strongly of urine (plus trash on floor, pics attached). The floor throughout the main level has lots of trash (pic attached) including in the Quiet Area, TeenZone, & Children's Area. Chewed gum in the carpet, broken Swishers, food wrappers stuck between cushions and wedged behind chairs, etc. Lots of trash in front of library. 		81ST				entire building		natasha moullen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKEr3Jr1a36n-g4lHtx0y7qgywm--bXm, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Wn2fN2sFO2xXLbHwBZzc73KxqabDFDFc, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iSqnUMmxSNLPbZYJ8_EwDEGLpFn2UOAS, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Wp6z_GYvNb4pF8mg-Vt6zZLt9yLkUECO, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JfT_0nAYwiRfZjFk5uscnjeR3SaxBXqz		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																				no.

		12/27/2019" "12":"34" "PM		973229		The switchplate cover is broken off the wall (see picture attached). Wall on Rudsdale side of building.		81ST				Quiet Area (main level, front of library)		natasha moullen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ID_r5kFygqBffPFSE-Bp0w_cCNBY_6ZR		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																		n/a		n/a

		12/27/2019" "12":"40" "PM		973244		Fire gate has been pulled (about 2/3 of the way) down on Study Room #1.		81ST				Study Room #1 (main level).		natasha moullen								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Do Not Know				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																		n/a		n/a

		12/27/2019" "1":"18" "PM		972744		There was significant flooding in this area; please clean up and address any mold concerns. The wall between the small storage closet and the mezzanine also needs attention. 		MAIN				Oak St. mezzanine staff areas		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		12/27/2019" "2":"49" "PM		972787		Both back Circulation offices on the 1st floor (room 102 and the adjacent room) were subjected to flooding from a plumbing leak on Friday 12/27/19. The carpet in both rooms got very wet, the wall between both rooms had water running down it, and the ceiling had extensive water in it. All of those surfaces need drying and there is concern that mold will develop.		MAIN				238-3040		Josephine Sayers								Mold / Moisture		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		12/28/2019" "9":"13" "AM		973251		no custodial service today December 28		MLK				whole library		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		12/28/2019" "9":"28" "AM		973254		We didn't get custodial again. Crumbs everywhere. Men's restroom disgusting. 		WEST				Whole building		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/28/2019" "9":"42" "AM		973265		The Library got partial service yesterday, not all the garbage was thrown out and  toilet paper did not get added to bathrooms because there is no more toilet paper to refile the stalls.  Today the library did not get any janitorial service and the barrooms have don't have any toilet paper.		CHA				No Janitorial service today		Isela Anaya								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		972735		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week		Bathroom will have to be locked and we will not have bathroom access for patrons

		12/28/2019" "9":"43" "AM		NOTES		Found live mouse in trap, staff discarded it. Have also seen new mouse droppings on back area staff desktops.		MAIN				Children's Room, Basement Level		Jesse Nachem								Pest		Do Not Know				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				None

		12/28/2019" "9":"49" "AM		973296		Our trash is full and the carpets need to be vacuumed		PIE				Whole Building		Nikki/Michelle								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/28/2019" "10":"26" "AM		973308		We did not receive any janitorial service again today. Trash cans and recycling are full and have not been emptied in 7 days. Carpets need vacuuming, bathrooms are unsanitary. We've closed the public men's restroom again today; we're re-routing patrons to the family bathroom. I have cleaned up all the trash of floors and furniture in the public part of the library and in the family restroom and replaced the toilet paper. The area in front of the entrance (outside the building) is full of trash and desperately needs to be power-washed. Chewed gum in carpet in TZ.		81ST				entire library		natasha moullen								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		972737		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																		no		no

		12/28/2019" "11":"03" "AM		DUPLICATE		We did not receive service.  This is more of an issue lately because we have ants so food garbage is extra undesirable.  		PIE				The inside of our building		Michelle								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/28/2019" "2":"11" "PM		973316		No janitorial service today.  Trash, floor, and restrooms were not cleaned.		TEM				Whole building		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		Preferably before we open.

		12/29/2019" "9":"17" "AM		DUPLICATE		The library has not had custodial service since 12/21. The boys' bathroom is closed, because it's unusable. 		81ST				Whole Library - specifically boys' bathroom on first floor		Brian Gunther								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week				ASAP

		12/30/2019" "9":"18" "AM		DUPLICATE		We didn't receive custodial for I don't know how many days and there's been a couple bags of trash in the small meeting room for going on two weeks. We have a group that paid money for the large meeting room today and it is filthy. We really need regular custodial, and thorough custodial everyday. Patrons are complaining to us everyday due to lack of soap in the restrooms and the general grubbiness of the space		WEST				library, lobby, bathrooms, meeting rooms, staff area and bathrooms		celia jackson								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		973254		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		12/30/2019" "9":"18" "AM		973315		I received a note that on Saturday , 12/28, the toilet in the single-stall patron restroom closest to the elevator (marked with a red sign), is clogged and is about to flood. 		MAIN				Single-stall bathroom on basement level, closest to elevator, marked with red sign.		Jesse Nachem								Plumbing		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/30/2019" "9":"20" "AM		973215		A staff person from Children's Room yesterday and a staff person from Adult Processing today have reported getting stuck in the public elevator for a couple minutes when going from the Basement Level to the 1st Flr.  		MAIN				Public Elevator		Shannon McQueen								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None		No		No

		12/30/2019" "9":"23" "AM		DUPLICATE		We haven't had custodial service since 12/21, over a week ago. The men's restroom on the second floor has been closed because of the filth. 		81ST				general building		Brian Guenther								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/30/2019" "9":"39" "AM		973265		Library hasn't been cleaned in several days. Bathrooms are especially dirty. We do not have any more small roles of toilet paper left in the janitorial closet.		CHA				3301 E. 12th St., Ste. 271		Pete V.								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				Please come to clean the branch as soon as possible.

		12/30/2019" "10":"00" "AM		973317		new tags		MAIN				front facade		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/30/2019" "10":"10" "AM		973265		Branch not cleaned - there is food in the bins which have not been emptied since the past weekend.		CHA				3301 E. 12th St. Ste. 271		Pete V								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/30/2019" "12":"10" "PM		REFER		Staff have asked whether alternatives to glue traps are possible as these are inhumane and ineffective. 		MAIN				rodent control service question		Mana Tominaga								Pest						Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/30/2019" "2":"06" "PM		973391		light bulb replacement visible from every entrance.		MAIN				1st floor, central stacks east, room 106/Stack B East		Christy Thomas								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/31/2019" "9":"15" "AM		973544		we haven't had garbage pick up in a long time, the custodian told me that every bin is overflowing with garbage		WEST				outside in the garbage area		cekua								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		12/31/2019" "9":"17" "AM		973539		We haven't had custodial service since 12/21, well over a week ago		81ST				General		Brian Guenther								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/31/2019" "2":"40" "PM		973699		Six to seven wooden pallets were illegally dumped on top of the shipping container in back of building. 		TEM				On top of the shipping container in back of the building.  In front of Tool Lending entrance.		Karen Ko / Rainn Shaw / Brian Boies						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WyXX63QGn6mUeruAlhUdGcdx2Gdem3C2		Illegal Dumping		Yes		954125		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		A ladder is recommended to get them down.		Preferably before Tool Lending is open.

		12/31/2019" "3":"15" "PM		NOTES		Mice droppings left on desk and on printer.		MAIN				Children's Room Librarian Office - Desk of Mahasin Aleem. Droppings left on the desk and printer areas.		Jesse Nachem								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		12/31/2019" "5":"13" "PM		973971		I need a key made for the lock on my cabinets, or new locks		LAKE				In back office above my corner desk		Xochitl Gavidia								Key / Lock Management		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		in the back office

		1/2/2020" "9":"27" "AM		973967		There is a lot of garbage thrown in front of the back fire door and it needs to be removed.  		LAKE				back porch closest to the bathrooms		Xochitl Gavidia								Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		1/2/2020" "3":"24" "PM		NOTES		Evidence of mice found in three cubicles and in office - droppings, partially eaten food and staff have heard mice noises.		MAIN				FASO		Jack								Pest		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/2/2020" "3":"37" "PM		NOTES		A live mouse was found in a desk drawer in the Children's Room office. Staff attempted to catch it, but it ran away. 		MAIN				Children's Room office		Jesse Nachem								Pest		No				N/A		5. No Action Required (request will be noted and documented)																																None

		1/2/2020" "3":"38" "PM		974136		Though the toilet closest to the door in the women's staff restroom (basement level) was fixed at some point, the handle on the toilet doesn't work. 		MAIN				Women's staff restroom; stall closest to the door		Jesse Nachem								Plumbing		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		1/2/2020" "5":"49" "PM		REFER		need an alarm code created for Olivia Ferguson, to access the Eastmont Library		EAST				all		Olivia Ferguson								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0044069 																														None

		1/3/2020" "9":"00" "AM		974280		Cold air is coming out of heating vents; it's 57 degrees in the building		ELM				Elmhurst		Molly Nichols/Ana-Elba Pavon (Branch Manager)								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		1/3/2020" "12":"52" "PM		974399		Toilet is clogged in the Mezzanine Women's Restroom.		MAIN				Women's Restroom Mezzanine		Josephine (via Jack)								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/3/2020" "1":"17" "PM		974418		the ground floor staff room is dim due to lack of working light bulbs		MAIN				Room 28		Pat Toney								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/3/2020" "1":"22" "PM		NOTES		mouse droppings found in two desk drawers		MAIN				Room 6		Pat Toney								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/3/2020" "1":"22" "PM		NOTES		Saw a mouse scurry across the floor when I walked into my office yesterday afternoon.  Moved from under my desk to the wall near my trash can.  I put in a no-kill catch and release trap.  Haven't caught anything yet!  		MAIN				Second floor, TeenZone, back office (Sharon's office).		Sharon McKellar								Pest		No				N/A		5. No Action Required (request will be noted and documented)																																None

		1/3/2020" "3":"50" "PM		DUPLICATE		Alarm goes off at 10:30 am daily. I have been manually entering the code to silence it daily.		MAIN				Basement level  - staff entrance 13th ave.		Catherine Jennings								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No		972653		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		1/4/2020" "9":"49" "AM		974986		2 Fluorescent light tubes are flickering like crazy. It is super distracting and annoying. Thank you for your help!		WEST				Library lobby, near the back door and the entrance to the Multi-Purpose room		Rebecca Highland						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SQME_pLXwjisMRkaPWlIw9_QQs1L0eoV		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		nothing special		nope 

		1/4/2020" "11":"51" "AM		974990		We received NO custodial services today. Carpet is filthy. Trash cans not emptied. No toilet paper in family restroom, Men's public restroom or staff (upstairs) restrooms. Blood on floor in public Women's Room. Patron complained about the dirty floor in the Quiet Area. Staff vacuumed and replaced TP.		81ST				entire library		natasha moullen								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		1/4/2020" "2":"08" "PM		975039		A patron complained that the trash cans on the exterior of the library are overflowing and looked terrible. She said that she had cleaned up some broken glass on the premises but that there was nowhere to put the debris.		MAIN				Outside - grounds		Josephine Sayers								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/4/2020" "2":"55" "PM		975032		We've been running out of things like soap and paper towel fairly regularly.  		PIE				Piedmont		Michelle								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/4/2020" "4":"59" "PM		NOTES		Live mice ran around Children's Room and ran over a patron's foot. Patrons and staff chased mouse and tried to catch it. Mice droppings found on staff desks in open work space area.		MAIN				Children's Room Public and Staff Areas		Jessica Nachem								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/5/2020" "9":"21" "AM		DUPLICATE		No custodial services last night. Paper towels were out in staff bathrooms. No complaints received but this is the Sunday crew before we open.,		81ST				81st Avenue - whole branch		Brian Guenther								Cleaning / Custodial		No		974990		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/5/2020" "3":"04" "PM		REFER		The connection between public computers and printers is broken. Their print requests are not being sent to the printer and are not showing up in our print logs. We have had to have them email us their documents and then print them out from staff computers.		81ST				First floor, print room		Brian Guenther								Help Desk		No		INC0044205		Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/5/2020" "3":"49" "PM		NOTES		Found fresh mouse dropping inside the umbrella box this morning		MAIN				Children's Room. Found fresh mouse droppings inside the umbrella box next to the entrance. 		Jesse Nachem								Pest		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/6/2020" "9":"50" "AM		INTERNAL		Can you please let us know what would be involved to remove the yellow glue residue from the old carpet? We want to ideally restore the floor to its original terrazzo. 		MAIN				first floor, circulation offices that were flooded		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		1/6/2020" "9":"50" "AM		DUPLICATE		The trash bin outside hasn't been emptied and there are also two extra garbage bags next to it. I am not sure the last time it was emptied		PIE				Trash bin outside attached to fence		Nikki/Michelle						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VCiF-PSfikAhYJQOwi41J7d7De_Fp9hx		Cleaning / Custodial		No		975032		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				ASAP

		1/6/2020" "9":"52" "AM		DUPLICATE		We are out of handsoap in the staff restroom and running low in the public restroom. We do not have any extras that we can replace the handsoap with		PIE				Staff and Public restrooms		Nikki/Michelle								Cleaning / Custodial		No		975032		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/6/2020" "9":"56" "AM		975050		No Monday service as usual		ASN				No janitorial service at Asian Branch 		Anita Yan								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no complaints yet since we are not opened yet.

		1/6/2020" "10":"19" "AM		975092		We have two of the cardboard waste containers outside of the front entrance of the library. They are not being picked up often enough and have been overflowing. I took care of them today.		81ST				Near the front entrance		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vaPnNTwDMLXk7AZ8yz6aEliDvzMB9UUy		Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/6/2020" "10":"47" "AM		975068		Upstairs staff work areas are cold, please adjust heat. Staff are currently using space heaters.		ROC				Upstairs Area		Lisa Harter								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/6/2020" "10":"48" "AM		975065		Rockridge Branch did not receive custodial service on 1/6/2020.		ROC				Interior		Lisa Harter								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/6/2020" "12":"43" "PM		NOTES		Just wanted to follow up on this; I understand a part needed to be ordered. Is there an ETA on repairs? Staff have abandoned book carts and supplies on various levels. Thanks!		MAIN				Staff / freight elevator repairs status?		Mana Tominaga								Elevator Issue						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		1/6/2020" "1":"30" "PM		975466		Illegal dumping of wooden boards by our  garbage and recycle bins on the side of the building facing 52nd and Telegraph.		TEM				The garbage and recycle bins located on the side of the building before the entrance to Tool Lending Library.		Karen Ko / Rainn Shaw						https://drive.google.com/open?id=13-sBF31HzYeqvaY3qWtwbm2ggpTw0m93		Illegal Dumping		No				Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		1/6/2020" "1":"39" "PM		975476		Large amount of vomit found by tree on side lawn facing 52nd and Telegraph.  		TEM				By tree on side lawn of building facing 52nd and Telegraph (near garbage bins)		Karen Ko / Rainn Shaw						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dUtCxDLB5Ak6-kJ5_0TXoBUj4K5MiJwX		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		1/6/2020" "4":"38" "PM		975683		Our inner entrance doors are held open by magnets that hold the door to the wall. One of the magnets is missing from one of the doors. 		81ST				Front entrance		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eCjgPy8K4XR-0OA-Zy-COkgHrhRmklaU		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		975664																														None

		1/7/2020" "8":"58" "AM		975460		Bookdrop at 13th and Oak is tagged		MAIN				13th and Oak Bookdrop		Mana (Via Jack)								Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/7/2020" "9":"01" "AM		975620		Provide 2 accessible parking stalls, 1 van and 1 standard. Grind and overlay existing asphalt pavement at 1.8% max, conform into drive aisle at 5% max. Install signage on fence and provide new parking stall striping. Replace existing concrete curb and gutter to accommodate grade changes, as necessary. Grind and overlay (E) asphalt pavement Striping and pavement marking Curb and gutter Signage on fence Provide accessible path of travel to the Library with new concrete sidewalk from the parking lot and bus stop. Install new parallel concrete curb ramp (with truncated domes) at head of accessible parking stalls. Install new concrete curb and gutter within limits of sidewalk replacement at bus stop (protect existing utility vault).		BRO				Parking Lot		Diane (Via Jack)								Other (Specify on next page)		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		1/7/2020" "11":"51" "AM		NOTES		Comments from patron, Therese Lahaie (therese@thereselahaie.com), via Jenera Burton: "For the last 4 months the Golden Gate Library, restroom has been out of order. Staff, patrons have been forced to go to the back parking lot to us a Porta Potty. It's scary to go out there at night especially since it is also used by the unsheltered and unhinged. PLEASE REPAIR THE RESTROOM!"		GG				Public Restrooms		Jenera (Via Jack)								Plumbing		Yes		Multiple		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/7/2020" "12":"28" "PM		NOTES		Mouse droppings were found on the desk of Mahasin Aleem on 1/7/2020.		MAIN				Children's Room - Librarian's office (the office with a door)		Jesse Nachem								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/7/2020" "12":"58" "PM		975838		My office has been noticeably more warm than last winter. I have the electric fan running constantly. I would like the thermostat that affects my office turned down.		81ST				Children's Librarian Office, first floor		Sally Engelfried								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		1/7/2020" "2":"06" "PM		975721		We are out of handsoap in the staff restroom and running low in the public restroom. We do not have any extras that we can replace the handsoap with		PIE				Restrooms		Nikki/Michelle								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		975032		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				ASAP

		1/7/2020" "2":"43" "PM		975840		There's a rather noticeable gap in the bottom of the garage door, which I think is leading to rodents entering at night. Can we get a mud flap type set-up to ensure that the bottom edge is sealed more completely? 		MAIN				garage door at Main		Mana Tominaga								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		1/7/2020" "4":"04" "PM		975698		There is waste coming up through the trap in the floor. Please send Roto-Rooter or similar as soon as possible. The smell is very strong & the waste will only continue to come up as we use the staff restrooms.		GG				lower level public restroom		Erin Sanders								Plumbing		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None				Please service ASAP! TOday

		1/7/2020" "4":"04" "PM		975702		Main Library staff report that the Red Adult Bathroom, basement level, near elevators, is clogged.		MAIN				Basement Red Adult Bathroom		Lisa Fung								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		1/7/2020" "7":"18" "PM		975850		Our front hallway light is out. It apparently needs a new bulb.		MLK				Branch entry hall, near front door.		Alison						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1s2960JTA1aSEz7LZl6z8x9ad4mCTRcCy, https://drive.google.com/open?id=12YeOTczrPD4OU33xP5jwB4bhChfYX28M		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/7/2020" "7":"19" "PM		COMBINED		A light fixture needs a bulb replaced in staff work room.		MLK				Staff work room		Alison						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_T-WNtZDMY0TthqNdyIk9meTfKAzY_SG		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		975850		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/7/2020" "7":"36" "PM		NOTES		Mouse seen in work area behind the reference desk shelves in staff work area.		MAIN				Children's Room staffarea		Jesse Nachem								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/8/2020" "9":"18" "AM		NOTES		I've seen four mice/rats in the Community Relations office (room 202) in the last five days. I just cleaned rodent droppings off my desk.		MAIN				2nd floor, room 202 (community relations)		Amy Martin								Pest		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/8/2020" "9":"44" "AM		976101		Install new glass doors in AAMLO entry foyer. Confirm door style/type and method of installation (historic property) with Diane Tannenwald prior to order and installation.		AAMLO				Entry Foyer		Diane (Via Jack)								Structural / Construction Issue		No				No further action		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/8/2020" "9":"44" "AM		976100		Install low lockable historically appropriate fence on MLK, Jr. side of facility (~80 LF) – confirm appropriate fence design with Diane Tannenwald prior to order and installation. 		AAMLO				MLK side of AAMLO		Diane (Via Jack)								Fence		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/8/2020" "9":"44" "AM		976102		Clean debris and soil out of on-site perimeter drainage systems and flush to ensure drainage to street storm water system.		AAMLO				Perimeter		Diane (Via Jack)								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/8/2020" "9":"44" "AM		INTERNAL		There are two pieces of huge and heavy furniture that need to be broken down. Can someone from PW please help us?		MAIN				Circ Offices that were flooded on the 1st floor		Mana Tominaga								Other (Specify on next page)						N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/8/2020" "10":"09" "AM		976061		One of the fluorescent ceiling lights in Room 202 (Community Relations) is out. 		MAIN				2nd floor, Room 202		Amy Martin								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/8/2020" "11":"01" "AM		976065		The new bike racks are close to the edge of the sidewalk, which means people have to step on the lawn to lock their bikes. A patron stepped on the lawn yesterday, which is much lower than the sidewalk, and twisted her ankle and fell over with her bike, which had her young son on it. She submitted a ticket on SeeClickFix (she did not tell us here in the library) - 975899. She requests that the lawn level be raised, or the grass kept shorter, so that people can see how far below the sidewalk it is. 		GG				outside - south of front steps - lawn near new circular bike racks		Erin Sanders								Landscaping / Trees		No		975899 submitted by patron.		Cancel - OPW		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/8/2020" "12":"00" "PM		DUPLICATE		We need hand soap 		PIE				Restrooms		Nikki/Michelle								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		945721		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				ASAP

		1/8/2020" "1":"46" "PM		976220		We have a new screen for the front of the auditorium. I'd like to request that the old small screen be removed but kept for use in other areas, and the larger new screen installed in its place.		MAIN				Auditorium		Mana Tominaga								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		1/8/2020" "2":"00" "PM		976089		A light fixture in the ceiling near the front entrance keeps falling down. We've tried pushing it back in, but it slips out.		81ST				Near front entrance, when you walk into the main area of the library		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=12TZEK1SsZn7ZJjAU-yns7FHYYy_4Sqbl		Structural / Construction Issue		No		951054		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		1/8/2020" "2":"15" "PM		976214		I noticed evidence of a mouse in my office --mouse droppings on my desk. 		81ST				teen librarian's office (located in the TeenZone).		natasha moullen								Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		My office door is locked during closed hours. It's accessible via the branch master key. 		no.

		1/9/2020" "10":"02" "AM		976262		It's broken or out of order or something again. I will get complaints as it's our ADA stall... 		MAIN				ADA stall, women's restroom, on the mezzanine		Mana Tominaga								Plumbing						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/9/2020" "11":"35" "AM		976300		Please install top door latches for public restrooms. Although we've been using door stoppers, many have been stolen and/or lost.		CHA				3301 E.12th St., Ste.271		Pete								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Please install at least 3 or more inches (below) from the top of the door.		No.

		1/9/2020" "12":"40" "PM		976368		when i submitted the service request the floor was cracked now there is a floor in the Linoleum floor.		CHA				second floor circulation desk		Isela Anaya						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1h6USb-frt7gJZBgXh5HVxBnDjbEXpbkJ		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		962569		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				Friday Morning 9 - 12 when we are closed to the public 

		1/9/2020" "12":"44" "PM		976451		Gate around circulation desk in in not even, causing it ti get stuck and difficult to open.		CHA				second floor circulation desk		Isela Anaya						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RQllP4DVMxp71WCkbK1GVcJrKTQr0BDv		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		1/9/2020" "1":"25" "PM		976658		A shelf has been removed from a wall today and there are three holes in the wall that need to be filled in.		MAIN				Acquisitions		Winnie								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/9/2020" "2":"21" "PM		976454		We have 2 older model hand sanitizers behind our information desk and checkout desk that sometimes do not work, and we were asked to put in a ticket to have them replaced.		ASN				The hand sanitizers behind our information desk and checkout desk need to be replaced. Those are older models and sometimes do not work. 		Cong Hoang						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1X7E57IUr-HdvVl7o4LbM82kYUQpY9WCL, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zq6SNa-KpkzSYhSEwOCuaWwKb9tj4f8P		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		1/9/2020" "2":"27" "PM		976441		someone vomited outside the library, near the parking lot bookdrop and the parking lot pay station. can we please get a steam cleaning for the sidewalk?		ROC				exterior of building		Trish Keyes								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		1/10/2020" "9":"43" "AM		976616		One of the light fixture cover in the newspaper and magazine area at the Asian Branch fell off. The cover is now stored in the check out desk area.		ASN				Newspaper area		Cong Hoang						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nbkr9UN2DSMTBOu3j6NhTpbK5LmNqDaK		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																		High ceiling		Preferably before we open to the public.

		1/10/2020" "11":"54" "AM		976670		light fixtures need to be cleaned, mostly dust		MAIN				Children's Room		Lisa Fung								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		lights near ceiling		should be done in closed hours

		1/10/2020" "12":"18" "PM		INTERNAL		The refrigerator in Room 28 appears to not be running.		MAIN				Room 28, ground floor, refrigerator		Jesse Nachem								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				Please look at this as soon as possible to avoid melting ice and water flooding the room. Thank you.

		1/10/2020" "12":"47" "PM		DUPLICATE		Staff came in this morning to find the light fixture/bracket dangling on the ceiling in the periodical reading area, and had to remove it to prevent injuring patrons. 		ASN				Light fixture fell off the light in the periodical reading area.		Cong Hoang						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CaIfApOtkEKPbIe5B85qAinwHNql3XQ1, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ybyk7tZ9dy_wfNaOHzdeQFMCPFgmmiY6		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		976616		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																		No

		1/10/2020" "2":"05" "PM		976803		Very slow running drain. we are careful not to wash dishes etc. in this sink, but it still periodically gets clogged.		MAIN				Catalog Unit - basement level - sink closest to double doors entrance to Catalog Unit.		Catherine Jennings								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		1/10/2020" "3":"08" "PM		976801		We have an old sign that is attached to the wall that needs to be removed. Thank You!		MAIN				2nd Fl TeenZone, left side of the entrance door		Veronica Sutter						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bIBWHwdgj9Z0eb2dM4enqKjgjCyKa9Jz		Sign		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		1/10/2020" "4":"35" "PM		976807		The automatic faucet on the right does not work when you put your hand underneath. 		81ST				2nd Floor men's room		Brian Guenther								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/10/2020" "4":"38" "PM		977184		The cover to one of the florescent lights in the Teen Area fell or was left off.		81ST				1st Floor, Teen Area, near librarian's office 		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Qws5E-RaZMG79plo7kPSMUviq6ue8wkD		Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/10/2020" "4":"40" "PM		977187		The motion-detector controlled lights go off for a few seconds, even when people are in there.		81ST				1st Floor Men's room		Brian Guenther								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/11/2020" "3":"49" "PM		976927		graffiti on SW corner of exterior wall of 81st Library, facing 81st Ave.		81ST				Exterior wall, SW corner, facing 81st Ave		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-J44yGEC4X6Q0JxbVCe0zLeaT0qUFFrp		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/12/2020" "5":"07" "PM		977189		No custodial service for days. 81st staff is covering.		81ST				Whole library		Brian Guenther								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/13/2020" "9":"11" "AM		977205		Did not get cleaned today		LAKE				Floor 		Sabah 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No 		No 

		1/13/2020" "9":"27" "AM		977208		Trash can needs to be emptied		PIE				Trash bin outside attached to fence		Nikki/Michelle								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				ASAP

		1/13/2020" "9":"35" "AM		DUPLICATE		No custodial service on Monday, 1/13. 		81ST				general		Brian Guenther								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		977189		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		1/13/2020" "9":"49" "AM		977211		We haven't received complaints, but we're not open yet! The bathrooms are not in good shape after a busy Saturday and no cleaning. 		ROC				Rockridge 		Ally Hack								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		1/13/2020" "10":"14" "AM		977234		The exterior area by the front entrance and book drop needs to be power washed. Principals of the next door schools and parents are making this an issue.		81ST				exterior area by entrance and book drop, off Rudsdale		Derrick DeMay								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		1/13/2020" "10":"18" "AM		977235		We have 9 burned light bulbs in the following areas that need to be replaced: 1 in each aisle #3, #4, #10, #12, #38, and 2 in each aisle #15 and #27.		ASN				We have 9 burned light bulbs in the following areas that need to be replaced: 1 in each aisle #3, #4, #10, #12, #38, and 2 in each aisle #15 and #27.		Cong Hoang								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week				As soon ans possible.

		1/13/2020" "10":"41" "AM		977249		Staff at the African American Museum & Library report that the alarm system panel at the back side door is displaying a "Basement Pre-Action" trouble alert.		AAMLO				Back Door Alarm		Bamidele (Via Jack)						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nM5i39BWEVcJSKncbuXA4Sj5A1DeexGg		Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/13/2020" "1":"37" "PM		977343		Someone left a lot of trash on the stairs in front of the lakeside entrance. 		LAKE				Lakeview Branch Library. Outside. Entrance facing the lake. 		Sabah 								Illegal Dumping		No				Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Can not access a part of the stairs due to trash all over		no 

		1/14/2020" "9":"16" "AM		977538		Graffiti on front facade.		MAIN				Front Facade		Jack						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wAKD5IlWO1H-JZNHqMsecaZUko-rPBrk		Graffiti		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		1/14/2020" "10":"04" "AM		INTERNAL		The Circulation back office needs paper towels, please. 		MAIN				Circulation - back office		Josephine Sayers								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		1/14/2020" "2":"45" "PM		DUPLICATE		We donot know why the light is not working. 		MON				Front Yard next to the curb		Vicky Chen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mw2DfYdkVcsJ134zwbjeJgpFpk8Bvvos		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		962201		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		Need a ladder.		no

		1/14/2020" "2":"59" "PM		977689		We plugged a cord into this outlet and sparks flew and it started smoking. We currently have a post-it over the outlet telling people not to use it.		81ST				Panel L4 18, top outlet, in the storytime room near the children's librarian office		Sally Engelfried								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		1/14/2020" "3":"53" "PM		977853		Electricians came out today because I had reported that the outlet was smoking. They said they didn't have the parts to fix it and we need to ask Joe to replace the arcing receptacle.		81ST				panel L4-18 outlet in storytime area near children's librarian office		Sally Engelfried								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		977689		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		1/14/2020" "5":"23" "PM		REFER		There appears to be a burst or broken pipe underneath the sidewalk at 52nd street outside the entrance to the Tool Lending Library. Water is gushing out from the grate and pooling over the sidewalk and into the street. We called 311 around 5:10 PM and were told the fire department would arrive.		TEM				outside, curbside of 52nd street at Tool Lending Library entrance		David N. Hughes-Gonzales						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1X1mG7ljwM-nqk-rlYkd7z1oI0mi_zlDS		Plumbing		No				Refer		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		1/15/2020" "9":"22" "AM		977829		There is no heat in the library section of AAMLO. The library is extremely cold. Is there a protocol do we follow (as in the case of extreme heat)? The archives section is quite warm. The museum (second floor) is OK.		AAMLO				Library Section		Bamidele (via Jack)								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		1/15/2020" "11":"09" "AM		977942		There is a mysterious "whirring" noise throughout the first floor, most prominently in the cafe area. It can also be heard in the staff sorting room and bathrooms. The noise changed when someone flushed a toilet, which makes me think it's a plumbing issue. Update: Noise is from constantly running toilet in the men's room on the second floor.		81ST				1st Floor		Brian Guenther								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/15/2020" "11":"45" "AM		977913		Feces near front facade steps, by flagpole on Oak Street side.		MAIN				See Description		Jack								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/15/2020" "12":"00" "PM		977945		We have found rat feces in the closet on the first floor next to our teen librarian's office		81ST				Closet on the first floor next to our teen librarian's office		Brenda Membrano								Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/15/2020" "12":"47" "PM		REFER		Door of portapotty is difficult to close. Senior patrons report concern, as it takes too much force to close the door. Door is also crooked (brackets for padlock do not align) and the asphalt in front of the door is very lumpy - not good for wheelchairs. Can we have the portapotty shifted over so that the door is easier to open, and is not in front of lumpy asphalt?		GG				outside - parking lot - portapotty		Erin Sanders								Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Called USS on 1/16/20 - will attempt to have technician check on door during 1/17/20 service.																														One to two complaints in the past week

		1/15/2020" "3":"15" "PM		978331		A building engineer was here responding to a ticket about it being too warm in the Children's Librarian office. This may be unrelated, but it is now too cold in the building.		81ST				1st Floor		Brian Guenther								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/16/2020" "9":"13" "AM		978496		Winter ants have taken up residency in the Rockridge Branch		ROC				Various parts of Library have ant infestation; Staff bathroom on 2nd fl, Children's picture book area and doorway entering Teen Zone by the copy/print/scan station		Paul Schiesser								Pest						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/16/2020" "9":"34" "AM		978190		Leak in front of staff restroom - this has been also reported by Lana Chan as an ongoing issue throughout the building that hasn't been addressed. Gutters missing in many places leads to the water running right down the building which is causing the river coming in through one window today (see video).		WEST				Outside staff restroom & two windows away from Study Room		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1t1c6ybHzSaXXvV65kZfUY-Lq1hNE2R_t, https://drive.google.com/open?id=186DghB9JhudZ7o2v4OVOiSHnSNRphyma, https://drive.google.com/open?id=153XYnRJzSafiEUqqqeN_934Osezyp7AA, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NhBn5eONJvAQmIi2eEu62EUZmhpwD_E8		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)

		1/16/2020" "9":"56" "AM		978199		celing tile feel in work space, this is a safety concern 		MAIN				room 6		Pat toney						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1x5_eIsglpev46audyI1ulBV1_Pdos0u2		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		1/16/2020" "10":"02" "AM		978263		This has been an ongoing problem and the leak in the Teen Zone is similar to the window problem in the back office from some years back.  We have 2-3 gallons (and increasing) of standing water.  When it rains we have a significant leak.  This caused mold etc last time and needs to be fixed immediately		MEL				Teen Zone, window on 48th Ave side		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EIKQvzRAjwHdRPHohlo28-dmKmwK_m9w		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		11/27 photos sent		Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)

		1/16/2020" "12":"39" "PM		978508		The lock on the cabinet fell apart and fell off. This is the cabinet where we keep our supply of paper for the public printer and copier.		ROC				Wooden cabinet by the public printing/scanning station on the first floor.		Ally Hack								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/16/2020" "1":"14" "PM		REFER		Storm drain is blocked, area is flooded		PIE				Storm drain in front of the library entrance, between upper bookdrop and stairs down to sidewalk		Margaret Rodriguez						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1e02aJ29ssj6wW-9NSr36d2eAv0fOI7of		Sidewalk / Public Right-of-Way / Patios		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Storm drain grate is bolted to asphalt 		No

		1/16/2020" "1":"33" "PM		DUPLICATE		There's a window pane with cracked glass - it's been almost three years I think. Is there any way it can be replaced without accessing from the outside? 		MAIN				Second Start classroom, second floor, corner of the building		Mana Tominaga								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		937854		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/16/2020" "4":"55" "PM		NOTES		I was at my computer and alone in Room 6 when I heard squeaking. This sound was similar to the sounds I heard back in December. I asked Lisa Fung if she heard this sound and to check the traps and she found nothing however two weeks later two dead mice were found in traps.		MAIN				Room 6		Pat Toney								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/17/2020" "9":"17" "AM		978512		There is bodily waste on a computer chair that we have moved to the garage. I left a note for the custodian but nothing has happened yet. 		WEST				garage		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		1/17/2020" "10":"13" "AM		978597		lights out to the left of the entrance 		MAIN				west Auditorium 		Pat Toney						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WA_tovIxkCjCCeT1hzm5UGa-P37wMsfR		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		1/17/2020" "12":"55" "PM		978641		A discarded Christmas tree is blocking the Oakland Library bookdrop on 41st and Piedmont Ave.		PIE				Corner of 41st and Piedmont Ave, near public parking lot.		Josephine (via Jack)								Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/17/2020" "1":"38" "PM		DUPLICATE		The screen for the front of the room needs to be replaced. The new screen is on the floor, waiting installation. We have a huge event next week and we need the larger screen in place ASAP but by Tuesday evening. Thanks!!		MAIN				West Auditorium		Mana Tominaga								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		976220		N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/17/2020" "2":"51" "PM		978778		We now have need of a green/compost bin - full size please		MEL				need outside trash can (compost)		Kate Hug								Litter Container (Outside)		No		978781		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Combined with 978781

		1/17/2020" "3":"04" "PM		978729		Patron complained that there is no changing table in the public restrooms		BRO				Public restroom		Sandra Toscano								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		1/18/2020" "9":"13" "AM		979465		We did not receive custodial service between Friday closing and opening on Saturday. The trash has not been emptied and the restroom has not been cleaned.		ELM				Elmhurst		Molly Nichols/Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/18/2020" "9":"35" "AM		NOTES		Mice droppings were found on Mahasin's desk this morning (1/18/2020)		MAIN				Librarians' office (office with the door) in the Children's Room staff area		Jesse Nachem								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/18/2020" "9":"41" "AM		979494		The stopper on the door needs a rubber foot - it's scratching the floor		MAIN				Room 220 (second floor, next to the teen zone)		Emily Weak								Structural / Construction Issue		Do Not Know				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		1/18/2020" "10":"42" "AM		979478		We did not receive custodial.  Also, we need more supplies in the custodial closet (hand soap specifically)		MEL				whole library		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		5. No Action Required (request will be noted and documented)

		1/18/2020" "1":"12" "PM		979450		A child vomited on the carpet between the Children's reference desk and the shelves holding the children's DVDs. The carpet should be cleaned from the doors of the entry way to the entry into the children's area. We manually scrubbed the rug but it still smells like puke around here.		ROC				Carpet between branch entry way and children's area		Ryan								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				Before we reopen on Tuesday at 10AM

		1/18/2020" "2":"26" "PM		CANCEL		Bathroom A toilet clogged		ROC				bathroom A in the foyer		Liz Soskin								Cleaning / Custodial						Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		1/19/2020" "9":"46" "AM		979491		It looks like a baseball broke the window. It's not perforated. There is a radius from a central point.		81ST				First floor, front of library, facing 81st.		Brian Guenther								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		1/19/2020" "10":"49" "AM		979471		A patron told us the men's bathroom on the first floor was a mess. He cleaned it up, because he has Crohn's disease and cannot afford to have the bathrooms locked.		81ST				Men's Bathroom on first floor		Brian Guenther								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/21/2020" "10":"07" "AM		979549		We did not receive custodial service today. The trash cans are full, and crumbs are all over the floor. Skipping a day is an issue since we have mice in the building. I am submitting this ticket first thing in the morning so no complaints so far. 		81ST				We did not receive custodial service in the entire building. 		Brenda Membreno								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/21/2020" "10":"36" "AM		979540		Pull out shelf/cabinet needs repair, above desk.		MAIN				Basement Level, Acquisitions, Interlibrary Loan.		Nat Snow (Via Jack)								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/21/2020" "12":"21" "PM		979786		The Staff restroom sink is covered in ants and they are all over the staff bathroom and kitchen area.		ROC				Staff Restroom and kitchen area has a lot of ants and they are covering the restroom sink. 		Tamika Austin								Pest						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		N/A		N/A

		1/21/2020" "12":"34" "PM		979659		The staff toilet is not flushing or filling with water.		TEM				Staff Restroom		Brian (Via Phone)								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		1/21/2020" "1":"08" "PM		DUPLICATE		Staff toilet will not flush or fill.		TEM				staff toilet on bottom floow		Brian Boies								Plumbing		Yes		979659		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		1/21/2020" "1":"28" "PM		REFER		We have two porta-potties and one portable sink that were deployed here by the Tool Lending shed in the parking lot when our water was out last week.  These need to be picked up.		TEM				In the parking lot by the tool lending library entrance in front of the shed.		Brian Boies								Other (Specify on next page)						Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		1/21/2020" "1":"49" "PM		979824		A fluorescent bulb above my desk is blinking on and off and will need to be replaced soon.		81ST				branch manager's office, second floor staff area		Brian Guenther 								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/21/2020" "3":"24" "PM		979821		There is water pouring down from a hole or a clogged gutter right above the library entrance.		MLK				gutter at entrance to library		Celia Davis						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zt__UqZ_vMJxVs4BjKJMYrTcV2TffVoI		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		1/21/2020" "6":"15" "PM		979993		We missed custodial service		ROC				Library		Ally Hack								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		1/21/2020" "7":"07" "PM		980003		The faucet inside the staff bathroom is leaking		MON				Montclair Branch		Vicky Chen								Plumbing		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		none

		1/21/2020" "7":"29" "PM		COMBINED		The staff toilet continually flushes over and over again. No library staff OR Fruitvale Transit Station staff knows how to turn the water off. I called our building security and they did not know what to do or who to call. I left a message with our property manager. As of right now, 7:28pm, it does not seem in danger of flooding, but a side from the water waste, I'm worried if it stops flusing, it will continually fill with water overnight, and flood the bathroom. There has been a lot of staff turnover with the property manager. I no longer have a current cell phone number to call for service.		CHA				Staff restroom		Annabelle Blackman or Sandy Leung or Pete Villasenor								Plumbing		No		979964		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		That restroom is in the staff break room. 		Come in anytime. 

		1/21/2020" "7":"43" "PM		979964		I figured out how to turn off the water to the toilet, but now it does not flush and someone will have to make sure it's working properly. I left a message on the property managers phone. 		CHA				Staff toilet		Annabelle or Sandy Leung or Pete Villasenor								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		1/22/2020" "9":"21" "AM		980087		Trash bin has not been emptied		PIE				Trash Bin attached to fence outside		Nikki/Michelle								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				ASAP

		1/22/2020" "10":"33" "AM		REFER		We continue to regularly NOT receive our Monday pick-up from WM. Service was missed 1/21 (not 1/20 for MLK holiday)		MEL				WM outside bins		Kate Hug								Litter Container (Outside)						Refer		5. No Action Required (request will be noted and documented)

		1/22/2020" "12":"01" "PM		980096		Men's Public restroom between Brookfield Library & EOSC has leaky faucet. Water sipping slowly from the faucet.		BRO				Men's Public Restroom between Brookfield Library & EOSC has leaky water faucet		Alfred								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Need key to Men's Restroom		Recommend asap

		1/22/2020" "12":"13" "PM		985039		A patron came to complain to staff that he thought he probably got bitten by some kind of insects at least once while he was sitting by the DVD shelving area.		ASN				Patron complained he believed he got some insect bites a few times when he was sitting in the area around the DVD shelves. 		Cong Hoang								Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Cong on 1/22/20																														One to two complaints in the past week

		1/22/2020" "12":"33" "PM		980093		We have a total of 13 burned light bulbs in the following areas in the library that need to be replaced: 1 in meeting room/classroom, 1 in aisle #3, 2 in aisle #4, 1 in aisle #9, 2 in aisle #10, 1 at end of aisle #15 outside meeting room, 4 from front of reference desk down along aisle #27, and 1 in the corner of the DVD shelves. 		ASN				We have a total of 13 burned light bulbs in the following areas in the library that need to be replaced: 1 in meeting room/classroom, 1 in aisle #3, 2 in aisle #4, 1 in aisle #9, 2 in aisle #10, 1 at end of aisle #15 outside meeting room, 4 from front of reference desk down along aisle #27, and 1 in the corner of the DVD shelves. 		Cong Hoang								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		1/22/2020" "12":"59" "PM		980105		no custodial service provided today. 		MLK				whole library		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		1/22/2020" "4":"46" "PM		DUPLICATE		the two light bulbs on the right are out 		BRO				children's area wall		lily chang								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		969774		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/22/2020" "7":"10" "PM		980379		The large tilt window adjacent to the Tool Lending library circulation counter needs a new lock/latch.  It flew open last week during a windy day and nearly hit an employee in the head.  Recommend replacing the old lock with a new one.		TEM				On first floor at Tool Lending Library Circulation		David N. Hughes-Gonzales						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1N-wvGAziryEmc1eCuZSi0srCpFmwEm0n, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1q0bX4ci2ZqCq95CfEHuURv72vEsDkRRc		Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		980379																														None

		1/23/2020" "8":"21" "AM		980391		new tags; thanks!		MAIN				front entrance off of 14th		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		1/23/2020" "10":"08" "AM		980400		We did not get custodial service		PIE				The whole building		Michelle Rosenthal								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		1/23/2020" "10":"09" "AM		981389		The big library sign on the building fell 20 feet down on the ground		BRO				The exterior of the library - on the building		Sandra Toscano								Sign		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		High on the building		No

		1/23/2020" "12":"06" "PM		980450		Main Library staff request replacement of the overhead tube light in the 1st Floor Security Office. Please contact Vernon Trent at 589-6173.		MAIN				Security Office		Vernon (Via Jack)								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/23/2020" "12":"48" "PM		980489		Lakeview Library staff request Pest control services for rats on the exterior of the building. Branch manager would like to request pest services twice month to for rat/rodent abatement. Rats have been seen multiple times this week on both sides of the building by the doors. Please contact Xochitl Gavidia at (510) 238-6576.		LAKE				Exterior		Xochitl (Via Jack)								Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/23/2020" "3":"48" "PM		980571		Light bulb is blown out.		MAIN				2nd floor, There are two lights that need to be replace in second start's classroom.		Resonja Willoughby								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																				Mon-Fridays not on weekends.

		1/24/2020" "1":"26" "PM		REFER		We just had a FedEx delivery of library furniture: four large heavy boxes. Delivery did not bring them inside, and we have no way of doing so ourselves. (One box is too large for us to move even with a hand truck.) Can we have someone help us move the boxes inside TODAY so they don't stolen/rained on tomorrow? 		GG				outside - parking lot - elevator entrance		Erin Sanders								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/24/2020" "3":"52" "PM		981442		We have a very large cork board that is hanging horizontally in the teen zone, and we need it moved to another wall and to be hung vertically on this wall. I have included a picture of the billboard and a picture of the wall it is moving to.		MAIN				Teen Zone back right hand corner		Veronica						https://drive.google.com/open?id=17S-rE1mrBwU3I3WErC-tgnNIjiNu2q46, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BspyRQpmwxBvwZuLqMtFPqaaH8LAYlOX		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/25/2020" "9":"35" "AM		981423		So much graffiti on the front exterior of the building		MAIN				Exterior of building		Josephine Sayers								Graffiti						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/25/2020" "5":"13" "PM		981393		There was a loud noise that alerted us to open the electrical closet. The AC in our electrical closet keeping the mainframe cool (which controls all of our computers) is leaking water. There is currently a puddle of water directly below it.		81ST				Electrical closet		Brian Guenther								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		1/26/2020" "3":"22" "PM		DUPLICATE		No janitorial service last night. The boys' bathroom is a mess. 		81ST				Library		Brenda Membreno								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		981421		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/27/2020" "9":"08" "AM		981548		Trash bin has not been emptied in a couple days the bin is almost full		PIE				Trash bin attached to fence		Nikki/Michelle								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				ASAP

		1/27/2020" "9":"48" "AM		981419		There is feces on the wall of the library, both on the Rusdald and 81st Ave sides		81ST				exterior, on 81st Ave and Rudsale		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qrm19-AtfYhGw715y8FWSd5DKxCG08_1, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qRztH0B_TkUP8KmheYFrGKzu6Kjp508C		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		1/27/2020" "9":"50" "AM		981421		There was no custodial service today, 1/27. The handicap stall in the first floor ladies room is put out of order because the toilet is clogged.		81ST				general		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nDxfu4cLWrSfWvl8ZP6AJfJGGggdlGlm		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/27/2020" "9":"54" "AM		981427		We have not had custodial service.		ROC				Missed custodial service throughout building.		Ally Hack								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		1/27/2020" "10":"43" "AM		INTERNAL		Trash/Recycling not getting sorted and trash bag is being thrown into the recycling bin		PIE				Recycling Bin		Nikki/Michelle								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/27/2020" "1":"27" "PM		981531		Somebody cut wires and tried to remove the carbon monoxide detector in study room 1.		81ST				first floor, study room 1		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Cixh5oeJKm0fnT9QusF5f3Qj3Ie2Xw3M		Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		1/27/2020" "4":"30" "PM		981714		The soap in the staff bathroom (above right-hand sink) is scented. We are in a scent-free work environment, and many staff have reactions to scented products, including this foam soap. The one soap we had previously was fine (which is currently above the left-hand sink).  But that soap is going to run out soon, since some staff cannot use the scented product. Can we please have this replaced with unscented soap. Thanks!		MAIN				Staff bathroom, basement level outside of Catalog Unit		Catherine Jennings								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		965150		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		1/28/2020" "8":"53" "AM		981711		Main Library staff are reporting that is colder than usual on the 2nd Floor, can the heat be checked?		MAIN				2nd Floor		Jack								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/28/2020" "9":"08" "AM		981732		No custodial service today Jan.28th 2020		MEL				Whole building		Kate/Thevaki								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/28/2020" "9":"11" "AM		981727		The book drop on Madison St. has been urinated on and needs to be sprayed off.		MAIN				Book drop on Madison St. 		Josephine Sayers								Other (Specify on next page)						Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/28/2020" "9":"36" "AM		981762		The outside light on the front of our building came off, it needs it be remounted the wires reattached or replaced.		PIE				Outside 		Michelle 								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																		We have the light inside currently so it needs to be fixed during hours that staff is present.

		1/28/2020" "11":"53" "AM		DUPLICATE		I don't think the heat is on at all - the vents are all cold. I don't think heat was on yesterday either, but it's a colder day today outside. 		MAIN				1st floor for sure.		Mana Tominaga								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		981711		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/28/2020" "1":"48" "PM		DUPLICATE		new tags		MAIN				front facade		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti		Yes		981423		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/28/2020" "4":"34" "PM		982512		Furniture delivery ready to be moved. Four large steel shelving units (not much assembly). Currently in the lower level computer lab; need to be moved to lower level staff office. It might be easier to move the items outside and around the building, down a few steps into the office, instead of down the hall from the computer lab (there's a tight turn and more steps inside). Please move the following: Tall blue cabinet with doors: to far right corner of office (where there's currently a stack of plastic bins) Taller blue cubby shelves: against wall between back door and hallway door (where there's currently a white bookshelf) Lower cubby shelf: along middle of room, parallel to current desk Other lower cubby shelf: replace free book shelf (not in office) - in lower level hallway next to water fountain. Other furniture will need to be removed in order to make space: larger steel shelving, three particle board shelves Thanks!		GG				lower level office		Erin Sanders								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		large shelves; stairs		Please give us 48 hours of lead time to make sure there is floor space in the office for the new furniture. 

		1/28/2020" "5":"23" "PM		982117		Someone had defecated behind the shipping container adjacent to the back lawn.  There are three separate droppings that require cleanup.		TEM				Dirt patch behind the shipping container adjacent to the back lawn.		Karen Ko / David Hughes-Gonzales/ Brian Boies						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ibgSsU24KNFtywsrF3ch1B7qb7VK972N		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		None		None

		1/28/2020" "6":"48" "PM		DUPLICATE		Above the entrance, a sign which says "Library" has fallen. The letter "L" from the sign needs to be repaired, and then the entire sign needs to be re-affixed to the larger, exterior metal sign from which it fell.		BRO				Exterior entrance 		Sandra Toscano								Sign		Yes		981389		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		high wall, outside.

		1/28/2020" "7":"40" "PM		982518		A new desk was delivered. It's in the computer lab, but needs to be set up in the staff office downstairs (the one with the exterior door). We would like the desk to be set up against the eastern wall. Thanks!		GG				lower level - computer lab		Erin Sanders								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																		stairs		Please set up soon, as our new staff member does not currently have a workspace

		1/29/2020" "9":"06" "AM		982118		There are several broken eggs in front of the library entrance, and near the exterior book drop.		81ST				Exterior, in front on entrance, near side of building		Brian Guenther								Sidewalk / Public Right-of-Way / Patios		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/29/2020" "9":"21" "AM		NOTES		mouse dropping found behind desktop computer		MAIN				Room 6 		Pat Toney								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/29/2020" "9":"21" "AM		982115		Rust color water coming out of sink  - only cold water. I ran it for several minutes and still rust color. It lightens up a bit after running the cold water, but turning it off and back on produces dark rust color. No other sinks in the area have issues.		MAIN				basement level, - Catalog Unit		Catherine Jennings								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		1/29/2020" "11":"08" "AM		982482		Our front door will not open unless switched to "hold open."		81ST				Front door		Brian Guenther								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		1/29/2020" "11":"51" "AM		982464		We received incomplete service today, 1/29/20 - many trash cans were missed, floors not even swept, front entry stairs continue to be filthy		MEL				back office, community room, teen room		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		5. No Action Required (request will be noted and documented)

		1/29/2020" "12":"30" "PM		CANCEL		i think it's new tags?		MAIN				front facade		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti						Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/29/2020" "2":"24" "PM		982467		light is out in bathroom		MAIN				Children's room red bathroom		lisa fung								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/29/2020" "2":"41" "PM		982478		Left-side sink closest to mirror. Water has been shut off due to broken faucet. It's been like this for a couple of months.... not sure of status. I think it was reported when the faucet was leaking.		MAIN				basement level staff women's bathroom - outside of Catalog Unit		Catherine Jennings								Plumbing		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		1/30/2020" "9":"43" "AM		982617		Fecal matter and toilet paper on the ground in the parking lot near the Portapotty.		GG				Parking lot, near Portapotty, toilet paper & fecal matter on the ground. (I set a traffic cone in front of it.)		Naomi Permutt or Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		We do close the gates to the parking lot when we close at 5:30, so if you come after that, you would need a key.

		1/30/2020" "11":"28" "AM		982532		We often do not get "complete" service - today the public restroom did not have soap/toilet paper/paper towels		MEL				public restroom		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		5. No Action Required (request will be noted and documented)

		1/30/2020" "11":"31" "AM		NOTES		Two mice were spotted and several mice droppings		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Pest		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		no		no

		1/31/2020" "9":"27" "AM		NOTES		feces found on desk behind computer for the 2nd time this week.		MAIN				Room 6		Pat Toney								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/31/2020" "9":"44" "AM		982999		There's a green rug in this downstairs office that needs to be removed; it currently has two desks and a filing cabinet on top of it. We are in the process of ordering a replacement rug, but want to get rid of this rug first.		GG				Downstairs, in the small office with a door to the outside (windows facing the parking lot).		Naomi Permutt / Erin Sanders								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/31/2020" "3":"03" "PM		982971		New plants in tall raised planters along 13th St. sidewalk/loading dock with Mexican sage and new plants needs irrigation hooked up.  Copper tubing runs under driveways, but needs to be hooked up. Four ½” copper fittings to drip needed.  Library has some remaining Rainbird drip parts from landscaping project for use. Please coordinate with Diane Tannenwald 238-6608.		MAIN				Delivery Well		Diane								Landscaping / Trees		No				Evaluated - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/31/2020" "3":"04" "PM		982991		Hook up irrigation and controls along Oak St/Children’s Library side in preparation for upcoming landscaping project. Please coordinate with Diane Tannenwald x660		MAIN				Delivery Well		Diane								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/31/2020" "3":"04" "PM		COMBINED		Hook up irrigation and controls along Madison St/Auditorium side of Library in preparation for future landscaping project. Please coordinate with Diane Tannenwald x6608		MAIN				Delivery Well		Diane								Landscaping / Trees		No		982991		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/31/2020" "3":"05" "PM		982997		Hook up irrigation and controls along 14th St/front side of Library in preparation for future landscaping project. Please coordinate with Diane Tannenwald x6608		MAIN				Delivery Well		Diane								Landscaping / Trees		No				Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/31/2020" "3":"54" "PM		DUPLICATE		The light bulb needs to be replaced in the Children's Room family restroom, labeled with a red circle. Because this restroom is out of order, the other family restroom is getting overused to the point where the plumbing is repeatedly slowing down, and we fear both restrooms being out of order. Please expedite this service request.		MAIN				Children's Room family restroom (labeled with red circle)		Jesse Nachem								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		982467		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/1/2020" "9":"47" "AM		983394		We have missed a day of custodial service and the place is very dirty. Also, there is a bag of garbage outside the main meeting room door that faces 19th street. We have also not had recycling picked up on our usual day Wednesday which was three days ago. We have a bit event today and it's sad the our place is so dirty.		WEST				lobby, meeting rooms, inside library, outside meeting room door facing 19th street		Celia Jackson								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/1/2020" "10":"55" "AM		983507		2 re-submission: 1st light in entryway, light in staff office by window out. Also: 1st light on left as going into children's room, 1 light out in staff bathroom. 		MLK				Inside library.. more detail below		Celia Davis								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		975850		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		2/2/2020" "11":"48" "AM		982482		The front door does not work. It will either close or open. But the one-way and two-way settings don't work.		81ST				Front door		Brian Guenther								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		2/2/2020" "12":"50" "PM		983416		The library is never cleaned for Sunday mornings.		81ST				Whole Library		Brian Guenther								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/3/2020" "9":"11" "AM		DUPLICATE		We had no service today, 2/3.		81ST				general		Brian Guenther								Cleaning / Custodial		No		983416		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/3/2020" "9":"12" "AM		983455		One of the toilets in the first floor ladies room is clogged		81ST				first floor, ladies restroom		Brian Guenther								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		2/3/2020" "9":"28" "AM		983458		A dirty library is not an inviting public space.		ROC				No Custodial services on Monday, 02-03-20		Paul Schiesser/Ryan Lindsay								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		We report this every Monday we don't get custodial services, which is every Monday.		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/3/2020" "9":"49" "AM		983465		Our building did not get serviced		PIE				Whole building		Nikki/Michelle								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				ASAP

		2/3/2020" "9":"57" "AM		983491		The bin has not been emptied in a couple days and is now full		PIE				Trash Bin attached to gate		Nikki/Michelle								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				ASAP

		2/3/2020" "9":"58" "AM		983484		Temescal staff request urgent assistance, the heat does not appear to be working. Temperature is 60 degrees inside the branch as of 10:00AM, 2/3/2020. Staff report that the burner control panel has an error message stating "Lockout 28 - Pilot Flame out." Please contact Lolade Gbadebo at 597-5058.		TEM				Interior		Lolade								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				ASAP or else branch will need to close.

		2/3/2020" "10":"21" "AM		983509		The trash on our porch area needs to be cleaned. At the front door there is a river of trash that patrons have to walk through. I will sweep it to the side.		WEST				outside of the lobby - esp. front door		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UIz8pAKmXMKf9jeWkkHH70eV6GujJ-T0, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1U3PoU2GfUA19jVoy_O4ziTE_BtXWW760, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XJ-BwCkA-cuUMY5DVnrRRIgGy9pim_ge, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Y-jkBxEF2VBCl_ZMxLvQuOl6DMG0cRES, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bEnu19f1PPhu3Hy2mX41jEiz4N6TAbOW		Cleaning / Custodial				There is a lot of trash accumulating outside. The front door (see the first photo is esp problematic as patrons have to walk through the trash to get in the door). Receyling bins left outside so boxes are being blown around back yard. Side yard has a lot of debris too. 		Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/3/2020" "12":"06" "PM		983684		The kitchen sink faucet leaks (when open all the way). Not an emergency, but should be corrected or replaced to avoid water damage.		ELM				staff kitchen area		Remy Timbrook								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/3/2020" "12":"19" "PM		983587		Elevator keeps beeping, is sticking at the parking lot level with the doors open, stops at the parking lot level even when button has not been pressed. We've closed the elevator for the time being (but this obviously makes it very difficult for some patrons to access library services).		GG				elevator (enter from parking lot / adult reading room / hallway near lab)		Naomi Permutt								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week				ASAP

		2/3/2020" "1":"14" "PM		INTERNAL		See previous page.		PIE				On the shared fence with the school our banner is only halfway connected. Needs zip ties reattached.		Michelle								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		Gates locked during evening/weekends.

		2/4/2020" "9":"09" "AM		NOTES		feces found on desk 		MAIN				Room 6		Pat Toney								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/4/2020" "9":"31" "AM		983828		Staff elevator not working, is a burden and impact on staff workload		ROC				Staff elevator is not working, when you press the call button it lights up but nothing happens. So I reset it and same result except a loud ongoing mechanical grown from it's control unit in the elevator control room		Paul Schiesser								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		2/4/2020" "10":"06" "AM		983822		Montclair library staff report a loud, high pitched, mechanical noise coming from the heater. The heat appears to be functioning properly but the continuous noise is disruptive to patrons and staff.		MON				Interior		Martha Mueller								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		2/4/2020" "10":"10" "AM		DUPLICATE		The trash hasn't been emptied in a couple days and is full		PIE				Trash Bin attached to gate		Nikki/Michelle								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		983491		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				ASAP

		2/4/2020" "10":"16" "AM		983866		We have 3 burned light bulbs that need to be replaced in the following areas: 1 in children's shelf aisle #1 and 1 in aisle #10, and 1 in adult shelf aisle #20		ASN				3 burned light bulbs in the following areas: 1 in children's shelf aisle #1 and 1 in aisle #10, and 1 in adult shelf aisle #20		Cong Hoang								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/4/2020" "11":"30" "AM		983868		An outside group booked the classroom for a meeting and complained that it was too cold in the classroom. I adjusted the thermometer from 65 to 70 degrees and checked back an hour later (at 11 am), but the temp didn't seem to have changed. FYI, I went into the Computer Lab and it was very warm (which is unusual). 		81ST				81st Ave 1st floor - Classroom (and Computer Lab)		Natasha Moullen								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		n/a		n/a

		2/4/2020" "1":"45" "PM		DUPLICATE		The large light fixture above our front door on the inside needs a bulb replacement. Picture sent on prior ticket Jan. 8.		MLK				King library lobby		Alison B								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		975850		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/4/2020" "1":"50" "PM		DUPLICATE		Staff room light bulb needs replacement. Photo sent on previous ticket.		MLK				Staff work room		Alison								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		975850		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/4/2020" "5":"00" "PM		DUPLICATE		The alarm company just called and spoke with Anita. They alerted us to the low battery that's showing on our alarm key pad. It seems the battery should be replaced by the alarm company, and not our Public Works. They asked for the library's authorization for this service before the battery is completely drained. I believed the Public Works came a while back when I put in a request for this, but they left without getting it done. Please let me know if you have any question regarding this service request.		ASN				Interior		Cong								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		941440		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed T. Hernandez, 2/4/20																														None

		2/4/2020" "5":"26" "PM		984193		The security gates were removed months ago and left holes in the floor. The holes are a tripping hazard.		ELM				Near entrance		Ana-Elba Pavon								Structural / Construction Issue		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/5/2020" "9":"45" "AM		DUPLICATE		The trash bin is really full and still hasn't been emptied		PIE				Trash bin attached to gate		Nikki/Michelle								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		983491		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed M. Sharp, 2/5/20																														Three to six complaints in the past week				ASAP

		2/5/2020" "10":"41" "AM		984612		We have 5 signs that need to be mounted in several areas of the library. Signs did not come with skews so please bring stews to install the signs.  Please contact staff, to be shown where the sign need to be mounted - there are 5 signs 		CHA				Library - teen area - adult area - lobby - patio - stairwell		Isela Anaya								Sign						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				Please come during the time that staff is here, so that we can indicate where we need the signs posted 

		2/5/2020" "11":"25" "AM		DUPLICATE		We do not know what is the problem of the light.		MON				In the front garden and next to the side walk		Vicky Chen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nwk6oUMIx2tefx9sYV_AgrE6bzV7sxxb		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		962201		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		Need a lift to go up the pole to fix the light.		no

		2/5/2020" "11":"26" "AM		DUPLICATE		A piece of our hose spigot has broken off the top and now it in unusable. It is keeping the library from being washed outside and we have been getting complaints. 		81ST				Exterior		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1i4ywTkXe1orPoLsxaqLUMjU60EdI7EjP		Plumbing		Yes		955863		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Keary Brink is going to assess spigot, 2/5/20																														Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/5/2020" "2":"44" "PM		984614		Neon tube burned out, need replacement		BRO				Brookfield staff room/Branch manager's office		Alfred								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		earliest convenience

		2/5/2020" "3":"12" "PM		984330		Feces located on front ramp.		MAIN				Front Ramp		Jack								Illegal Dumping		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/5/2020" "3":"45" "PM		984617		Someone has stolen the railing along the bottom of the ramp out front. APologies for any duplication or if it's been taken care of already		MAIN				Front ADA entry ramp		Mana Tominaga								Structural / Construction Issue						Cancel - OPW		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/6/2020" "10":"53" "AM		984746		The whiteboard that is on the floor needs to be hung on the wall. The wall will be cleared for the whiteboard to be hung.		MAIN				Teen Zone North Room		Veronica Sutter						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KJlfV3j4DPs7vx6dxGQuKLHJsSyVd3NJ, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vDTSBfuvQD1odHzy4rHiEWJKe9H8YmV3		Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		2/6/2020" "11":"49" "AM		984625		Main Library staff report that a key has broken off in the flagpole lock near the main entrance. This is for the flagpole on the Madison Street side of front facade. Please contact Jack Schmidt at 238-3283.		MAIN				Front Facade		Jack								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/6/2020" "12":"38" "PM		NOTES		this is my daily mouse poop report... for the record		MAIN				Room 6 		Pat Toney								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/6/2020" "12":"39" "PM		984748		We no longer have a use for this desk in the space. It needs to be removed.		MAIN				Teen Zone, Back wall		Veronica Sutter						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qt_PmCFDtgHsUL--C7AG6a0Rmvebd9R0		Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		2/6/2020" "12":"44" "PM		DUPLICATE		Human feces on the ADA ramp entrance; I've gotten a patron complaint. 		MAIN				front, ADA ramp		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		984330		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/6/2020" "3":"06" "PM		DUPLICATE		When the security gates were removed from the foyer, there remained some holes in the floor where posts had been installed, and the caps to receive the posts. On one side the cap is not level with the ground; it pokes up a little (photo attached). Apparently at least one patron has tripped on them, and they will continue to be a safety hazard. Can someone have a look and see how best to fill them in or cover them over?		ELM				main entrance to library, just into green floor area		Remy Timbrook						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xTXRsoZatFliyC7OkohYpHdRCJc71h8H, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AqTQZv5bgJicD6gvudojsKLXIAz128E9		Structural / Construction Issue		Do Not Know		984193		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week				Needs to be done when branch is closed to the public, to prevent blocking ingress/egress

		2/7/2020" "3":"07" "PM		DUPLICATE		THIRD TIME REQUEST. Toilet seat is loose, please tighten. HAZARDOUS.		CHA				Staff Restroom. Upstairs in break room.		Sandy								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		930383		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		2/7/2020" "3":"33" "PM		984995		There is a tag on our emergency exit door on Adeline St.		WEST				Emergency exit door on Adeline St. 		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_68cjUDl_DC5LR9yLTX7kMB5idoszaC-		Graffiti						Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		2/7/2020" "3":"42" "PM		985032		There was a tree in a planter outside our front door that has now been removed but the sidewalk and bricks where it was are now a dangerous tripping hazard. 		WEST				Outside front door at West		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wohtY1WoJDaegtc8BhD0d579sQkzNlNm		Sidewalk / Public Right-of-Way / Patios		Yes		812732		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		2/7/2020" "3":"47" "PM		985030		the bins were left outside all week and now there is a very large pile of recycling added to them		WEST				recycling bins at the back of the library		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tvIpxICXz_KNRvz6-ZeZUs8Qr9NOY-wv		Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		2/7/2020" "4":"24" "PM		REFER		Hand sanitizer dispenser needs to be re-filled		GG				Port-a-potty in parking lot		Alison or Erin								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Gate to parking lot where port-a-potty is located is locked at night after 5:30pm and not opened again until 9am the following morning, Monday through Saturday		It'd be great if it was attended to no later then 10 am Saturday 2/8

		2/7/2020" "5":"19" "PM		985503		 broken sprinkler pipe adjacent to sewer line		DIM				in front of the building		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Mj58v2au1ljbAE38T-9cu3jIaQHnIaFA, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ne0LWta8QjctjOzUEHNUQJVQuufkvtzf		Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no

		2/8/2020" "9":"07" "AM		985505		The heating vents are blowing out cold air. It is currently 61 degrees in the building.		ELM				Entire Building		Molly Nichols/Ana-Elba Pavon								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		2/8/2020" "9":"17" "AM		985573		A ceiling tile has come loose and is hanging halfway off of the ceiling.		ELM				Teen Room 		Molly Nichols/ Ana-Elba Pavon								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/8/2020" "9":"18" "AM		985788		There was no custodial service this morning. I will clean up the feces on the women's room floor.		81ST				general		Brian Guenther								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/8/2020" "10":"44" "AM		CANCEL		The nearly new couch in the teen room has a desk attached. It fell off. It has screws exposed which could be a hazard. Please fix or see if it is under warranty.		ELM				Teen Room couch		Ana-Elba Pavon								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Canceled by D. Demay on 2/10/20																														None

		2/8/2020" "12":"21" "PM		985547		by the self checkout ceiling tile is loose		DIM				main level 		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mnpUXyrgj5a5Nz_GYtmVStQhMrdwk9sI		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/8/2020" "12":"25" "PM		985610		children's area have a high ceiling and needs light bulb replace. You will need a CHERRY PICKER LIFT		DIM				main level-children's area		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=133AfoWEhb5ZITH-nJEqPuewwUvx5wHMO		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		971177		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week		high ceiling - will need a cherry picker lift.

		2/8/2020" "12":"29" "PM		DUPLICATE		One of the plexiglass windows appears to have been partially blown away from the frame. It may completely fall out of the frame and come crashing down onto the public area in another wind storm. Please see photo.		DIM				Lobby		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hLY73BGQ-QjeVl0fRHL9RZlfrwpMnSPM		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		957547		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week		high ceiling - will need cherry picker lift.

		2/8/2020" "12":"54" "PM		986042		Please install whiteboard on the wall just inside the office door (next to the sink closet). Whiteboard and hardware are on the floor below where it should be installed. Please cover existing holes in the wall. Thanks!		MAIN				Main, 2nd Floor, Room 201, Branch Administration		Jenera Burton						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cwZ3_iTf5howMqnboHv4nvEG1CSiOz_T		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		No		No

		2/8/2020" "12":"59" "PM		985571		Adult quiet area ceiling has water damage		DIM				main floor- adult quiet area		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ynsNIR0btV_L_773n7WVALsNGtOo0AxM, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HGSoqj_9iiCkIE5ttT-g6kTkxe0z0PDQ		Mold / Moisture		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		high ceiling -will need cherry picker lift

		2/8/2020" "1":"04" "PM		985613		We need a new NO SMOKING sign on the wall facing the green wooden bench		DIM				Exterior pillar no smoking sign		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1p2Bxh8JzNTE81wuWUtKc0sSFeEOc1pY2, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ojuZhvY1NFQkGFUQ-tVNjxxGcmtkldP-		Sign		Yes		934719		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		2/8/2020" "1":"06" "PM		985616		Light bulb replacement on the second floor meeting room 		DIM				second floor meeting room		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mpUgFGxiMTdOOjXmeHRKHaaGBu2w-s1X		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/8/2020" "1":"12" "PM		DUPLICATE		Second floor hallway ceiling tile water damage		DIM				second floor hallway 		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Q8NyKSM-EHdZUZ7JTuSVR7RVYEBKM1YI, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oZz4O9nY1AbvDWGARUIeSIfckob12gas		Mold / Moisture		No		985571		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/8/2020" "1":"22" "PM		985767		false drainage, floor drain needs a solid cover or something like that won’t let anything in. 		DIM				lobby- public bathroom A		Michelly Gonzales-Caldell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ywqnPCQV_Br9s2Nfp8dCGV-8tdCy2Enr		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/8/2020" "1":"49" "PM		985646		The outdoor trash can in the backyard needs to be emptied.		ELM				Outdoor trash can in the backyard		Ana-Elba Pavon								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/8/2020" "3":"36" "PM		985690		Illegal dumping of a blue suitcase/luggage and several sleeping bags located in the back lawn, possibly from a homeless occupant.  Luggage is behind the big tree in the corner and the sleeping bags are behind the elevator where the fence borders the pub next door.  Items left there for several days.  		TEM				Items are located in the back lawn.  One by behind the big tree.  The sleeping bag is behind the elevator bordering the pub next door.		Karen Ko/David Hughes-Gonzales/Brian Boies						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cC1hPNXfMEphhMjUW47Sqef8zMsJSi6w, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1f5weqdvHIX_2tQMFydzU8L4zSN_p41r7		Illegal Dumping		No				Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		No

		2/10/2020" "9":"07" "AM		985791		No service for the Branch, very dirty and unwelcoming		ROC				No Custodial services on Monday, 02-10-20		Paul Schiesser								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		Numerous , every week		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/10/2020" "9":"09" "AM		985546		No heat or air circulation throughout entire building		ROC				No heat for entire building		Paul Schiesser								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		I think the electricity went out during the wind storm on Sunday, and the furnace needs to be re-lit

		2/10/2020" "9":"23" "AM		985794		The branch was not serviced by custodial crew, as evidenced by un-emptied garbage bins.		CHA				Entire branch		Linda								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/10/2020" "9":"38" "AM		985795		No janitorial service on Monday		ASN				Asian Branch		Anita Yan								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																		n/a		n/a

		2/10/2020" "10":"03" "AM		985999		Trash bin needs to be emptied it is full and hasn't been emptied in a couple days		PIE				Trash Bin attached to fence		Nikki/Michelle								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				ASAP

		2/10/2020" "11":"48" "AM		985691		I have a screen for the room that operates electrically! Horray! Can you please install it over the whiteboard, so that we can use both? The screen to install is in my office on the 1st floor.		MAIN				staff conference meeting room, 2nd floor		Mana Tominaga								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/10/2020" "1":"37" "PM		986004		On Thursday we are having almost all of the furniture in the staff area removed with bulky pickup. No tables or shelves or desks or chairs. That means that there will be a rare opportunity on the morning of Friday 2/14 for custodial staff to clean the floors where the furniture once was (and will be again on Monday). The sofas in front of the big window in the main area will also be gone, so that window can be cleaned and the floor/windowsill vacuumed. If it's possible to make that happen, it would be appreciated. 		ELM				staff area / back room		Remy								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		It's a short window of opportunity! Friday or Saturday morning (Monday the branch is closed but we are expecting the delivery of new furniture).

		2/10/2020" "3":"19" "PM		INTERNAL		Can the lock/key please be replaced for the flag pole? We are down to the last spare key which I owned; I think the lock is just too old at this point. Guards would appreciate a newer lock! THanks! 		MAIN				flag pole in the front		Mana Tominaga or Alma Garcia								Key / Lock Management						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/11/2020" "8":"48" "AM		REFER		The rodent traps in the garage (beneath the bike racks) are stinking like there is a dead animal inside; please have pest control examine these as soon as possible.  Thank you!		MAIN				Main Library Garage,  rodent traps underneath the bike racks		Nina Lindsay								Pest		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		2/11/2020" "9":"12" "AM		NOTES		mouse poop found on desk Tues Feb 11		MAIN				Room 6		Pat Toney								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		2/11/2020" "9":"37" "AM		DUPLICATE		Trash bin hasn't been picked up in almost a week it is full		PIE				Trash Bin attached to gate		Nikki/Michelle								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		985999		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				ASAP

		2/11/2020" "10":"48" "AM		986057		The stairwells need to be swept and mopped. They are very, very dirty.		MAIN				Staff-only stairwells, from level A to level F, on both sides of the building		Camille Peters								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/11/2020" "12":"22" "PM		REFER		All three telephones in the branch do not seem to work properly.  People have a hard time hearing us when we are using the circulation phone. We have a  hard time hearing people when we are using the reference phone. There is a crackling noise on the phone in the back room. Can we please have new phones?		ELM				Elmhurst		Ana-Elba Pavon								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0047742																														Seven or more complaints in the past week

		2/11/2020" "1":"58" "PM		986170		The water fountain in the Children's Room closest to the staff hallway and family restrooms: the water pressure is too powerful, and shoots over the drain and onto the floor.		MAIN				Children's Room, water fountains near staff hallway		Jesse Nachem								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/13/2020" "10":"28" "AM		986777		Several patrons reported seeing broken glass near the outside stairs facing Oak Street (cross street 14th).		MAIN				Grass near the outside staircase facing Oak street (cross street 14th)		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/13/2020" "11":"51" "AM		HOLD		Please, turn all irrigation system in the front garden (repair pipe first, Service ID#985503)		DIM				Outside front garden		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell								Landscaping / Trees						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/13/2020" "12":"35" "PM		986736		There is a mess in the portapotty rendering it unusable. We have an event tonight and are expecting dozens of patrons - and this is our only restroom. Please service ASAP!		GG				parking lot - portapotty		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Cancel																														One to two complaints in the past week

		2/13/2020" "2":"28" "PM		NOTES		In my area, I found the mouse droppings, and urine inside my Printer, and along the backside of my desk. Basically, on all things that are warm/give off heat: the wires, transformers, receipt printer, label printer, CPU Tower, and a few droppings under my phone. Nowhere else on my desk were any traces of rodent incursion, nor were there any chewed up/gnawed on scraps. Really looks like they were gathering there for warmth.		MAIN				Acquisitions		Kevin De Antonio (via email)								Pest		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/13/2020" "3":"12" "PM		986836		There are two holes in the floor, about an inch in diameter. They may have been drilled long ago to accommodate cords, but now they are where pests get in. We couldn't see them before because there were shelving units in front of them, but those have now been removed from the office. The holes need to be covered or sealed.		ELM				Back staff room, floor under the window near the water cooler		Remy Timbrook						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZYuPk6pomrEVNTvKMt5J9bhU9LuOEcsT		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Might have to move lockers (arriving Monday 2/17 to replace the shelves).

		2/14/2020" "9":"56" "AM		987026		Golden Gate did not receive custodial service today. 		GG				entire building		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/14/2020" "10":"05" "AM		REFER		The locking mechanism on the portapotty is nearly broken. It requires two hands to actually open or lock it - our senior patrons have complained about how difficult it is. Please replace the door, or at least the lock. A patron was walked in on recently and he reacted very aggressively.		GG				parking lot - portapotty		erin sanders								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/14/2020" "10":"05" "AM		987047		Request pad of gravel or material underneath portapotty to help stabilize the unit. Currently, the portapotty is on uneven asphalt, leading to patron complaints and hindering the door/lock mechanism.		GG				parking lot - portapotty		erin sanders								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/14/2020" "10":"37" "AM		987028		The toilet will not stop running. I turned the water to it off. 		81ST				Second floor, large staff restroom 		Brian Guenther								Plumbing						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		2/14/2020" "12":"33" "PM		987153		Our sharps box is full of needles and needs to be picked up/emptied		81ST				first floor staff room		Brian Guenther								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		2/14/2020" "2":"35" "PM		987147		The toilet in the family restroom (marked with a yellow triangle, off of the Children's Room) is unstable. Several patrons have complained this week.		MAIN				Children's Room family restroom, marked with a yellow triangle		Jesse Nachem								Plumbing		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/14/2020" "2":"36" "PM		987150		Several patrons reported what looked like blood droplets on the wall in front of the toilet in the Children's Room family restroom (marked with a yellow triangle)		MAIN				Children's Room family restroom (marked with yellow triangle)		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/14/2020" "3":"28" "PM		987155		We have a total 7 light bulbs that need to be replaced in the following areas: 2 in front entrance, 1 in periodical area, 1 in corner of adult seating area, 1 in shelf aisle #39, 1 in shelf aisle #33, and 1 in children's shelf aisle #1.		ASN				We have a total 7 light bulbs that need to be replaced in the following areas: 2 in front entrance, 1 in periodical area, 1 in corner of adult seating area, 1 in shelf aisle #39, 1 in shelf aisle #33, and 1 in children's shelf aisle #1.		Cong Hoang								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/14/2020" "3":"44" "PM		987144		Handle on toilet in first stall in women's staff restroom in the basement is broken again		MAIN				Women's staff restroom in basement		Jesse Nachem								Plumbing		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/14/2020" "4":"31" "PM		CANCEL		I need help in assembling a stainless steel Seville Classics, 5 tier shelving unit, probably needs 2 people to assemble it due to heaviness. It didn't arrive with build instructions, but is supposed to be an easy, tool free assembly. Online youtube instructions are available I think. There's also slight damage to a few chipped plastic parts but I think it can still function.		MAIN				Main basement level, Room 20		Judy Kim								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		989718																														None		Access to Room 20 needs a key, which most permanent staff have access to, I can be available to help access the room and help build if necessary. There's not much space in Room 20 to assemble the unit, might have to build it and move it to Room 2, the unit has wheels when assembled.		Afternoon is preferred.

		2/15/2020" "9":"43" "AM		987719		We at least need to have the bathrooms cleaned every day. They are dirty and messy and patrons are complaining.		DIM				Entire Building		Rebekah Eppley								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/15/2020" "10":"00" "AM		987924		Trash bin hasn't been emptied in a couple days and is now starting to overflow		PIE				Trash bin attached to gate		Nikki/Michelle						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dJwyoMaIjNwWA4Ame8zKf-_rR_R-n0H5		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				ASAP

		2/15/2020" "10":"03" "AM		REFER		The light bulb looks like it has been pried out of its housing. It is just loose and sticking out. A huge safety concern 		PIE				Light in the bed of dirt next to the front staircase 		Nikki/Michelle						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FLV1dWiNxK-Klr46MZpWWI0uV8RfePXT, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LNLIg1VDuHoS5gUVmwUq8a4qLTCYHd_t		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Called OUSD 2/18/20																														One to two complaints in the past week				ASAP

		2/15/2020" "5":"29" "PM		987717		please give a computer lab a deep dusting, especially the computers and the floors under the computers. 		GG				downstairs - computer lab		erin sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/18/2020" "9":"03" "AM		DUPLICATE		Trash hasn't been picked up in over a week it is overflowing		PIE				Trash Bin attached to gate		Nikki/Michelle								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		987924		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				ASAP

		2/18/2020" "11":"36" "AM		987847		No service this morning (2/18). If furniture storage was an issue in reaching custodial closet, these have now been moved and there is full access to supplies. Floors need sweeping or vacuuming. Outside garbage can (back patio) has not been emptied in some time and trash is being blown around the back yard. 		ELM				Elmhurst		Remy Timbrook								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/18/2020" "11":"44" "AM		987834		No Custodial Service		MEL				entire branch		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		2/18/2020" "12":"44" "PM		987873		We need the outside windows of the building to be cleaned. They are very dirty 		LAKE				Lakeview Branch Library- Outside windows of building		Sabah Abdulla								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				Preferably soon 

		2/18/2020" "1":"46" "PM		987967		The light in the hallway to the bathroom for our library patrons keeps blinking and is likely to be burned out soon, making it hard for patrons to see the way.		ASN				The bathroom access hallway for library patrons		Cong Hoang								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Cancel - OPW		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		2/18/2020" "2":"19" "PM		987939		There is an abandoned auto (light brown Toyota Corolla #3NIX650) that has been alongside the library on Fremont Way for 2.5 weeks.  Clearly it is being used as a shelter at night.		MEL				Fremont Way side of library		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mrlUNrQ4qA6b6MwDio4NR2kIBxfBhgsV, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SovwHEfB8qOn3YY6O_50IE5dHgsIz0Sq		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		2/18/2020" "3":"54" "PM		987986		Fire Alarm Panel is not illuminated/lit up as usual.		AAMLO				Security Desk		Bamidele (via Jack)								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		2/18/2020" "7":"10" "PM		988540		The trash can in the back yard is overflowing and needs to be emptied.		ELM				Elmhurst (back yard)		Molly Nichols/Ana-Elba Pavon								Litter Container (Outside)		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/19/2020" "10":"32" "AM		DUPLICATE		We are awaiting the arrival of a Green Bin (compost) - please advise		MEL				outside trash/recycling cans		Kate Hug								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		978728		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		2/19/2020" "1":"30" "PM		REFER		The fixture is coming off the side of the building		PIE				Light attached to outside of building facing the school's grass area		Nikki/Michelle						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1v2hiYTo3rMh5v1s1JeyIjLMulFNCn8aK, https://drive.google.com/open?id=15eDPqeqbHpdNHd-lihckvZASlpQvnUat		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week				ASAP

		2/19/2020" "1":"48" "PM		DUPLICATE		Trash can is still overflowing and trash is starting to litter the grounds		PIE				Trash Bin attached to gate		Nikki/Michelle								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		987924		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				ASAP

		2/19/2020" "7":"48" "PM		988543		Graffiti - tagging and profanity written on urinal stalls.		CHA				Men's Public Restroom		Pete Villasenor								Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No.

		2/20/2020" "9":"13" "AM		DUPLICATE		Trash is overflowing, and is now on the ground surrounding the can as well as filled up.		PIE				Outside the branch		Michelle R.								Litter Container (Outside)		Yes		987924		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/20/2020" "10":"11" "AM		989101		Floor is wearing away--there is a hole.		CHA				Upstairs. Circulation desk.		Sandy								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/20/2020" "11":"34" "AM		988581		Exhaust fan is not working.		MAIN				2nd Floor Women's Staff Restroom		Jack								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		2/20/2020" "11":"40" "AM		DUPLICATE		We are worried the newly repaired irrigation system has broken. Dirt are washing away into the sidewalk.		DIM				outside garden area on the left side of the building		MIchelly Gonzales-Caldwell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lkiG8jAeUhwvY-VkpQuyntW80I-FqL6U		Landscaping / Trees		Yes		985503		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		2/20/2020" "11":"43" "AM		988551		We again didn't get custodial. Bins are left outside for the third week now. Thankfully they were emptied yesterday but I am sure trash will start building again if they aren't put back.		WEST				ALL of the building and the porch area		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/20/2020" "12":"00" "PM		988442		Possible leak in the 2nd Floor Men's Restroom, causing water to leak through ceiling tiles on 1st Floor.		MAIN				1st Floor, Near DVD's, Veterans' Kiosk		Alma Garcia								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		2/20/2020" "12":"02" "PM		988449		The public elevator at the front of the building is out of order - it moves up & down, but the doors on the ground floor do not open.		ROC				Adjacent to front door		Paul Schiesser or Erica Siskind								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week		No challenges to access to repair it, but at this moment we have over a dozen caregivers with children in strollers who are upstairs. We can carry their strollers down.		As soon as possible

		2/20/2020" "12":"07" "PM		DUPLICATE		One of the Plexiglas windows appears to have been partially blown away from the frame. It may completely fall out of the frame and come crashing down onto the public area in another wind storm. Please see photo.		DIM				Lobby		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Kz0y4N6SsLDdcvmXOe4l8jwkQX9YreqF		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		957547 / 985509		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Don Gibeau 2/26/20																														Seven or more complaints in the past week		High ceiling, will need a scissor lift

		2/20/2020" "12":"52" "PM		989024		Our heating isn't working and perhaps may be blowing cold air. This has happened before. Also suddenly the heater in the garage is back on (useless as that room isn't used except for storage) and it is blowing cold air.		WEST				all of downstairs of 1801 Adeline St. 		Susy Moorhead								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		2/20/2020" "1":"41" "PM		988445		AAMLO staff request inspection of fire alarm panel, as soon as possible, per Oakland Fire Department instruction. The alarm was triggered on 2/20/2020, Oakland Fire Department responded and indicated that an error with the panel needed to be addressed. Please contact Bamidele Agbasegbe Demerson at (510) 637-0201.		AAMLO				Fire Alarm Panel		Bamidele (via Jack)								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		"On Hold" 3/25/20 R. Getwood																														One to two complaints in the past week

		2/20/2020" "1":"47" "PM		988558		Exterior parking lot light switches on and off (mostly off)		DIM				parking lot		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yMp1FpKmYxSvY1Vem_WHswpSL06s_1Dp		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week		Will need a scissor lift

		2/20/2020" "1":"53" "PM		988563		North interior / in between the back exit door of the library two lights are out.		DIM				main floor		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hvzu8eLZ5xw6y8XHDoTUbLRsSb2iPxks		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/20/2020" "2":"00" "PM		COMBINED		Sorting room- light fixture replacement		DIM				main floor- sorting area		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vkFQnfblQiinXauqSRqYpAAwW-5y97Dh		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers				988563		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/20/2020" "2":"04" "PM		988578		Self checkout pillar tile needs re-fixing  		DIM				main floor		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YWX3wRkpzgI1aCB2GpNLnrEB8HBYXIP8		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		985547		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/20/2020" "2":"27" "PM		988566		Floursescent lighting is out and needs to be replaced (towards back in Spanish Adult Section)		CHA				Spanish Adult Section		Pete Villasenor								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		ASAP please.

		2/20/2020" "2":"27" "PM		988579		There's a light out outside of my office so it's pretty dark at the Charging Station....		MAIN				Right outside of my office, room 112		Mana Tominaga								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/20/2020" "3":"14" "PM		988923		Patio door are used heavenly buy patrons in wheelchairs and walkers - it is very hard for many patron to open these door to access the patio and the library  - we would the doors to have a Handicap Door Access Switch.installed so that are patrons can access the patio.		CHA				Door leading to patio second floor		Isela Anaya						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xnxxNRCcvo_NdWoQdUwdVRXIE7pse61p		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Cancel - OPL will need to pay for electrical and ADA pad - awaiting ballpark cost estimates from Tom Young, 2/21/2020																														Seven or more complaints in the past week

		2/20/2020" "5":"26" "PM		988926		Front door automatic door button not working		LAKE				Lakeview Branch Library, Front door 		Sabah Abdulla 								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/21/2020" "10":"33" "AM		988979		AAMLO is making a concerted effort to communicate our welcome openness to the community/city we seek to serve everyday. Could you please create a PWA ticket requesting that the rectangular screens covering the windows on the lower level of the library be removed. This encompasses removing six panel covering three windows that face 14th Street only. (As a complement to this effort, the staff will raise the rolled shades that cover windows in the administrative and archives work area that face 14th Street.) All this will be a major effort to communicate that AAMLO is open to the public.		AAMLO				Lower level of library		Bamidele (via Jack)								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/21/2020" "3":"05" "PM		989149		There are two long style light fixtures that are out in the Adult Spanish Non-Fiction area and  one light bulb that is out above the Adult Reference Desk		CHA				Upstairs: above Adult Reference desk and in the back of Adult Spanish Non-Fiction		Sandy								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/21/2020" "3":"50" "PM		INTERNAL		PW came to move our new furniture last week - thank you!!! We are missing the key to the tall locking cabinet - did they leave it for us somewhere? The keypad seems to work (using the default password, #1234#), but the locking rod doesn't seem to move. We can't get it open. Please take a look. Thanks.		GG				downstairs staff office		erin sanders								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		982512																														None

		2/21/2020" "3":"58" "PM		989150		One of our screens is coming loose and we need someone to come in and reattach it. Thank You!		MAIN				Teen Room, South meeting room, window towards the left.		Veronica Sutter						https://drive.google.com/open?id=19OwpOCVflZqD2n56EXYigu4ybajzfCmT		Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		2/21/2020" "4":"15" "PM		DUPLICATE		This container hasn't been emptied all week (unsure of last week) and it is used every day. Overflowing garbage is being blown around the backyard and we've had several complaints.		ELM				Backyard patio		Remy Timbrook								Litter Container (Outside)		Yes		988540		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		2/21/2020" "5":"25" "PM		989719		There is graffiti in the Family Restroom		81ST				Family Restroom, first floor		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SBhmo6j42R1Ib4vbJINDxdXwPTcYRabx		Graffiti		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		2/22/2020" "9":"10" "AM		989722		We did not receive custodial service today, Saturday 2/22		MEL				whole library		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		NO RESPONSE

		2/22/2020" "9":"11" "AM		989725		We did not receive custodial service between closing on Friday and opening on Saturday. The floors need vacuuming, the bathroom needs cleaning, and the trash and recycling need to be emptied.		ELM				Entire Library		Molly Nichols/Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/22/2020" "9":"22" "AM		989727		No custodial services today. Messy men's restroom. Women's needs more toilet paper.		CHA				Upstairs. Patron restrooms.		Sandy								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/22/2020" "10":"11" "AM		989731		no service as of 10:11am		MLK				whole branch		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		2/22/2020" "10":"44" "AM		989750		Single-stall restroom closest to the elevator/stairs on the ground floor - the lock/deadbolt works, but the sign doesn't flip over from green to red when it is locked.		MAIN				Single-stall restroom, ground floor, closest to elevator		Jesse Nachem								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/22/2020" "1":"51" "PM		989737		We did not get custodial service today. The patron restrooms (upstairs & downstairs) & the staff restrooms in particular need attention. 		ROC				Ground floor restrooms, staff restrooms upstairs, patron restrooms upstairs		Lisa Harter								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/24/2020" "9":"03" "AM		988581		Fan isn't working. 		MAIN				2nd Floor women's bathroom		Resonja Willoughby								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		988581		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				No

		2/24/2020" "9":"24" "AM		DUPLICATE		Bin is completely full needs to be emptied		PIE				Trash bin attached to gate		Nikki/Michelle								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				ASAP

		2/24/2020" "10":"03" "AM		989736		We did not receive service		PIE				Whole building		Nikki/Michelle								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/25/2020" "11":"45" "AM		990468		Our current book drop key is torqued beyond use and we could use a new one		MON				Book Drop		Martha Mueller (via email)								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/25/2020" "3":"40" "PM		DUPLICATE		The ticket number is 958401.please see the email:Sent: Wednesday, November 6, 2019 12:11 PM To: Celli, Geremie <GCelli@oaklandlibrary.org> Cc: Chen, Vicky <VChen@oaklandlibrary.org>; Mitchell, Paulette <PMitchell@oaklandlibrary.org>; Burton, Jenera <JBurton@oaklandlibrary.org> Subject: Service Request - Montclair - Lock / Key Hi Geremie, The locksmith let me know that the book drop needs a new lock assembly; I have informed Jenera and Derrick since they can initiate the order of a new lock. The locksmith also said that the drops by the entrance may also need to be replaced. At this point, PWA cannot do much until we have new lock assembly. Here’s what the locksmith stated: “I was able to open the Book drop at the curb for Montclair Branch. However the lock is not repairable they can use the book drop but it can’t be locked. The two other drops next to the entrance I wasn’t able to help much with those. I worked on the locks but You may want to look into replacements for those. If they purchase the new style they will need to measure to see if it would fit in the space. There is not enough room for two.” The detail of your request is below: 11/5/2019 17:58:47 Book drop located at sidewalk cannot be opened using book drop key. When trying to slip key into the lock, key can only go in half-way; appears to be jammed. There are items in this book drop still needing to be checked-in. 2nd book drop near front door of library, the right one, doesn't lock. It can be opened w/o the use of a key.Thank you, Jack Schmidt Financial & Administrative Services Office Oakland Public Library (510) 238-3283		MON				Montclair		Vicky Chen								Key / Lock Management		Yes		958401		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		none  (Ticket no. 958401)		none (Ticket no. 958401)

		2/25/2020" "4":"16" "PM		INTERNAL		I thought all the dangling diffusers would be removed with the miracle lift, but they're still visible. Can you please advise? They're falling down, or looking like they will soon. Thanks!		MAIN				First Floor public reading / stacks spaces		Mana Tominaga								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Greg Johnson on 2/26/20																														One to two complaints in the past week

		2/25/2020" "4":"24" "PM		CANCEL		If the elevator will take a while to be rebuilt, which it seems like it's the case, is there any way we can resurrect those lovely DUMBWAITERS? at least it will help with materials delivery to these inaccessible floors, without requiring staff to carry everything. 		MAIN				mezzanine stacks, Level E, etc. 		Mana Tominaga								Elevator Issue						Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Per Greg Johnson, 2/26/20: "No." Cost of project exceeds freight elevator repair.																														Seven or more complaints in the past week

		2/25/2020" "5":"17" "PM		990556		2 different fixtures need new light bulbs. Fixture on children's side of library (main floor) and front entry inside fixture. Both require a large/tall ladder		MEL				Children's side of library (main floor); entry way stair (requires very tall ladder)		Kate Hug								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																		High ceilings

		2/26/2020" "11":"27" "AM		990559		We just need to help rehanging the top banner		MAIN				Main Teen Room, North meeting room		Veronica						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1012aOn6rtf4xM6-NxW-zHoQRxGeEWn3z		Sign						Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		2/26/2020" "11":"59" "AM		990560		Our gray recycle bin has a broken wheel.  Please send out a new one since wheel isn't repairable. 		TEM				Recycle bin in alley on side of Tool Lending entrance.		Karen Ko / David Hughes-Gonzales / Brian Boies						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JXxclCEnuXd1GYZmO0b_k_ZwelM_rZbx		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		No, but prefer delivery when we're open so staff could tag bin right away.  Previous incident where new bin was stolen while we were closed.

		2/26/2020" "12":"58" "PM		REFER		The glue traps have attracted flies and bugs; can pest control replace them? 		MAIN				ground floor glue traps for rodents		Mana Tominaga or Jessee Nachem								Pest						Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/26/2020" "2":"02" "PM		990649		Please deep clean the dark blue upholstered chairs in the teen area, both the fabric and the wood. 		GG				upstairs - adult reading room - teen area		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/26/2020" "2":"55" "PM		990653		Our battery recycling bin needs to be emptied. It is full and there is also a bag with batteries next to it that needs to be removed.		ROC				Lower Level public entryway between the stairs and elevator		Ryan Lindsay								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/26/2020" "3":"07" "PM		990654		three recessed light bulbs in the adult area are dark; one above the circulation desk is dark		GG				2nd floor circ desk area & 2nd floor adult area		Alison or Erin								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		High cielings

		2/26/2020" "3":"14" "PM		990836		Exterior light out/ flickers on and off consistently		DIM				back-outside by the back gate		MIchelly Gonzales-Caldwell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1juXpvLgfBV9Rvn8WhmKLmCWueFnTmjL0		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		locked gate		Mon-Sat 9a-5p

		2/26/2020" "3":"17" "PM		990838		Back of library/ near Emergency exit door light out		DIM				main floor		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_jxg5S-YicIyixTQ4yr9LKqxc0-une5I		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/26/2020" "3":"29" "PM		990840		Teen zone ceiling tile is loose.		DIM				main floor-teen zone area		MIchelly Gonzales-Caldwell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YHr-qJVNOM9jLMkf1FRhS0JuUu0u_Stk		Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/27/2020" "9":"03" "AM		990842		there is garbage and broken glass around the bookdrop, steps and ramp on the side of the library that faces the park		LAKE				front of library		Xochitl Gavidia								Illegal Dumping		No				Cancel - OPW		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		2/27/2020" "9":"23" "AM		990869		The outside backyard garbage can is overflowing.  Please empty.		ELM				Outside, backyard.		Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/27/2020" "9":"32" "AM		990872		The janitor used to vacuum the Meeting Room regularly, as well as the rest of the branch. The Meeting Room and the Children's Area were noticeably not vacuumed today, even though the branch was cleaned, restrooms cleaned, etc. We are not sure if the Meeting Room has been vacuumed regularly for this entire school year. We have been spot-vacuuming between programs. 		ROC				Meeting Room AND Children's Area		Erica Siskiond or Lisa Harter								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None				This is not urgent; It was very noticeable today, but I wanted to check that there hasn't been a general decrease in expectations about vacuuming. 

		2/27/2020" "11":"29" "AM		REFER		We have a port-a-potty in the front outside of the library. It has been moved (presumably by the port-a-potty people who clean it on Thursdays). It is now blocking the bike racks. Please move it to where it was.		ELM				Outside, close to front entrance		Ana-Elba Pavon								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/27/2020" "12":"45" "PM		990920		Remove Panduit is under express computer #2.		MAIN				Express Computer #2		Cong Hoang								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/27/2020" "2":"47" "PM		991002		Trash can outside library (to the left of the main entrance) has not been emptied in awhile and is overflowing into walkway of entrance area. Trash is blowing into the street, gutters, and green strip along the Rudsdale Street side of the building.		81ST				Outside of front entrance of the building.		natasha moullen								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		n/a		n/a

		2/27/2020" "2":"51" "PM		991009		A grey rubber strip along the underside of the door (where staff and delivery drivers enter into the Sorting Room) is disconnecting from the door, creating a tripping hazard.		81ST				Staff entrance to library.		natasha moullen								Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		n/a		n/a

		2/27/2020" "2":"53" "PM		991011		We have been running the exhaust fan constantly, but it's very hot and stuffy inside the building since the outside temperature has warmed up.		81ST				Entire building. 		natasha moullen								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		n/a		n/a

		2/27/2020" "3":"03" "PM		NOTES		for the record - mouse poop found on desk		MAIN				Room 6		Pat Toney								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/28/2020" "9":"12" "AM		991187		There's a tree branch, (still attached to the tree), that's blocking our public & staff parking lot exit. It needs attention right away, as this is an exit that is supposed to remain clear daily. 		ROC				In our staff parking lot there is a large branch that is blocking the exit. The branch is still attached to the tree, so it's not movable by hand. It needs attention right away. 		Erica Siskind or Lisa Harter						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HAJmAwkJ3Mb8yId4SLCBglf6OjvisMg7		Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		We anticipate having many patron complaints once the library opens. This is a heavily used parking lot exit. 

		2/28/2020" "9":"55" "AM		NOTES		One of the glue traps outside of Acquisitions had a dead mouse in it this morning. The trap was located behind a door in the hallway next to Acquisitions. It had been there for over a month collecting flies (I don't know if it should have been changed/refreshed or not) but this morning there was a dead mouse. Brian the custodian said he would get rid of it. No further action is needed.		MAIN				Ground floor, outside of Acquisitions in the hallway on the right near the doors next to Acquisitions		Jesse Nachem								Pest		No				N/A		5. No Action Required (request will be noted and documented)																																None

		2/28/2020" "9":"56" "AM		991390		The weather striping on the front door at the entrance is falling off.  Please replace.		ELM				Front entrance door		Ana-Elba Pavon								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/28/2020" "10":"33" "AM		DUPLICATE		There are two long style light fixtures that are out in the Adult Spanish Non-Fiction area and one light bulb that is out above the Adult Reference Desk		CHA				Upstairs in Adult Spanish Collection. Adult Reference Desk.		Sandy								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		989149		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		2/28/2020" "11":"52" "AM		NOTES		mouse poop found on desk day 2 of 5		MAIN				Room 6 		Pat Toney								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/28/2020" "2":"06" "PM		REFER		We have two broken phone/ Ethernet outlets in the meeting room there numbers are 12-5 and 12-7 we are not able to connect to the internet.		CHA				Meeting room second floor		Isela Anaya						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Yv9Hm7mez8hBJQ_pYsSGmGhuvBEa4Dw0, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZqWzzrf0_zr-7JhsSlH11-DktIPM7jvn		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No		INC0049166		Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/28/2020" "3":"56" "PM		991393		The cold water faucet in the tool shop is barely running. There might be a clog. The attached picture shows water running at full blast. This isn't very convenient for tool staff who constantly clean and maintain tools for patrons.  		TEM				Sink is located inside the tool shop of the tool lending library.  Entrance is accessible through the door opposite the circulation desk or downstairs through the middle door across from the meeting space.		Karen Ko / David Hughes-Gonzales / Friederike Droegemueller						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LvGuVi7WmGatE6TRlXKOCre4iJCEU7uc		Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Separate key is needed for entry.  Door is locked when branch is closed.		Preferably before we open as space is tight and busy when in operation.

		2/29/2020" "9":"17" "AM		991919		A window is shattered in the southeast bay window/alcove in the Children's Room, next to the Fiction section.		MAIN				Children's Room alcove/bay window, southeast corner, next to the Fiction section. 		Jesse Nachem								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		2/29/2020" "9":"51" "AM		NOTES		Staff key will not open public bathroom next to Room 28.		MAIN				Staff key will not open public bathroom in basement level next to room 28.		Ana Perez								Key / Lock Management		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/29/2020" "10":"18" "AM		991973		Exterior window frame to the right of the Children's Room entrance is broken and hanging down and it's a safety hazard.		MAIN				Exterior window frame to the right of the Children's Room entrance		Ana Perez								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/29/2020" "10":"22" "AM		991975		The orangey colored rug in the "Teen Zone" needs a good cleaning		GG				Second floor - area for teens		Alison or Erin								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		Probably early in the morning before we open to the public.  Friday mornings until 11:30am

		2/29/2020" "10":"31" "AM		991980		There is evidence that we received some custodial service as the garbage was emptied throughout the building except for the kitchen garbage AND the bathroom does not appear to have been cleaned.		ELM				Various areas in the branch		Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/29/2020" "1":"11" "PM		991982		We would like to get a white board installed on the wall to the left of the back office behind the service desk. It would need to be installed on brick and comes with some hardware that may or may not be the right hardware for brick. The white board is in the staff office to the left of the door as you face it to go out.		WEST				behind the service desk to the left of the back office		celia jackson								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/29/2020" "1":"24" "PM		REFER		Please convey to United Site Services that we need the hand sanitizer in the portapotty refilled. It runs out quickly because the container is small. Please install a second hand sanitizer pump inside the portapotty.		GG				outside - parking lot- portapotty		erin sanders								Other (Specify on next page)						Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week				Please provide more hand sanitizer ASAP. 

		2/29/2020" "2":"38" "PM		991985		The public restrooms on the ground floor & the public restrooms upstairs need attention. Our staff restrooms upstairs did not get service. In addition all of our garbage cans & recycling bins throughout the branch need to be emptied. We also need the floors to be vacuumed. 		ROC				We did not get custodial service today, 02/29/20. All of our public and staff restrooms need attention in particular. 		Lisa Harter or Ryan Lindsay								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				No time preferences. 

		2/29/2020" "3":"16" "PM		992007		Hello. Please install 3 additional wall-mounted hand sanitizer pumps: one inside the computer lab downstairs, one inside near the elevator entrance upstairs, and one inside near the elevator entrance downstairs. We do not have running water at this branch for patrons to wash their hands! Many patrons have complained. Our hand sanitizer runs out quickly. At the very least, please provide one in the computer lab, where germs spread quickly.		GG				Various (lower level computer lab, lower level and upper level interior elevator entrances)		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		2/29/2020" "3":"27" "PM		INTERNAL		This cubicle has just been vacated and we are preparing for a new employee to start there Thursday 3/5.    Please do a complete vaccuuming of the cubicle, including behind the desk and rolling cart (These are empty and I've moved them slightly so they are easier to move around; they are both lightweight). If this can be completed by Wednesday morning, that will allow me to set up the space on Wednesday for the new occupant the next day.  Thank you!		MAIN				Main Library Room 6 (Basement); Supervisor's cubicle		Nina Lindsay								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				As expressed above: complete by Wednesday morning March 4th (Noon is fine).  Thank you!

		2/29/2020" "5":"09" "PM		INTERNAL		We had significant vandalism overnight Fri.-Sat. 2/28-2/29 outside the Main Library. Several windows were broken: one to Mana’s office, the glass in disabled access door to the front of the building, two windows on door that leads to the outdoors from Room 6 downstairs and a pane in the second set of windows left (south) of the children’s room door. In addition, the handrail up the main steps on 14th Street is severely damaged. Broken glass in Room 6 and in Mana T.’s office was mainly vacuumed but another round of cleaning is probably in the works. Except for the glass in the disabled persons' entry door, the broken windows have been boarded up. Here is Nina’s report on the custodial stuff with my notes in brackets: "Room 6 (Basement) The area just inside the exterior doors needs sweeping/vacuuming.  It’s a small amount. [I, Steve Lavoie) vacuumed pretty thoroughly here, but it wouldn’t hurt to do another round with a vacuum cleaner to get all the specks of broken glass. SPL] Mana’s Office [SPL: custodians on 2/29 did a fairly thorough job getting up the glass, but another round is probably necessary. The work was done with these instructions in hand and the office looks pretty safe to me.] There are small bits of glass everywhere, from large shards to small granules.  From my inspection this covers every inch of the room and all surfaces and got into all the far corners. For a first cleaning, I have removed as many items from surfaces and the floor as possible (sweeping the items off first); these items are on carts in Emily’s office;  or on the right side of Mana’s desk (Mana, this is a little piled up.  Everything there is relatively clean, but when the rest of your office gets clean you’ll want to go through this carefully, and wipe everything down).  If we can get a custodian through this weekend they should: Clean glass from windowsill. Clean glass from and wipe down the exposed part of Mana’s desk (just the left hand part). Wipe down the table (I swept glass off it, but there are lots of miniscule/invisible pieces in there). Vacuum the chairs (I swept glass off of these). Sweep and vacuum entire floor.   Please pay attention to corners; move wires under window to clean around them; clean under desk….everywhere.   There is one area where I did not remove stacked art/shelves from a corner, but I did sweep out this area; as close in there as you can get as possible.		MAIN				Main Library : front (14th St) and east side ground level (exterior of Children's Room)		Steven Lavoie								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		New window glass needed		Please send me an email: slavoie@oaklandlibrary.org, so I can have a copy of the service request for use in an incident report, etc. Thanks.

		3/1/2020" "2":"15" "PM		992110		2 lights out above circulation desk, 1 light out above computer #1, and 2 lights out in quiet area		81ST				1st floor, above circulation desk and in quiet area		Derrick DeMay								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		a 4-5ft ladder would work

		3/2/2020" "9":"32" "AM		992015		The glass on the bottom half of the ADA door is shattered. Glass is in place but hazardous. I taped it up but we will need to keep this door locked until it can be boarded up and repaired. 		DIM				Front door		Sarah Hodgson								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		None

		3/2/2020" "9":"32" "AM		NOTES		Multiple mice droppings were found on Mahasin's desk on 3/2/2020		MAIN				Children's Room Office (librarian office - room with door)		Jessica Nachem								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		3/2/2020" "9":"38" "AM		EMAIL		Bin did not get picked up it is almost full		PIE				Trash Bin attached to gate		Nikki/Margaret								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				ASAP

		3/2/2020" "10":"04" "AM		991906		Front ADA door glass has been shattered. It is currently taped up, please repair ASAP.		MAIN				Front Entrance		Jack								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/2/2020" "10":"09" "AM		991909		Main Library, Basement Level, Room 6: Glass on both exterior doors have been broken. Doors are currently boarded up and covered by cloth. The window directly adjacent to the doors has also been cracked. Please contact Jack Schmidt at 238-3283.		MAIN				Room 6		Jack								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/2/2020" "10":"11" "AM		991911		Main Library, 1st Floor, Room 112, window has been broken. The window is currently boarded up. Please contact Mana Tominaga at 238-6611 or Jack Schmidt at 238-3283.		MAIN				Room 112		Jack								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/2/2020" "10":"12" "AM		991915		Main Library, front entrance steps. The front entrance handrail has been damaged and is currently unusable, likely needs to be replaced. It is currently cordoned off by caution tape. Please contact Jack Schmidt at 238-3283.		MAIN				Front Facade		Jack								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/2/2020" "11":"56" "AM		EMAIL		The trash in the front of the library isn't being picked up on a regular basis. 		WEST				Outside main door to building		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FFPJFxDtv5SxYSPriuf-pddeDrLr2eW_		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/2/2020" "11":"57" "AM		EMAIL		I think we got half of custodial - no toilet paper in men's public restroom, trash cans in work area not emptied.		WEST				library 		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/2/2020" "12":"12" "PM		NOTES		A patron, who's a contractor, came and told me the valve behind the toilet is loose and that it's leaking water. He suggested that we have maintenance come to take a look.  		MAIN				Children's Room - Kid's bathroom- Red		Lisa Fung								Plumbing		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		3/2/2020" "2":"31" "PM		992118		The fire security gate in Study Room 2 has been pulled down manually by a patron.		81ST				Study Room 2		natasha moullen								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		3/2/2020" "2":"34" "PM		EMAIL		It looks like the lock on the toilet paper holder has been tampered with and is coming off/unscrewed. It was left open and all the toilet paper removed.		81ST				Family restroom		natasha moullen								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/2/2020" "2":"39" "PM		EMAIL		We are completely out of single rolls of toilet paper in the downstairs janitor's closet. The upstairs janitors closet had a few left, so we snagged those. The family restroom (separate ticket submitted) has a broken lock on the toilet paper holder, so the TP is difficult to keep stocked in that (restroom) anyway. Tomorrow we are a designated polling place, so will likely have more people coming through our doors; it seems vital that we don't run out of toilet paper!		81ST				Janitor's closet. 		natasha moullen								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/2/2020" "2":"41" "PM		EMAIL		Soap dispenser is empty next to the right-hand side sink in the public cafe. 		81ST				Right-hand side sink in the Cafe. 		natasha moullen								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		3/2/2020" "6":"55" "PM		INTERNAL		The hand sanitizer behind the Check Out has needed for refilling for 2-3 months. With recent health issues, staff appear to be more concerned about the need for hand sanitizer. 		MAIN				Main Library, 1st Flr, Circulation Dept, behind the Check Out Desk		Shannon McQueen								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		3/2/2020" "7":"40" "PM		DUPLICATE		Previous request will have more details. Graffiti in silver above "Employees Only" sign.		MAIN				Staff Stairwell, please see ref to previous tix.  Thanks!		Shannon McQueen								Graffiti		Yes		965121		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		3/3/2020" "9":"07" "AM		992433		Someone left a blanket and shoes with feces in front of the entrance of the library, it is blocking the side ramp and smells bad		LAKE				Lakeview Branch Library 		Sabah Abdulla 								Sidewalk / Public Right-of-Way / Patios		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		It will prevent families with strollers or wheelchairs from using ramp		ASAP 

		3/3/2020" "9":"14" "AM		DUPLICATE		Trash needs to be picked up its been days and it is full 		PIE				Trash bin attached to gate		Nikki/Maraget								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		Sent in yesterday		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				ASAP

		3/3/2020" "9":"53" "AM		INTERNAL		Clock is 4 minutes early. If this doesn't fix itself in the daylight savings update next Sunday can we please schedule maintenance?		MAIN				Main Library's lobby clock		Mana Tominaga								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/3/2020" "10":"03" "AM		992360		;m sorry: I don't know if this counts as a plumbing issue and/or the status of the priority. There's a steady beeping sound coming from the boiler closet inside the sorting room (closet located to the left of the exit door). It sounds like a truck backing up. 		81ST				boiler (?) closet located inside Sorting Room 		natasha moullen								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Closet is locked.

		3/3/2020" "11":"07" "AM		992391		The toilet in the downstairs staff bathroom has overflowed and there's water and toilet paper all over the floor (so far as of 11am, it's leaked about halfway across the bathroom).		GG				Downstairs staff bathroom (near the downstairs office, at the bottom of the flight of stairs behind the reference desk).		Naomi Permutt / Erin Sanders / Sharon Vaughn								Plumbing		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		3/3/2020" "11":"47" "AM		992418		Exhaust fan in the basement level women's staff restroom is not working.		MAIN				Basement Women's Staff Restroom		Annette Bourget								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/3/2020" "12":"26" "PM		EMAIL		The staff restroom is completely out of soap, and there is apparently no backup soap found in the branch.		MLK				Staff bathroom		Alison								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week				ASAP we need immediately. We work with the public and all messages tell us to wash our hands multiple times per day.

		3/3/2020" "2":"04" "PM		993630		We have 5 chairs that need to be thrown out, patrons complain about them. One of the chairs someone peed on and is in the trash room but there is no space for it.		LAKE				in garbage room and library		Xochitl Gavidia								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		inside the library

		3/3/2020" "4":"01" "PM		992667		We will be doing a fire drill soon; can the emergency stairwells on the 13th st. side of the building please get swept up for access?, by 3/26 if possible?		MAIN				the two emergency exit stairways on the 13th st. side of the building		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/3/2020" "4":"25" "PM		992678		The Sharps container in our staff bathroom is starting to fall off the wall.  It needs to be screwed back into the wall.		MLK				Staff bathroom		Alison								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/3/2020" "4":"36" "PM		EMAIL		It seems that I get a lot of smell/odor complaints on Saturdays/Sundays. Is the ventilation system turned off on the weekends perhaps, or running at such a low speed or something that it's not actually effective? Or, if there's other solutions for refreshing the air in the first floor spaces, please let me know, too. Staff are investigating air fresheners and fans but I think that would only move the smells around. I'd like some advice on best practices around circulating air more effectively throughout the first floor, with the high ceilings.		MAIN				First Floor reading areas / public spaces on the first floor, particularly around the Lab		Mana Tominaga								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Diane 3/4/20																														Three to six complaints in the past week

		3/4/2020" "9":"18" "AM		EMAIL		Melrose continues to receive the bare minimum of service each day (emptying of garbage). Floors are not swept, much less mopped. Even when notes are left for custodial (in the custodial binder, left open on the counter), simple items are not addressed. This is unacceptable.		MEL				melted candy on main floor as well as mopping, toilet paper refill etc		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BBHrNmGKbGoGclsglPwtvNr_x9YK2rSU, https://drive.google.com/open?id=19XlzYq9WcQPnGTavkIZE59i8HTyFcCKk		Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		NO RESPONSE

		3/4/2020" "9":"47" "AM		992883		I'd really like to get the carpet in my office removed, after the window glass shattered all over - I'm still finding tiny glass bits on the floor despite repeated vacuuming.		MAIN				My office, room 112 off of the first floor lobby. 		Mana Tominaga								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/4/2020" "10":"14" "AM		992971		Please replace the light fixtures in the community room with period appropriate, LED daylight light fixtures. Please confirm fixture with Diane Tannenwald. Please prioritize this ticket - lights need to be changed before next steps of work in the room.		MEL				Community Room - downstairs.		Kate Hug								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		3/4/2020" "10":"30" "AM		992886		The door of the decorative trash can outside is broken/missing.  This is an eyesore to the branch.  Please replace it with the same.		MEL				Out front of the library- when looking at the library, on the left		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BpbYeUNe0NIst2ydyQf_2lIhRc39LT2H		Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		3/4/2020" "10":"42" "AM		DUPLICATE		A major leak was discovered to be going from the outside planter on left of library and incurring into the basement room in back of storage room inside library.  PWA capped the system and replaced sprinkler heads. This has not completely fixed the leak.  However, for the winter, the sprinkler system has been turned off so the problem has been able to be ignored. Spring is here and the sprinklers are about to be turned back on and so the leak will come back. It is significant enough to flood the basement space in the library regularly.  This needs to be fixed - it will likely require trenching in the planters to find the source. Please consult with Diane Tannenwald to fix.		MEL				outside left of library planter.  Leak goes in to back basement room at far right of storage room on bottom floor		Kate Hug								Mold / Moisture		Yes				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		3/4/2020" "10":"50" "AM		CANCEL		Plumbers and Sewer workers were here today to clear pipes and fix the toilet. The staff bathroom AND the public restroom need to be cleaned and disinfected as soon as possible. 		GG				downstairs - staff bathroom and public bathroom		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week				as soon as possible! patrons need the public restroom for diaper changing. staff needs the downstairs restroom for use. 

		3/4/2020" "3":"16" "PM		994057		The angle of the camera needs to be adjusted to where the rest of parking lot is visible on screen. Currently it is viewing Safeway/Street not the entirety of our lot.		DIM				outside-parking lot		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XDz03A0AZi1a1-o2bheJcJDlBCKn7X61, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1u9wApBlso4cJZSJutyjdETnqTUceqmxu		Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Will need a scissor lift.

		3/4/2020" "3":"40" "PM		992889		The doorway, alongside the library on the Fremont Way side, has been tagged both outside the roll-up gate and within the doorway proper.  This will require that the gate is up to access both tags.		MEL				Outside doorway, alongside library on Fremont Way.  Both outside the roll-up gate and inside doorway		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1olJcHCYzHnEhr1crdm4HLnLatHeB3oo2		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				The roll-up gate will need to be up to access both tags

		3/5/2020" "9":"10" "AM		992981		Human waste on front entrance ramp.		LAKE				Front Entrance		Xochitl								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		3/5/2020" "1":"34" "PM		993626		We are requesting cleaning of the large and small storytime rugs in the children's area, in addition to cleaning the upholstery on the two blue gliders ( rocking chairs) in the room.		EAST				Children's room		Nichole Brown								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week		The library is located in the Eastmont Mall and unavailable after 7pm. 

		3/5/2020" "1":"35" "PM		993627		Please replace the lights in the janitors closet		EAST				The janitors closet		Nichole Brown and Susan Martinez								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		The eastmont towncenter is not accessible after 7pm on weekdays. 

		3/6/2020" "8":"35" "AM		EMAIL		Dimond did not receive custodial service		DIM				Interior		Sarah Hodgson								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes

		3/6/2020" "11":"52" "AM		EMAIL		No custodian showed up to help clean up our library today.		ASN				All library floor area		Cong Hoang								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		NO RESPONSE

		3/6/2020" "12":"59" "PM		994060		Graffiti - tagging and profanity written on urinal stalls.		CHA				Men's bathroom 		Isela Anaya								Graffiti		Yes		988543		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		3/6/2020" "1":"42" "PM		994151		We now have a second portapotty, so we need a second padlock. 		GG				outside - parking lot - portapotty		Erin Sanders								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				Please send right away so we can keep the unit secure overnight. 

		3/6/2020" "1":"47" "PM		REFER		An outdoor sink was just installed. Please ADD this service to our USS contract: filling soap dispensers and paper towels. Also please ADD this service to the current portapotty unit: always refill the antibacterial hand sanitizer with every visit.		GG				outside- parking lot - portapotty and sink		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		3/6/2020" "2":"10" "PM		EMAIL		We didn't get custodial for today. 		WEST				all over library		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/6/2020" "2":"41" "PM		993623		Multiple bulbs are out in different places		WEST				three different locations - lobby, children's area & study room (+ other areas now - work room, adult side, etc.)		Susy Moorhead								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		3 previous requests and now more light bulbs are out		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/6/2020" "3":"26" "PM		NOTES		small black mouse running around children's room evening of 3-5-2020		MAIN				children's room		lisa fung								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/7/2020" "9":"41" "AM		EMAIL		Missed day of custodial services.		CHA				Restrooms		Sandy								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/7/2020" "10":"14" "AM		EMAIL		It does not appear as though the building received custodial service today. Trash cans are not emptied, paper products not restocked, etc.		MAIN				Whole Building		Josephine Sayers								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		3/7/2020" "12":"00" "PM		DUPLICATE		Custodial did not show up today.		MAIN				Custodial did not show up today.		Ana Perez of Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/7/2020" "1":"36" "PM		REFER		This needs to be forwarded to OUSD please have drain cleared often because we get flooded really badly when it rains as seen in one of the photos.		PIE				Drain outside near the picnic tables		Margaret/Nikki						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RyVdhbdNlWm1FJBTNhOiIKk8YxEs2guy, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vszdSISltdYkn2LZbcgVl7WD8QbuJVBp, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KXzc-YWVNXG1L0XMvn6mNyjLhQ9iWmC8		Landscaping / Trees		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week				ASAP

		3/7/2020" "2":"20" "PM		994067		Even though PW came and cleaned out the gutters, when it rains the water still pours out of a juncture in the gutter right onto the heads of people entering and exiting the library. 		MLK				Front entryway		Celia Davis								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		979821		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		3/7/2020" "4":"42" "PM		994087		The pane on the staff entry door on Level F has the remnants of adhesive residue and a sticker on it.  Door near silver graffiti from previous request.		MAIN				Staff Stairwell, Level F, West side of the building, small pane on staff door.		SHANNON MCQUEEN								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		3/8/2020" "12":"12" "PM		994100		There is marker graffiti on the metal counter underneath the exterior book drop 		81ST				Exterior, on counter underneath bookdrop slots		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OcyraMhagzfkjWg_wdjpj6dBcIp0fea5		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/8/2020" "12":"13" "PM		994117		There is a light out in the first floor men's room, above the sink.		81ST				first floor men's room		Brian Guenther								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/8/2020" "12":"14" "PM		COMBINED		There is a light out in the second floor staff area, just outside the branch manager's office. 		81ST				second floor, staff area, outside of the manager's office		Brian Guenther								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No		994117		N/A		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		3/9/2020" "9":"16" "AM		EMAIL		Dimond did not receive custodial service		DIM				Interior		Sarah Hodgson								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		3/9/2020" "9":"16" "AM		994043		Cold air coming out of vents at Dimond, internal temperature is 61 degrees. Staff believe that the AC may be turned on.		DIM				Interior		Sarah Hodgson								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		3/9/2020" "9":"16" "AM		REFER		Because we don't yet have a second padlock, we had to leave the public portapotty open Sat & Sun night. Now it needs service ASAP - it's not really usable. We do not have a bathroom for the public right now. Please send someone to pick up inside the portapotty AND send a padlock.		GG				outside - parking lot - portapotty		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				as soon as possible  - we do not have a restroom for the public until it gets cleaned

		3/9/2020" "9":"47" "AM		EMAIL		TRASH BIN IS FULL NEEDS TO BE PICKED UP		PIE				TRASHBIN ATTACHED TO GATE		MARGARET/NIKKI								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				ASAP

		3/9/2020" "11":"23" "AM		EMAIL		Our staff elevator has been out of order for a few weeks. It's an elevator that, when working, gets used heavily each day. One of the things we use this elevator for each day is for moving full book carts upstairs to the processing area. Staff here at Rockridge would like a timeline for it being fixed.		ROC				Staff elevator that goes between the 1st and 2nd floors.		Lisa Harter or Paul Schiesser								Elevator Issue				This was reported before by Paul Schiesser, who is currently out of town. I don't have the previous ticket number. Paul will return to work tomorrow, 03/10/20		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No special circumstances. 		No time preference. 

		3/9/2020" "11":"39" "AM		994249		Public tables had not been cleaned. I understand they should be sanitized daily during the coronavirus outbreak.		MLK				King library		Alison								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/9/2020" "12":"58" "PM		994566		Strap 3 to a Bookcase and Wall		CHA				Teen Area		Isela Anaya								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		"On Hold" 3/11/2020 G. Johnson																														None

		3/9/2020" "2":"47" "PM		994779		Main Library staff report toilet on 2nd Floor of Women's Staff Restroom continually runs. Please contact Diane Tannenwald at 238-6608.		MAIN				2nd Floor Women's Staff Restroom		Jack								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/9/2020" "2":"49" "PM		994780		Main Library Staff request installation of handrail at the end of the ADA ramp at the front of the library, on the Madison Street side. 		MAIN				ADA Ramp at Front of Library, closest to Madison Street 		Jack								Structural / Construction Issue						HOLD		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/9/2020" "4":"13" "PM		994283		The toilet in the single-stall restroom on the ground floor nearest the stairs and elevator is clogged.		MAIN				Single-stall public restroom on ground floor near the elevators/stairs		Jesse Nachem								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/9/2020" "4":"15" "PM		994284		I would like to request a carpet shampooing for the carpet in Room 28 on the ground floor. I have mentioned this to Brian previously and he advised that I fill out a ticket to have it done. Can I be notified when it will happen, so that I can let staff know to move boxes and other items off the floor?		MAIN				Room 28 / ground floor		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Room 28 is locked		I would like to have a week's notice so that staff can move items off the floor before the cleaning. Thank you!

		3/10/2020" "9":"07" "AM		NOTES		pls change clock time		MAIN				rm 216		dayni								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No		please change the clock time of the analog clock on the wall. thank you		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		rm 216 is a locked room		na

		3/10/2020" "11":"03" "AM		994782		Temescal Tool Lending Library staff request snaking of drain in Tool shop. A plumber identified roots in the drain on 3/3/2020. 		TEM				Tool Lending		Jack								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/10/2020" "12":"01" "PM		994570		Looks like a bulb is out in a ceiling fixture - main room, 4th from the back door in the row that passes above the circ desk		ELM				ceiling light above globe in the adult fiction section (4th from the back door)		Remy Timbrook								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		15-foot ceiling maybe?		Could happen during open hours

		3/10/2020" "1":"25" "PM		DUPLICATE		Trash bin hasn't been emptied in a couple days		PIE				Trash bin attached to gate outside		Margaret/Nikki								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		Submitted request on monday		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				ASAP

		3/10/2020" "1":"51" "PM		EMAIL		This happens whenever we get new custodians. Soap, paper towels, and toilet paper aren't replaced. Soap in the public restrooms not being replaced is especially troubling right now. Soap has been filled since yesterday but NOT paper towels.  		WEST				women's public restroom & staff areas		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YAV-WQNDN7AkomZmwmSix1RBP7VMeCYK		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/10/2020" "1":"57" "PM		994579		Unable to open public restroom with key or staff key.  Lock doesn't turn.  Might be jammed.		TEM				Public restroom located downstairs.		Karen Ko / Brian Boies								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		ASAP

		3/10/2020" "2":"47" "PM		994585		Second step of the stairs leading to the entrance to the library is chipping off.  This is a safety hazard for patrons.  		TEM				Front steps to the entrance of the library.		Karen Ko / Brian Boies / David Hughes-Gonzales						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xMMityvwyNqoYpob0nd7LFgt4MVPiEOm		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		None		No, this is the main entrance.  Best time would be when branch is close.

		3/10/2020" "3":"00" "PM		994606		Whenever it rains, the ceiling leaks in the children's area above the 500s. Prior crack and water damage visible. Incident was reported multiple times, but might not have been repaired.		TEM				Water leak from ceiling in the children's area above the 500s.  Children's 500 is located by the two public tables in front of the big windows.		Karen Ko / David Hughes Gonzales						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MWfUjcOTF0jf8RehB6ql2i2JR-6jf0U9		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		965785		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Yes, high ceilings.		Preferably before we open.

		3/10/2020" "6":"23" "PM		EMAIL		Someone intentionally peed inside the elevator.  Floor and walls of elevator need sanitizing and cleaning.		TEM				Elevator		Karen Ko/ David Hughes-Gonzales / Brian Boies						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1erjzEul1V_SBEDnl8JIlsGqitcYqxUPv		Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		Preferably before branch opens.

		3/11/2020" "9":"04" "AM		EMAIL		This is an ongoing issue 		MEL				We did not receive custodial service today, 3/11/20		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		NO RESPONSE

		3/11/2020" "9":"07" "AM		REFER		The light fixture is not working		PIE				Light fixture next to back door facing the school's play ground		Margaret/Nikki								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				ASAP

		3/11/2020" "9":"17" "AM		994770		The light above Alice Wong's desk in Room 210 (Financial & Administrative Services Office) flickers. Please contact Jack Schmidt at 238-3283.		MAIN				FASO		Jack								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		3/11/2020" "10":"12" "AM		EMAIL		We have several light bulbs out that are high up. We've been told that the lift that would be needed to reach them wouldn't fit between the stacks, but I've learned that another lift was rented to get to the lights that are high up at the Main library.		81ST				main area of the library		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kMormDEDDb07fZygg7fUmKXDO4WsviG7		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		The lights are high up. 

		3/11/2020" "1":"05" "PM		994956		Please forward the clock for Daylight Savings Time. This requires a ladder, which we don't have. Thanks.		GG				upstairs - wall behind circ desk		Erin Sanders 								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		high on wall

		3/11/2020" "1":"08" "PM		EMAIL		We have not had proper custodial service all week. In light of the coronavirus scare, PLEASE send someone out to mop, clean, and disinfect high-touch areas. (We have had Aisha stop by to empty garbage, but that's it. She also services West Oakland Library, which is really large. She can't clean both GG and West in a 4-hour shift. Our past custodians have split their time between GG and Temescal, which is also a smaller branch.) When will we have a regular custodian?		GG				all		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		3/11/2020" "2":"21" "PM		994949		The weather stripping between the front doors is falling apart and several screws are missing. The rubber part is dangling near the ground, creating a tripping hazard. 		GG				front door		Erin Sanders								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/11/2020" "2":"38" "PM		994960		Please empty the trash can outside in the backyard which is currently overflowing. We also have a trash can outside at the entrance that also needs to be emptied.		ELM				Outdoor garbage cans -- one outside in the backyard and one outside near the entrance.		Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/11/2020" "3":"10" "PM		EMAIL		Branch would like a soap dispenser mounted by our kitchen sink.  		TEM				Staff kitchen/break room.  Located in room behind circulation desk.		Karen Ko / Brian Boies / David Hughes-Gonzales								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		None

		3/12/2020" "11":"58" "AM		NOTES		Dead mouse found in desk		MAIN				3618		Winnie								Pest						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/12/2020" "12":"02" "PM		EMAIL		For safety of our patrons, please install a HAND SANITIZER DISPENSER in our lobby area.		CHA				Lobby of Chavez Branch Library (1st floor)		Pete Villasenor								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No.		No

		3/12/2020" "1":"03" "PM		995311		We need replacement keys for the public bathroom "B" asap. Please include a paddle for the key. This is an urgent request because we only have 2 public restrooms. Thank you!		DIM				lobby		Sarah Hodgson								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		None

		3/12/2020" "1":"07" "PM		995312		We need the gas/underground lines flagged in the garden to the left of the front entrance. Currently it is mostly dirt. We are installing some artwork later in the spring and want to be sure it's safe to dig in the area. Thanks!		DIM				Front of library to the left of front doors. 		Sarah Hodgson								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		CANCELED; Need to contact 811																														None		No		No

		3/12/2020" "1":"46" "PM		EMAIL		I'd like to request 4 hand sanitizer dispensers to be installed throughout our library branch. -one in our copy room -one on the pillar next to our "family toy area" (small area that has couches -one on the pillar facing the quiet area -one at the end of the computer station in our teen area (end of computer 22, next to trash an) Thank you		81ST				4 areas		Brenda Membreno								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		NO RESPONSE

		3/12/2020" "2":"19" "PM		995316		Weeds are taking over our landscaping on the corner of 81st and Rudsdale		81ST				Exterior, landscape		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Qss8oaIv1-XmChbfX6xe8LHZWe5RcQhc		Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/12/2020" "2":"23" "PM		995317		The lock is broken on the trash/paper towel dispenser cabinet in the family restroom		81ST				first floor, family restroom		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MrwlnSwc0d0PSwWMqpxn9zF1Hbm6mij5		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		3/13/2020" "11":"20" "AM		EMAIL		Outside trash did not get picked up. Trash is currently 1/3 full. Custodian needs a work vechicle to take trash away. 		PIE				Outside of the branch, next to picnic tables		Russell Tran						https://drive.google.com/open?id=18vp11Nz1Rod-qY9fgYsP4G-asODLIisd, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1imcn4hQhyT2cDXAF7tPD7qdq4BUxtemF, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1T50dUj15wbXoBvUqrOT1WMYGbhwp7bmH		Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/13/2020" "4":"13" "PM		996033		We would like a paper towel dependence for the staff break room		CHA				second floor staff break room		Isela Anaya								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/14/2020" "8":"11" "AM		EMAIL		No custodial services at Rockridge on 03-14-20		ROC				All of building		Paul Schiesser								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Pretty important to keep things clean during a global pandemic

		3/14/2020" "9":"32" "AM		EMAIL		We received no custodial service between closing on Friday and opening on Saturday.		ELM				Entire Building		Molly Nichols/Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/14/2020" "9":"34" "AM		EMAIL		Outside Trash (in the backyard) is overflowing and has not been emptied for over a week.		ELM				Back yard and Front Yard Trash Cans		Molly Nichols/Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Parks (Keary Brink) responsible for patio bins																														Three to six complaints in the past week

		3/14/2020" "9":"35" "AM		EMAIL		Missed day of service.		CHA				Restrooms		Sandy								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/14/2020" "10":"03" "AM		EMAIL		Trash cans were not emptied. Bathroom supplies not replenished in public or staff restrooms. No vaccuuming. 		MAIN				Children's Room, Ground Floor of Main. No Custodial service		Louise Yu								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/14/2020" "10":"56" "AM		DUPLICATE		For about the 3rd Saturday, there have been no custodial services at the Main which results in trash buildup, paper towel & liquid soap shortages, as well as, cleanliness/hygiene issues.		MAIN				MAIN LIBRARY		SHANNON MCQUEEN								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		3/14/2020" "11":"25" "AM		996032		the palm tree has a lot of large dead fronds on it. They need to be cut off. In the past we have had a lot of them fall on the ground and it becomes a safety hazard, especially with kids.		MLK				outside near mechanical room. 		Celia Davis								Landscaping / Trees		No				Proposed/Unfunded		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		4/30/2020 Harvey Isaac																														One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		3/14/2020" "11":"29" "AM		EMAIL		No Cleaning service		ASN				Asian Branch Library		Anita Yan								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/16/2020" "9":"03" "AM		EMAIL		Trash bin is full and there is trash littering the ground		PIE				Trash bin attached to gate outside		Margaret/Nikki								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		Submitted on friday		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				asap

		3/16/2020" "9":"32" "AM		995895		There is a pile of feces right in front of the front entrance		LAKE				Lakeview Branch Library 		Sabah Abdulla 								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		front entrance somewhat blocked 		ASAP

		3/16/2020" "9":"33" "AM		995890		Heat needs to be turned on at Dimond		DIM				Interior		Sarah								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		3/16/2020" "10":"19" "AM		EMAIL		We didn't get custodial since Saturday. 		WEST				whole building		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		3/20/2020" "12":"23" "PM		996875		There's a rolled up sleeping bag under some foliage in Temescal's backyard just beyond the water tank.  Item has been there for over a week, possibly left by a vagrant.    		TEM				Yard in back of building, past the water tank.		Karen Ko / Brian Boies / David Hughes-Gonzales						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oxdHnL7X2yMxmwwA5TJYO-P2_G4K-2_s, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lDv6GBuwJCxm9d-S-Ed8CMOXxW0m0Lao		Homeless Concern or Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		None

		3/20/2020" "8":"28" "PM		997343		The sink in the tool lending shop is leaking.  Leak is somewhere between a steady drip and a constant dribble depending on how much strength is placed on tightening faucet.    		TEM				Sink in the Tool Lending shop located perpendicular to the tool circulation desk.		Karen Ko / Brian Boies / Friederike Droegemueller						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IkdTDI2el_aOAMCW8vacy2QuB7QlAzj8, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Q2y8HeApe5z2C1iJ-Aj26kSXkNTJK1xe		Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		The tool shop is locked and is only accessible with the F10L or F10T key.  There are two ways to enter.  One is through the door perpendicular to the tool circulation desk.  The second entrance is accessible downstairs across from the meeting room. 		None since branch is closed until further notice.

		3/23/2020" "4":"44" "PM		997590		There are a number of spills/stains on the little kids carpet and on the carpet underneath/near the tables throughout the branch.		MLK				whole library, especially children's room carpet and around any tables		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		4/6/2020" "10":"31" "AM		1000276		large graffiti on wall of 69th avenue side of the building 		MLK				outside wall-69th avenue side		Celia Davis						https://drive.google.com/open?id=13u8fJq6mslGVL4EttzbMosZVpunN-K0s		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		4/9/2020" "5":"36" "PM		1001099		Clean out the Main Library loading dock storm water drain, access driveway off 13th Street, located in parking space area (under Chris's City car).  Note: OPL may need to move car to access so please schedule ahead of visit. 		MAIN				Delivery Well		Diane								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		4/22/2020" "9":"40" "AM		EMAIL		One of the plexiglass windows appears to have been partially blown away from the frame. It may completely fall out of the frame and come crashing down onto the public area in another wind storm. High ceiling, will need a scissor lift.		DIM				lobby		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		957547/985509/957547		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Don Gibeau on 4/22/2020																														Seven or more complaints in the past week		high ceiling, needs a scissor lift

		4/22/2020" "9":"51" "AM		1003971		 Front lawn needs to be watered. Please, turn on the irrigation system.		DIM				front lawn		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		4/22/2020" "6":"11" "PM		1004318		the front area was mowed: thank you! Now please mow the back of the library (without cutting the tree bark and killing the tree please!) . The grass is quite high. 		MLK				outside back of library behind parking lot		Celia Davis								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		parking lot gate locked- standard OPW key		no

		4/27/2020" "10":"02" "AM		DUPLICATE		The angle of the camera needs to be adjusted to where the rest of parking lot is visible on screen. Currently it is viewing Safeway/Street not the entirety of our lot.		DIM				back parking lot		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=14_5fY2SZphgdbxqyUUkFoVTVgPkIvAc9, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WqAqsO2X02x9qzyQ_ALIGqaKUUNoLv3l		Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		994057		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week		Will need a scissor lift.

		4/27/2020" "10":"08" "AM		DUPLICATE		false drainage, floor drain needs a solid cover or something like that won’t let anything in.		DIM				lobby-public restroom A		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=11l6zhX2MZbdQJ4R89b1jZXXpru7yY1kZ		Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		985767		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		4/27/2020" "10":"13" "AM		DUPLICATE		We need a new NO SMOKING sign on the wall facing the green wooden bench		DIM				outside by the wood bench		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JIbRR8QQ4hnjeGXiexT0jMFbaRH1BD0w, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iAgwZ-KfhXYhoIHahC8W_kET2n1TbxWW		Sign		Yes		985613		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Closed; see 985613																														Seven or more complaints in the past week

		4/27/2020" "10":"20" "AM		DUPLICATE		children's area have a high ceiling and needs light bulb replace. You will need a SCISSOR  LIFT		DIM				main floor-children's area		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ym7uygE60b3qRrZ7lHEA3oNbNgSnZ8q2		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		985610		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Closed; see 985610																														Seven or more complaints in the past week		high ceiling

		4/29/2020" "1":"27" "PM		1005655		Please turn off AC while branch is closed.		DIM				Interior		Sarah Hodgson								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		5/8/2020" "8":"58" "AM		1008043		 I tried to disarm the security with my code. When I walked into the building (Montclair Branch), the security screen would display "Fault 01 front door" and alarm would Beep, Beep ...		MON				Security Alarm		Vicky Chen (Via Email)								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		5/11/2020" "3":"25" "PM		1008926		The gutters are visibly full of leaves and twigs from storm windfall. They need to be cleaned before we open to the public and on a regular basis. Leaving them full blocks their function, causing potential leaks, water damage, or structural damage, as well as a hazard to staff and patrons below.		ELM				outside gutters, especially in the backyard above the patio		Derrick DeMay								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		OPL currently closed to the public; good time to do maintenance! No need to come inside.

		5/11/2020" "3":"37" "PM		1008927		1) I don't see any hand soap to refill the dispensers in the bathroom and kitchen (but I may have missed it!) - we will need additional supplies to get through reopening during COVID-19 outbreak. 2) Please refill the wall unit near the front door that dispenses hand sanitizer. There are at least two boxes of refills in the custodial supply closet, but staff do not have ability/knowledge to open the dispenser and refill it. Requested multiple times in March before we closed.		ELM				bathroom / kitchen / custodial supply closet		Derrick DeMay								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		5/11/2020" "5":"11" "PM		1009081		Trash and recycling are not being picked up. Member of our Friends group who routinely pick up garbage outside the building report that the dumpster and recycling bins are overflowing.		DIM				parking lot		Sarah Hodgson								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Gate should be unlocked but WM and Oakland Recycles have keys		asap

		5/12/2020" "9":"41" "AM		1009087		Carpets and soft furniture (sofas and ottomans) are in need of steam cleaning		EAST				Eastmont Branch		Susan Martinez								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		5/12/2020" "9":"43" "AM		1009093		Temescal is in need of more hand soap dispensing refills and hand sanitizer refills.  In anticipation of reopening, we would need more than the 2 we currently have in the janitorial closet.		TEM				Public restroom, staff restroom, and staff kitchen hand soap dispenser refills.  Also, hand sanitizer refill for dispenser by front door.		Karen Ko / David Hughes-Gonzales / Brian Boies								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Key to janitorial closet (F10).		No, but preferably before we reopen.

		5/12/2020" "10":"15" "AM		1009114		In anticipation of reopening, carpet and floors need cleaning.  In particular, the area under and around tables and chairs need addressing.  Previous tickets for carpet cleaning were never done.      		TEM				The two carpets upstairs in the children's area; public tables and chairs; floors (particularly under the tables); and public restroom needs cleaning.		Karen Ko / David Hughes-Gonzales / Brian Boies								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		Carpets #809671		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		Before we reopen.

		5/12/2020" "10":"43" "AM		1009258		We have submitted requests to do a full, thorough clean of all the carpets in this branch. The carpets are in really rough shape and extremely dirty. This would be a great time to do this since the library is closed right now.		LAKE				Lobby & Meeting Room		Ashley Bonifacio								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No special circumstances but when we were open we would get 1-2 complaints a week about the carpet. With everything going on with this pandemic and not knowing the extent of  it being spread in other ways (shoes, touch traces, etc.) we should clean these carpets.		No since we're closed and there is no one in the library

		5/12/2020" "11":"07" "AM		1009260		We are very low on janitorial cleaning supplies at this branch. We only have a 1 jug of disinfectant cleaner & 1  container of clorox wipes. We also only have 6 packs of paper towels and 1 package of soap. When we reopen we will need to be washing our hands regularly and need to have a good stock of soap and paper towels to adhere to CDC regulations.		LAKE				Janitor Closet		Ashley Bonifacio								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No complaints since we're not open but we would often be out of soap and paper towels when we were open and we cannot have this happen now that conditions have changed.		No. We are closed so now would be a great time to stock up our janitorial and supply closet.

		5/12/2020" "12":"35" "PM		1009261		Can the public restrooms receive a deep clean please? Especially the men's. This isn't pressing but would be nice to have done sometime soon. The library looks great by the way! 		WEST				Public restrooms on bottom floor - especially the men's 		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		5/12/2020" "1":"49" "PM		1009511		The carpets in these rooms (Community Room, Lab, Storytime area, Classroom) have not been serviced in some time (even before we closed). They need vacuuming and a thorough cleaning. 		81ST				Community Room (upstairs), Classroom (downstairs), Lab (downstairs), Storytime area (downstairs)		Sally Engelfried								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																		No		Before we open. 

		5/12/2020" "1":"53" "PM		1009514		Upstairs closet: has no hand soap, no paper towels, 9 large rolls of toilet paper. Needs to be completely restocked. Downstairs closet: has 3 boxes of hand soap, 1/4 box of paper towels, and 51 regular rolls of toilet paper. Needs to be restocked enough to have a backup supply once we open. 		81ST				custodial closets (upstairs and downstairs)		Sally Engelfried								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																		Need key to custodial closet		No

		5/12/2020" "2":"01" "PM		1009511		The branch had not been fully vacuumed for quite some time before we closed. We need a building-wide vacuuming in all the areas listed before we open. 		81ST				Main first floor of the library, study rooms, quiet room, circulation area, stairs, upstairs haillway		Sally Engelfried								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																				No

		5/12/2020" "2":"03" "PM		1009517		The floors need to be mopped.		81ST				Cafe area floor, front entry area floor, hallway floor, school exit floor - all on first floor		Sally Engelfried								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																				No

		5/12/2020" "2":"32" "PM		1009249		neighbor's tree fell to the library's backyard. the fence on the far back was damaged.		MON				backyard		vicky chen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RLWWwICn-5lj2v7wzhwSFKCE328JhJVP, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xdB9QadOVnue6n8g5kEs89mI9MgOlAiF, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-fV2mlyPs5bQQUGXDA5OIxure4ReDj19, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xZUUf4qRtYjlyY01Q_9I46VRcEvPLZoD, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1f5kq7kGVjs99YIODLnEDXuHp7fH_JpN1		Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		5/12/2020" "3":"13" "PM		1009658		need to clear the garbage and recycling bins		ASN				whole branch		Anita Yan								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		5/13/2020" "2":"00" "PM		1009585		someone defecated on the front gate near the bike racks. They left magazines and trash as well. 		MLK				outside- on the front door gate near the bike rakes. 		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		5/13/2020" "2":"46" "PM		1009649		DSW staff will begin working in the space starting Tuesday, 5/19. I'm anticipating these are the spaces they will use. Isela and I will tidy up the break room and desk areas on Thurs. and Fri., (they are messy right now). If someone can deep clean and sanitize the requested areas for the staff coming in on Tuesday, 5/19, they will be prepared to safely conduct meal pickup for the community. Thanks!		CHA				Upstairs 5 Areas - Public Men's Restroom, Public Women's Restroom, Staff restroom, Break Room and Public Service Desk Areas. Downstairs Lobby Area, and elevator. 		Annabelle Blackman OR Isela Anaya								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																				Anytime between Friday evening, 5/15 and Tuesday early morning, 5/19.

		5/13/2020" "3":"10" "PM		1009650		The branch is in need of the following: -Toilet Paper (the standard size rolls) -Paper Towels -Disinfecting Wipes -Disinfectant Spray, (both to spray on surfaces and to spray in the air)-Boxes of Gloves in Med. or Large size -Alcohol-based hand sanitizer. The branch is going to be in use by DSWs as a meal pickup location for the public on Tuesday, 5/19 and these items will be in need at that time. Thanks. 		CHA				Custodial  / Cleaning Supplies Needed		Annabelle Blackman OR Isela Anaya								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		5/14/2020" "10":"32" "AM		1010091		Custodial Supply Needs for our Library Branch, Rockridge in preparation for staff re-entering site... Paper Towels, Baby Wipes, Hand Soap for dispensers, Sanitizer for dispensers, Toilet Paper, Toilet Seat paper covers, mop head replacements, Starline Janitorial Supplies Disinfectant, Rubber Gloves, Sponges, Dish Rags, Betco All Purpose CLeaner, Betco Disinfectant AF315, Floor CLeaner 138 Ph7, Carpet Cleaner, Serenade Jazz Foaming Cleaner/Degreaser, Major Digestor Carpet Cleaner + Odor Eliminator, Chewing Gum + Candle Wax Remover, Garbage Bags, Windex Stainless Window Cleaner, Stainless Steel Cleaner, Bleach,		ROC				Custodial Supplies List		Ryan Lindsay, Katrina Deans, Paul Schiesser								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		5/14/2020" "11":"12" "AM		1010095		Trash was dumped in various places in the back of the building.  Specifically, trash located by the bike rack/repair station on side lawn; cardboard in front of the tool shed; small trash bin on back lawn, and clothing & feces below the back stairs leading down to the meeting room.		TEM				Trash and litter dumped around the back perimeter of the building.  Specifically the side lawn where the bike rack is located; back lawn; in front of the shipping container; and back stairway leading down to the meeting room.		Karen Ko / David Huhges-Gonzales / Brian Boies						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1l2uhm-z2Dbd0hmY5jMD7-_mvZYX3I3N7, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hbKdc_PaO5urLr6Pc8i9vWxPD2Q-WyPg, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CX7B3TKmxwSoY3i1YOj8NN9L7b-P58Ny, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qR2bb0YcG2c8rKEO5wduxlgqAqEhFHmc		Illegal Dumping		No				Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Follow up requested on 6/3/2020 - original ticket was closed by G. Tarver. J. Wong at OAK311 is following up with Tarver.																														None		None		Preferably before we reopen.

		5/14/2020" "10":"39" "PM		1010096		Trash and recycling bins need to be cleared.  carpet needs vacuuming,  restroom needs cleaning.  		ASN				Asian branch needs janitorial support to clean and clear all the trash and recycling in side branch library		Janet Cheung								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		5/15/2020" "9":"10" "AM		1010098		Very strong mold smell as soon as you enter the restroom		ROC				2nd floor women's public restroom		Paul Schiesser/Ryan Lindsay								Mold / Moisture						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		5/18/2020" "1":"37" "PM		1010781		Trash removal		ASN				Asian Branch		Janet Cheung								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		None

		5/19/2020" "11":"40" "AM		1011087		Peeling & bubbling paint on ceiling and wall. Also damage on the other side of this interior wall in the same spot, in the staff area. Roof leak? There is black residue. Long term issue, please fix before possible mold spreads		GG				ceiling above staff stairwell (behind circulation desk)		Erin Sanders						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xur55ylnG0byh7grMo-B0o0djeqXr1sU, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZMpqQTg2z1wM8BU5ny0lrIu7B1TH0ARs, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DvCWacbITyJXRZb4j7NoME9J5CMwPzOD		Mold / Moisture		Yes		1011091		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		high ceiling - above stairwell. on the outside of the building - 1.5 story roof. need cherry picker or similar?

		5/19/2020" "11":"43" "AM		1011091		Water stain on ceiling, above white bookshelf		GG				upstairs staff office, on the right behind circulation desk, ceiling above white bookshelf		Erin Sanders						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VyXTiRJcL6zaa_qeCJxMU05jRWb4CPXz		Mold / Moisture		Yes				Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Inside the room, ceiling is not high. But accessing roof might be difficult - this is 1.5 stories. PW staff in the past said they would need a cherry picker or similar equipment

		5/19/2020" "11":"45" "AM		1011093		We received a tall locking cabinet with combo and key lock. However, the combo keypad is not opening the cabinet, and the key has disappeared. Can we have someone take a look at it, or order a new key? (We have boxes of material piled up that were removed from the previous shelving unit, waiting to be put away in this cabinet.)		GG				Downstairs staff office (room with exterior door)		Erin Sanders								Key / Lock Management		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		5/19/2020" "1":"47" "PM		1011147		We'd like to hang a 30' x 5' banner at the West Oakland Library to promote the 2020 Census. The West Oakland Branch is designated as a Questionnaire Assistance Center for the 2020 Census. I would put facilities staff in contact with the correct person to get the banner.		WEST				Outside West Oakland		Matt Berson								Sign		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		The branch is currently closed to the public, but is serving as a food distribution point on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 12-2 PM.

		5/19/2020" "2":"53" "PM		CANCEL		Please remove both portapotties in the parking lot and cancel service. 		GG				Parking lot		Erin Sanders								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		There is a padlock on the parking lot gate. USS will need to coordinate a pickup time to ensure the lot is accessible. (Padlocks on the units themselves have been removed.)		Given that we are not on site regularly, a time will need to be scheduled with library or PW staff to unlock the parking lot gate.

		5/19/2020" "3":"02" "PM		1011181		Last year, the large wooden sign in front of the library fell over. The 4x4's are rotted (see pics). The sign was never removed or fixed; it is leaning against a chainlink fence in the parking lot. However, we plan to use this area of the parking lot during curbside pickup, which will begin in two weeks. The sign is very heavy and will seriously injure a person if it fell or blew over. Please remove this sign from the property ASAP (or reinstall in the front yard). It is a safety hazard.		GG				Parking lot - near ADA accessible spot - 56th St		Erin Sanders						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pmi1p0EgSvzagw7YXhJPg15wUk2n_PwQ, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BYr7lQewCD5FxqceoGKZjOJFydvhtuAL, https://drive.google.com/open?id=19WlceCdYK15gxMQPHySp_aNO2dfcn8GK		Sign		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Inside the parking lot gate, which is padlocked		Curbside pickup may begin JUNE 6

		5/20/2020" "5":"50" "AM		1011395		Please clean all downstairs carpets. Thank you!		DIM				first floor		Sarah Hodgson								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		Preferably in the next 2 weeks.

		5/20/2020" "5":"54" "AM		1011396		Please disinfect all table tops, desktops  and counters on the first floor.		DIM				first floor		Sarah Hodgson								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		5/21/2020" "3":"04" "PM		1011822		Please move the bench next to the public walkway (see picture) to the cement area to the right of the parking lot entrance ( behind the planter, see other picture). People often congregate and drink or sleep on this bench at it's current location. It's likely we'll start curbside library service soon and people would be lining up on the walkway. it isn't possible to socially distance if someone is sitting on the bench. Thanks!		DIM				near the walkway outside the branch		Sarah Hodgson						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yio2Hkgk5BkHP1YBPLlj64TNU_zULcks, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NPfsGx7obxH99zdhsAPyJ1NDHd4srEvR		Sidewalk / Public Right-of-Way / Patios		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		5/21/2020" "7":"21" "PM		REFER		We discovered this morning that water is leaking from the bottom of the Chavez Library sign hanging directly at front entrance. The last rain happened almost about 5 days ago so possibly leak is due to stored water in the sign that is causing the leak. THANKS.		CHA				Outside in front of entrance, at bottom of Cesar Chavez Library SIGN (directly above).		Pete Villasenor								Sign		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		1011970 - OAK311 states that this is not OPW issue																														One to two complaints in the past week		Tall ladder will be needed.		On Tuesdays and Thursdays, Chavez staff is providing free lunches to public in front of library starting at 10:30 am and ending around 2:30 pm so it wouldn't be possible to repair during this time. THANKS

		5/22/2020" "9":"23" "AM		1011984		We would like the air filters replaced for our HVAC system please		ROC				HVAC system for building		Paul Schiesser								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		5/22/2020" "9":"47" "AM		1011995		Came into the branch and disarmed the alarm system. Since coming in the keypad has been beeping once every few minutes with a message on the screen "Faul 06 Door Back Reference" and "Disarmed Zones Faulted"		ROC				Back Door Alarm Keypad		Paul Schiesser								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		5/22/2020" "10":"12" "AM		1011996		Toilet seat in the staff bathroom is broken		ROC				Staff bathroom on the second floor in the break room		Paul Schiesser						https://drive.google.com/open?id=15OqYWc60-tO_dq-d2CSQhpGChtQPTGiV		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		5/22/2020" "10":"18" "AM		1011998		As soon as you walk into the women's restroom on the second floor landing, you are greeted with a very strong mold smell. Nothing on the surface looks dirty. Toilets are flushed and it appears that the trash only has toilet paper and paper towels in it. 		ROC				Women's Restroom on the second floor		Paul Schiesser								Mold / Moisture		Do Not Know				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		5/26/2020" "2":"04" "PM		1012934		Trash and recycling are not being picked up. As of Friday, 5/22 the bins are still full.		DIM				trash and recyling behind the building		Sarah Hodgson								Litter Container (Outside)		Yes		1009081		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		There is a chain across the parking lot. Both WM and Recyling service have keys.		no

		5/26/2020" "2":"09" "PM		NOTES		We need a new NO SMOKING sign on the wall facing the green wooden bench near the front walkway. This has been submitted for over a year under the following tickets 985613 (2/8/20), 874118 (2/2/19), 934719 (8/13/19). 		DIM				walkway close to front entrance		Sarah Hodgson								Sign		Yes		985613		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Completed 5/29/2020, confirmed by Don Gibeau																														None		no		no

		5/27/2020" "10":"17" "AM		1013198		Now that the sewer project is complete, please remove the two portapotty units in the parking lot. We would like to keep the handwashing station, depending on when/how often those get serviced. We will have curbside pickup in the parking lot, so having a truck come in to service the handwashing station will be tricky.		GG				parking lot		Erin Sanders								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Locked gate to parking lot. Also, the padlock on the ADA unit will need to be removed. 

		5/27/2020" "10":"19" "AM		1013200		There is feces underneath a newspaper on the front steps. Please remove and disinfect.		GG				Front steps - top step - in front of door		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		5/27/2020" "10":"33" "AM		1013139		Staff member's key is stuck in the back door.		MAIN				Back Staff Entrance Door		Jack								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		5/27/2020" "11":"02" "AM		1013156		Sink in acquisitions is clogged. Contact Winnie Chiang at 510-238-3618.		MAIN				Acquisitions		Winnie Chiang								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		5/27/2020" "2":"48" "PM		1013468		Please provide spray bottles and rags for staff to use, for spraying disinfectant at our work stations. 		GG				n/a		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		5/27/2020" "2":"49" "PM		1013469		The sewer lateral project is complete. There is pink residue from disinfectant on the floor of the public restroom; please mop. Thanks.		GG				lower level - public restroom		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		5/28/2020" "11":"31" "AM		1013555		The Library is doing food distribution -  the lobby need to be cleaned , and there are many garbage bins that need to be emptied.  Also cardboard from deliverers needs to be but in recycling bins, Cardboard is being collected outside the lobby door in the garage		CHA				lobby and second floor 		Isela Anaya								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				any time as long as it is not Tuesday or Thursday 11-2 this is when we are doing the food distribution

		5/28/2020" "4":"00" "PM		1013651		Someone through lots of clothing, books, suitcase, etc. inside the fenced in area on our porch. This will be an issue as we plan to start sidewalk pickup in this area shortly. 		WEST				outside porch area inside fenced area		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=12WVosRA-UeMin6QtJKpZC5WuBJVD4zB8, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SKDocETATT5MNHnmTzFP9-0jAbZ1C9O8		Illegal Dumping						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Gates are locked but access can also be done through the meeting room. 		DSW is taking place Tuesday & Thursdays in the meeting room so this should be done on a Monday, Wed, or Fri ASAP. 

		5/29/2020" "12":"19" "PM		1013870		The carpet needs to be cleaned, both the carpet itself and the two rugs on the floor. There are some serious stains that need removing.		MLK				floor- I especially noticed spills in the main room - in the central area where some chairs/tables have been moved. 		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		997590		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		5/30/2020" "4":"43" "PM		1014281		Please remove the security gates currently installed in the Children's Room entrance. (These will be discards).   Please also unbolt the picnic table installed in the exterior courtyard; we will store this item until a later stage of the coronavirus.   (The table should be disinfected before you work on it; I am happy to assist).		MAIN				Children's Room, and exterior courtyard		Nina Lindsay								Other (Specify on next page)						Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		1014280																																		We need these remove before we start curbside service.  Ideally, before June 10th.  Thank you!

		6/1/2020" "9":"52" "AM		1014328		There is a crashed, abandoned silver BMW on the corner of 48th and Foothill 		MEL				corner of 48th and Foothill		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uFLtmqg409uU3MfAP7POja_YY5gv647O, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TVnxPGV86YIV7uEyllE5GMVtX8OiavuY		Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		6/1/2020" "12":"15" "PM		1014452		The recycle and compost bins are at the curb and overflowing with garbage. A neighbor says that Waste Management won't take them because they're contaminated. Garbage is piling up on the sidewalk around them. We need the bins emptied and trash collected. 		TEM				Outside - 52nd St. 		Ally Hack								Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/1/2020" "12":"45" "PM		1014455		The keypad to our building's security alarm system keeps beeping every 30 seconds or so. The key pad is located on the wall to the right, just as you enter the back door. 		ROC				Ground floor, back door		Lisa Harter or Paul Schiesser								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				anytime

		6/1/2020" "2":"43" "PM		1014562		There are a lot of weeds growing in the concrete right outside of our small meeting room. We will begin sidewalk pickup next week through this area and some staff are allergic to the weeds that are growing. Can someone please remove them? 		WEST				Outside of meeting rooms within fence		Susy Moorhead								Sidewalk / Public Right-of-Way / Patios						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																		This is in a gated area but it should be accessible to Public Works staff who have keys to enter the building. 		Staff will be working in this area 9 - 3 so if PW can come before or after that would be best. 

		6/1/2020" "3":"27" "PM		1014563		Garbage bin (burgundy) for Temescal Branch is missing (stolen).  In need of a replacement asap.  		TEM				Side alley before the Tool Lending entrance in back of building.  		Karen Ko; Brain Boies; Ally Hack; Rainn Shaw						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1V2ACkgCnrxEH9ATGavpdNbO3CNzBQ64G		Litter Container (Outside)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Please deliver between 9-1 p.m. on M-F while staff is in.    

		6/2/2020" "10":"23" "AM		1014760		There's a notable sewage smell in the downstairs area, especially in the hall outside community meeting room. Possible health hazard? Can someone please investigate? There are no visible leaks. 		TEM				Downstairs area by community meeting room entrance (near public restroom)		Ally Hack								Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/2/2020" "3":"00" "PM		DUPLICATE		The AA (old style) keys are grabbed and get stuck in the lock...Pass codes are failing...Many of the Lockanetics keys are not working....		MAIN				Rear door : Staff entrance		Steven Lavoie								Key / Lock Management		Do Not Know				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		As soon as possible

		6/3/2020" "9":"27" "AM		1015035		I'm unclear of the expectations for custodial at this time but it is clear that custodial has not been here since last Thursday.  Soap is running out in the staff bathroom and trash not picked up.  I just want to ensure that custodial has Melrose back on its rotation as folks start working here again.		MEL				whole library		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)

		6/3/2020" "11":"49" "AM		1015139		The front lobby door isn't closing well at all any more AGAIN. I'd say about 10 times in the last three days it has been left ajar.		WEST				front lobby door		Susy Moorhead or Erin Sanders								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		6/3/2020" "3":"05" "PM		1015177		The water pressure for both cold/hot is just not there with the sink on the right; it's a very slight trickle. 		MAIN				mezzanine women's restroom		Mana Tominaga								Plumbing						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/3/2020" "4":"13" "PM		1015211		Sink needs a new soap dispenser, and new soap. 		MAIN				Main first floor, staff office next to room 110 - Emily Weak's office		Mana Tominaga								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/3/2020" "4":"15" "PM		1015212		Please clean the sink handles daily if possible, but definitely on Wednesday evenings as we change shifts. Also I submitted another workorder for soap - I categorized this in error! 		MAIN				staff offices on the first floor with sinks		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/4/2020" "9":"47" "AM		DUPLICATE		We did not receive service yesterday (Wed 6/3) or for the entire past week since at least last Thursday. I need Melrose back on the custodial route now that people are working here.		MEL				whole library		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1015035		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		6/4/2020" "10":"26" "AM		DUPLICATE		No pick up for over a month of either trash or recycling. Bins are overflowing.		DIM				Dimond		Sarah Hodgson								Litter Container (Outside)		Yes		1009081		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Locked parking lot and back gate. Both WM and Oakland Recycles has keys.

		6/4/2020" "11":"34" "AM		1015370		Dryers apparently aren't advised as they spread aerosols; can custodians start supplying paper towels? Staff are using the restrooms now. Thanks!		MAIN				Mezzanine restrooms		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/4/2020" "11":"51" "AM		INTERNAL		I've noted that Dreamride staff aren't usually wearing masks; can they please be encouraged by PW to do so, at least in our common hallways/stairs? I know it's hot in the stacks, etc. I'm guessing this is the case with a few vendors - if PW could encourage this with their partners I think it'll make our library staff feel more at ease. Thanks! 		MAIN				OVERALL		Mana Tominaga								Other (Specify on next page)						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/5/2020" "9":"30" "AM		1015641		The port-a-potty has been damaged. The combination lock was stolen and the area that held it was cut. The public is now using it.		ELM				Port-a-potty in the front of the library		Ana-Elba Pavon								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		The port-a-potty is inside the gate so it needs to be taken care of when staff is here and the gate is open.		Staff is currently assigned Monday through Friday 9-1 p.m.

		6/5/2020" "10":"19" "AM		1015642		need deep cleaning		ASN				teen area, DVD area and along the right side of the library		Anita Yan						https://drive.google.com/open?id=16jzUE2yRJvcvEJB-b-NHv2wvV_jVdVhP, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sjJym4Rpo3QJKWVdWCGPuS_i6yxExxiP, https://drive.google.com/open?id=14MxVr1lqk6LHeMIxjvwfL8FHbSZFlZzW, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OnIux40I3J6bY88W_j2CCFqypP1EWJN2, https://drive.google.com/open?id=11GRT7BDglNgtO3fFEFGPqzexOZKYVJrg		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/5/2020" "10":"36" "AM		1015638		There are human(?) feces in both locations listed above. 		MAIN				1. Between spaces 44 and 45 in the Fire Alarm parking lot (across the street from Main) 2. In the Delivery Well, near the exit, against the SW wall		Josephine Sayers								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		1015634																														None

		6/5/2020" "12":"30" "PM		1015704		There's feces and used TP all over the ramp, and at the start of the ramp. 		MAIN				ADA ramp area, front entrance		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/5/2020" "5":"27" "PM		1016310		We would like a paper towel dependence for the staff break room.  Staff is beginning to work at the branches and there is no dispenser by the sink,  using a disposable towel (paper towel) it is the best way  to avoid leaving germs.		CHA				Second Floor - staff break room		Isela Anaya								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		996033		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		6/5/2020" "5":"33" "PM		COMBINED		Please make sure both men's and women's bathrooms are stocked with paper towels.  In the past we did not have paper towels in the patron bathrooms, they used a hand dryer. but now we need  to start using  disposable towel (paper towel) because it is the  best way to avoid leaving germs.  Air dryers, commonly found in public bathrooms, are also effective.		CHA				Second floor -  Bathrooms		Isela Anaya								Cleaning / Custodial		No		1016310		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		6/6/2020" "10":"44" "AM		1016242		The toilet does not flush		81ST				2nd floor staff restroom -the back one (with the shower)		Sally Engelfried								Plumbing		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Need access to building, elevator and staff room		No

		6/8/2020" "8":"41" "AM		1016239		Mattress with human waste		LAKE				Park side of building		Xochitl								Illegal Dumping		No				Cancel - OPW		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/8/2020" "11":"04" "AM		DUPLICATE		This if the fourth request since 5/11 to get the trash and recycling emptied.		DIM				parking lot		Sarah Hodgson								Litter Container (Outside)		Yes		1009081		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		locked chain at parking lot and locked fence		asap

		6/8/2020" "11":"50" "AM		1016329		A staff member rode in the staff elevator this morning & the elevator doors wouldn't let that person out once it reached the 2nd floor. Liz Soskin & I (Lisa Harter) were able to use brute strength to pry the doors open and free the person. 		ROC				Staff elevator, which goes from the 1st floor (ground floor) to the 2nd floor		Lisa Harter or Paul Schiesser or Ryan Lindsay								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				Anytime. 

		6/9/2020" "9":"46" "AM		1017189		When elevator was called,  there was no response and it wouldn't open even though key switch was turned on from the outside and inside (under circulation desk).		TEM				Temescal's elevator.		Karen Ko / Ally Hack / Brian Boies								Elevator Issue		No		1016894		Cancel - OPW		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Building is locked down when staff aren't present.  Key to elevator is attached to green lanyard under circulation desk in second drawer. 		Preferably when staff is here on M-F at 9-1 p.m.

		6/9/2020" "9":"56" "AM		DUPLICATE		Trash and recycling pickup urgently needed		DIM				parking lot		Sarah Hodgson								Litter Container (Outside)		Yes		1009081		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/9/2020" "11":"57" "AM		1016988		Unfortunately produce waste was placed in a grey container and it needs to be emptied. We will put by our large dumpster in the hopes that it will be picked up. 		WEST				Parking lot curb 		Susy Moorhead								Litter Container (Outside)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/9/2020" "3":"07" "PM		1016990		Is it possible to put in a service request to get the outside upper front window to the lobby pressure washed? It has a lot of spider webs nesting all over it. It's not a rush but would be nice to see clean. 		WEST				upper outside front window to lobby		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XyPCuSHMoQ6TYdfc-zvGpU2A2Lx_w2tb		Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/10/2020" "9":"20" "AM		1017097		We did not get serviced 		PIE				Whole building		Nikki								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/10/2020" "11":"09" "AM		INTERNAL		Since we have returned, Melrose is receiving only sporadic service.		MEL				whole library		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)

		6/10/2020" "2":"41" "PM		INTERNAL		We have not been receiving regular custodial service. We have only had service once or twice since starting back at the branch last Monday. 		TEM				Temescal - whole branch		Ally Hack								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes 6/11/20																														None

		6/10/2020" "4":"31" "PM		1017280		Please remove this tree limb as soon as possible. We plan to use this area as a waiting area for our next stage of library services. 		WEST				back yard off of the parking lot		Susy Moorhead 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=151x6TwWGbi5DwZNDWWRm-QzCpMVzgznh		Landscaping / Trees						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/11/2020" "9":"23" "AM		1017283		Our floor desperately needs to be deep cleaned. There is is still white residue (which I believe is some kind of pesticide) on the floor from when we had pest problems last fall. It is particularly noticeable along the edges of the flooring. This picture was taken where the recently removed refrigerator stood. This leads me to believe that furniture should be moved and cleaned around and under in order to get rid of this pesticide residue and really clean the floor. 		ELM				Floor throughout the public area and back office		Molly Nichols/Ana-Elba Pavon						https://drive.google.com/open?id=16X6CXMxNgskFtj0_-jXrGxDNZxwIZL7a		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				Staff is working in the building 9-1 M-F currently, so it would be more convenient if it could be done outside of those hours.

		6/11/2020" "10":"23" "AM		1017622		Staff office needs painting.  Peeling paint with scuffed shelves and walls.		GG				Main floor, staff office near stairs behind circulation desk		Sharon Vaughn								Painting		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		As soon as possible.   I am clearing the shelves and the walls this week.

		6/11/2020" "11":"06" "AM		DUPLICATE		carpet in the described area is extremely stained and needs deep cleaning		ASN				teen area carpet, Chinese DVD area, walking area along the English non-fiction area		Janet Cheung								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1015642		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		tables need to be moved aside

		6/11/2020" "11":"49" "AM		DUPLICATE		Trash and recycling need immediate pickup.		DIM				Dimond		Sarah Hodgson								Litter Container (Outside)		Yes		1009081		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		parking lot chained. WM and Recyling have keys

		6/12/2020" "11":"39" "AM		1017712		Disarm emergency exit door in Teen Zone and shut off disabled automated door in Teen Zone do both can be propped opened during curb side operations		ROC				Teen Zone Door, please disable alarm on emergency exit and please disengage disabled function on glass door so it can be propped open for curb side pickup operations which begin next week,		Paul Schiesser								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		We need this done ASAP since it is necessary for curb side operations

		6/13/2020" "1":"19" "PM		1018199		There is no light in the staff women's restroom on the second floor of Main. 		MAIN				Women's staff restroom on 2nd floor (across from FASO)		Kirsten Baldock								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/15/2020" "9":"09" "AM		1018231		breaker number 23 on the Oak St. side on the first floor is not engaging and we don't have any light in the Circ office.		MAIN				Main - first floor		Mana Tominaga								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Cancel		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)		WO Canceled 8/18/20																														None

		6/15/2020" "9":"20" "AM		1018240		We did not receive service and the bin outside next to the picnic tables is full and needs to be emptied		PIE				Whole building and bin next to picnic tables outside		Nikki								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/15/2020" "9":"35" "AM		1018236		alarm system is beeping; tried resetting it a couple of times but that didn't stop the beeping		GG				security alarm keypads at front and rear entrances		Sharon Vaughn								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		none		as soon as possible

		6/16/2020" "3":"43" "PM		1018836		There is trash all over the library grounds, especially in areas noted. People have been dumping garbage in and around our bins outside. We will try relocating our bins to see if that helps, but in the meantime, we need help removing trash. 		TEM				Grounds around the library, especially side of building by 52nd, the lawn in back, and far side in back. 		Ally Hack								Illegal Dumping		No				Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/16/2020" "4":"09" "PM		1018838		the grass is quite high in both the front and the back of the library and needs to be cut (please be careful and not cut tree bark)		MLK				outside- front and back		Celia Davis								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		6/17/2020" "10":"30" "AM		1019115		Little saplings are starting to grow on the library grounds and should probably be cut down. 		ROC				We need some landscaping at Rockridge branch. Little saplings are starting to grow on the library grounds and should probably be cut down. 		Lisa Harter or Paul Schiesser								Landscaping / Trees		No				Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				Anytime

		6/18/2020" "4":"11" "PM		1019489		We have two identical, wall-mounted electric hot water tanks in the Mechanical Closet, labeled WH-1 and WH-2. The one on the right-side has ceased working before (it was emitting alarming beeping sounds) and I submitted a ticket. Joe came and showed me that all we needed to do was turn it off and then back on, in order to reset it, as it was beeping because the water temp. had dipped below the proper amount (130 degrees, I think). So when the beeping has started a couple of times since Joe came out, that's what I've done: restart. Today BOTH tanks were beeping and flashing an LED readout indicating that the water was at 10 degrees. I restarted them both, but then both alarms sounded again. I tried this a few times with no success. Now they are both shut off, and cannot be turned back on.		81ST				Mechanical Room (accessed from inside of the Sorting Room on the main level).		natasha moullen								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		The Mechanical Closet is locked. 		no.

		6/18/2020" "5":"17" "PM		1019642		I was told by the DSW workers (who are in the branch on alternate days, serving lunches) that the automatic sensors in both faucets in the men's room are working only sporadically. I tested them today and in particular, the faucet on the right-hand side would turn on for maybe half a second and then the sensor no longer responded. The left faucet seemed to be working better; the water ran for slightly longer, but not long enough to adequately wash hands. 		81ST				Men's public restroom on the main level. 		natasha moullen								Plumbing		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		n/a		n/a

		6/19/2020" "9":"38" "AM		1019650		No garbage picked up ( especially in toilet ) 		ASN				Asian Branch		Anita Yan								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/19/2020" "9":"58" "AM		1019663		Cleaning/bleaching of brown mold in lower bookshelves in Nonfiction room.		LAKE				Nonfiction Room		Xochitl								Mold / Moisture		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/19/2020" "10":"00" "AM		1020718		Ask Irrigation Services to confirm that the water does not hit the building - include a note about interior mold in that corner. Also, please ask them to report back their findings. If the irrigation was not hitting the building then OPW needs to look for another cause such as a roof leak that migrated or water ponding under the building.		LAKE				Library Exterior		Xochitl								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/19/2020" "10":"08" "AM		1019762		We did not get cleaned		PIE				Entire Building		Nikki								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/19/2020" "12":"07" "PM		1019769		Please update the batteries for the alarm system. Today the building alarm went off, and the alarm panel displayed LOBAT. At the same time, we receive a call from the alarm company, warning us that the batteries were low. 		WEST				Alarm system		Susy Moorhead								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/20/2020" "1":"17" "PM		1020481		The stall toilet in the 2nd floor Men's RR, leaks from the handle when you flush it.		ROC				2nd floor Men's public restroom		Paul Schiesser								Plumbing						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		6/22/2020" "9":"25" "AM		DUPLICATE		Our floor needs to be deep cleaned. There is is still white residue (which I believe is some kind of pesticide) on the floor from when we had pest problems last fall. It is particularly noticeable along the edges of the flooring.		ELM				The floor in the main part of the library and the back office		Molly Nichols/Ana-Elba Pavon						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1D8sc89mTKZ8hJnvaQRV466Alq0ZCQUTq, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KXyFiAT7PI1xY-gQUs1AOBm4c1xIn_E9, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nO9jYWLQ1RhyiFm4KZ1lcYZJN2i6Pgsp		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1017283		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/22/2020" "10":"05" "AM		1020426		#23 just keeps getting stuck/loose, and won't stay on. The engineer came to look at it last week but the issue is still persisting		MAIN				Main first floor - electric panel on the Oak st. side, #23		Mana Tominaga								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		6/22/2020" "11":"44" "AM		DUPLICATE		Still lots of trash. Some clothing or other fabric with feces all over it. 		TEM				Side and back of library off 52nd street		Ally Hack						https://drive.google.com/open?id=19LcYrfSusEiqmeH-aRpDkNPr8r1DyRt9, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EZUqbb3GRiz4Qoq2VNPBCKINZXxoJBkR		Illegal Dumping		Yes		1018836		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/22/2020" "2":"16" "PM		1020495		Graffiti is sprayed all over the side of the building.  There are about 5 large pieces		LAKE				Outside of the library on the Lakeshore side		Xochitl Gavidia								Graffiti		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		no

		6/22/2020" "4":"36" "PM		1020726		The light above the long table in the children's area is flickering again. This was fixed maybe 4 or 5 months ago but it's happening again. 		WEST				Children's side of the library 		Susy Moorhead								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/23/2020" "11":"11" "AM		1021015		Please make sure both men's and women's bathrooms are stocked with paper towels. In the past we did not have paper towels in the patron bathrooms, they used a hand dryer. but now we need to start using disposable towel (paper towel) because it is the best way to avoid leaving germs. Air dryers, commonly found in public bathrooms, are also effective		CHA				Second floor - men's and women's bathroom have no paper towels 		Isela Anaya						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-hPpSYXon8UMXVudwBodQXy0z4TVk0iN		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1016310		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		6/23/2020" "1":"38" "PM		1021010		My apologies: I thought I submitted this on Saturday, 6/20/20. Since then, most--if not all of this has been taken care of, since Keith is here on weekdays. However, I think this is still relevant, because going forward, we will be open on Saturdays for Sidewalk Service and we don't have custodial service on the weekend. Found in the front entrance (outside) of the building, right in the area where we set up our sidewalk service operation: urine; abandoned bags of shoes; hypodermic needle caps; empty food containers from World Kitchen; an overflowing garbage can; empty liquor bottles; bag of oyster shells; lots of flies. Keith also says he's found maggots when he was power-washing the concrete (presumably from human feces?). 		81ST				front and perimeter area of the outside of the building		natasha moullen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1feQwkj4kMdx_9021rKtF8UxcSN7gxA6s, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1brk5GYZvL4i2IiCZNQumBf6dLBoLm3I7, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Oc2dFy4Bj7H8XefbgGot0pdxhSUGu4mG, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qLw20c_hY87lOwLzPoCsVZnVQDgmttRW, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oroK3eWKdfiverRDeC_ZDYiNpSuimqik		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		n/a		n/a

		6/24/2020" "9":"59" "AM		1021012		We haven't received custodial service in a long time. Garbage is overflowing in staff bathroom. We're in a pandemic. We need custodial service.		TEM				Whole branch		Ally Hack								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/24/2020" "12":"37" "PM		1021138		The paint on the vents is peeling and falling off. I just had one almost hit my eye as I was walking around the space - can the paint simply be removed entirely / scraped off? 		MAIN				first floor, reading room areas		Mana Tominaga								Painting						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		6/25/2020" "10":"38" "AM		1021344		Please start stocking paper towels in these restrooms - we can't use the hand dryers during this pandemic for safety. Also, staff offices with sinks all need towels, too. Thank you! 		MAIN				mezzanine restrooms		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/25/2020" "10":"58" "AM		1021340		light is out in the "Blue" public restroom on the ground floor		MAIN				Room 29		Pat Toney								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/25/2020" "11":"06" "AM		1021355		Last week 6/18 we noticed the cardboard was not recycled, the staff cleaned it up.  We also notices garbage bags outside the lobby that were not disposed off, staff cleaned that up also because it was in our way.  Today we notice all the cardboard boxes from Tuesday   6/23/20 have not been deposed of, and all the garbage and recycling bins are full -  staff is now working 5 days a week at the branch and we need the branch to be cleansed every day.  We get a lot of cardboard boxes for the good distribution we have been collecting the broken down boxes outside the lobby door, in the garage they need to be recycled on a regular bases.  We had already communicated with the custodial  supervisor to add this to our custodial tasks. 		CHA				lobby and Upstairs		Isela Anaya						https://drive.google.com/open?id=18W65KqJhUqBResvC1RF_etB9l3FEuVoU, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1e5r3Yt8WsBlmXbLGurgAU8osKGXRcmKx, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HKzGgJlaY7xlW1Ola-sRBb4D6W66GCG9, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1y8VNq2fd1g1aeARejQdttw23hduMP1MA		Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		6/25/2020" "3":"37" "PM		INTERNAL		We're using lots of paper towels for Sidewalk Service at Main, and would like to have ~2 packs a day set out for us on the Children's Room desk. So much sanitization!		MAIN				Children's Room		Miriam Medow								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/26/2020" "4":"29" "PM		1021748		The dumpster is overflowing. According to a patron who lives in his car in the parking lot, garbage service has not been by in 3 weeks. It smells bad and is right next to our public service area (sidewalk pickup).		WEST				Parking lot - dumpster		Erin Sanders or Susy Moorhead								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/27/2020" "12":"43" "PM		1022576		A bunch of trash was left in front of the library, on the ground, in the area where we set up Sidewalk Service for the public. I cleaned it up before we opened for business at 10:00am. There was also lots of trash (empty liquor bottles, food packaging, etc.) on the sidewalk, curb, and bushes along Rudsdale side of the building. 		81ST				Outside, front of library, in front of RETURNS area.		natasha moullen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=17gWp-LX28Kfhx3kQbAg9uPxtaQ8JfUKM		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		6/27/2020" "2":"44" "PM		1022627		The trash has not been picked up at all this week. There are flies in the library now. 		CHA				The whole library		Annabelle, Isela or Celia								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				Our lobby is busy from 10am-2:30pm every day except for Sunday / Monday. 

		6/29/2020" "9":"45" "AM		1022630		The trash bins and surrounding planters are full of trash including used diapers and other garbage attracting lots of flies.  In addition to being an eyesore, it is very smelly		MEL				outside library		Kate Hug								Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/29/2020" "10":"11" "AM		1022601		Our Brown garbage bin disappeared		MON				front yard		Vicky Chen								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		no		no

		6/29/2020" "10":"57" "AM		1022632		There's a restroom set up in this space and needs a deep cleaning		MAIN				14th st. entrance area, on the lawn next to the flag pole, close to the bike racks		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/29/2020" "3":"11" "PM		1022671		Please trim  the red Bottle Brush trees and Japanese Maple (over grown neighbor's tree) on the side walk to the backyard. You will need a key to open the metal gate.		MON				Side walk (inside the garden gate)		Vicky Chen								Landscaping / Trees		No				Cancel - OPW		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																One to two complaints in the past week		locked gate to the back yard.		none

		6/30/2020" "11":"34" "AM		1022675		Handicap accessible parking sign with pole along curb on 52nd & Telegraph was knocked down.   		TEM				Handicap sign located on 52nd & Telegraph.  On curb in front of Temescal's entrance to back parking lot.		Karen Ko / Ally Hack						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-vGADsl_ukau6DGtpYTN7c1Q0Vqh9LAE, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TLFx30G7Ke1lWW0k4vN7AzKvNb_QxhqF		Sign		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		None		None

		6/30/2020" "12":"58" "PM		1022735		The plate on the fan has a broken screw and needs to be replaced and the inside of the fan is filthy and needs to be cleaned. 		TEM				staff bathroom - basement level		Ally Hack						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AG8vksBqBtVJVcevXASJZw4QBME8MOqt		Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/1/2020" "11":"25" "AM		1022980		It's happening again!  Our recycling is supposed to be picked up on Tuesdays and it has not received service.  Additionally, a recycling can that was near the library has somehow made it into the library yard.  It is full but not with recycling.  It is not ours.  I'm sure CA Waste Solutions would appreciate their can back?		MEL				CA Waste Solutions		Kate Hug								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/1/2020" "11":"27" "AM		1023051		Found the original request (1/17/20) - Melrose needs a green bin for compost.		MEL				green bin		Kate Hug								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		978728		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed recycling hotline on 7/1/20, 1023051

		7/3/2020" "9":"25" "AM		1023672		Trash has not been picked up (Thursday).  Our trash days are Mondays and Thursdays.  The bin is overflowing because it was necessary to empty trash from the outside public bins to the cans.  Now that the library has returned to service, please check in with WM to ensure we are receiving our twice weekly pick-ups.  We have large quantities of trash waiting inside to be dumped.		MEL				WM trash pick-up		Kate Hug								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed recycling hotline on 7/3/20

		7/3/2020" "12":"38" "PM		1023691		urinal is overflowing, but SLOWLY		MAIN				mezz men's restrooms		Mana Tominaga								Plumbing		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)

		7/3/2020" "12":"42" "PM		DUPLICATE		urinal seems to be at risk of overflowing		MAIN				Staff men's restroom, second floor - prior workorder has the wrong location!		Mana Tominaga								Plumbing		Yes		1023691		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Called Carlos Walker on 7/3/20

		7/6/2020" "9":"29" "AM		DUPLICATE		The PW painter came by - I need him to provide me with color swatches of available colors for Oakland as per Diane		MEL				community room downstairs		Kate Hug								Painting		Yes		960721		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/6/2020" "10":"22" "AM		INTERNAL		The backyard has not been serviced in many months and is very overgrown.  We will need to begin using the yard soon for produce bag assembly.  Additionally, the rest of the property has a lot of trash and overgrown plants.		MEL				back yard and surrounding area		Kate Hug								Landscaping / Trees		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Mark Hayes contacted Keary Brink on 7/6/2020

		7/6/2020" "12":"56" "PM		1025422		Lots of trash in front of library and to the side - is this custodial or grounds? It's rotting food and broken glass. 		WEST				outside porch area in front of library and the meeting room side		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=18X1Qtz7q6LtFI8G2q_G3i16RbdOGvhee, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ObtzLr3abl3G6nisft4qbLYDffkn5TzS		Illegal Dumping						Cancel - OPW		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		7/6/2020" "12":"58" "PM		1024904		There is graffiti on the top of our building. 		WEST				top of building		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eQ5Z1j0j0bvV7jdUFUz4E1jr-ijhT_7S		Graffiti						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		1025420

		7/7/2020" "9":"08" "AM		1024903		Please take down the "More Library" banner above the front door. Please leave it inside somewhere in case we use it again. Thanks		GG				Exterior - above front entrance		Sharon Vaughn								Sign		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Above front door - ladder required

		7/7/2020" "9":"42" "AM		INTERNAL		Is it possible for the library to get a supply of paper towels? We are going through a lot of them these days and are often going in to the custodial closet to get more. I don't want her to run out and actually there was one day when the custodial closet key was taken home so having our own supply during this time would be very helpful. 		WEST				Library 		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Mark Hayes on 7/7/2020

		7/7/2020" "1":"34" "PM		1024221		The building exhaust fan is no longer powering on. The manual power switch (located in Sorting Room) appears to be working (lighting up), but the fan itself isn't starting. It is EXTREMELY stuffy inside the building.		81ST				ceiling		natasha moullen								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		n/a		n/a

		7/7/2020" "1":"36" "PM		1024428		There is a flickering light in our lobby on the meeting room side of the lobby in an alcove. 		WEST				Meeting room side of Lobby 		Susy Moorhead								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)

		7/8/2020" "8":"54" "AM		1024458		1. Roof/gutters should be examined to see if repairs are needed prior to rainy season - Gutters facing 88th Ave near the main entrance leak		ELM				1.	Roof/gutters should be examined to see if repairs are needed prior to rainy season - Gutters facing 88th Ave near the main entrance leak		Ana Pavon								Structural / Construction Issue		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		1027267																														None

		7/8/2020" "8":"55" "AM		1024462		2. Front door has a gap which allows for mice to enter - Install new Front Door weather stripping to eliminate air gap and mice from entering.		ELM				front entrance door		Ana Pavon								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/8/2020" "9":"10" "AM		1024464		About a dozen of the lower windows around the first floor do not open. I have marked them with post-its. Some appear to be jammed; others do not have crank handles. Some are actually stuck in the open position. This may be a security or fire hazard issue, but right now we're concerned about getting appropriate cross-ventilation to avoid COVID contagion. 		MAIN				first floor on Oak and Madison sides; also behind reference and Large Type		Remy Timbrook / Mana Tominaga								Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know				Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Canceled by Greg Johnson on 8/18/2020																														One to two complaints in the past week		Windows have screens

		7/8/2020" "9":"16" "AM		1024467		Is there a way to open the windows on this wall for ventilation? They are high and would presumably need a hooked pole to latch and unlatch them. This is the only source of outside air for this half of the floor (where staff will be working for several months while library is closed to the public), and it is hard for staff to work in this area without fresh air. We have been directed not to use fans, which would normally help, to avoid cross-contamination.		MAIN				first floor, above 600s-700s nonfiction on wall overlooking 13th St		Remy Timbrook / Mana Tominaga								Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know				Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Canceled by Greg Johnson on 8/18/2020																														One to two complaints in the past week		windows are high (above tall bookshelves) and need a tool that we may have, but no one seems to know where

		7/8/2020" "9":"40" "AM		REFER		Recycling from CA Waste Solutions is supposed to be every Tuesday.  We have not received service yesterday (7/7) or last week (6/30).  Bins are over flowing and there is still a bin that is not ours filled with gargage		MEL				outside recycling bin		Kate Hug								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1022980		Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Recycling Hotline 7/8/2020

		7/8/2020" "9":"49" "AM		1024485		Yesterday 2 staff members saw a giant (1.5 inches in length) roach on the floor near our hold shelf. It crawled under the bookshelf where we shelve patron holds that begin with the letter L.		ROC				Ground floor near our hold shelf.		Lisa Harter or Paul Schiesser								Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				Anytime

		7/8/2020" "11":"59" "AM		1024487		We need the automatic ADA door disengaged by Monday, 7/13. We need to be able to prop open the door for and extended period. Thanks!		DIM				front door		Sarah Hodgson								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		7/8/2020" "12":"13" "PM		1024490		We didn't receive custodial service today.		TEM				Branch		Ally Hack								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/8/2020" "4":"28" "PM		1024515		Bulky pickup for large rug to be disposed. The rug is all rolled up and enormous. It is currently in the middle of the children’s room		ELM				Children's Room		Ana Pavon 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/9/2020" "9":"37" "AM		1024653		Main Library staff report broken glass on exterior library premises near front entrance. Main Library request urgent assistance as the public often uses this area to access the Library's sidewalk services.		MAIN				Exterior; Front Entrance		Alma Garcia								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/9/2020" "11":"56" "AM		REFER		Please remove sink, counter, shelves, and paint/patch prepare for new furniture.		MON				Room adjacent to Teen area, back of branch. 		Jenera Burton						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZgA9b54C4zc6mqL6IdThliNnrUGX47a6		Plumbing		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		See 7/10/20 email from Tom Hernandez; he will take lead																														None		The room is narrow, work can ideally be done after 1 pm when staff leave.		within the next two weeks

		7/9/2020" "12":"18" "PM		REFER		My alarm code only works when I set the alarm when leaving the building in the afternoon. It does not register my code when I attempt to turn the alarm off in the morning. As a supervisor temporarily working at West, I need to be able to enter the building every morning. Please address ASAP.		WEST				Alarm panel		Erin Sanders								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		INC0061009																														None

		7/9/2020" "12":"42" "PM		1024782		A car crashed into the ADA ramp over the weekend and the lawn is all torn up. 		MAIN				corner of 14th/Madison - the lawn is torn up after the vehicular accident		Mana Tominaga								Landscaping / Trees						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		7/9/2020" "4":"05" "PM		1026393		Any way we can disarm and arm the emergency exits as needed, so we can open the doors up for air circulation?		MAIN				1st floor, 13th St. side of the building - the two fire escape exits		Mana Tominaga								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		7/10/2020" "9":"01" "AM		1024900		Would you inquire into getting a few keys for the basement break panel, the one near the elevator and electrical room? It is currently locked; Vernon indicated the electricians were here and probably locked it.  Vernon has a key, but I’m not sure if anyone else does.  It’s important to keep it closed when we’re open to the public, but we’re not aware of it being locked before.  It would be ideal for Jamie, myself, and Mana to each have a key.		MAIN				Basement Breaker Panel		Nina Lindsay								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/10/2020" "10":"49" "AM		1025673		When we arrived this morning (7/10/20), a window was pried open and the screen was loose. However, it doesn't look like anything inside the library was stolen or damaged. It seems like someone busted the screen but did not come inside. Our security guard (Norma) reported this and also requested that a security officer patrol the parking lot in the evening.		WEST				Staff office next to garage - exterior window		Erin Sanders						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1q2s-L9PBmHb1j9NSWQ-AZl-Tn-yinFWY		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/10/2020" "10":"52" "AM		REFER		When we arrived this morning, this window was wide open and the corner of the screen was detached. This window does not have a latch, so it can be pried open at any time. Please replace the latch on this window ASAP as this is a security issue.		WEST				window facing adeline, near emergency exit & public computers		Erin Sanders or Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=11InjZVzNlMGcx9bgezkT0yhLV2ZArbex		Key / Lock Management		Yes				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		7/10/2020" "11":"59" "AM		CANCEL		Missed service		TEM				Temescal Branch		Ally Hack								Cleaning / Custodial						Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/10/2020" "12":"07" "PM		1025064		Missed Waste Management (Brown container) Thursday pickup		MEL				Exterior		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Recycling Hotline 7/10/2020																														None

		7/12/2020" "10":"24" "PM		1026395		The gate door cannot be locked because the key was not given to Brookfield library and the EOSC cannot locate it.  In addition the rod used to stop the gate door was changed for the worse, it now cannot be stopped from swinging back to shut position		BRO				Side gate leading to Brookfield Library back door and East Oakland Senior center side entrance ( used by Vending Machine supplier)		Alfred								Key / Lock Management						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		Please fix the problem asap

		7/13/2020" "4":"12" "PM		REFER		the router on the wall inside the equipment/stationary storage closet has been making loud and unusual noise.  Sounds like the fan used to cool the router is on an unending mode.		BRO				Equipment and stationary storage closet		Alfred								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		INC0061214 - Canceled by requestor, 7/14/2020																														One to two complaints in the past week				asap as the fan will die out if not burnt out.

		7/14/2020" "9":"54" "AM		REFER		We have a port-a-potty outside whose lock has been broken into.  Members of the public have been using it.  Please contact United and ask for a 1-time service and relock.		ELM				Port-a-potty in front of the library		Ana-Elba Pavon								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Mark Hayes 7/14/2020																														None		The port-a-potty is outside the library but is surrounded by a locked gate.  Someone has to be in the building for United to access.  Those times are M-F 9-1.		Please come M-F from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. when someone is here and the gate is unlocked.

		7/14/2020" "11":"56" "AM		1027007		the large garbage bin in back of the parking lot needs to be emptied. It is getting full. 		MLK				back of parking lot		Celia Davis								Litter Container (Outside)		No		1026984		Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		normal locked gate to parking lot. 		no

		7/14/2020" "2":"06" "PM		1026990		The left bookdrop (outside) on the Manila Avenue side of the building has a broken lock. This bookdrop has 2 doors -- a top & a bottom door. The broken lock is on the top door just beneath the "Book Return" sign. We need to lock this door periodically when we take the book bin inside for checkin of items. If we don't lock this door while the bin is out, patrons return books and the books hit the pavement. 		ROC				The left bookdrop (outside) on the Manila Avenue side of the building. 		Lisa Harter or Paul Schiesser						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yqO_g8igzxFQomDJo6_lV7BQfSGryg27		Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				Anytime

		7/15/2020" "11":"15" "AM		1027267		Please clean the gutters.  Dave the Electrician replaced the lights and noted they needed cleaning.  In fact, he found a hole where there was leaking near the backyard light.  There are other problems he mentioned that could cause a backup and further damage.		ELM				Roof gutters		Ana-Elba Pavon								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		7/16/2020" "9":"26" "AM		DUPLICATE		Sentry has not finished at Melrose (and elevator is still out) - yesterday 7/15 and today 7/16 an alarm of some form in the Sentry closet (I don't have access to this) is going off.  It went off for about 2 hours yesterday and just started now.  I'm unclear what it is connected to etc		MEL				whole library		Kate Hug								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Tom Hernandez 7/16/2020

		7/16/2020" "1":"29" "PM		1027685		The dumpster that usually is in the driveway/easement on the far side of the building (south end) was left in the parking lot adjacent to the Tools entrance. I don't know why. As far as I know, it belongs to Temescal BID.		TEM				Parking lot behind the building.		Ally Hack								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/16/2020" "1":"34" "PM		1027689		There's a lot of trash all over each stairs leading away from the building into the two parking lots. Please clean so that we can use these stairs in case of emergencies. 		MAIN				Emergency exit stairwells on the 13th St. side of the building		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		7/16/2020" "2":"35" "PM		1027752		The lock on the gate which allows access onto the property, will not allow for the key to fully insert. The key used is the normal Branch key.		ELM				lock on gate facing 88th Ave		Ana Pavon								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				none

		7/16/2020" "2":"46" "PM		1027742		Staff Elevator does not respond when called, probably needs to be reset		ROC				Staff Elevator		Paul Schiesser								Elevator Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Staff Elevator does not respond when called, probably needs to be reset

		7/16/2020" "2":"59" "PM		1027747		There's a sleeping area near the tree in the corner; please notice and remove. 		MAIN				staff entrance area, near the Oak St. side		Mana Tominaga								Homeless Concern or Issue				1028084		Cancel - OPW		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		7/16/2020" "4":"10" "PM		INTERNAL		We just need paper towels. Thanks		DIM				Could you please send us paper towels for sanitizing. We're almost out. Thanks!		Rebekah Eppley								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		NO RESPONSE		Emailed Mark Hayes on 7/16/2020

		7/17/2020" "9":"35" "AM		INTERNAL		The heat is on which is why it's really hot! Can the heat be turned off, please? We did sort out how to open some of the windows that are higher up, but if the heat is off I think it'll help cool down the space. Thank you!		MAIN				first floor, public areas		Mana Tominaga								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		7/17/2020" "1":"12" "PM		REFER		Melrose did not receive WM pick-up Thursday, 7/16 - this is the 3rd week in a row we have not received our Thursday pick-up		MEL				outside garbage		Kate Hug								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Recycle Hotline on 7/21/20

		7/17/2020" "1":"16" "PM		1028053		Water leakage on the exterior wall close to the back door of the library.		BRO				 Water leakage  on the exterior wall close to  the back door of the library.		Thevaki								Other (Specify on next page)		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		7/17/2020" "1":"18" "PM		1028054		There's a light out in the Children's Room. It's located between the public hallway and Room 6. Shelving items in this area is now difficult because it's so dim in that spot.		MAIN				Children's Room		Miriam Medow								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				Please come after 3 pm.

		7/17/2020" "3":"34" "PM		1028092		Missed service.		TEM				Temescal Branch		Ally Hack								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/17/2020" "3":"36" "PM		1028094		There is dried feces on the step leading down to the meeting room. Also some garbage. 		TEM				Outside steps leading down to meeting room in back of building.		Ally Hack								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Referred to Legacy Restoration																														None

		7/18/2020" "11":"43" "AM		1028686		Hi, We are trying to get the entire floor carpet cleaned. The area next to Aisle 40 is especially in dire need of carpet cleaning		ASN				Entire floor carpet, but especially the area next to aisle 40		Russell Tran						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-qC10-rGqWFMHAKYXpGG2ZBSB4NPFYAW		Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																				Before 8am or after 4 pm 

		7/21/2020" "9":"08" "AM		1029173		Melrose did not receive WM service yesterday (7/20) nor did we receive it last Thursday (7/16).  It is my understanding that we are to receive twice weekly service on Mondays and Thursdays.  The bin is overflowing		MEL				outside garbage (WM)		Kate Hug								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Recycling Hotline

		7/21/2020" "9":"11" "AM		1029020		We didn't receive custodial since yesterday. 		WEST				Entire Library		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		7/21/2020" "10":"26" "AM		1029079		The post that holds the gate to the parking lot was hit by a car (I assume) and is loose from the sidewalk, which means we cannot secure the gate.		81ST				Parking lot		Sally Engelfried						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_SlM-OvIheAsY7cmNEc2b3eMqgwq1DL2, https://drive.google.com/open?id=17xSMfZDots-Q2LdkxuKFF7SBLP34Z_aY		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Referred to OUSD Maintenance																														None		No		No

		7/21/2020" "11":"55" "AM		1029110		Jamie Turbak, Library Director, requests replacement of the vented office door of Tabitha Pulliam/Janelle Montu's office, Main Library, 2nd Floor, Director's Unit. Please replace the vented door with a door with no vent. There are a couple “non-vent” doors that could serve the purpose, for instance the door between FASO and Administration. Please contact Jamie Turbak for questions, (510) 238-6610. The vented door is problematic due to confidential conversations that take place in Tabitha's Office (located to the right of Nina Lindsay's office, adjacent to administrative assistant desk).		MAIN				Tabitha Pulliam/Janelle Montu's Office		Jamie (via Jack)								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/21/2020" "1":"21" "PM		REFER		Green Compost container needed. Container requested in SR#1023051 was stolen from Melrose premises.		MEL				Exterior		Kate (via Jack)								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/22/2020" "10":"32" "AM		1029453		The Alarm keeps beeping and the trouble light is on. There is a message that says Trouble Phone Line 2		PIE				Staff Office		Nikki						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qPnbNU0KID83_iQA-52WUB_1oZVAzrWw, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kmOiJ05OWR_NLi-FjNKxuehjC9o_iCRC		Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				ASAP

		7/22/2020" "10":"59" "AM		1029485		There is a big pile of feces in the stairwell. There also appears to be feces near our garbage containers on sidewalk and lawn.		TEM				Stairwell leading down to community meeting room. Back side of building.		Ally Hack								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Referred to Legacy Restoration																														None

		7/23/2020" "9":"53" "AM		1029788		The city trash can on the corner of 81st Ave. and Rudsdale is overflowing. Trash is stacked on top of the bin and scattered around it on the ground.		81ST				81st and Rudsdale		Sally Engelfried						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Zq6qsl-K52ztTi4URYypI7_5eCweCNDy		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		I don't have it		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		7/23/2020" "12":"24" "PM		1029847		There is a water pipe broke in the backyard, a large amount of water gushing out		MON				Montclair Library, backyard		Vicky chen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rDhOPIDQkYd8N2jsSr_X8jLdQRluGYWV		Landscaping / Trees		No				Cancel - OPW		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None		a locked gate to the backyard.		none

		7/23/2020" "12":"33" "PM		1029917		There are 3 separate illegal dumps on the property.  1 - lots of molding/wet books were left in front of the library right next to Foothill; 2 - 7-9 large garbage bags of waste on the corner of Fremont Way; 3 - alongside of the library on 48th, a suitcase, several cardboard boxes of waste, and the full recycling bin with garbage.		MEL				along fence on 48th Ave; in front, on front corner along Fremont Way		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VLHE5HCEz-6CUzP1jD_K5G5xYaXEbk4E, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QmvQ5CB8J-SkF5uENMdoHEka6Aw1fpTG		Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		7/23/2020" "12":"34" "PM		1029921		We have 4 lights out total (1 downstairs and 3 upstairs)		MEL				main, upstairs floor and downstairs in hallway		Kate Hug								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/23/2020" "12":"36" "PM		1029922		Someone from PW was out to replace batteries and such on the emergency flashing lights throughout the building. The dual set of lights up on the wall, just behind the security desk, next to the Urban Fiction collection is now buzzing loudly		MEL				upstairs behind the "security desk"		Kate Hug								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/23/2020" "2":"15" "PM		1029941		The light on Level F, just as you step into the stacks (on the Madison St. side of the building) is out, making retrieval/navigating a little difficult. Can it be replaced?		MAIN				The lights on Level F, just as you step into the stacks (on the Madison St. side of the building) 		Dorothy Lazard or Mana Tominaga or Emily Foster								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		7/24/2020" "9":"15" "AM		1030222		A street person stole our green bin yesterday and did not return it when confronted.  Please replace the green bin.		ELM				Outside library		Ana-Elba Pavon								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/24/2020" "4":"17" "PM		REFER		Please have relevant company come and remove port-o-potty near front entrance.  It's not needed at this time, and we don't anticipate needing it until 2021		ELM				exterior entrance area		Ana Pavon								Other (Specify on next page)		No		CAM 32159		Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes, 7/24/20; contacted USS on 7/29/20 to confirm																														None		locked front gate. Staff is onsite Monday-Friday, 9-1 to open gate

		7/24/2020" "4":"21" "PM		1030257		Please reduce lumens in light bulbs in children's area ceiling		ELM				1st floor Children's Area		Ana Pavon								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		A ladder is needed, nothing incredibly long, just a relatively normal size

		7/27/2020" "10":"31" "AM		1034695		even the Brookfield side gate is now able to be locked but outside folks can still reach in around the mesh to pop open the side gate		BRO				Brookfield side gate 		Alfred								Fence		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Previous: 1030830																														Seven or more complaints in the past week		Need to open from inside of Side gate		Please fix asap

		7/27/2020" "10":"52" "AM		EMAIL		The PW staff removed a big workbench. The area will need to be painted and the floor will need to be patched with new tiles. The Montclair library has the tiles to match the rest of the floor. Please ask Vicky Chen about it.  Also, the PW staff left the baseboards here. They will need to be painted and nailed back to the wall.		MON				The break room in the Children/Teen area, next to a fire extinguisher. 		Vicky chen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DL_Z9K_K5y96qmJwTjBSxcsZs_6oLooU		Painting		Yes				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Need a door key to enter the library and the same key to open the room.		Please try to arrive the worksite after 1 pm during the weekdays. 

		7/28/2020" "9":"12" "AM		1031119		Can you open a ticket to get the OHC Photo Room light replaced?		MAIN				OHC Photo Room		Dorothy (Via Email)								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/28/2020" "11":"51" "AM		1031208		Weeds overgrowing paving		AAMLO				AAMLO Exterior		Diane (via Jack)								Landscaping / Trees						Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/28/2020" "11":"53" "AM		1031204		Clean trench pipe between AAMLO & Preservation Park		AAMLO				AAMLO exterior, between AAMLO & Preservation Park		Diane (via Jack)								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/29/2020" "10":"20" "AM		CANCEL		We are remodeling the breakroom. Three staff will be stationed inside this room. We will need at least one phone and computer network connection inside this room. 		MON				the breakroom at the Children/Teen Area, next to the Fire Extinguisher		Vicky Chen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hqqSVzkBR8DMsMS0dpgvZ3q76EWJ-IHP		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Need a key to enter the lib and the same key to enter the breakroom.		none

		7/30/2020" "12":"01" "PM		1031965		Twice in the last week when using the primary elevator from the Basement level, upon pushing the button to go to the 1st floor, nothing happens. For about 60 seconds, the doors stay open. No buttons will cause the doors to close and walking out and back in the elevator doesn't help either. But then, after about a minute, the elevator mysteriously comes back to life and works normally.		MAIN				Elevator		Josephine Sayers								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/30/2020" "12":"03" "PM		1031968		At the very top of the East stairwell, on the landing that opens to the roof, there is a bunch of trash and random debris.		MAIN				East stairwell		Josephine Sayers								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/30/2020" "1":"13" "PM		1031990		The toilet wouldn't stop flushing. I turned off the flushometer with a screwdriver to keep it from flushing. It needs to be fixed so it can flush properly		81ST				second floor, staff area, large bathroom		Brian Guenther								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		It's in the staff area, a key or key fob is required for access

		7/30/2020" "5":"17" "PM		1032182		The Emergency exit door's alarm is not working. I replaced the battery twice and it's still not sounding the alarm when the door is pushed open. I believe that one or more of the wires next to the battery have become disconnected.		CHA				Chavez LIbrary Meeting Room Emergency Exit door		Pete Villasenor								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Two keys are needed to access: The Chavez Library E7 key (which controls on/off switch to the door alarm) and another "battery case" key kept in staff area by the security video monitor and which opens up the battery compartment.		Library is still closed due to the Covid shutdown, but staff are usually available Tuesday - Sat for outdoor Meals distribution or for Sidewalk Library service. 

		7/31/2020" "12":"49" "PM		DUPLICATE		We need more paper towels to keep our work areas clean and sanitized.		DIM				Main Floor		Rebekah Eppley								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																				Could you please send a box of paper towels. The custodian is running low and so is the staff. We need them to keep our work areas clean and sanitized! Thanks!

		7/31/2020" "4":"33" "PM		1032428		Seeing some parts of the grass are green and other parts are brown, it seems there is an irrigation issue. I know last year some initial work was done to fix the irrigation system, but I don't believe it was completed.		MLK				outside		Celia Davis						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PcNxenawf-BlmYSsEBE1q1pJXXUl0L-w, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WYrV9PR2GZxQNJneA26QYs0Bb-8zJOyB, https://drive.google.com/open?id=12Jfv9qd3AbRijMwlELKhnOZHPffrhGsH		Landscaping / Trees		No				Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		"please contact me so Park Services can access the irrigation clock inside library" G. Tarver, 8/7/2020																														None		no		no

		8/1/2020" "2":"37" "PM		1033012		A staffperson informed me that the stall is out of soap.		MAIN				Single Stall Staff Restroom on Main Floor		Shannon McQueen / Circ Staff								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		None		None

		8/1/2020" "2":"39" "PM		COMBINED		Paper towels are needed for the restroom.		MAIN				Single stall (public) restroom on basement level near public elevator.		Shannon McQueen / Circ Staff								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		1033012																														None		None		None

		8/3/2020" "2":"18" "PM		1033189		There's human feces on the ramp again. 		MAIN				ADA ramp outside main front entrance		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						Refer		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/3/2020" "3":"36" "PM		1033252		one of the flourescents bulbs in the ceiling is making a very loud buzzing sound. Not sure if that means it needs to be replaced? We cannot turn the light fixture off to stop the sound, as it is one of the emergency lights		ROC				downstairs, behind circulation desk		Liz Soskin or Paul Schiesser								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/3/2020" "3":"37" "PM		1033266		The Temescal BID dumpster has been left in the library parking lot. Staff moved it to the lawn (on the 52nd St. side) because it was in the way of sidewalk tool returns. The dumpster belongs in the driveway on the north side of the library, which is off Telegraph and between the branch and the Kingfish Pub.		TEM				52nd St. side of building		Ally Hack								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/4/2020" "9":"01" "AM		1033415		The crank that opens the windows won't open the windows. I'm not sure if the crank isn't working or if the windows are not workings.  I suspect it is the crank because all 4 windows won't open.  We need to be able to open these windows to get good air flow		LAKE				windows on the Grand Ave side of the building		xochitl gavidia								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		inside locked buiding

		8/4/2020" "10":"10" "AM		1033448		broken wheel on book drop cart needs to be replaced; it's difficult to roll inside now		GG				outside book drop adjacent to front steps		Sharon Vaughn								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Book drop has to be unlocked to pull the cart out.		Staff here Monday - Friday 9 to 1

		8/4/2020" "10":"13" "AM		1033454		There's a lot of trash on the side of the building including a recycling bin with human feces in it. 		WEST				Outside on side porch on 18th St. side of building		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XHxpE-7oaeLeiUa8etsSHrUoJO-CKKrB		Illegal Dumping						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/4/2020" "10":"34" "AM		1033629		the lawn needs mowing, both in front and back. 		MLK				outside- front and back		Celia Davis								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		8/4/2020" "10":"56" "AM		1033501		In order to lock the gate which gives us access to library property at the entrance, we need to put the cylinder into the hollow hole and attach a padlock. Unfortunately, the steel swells in the heat making this a challenge. Usually, we have to lift the gate and make an effort to get the cylinder into the hollow hole. Yesterday we were unable to lock the gate. It was impossible to line the two up so that the cylinder would fit inside the hollow hole. Can something please be done?		ELM				Lock on entrance gate to the library		Ana-Elba Pavon						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XlbkXcb_c3_iq4pNPd2NVSlpy5678XNB		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/4/2020" "10":"58" "AM		1033504		The gray recycle bin has been stolen. Please replace.		ELM				Outside the library		Ana-Elba Pavon								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/4/2020" "11":"52" "AM		INTERNAL		About two years ago I was informed by PW that one of two HVAC systems for this building is not working. To the best of my knowledge it has not been fixed. This is especially concerning due to COVID-19.		WEST				HVAC room		Susy Moorhead								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Tom Hernandez on 8/5/2020

		8/4/2020" "3":"46" "PM		1033637		Can you put in a “urgent” PWA ticket for the following?  Also, can you track this on a weekly basis and update me so that I can ensure it gets done quickly? Thank you so much! A fire inspector, Adam Ball,  flagged the following urgent concern at Eastmont today: Fire extinguishers are from 2004, and are supposed to be certified annually. There are 3-4 of them in the building and he recommends always having an extra.		EAST				Interior		Jamie (via Jack)								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/5/2020" "12":"50" "PM		1033948		Following up our previous request (4/17/2019) for light bulb replacement in AAMLO's gallery. There are now 20 overhead lights and three recessed lights needing replacement. The gallery is otherwise extremely dark. Light fixtures will require scaffolding to access.		AAMLO				AAMLO Gallery		Sean Dickerson								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		896716		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																		Requires scaffolding to access		Monday - Friday between 9 AM and 1 PM

		8/5/2020" "4":"26" "PM		1034032		We got a new paper towel dispenser installed in our break room, but it is a different type of dispenser than the one we have in our restrooms. This is the type that takes a roll of paper towels. In order to use it, we will now need to stock our custodial closet with rolls of paper towels. Please inform the custodian to bring some. The key to open the dispenser is taped to the top of it. Thanks		CHA				Staff Break Room		Annabelle Blackman OR Isela Anaya								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/6/2020" "10":"16" "AM		1034266		We're removing large piles of trash daily from this area to get through the garage for deliveries. Can staff please regularly clean up trash, in this back area?		MAIN				Staff entrance and garage door area, behind Main off of 13th. 		Mana Tominaga								Homeless Concern or Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		8/6/2020" "10":"19" "AM		1034268		The mechanism on the front door where you put the key in has become loose. It needs to be tightened before it falls out. Once it falls out, staff will be unable to lock the library door.		EAST				Front door of library, the door nearest the circ desk.		Alison B. or David Aponte								Key / Lock Management		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		The mall will need to fix it.

		8/6/2020" "12":"46" "PM		1034329		We need more soap, please.		MAIN				1st Floor, Circulation Back Office		Josephine Sayers								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/6/2020" "1":"21" "PM		DUPLICATE		Hi, We are trying to get the entire floor carpet cleaned. The area next to Aisle 40 is especially in dire need of carpet cleaning		ASN				Carpet of entire floor, but especially next to Aisle 40		Russell Tran								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1028686		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																				Before 9 AM or After 3 PM

		8/7/2020" "10":"03" "AM		1034596		Our garbage was not picked up Thursday 8/6 again.  The bin is overflowing		MEL				outside WM		Kate Hug								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/8/2020" "2":"09" "PM		INTERNAL		Soap dispensers in the staff restrooms are not being replenished regularly and we are now running low on sanitizing spray and gloves.		MAIN				Staff areas / restrooms on the first floor of the Main Library		Steven Lavoie								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		The required daily cleaning and supply maintenance activities seem to be breaking down.

		8/8/2020" "2":"42" "PM		1035871		The door sweep on the bottom of the back door is ripped. The sometimes impedes the door from completely closing.		ROC				Back door entrance (from staff parking lot)		Paul, Liz, or Ryan								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/10/2020" "2":"27" "PM		1035863		We would like to request that a second soap dispenser be installed in each of two locations - in the staff restroom and in the Circulation office (both on the first floor) as they are emptying frequently due to extra COVID-related hand-washing. 		MAIN				First Floor (Circulation Office and Staff Restroom)		Josephine Sayers								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/13/2020" "9":"51" "AM		1037093		81st Library staff request cleaning of gutters.		81ST				Gutters		Jack (Via Diane)								Structural / Construction Issue		No				in progess		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		D. Gibeau provided updated on 12/16/2020 - in progress																														None

		8/13/2020" "9":"51" "AM		1055885		AAMLO staff request cleaning of gutters.		AAMLO				Gutters		Jack (Via Diane)								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/13/2020" "9":"51" "AM		1037097		Brookfield Library staff request cleaning of gutters.		BRO				Gutters		Jack (Via Diane)								Structural / Construction Issue		No				in progess		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		D. Gibeau provided updated on 12/16/2020 - in progress																														None

		8/13/2020" "9":"51" "AM		1037100		Dimond Library staff request cleaning of gutters.		DIM				Gutters		Jack (Via Diane)								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/13/2020" "9":"51" "AM		CANCEL		Eastmont Library staff request cleaning of gutters.		EAST				Gutters		Jack (Via Diane)								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/13/2020" "9":"51" "AM		DUPLICATE		Elmhurst Library staff request cleaning of gutters.		ELM				Gutters		Jack (Via Diane)								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1008926		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/13/2020" "9":"51" "AM		1037101		Golden Gate Library staff request cleaning of gutters.		GG				Gutters		Jack (Via Diane)								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		D. Gibeau provided updated on 12/16/2020 - in progress																														None

		8/13/2020" "9":"51" "AM		1037103		Lakeview Library staff request cleaning of gutters.		LAKE				Gutters		Jack (Via Diane)								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		D. Gibeau provided updated on 12/16/2020 - in progress																														None

		8/13/2020" "9":"51" "AM		1037104		MLK Library staff request cleaning of gutters.		MLK				Gutters		Jack (Via Diane)								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		D. Gibeau provided updated on 12/16/2020 - in progress																														None

		8/13/2020" "9":"51" "AM		1037110		Melrose Library staff request cleaning of gutters.		MEL				Gutters		Jack (Via Diane)								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		D. Gibeau provided updated on 12/16/2020 - in progress																														None

		8/13/2020" "9":"51" "AM		1037111		Montclair Library staff request cleaning of gutters.		MON				Gutters		Jack (Via Diane)								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		D. Gibeau provided updated on 12/16/2020 - in progress																														None

		8/13/2020" "9":"51" "AM		REFER		Piedmont Library staff request cleaning of gutters.		PIE				Gutters		Jack (Via Diane)								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/13/2020" "9":"51" "AM		1037113		Rockridge Library staff request cleaning of gutters.		ROC				Gutters		Jack (Via Diane)								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		D. Gibeau provided updated on 12/16/2020 - in progress																														None

		8/13/2020" "9":"51" "AM		1037116		Temescal Library staff request cleaning of gutters.		TEM				Gutters		Jack (Via Diane)								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		D. Gibeau provided updated on 12/16/2020 - in progress																														None

		8/13/2020" "9":"51" "AM		1037117		West Oakland Library staff request cleaning of gutters.		WEST				Gutters		Jack (Via Diane)								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/13/2020" "9":"58" "AM		1036941		Both of these vehicles have been abandoned and have been on Fremont way for 7+ weeks.  Please put in a ticket for their removal.		MEL				Alongside library on Fremont Way		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1q_nHnBrfD62fJjRO2saIyIrPT_ZC0ZZA, https://drive.google.com/open?id=19_2QYNQmHyL0nP6cUZehHEsBGs96aQcf, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1E7FYd9cwjl8t1ouIks4a-aGNytvvKkYJ, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ra4I5cuzWrsaUKb-r083PGHXMuZ9nuBu		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/13/2020" "9":"59" "AM		1036922		Both of these vehicles have been abandoned and have been on Fremont way for 7+ weeks.  Please put in a ticket for their removal.		MEL				Alongside library on Fremont Way		Kate Hug								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/13/2020" "10":"55" "AM		1036944		The water faucet in the men's public bathroom on the main floor is no longer working. Our security guard tried to use the water faucet and had to go to the family bathroom after multiple failed attempts to activate the water faucet. 		81ST						Brenda Membrano								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/14/2020" "9":"15" "AM		1037361		Our WM trash was not serviced yesterday, Thursday, 8/13/20 - again, this continues to be an ongoing problem. The bin is full.		MEL				Outside trash		Kate Hug								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/14/2020" "10":"12" "AM		1037403		both recycling and garbage bins need to be emptied. 		MLK				outside		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		8/14/2020" "12":"25" "PM		1037407		The security alarm on the back door needs a new battery.		DIM				Alarm on back door needs battery changed. (It's chirping)		Rebekah Eppley								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/15/2020" "10":"31" "AM		1038004		Soap needed for hand dispenser in Circ Office.		MAIN				Main Library, 1st Floor, Unnumbered door, Circ Office		Shannon McQueen/Circ Supervisors								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		8/17/2020" "11":"59" "AM		1041029		A Banner to advertise Brookfield Curbside pick up to be placed in location shown in the attached photo.		BRO				outside on the wall near the  bookdrop but above .		Alfred								Sign		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Referred to Tom Downs on 8/17/20; Alfred recieved approval from M. Berson																														One to two complaints in the past week		Need a ladder to be able to reach that height		At earliest convenience.

		8/17/2020" "1":"18" "PM		1038236		Two light bulbs are out in the restroom. There's some light, but not a lot! Bulbs need replacing.		TEM				Basement level, public restroom just outside the meeting room doors.		Ally Hack								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/17/2020" "2":"40" "PM		INTERNAL		Please deliver 5 packages of paper towels to the LINK+ area.		MAIN				LINK+ area in basement		Annette Bourget								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)		Delivered 3 packages on 8/17/20																														None		no		no

		8/18/2020" "12":"34" "PM		1038538		Faucet leaks warm water from the tap. This bathroom has seen a lot more use in recent months (being a handwashing station during COVID), so it may be a result of that. It's more than a drip -- a steady trickle, so lots of water waste.		MAIN				staff bathroom between Fiction stacks and Veterans kiosk (Madison side of the building, main floor)		Remy Timbrook								Plumbing		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Masks and social distance are required in the building. You'll want put up signs to redirect staff to another handwashing station (like the Mezzanine or behind Circulation).		Building is least busy after 1:30PM, but any time is okay.

		8/18/2020" "1":"22" "PM		NOTES		THEFT - yesterday, 8/17 I checked on the backyard and noticed that our planters had been overturned over the weekend (see photo).  I was not strong enough to move them alone and planned to do so today, 8/18.  Today they are gone.		MEL				outside backyard		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QDH3fHq6qlc9m_APgWgHwYE08q5a6xoA		Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		5. No Action Required (request will be noted and documented)

		8/18/2020" "3":"59" "PM		REFER		Brookfield inside line 510-615-5862 has static noise and cannot dial out.		BRO				Brookfield Circulation desk telephone		Alfred								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		INC0064065																														One to two complaints in the past week				Asap if possible

		8/18/2020" "4":"12" "PM		DUPLICATE		faucet is leaking		MAIN				Main, 1st floor, room 110--staff single person bathroom on 1st floor		Christy Thomas								Plumbing		Do Not Know		1038538		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/19/2020" "2":"19" "PM		DUPLICATE		A light stream of water flows from the faucet in the sink		MAIN				Staff restroom (Room 110) on the first floor of the Main Library		Steven Lavoie, Alma Garcia or Josephine Sayers								Plumbing		Do Not Know		1038538		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/19/2020" "6":"39" "PM		1039128		A mouse was spotted in the staff office/break area		WEST				Staff office/break area near rear of the library		Naomi Permutt/Person in charge								Pest		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week				Staff are generally on site Mon-Sat 9a-3p.

		8/20/2020" "12":"29" "PM		1039167		Human waste and toilet paper located on 52nd Street side in the bushes		TEM				52nd Street side		Rainn Shaw								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/21/2020" "9":"27" "AM		1039408		We have another abandoned vehicle.  This one is blocking our handicapped parking spot and also really impedes meal distribution.		MEL				outside on 48th Ave side, handicapped parking spot		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yphAVCXBNAGifFtMoUG2d0VIJVK7JZtu, https://drive.google.com/open?id=11PxPcrpbmiWRVauQMPvRK2JzW2NM8nIK		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/21/2020" "11":"45" "AM		1039688		Window stuck ajar. Very poor indoor air quality. Fire season is just starting, please ensure this building's windows are closed and sealed. Please fix this particular window which is stuck open almost an inch ASAP. Staff are experiencing side effects of smoke inhalation.		WEST				Windows facing Adeline - especially one to the left of the circ desk		erin sanders						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1q4m69q1mE80_PtVWRtW6gWYF6-j3z6YA, https://drive.google.com/open?id=17rSiN0_6jHCHHQpRXnbXke41j_-Nmb1n, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Rt_6Iem1XkZVlzj8sNe1vtEIvf9HS3Hk		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				ASAP - bad air quality esp. in West Oakland right now & next few days.

		8/22/2020" "2":"54" "PM		1040137		Entrance iron gate to Brookfield library parking is broken. Very difficult to push and open it every morning by one person.		BRO				Entrance gate to library parking lot		Thevaki								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/24/2020" "12":"55" "PM		1040303		The Battery is low and it will not stop beeping.		WEST				West Alarm		Veronica Sutter								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				ASAP the beeping is driving us all crazy. Thank you.

		8/24/2020" "2":"28" "PM		1040343		We lost our brown garbage bin again.		MON				yard		Vicky Chen								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		8/26/2020" "11":"04" "AM		1040963		There is a significant space between the two front doors (see pic). Despite windows and doors remaining closed yesterday, the building smelled strongly of smoke. Please install weather stripping or other suitable fix for drafts. 		TEM				Front doors facing Telegraph		Ally  Hack						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XxAQ6itZuNXxDo3linOm9PKjAY4qVhIB		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/27/2020" "12":"00" "PM		1041489		One of the light fixtures in my office is out. It is the office that is on the first floor in the sorting room area. Every now and then it will start flickering.		81ST				Office		Brenda Membrano 								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/28/2020" "11":"27" "AM		CANCEL		There is no power to the refrigerator or the microwave/toaster oven. These are different outlets but are along the same wall.		WEST				staff break room		erin sanders								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No		1041718		Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/28/2020" "11":"36" "AM		DUPLICATE		Staff office needs painting.  Peeling paint with scuffed walls and shelves.  		GG				Staff office behind circulation desk		Sharon Vaughn								Painting		Yes		1017622		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		none		Would like it done asap.  Full staff returns to branch on September 15th and I need to restock shelves before then.

		8/29/2020" "1":"09" "PM		1042656		The alarm upstairs keeps going off intermittently. We can't access the area. The alarm pads downstairs still say LO BATT. 		WEST				upstairs (not the library) alarm panel		Erin Sanders								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/31/2020" "10":"08" "AM		1042654		There is a lot of trash around our book drop. This happens on a regular basis. Can the outside directly around our building please be cleaned on a regular basis? Our security guard often helps with this but she isn't here today. We also direct people to return items in the bookdrop during COVID and this makes doing so very unappealing for our patrons.		WEST				outside front door around bookdrop		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nLZwoUeoq4YDSnha5T5JM14mH0VTK8BY, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kcMj5FeNPjGOkBVXunxTxcIMob7m00L7		Cleaning / Custodial						Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/1/2020" "9":"50" "AM		1043054		light bulbs out in library & garage		WEST				inside library & garage		Susy Moorhead								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		9/1/2020" "9":"56" "AM		1042888		There appears to be a burst pipe in front of the library beneath the window that faces the parking lot. (the children's area window). There's a pool of water that never dries up in the garden area so I'm assuming there's a burst pipe or a leak.		DIM				Outside, in front of the library window facing the parking lot.		Rebekah Eppley						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-XkCNV8fB2zJYji5MCkBSsCUfQzinRJv		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		9/1/2020" "1":"05" "PM		1043010		The air quality has been very bad inside Temescal on smokey days, especially in the basement. The furnace room smells very smokey, and may be a source of bad air in the building. The furnace room needs to be checked for unnecessary intake of outside air and anything else that may help improve the conditions inside the branch.		TEM				Basement, furnace room		Ally Hack								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		9/2/2020" "12":"09" "PM		1043301		Reported by Winnie Chiang via email: "Earlier today, the panel was beeping incessantly and the "trouble" button was lighted.  Jamie came in later and was able to make the noise stop.  I don't know if someone needs to check on it for deeper problems.  Alice said that I should let you know about it.  She tried to call Greg Johnson, but no one answered."		MAIN				Basement		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/2/2020" "3":"20" "PM		1043447		Please provide GG keys (door and gate padlock) for employee Stephanie Hamilton. Thanks!		GG				n/a		Erin Sanders								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Ready for pickup at PWA - 9/3/20																														None				Stephanie begins her assignment at Golden Gate on Tues Sept 15.

		9/2/2020" "3":"20" "PM		1043666		lawn grass is getting pretty long- needs cutting. We are using grass area to display books- so patrons are walking on tall grass- thus heightened need to cut it.		MLK				outside		Celia Davis								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no. 

		9/2/2020" "4":"56" "PM		REFER		Please program Stephanie Hamilton's alarm code for Golden Gate. Thanks!		GG				n/a		Erin Sanders								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0065277																														None				Stephanie begins her assignment at Golden Gate on Tues Sept 15. 

		9/3/2020" "8":"56" "AM		REFER		need existing code for Youjin Chang programmed for Eastmont		EAST				interior alarm		Derrick DeMay								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0065309																														None

		9/3/2020" "1":"48" "PM		1043832		We are out of paper towels for our branch. Please restock as we need these to sanitize and decontaminate our work stations through out the day and at the end of our shifts.		ROC				Rockridge Branch of the Oakland Public Library		Ryan Lindsay								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/4/2020" "10":"07" "AM		1044159		Our middle book drop lock is broken. This is an urgent request. We need to get it fixed today, if possible so that we can use the book drop. Thank you!		DIM				Outside; front of library		Rebekah Eppley								Key / Lock Management						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																				Before 3:00 pm would be great. Thanks!

		9/4/2020" "1":"25" "PM		EMAIL		The tall blue cabinet in the downstairs office came locked (and alarmed). We think possibly someone took the key with them when they set it up (back in February 2020); we need help getting it unlocked so we can use it.		GG				Downstairs office (door down a few stairs off the parking lot or accessible through the main library and down the stairs behind the desk).		Naomi Permutt								Key / Lock Management		Do Not Know				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		982512; emailed Don Gibeau on 10/7/20																														None

		9/4/2020" "1":"50" "PM		1044303		Human feces behind the outside bookdrop (very close to the sidewalk pick up area - horrible smell) Patron and staff complained.		BRO				Human feces behind the outside bookdrop (very close to the sidewalk pick up area - horrible smell)		Thevaki								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Referred to Legacy

		9/4/2020" "1":"54" "PM		1044272		Sink drain (tailpiece & P-Trap) are gone--they broke.  The sink drains directly onto the floor.  New tailpiece and p-trap are needed.		TEM				TEM/TLL Staff Restroom		Friederike								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		We need the sink to wash our hands per Covid guidelines		ASAP

		9/5/2020" "12":"39" "PM		REFER		Susy Moorhead, Branch Manager from West Oakland has determined that I should have an alarm code for West Oakland through at least December		WEST				West Oakland (alarm)		Jenny Rockwell								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0065504 																														None		no		We would like this by September 13th at the latest, when I will likely start being the "pod leader" at West Oakland Branch. Thanks!

		9/5/2020" "2":"22" "PM		1045071		When the toilet is flushed, water (not a ton) comes out of the pipe connected above the toilet seat onto the toilet. 		MLK				public restroom closest to Main entrance to branch		Celia Davis								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		nothing beyond 2 keys needed for entering building (gate and door)		no

		9/5/2020" "4":"42" "PM		1045076		There is litter throughout the side of the library, and what appears to be human feces around the back corner. 		81ST				Exterior, mainly corner of 81st and Rudsdale		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cufJEEQlCSKwzjVYsZi3dNfKZ8pYhhSx, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mZIAx-D3WzXttbzs2B50QyBgDXd4r5GO, https://drive.google.com/open?id=13lXoGZtZ115PYqr7LHF9l7GbDAqZDgFL, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sRP-nlQSKaeFFrWRIzWSS1y3ZKZRvlXg		Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/5/2020" "4":"47" "PM		1045078		There is paint and graffiti on a pole and on on the seating area outside the library. 		81ST				Exterior, near front entrance		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fMW7K9l5B3Zn7efY4x_Bt6LE8aJD7Iya		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/8/2020" "9":"15" "AM		1045079		The disarmed alarm is beeping every two minutes or so.  Could the battery be low?  Is it something else?		ELM				Alarm at library entrance		Ana-Elba Pavon								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/8/2020" "4":"56" "PM		1045302		the exterior lights along the 81st Ave wall are out and need to be replaced		81ST				81st Ave facing exterior wall		Derrick DeMay								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		there is a green fence which blocks access to some of the lights.  A key is inside 81st; ask staff if needed.

		9/10/2020" "3":"41" "PM		1045982		Please refill all toilet paper, paper towels, soap and hand sanitizer dispensers, in preparation of additional staffing on Tuesday September 15. 		GG				restrooms and breakroom; all dispensers		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				Please refill ASAP - staff will arrive in 2 business days. 

		9/11/2020" "9":"53" "AM		1045985		Staff Elevator is stuck on the 2nd floor with door open and light on.		ROC				Staff Elevator is not working		Paul/Ryan/Lisa or Liz								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				Have all visiting staff wear masks and adhere too Covid 19 safety protocols

		9/11/2020" "5":"12" "PM		REFER		need existing code for David Aponte programmed to work at Brookfield		BRO				alarm		Derrick DeMay								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		INC0065834																														None				Possible to have this completed by next week?

		9/12/2020" "6":"48" "PM		1046558		Please improve weatherstripping/airtightness of front door (gap between doors) and windows in computer lab (gaps all around windows). These gaps are letting in lots of smoke, which is giving staff headaches and scratchy throats. More staff will be working 5 days a week here now, in front of the doors and in the lab.  Thanks. 		GG				Front entrance and downstairs computer lab		Erin sanders								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Windows in computer lab are high off the ground (but accessible with regular ladder).		Please address ASAP. Staffing increases at this location on Tues Sept 15

		9/13/2020" "11":"22" "AM		1046561		The panels keep beeping, and the lower level panel has a new interface/key that I don't have access to. I can override but only for 20 minutes or so, and then the beeping happens again. I understand there's a delay in getting a technician out but is there any way I can get a key to the lower level panel? I think disarming there will work long-term, as opposed to using the panel on the first floor. 		MAIN				First floor and lower level fire alarm panels		Mana Tominaga								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		9/14/2020" "2":"04" "PM		1046712		I know the ventilation system we have does not include an air conditioner. Can it be set to circulate air without heating it, given the poor air quality in the area? If so, please set it to do so and let us know when it is done. If it can circulate air, can it be set to not take in air from outside? Does it have an air filter? If so, when was it last replaced and what level of air filter is it?		MLK				ventilation system		Celia Davis								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		panel inside library, system accessed through mechanical room at back of library. 		no

		9/15/2020" "9":"50" "AM		DUPLICATE		The alarm beeps every two minutes or so.  It even beeps when staff enter a new part of the library.  It hasn't been fixed yet and is pretty annoying...		ELM				Library entrance, alarm		Ana-Elba Pavon								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		1045079		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/15/2020" "3":"05" "PM		EMAIL		We have had weekly (approximately) minimal custodial service. Now that we have more staff working here 5 days a week, we need to increase that. I would like to let our custodian know that the red binder will be in the office to the right behind the circ desk upstairs, starting tomorrow. We will leave our questions for him there. Thanks!		GG				n/a		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Contacted Mark Hayes on 9/15/20																														None

		9/15/2020" "4":"54" "PM		1047252		Please install a wall-mounted hand sanitizer pump *outside* on the wall near the elevator, next to the bench. We will have a buzzer for people to press when it's rainy or smoky outside, so we'll need sanitizer for this high-touch item. Thanks.		GG				exterior - near elevator door		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		The wall here is glazed concrete

		9/16/2020" "10":"26" "AM		1047423		We haven't received custodial since at least Monday. Soap out in staff kitchen. Trash not emptied, etc. 		WEST				whole building		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		9/16/2020" "1":"27" "PM		1047799		The downstairs office has a green shag rug in it that needs to be removed. There are two heavy desks on top of the rug.		GG				The downstairs office (with an outside door that opens onto the parking lot and an inside door that opens onto a small hallway with the bathroom on the left and the stairs going up to the back of the circ desk on the right) has a green rug in it that needs to be removed. There are two heavy desks on top of the rug.		Naomi Permutt								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		9/17/2020" "9":"36" "AM		1047809		There is a strong smell of urine by the book drop and near the bike racks and a stain on the ground that looks like feces. We tried washing with a hose but it didn't help. This area needs to be power washed. This is where staff are to provide sidewalk service five hours a day. 		MLK				in front of main entrance to library		Celia Davis								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		9/17/2020" "12":"15" "PM		1048007		The fire protection gate in Study Room 1 came down and the alarm is going off, a constant beeping. We'd like the gate lifted and the alarm turned off.		81ST				Study Room 1 window		Sally Engelfried						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ep-9mmAg9G3XqmxXsdIfOVMf30_Bn6EM		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No.		No

		9/17/2020" "1":"31" "PM		1048011		The sealed cover of electrical outlet was broken and exposing wires.		BRO				outside wall of Brookfield staff		Alfred								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No, it is outside		asap

		9/17/2020" "4":"44" "PM		1048845		The painter needs to come by Melrose and provide color swatches of available colors to paint the meeting room		MEL				Basement Meeting Room		Kate Hug								Painting		Yes		960721		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				staff are onsite Tuesday-Saturday, 9am-1:30pm

		9/18/2020" "10":"41" "AM		NOTES		Several staff people tried to enter the code several times this morning and the door did not unlock when the correct code was entered. I used my key to open the door and the key got stuck in the lock. It took several minutes to remove my key from the lock.		MAIN				Staff entrance door at the back of the library		Kirsten Baldock								Key / Lock Management		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/18/2020" "11":"35" "AM		1048300		Human poop found behind the shipping container located on our back lawn next to the garbage bins.  		TEM				Back lawn, behind the shipping container where garbage bins are located.		Karen Ko / Ally Hack						https://drive.google.com/open?id=15mFGIzFxTrUMBqkspuXLaaZHzaZyphof		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		Preferably before we're open (10 a.m.)  or after we're close (1:00 p.m.) to public.

		9/19/2020" "9":"25" "AM		1048854		There are several places where human feces has been left and needs to be cleaned up and sanitized.  Several spots of feces were found this morning in our parking lot, near where we lock the fence open. It is wrapped in newspaper. There may be more in to lot as well.  There is also a spot between our front door and bike racks where feces was scraped away, but a spot remains. This is right where we work our doorside service. It needs to be cleaned and sanitized.		MLK				Outside in parking lot and near front door/ bike racks.		Alison or Celia								Sidewalk / Public Right-of-Way / Patios		Do Not Know				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		The gate to our parking lot is normally locked.		If they don't a gate key, they will need to come when staff is here, Mon-Sat. 9-3 pm./

		9/19/2020" "10":"16" "AM		1048856		Part of the left handle of the Brookfield entrance door came off, one of the screws is missing		BRO				Brookfield entrance door, there is a Main entrance before that door		Alfred								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		Need to have Main entrance key ( shared with EOSC)		Mon to Saturday 9 am to 4 pm

		9/19/2020" "11":"42" "AM		1048857		We didn't receive custodial service.		TEM				Branch		Ally Hack								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		9/19/2020" "3":"11" "PM		1048865		Our sharps container fell off the wall and needs to be screwed back on the wall.		MLK				staff bathroom		Alison 								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/21/2020" "9":"19" "AM		1048869		Remove old book drops, install new ones. The new book drops are very large and on pallets and will take a crew of at least 2 people to install		ROC				Please remove existing book drops and install new ones that are being stored in the Branch Lobby.		Paul Schiesser or Liz Soskin								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		We are now open for curbside service 6 days a week M-SAT from 10am-3pm		People will not be able to return books while this work is happening.

		9/21/2020" "1":"27" "PM		1048988		wrong time		MAIN				main rm 216--clock=wrong time		dayni								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		depending on when it gets fixed, door may be locked		prefer before 9 am or after 4 pm when staff are not present.

		9/21/2020" "1":"33" "PM		1048801		Broken sprinkler, leaking, reported by Mark Hayes (and Adelina Hernandez)		GG				Lawn to left of front entrance		Jamie (Via Jack)								Landscaping / Trees		No		1048801		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Request entered by Mark Hayes																														None

		9/22/2020" "9":"29" "AM		1049247		We didn't get custodial again this morning. This is happening more and more and it's not safe as we're in a pandemic and the building needs to be cleaned after every day staff is here. 		WEST				whole building		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		9/22/2020" "9":"30" "AM		1049270		10+ light bulbs replacement through out the branch		ASN				Through out the branch		Anita Yan						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XUMKNpfhUUKvdBAgv5IZGi0cESxu9H4b, https://drive.google.com/open?id=12ZhcoZsmlyiVpn67X2D47yDIv5lAwDxO, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1goJ93fNmietRBcyx0WBCNOVJnyFHCmR9, https://drive.google.com/open?id=10GnIoyLtCue98nZ7zR4u39PoYeIMDDd8, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mbFjdk7RnJS5IXkSXaz0aK3slq58oZfZ		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		high ceilings		N/A

		9/22/2020" "10":"09" "AM		1049254		Removal/replacement of existing curbside bookdrop and the two existing bookdrops by the front entrance. These bookdrops will be replaced by new bookdrops currently located in the front yard. Staff ask that the interior bins in existing bookdrops are kept for future usage.		MON				Exterior		Vicky								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/22/2020" "11":"07" "AM		REFER		The Chavez Library sign hanging over the front exterior entrance is continually leaking and it is wetting staff and the public. I submitted a request on 5/21/20 with no response. Also, the water that is leaking onto patrons and staff is dirty and possibly full of corrosion from the interior of the sign. It is impeding our outside Sidewalk Service and Food Service.		CHA				Chavez Branch Library 3301 E.12th St., Ste. 271 (outside at front lobby entrance)		Pete Villasenor								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1011970. 5/21/20		Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed ftvadmin@unitycouncil.org on 9/22/2020, 004023																														Three to six complaints in the past week		Sign is high up and needs a tall ladder.		Yes. Please do not fix during our outside library services. Unavailable times are MON 9:30 am - 3:00 pm; TUE 10:30 am - 1:30 pm; WED 9:30 am - 3 pm; THUR 10:30 am - 1:30 pm; Fridays & Saturdays 9:30 am - 3 pm.

		9/22/2020" "11":"56" "AM		1049344		WM was NOT picked up yesterday, 9/21 (an ongoing problem)... The trash is overflowing and now custodial has put trash and food waste in the green bin!		MEL				Outside trash		Kate Hug								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Recycling Hotline, 9/22/2020

		9/23/2020" "2":"17" "PM		1049812		All windows in both Catalog and Processing Units are very hard to open and cannot even be opened with the hook provided for the top window. Most require brute force to open and close. Many do not lock. With Covid19 concerns and air-flow issues, we need these windows to operate. Additionally, we cannot easily get to the windows due to cubicles along the windows - we have to climb up on the desk to open since the hooks can't budge the windows open/closed.		MAIN				Catalog Unit and Processing Unit		Catherine Jennings								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Evaluated		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week		cubicles along the window walls.

		9/23/2020" "3":"13" "PM		1049820		Water overflow in the toilet at 3:10 pm on 9/23/2020 after staff wash hand in the nearby sink.		ASN				Bathroom		Janet Cheung						https://drive.google.com/open?id=18wDnHBdF-hayLlqTRIpL5eNo3JuDvMch		Plumbing		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None		Locked front door with alarm.		None

		9/23/2020" "3":"26" "PM		1049823		Kitchen sink is overflowing.		ASN				Kitchen		Janet Cheung								Plumbing		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None		Locked front door with alarm.		None

		9/24/2020" "9":"32" "AM		1050000		We are remodeling Steve's office and need to remove the wooden door to the office in order to get the existing two desks out of the space for a haul. We need the door removed by next Tuesday if possible so he has time to clear out his desks for the haul. 		MAIN				Main First floor - Steve Lavoie's office, 13th St. side of the building off the Reading Room. 108		Mana Tominaga or Steve Lavoie								Structural / Construction Issue						Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		WO Canceled																														None

		9/24/2020" "9":"57" "AM		DUPLICATE		I'm following up on this service request. As per Diane, we are seeking to replace the fixtures in the community room with period appropriate fixtures.		MEL				community room downstairs		Kate Hug								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		992971		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		9/24/2020" "1":"00" "PM		1050365		We have 2 light bulbs burned out.  1 can light/center of bank of lights along 48th Ave side of library upstairs.  2 light burned out downstairs in front of public restroom.		MEL				Upstairs/48th Ave side of library and downstairs in front of public restroom		Kate Hug								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		9/24/2020" "3":"51" "PM		1050190		Staff bathroom needs cleaning due to plumbing repair; sewage on floor		ASN				Bathroom		Janet Cheung								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/24/2020" "4":"16" "PM		1050366		Please install three hand sanitizer dispensers in three different locations.  One is needed in the downstairs office; one next to or above the sink in the tool room; and one by the tool lending entrance above counter.		TEM				Three hand sanitizer dispensers needed.  One by entrance of downstairs office, one next to the sink in the tool room, and one  by the tool lending entrance above counter.		Karen Ko/ Ally Hack / Rainn Shaw								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Entrance to the tool room requires the F10L key.  		Best time is before 9:30 a.m or after 1:00 p.m. 

		9/25/2020" "8":"45" "AM		1050335		Someone pooped on the parking lot- numerous pieces of newspaper with it. 		MLK				Just inside parking lot gate on the right hand side. 		Celia Davis						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1emEZ2NuydbZbf7a9nlk50fS28PyniaEm, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fbv5R_wNeNBalB2bJ8arYttfyLL8ZGEZ		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		locked gate to parking lot (standard 3202 key)		no

		9/25/2020" "9":"31" "AM		1050344		When staff went to empty the bookdrop this morning, the entire lock mechanism came out of the second bookdrop along with the key. It no longer locks properly. We locked the top of the bookdrop, so no one will be able to return materials in there, but this will be an issue over the weekend when we have heavy material returns.		DIM				Directly outside our front doors		Miriam Medow								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Whomever comes to fix it may need the set of bookdrop keys, which we keep stashed inside the building.		Please come any time EXCEPT between 10 am - 3 pm Mon - Sat (Sidewalk Service hours)

		9/25/2020" "9":"37" "AM		1050363		One of our windows is extremely cracked from some type of impact, there is no glass on the floor, but further damage could lead to a break. The window is located next to the bookdrop on the side of the library that is facing international blvd.		MLK				Front of Martin Luther King Branch facing international blvd. Next to the Bookdrop		Khalilah Fortenberry						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ii7Sik5PlnhcD2qq0Izzqk6SE_f0Sp9e		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		If inside access to window is needed it would be best to come during our hours of operation (Mon-Sat, 9-3) due to locked gate and door.		Hours of operation: Mon-Sat (9-3)

		9/25/2020" "10":"38" "AM		1050400		The window on the top right (when facing Fremont Way) on the main floor of the library is stuck.  The chain the holds the window is stuck in the framing and neither fully opens or closes.		MEL				Main floor, Fremont Way side of library, far right top window		Kate Hug								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		9/26/2020" "10":"27" "AM		1051117		The built-in ventilation fan in the staff bathroom has become very loud when it runs, and it seems to need some attention before it breaks. The fan comes on automatically with the light, and cannot be shut off separately by staff.		MLK				staff bathroom		Alison or Celia								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/26/2020" "12":"50" "PM		1051122		We did not receive custodial service.		TEM				Temescal		Ally Hack								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		9/26/2020" "12":"52" "PM		1051105		perimeter trash has not been picked up, garbage not been emptied, etc.		WEST				custodial (indoors and perimeter)		Jenny Rockwell (or Susy Moorhead)								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		Garbages are full so ASAP

		9/26/2020" "3":"22" "PM		1051120		The elevator took between 5-10 minutes to respond to my request from the 1st floor.  The floor indicator above the elevator doors showed the "Basement" as in use.  I went to the basement where the doors were closed and there was no sign of activity.  A co-worker reported that she'd earlier heard the elevator doors opening and closing on their own.		MAIN				Public elevator		Shannon McQueen								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		9/28/2020" "9":"27" "AM		1051156		The large Maple by the Children’s Room has lost one branch in the parking lot and has another fallen branch just sitting in the tree. I have blocked the are off with green tape. However you want to call an arborist to take down the branch before it lands on someone.		MAIN				Children's Room Exterior		Anne Lennon (via email)								Landscaping / Trees						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		1051081 canceled by Jack due to incorrect routing																														None

		9/28/2020" "10":"01" "AM		DUPLICATE		We again haven't had custodial. At least since Saturday. This is a serious issue that needs to be resolved because of COVID. Anytime it's a serious issue. There is a trashcan full of food in the staff kitchen that is starting to smell. 		WEST				whole building		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1051105		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		9/28/2020" "10":"36" "AM		INTERNAL		Both the keypad and the keyhole on the back door are now problematic - the keypad won't work with the code most of the time now, and supervisors' AA keys get stuck in the keyhole. This is causing lots of unnecessary foot traffic to come through Sorting. Please fix both issues.		MAIN				staff entrance		Mana Tominaga								Key / Lock Management						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		9/28/2020" "1":"33" "PM		1051231		The tall maple on Oak st near 13th on the library property has been shedding limbs dangerously for several years, presenting a repeated safety hazard.   Please prune; and/or assess the tree for replacement. 		MAIN				Oak St. and 13th St.		Nina (via email) / Mana								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/29/2020" "9":"53" "AM		1051496		The front and back yards areas have not been serviced in quite a while. The hazelnut tree has dropped its load of berries everywhere and they are starting to rot. Weeding is out of control.		MEL				front and back yards		Kate Hug								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		9/29/2020" "11":"25" "AM		DUPLICATE		West still hasn't received custodial. The guard and I emptied a lot of the trash cans and restocked some paper towels. Will someone please give me an update on what's going on? 		WEST				whole building		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1051105		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Mark Hayes 9/29/20

		9/29/2020" "9":"29" "PM		1051893		Request needed for possible hazardous material pickup and disposal from Temescal.  This includes two containers of cleaning solvent, a few paint cans (not empty) and unused bags of cement mixes.		TEM				Items located in the downstairs lobby by the water fountain.		Karen Ko / Ally Hack						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XHBHZvPQTxpBNKmUM6pSQscIK94gBa4o, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MiOGmPbBIxaUpvSuVzAQLTQ9wrhLdvnv		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Need entry to building with F10 key.  Items located in downstairs lobby.		Tues - Sat between hours of 9-1:00 p.m. is best.

		9/30/2020" "8":"58" "AM		EMAIL		There are lightbulbs that need to be replaced in just about every area of the library. Some are up high and would require a lift to reach. When I inquired about this back in March, the response from the building engineers was that they "are not sure if the lift will fit between the stacks at 81st, they will be checking that." Now that the library is closed to the public, and may be opening soon, now would be a good time to bring a lift in, and move the stacks if necessary. 		81ST				All areas		Brian Guenther								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Greg Johnson, 10/21/20																																high ceilings 

		9/30/2020" "9":"10" "AM		1052104		There are several areas of the library can use spot painting		81ST				sever		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zsb6QVQAQMngqsNoSfQcFtqy9cwTzfl2, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nI1bCAhK6z1xtnv_DzOK8ruFOV0rVvRH, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tfa8FSA6ZsJOhNDFS5Ym9En11YUdqG9n, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cH3bfhw_n6lvuPKY27nywp6MVq8Iepca, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PE5-zdNwIMsH15RJ2sxHV4WbFRkjBndZ		Painting		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		9/30/2020" "9":"19" "AM		EMAIL		This paint has been peeling for awhile. It might be a larger, water leak issue. 		81ST				second floor, top of stairwell		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1T9O5IdC5FjT-GvYLBlCtAezCumtmGlRx		Painting		Do Not Know		920406		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Martin Tovar, 10/21/2020

		9/30/2020" "9":"23" "AM		1051895		Toilets in both the men's and women's room are covered with plastic and appear to be clogged. I don't know how long this has been an issue. They may be on opposite walls from each other, so the problems could be related. 		81ST				men's and women's bathrooms, first floor		Brian Guenther								Plumbing		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		9/30/2020" "9":"26" "AM		1051896		The automatic faucets in the men's restroom are not working; one not at all, the other only puts out a little bit of water a time		81ST				first floor mens' room		Brian Guenther								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		9/30/2020" "9":"33" "AM		1052103		The soap dispenser was torn off the wall and took a patch of paint with it. The spot is still visible and needs to be covered up. 		81ST				first floor, women's room. 		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1btxaeAs4bhhUwNbOt9BOrop9rSWM5wGt		Painting		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		9/30/2020" "1":"04" "PM		1052041		There is human feces on our porch. This is a high traffic area these days as we have Sidewalk Pickup in the garage yet patrons return materials to our bookdrop at the front door. Can the custodian please give attention to this area every day? This happens with some regularity. 		WEST				outside on porch area 		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/30/2020" "3":"29" "PM		1052338		Laminate flooring behind circulation desk is cracking, peeling, and need replacing.  		TEM				Flooring behind the circulation desk.		Karen Ko / Ally Hack						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TCiBx2OGuHvpesOmQu17j2COA5AwAlje		Structural / Construction Issue								2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		Mondays or after sidewalk pickup ends after 1:00.

		9/30/2020" "8":"08" "PM		1052352		Per Fire Inspection: MOUNT EXTINGUISHERS PER CODE - 906.7 Hangers and brackets. Hand held portable fire extinguishers, not housed in cabinets, shall be installed on the hangers or brackets supplied. Hangers or brackets shall be securely anchored to the mounting surface in accordance with the manufacturer’s installation instructions.		PIE				Office		Jenera Burton								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/30/2020" "8":"10" "PM		1052350		Per Fire inspection: ALARM FOUND IN TROUBLE.  FIX IMMEDIATELY FIRE ALARM 2. PROVIDE PROOF OF ANNUAL CERTIFICATION. 907.8.5 Inspection, testing and maintenance. The building owner shall be         responsible to maintain the fire and life safety systems in an operable condition at all times. Service personnel shall meet the qualification requirements of NFPA 72 for inspection, testing and maintenance of such systems. Records of inspection, testing and maintenance shall be maintained.		PIE				Office		Jenera Burton								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/30/2020" "8":"19" "PM		1052345		Per fire inspection - REPLACE DEFICIENT BATTERY BACK UP IN EXIT SIGNS: [BE] 1013.5 Internally illuminated exit signs. Electrically powered, Unsatisfactory self luminous and photoluminescent exit signs shall be listed and labeled in accordance with UL 924 and shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions and Section 604. Exit signs shall be illuminated at all times.		PIE				all exits		Jenera Burton 								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		10/1/2020" "10":"09" "AM		1052335		No regular custodial service today. 		TEM				Throughout building		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		Before staff get in at 9:00 a.m.

		10/1/2020" "11":"01" "AM		1052424		Please remove the metal shelf that's attached to the wall. 		MAIN				Room 20, lower level, back wall that faces you as you look into the room		Mana Tominaga								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		10/1/2020" "12":"44" "PM		1053534		Please trim back the tree next to the ADA parking spot. This is where we have sidewalk pickup, and it's too low and in the way for the canopy and staff. Please cut back as high and close to the trunk as possible. Thanks. 		GG				Outside - rear parking lot - next to ADA parking spot		Erin Sanders								Landscaping / Trees						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Parking lot gate is padlocked on Sun/Mon all day, and before 9am and after 1:30pm Tues-Sat

		10/1/2020" "1":"19" "PM		1052723		It appears that there are vents by the skylight that directly open to the air. Due to smoke can these please be closed/adjusted/taped up?? 		WEST				Roof of 1801 Adeline St. 		Susy Moorhead								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)

		10/1/2020" "1":"51" "PM		1052753		please note- it is two light fixtures that are broken and nine light bulbs are out. Don't know safety issue of melted light fixtures... assuming is safety hazard		MLK				8 lights out as follows: 1-light in children's room next to kitchen, 2-light above bright red cart behind staff circ area (also melted through plastic cover), 3-long light above staff circ desk, 4-in teen area- light on but melted through plastic cover, 5-light in raised ceiling area in main room, 6-two lights in adult corner with round table, 7-one long light near adult corner, 8-one light above the copier. 		Celia Davis						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WZ1HdBWrORFihjDXirGaufJ22Zt0NXko		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		10/2/2020" "9":"01" "AM		1052754		the alarm on the emergency door going into the parking lot went off unexpectedly this morning. It is beeping regularly- may need new battery. 		MLK				emergency door going into parking lot		Celia Davis								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no beyond usual gate to building.		no

		10/2/2020" "10":"59" "AM		1052755		the walls and doors of the public restrooms are dirty. They need a thorough cleaning. 		MLK				both public restrooms		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		10/2/2020" "11":"10" "AM		1052763		Two of our drains in the parking lot are missing the bottom component, and one of our drains near our entry way gate facing 69th ave. is detached from the wall.		MLK				Two of the drains are facing the parking lot and one is on the left side of our entrance gate if you are entering the library 		Khalilah Fortenberry						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DJKiZ8YEka6T5zEC1VIeEGhJ-u32BrfU, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1izz8saj07KfMnQfvZ5WPBtucVfww9iAC, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1igeHfKrA0h_hRMVe66KKhWqBbJddLoEJ		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		The parking lot gate is locked during non service hours		Please come between 9am-3pm so a staff member may open the gate

		10/2/2020" "1":"00" "PM		1052880		3 flourescent lights in Children's room are out. Flourescent light above Moving Up and JFic A-D is flickering.		MON				1. Children's room, three overhead fluorescent lights are out. 2. Children's room, light above Moving Up and Juv Fiction A-D is flickering.		Emily Phillips								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		none		none

		10/3/2020" "9":"45" "AM		EMAIL		Need the refrigerator labeled "Elmhurst" moved back to the Elmhurst branch library.		81ST				1st floor, near main public entrance		Derrick DeMay								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Mark Hayes, 10/5/20																														None				maybe difficult to park on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays from 11:30am-1pm. This is the peak of food distribution.

		10/3/2020" "12":"51" "PM		1053458		No regular custodial service.		TEM				Throughout building.		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		In the mornings before staff arrival.

		10/4/2020" "1":"36" "PM		1053452		there is solid human waste that needs to be removed		MLK				69th Avenue side of building under overhang- corner closest to International bvld		Celia Davis								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		10/5/2020" "2":"11" "PM		1053636		There is a pretty serious leak in the children's area. There was a significant amount of water on top of a book shelf. Some books were ruined. We now have a recycling bin to collect the leak. 		WEST				Children's section of library - by bulletin board above the 500s - you'll see a recycling bin to collect the water. 		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1u-SdOL2mNZvtmSwY1TkVDDEuTr_CINQr, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nbldady9Y8kIqinuuU9cQDb9BpWs7OlU		Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/6/2020" "9":"11" "AM		1053855		Our custodian Keith came in this morning to find several toilets overflowing onto the floor. He spent a looong time plunging and mopping it all up. The toilets are: the handicapped stall and the one next to it in both the men's and women's (4 toilets total)		81ST				Two downstairs public restrooms, the men's and women's (not the family)		Sally Engelfried								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		ASAP - thanks

		10/6/2020" "9":"57" "AM		1053867		We didn't get service again. This is becoming a very serious issue. We have no paper towels for restocking. The "toilet" on the porch is very gross.		WEST				whole building		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/6/2020" "12":"12" "PM		DUPLICATE		There's another leak! It's in our storytime area. There's a trash can under the leak. I have photos but unfortunately they are not going through right now. I will send as soon as they do. This one is right by a light. 		WEST				children's side of the library 		Susy Moorhead								Structural / Construction Issue						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/7/2020" "10":"18" "AM		1054287		The ceiling light in this location is out, which makes it hard to shelve here. Staff think a previous service request was filed and the bulb was replaced (which would indicate a more serious problem if it's out again now).		MAIN				In the Children's Room on the lower level, above the shelves with the lion statue, near S holds		Remy Timbrook (Pod A)								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				The space is very busy between 9 and 4 and we want to stay distanced -- an early morning fix would be best.

		10/7/2020" "10":"30" "AM		1054284		There's a mattress dumped on the sidewalk by our parking lot in the back of 1801 Adeline St. 		WEST				parking lot sidewalk in back of 1801 Adeline St. 		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=13-lmwM-EPsV17M7Anx_rlSz5V39iQQFO		Illegal Dumping						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		10/7/2020" "2":"30" "PM		1054404		Poop found outside stairwell leading to door of meeting space.		TEM				The stairwell leading down to the outside door of meeting space.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1p5YonKhZp8sUZW8msbE7slJUTY-RxJNo		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		10/8/2020" "8":"55" "AM		1054607		water is dripping from the ceiling tiles		MAIN				Room 201		Derrick DeMay								Mold / Moisture		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		10/8/2020" "9":"15" "AM		DUPLICATE		The toilets are overflowing in both public restrooms and muck and water was everywhere when the janitor came in this morning. 		81ST				downstairs public restrooms, men and women's (not the family)		Sally Engelfried								Plumbing		Yes		1053855		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		10/8/2020" "10":"16" "AM		1054664		Please provide a stop key for the elevator. We are loading & unloading it every morning & afternoon with supplies (tables, canopy, chairs, carts) for sidewalk pickup. We need a way to keep the door open as we load & unload so that the alarm doesn't go off. Thanks. 		GG				elevator		Erin Sanders								Elevator Issue		No				Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/8/2020" "11":"17" "AM		1054696		More poop found by the back lawn next to the shipping container.		TEM				Back lawn, next to the garbage bin (behind shipping container).		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1z1AAmYGlnqjjp3vT7LwM2GV7Kc_Ucdre		Other (Specify on next page)		No		1054404		Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		The sooner the better

		10/9/2020" "3":"28" "PM		1055670		Our new bookdrops need to be level.  They were installed on an inclined sidewalk and are causing issues since they are not level. They will become damaged due to this.		ROC				Rockridge new bookdrops need to be made level.  There were installed on an inclined sidewalk and therefore are causing issues.		Liz Soskin								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Nope		no

		10/9/2020" "5":"37" "PM		1055677		Please turn off the heat/air blower in the garage. I asked for it to be turned off a couple years ago and it was, but it is being reported that it is turning on periodically.  We don't want strong fans/blowers in COVID. 		WEST				Garage		Susy Moorhead								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/12/2020" "11":"33" "AM		1055789		The outlet in the floor is loose and no longer flush with the floor for safe use. 		WEST				By entrance door to library. 		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uIPJiRStWGqEgdeMCEMh-ZiKiwCPbr3j, https://drive.google.com/open?id=15s8jAvxQ8gfCKP473Uqyrg6WAF03a2NM		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/12/2020" "11":"33" "AM		1055790		Also we need an outlet installed at the bottom of the window. There are two silver boxes that look like they may be able to made in live power outlets. A self check machine needs to go here and it will need power. 		WEST				By entrance door to library. 		Susy Moorhead								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/12/2020" "11":"38" "AM		1055791		Another electrical outlet needs to be created in this area. Public internet computer power is currently daisy chained. Also there is a coin machine that will need to be installed in this area and there isn't currently a free outlet.		WEST				Side of the library where public internet computers are. 		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PK5yODvgh4GcEbvzjBCWJC-eZGuWVZv-, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XwNhBRXjEQ9HEQpuJ0_YvO8VSqiiOaPR		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/12/2020" "11":"40" "AM		1055788		There is a dumped mattress in front of the library. 		WEST				IN front of library on 18th Street side. 		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1M7C9Yz7noE06vn2Hu8sTiaJxe0kwSRfb		Illegal Dumping						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		10/13/2020" "8":"50" "AM		1056150		Tree limb down in parking lot next to Children's Room		MAIN				Oak St. and 13th St.		Remy Timbrook								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		10/13/2020" "12":"50" "PM		1056480		The bathroom door latch is no longer catching so if someone pulls on it then it just opens even if the door is locked		PIE				Front Bathroom		Nikki Truong								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				ASAP

		10/14/2020" "12":"13" "PM		1056493		Even more poop found on back lawn in front of shipping container.		TEM				Back lawn, right where pavement meets lawn in front of shipping container.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PxxI5Hv-pwLWKsVuycDEP0PmJcXFkuEH		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		none		ASAP

		10/14/2020" "2":"35" "PM		1056594		A valve below the sink is dripping into a bucket.		MAIN				Staff rest room on the first floor of the Main Library		Steven Lavoie								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/15/2020" "12":"21" "PM		1056867		We are out of hand soap in the restrooms and running out of toilet paper		PIE				Both restrooms		Nikki Truong								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				ASAP

		10/16/2020" "8":"37" "AM		1057063		Please DEEP CLEAN linoleum floors in Lobby and in staff area behind Circ & Ref desks.		CHA				3301 E. 12th St., Ste. 271 (lobby & staff area behind Circ and Ref desks)		Pete Villasenor								Cleaning / Custodial		No		n/a		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No.		Please do not schedule during staffing hours which are 9 am - 4 pm Mon-Sat. Also, please notify me or Annabelle Blackman when this is scheduled so we can move tables, signs, and other materials stored in our lobby & used for Sidewalk and Food Service. Thanks.

		10/16/2020" "11":"35" "AM		1057151		There is multiple chunks of human solid waste in the grass near the fence parallel to International Blvd- by the Mechanical Room in the back of the library- with newspaper and some on a wall- to right of the Mechanical Room- to the left of the plastic shed. 		MLK				back of library by mechanical room (on grass near fence and on wall to the right of the mechanical room)		Celia Davis								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		need to enter through parking lot gate. Unlocked 9 to 4pm. Otherwise need 3202 key		no

		10/17/2020" "12":"22" "PM		EMAIL		There was no custodial service on Friday, October 16.		ELM				Entire library		Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Ana on 10/19/2020 for update; service provided on 10/17/20																														None

		10/17/2020" "4":"38" "PM		1057847		No regular custodial service		TEM				Whole building		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		Before branch opens for curbside pickup.

		10/19/2020" "9":"31" "AM		1057787		Trim wisteria		ROC				Exterior		Diane (Via Jack)								Landscaping / Trees						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		G. Tarver: "Park Services has completed the pruning we can reach. The remainder of the pruning needs to be done by Tree Services with a bucket truck." 12/10/2020																														None

		10/19/2020" "12":"59" "PM		1057909		Please install screws for an intercom (we have) between our pull up garage door and small door to the garage. We need the screws to hang intercom in times of poor AQI. 		WEST				Outside garage		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NeZ4wSX2d11xm3KlTxYXtkjA_llvbPWU		Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		10/19/2020" "1":"59" "PM		1058157		Please install a simple lock to the inside of this garage door. We are currently providing service through the garage and we need a simple way to lock that open area off in the case of an emergency. 		WEST				Door from garage in to break room/back office		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1v2oI-v_1f0BHtebQg3Y1uTEp8RoFTEss		Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/20/2020" "11":"22" "AM		1058210		the garbage bins weren't emptied last week. They are overflowing. Can we make sure there is weekly garbage service		MLK				garbage bins in back of library parking lot		Celia Davis								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		10/20/2020" "12":"16" "PM		EMAIL		They did not set out the recycling bin for pick up. They brought the trash bin out but left the recycling which is now full		PIE				Out door trashbins		Nikki Truong								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/21/2020" "11":"18" "AM		1058708		We need a small room repainted in the library light teal		LAKE				Teen area of the library on the main floor.  Sign overhead says Mystery/Teen		Xochitl Gavidia								Painting		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		inside the library over wooden bookshelves filled with books		after 4pm when we aren't working in the branch

		10/21/2020" "11":"26" "AM		1058710		There are big dips and sunken parts of the floor around the library underneath the carpet that need to be fixed.  We have had several staff and a patron trip over them		LAKE				floor around several parts of the library underneath carpet has large indentations in it in certain spots.  		Xochitl Gavidia								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Rug is covering the holes

		10/22/2020" "11":"00" "AM		1059078		The foyer needs a deep cleaning.  Staff just cleaned it but it is still pretty dirty there.		ELM				Inside entrance/foyer		Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/22/2020" "2":"58" "PM		1059079		overhead flourescent light is going off and on		MON				Children's room, to the right of the windows.		Emily  Phillips						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Y4wcz-4wFmiu1tLr8Bv4l9bm3weyn7d9, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1g6OJ7KalX_dMnO5hkuk68ewLgA72LIQz		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		n/a		n/a

		10/22/2020" "5":"56" "PM		1059218		re-mounted the staff restroom's soap dispenser 		MON				staff bath room		Vicky Chen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1p7pqVSwUIdqA69n8fWPA5F5UyviaWN5j		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		You will need a key to enter the library if there is no staff there. We work Monday to Saturday between 9 am to 4 pm.		no

		10/23/2020" "9":"04" "AM		1059180		solid human waste on ground (in newspaper)		MLK				back of library between mechanical room and fence parallel to International Blvd		Celia Davis								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		gate with key 3202 locked except for 9 to 4 Monday-Saturday. 		no

		10/23/2020" "9":"37" "AM		DUPLICATE		The garden and surrounding grounds have not been serviced in many months.  The berries and debris from the trees, weeds, etc are overwhelming the building		MEL				back garden, all grounds around library		Kate Hug								Landscaping / Trees		Yes		1051496		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		10/23/2020" "9":"39" "AM		1059224		The emergency lights on the ceiling behind the circulation desk are buzzing very loudly.  		MEL				Main floor behind the circulation desk in center of room		Kate Hug								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		10/23/2020" "10":"05" "AM		1059226		The sign indicating parking restrictions/street sweeping has been cut down on the Fremont Way side of the library.  The ADA parking sign has been crashed in to on the 48th Ave side		MEL				outside - both on Fremont Way and 48th Ave		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UbzPB4VJTqLfQiiui0SNEtoobIJVb64J		Sign		No				WOCREATE		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/23/2020" "10":"05" "AM		1059225		The ADA parking sign has been crashed in to on the 48th Ave side		MEL				48th Ave		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NwOiAFtWtAC8-BnFoFuiLKE1ujxEUOwG		Sign		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/23/2020" "12":"47" "PM		1059332		Neighbors are reporting that we have an individual that is (once again) sleeping in the backyard at night.  This person has caused a fair amount of destruction in the back in the past several weeks including breaking down branches from the trees, overturning pots, etc.		MEL				Back yard		Kate (via email)								Homeless Concern or Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/23/2020" "12":"47" "PM		1059336		Would you amend the work order for yard service to include a significant trimming of the hedges that block the windows into the downstairs?  Presently, they block out most of the natural light into the room.		MEL				Exterior		Kate (via email)								Landscaping / Trees						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/24/2020" "9":"03" "AM		1059965		We need to have a deep cleaning and pest control done at the branch. A staff member got bitten by something at the branch and needed to go to urgent care due to reaction. We don't know if its what kind of pest bit our staff. We need to get this done before other staff get bitten.		ASN				Everywhere		Russell Tran								Pest		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week				Before 9am and after 4pm.

		10/24/2020" "9":"20" "AM		NOTES		No regular custodial service yesterday 10/23 and today 10/24.		TEM				Whole building		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Preferably before we open T - Sat 9:30-1:00p.m..

		10/24/2020" "11":"54" "AM		EMAIL		I'm not sure if California Waste Solutions is back on a regular pick up schedule. Could you please make sure they are and check what day they are scheduled to do pickup so we can make sure it's happening? The recycling bin is currently full. 		MLK				recycling bin in the back of the parking lot		Celia Davis								Litter Container (Outside)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Contacted Recycling Hotline 10/26/2020																														None		they have key to locked gate and locked container.		no

		10/24/2020" "1":"34" "PM		1059912		A cockroach ran out of a bunch of yarn that was on top of the long desk, in between the two work stations. 		MLK				around desks in back office- with window. Found on top of desk in between the two work stations		Celia Davis								Pest		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		staff in library M-S 9 to 4. Otherwise need keys and alarm code to access building. 		no

		10/24/2020" "2":"39" "PM		1059880		At one point we had 2 cardboard city trashcans outside the 81st Branch library. Someone in a city truck has been coming to empty them out. We were down to 1 for the last couple of weeks because they never replaced the one they took, and now they seem to have taken the second one this week without replacing it. Can you request one of the city cardboard trashcans for us at 81st. It was a huge help having that next to the library for food days and just in general. 		81ST				Exterior		Brenda (via email)								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/25/2020" "2":"34" "PM		1059957		Mound of feces on ramp		MAIN				Outside ramp on 14th Street side of building		Shannon McQueen								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None		No		No

		10/26/2020" "9":"47" "AM		1059908		Human waste in front of the building near the bike rack		MLK				MLK Jr. Branch, 6833 International Blvd, front of the building near bike rack 		Celia Davis								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		none		ASAP

		10/26/2020" "3":"43" "PM		1060175		The elevator is not working. The custodian needs it daily to move between the first and second floor. 		DIM				lobby		Sarah Hodgson								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		None

		10/27/2020" "10":"55" "AM		1060464		Griffiti		BRO				Outside-please see attached photoes		Thevaki						https://drive.google.com/open?id=13uCLqR9Npv0o1609x6tjsBuBdHUfhTzE, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nvjWkZVnbcAZHbWZqLJt183p5FsC6-Ik, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ULsbxLBYXfcf7rfXxcbBp2rdiZ4bJnjS, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1twmJ0mYgGoKlbc9mQlDQHH-XCcCWfgeZ		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		10/27/2020" "1":"52" "PM		1060468		There is a loose ceiling tile that might fall down		PIE				Main Floor		Nikki Truong								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				ASAP

		10/28/2020" "10":"02" "AM		1060727		There is a *very* loud buzzing sound coming from one of the recessed light fixtures in the first floor staff area. It's so loud that it's difficult to work. The sound persists even after lights are switched off. This particular fixture has a red indicator light (see photo), possibly indicating a rechargeable battery. 		AAMLO				First level / open staff offices		Sean Dickerson						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SIkQMHCcZXUpanYzkd1JOAseMQpuOKdl		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/28/2020" "11":"56" "AM		1060889		No regular custodial service.		TEM				Whole building		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Preferably before staff arrive by 9:30 a.m.

		10/28/2020" "12":"17" "PM		1060888		When elevator maintenance person went into the furnace area there was a strong smell of gas. Joe from public works was here and turned off the gas to the furnace. Furnace needs to be inspected ASAP.		TEM				Temescal basement furnace room		Ally Hack								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/29/2020" "9":"15" "AM		1060464		There is graffiti, some large-scale, on several areas of the library/senior center		BRO				exterior, several locations		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KYcWg-m_YmGB3XL3XP5zhQRO4G4cCbuN, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1r8GRE6qpAH0zl6eLA_g4LCrBglQlX88v, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sgxMqNQPnc4trkGpuRYhTOE6BbWOBSCl, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TbCYUa7ERs4BryoX3_456j_WCXLHIRmu		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																		One is quite high and would need a ladder to reach

		10/29/2020" "12":"11" "PM		1061487		There is a window in the custodial closet.  The glass does not reach the top of the window.  It should be replaced.		ELM				Custodial closet		Ana-Elba Pavon								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		10/30/2020" "8":"58" "AM		NOTES		keypad on staff door on 13th is non functioning		MAIN				door to staff entrance lights green when code is entered but does not unlock		Pat Toney								Key / Lock Management		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Door was working as of 10:00AM, 10/30/2020																														Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/30/2020" "10":"19" "AM		1061494		No regular custodial service today.		TEM				Whole building		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before staff comes in at 9:30 a.m.

		10/30/2020" "10":"41" "AM		1061497		MERV 14 air filters need to be installed in both the Teen Zone and Meeting Rooms in preparation to open to the public		ROC				Teen Zone- first floor, Meeting Room- second floor		Sandra Toscano								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Cancel - OPW		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		"no filters in units (split system ductless)" G. Johnson, 11/02/2020																														None		The meeting room might be a high ceiling challenge		N/A

		10/30/2020" "4":"03" "PM		1061551		We would like to be able to open all of the windows on the 1st floor as needed. Most of the latches are shut tightly due to not being open since 1951 so need attention and some kind of careful adjustments so that we can open them.		MAIN				first floor - all windows		Mana Tominaga								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		12/08/2020 - in progress																														One to two complaints in the past week				We are hoping we can start opening windows as we welcome patrons into our building for ventilation during the pandemic. 

		10/31/2020" "9":"31" "AM		1062003		The lock fell out of the middle book drop. The book drop is locked and we are unable to open it. We need the lock replaced immediately. Thank you!		DIM				Outside middle book drop		Rebekah Eppley								Key / Lock Management						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)

		10/31/2020" "12":"03" "PM		EMAIL		There are 4 refrigerators which need to be moved back to their original location.  Each of the refrigerators which need to be moved is labeled on the front with their destination.  Please note, there are 2 refrigerators which are not labeled which do not need to be moved.  The destination locations are: Melrose library meeting Room, Cesar Chavez Library staff area, Main Library Meeting Room, Main Library 2nd floor Staff only room (near Oakland History Room)		81ST				1st floor, immediately on the left as enter through Main public entrance		Derrick DeMay								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes, 11/2/2020																														None

		10/31/2020" "2":"21" "PM		1062014		solid human waste. Showed up during the day today. Most of the time- believe they are throwing it over the fence. 		MLK				between mechanical room and fence parallel to International Blvd		Celia Davis								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		locked gate- standard pw key. unlocked 9am to 4pm. 		no

		10/31/2020" "2":"57" "PM		1062114		Hello. Our wall-mounted sanitizer pumps contain alcohol-free product. In light of COVID and the fact that we will be reopening to the public soon, please replace this product with something that is 60% alcohol, or recommended to prevent the spread of COVID. 		GG				sanitizer dispensers (multiple locations)		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				reopening January 2021

		10/31/2020" "3":"41" "PM		1062119		The sliding pull-out keyboard drawer has broken off the desk. Needs to be reattached with new hardware since the hardware is broken.		MON				Work station by back/side door in Children's area		Emily Phillips						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RAIZMwYfm_9RbJ7FKPOka9Rh7rUs7k8v, https://drive.google.com/open?id=18TK6uSXcbmG9ynTb8T2UKhKJN2P-bbv4		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		D. Gibeau 2/26/21: Not repairable, suggest a new under the desk keyboard tray																														None

		11/2/2020" "3":"00" "PM		1062259		There doesn't seem to be any ventilation in any of our public restrooms (ground floor & 2nd floor), and no ventilation in our staff restroom on the 2nd floor. I believe it's crucial to have this fixed before we open our doors to the public in January 2021. Good ventilation is so important in preventing the spread of Covid-19.		ROC				Our public restrooms on the ground floor & on the 2nd floor. Also, our restrooms in the staff area upstairs. 		Lisa Harter and/or Sandra Toscano								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		There were no patron complaints because we have been closed to the public since March 2020. 		No time preferences/limitations. 

		11/3/2020" "9":"11" "AM		1062397		The furnace/boiler needs to be turned on for winter season		ROC				Furnace		Sandra Toscano								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		11/3/2020" "11":"29" "AM		1062477		someone has broken our front entry lights.  one of them is precariously hanging and could scatter glass everywhere.		MEL				outside on either side of front entrance		kate hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OT2W_20B-gBhuj94S0kz5z-BpocLRVsa, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VVvwnSdhZgiIWs5HkKlADurKJXDajGUW		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		11/3/2020" "12":"02" "PM		1062482		Can we schedule the carpet removal/floor cleaning for this space soon? Looking to get new cubicles, so need to clean the floors prior.		MAIN				M&N staff offices		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/3/2020" "12":"10" "PM		1062479		Please deep clean the floor in preparation for new staff furniture. 		MAIN				Room 104 - staff offie near Reference Desk		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		We just ordered furniture, so please clean soon before the install. Thank you! 

		11/3/2020" "12":"40" "PM		EMAIL		The soap dispenser in the red-circle bathroom is not dispensing soap. It may need just refilling, or possibly replacement. This is a designated handwashing station. Have temporarily put a bottle of hand sanitizer in the bathroom.		MAIN				outside Children's Room door to hallway, near bottom of Oak Street stairs		Remy Timbrook / Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/3/2020" "12":"51" "PM		REFER		can the existing code for Carlon Yoder be programmed to work at the MLK Jr Branch Library?		MLK				alarm panel		Carlon Yoder								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0070318																														None

		11/4/2020" "9":"44" "AM		1062766		The vents are releasing black particles/soot. You can see the accumulation on shelves throughout OHC and M&N; I suspect the other vents are also leaking this stuff but is landing on floors and getting cleaned up. 		MAIN				Second floor - OHC and M&N ventilation		Mana Tominaga								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None				Please address quickly - need this sorted as we reopen spaces to patrons. 

		11/4/2020" "10":"21" "AM		1062783		The goal is to move two desks out of Room 108 and to get another desk from Room 102 into Room 108. The desks in Room 108 are shown as Desk A and Desk B in the attached pictures. The desk in Room 102 is shown as Desk C. To get the desks out of Room 108, the door to Room 108 needs to be removed and the cabinet in the picture named File Cabinet A needs to be moved to another location on the first floor as shown in the picture. Then, Desk C which is currently sitting in Room 102 needs to be moved into Room 108 in the same position that Desk B is currently occupying. Finally, the door needs to Room 108 needs to be rehung.		MAIN				Main Library, First Floor, Rooms 108 & 102 & outside of Room 108		Steven Lavoie ; Mana Tominaga						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PbWtF3TBxJBSsl1-_7FNvC-gaymNLEJc, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FoPAHumiTCbu8KoBQwWZQRZuSRkiaXTn, https://drive.google.com/open?id=17BTnM0SYU5h3Ee2Vn1SAI2h8jRqWVEZ8, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1baDEQu11cwVhZ49VODab_Ra_E_C4U2mt, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Y9lZ_rKflJotnoily2avw5UMBq2s521g		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		The challenges are alluded to in the description & we also need to make sure we can maintain distance when the desk is being moved from Room 102.		I would love to have this done between 11/5 and 11/14 while I am not on site. 

		11/4/2020" "10":"38" "AM		1062778		fresh tags! it's been a while.... 		MAIN				front of the building		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/4/2020" "11":"01" "AM		1062782		Staff request temporary removal of the door to Room 108 to move furniture in and out of office		MAIN				Room 108		Mana or Steven 								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/4/2020" "11":"42" "AM		1062876		Please install a one-sided deadbolt with occupancy indicator ("in use"/"vacant"). We want to open the public restroom in January, but we can't do that if we have to hand out a key to each patron. This lock will solve that. 		GG				downstairs public restroom		Erin Sanders								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				Please install ASAP

		11/4/2020" "12":"59" "PM		1062936		We're doing some shifting and we'd like to take the cabinets off the top shelves over the picture books in the children's room. There are six cabinets; this is a link to a photo (my computer won't let me upload, let me know if you have trouble viewing: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o56NYYw6jHknYcs_wMHdk4TrIHbymTsh/view?usp=sharing).		GG				Children's room on the main floor of the library (up the front stairs and to the left).		Mika Permutt								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																				Would love to be able to get this done asap / before we reopen in January so that we're not trying to do a big shifting project while we're open! Thanks for considering our timeline.

		11/4/2020" "3":"49" "PM		1063082		Please adjust time on clock now that daylight saving time is over.		MAIN				Basement - Aquisitions		Annette Bourget								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/5/2020" "10":"38" "AM		1063077		We have solid human waste again in the same place as previous times- near fence in back of library- between mechanical room and fence.		MLK				Exterior		Celia (via email)								Illegal Dumping		No		1062014		Cancel - OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/5/2020" "2":"04" "PM		1063193		we have seen mice around the front door and book drop. Today one almost ran into the front door. 		MLK				around front door		Celia Davis								Pest		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		locked front gate outside of 9am to 4pm		no

		11/5/2020" "2":"18" "PM		1063195		there are two lights out: one in children's room in front of door to kitchen and the other in the branch manager's office. 		MLK				branch manager office and in children's room in front of kitchen door		Celia Davis								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		normal- locked gate to entrance. open 9am to 4pm		no

		11/6/2020" "8":"45" "AM		1063301		All of the windows need some sort of insulation where they meet the part that opens meets the frame. Most all of them have gaps that let smoke in when there is poor AQI. There are also at least 4 windows that we are no longer able to open.		WEST						Susy Moorhead								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		11/6/2020" "11":"33" "AM		1063453		It is time to turn our heat on for the season		MEL				library		kate hug								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		11/6/2020" "1":"58" "PM		1063438		We recently ordered 2 new adjustable keyboard trays that require installation.  Would I need to put in a service request for PWA or with IT? The ones under the circulation desk would need to be uninstalled as well.		TEM				Circulation		Karen Ko (via email)								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/7/2020" "1":"15" "PM		1063926		The encasing of the light switch in the bathroom appears to have progressively gotten looser since Thursday (11/5) An attempt was made to retighten the loose screw at the top as presented in the attached pictures, but there appears to be another screw or something else preventing that from happening.		MLK				The second public restroom, farthest from the entrance		Khalilah Fortenberry						https://drive.google.com/open?id=19vOJSlyJKihbNWoSysgTf9k45hyh1YNK, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1x3jy942HcSk7EO8N3o9Q8INoXTF48tGW		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		The front gate is locked during offsite hours.		Any time between Mon-Sat 9-4 would be ideal

		11/9/2020" "9":"18" "AM		1063936		Please turn off AC and turn on heat now that the weather is cooling. It's very cold in the branch this morning. 		DIM				Dimond		Sarah Hodgson								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		11/9/2020" "9":"21" "AM		DUPLICATE		It is 55 degrees at Rockridge branch right now. Our heating system is not currently working.		ROC				Our heating system for Rockridge Branch,		Lisa Harter or Sandra Toscano								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		1062397		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Called Greg Johnson, he is sending someone 11/9/20																														None		There are no challenges or special circumstances. Also, no patrons have not complained because currently patrons are not allowed inside of our building due to the pandemic. It is quite cold though for staff working here. 		no time preferences

		11/9/2020" "11":"24" "AM		1063993		The elevator at the African American Museum and Library at Oakland (AAMLO) is not operative. The doors are not openable on the first, second, or third floors. Moreover, the light to indicate which floor the elevator is on is working.		AAMLO				Elevator		Bamidele (via email)								Elevator Issue						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/9/2020" "1":"39" "PM		EMAIL		New furniture arriving next week; please clean floors by Monday if possible? 		MAIN				Room 104		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)		Emailed Mark Hayes 11/10/20																														None

		11/10/2020" "9":"31" "AM		1064246		There is a leak in the upstairs bathroom toilet(s). It may be in one or both bathrooms. Water is leaking into the ceiling tiles downstairs -- AGAIN. This is a recurring problem that has happened at least 3 times before. The ceiling tiles are swelling with water and we anticipate that they will fall down today. When it's happened before we've waited up to 6 months to get new ceiling tiles installed. This is an urgent request to get this problem completely repaired since it is a known issue. Thanks. 		DIM				2nd floor bathrooms		Sarah Hodgson								Plumbing		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		11/10/2020" "9":"35" "AM		EMAIL		They have not been putting the recycling bin out on the curb Tuesday mornings		PIE				Recycling bin outside		Nikki Truong								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes 11/12/20																														None

		11/10/2020" "10":"05" "AM		COMBINED		There's black soot and paint chips falling from the vents up top. I thought this was just on the 2nd floor but it's on the 1st floor too.		MAIN				first floor		Mana Tominaga								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling				1062766		N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		11/10/2020" "10":"32" "AM		1064275		Two of our new book drops that sit outside on the Manila Avenue side of our building are having major issues. The pvc pipe that  is supposed to sit in the corners of each book drop bin for support (see photos) have come aloose or are completely missing. We would like someone to reattach the pvc pipes in each book drop. It should be noted that these are NEW book drops -- they are barely a month old.		ROC				This service request is for our 2 outside bookdrops on the Manila Avenue side of the building.		Lisa Harter or Sandra Toscano						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OBYiBSNyRba738CqAiddxouZqXEPLtP-, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cyZmV_rK7JfsUAinBqiogy_bcH6PfGax		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No special circumstances/challenges to access. 		No time preferences. 

		11/10/2020" "10":"40" "AM		1064302		The building is at 55 degrees.  It is very cold.  Please adjust the heat.		ELM				Building		Ana-Elba Pavon								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		11/10/2020" "11":"24" "AM		1064299		Staff request for the heat to be turned on or adjusted in the Archives and office section of the building. Staff report that it is cold.		AAMLO				Office Area & Archives		Bamidele (via phone)								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/10/2020" "12":"25" "PM		1064335		Clothing and bag of blankets left possibly by a transient at bottom of stairwell in back of building.		TEM				Bottom of stairwell leading to meeting space behind building.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YWxHZYSOaDqb8YYdoAjMItwt4DfcGBHs		Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before curbside starts at 10:00 a.am.

		11/12/2020" "9":"29" "AM		1064779		There is again a box of security stuff (they've been doing work?) and now an alarm coming from the Sentry security closet is going off.  I'm not sure what it is?		MEL				downstairs, Sentry closet alongside elevator		Kate Hug								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		11/13/2020" "7":"51" "AM		1065075		The doors to the entrance of the library building are not closing properly.  The mechanism to engage the proper closure of the doors is not working.  The jars often are not fully closed because of this problem, creating a security issue.		WEST				Lobby doors for both ground level entrance to library building		Julia Flynn 								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No special access issues for repair person. Library staff is available 9-3 Monday-Saturday.		Prefer mornings before 10 AM before library services begin.

		11/13/2020" "7":"58" "AM		1065078		The lock on the door is no longer working. The although the key turns the lock mechanism it does not actually engage so that the door locks.  This is a safety issue because it provides open access to women's room and the library from the men's bathroom.		WEST				Ground floor level, door in Men's bathroom that provides access to common area between men and women's bathroom.		Julia Flynn								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				Library staff is available 9-3pm Monday-Saturday.

		11/13/2020" "11":"38" "AM		DUPLICATE		It is currently 58 degrees in the building.  It is much too cold.  Please adjust the heat.		ELM				Entire building		Ana-Elba Pavon								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		1064302		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		11/13/2020" "5":"00" "PM		1065728		The stairwell wasn't completely cleaned.  There are still articles of clothing left behind and an abandoned shopping cart was found by the side of the building.		TEM				Stairwell in the back of the building and the side of building by the bushes.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cg-78xWMs3EmCg6Fc2T98tqtb9qMk6B6, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NH5vMqNKXoFhBMGNRHUv2Vt1kGFUo_LY		Illegal Dumping		Yes		1064335		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before location opens for pickup service.

		11/14/2020" "3":"43" "PM		1065730		 It lock to the front door is not latching all the way, and when the door  is shaken it can be forced open.  		CHA				Lobby 		Isela Anaya						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pEMeZF2GR9NsoF2CtU1BuXJsRzW0u8Yk, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Rus_1aDs74iTMaZzWM-go0pZYaybtDn2		Key / Lock Management						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None		This controls the access to the whole library, it is important that it locks properly. 

		11/15/2020" "10":"07" "AM		1065702		The elevator ceiling is leaking. 		DIM				Elevator		Rebekah Eppley								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)

		11/15/2020" "12":"24" "PM		1065915		pls set clock BACK 1 hour		MAIN				room 216		d								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		No email																														None		please access when staff are not present		please access when staff are not present

		11/16/2020" "11":"46" "AM		DUPLICATE		Our new book drops (outside) on the Manila Ave side of the building sit on unlevel ground. These book drops need to be levelled.		ROC				Our new book drops (outside) on the Manila Avenue side of the building sit on unlevel ground. These book drops need to be to be levelled. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin								Other (Specify on next page)		No		1055670		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No special circumstances. 		No time preferences/limitations. 

		11/17/2020" "7":"50" "AM		DUPLICATE		The screws are missing for attaching intercom to the wall .		WEST				First Floor by the garage door		Julia Flynn 								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No		1057909		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Don Gibeau 11/17/2020																														None				Prefer mornings between 9 & 10 AM

		11/17/2020" "8":"11" "AM		DUPLICATE		Need an overview of the HVAC system.  Blower in the garage comes on periodically although we were told by PW that it is not.  Need to understand mechanisms for heating system and how to keep it permanently shut off..Also need to know the connections of the heating system with upstair agencies.		WEST				First floor of library		Julia Flynn								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		105677		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Tom Hernandez, 11/17/20																														None

		11/17/2020" "9":"45" "AM		DUPLICATE		An alarm in the Sentry closet is still continuously going off.		MEL				downstairs Sentry closet		Kate Hug								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		1064779		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Contacted OAK311 - rerouted to Tom Hernandez, 11/18/20

		11/17/2020" "9":"51" "AM		1066121		There is a large gap on one side of the garage where the door doesn't meet the cement. I'd say it might be two inches at the largest part where there is a gap. We need a sweep added under the door to stop that gap as much as possible. Mice go through it as well as a lot of smoke when we have poor AQI. 		WEST				Garage		Susy (via email)								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		827812				3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		827812 was closed on 7/9/2019																														None

		11/17/2020" "10":"27" "AM		1066151		There is a lot of blood all over the steps. Our custodian tried to clean it up but this needs to be power-washed ASAP.		MEL				front marble steps		Kate Hug								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)

		11/17/2020" "10":"57" "AM		1066281		please clean out all the vents. debris are coming out regularly.		MLK				all heat vents		Celia Davis								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		need a ladder, vents are on the ceiling		no

		11/17/2020" "11":"35" "AM		1066188		Each time it rains - the water enters the lobby from between the doors through a visible gap. The floor then becomes dangerously wet and slippery. Also the metal sill at the bottom threshold is loose. Can it be tightened or replaced?		CHA				3301 E.12th St., Ste. 271 (Lobby)		Pete Villasenor								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		It was probably from fall/winter of last year 2019. We have this issue each time it rains.		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No.		Yes. We use the lobby for programming from 9:45 am - 3 pm Mon, Wed, Fridays, Sats. And on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 10:30 am - 1:15 pm.

		11/17/2020" "11":"50" "AM		1066197		There is a strong dead rodent smell coming from the Children's holiday book storage area (downstairs) & also near the adult reference desk (downstairs). Could we please get an exterminator out here to handle this situation ASAP? My main concern is that if there are dead rats in the building, there are probably live ones too. We had an out of control rodent situation at Rockridge branch about 6 years ago. It would be good to take care of this before patrons are allowed back in the building. 		ROC				Inside the library on the ground floor near where we store Children's Holiday books there is a strong dead rodent smell. This odor is also found near the adult reference desk. I am sure where there are dead rodents, there are live ones and would like to get an exterminator out here. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin								Pest		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No special circumstances/challenges to access. 		There are no time preferences/limitations. 

		11/17/2020" "12":"08" "PM		1066288		No regular custodial service today.		TEM				Whole building		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before location opens for pickup service @ 10:00 am.

		11/17/2020" "12":"31" "PM		1066280		Missing drain grate in front of the entrance to the Tool Lending Library.  Potential safety hazard.		TEM				Drain in front of entrance to the Tool Lending Library.		Karen Ko/ Friederike Droegemueller						https://drive.google.com/open?id=14-ONiHhLPr9l4s3MRUj3TIx_5XpHRgZb		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		None		Before staff comes in at 9:30 am.

		11/17/2020" "1":"05" "PM		1066277		gutter junction above main entrance is leaking on entrance. gutter needs to be sealed/repaired and possibly need to clean all of the building's gutters		MLK				main entrance gutters		Celia Davis								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		n/a		n/a

		11/17/2020" "2":"46" "PM		1066276		This afternoon the heat stopped working. The lights flickered and then the heater shut down. This is an urgent request to get the heater working again. It will be really cold in the branch tomorrow without heat.		DIM				whole building		Sarah Hodgson								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		11/17/2020" "3":"04" "PM		1066283		Unblock outside air duct		MLK				Interior		Celia (via email)								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/17/2020" "7":"32" "PM		NOTES		Brian with public works came out today to look at our 4 new book drops & address issues we've been having with them. He told me when the book drops were originally installed they should have been levelled but they were not. Because they are not on level ground, 2 of the doors to our backdrops are now hanging unevenly from their hinges & this makes it difficult to lock them. Brian also said that the bins inside are not level & that is why the pvc pipes, used to support the bins, are not plumb & keep coming loose. Because the book drops might still be under warranty we asked him to just assess the situation with our book drops & write out a report. I have attached a picture of his notes with the other photos of the bookdrops.		ROC				The new (barely a month old) book drops just outside of the library. Two book drops are on the Manila Ave side of the building & 2 are near the patron parking lot. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZW9jhIDznQCHim_e4TCESz52J0SeMoNS, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pQF12APtKLo5Spw7s8rqDi3-IJA8EM1O, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zVQdPEVzhqZnkdaxrcQ7n-rKDfGxIiFa, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ECgYJ_WmuwhpWM3ZXGGi3tEJnxrRitks		Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1064275		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Jenera 11/18/20																														None		No special circumstances/challenges		No time preference/limitations

		11/18/2020" "11":"12" "AM		DUPLICATE		This is a follow-up on a previous submission. Apparently, someone must have dealt with the heat. However, the heater itself is not working and there is a noise coming from the heater. Today, the noise seems to be loudest in the kitchen/staff room.		ELM				Entire building		Ana-Elba Pavon								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		1064302		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		11/18/2020" "11":"39" "AM		1066532		Hi, both back doors are chirping and need the batteries replaced. Thanks!		DIM				two back doors on the first floor		Sarah Hodgson								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						Closed		NO RESPONSE

		11/18/2020" "1":"25" "PM		INTERNAL		The front door of the Main library (on the far right if facing from the outside) does not lock. Today I encountered 3 patrons who had entered and were in between the two sets of doors. Because they got that far, they seemed to think that the library was open.		MAIN				Main library entrance on 1st floor		Annette Bourget								Key / Lock Management		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		11/18/2020" "1":"57" "PM		1066623		Another poop cleanup located on steps to the community room out back.		TEM				Front steps to the community room out back.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1C_yxG8qAlX8fxFzlUF4CMWDz4YKf_dsV		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before pickup service at 10:00 am.

		11/18/2020" "2":"28" "PM		1066634		There's graffiti on the front of the building just behind the bus stop. There's also graffiti on the patron parking lot side on the wall near one of the inset park benches. We would like the graffiti removed somehow. 		ROC				There's graffiti in 2 places on the outside of the building. The 1st one is on the front of the building (College Avenue side) just behind the bus stop. The 2nd one is on the patron parking lot side of the building on the wall near one of the inset park benches. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AdC-iht8DsLOxrwnP2qF3uSG36bOkUqV, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dBkLuHnWs8gLpqtODEU_y0GTufTecYYh		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No special circumstances/challenges.		No time preferences/limitations. 

		11/18/2020" "2":"37" "PM		DUPLICATE		The wisteria vines, which grow around the whole perimeter of the building and up the sides of the building need to be trimmed. We used to get the wisteria vines trimmed once a year, but I believe it has been a few years since it was last trimmed. 		ROC				The wisteria which grows all around and up the sides of our building has not been trimmed in years. We would like the wisteria, growing around the whole perimeter of the building, to be trimmed. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin								Landscaping / Trees		Yes		I couldn't find a previous ticket number for this request, but I just got an email from Jenera Burton today that a service request was put in for this in October 2020. 1057787		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No special circumstances/challenges		No time preferences/limitations

		11/18/2020" "3":"29" "PM		1066823		Lights are out on the staff mezzanine, closer to the stacks. 		MAIN				Madison St. mezzanine		Mana Tominaga								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Work completed on 12/1/2020																														None

		11/18/2020" "6":"32" "PM		1066574		The toilet in bathroom "B" overflowed late Tuesday afternoon. Can someone come out and check to see that it's working? We don't want to use either bathroom until we're sure this won't happen. The custodian had to clean up a big mess in the morning. Thanks!		DIM				Downstairs bathroom "B"		Sarah Hodgson								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		11/19/2020" "11":"25" "AM		1066875		The thermostat control box was completely destroyed by a patron (before pandemic lockdown). The lobby vents do not seem to be working either and we cannot troubleshoot without thermostat controls. We want to ensure that the vents are working properly especially since staff has been using for library outside programming. Before reopening to the public in January 202, we want to make sure the lobby is safe and well ventilated.		CHA				3301 E. 12th St., Ste. 271 LOBBY (1st floor)		Pete Villasenor								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		Thermostat is completely gone along with any wiring that may have been visible. Vents are high up and will need a tall ladder to access.		Yes please do not service during times we are using lobby for programming. Times NOT AVAILABLE for repair are: Mon 9:45 am - 3 pm; Tue 10:45 am - 1:30 pm; Wed 9:45 am - 3 pm; Thur 10:45 am - 1:30 pm; Fri and Sats 9:45 am - 3 pm. THANKS

		11/19/2020" "12":"05" "PM		DUPLICATE		Someone from Public Works came in today to fix the problem.  However, it is now after 12 p.m. and the thermostat has only risen one degree.  It is pretty cold here.		ELM				Entire building		Ana-Elba Pavon								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		1064302		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Tom Hernandez 11/19/2020																														None

		11/19/2020" "12":"42" "PM		1066902		No regular custodial service today.		TEM				Whole building		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before opening for curbside pickup.

		11/19/2020" "12":"45" "PM		DUPLICATE		No regular custodial service today.		TEM				Whole building		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No		1066902		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None 		Before curbside service at 10:00 am.

		11/19/2020" "12":"53" "PM		1066909		Sanitary napkins and bodily fluids found behind some plants by the elevator to the right.		TEM				Bottom right of outside elevator behind the plants		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=10H8Xz41XCUdzfJHp78uxfenBGVtdWpfJ		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		Before staff setup at 9:30 am.

		11/20/2020" "9":"49" "AM		1067160		Abandoned (probably stolen) vehicle on Fremont Way alongside the library.  It has been here 4-5 weeks.		MEL				Fremont Way alongside the library		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uq_g2GRSf6JcVUx-j4hsB0bcfYaiHQ3k, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1m3CdE5m9RKD6B_cFVIFARhs6zGB8e7I5		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/20/2020" "10":"22" "AM		1067144		install changing station in upstairs bathroom		DIM				second floor		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell								Other (Specify on next page)		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Spoke with Tom Young, in progress																														None				none

		11/20/2020" "10":"29" "AM		1067186		remove wood from interior lobby window		DIM				lobby		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		high ceiling / will need a scissor lift		no

		11/20/2020" "10":"38" "AM		1067155		Replace bulb in 24-hour light in lobby. It's flickering and looks dim.		DIM				lobby		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		high ceiling. will need a scissor lift		no

		11/20/2020" "11":"09" "AM		COMBINED		Replace overhead light near the back door and travel books area.		DIM				first floor, near the back door and travel books area.		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers				1067155		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		High ceiling. Will need a ladder		no

		11/20/2020" "11":"12" "AM		COMBINED		Replace overhead light above adult reading area.		DIM				First floor		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers				1067155		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		High ceiling. Will need a scissor lift		no

		11/20/2020" "12":"51" "PM		1067199		We would like the health of the strawberry tree evaluated by an arborist. We hope to keep it. A library staff member noted that it is diseased and may need treatment.		TEM				Outside & down the stairwell leading to the community room.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=10t093tpIVQxj6WmlI18ZmEtT8vW2pYNe		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before staff setup for curbside at 9:30 am.

		11/21/2020" "11":"57" "AM		1068547		Need to remove old & damaged Bookdrop, and install Replacement  Bookdrop, The new Bookdrop is currently placed in front of Public Restrooms, inside the Main gate and common entrance between Brookfield Library and East Oakland Senior  Center.		BRO				The new bookdrop is currently in front of Men's restroom.  The old  bookdrop is currently still bolted down outside  Brookfield Library in front of  the  Mesh gate.		Alfred								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week		Crew to install new bookdrop and remove old  bookdrop needs Keys to metallic gate and common glass door.		If possible from Monday to Saturday, 9 am to 3 pm.

		11/21/2020" "2":"36" "PM		1068548		Apparently human feces is sticking to the exterior wall of the library.		MLK				On an Exterior wall facing 69th Ave. Under awning.  Under the window closest to the parking lot.		Celia or alison								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/23/2020" "9":"03" "AM		1068538		There is an intermittent but ongoing high-pitched beeping coming from the fire barrier that drops down from the window in my office. It's preventing me from working in my office.		81ST				Children's Librarian office		Sally Engelfried								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Work complete, 12/4/2020																														None		Need a key to my office		No

		11/23/2020" "10":"34" "AM		1068613		trail of ants		MLK				teen zone corner (by the emergency door that leads to the back parking lot)		Celia Davis								Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		none

		11/23/2020" "11":"54" "AM		EMAIL		we didn't get cleaned over the weekend		LAKE				entire library		Xochitl Gavidia								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)		Emailed Mark Hayes																														None

		11/23/2020" "2":"24" "PM		1068826		Please dismantle and remove the cubicles and desks.		MAIN				M&N staff offices		Mana Tominaga								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		New furniture arrives week of 12/11 so please dismantle and remove by 12/8

		11/24/2020" "1":"12" "PM		1069113		need 4 new discus padlocks for use on The Shed, to work with city key 3202.  Other locks were broken and staff currently have had to purchase new ones to secure items. This means the current locks are not using city keys.		MLK				exterior unit - The Shed		Celia Davis								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no, city staff can drop off the locks and library staff can install.

		11/25/2020" "11":"52" "AM		1069293		When the fire inspector visited last, a few extinguishers were going to be installed downstairs.  One in the office and possibly in the lobby.		TEM				Office and lobby		Karen (via email)								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/25/2020" "12":"14" "PM		1069311		Please add a deadbolt lock (with corresponding emergency key access for staff) with "green" for open and "red" for occupied to the downstairs public restroom.  Staff would like to forgo key use		MEL				downstairs, ADA accessible public restroom		Kate Hug								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/25/2020" "12":"16" "PM		1069312		Lots of trash has accumulated alongside the library gate on the 48th Ave side		MEL				outside, alongside library gate on 48th Ave		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uaBl0qaueTm5b6lx897zge4xXPAXvRAb, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qeCwH4OU4jP1TGF5wg8glpn1Qs7xX-CN		Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		11/25/2020" "12":"17" "PM		1069316		Our green bin has not been picked up in several weeks		MEL				outside garbage/green bin		Kate Hug								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/25/2020" "12":"55" "PM		1069307		Possible problem with the down button to the outside elevator panel.  Doors remained opened due to the button being in a depressed (stuck) position until staff pressed it again.		TEM				Elevator, specifically the down button from the outside.		Karen Ko								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Work complete, 12/8/2020																														None		A key is needed to turn elevator on from the outside and switch must be in the "on" position from upstairs for elevator to work.		Before staff gets in at 9:30 am on T-Sat.

		11/28/2020" "10":"23" "AM		EMAIL		We have not had custodial service since Tuesday 11-24 - we understand that there were two holidays since them - but we hope someone can come on Monday, because the garage is going to smell.		CHA				library		Isela Anaya								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Service provided on 11/30/20

		11/28/2020" "12":"21" "PM		1070046		hand washing faucet in the public bathroom does not wor. Staff needs to use this 3rd bathroom to avoid each others air plumes.		GG				Basement level big, public bathroom has no running water at sink. During indoor work hours staff needs to use it to minimize air exposure.		Stephanie Hamilton								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no access challenges

		11/29/2020" "10":"05" "AM		1070050		The wall clock appears to be getting slower, and is not showing the accurate time.		MAIN				magazines and Newspapers room, top floor		Mahate Osborn								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		It's pretty high on the wall. Standing on a chair will be required, unless the person is really tall. 		No, anytime is good.

		11/30/2020" "9":"45" "AM		1070061		Please install one additional soap dispenser in each of the ground floor (basement) level restrooms: 4 single stall restrooms, 1 men's restroom, 1 women's restroom.		MAIN				All restrooms on ground (basement) level.		Josephine Sayers								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/30/2020" "10":"40" "AM		1070215		Please replace ceiling lights near ZenBooth		MAIN				Magazines and Newspapers Room		dk								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		WO Canceled, 12/4/2020																														None				When staff are not present

		11/30/2020" "11":"18" "AM		1070105		Freight elevator is not working.... 		MAIN				freight elevator		Mana Tominaga								Elevator Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Work complete, 12/4/2020																														None

		11/30/2020" "2":"22" "PM		DUPLICATE		The alarm in my office window is still beeping constantly. I am not able to work in my office at all, and this is an issue as we are each trying to work in our designated spaces for safety reasons. Joe said he was waiting for a battery, but it has been a week now and I still can't work in my office.		81ST				Children's Librarian office		Sally Engelfried								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		1068538		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Greg Johnson on 11/30/20																														None		No		No

		12/1/2020" "1":"59" "PM		1070551		Landscaper accidentally broke the irrigation pvc pipe behind the mural. We need someone to come out and turn off the irrigation today.		DIM				front yard by the mural		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell								Plumbing						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)

		12/1/2020" "2":"55" "PM		EMAIL		The alarm system that is located in the lobby of the West Oakland library; when staff attempts to arm the alarm at the end of the day, the alarm gives indication that a section of the library is not secure. After checking the specific area and securing it, it still shows up on the alarm. I tried to get to the bypass section of the alarm but was not able to get to the menu item where bypassing the the area was an option. Therefore we were not able to set the alarm after closing. 		WEST				The alarm system that is located in the lobby of the West Oakland library; when staff attempts to arm the alarm at the end of the day, the alarm gives indication that a section of the library is not secure. After checking the specific area and securing it, it still shows up on the alarm. I tried to get to the bypass section of the alarm but was not able to get to the menu item where bypassing the the area was an option. Therefore we were not able to set the alarm after closing. 		Mikal Hemingway 								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Tom Hernandez on 12/1/20																														None		No		If Dan could come by again and help walk staff through the alarm system prior to curbside pick up (@ 9am) that would be really helpful, because then we wouldn't have limitations to arming and disarming the alarm system. 

		12/1/2020" "4":"08" "PM		1070628		There is water leaking onto the floor in the computer area, which is a safety concern due to possibility of electrocution. It is a steady leak and we can't tell where it is originating from. 		WEST				The computer lab area		Mikal Hemingway 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QKKivAEC2RkHtCa-pxdYpeOmpffNImfM, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nZ2Pe8JMdS_HS-Fi0ta2Jw9YH2QD9vwi		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None		No		Time preference is ASAP

		12/2/2020" "10":"40" "AM		1070805		Can we have the carpet in Room 28 shampooed?		MAIN				Basement level, Room 28		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		n/a		n/a

		12/2/2020" "11":"06" "AM		EMAIL		We need more paper towel		DIM				first floor		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes, 12/3/20

		12/2/2020" "11":"32" "AM		1070817		The doors to the staff elevator are currently stuck in an open position on the ground floor. This elevator is used heavily each work day by staff. 		ROC				The staff elevator near the back of the building. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-FDxqKFiY0JkJ0EzEzdieX_9GEDsPTDq		Elevator Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No special circumstances or challenges. 		No time preferences/limitations. 

		12/2/2020" "11":"36" "AM		DUPLICATE		There is a strong dead rodent smell coming from the Children's holiday book storage area (downstairs). Could we please get an exterminator out here to handle this situation ASAP? My main concern is that if there are dead rats in the building, there are probably live ones too. We had an out of control rodent situation at Rockridge branch about 6 years ago. It would be good to take care of this before patrons are allowed back in the building.		ROC				There is a strong dead rodent smell coming from the Children's holiday book storage area (downstairs). 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin								Pest		Yes		1066197		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No special circumstances/challenges to access		No time preferences/limitations

		12/3/2020" "2":"19" "PM		1071307		Please send an extra branch key, for in-house TPT use. 		GG				n/a		erin sanders								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/3/2020" "2":"21" "PM		1071298		Two of the bubblers are working overtime, getting the sidewalk wet. They are next to the sidewalk on San Pablo, north of the front steps. 		GG				front yard, next to sidewalk		erin sanders								Landscaping / Trees		No				Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		12/4/2020" "10":"42" "AM		1071489		West Oakland Library staff would like to be able to open and close the window on the adult side of library, adjacent to the Study Room. The window is currently screwed shut. Staff would like the latch to be repaired also.		WEST				Adult area		Susy or Julia (via email)								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/4/2020" "11":"21" "AM		1071511		The wheels that help move the gate to the parking lot have been removed, so it is very difficult to open. 		BRO				Outdoors, parking lot		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oGZu_w9Ag953fp0n6IZPduUyPzoaFVwc		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		12/4/2020" "11":"23" "AM		1071512		There is graffiti on the exterior of the building, on the senior center side and on the windows in front of the childrens area, closest to the road. 		BRO				exterior		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Lt-rHy2pZw_-bCX-RNFN3-6LnKbefjVA, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1R-9FEWR8SpmbZwb_av1QvvBePI7jkS_u		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		12/4/2020" "1":"16" "PM		1071596		The lights are dying in the restroom		PIE				Main Floor Restroom		Nikki Truong								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				ASAP

		12/4/2020" "1":"17" "PM		REFER		Two of our phones will blink when there is a call but will not ring out loud		PIE				Main floor and office		Nikki Truong								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0073258																														None				ASAP

		12/4/2020" "2":"00" "PM		1072035		in children's room: light outside kitchen is out, long lights on 68th Avenue side of room: middle one is out and one closest to front door is making buzzing sound. 		MLK				children's room		Celia Davis								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		normal- gate/front door/alarm		no

		12/4/2020" "3":"51" "PM		1072236		Spray painting windows in the basement office facing 52nd street was never completed for use as a lactation room.     		TEM				Windows down in the basement office facing 52nd Stree.t		Karen Ko								Painting		Yes		844163		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Office door usually locked and is accessible by using the F-10 key.		Before staff comes in on T-Sat at 9:30-1:30.

		12/5/2020" "11":"25" "AM		1072040		The toilet is on a continual flush. Won't stop.  We turned off the water valve for that specific toilet only. 		81ST				First floor women's restroom.  Middle toilet, 2nd toilet from the sink.		Anthony Propernick or Brenda Membreno								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None

		12/5/2020" "4":"50" "PM		REFER		two of the security cameras are not showing up on the monitor. Don't know what the cause is. Should be fixed before opening branch up to public access. 		MLK				staff office space		Celia Davis						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1X5Xu7iHo5rH-CocJxLwCESLsf0xrx3Nw		Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		INC0073453																														None		normal locked gate/door, security alarm. 		no

		12/7/2020" "3":"20" "PM		REFER		Two work phones are no longer working and they are located behind the Circ Desk and in our Staff Break Room. Circ desk phone gives no dial tone or any indication of a connection. The Break Room phone's screen shows the date but there is no dial tone nor do any of the buttons work. Can these be repaired or replaced? Thanks.		CHA				Kitchen and Circ desk		Pete Villasenor								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0073532																														One to two complaints in the past week		No.		Staff is on site from 9 am - 4 pm Mondays - Saturdays.

		12/8/2020" "12":"38" "PM		1072483		An intermittent whining or slightly screeching sound could be heard when the furnace starts up that wasn't present before.		TEM				Furnace in the basement room right across from the stairs.		Karen Ko								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Need F10 key to access room		Before or after curbside service from 10-1 pm on T-Sat.

		12/9/2020" "10":"20" "AM		1072730		one of the lights in the main room is out		LAKE				main room of library		xochitl gavidia								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		high ceiling		no

		12/10/2020" "3":"11" "PM		1073111		We need help in assembling a table cart. It has a hydraulic lift to get the cart to table level to save on lifting bins of books.		MAIN				1st floor by the copy machine		Alma or Annette						https://drive.google.com/open?id=19JjWf__xvu1q3GxTXc160TkpayJBr7Ik		Other (Specify on next page)		No		We have a table cart that needs to be assembled.  It has a hydraulic lift.  		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		none		Any time you can would be great

		12/10/2020" "5":"32" "PM		1073205		The garbage has not been picked up for a week. The garbage bin in the back of the library parking lot is full and needs to be emptied. 		MLK				outside- main garbage can		Celia Davis								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Contacted Recycling Hotline 12/11/20																														None		no		no

		12/11/2020" "10":"27" "AM		1073750		Our green bin still has not been serviced.		MEL				outside trash can		Kate Hug								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1069316		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Contacted Mark Hayes and Recycling 12/14/20

		12/11/2020" "10":"51" "AM		DUPLICATE		The metal garbage container at the front entry way has been broken for a long time.  This needs to be fixed so that people stop stealing the garbage can		MEL				outside entrance public garbage metal recepticle		Kate Hug								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		992886		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		12/11/2020" "4":"17" "PM		1073293		Light bulb is flickering		WEST				in adult side of library near emergency exit		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tqF88WtkKeqc3EHH_GLZATvQKZVbQb_U		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		12/12/2020" "9":"22" "AM		1073608		The elevator is leaking again. Someone came out earlier and looked at it but I'm not sure what they did.		DIM				Elevator		Rebekah Eppley								Elevator Issue		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		12/12/2020" "11":"21" "AM		1073625		cracks show on both inside and outside the front entrance brick doom 		MON				Montclair		Vicky Chen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=13kiUr-DUTX7m4Iphtp-jx02ks7JlnYCT, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aK2f2VS2BbcJ7rzf5gwZecQ819ZE-Q-C, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-Qe_xy2wPHKAxoXYUl_tTo7aJUET8Uh8		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Need a ladder to fix the problem.		no

		12/12/2020" "12":"10" "PM		1073621		The radiators are on and are turned all the way up.  However, due to Covid, we have the windows open when staff is on site and it is very cold here.  Is there a way to have the radiators be even hotter?		MEL				whole library		Kate Hug								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		12/14/2020" "9":"40" "AM		1073634		There are ants in the Children's Room, located on the bottom shelves in the Oversized Books section and the beginning of the Fiction section (the corner of the room). Ants might be in the alcove near those sections as well.		MAIN				Children's Room; bookshelves (Oversized Books and J Fic section) near alcove		Jesse Nachem								Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		If ants are coming through the grate under the alcove, someone might have to unscrew and open up the grate.		Please come before 9am or after 4pm, when regular staff are not working on the premises. Thank you!!!

		12/14/2020" "10":"15" "AM		REFER		Our first telephone line is full of static.  We cannot receive incoming calls from  the public		MON				Just inside the main door, at the circulation desk - the telephone		Alison or Quinn								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		INC0074048; resolved 1/13/21																														None		None.  Have to be able to work with the phone company		I don't understand

		12/14/2020" "2":"03" "PM		1073784		Waste management did not pick up recycle. (left by the Jones St gate)		BRO				Brookfield Library		Thevaki/Alfred/Brian								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/14/2020" "7":"40" "PM		EMAIL		There appeared to be no custodial service on Saturday, December 5th. The trash wasn't removed.		MAIN				childrens room		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes 12/15/20																														None				Please enter the Children's Room before 9am or after 4pm if possible, when the pods are not scheduled to work

		12/14/2020" "7":"41" "PM		EMAIL		There appeared to be no custodial service on Saturday, December 12th. The trash was not picked up.		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes 12/15/20																														None				Please enter the Children's Room before 9am or after 4pm if possible, when the pods are not scheduled to work

		12/15/2020" "9":"14" "AM		1073898		The heat is not on at the branch this morning. This is an urgent request to turn the heat on immediately. Thanks!		DIM				building		Sarah Hodgson								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		12/15/2020" "9":"46" "AM		DUPLICATE		The street sweeping parking restriction signs have been cut down		MEL				Outside parking restriction signs on Fremont Way		Kate Hug								Sign		Yes		1059225, 1059226		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		12/15/2020" "11":"23" "AM		1074070		White paint smudge on the glass cover of the Display unit outside close to the office room window.		BRO				Display case close to the front entrance		Thevaki/Alfred/Brain								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				Unable to read important signs posted. 

		12/15/2020" "12":"08" "PM		1073995		There is a file cabinet sitting in the middle of the room that needs to move downstairs to the office near the Reference Desk - I think it's room 102.		MAIN				Room 216 - M&N staff office		Mana Tominaga or Kirsten Baldock								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				Please move it soon so I can get the rest of the stuff hauled away ASAP. Thanks!! 

		12/15/2020" "12":"44" "PM		1074006		The doors to the staff elevator are stuck in the open position. This elevator is used heavily each day to move carts of books from the downstairs to the upstairs. 		ROC				This is the staff elevator which goes from the ground floor to the 2nd floor. This is in the back of the building. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No special circumstances/challenges. 		No time preferences/limitations. 

		12/15/2020" "1":"16" "PM		1074091		Outside garbage bin stolen again.		TEM				Outside garbage can.		Karen Ko								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Recycling 12/15/20, 1076713 																														None		No		No

		12/15/2020" "2":"50" "PM		DUPLICATE		There is a dead rodent smell coming from the Children's holiday book storage area/Children's snags area (downstairs). Could we please get an exterminator out here to handle this situation ASAP? My main concern is that if there are dead rats in the building, there are probably live ones too. We had an out of control rodent situation at Rockridge branch 6 years ago. It would be good to take care of this before patrons are allowed back in the building.		ROC				There is a dead rodent smell on the ground floor behind the checkout desk. More specifically, the smell is coming from the Children's snags/mending area and the computers in the back.		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin								Pest		Yes		1066197		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Mark Hayes 12/16/20																														None		No special circumstances/challenges to access. 		No time preferences/limitations. 

		12/15/2020" "3":"13" "PM		1074058		An invasion of ants found in and around our fridge and microwave in the upstairs staff kitchen/break room.  Possible trail coming from the back office.  Also more ants located in our staff restroom by the tool room.		TEM				Ant sightings in several locations.  Around the sink in the staff restroom and an ant trail from the office upstairs leading to fridge and microwave in the staff kitchen/break room.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_lB9xbAjx0Ulu-JdHuwVUmDfUGuktlr6, https://drive.google.com/open?id=16pWAH1MNJPMSD05ix0-PUtn1T3SAihdB		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		Before or after staff hours from 9-1:30 on T - Sat.

		12/17/2020" "9":"21" "AM		1074503		The water in the janitor's closet won't turn off.		DIM				Janitor's closet on ground floor		Rebekah Eppley								Plumbing		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																		No		No

		12/17/2020" "12":"22" "PM		DUPLICATE		Both back doors are chirping and need the batteries replaced 		DIM				first floor		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		1066532		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Tom Hernandez 12/18/20

		12/17/2020" "12":"30" "PM		1074626		Replace overhead light from the sorting area.		DIM				first floor		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																		high ceiling

		12/17/2020" "12":"43" "PM		1074832		Please patch and paint the walls, after next Monday (dump haul on Monday). The cubicle walls were all mounted securely into the walls and there's a lot of holes. 		MAIN				Room 216		Mana Tominaga								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		12/17/2020" "1":"21" "PM		1074628		"Red" Restroom on basement level, toilet leaks from base when flushed.		MAIN				Basement		Annette								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/18/2020" "9":"24" "AM		1074732		The flush chain in the toilet tank (near the Director's office) is disconnected; usually I can figure this out myself but I couldn't quite tell where it's supposed to reattach. 		MAIN				Bathroom next to Director's Office		Nina Lindsay								Plumbing		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		12/18/2020" "10":"50" "AM		1074835		upper ledges of library need cleaning, large amounts of dirt accumulated		ASN				upper ledges of library need cleaning about 2 feet below ceiling all around library		Lisa Fung								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		up high near ceiling		soon

		12/18/2020" "11":"12" "AM		1074836		Can we have a on/off switch for this ADA door? We want this door to be propped open when we open to the public so we can have one door for entry, one door for exit. Currently if we try to prop this door open, the motor makes a creaking sound as if it's trying to close the door. We don't want the motor to break. 		ASN				At entrance of the branch, ADA door.		Russell Tran, Janet Cheung, Cong Hoang						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1U4qXA1qNEMGdVBMr8Jjg7BZGBKcCRmgT		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		None		Before 9am or after 4pm

		12/18/2020" "2":"13" "PM		1074851		water is leaking and has been running for several days. Will not shut off.		MAIN				men's staff bathroom basement		Alma Garcia								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		none		nope.

		12/19/2020" "11":"38" "AM		1075217		We didn't get custodial. Again this is concerning in the time of COVID. 		WEST				West Oakland Library		Susy Moorhead (Mikal Hemingway)								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		12/21/2020" "9":"41" "AM		DUPLICATE		The heat is off again and was off on Saturday. No one is currently working on the HVAC system. Please turn heat on asap. Thanks!		DIM				building		Sarah Hodgson								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		1073898		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		12/21/2020" "11":"29" "AM		1075289		Could you please open a PWA service ticket to have temperature on the server room AC reset?		MAIN				Server Room		Jiao (via email)								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		12/21/2020" "2":"52" "PM		1075394		Illegal dumping of side table by the bushes on side lawn facing 52nd Street.		TEM				On the side of the building next to the bushes on 52nd Street.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Yi726QTXDaTucLNbpQwg25ap_eYiVwdt		Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		None

		12/22/2020" "10":"11" "AM		REFER		Cannot sign on to curbside chat on computer MONSTF03.  Won't accept user either of the user names and the password		MON				Main circ desk computer		Alison or Quinn								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Jenera, issue will go to Mana																																No-- perhaps can be fixed remotely		Best to keep 2 working curbside apps usable during curbside service hours

		12/22/2020" "1":"01" "PM		EMAIL		Checking in on this service request - we are making movements toward expanded indoor service and this needs to be completed before we open		MEL				downstairs public restroom		Kate Hug								Key / Lock Management		Yes		1069311		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Tom Young 12/28/20

		12/22/2020" "5":"01" "PM		1075716		Tree on 19th St. Side of library needs pruning		WEST				19th St. side of library		Julia Flynn						https://drive.google.com/open?id=15qeXIz2OCR9v8s1LKJ9ojG_ic1opcIKs, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JM3qSb_53yGyTL1bomFW636bwKaUinms		Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/22/2020" "5":"07" "PM		1075715		Graffiti needs to be removed from library wall.		WEST				19th St. Wall of library		Julia Flynn						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1g5Wfa2IR4QII8PmmucOiOmSd_fXVHR5z		Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/23/2020" "10":"47" "AM		EMAIL		No regular custodial service.		TEM				Whole building		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		Before  curbside service at 10 am.

		12/24/2020" "10":"07" "AM		1076570		Please install a fire extinguisher mount. The extinguisher in the garage sits on the floor and that isn't helpful in an emergency. 		WEST				garage		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BoB6DG9N0jhvDgFzKd2IoBAz-jWh-nQB		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/24/2020" "10":"08" "AM		DUPLICATE		Please install a mount for the fire extinguisher sitting on floor in garage. 		WEST				garage		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Qer4WGUiz8g2uWZ6qkiUu53Fzo4Kxq5i		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1076570		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/24/2020" "10":"24" "AM		1076568		Illegal dumping of two pieces of furniture on curb of 52nd Street & Telegraph by back parking lot.  		TEM				By the curb on 52nd Street by the back parking lot.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qr7t2YQzMVBn3VNLsDjT7M7vb9cJgH3v		Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		None

		12/29/2020" "9":"40" "AM		1076940		It appears that the screen needs to be re attached using screws. This is a ventilation issue because of COVID, we need to open the windows in the building in order to ventilate the structure properly. 		WEST				The screen on one of the windows in our teen zone came off and it needs to be reattached. 		Mikal Hemingway						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zBiZ-1_Jix0zTuzjALYnmSsSJgjBYUZj, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TdGSoXEVAh1hVgg3OiSYqu0Q8eDHsVk1		Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)		Closed on 4/1/21																														None		no 		I don't think so 

		12/29/2020" "9":"47" "AM		1076980		I'm not clear if there is an amended schedule due to the holiday but Melrose did not receive garbage pick-up yesterday, Monday 12/28 and we have not *yet* (usually in the early am) received recycling pick-up today, Tuesday 12/29.  The WM garbage is over-full		MEL				WM garbage and CA Waste Solutions recycling		Kate Hug								Other (Specify on next page)		No		1076983		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Recycling, 12/29/20

		12/29/2020" "10":"28" "AM		EMAIL		On Saturday, 12/19/20, a custodian came into the Children's Room during sidewalk service hours to empty the trash. I introduced myself and spoke with him and he said that he was told to come to the Children's Room in the middle of the day (it's not his fault - he had many locations to service). We hope that in the future, custodians can come before 9am or after 4pm. If custodians are coming to empty the trash only, I'd like to be aware of it so that our staff can be informed that other areas of the room are not being cleaned. Thank you!		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes, 12/29/20																														None				Please provide service before 9am or after 4pm. Thank you!

		12/29/2020" "10":"29" "AM		1076953		pipes under sink is leaking		LAKE				bathroom		Xochitl Gavidia								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		in locked bathroom		no

		12/29/2020" "10":"31" "AM		1076954		we didn't get cleaned on 12/28/20		LAKE				inside library		Xochitl Gavidia								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		5. No Action Required (request will be noted and documented)																																None

		12/29/2020" "10":"53" "AM		1076935		Burglar alarm is constantly beeping		MAIN				Rear Employee Entrance		Jack								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		12/29/2020" "10":"57" "AM		1076956		Bookdrop is leaking and has damaged books		LAKE				outside		Xochitl Gavidia								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		bookdrop is locked and keys are in the building		has to be fixed when we are here to give keys

		12/29/2020" "11":"00" "AM		1076958		Outside windows have lots of bird droppings.  They need to be cleaned		LAKE				outside windows		Xochitl Gavidia								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																One to two complaints in the past week		some windows are a bit high		none

		12/29/2020" "3":"10" "PM		1077161		Illegal dumping of furniture (chair, rugs, wooden pallet, and misc. items) under the vine covered tree in Temescal's back lawn.		TEM				Under tree with overgrown vines in the back lawn.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Z4Z_E1AIL_GRN9vk58GxpsCNiPj7LycD, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VNC4t1j8uCipcq2P09jlebNITK4DBmbQ		Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before curbside setup at 9:30 am from T-Sat.

		12/30/2020" "11":"44" "AM		1077270		Both sinks (there are 2) in Restroom A on the ground floor are stopped up and full of water. It looks like our custodian, Ishmael, already tried to solve the problem using a plunger without any success. Both sinks are still plugged up.		ROC				Both sinks in Restroom A on the ground floor are stopped up & full of water. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lgqXZM55Y9H7mpBbMQDCM-L5JPVatQ-v, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aArSaVXIypApnK5mN17yB-pZFL4_yoj2		Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		There are no special circumstances/challenges. 		No time preferences/limitations. 

		12/31/2020" "9":"29" "AM		EMAIL		no custodial service today		MLK				whole branch		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes, 12/31/2020																														None		no		no

		12/31/2020" "11":"59" "AM		EMAIL		There is some sort of leak with water incurring into the library.  This was an ongoing issue causing flooding some time last year and at that time it was determined to be due to broken sprinkler heads.  The sprinklers were fixed and a pipe was capped.  However, with the rains, water is incurring here again.  The sprinklers are off for the season.  I am emptying a bucket placed there to capture water regularly (when rain occurs).  Please identify the cause of this leak and patch the leak source.		MEL				Underground storage room, accessed from door at back of storage room, space is under front planters of library		Kate Hug								Mold / Moisture		Yes		n/a		EMAIL		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		1/5/21 Tom Hernandez said he would check it out

		12/31/2020" "1":"10" "PM		1077559		Need to disable dryers in public restrooms and install paper towel dispensers		DIM				lobby		Michelly Gonzales-Caldwell								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		12/31/2020" "3":"23" "PM		1077561		The overgrown chayote vines covering the tree in the back lawn need removal.  Vines have created an enclosure for illegal dumpling as well as transient lodging.		TEM				Chayote vines in the back lawn.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=19eDuYnM-bJbYaeh5CHvgO92LHHCq5x3l, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1718V4TDC5HEIbTLzyK5ICPLN-hTdCNpi		Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		On Mondays or anytime before or after curbside service from 10:00-1:00 pm on Tues-Sat.

		1/2/2021" "9":"54" "AM		1078019		Part of toilet SEAT broke off, in staff bathroom. Needs replacement.  There is a second bathroom for now, as public is not allowed inside the branch. 510-597-5056 eodza@oaklandlibrary.org		PIE				Piedmont library staff bathroom		Emily Odza								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		1/2/2021" "11":"07" "AM		1078229		Trash was dumped outside the children’s room near the picnic table and the tree.		MAIN				Children’s Room 		Jesse Nachem 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/2/2021" "11":"47" "AM		EMAIL		A custodian did not clean our branch since we were here on Thursday.		MLK				Branch		Alison								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/2/2021" "12":"04" "PM		REFER		cable on phone is broke headset to phone		ASN				asian library reference desk		Lisa Fung								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0075784																														None		no		soon please can't use phone

		1/2/2021" "1":"20" "PM		EMAIL		Melrose did not receive custodial service today, Saturday, 1/2/21		MEL				custodial		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		5. No Action Required (request will be noted and documented)

		1/2/2021" "1":"45" "PM		1078025		The soap dispenser in our staff bathroom is barely hanging to the wall, and needs to be re-attached.  Also, the sharps container in the same room needs to be reattached to the wall.		MLK				staff bathroom		Alison or Celia						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FyT_NAdSIno3E2eFQ_NXGxJPprVCVfxn		Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/4/2021" "10":"51" "AM		1078097		Light bulb flickering.		MAIN				Public Elevator		Dorothy Lazard (via email)								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/4/2021" "11":"05" "AM		1078116		A sizeable mattress (queen-sized, possibly) has been abandoned near our 14th Street entry/exit doors.  Currently, the weather is rainy which will likely lead to the mattress having mold & malodors.		MAIN				Main Library, 14 Street entry next to glass doors		Shannon McQueen								Illegal Dumping						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		1/4/2021" "4":"44" "PM		1078413		We'd like to get the door handles temporarily changed so people can open them without a key. Double locks are already installed on the doors. We'd like this completed before we open to the public.		DIM				lobby		Sarah Hodgson								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		1/5/2021" "9":"50" "AM		1078446		Someone dumped a large amount of moldy books in front and around the bookdrop at Melrose		MEL				Outside front planters		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_ZutDPMoLTnnrT7c8M-ZApQUCmJLdLAk		Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		1/5/2021" "4":"07" "PM		INTERNAL		There are no paper towels in the ladies restroom or by the Acquisitions sink.		MAIN				Acquisitions and Ladies Restroom in basement		Annette Bourget								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/6/2021" "11":"07" "AM		1078939		Extra key (Illinois USE 1) needed for the outside key slot to the elevator. Key turns elevator on/off.		TEM				Extra key for the outside key slot to the elevator.  Key essentially turns on elevator.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jJ6_4czSSNi5v3g2ICZcSh1dALZhuVvw		Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		1/6/2021" "12":"28" "PM		1079525		One of the outside lights is not working		PIE				Outside of the building near the back office door		Nikki								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Contacted OUSD 1/7/21, is OPW issue																														None				ASAP

		1/6/2021" "3":"18" "PM		1079014		There is a tan bicycle frame (no wheels or seat) attached to the bike rack in the front courtyard of Main that has been there for over a year. We would like it removed please.		MAIN				In front of Main Library		Josephine Sayers								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/6/2021" "4":"01" "PM		1079300		2 lighting issues on same day -- a bulb appears to be out in the staff area, and the covering fell off of a ceiling light near the 600s bookshelves.		MAIN				Main Library in the Children's Room (basement level) -- one light in staff area behind reference desk and one in the stacks on the side of the room closest to Room 6 doors (where the lion is on top of bookshelves).		Remy Timbrook (M/T/W) or Jesse Nachem (Th/F/Sat)								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				The Children's Room is an active workspace from 9AM to 4PM, 7 days a week. We can accommodate a visit from a serviceperson best between 9-10 or 3-4 (before 9AM is better!).

		1/7/2021" "1":"49" "PM		1079354		Our clock in the Oakland History Center needs to be reset. Can you open a ticket? 		MAIN				OHC		Emily (via Email)								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/7/2021" "3":"22" "PM		1079360		One (of two) of the ceiling lights is burnt out in the Copy Room on the Main floor. It's not an emergency, but I marked it as High Priority, because it's a challenge to work in there!		81ST				Scanning/copy room.		natasha								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		1/7/2021" "5":"03" "PM		NOTES		We are completely out of soap for the sink in Acquisitions.		MAIN				Acquisitions		Annette Bourget								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		At a time when we must wash our hands more often than usual, this is unacceptable. We have had no soap for 2 days now.

		1/8/2021" "10":"08" "AM		EMAIL		We are finding used needles outside of our library on a regular basis these days. We really need a regular cleaning outside the library. We were getting it 3 times a week but it seems to have dropped off. Please restart!		WEST				West		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Mark Hayes																														None

		1/8/2021" "4":"03" "PM		1079646		The three bookdrops have been vandalized by someone kicking the bottom of the doors and denting then in the middle. Can the metal doors be pounded out and then reinforced with another material. The locks will be damaged and stop working if this continues. Thanks!		DIM				next to front doors		Sarah Hodgson								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																				Between 9 and 10 am or after 3 pm would be best. 

		1/9/2021" "12":"55" "PM		1080013		A big heavy wooden plaque for 1999 Children's Room Campaign was knocked down. The plague was donated by Friends of Montclair Library. Please hang the plague on the wall again. Montclair Staff tried to do it but was not successful. 		MON				The wall before entering the children's Room		Vicky Chen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UnS_wa40l76fwbRA9k-KzdL7gEMDRD9A, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GEQt7-bAkKrZRFgGAJT10JWZa3Onsmmt		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		Please bring a ladder and need a door key.		no

		1/11/2021" "11":"30" "AM		1080186		I asked Joe for an adapter to use a three-prong surge protector in the two-prong outlet. He suggested that he update the outlet instead. Last week I realized that my surge protector is plugged into another surge protector, and I need to plug into this outlet to fix the problem safely.		MAIN				west mezzanine, wall adjacent to windows facing 14th Street		Christy Thomas								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		there is a desk blocking the outlet--not being used, but heavy. Also, Debbie Sommer uses the next desk over on Mondays, so a Monday is not a good day to do work in this location. 		Thursday or Friday would be optimal for social distancing. 

		1/11/2021" "12":"02" "PM		EMAIL		The thermostat control box was completely destroyed by a patron (before pandemic lockdown). The lobby vents do not seem to be working either and we cannot troubleshoot without thermostat controls. We want to ensure that the vents are working properly especially since staff has been using for library outside programming. Before reopening to the public in 2021, we want to make sure the lobby is safe and well ventilated.		CHA				Lobby - 1st floor		Pete Villasenor								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		1066875 from 11/19/20		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Greg Johnson, 1/11/21																														Three to six complaints in the past week		No.		Do not repair during times staff is in lobby: Monday, Wed, Fridays, Saturdays 9:45 am - 3pm & Tuesday and Thursdays 10:45 am - 1:30 pm.

		1/12/2021" "9":"29" "AM		1080409		Curbside Book drop will not open. Key is left at front desk. 		MON				Curbside Book Drop		Geremie Celli (phone)								Key / Lock Management		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Canceled by requestor																														None

		1/12/2021" "1":"08" "PM		1080545		The lock on Bathroom "A" is broken. A staff person got stuck in there on Saturday for a few minutes and now the door won't open at all. 		DIM				first floor lobby		Sarah Hodgson								Key / Lock Management						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/12/2021" "2":"36" "PM		1080624		Poop found on bottom of stairwell behind the building to the community room.		TEM				Stairwell behind the building to the community room.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EPBPQ0wxDTICOyJdPHnDzMosae0KJpri		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		Before curbside service at 10:00 am on Tues-Sat.

		1/12/2021" "3":"22" "PM		1080628		We have 14 lights out throughout the branch at Rockridge. Some are out in the upstairs staff area/offices, some are out in our TeenZone, and some are out on the ground floor. 		ROC				We have 14 lights out throughout the branch, upstairs & downstairs. 		Lisa Harter						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BNJJLKigsafmmakIMlJnxx2ZxYcST_lu, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pjWNYXF4PUzfzQ4FkNBE-3K_PmzXjpYP, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gcdLD8VGF_DRekiMd0ek2aLg4OBX11nB		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No special challenges. 		It would be great if the person who does the light bulb replacing did the work on a Monday, a Tuesday, or a Wednesday, anytime from 9am to 4pm when I am also at the branch. This way I could show them what needs replacing. 

		1/12/2021" "5":"00" "PM		1080754		Please replace the current door handle/lock with a privacy lock. The goal is to have a door handle that will stay unlocked until locked from the inside. Preference is for a model that shows Vacant/Occupied status. Ability to open with a key from the outside in case of an emergency is essential. Thank you!		TEM				Public Restroom on basement level		Ally Hack								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/12/2021" "7":"05" "PM		REFER		Five PVC pipes that are supposed to support the bins inside our new book drops have completely come loose and need to be reattached. The bins are outside in our new book drops near the public parking lot. I have included pictures.		ROC				Our book drops outside near the public parking lot. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bskdjNpGVzPVrPzs7C_wMthZQtW3tNIU, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gdz2GxaVeI1SDHpipczCvYOTKGjHYN8r		Other (Specify on next page)						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Jenera 1/13/21																														None		No special circumstances or challenges. 		No time preferences/limitations,

		1/12/2021" "7":"10" "PM		1080758		We need another visit from pest control. It has been a while and we have had 2 mouse traps filled recently.		WEST				Interior		Julia (via email)								Pest						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/13/2021" "2":"28" "PM		EMAIL		We have not been receiving custodial service for the past 3 days at West. 		WEST				It appears that we have not gotten custodial service for the past few days. 		Mikal Hemingway 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_oHDJroXGXCFeGywdrP4te_8k3FIFd9l, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zVtOClqjwGt_F8O1wLtTCS45fTlD8jBr		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		I believe that we have put in a service request for this issue before.		N/A		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)		Emailed Mark Hayes 1/13/21																														None		no 		no 

		1/14/2021" "11":"25" "PM		EMAIL		The furniture & computer pictured here, currently located in the sorting area of the basement, needs to be moved to the "map room" on the first floor.  The "map room" is a cubicle on the southwest side of the central area of the first floor, immediately north of a display case for oversized sheets. And the four-drawer metal file cabinet currently in the "map room" needs to be moved up to the Oakland History Center on the second floor of the building.		MAIN				The request involves the sorting area downstairs in the basement, the "map room" on the first floor & the Oakland History Center on the second floor		Steven Lavoie						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RTaFKLdSOOSiuyNOpiBLVpFeb-uQTo3Z		Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes																														None				Prefer to have this happen on Wednesday between 9:00 and 4:00 pm or Mon. or Tues. between 9:00 & 4:00 p.m. And it would help if we were able to know when the work is scheduled to be done.

		1/15/2021" "8":"36" "AM		EMAIL		CR entrance also needs a temperature measurement device installed. Please advise if this is in progress. 		MAIN				Children's Room		Mana Tominaga								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher						N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)		Emailed Mark Hayes																														One to two complaints in the past week

		1/15/2021" "8":"37" "AM		EMAIL		Staff would appreciate an overview about Main's ventilation system and its inner workings and details. Can we set up a Zoom meeting perhaps?		MAIN				general inquiry		Mana Tominaga								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Greg Johnson																														None

		1/16/2021" "9":"08" "AM		EMAIL		no service received today		MLK				inside library		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		1/16/2021" "2":"00" "PM		1082589		Reduce the gap between the inside floor and the outside pavement to zero.  Patrons will need to use the exit door to leave the library.  Current the gap is about 1.5".		MON				The exit door to the backyard at the Children Area		Vicky Chen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1s6dAsoIHvlL6xBtdCE6hHgXIAo7M9AvH		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Please bring the building key with you if the library is not open to the Sidewalk Pick up (9 am to 4 pm, Monday to Saturday)

		1/16/2021" "2":"06" "PM		1082590		Install a doorstop on the exit door of the Children's area. We need the door to stay open when the library reopens. Patrons will need to use the exit door to leave the library. 		MON				Montclair Branch		Vicky Chen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fh3CKJCtiqRVKS4WlaTvmcNznbrwKXYd		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Bring the key of the building with you if you want to do the work when the branch is not open to the public (9am to 4pm, Monday thru Saturday).

		1/16/2021" "2":"22" "PM		1082592		Please relocate the Fire Extinguish to a near by location. The self check machine will move to this location.		MON				The fire extinguish at the Children Area 		Vicky Chen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JfqT3hDDUNiAIIHsgG51jGuwGpuS1Kt8		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Please bring the key to the building when the branch is not open to the public. 

		1/19/2021" "10":"11" "AM		1082351		The alarm keypad on the wall near the back door is beeping every 30 seconds or so. The message on the screen says: Disarmed Zones Faulted: Fault 02 Library Lobby Entry, Fault 06 Door Back Reference, Fault 07 Back Door, Fault 17 Door, Upstairs Kitchen		ROC				It 's the alarm keypad on the ground floor on the wall near the back door. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No special circumstances/challenges. 		No time preferences/limitations

		1/19/2021" "10":"19" "AM		1082350		Tree branch is broken and hanging from the intersection towards the trunk. It is hanging over a parking spot and location where patrons could through. Please remove the broken branch.		ROC				Back lot, second tree on right facing the back door. Branch is on the right side of tree hanging over the past parking spot towards staff lot exit.		Sandra Toscano, Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hqPLCYvbZHdCYIzelooA6ETNFoJYcC-P		Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		N/A		Preferably before 10AM or after 3PM, Monday through Saturday

		1/19/2021" "1":"57" "PM		DUPLICATE		Three work phones are no longer working and they are located behind the Circ Desk, at Reference 1 Info desk, and in our Staff Break Room. Circ desk phone gives no dial tone or any indication of a connection. Ref 1 desk phone works off and on throughout the day. The Break Room phone's screen shows the date but there is no dial tone nor do any of the buttons work. Can these be repaired or replaced? Thanks.		CHA				3301 E. 12th St., Ste. 271 - 2nd floor.		Pete Villasenor								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		INC0073532  		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		No		No. 

		1/19/2021" "2":"24" "PM		REFER		Please install new wiring conduits for new furniture. 		MAIN				Room 216		Mana Tominaga								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Blaisdell's does installation																														None				Need to install these conduits before getting the furniture installed which we are trying to rush. 

		1/20/2021" "11":"44" "AM		1082784		The outer door of the elevator (to the parking lot) is getting stuck as it opens from inside. It will get stuck at about 6 inches, then opens. We're afraid it will get stuck. 		GG				elevator		Erin Sanders								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week				Please address ASAP 

		1/20/2021" "1":"37" "PM		1082925		Ant trail coming in from the door, along the wall, down through a small hole in the carpet along the wall. 		MAIN				Children's Room (basement level) near the sidewalk service door (exit to Oak St.)		Remy Timbrook (Mon-Wed) or Jesse Nachem (Thu-Sat)								Pest		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				Sidewalk service is open 10AM-3PM every day. It would be best to come before 9:30 to avoid heavy traffic by staff using that door.

		1/21/2021" "11":"50" "AM		1083278		The new keyless lock doesn't have a handle that is appropriate for many hands. Please install a door handle		MEL				Public Restroom downstairs - a new keyless lock was installed but the "handle" is so narrow that most fingers cannot open the door.  Please install some sort of handle		Kate Hug								Key / Lock Management		Yes		1069311		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		1/21/2021" "1":"06" "PM		EMAIL		Can the Children's Room get another case or two of paper towels?		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Mark Hayes, 1/21/21																														None				Can the paper towels be delivered before 9am or after 4pm, when Sidewalk Service staff are not on the premises? Thank you!

		1/22/2021" "8":"52" "AM		1083389		A number of palm tree fronds have fallen and been spread around the library grounds. 		MLK				outside- back & parking lot area		Celia Davis						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZUCsAV1NmplZuMqNi9w3qCIjcHbMrf6k		Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		1/22/2021" "10":"28" "AM		DUPLICATE		the light is still out and it's hard to complete our work in there!		81ST				Copy Room (main level).		natasha								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		1079360		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		1/22/2021" "10":"31" "AM		1083467		Our trash container went missing awhile ago and was never replaced with a new one. Now people are dumping trash on the ground where the container used to be!		81ST				Outside library, sidewalk on Rudsdale near front entrance to library.		natasha moullen								Litter Container (Outside)		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		1/22/2021" "10":"48" "AM		1083469		Flourescent tube light is out and needs to be replaced		MON				Above Children's desk 		Emily Phillips								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		none		none

		1/23/2021" "9":"46" "AM		1083757		The tree fell over and is completely blocking the sidewalk on 56th St. Please remove ASAP. 		GG				exterior - sidewalk - 56th St		erin sanders						https://drive.google.com/open?id=12ALH9x0A97yWYOCI684cJCcE202_s8gp, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TkW00jRVb6xTlcxeqmam1VL7eVJ4uUqz, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1la9-nLCH_ZdvjvUUKe3_XzNgdNLOu6yI		Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		1/23/2021" "10":"05" "AM		EMAIL		No custodial service between Friday when staff left and Saturday when staff arrived.		ELM				Entire building		Molly Nichols/ Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)		Emailed Mark Hayes, 1/25/21																														None

		1/23/2021" "10":"15" "AM		EMAIL		no service today		MLK				whole library		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes, 1/25/21																														None		no		no

		1/23/2021" "12":"43" "PM		1083957		Solid human waste		MLK				outside library on International Blvd Side- next to fence on outside of the fence and behind a bush- close to OUSD property.		Celia Davis						https://drive.google.com/open?id=11N6ikwx9Pw1QF0APr-21lzJeXsS6AvLb		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		1/23/2021" "1":"07" "PM		1083958		We do not have hot water from any sink		MEL				all sinks (community room, 3 downstairs restrooms, staff kitchen and upstairs staff bathroom)		Kate Hug								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		1/23/2021" "2":"43" "PM		1084550		Our recycle bin (gray) is once again stolen.  Please send a replacement as soon as possible.		TEM				Recycle (gray) bin in back of building.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TWlZGzvRAzUKE1nZKk7dQf2pN3V0k2pV		Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Via Recycling Hotline																														None		None		While staff is on hand from 9:30 am - 1:30 pm on Tues - Sat.

		1/23/2021" "3":"41" "PM		1083962		There's a puddle of standing brownish water on the floor in the non-ADA stall AND around the drain in the floor (see attached photos). There's no odor, and I don't see a visible leak/overflow coming from anywhere. I think this is a recurring problem, where the drainage (?) pipe gets clogged and sewage comes back up out of the drain. However, everything seems fine in the Women's bathroom (despite the connected plumbing system).		81ST				Men's bathroom on main level.		natasha moullen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-P6MCKZ27wdpvv66aiW4jOT6fs1dJM3b, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JbsbOzXWJgNo96fdsb3dxtLtSGkdI67u		Plumbing						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				Hi Jack, although it doesn't *seem* emergency-level, since it's the end of the day and no staff will be here tomorrow, at Jenera's suggestion, I went ahead and called the Public Works (311) afterhours number to report this issue. I spoke with the dispatch person and gave her the details/location and my cell number. She said she'd pass it along, but didn't know who would come out or when. I'm submitting this ticket to you anyway, so you can follow up on Monday. Brenda & Manny will be here/in charge then. Thank you! N.

		1/25/2021" "9":"11" "AM		EMAIL		Trash not taken out. Staff bathroom not cleaned.		ASN				Whole library		Wendy Chen								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes, 1/25/21																														None

		1/25/2021" "10":"02" "AM		EMAIL		Wrong type of soap in the soap dispenser and the there seems to be a jam in with the push mechanisms to get the soap out.  		MAIN				basement level restroom #2 (has a red #2 on the door)		Katrina Deans								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes, 1/25/21																														One to two complaints in the past week

		1/25/2021" "2":"08" "PM		1084122		Main Library staff request cleaning of ventilation diffusers. Staff observe accumulated soot/dirt that has fallen from the diffusers and onto shelves and furniture.		MAIN				Interior		Mana (via email)								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/25/2021" "3":"54" "PM		1084185		Please install a door so that patrons don't mistakenly wander up to the staff Mezzanine areas. I think a half-door would be sufficient perhaps? If possible, it would be great to get this completed before we welcome patrons back in our building. Thank you! 		MAIN				First floor, Oak St. side of the building, stairs leading to Mezzanine		Mana Tominaga						https://drive.google.com/open?id=107f2hQsuXG3nR7gnJZ2YEEHLPgYIjrRA		Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		1/25/2021" "5":"32" "PM		1084358		Three of the plate glass windows in front of the building are damaged. All three have holes and one has a long crack running from the bottom and diagonally across the window. The crack already expanded over the day today. This window needs to be boarded up and replaced as soon as possible. 		DIM				first floor children's area		Sarah Hodgson								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		1/26/2021" "5":"00" "PM		1085274		I noticed just now that the light in the Main Staff Conference Room is on; this is motion detected, and there is no manual switch that I can see.   It’s clear no one’s been in there for an hour, so it is not turning off.  I believe I noticed this a few months ago in fact, but forgot, and then just came across it today.  Many of the bulbs are burned out, and it’s not a priority to replace them now, but if this has in fact been on since the pandemic started, it’ll just continue to burn itself out.		MAIN				Conference Room		Nina Lindsay (via email)								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		1/27/2021" "10":"41" "AM		NOTES		Tree fell in the courtyard in front of the children’s Room. Public works is already there but I wanted to have a record of it. Thanks!		MAIN				Outside the Children’s Room 		Jesse Nachem 								Landscaping / Trees		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		1/28/2021" "10":"27" "AM		1086701		We need 5 more floor mats: 2 in front of circ desk, 1 for inside downstairs elevator entrance, 1 for inside upstairs elevator entrance, 1 for inside the elevator itself, and 1 for inside the back door in the meeting room.		GG				inside - elevator entrances - upstairs & downstairs		Erin Sanders								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Don Gibeau, 1/28/21																														One to two complaints in the past week

		1/28/2021" "10":"27" "AM		1085078		One of the sconce lights that hangs from the ceiling way WAY up high above the adult fiction section is out. David, from public works, was here this week changing lightbulbs and he said that that light is not reachable with a ladder. You must get a lift in to change that lightbulb. He encouraged me to put in another service request for this. 		ROC				One of the sconce lights that hangs from the ceiling above the adult fiction section is out. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, & Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tmvJ1oeDNRcArEdBMVnH9b2qMb-HzQ1p		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No special circumstances/challenges other than a lift must be brought in to do this job. Since there are no patrons in the building at this time, probably through the end of February, it might be a good time to bring in the lift to have this lightbulb changed. 		No preferences/limitations

		1/28/2021" "10":"32" "AM		REFER		The drain near our front ramp is flooding and the water level is getting really high		PIE				Outside near frontdoor/ramp		Nikki/Jenera								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				ASAP

		1/28/2021" "10":"57" "AM		EMAIL		Garbage was not picked up on Saturday, 1/23/21. I'm not sure if any cleaning was done in the room or not.		MAIN				Children's Room 		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/28/2021" "2":"55" "PM		REFER		On November 17, 2020 I first reported a dead rodent smell coming from the area downstairs where we store Children's holiday books. This week we discovered rat/mouse droppings on the floor underneath our staff mailboxes. In November I had asked for an exterminator to come out and handle this. To my knowledge no one has come out to address this situation since I first reported it. I would like to ask again for an exterminator company to be contacted about this so this issue can be resolved. Thank you so much, Lisa Harter (Rockridge Branch)		ROC				We have found evidence of rodents at Rockridge branch on the ground floor and would like to have an exterminator come out to handle the situation. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin								Pest		Yes		1066197		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No special circumstances/challenges		It would be good for the exterminator to show up when staff is present, so that we can show that person where the evidence of rodents were found. Rockridge staff is working in the buildging every Monday through Saturday from 9am - 4pm. 

		1/28/2021" "3":"30" "PM		1085133		We have not had our garbage container picked up for at least a week and it is full.		MLK				garbage container		Celia Davis								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		1/28/2021" "3":"46" "PM		1085113		the Simplex fire alarm system is beeping loudly and needs to be silenced.  The noise is beeping in the main entrance of the library and the control panel used to silence the alarm is located in the Mechanical room near the Children's Area.		81ST				mechanical room near Children's Area entrance 		Derrick DeMay								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		just need mechanical room key		no

		1/29/2021" "11":"18" "AM		1085268		The drain in the ground is clogged and large amounts of water pool by entrance to building when it's raining. Pulled out the debris I could. Used an auger- didn't solve the problem. 		MLK				to the left of the library entrance- next to metal cage.		Celia Davis						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TupSObAz_NKUXe6fn5K1nUnSVc1CGArT		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		1/29/2021" "11":"56" "AM		DUPLICATE		Part of the toliet seat has broken off and is pretty sharp		PIE				Staff bathroom		Nikki/Jenera								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1078019		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		OPL staff report work completed 2.9.21																														None				ASAP

		1/29/2021" "2":"16" "PM		1085328		Rockridge Library staff request improvement/replacement of weather stripping on the front and back door, per the recommendation of a pest control technician. The pest control technician noted the doors have gaps that pests can get through easily, this facility has had previous issues with rodents. Please contact Lisa Harter or Liz Soskin at 510-597-5057.		ROC				Front & Back Door		Liz Soskin								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/30/2021" "9":"35" "AM		EMAIL		We had no custodial service on Saturday, 1/30/21		BRO				all 		Brian Guenther								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)		Emailed Mark Hayes																														None

		1/30/2021" "9":"43" "AM		EMAIL		no service		MLK				inside building		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes																														None		no		no

		1/30/2021" "9":"54" "AM		EMAIL		Trash wasn't emptied on Saturday, 1/30 (and I'm not sure if any other custodial work was done)		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes																														None				Please access the Children's Room before 9am or after 4pm, when staff is not working and doing front-line service. Thank you!

		1/30/2021" "10":"07" "AM		1085768		When we reopening to the public, the plan is to have our temperature taker in the building lobby, so the public could have their temp taken before entering the library. However, there is no outlet in the lobby. Using an extension cord would be a potential tripping hazard. Could an outlet be installed in the lobby?		BRO				lobby		 Brian Guenther								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		1/30/2021" "10":"12" "AM		EMAIL		We did not receive custodial service between Friday afternoon and Saturday morning.		ELM				entire building		Molly Nichols/Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)		Emailed Mark Hayes																														None

		1/30/2021" "11":"15" "AM		1085808		Faucet in public restroom does not work. You press the top and nothing happens. Please fix ASAP, as this will be the only restroom we can make available to the public when we reopen. 		GG				public restroom (lower level)		esanders@oaklandlibrary.org								Plumbing		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week				before Alameda County reaches the red tier

		1/30/2021" "11":"18" "AM		1085813		Thank you for updating the lock on the public restroom! Can we please have a door pull installed? The current pull is too small for the average person, and also difficult to properly disinfect. Something like this: https://www.homedepot.com/p/Everbilt-4-in-x-16-in-Stainless-Steel-Pull-Plate-14316/204988176		GG				public restroom (lower level)		erin sanders						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1U9Spd-9wmothn7gjiieXFmIeGal5VLHN		Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				Before Alameda County reaches the red tier

		1/30/2021" "11":"19" "AM		1085814		We have a giant cardboard box that needs to go to recycling. Not sure if it will even fit in our recycling bin outside. Please break down & recycle. 		GG				upstairs - adult reading room		erin sanders						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wNuAQK9fh6tThP4op6EvXk9JtgMpxds7		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/30/2021" "11":"22" "AM		EMAIL		Although 2 PW staff told us this roof leak was fixed, the plaster damage has gotten noticeably worse this winter. Please address the leak and fix the plaster.		GG				upstairs - above back staff stairwell 		erin sanders						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nTN9JnIiBUO3Ks6qnd_WMeuQomB3_GKI, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GMYn85yPzGwOR3K6y022xiKsdOPyTr0Y		Mold / Moisture		Yes		1011087, 971391		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Don Gibeau 2/9/21																														None

		1/30/2021" "11":"51" "AM		EMAIL		I am unclear whether we are to receive service on Saturdays		MEL				custodial whole building		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes

		1/30/2021" "4":"31" "PM		1085722		Today when we left- we set the alarm- and within a minute of us leaving the building it went off. We went back in- and tried to set it- but the alarm went off again. I recall we had this issue in the past month and the alarm company was contacted (not finding in service request emails)- maybe an intermittent issue? 		MLK				whole building		Celia Davis								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		2/1/2021" "5":"27" "PM		1085947		There is a cot, blanket, spoiled food, a shopping cart full of trash and a powder white substance in front of and to the side of the book drop, also a couple of syringes.  I'm worried about patrons or staff coming in contact with the syringes, I don't want anyone to accidentally step on them. 		WEST				The West Oakland book drop in front of the library. 		Mikal Hemingway 								Homeless Concern or Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No special circumstances		No 

		2/2/2021" "9":"15" "AM		EMAIL		The garbage cans in our building have not been emptied and staff has informed me that the bathrooms have not been cleaned. We have not received custodial 2/1 or 2/2		WEST				The trashcans in our building have not been emptied and the bathrooms have not been cleaned. 		Mikal Hemingway 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No 		No 

		2/2/2021" "9":"28" "AM		1086060		Dead rat on top of book drop		MAIN				Book drop on 13th close to Oak Street		Christy Thomas								Pest		Do Not Know				Canceled by Requestor		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		just needs to be disposed

		2/2/2021" "12":"13" "PM		DUPLICATE		This is an urgent request. The plate glass window in the children's area needs to be boarded up immediately. There are now two cracks that go diagonally and across the window. First request made 1/25/21. 		DIM				first floor children's area		Sarah Hodgson								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1084358		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Don Gibeau emailed

		2/2/2021" "12":"18" "PM		1086184		There's a new leak in the lunchroom from the roof. Ceiling tiles are stained and so saturated with water that they are bulging out. 		DIM				second floor lunchroom		Sarah Hodgson								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		2/2/2021" "12":"54" "PM		1086188		There is smeared feces on the front steps and a LOT of feces along the side of the building on the Fremont Way side		MEL				outside front steps		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GF_bDbCUiHImnrIHhtDfYeKaVT93LOLL		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		2/2/2021" "2":"50" "PM		EMAIL		I talked with Jenera today & she said that she is working with Jack Schmidt & Kingsley on the many issues with our new bookdrops, but this other thing happened over the weekend & I thought I should report it. The metal slot (see pictures) that helps to guide books into the bookdrop completely fell off. I've sent you a picture of the loose metal slot & another taken from inside of the bookdrop where is came loose. This bookdrop is outside near our patron parking lot; it's the one on the left. 		ROC				The book drop on the left, outside near the patron parking lot. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, & Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SY3wuKPaWKuH-jAAi1TPo2MwTTIH5FiL, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sHj8vKlG1u5KobEh8dNnFmklqElhrrzL		Other (Specify on next page)				1064275 and 1055670		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No special circumstances/challenges		No time preferences/limitations

		2/2/2021" "5":"15" "PM		1086548		Hi. The latch on the window in the downstairs staff bathroom sometimes doesn't catch. We will close the window, and a minute later it falls open. There is a little lock, but it's out of reach for most of our not-very-tall staff. Can we replace or fix the latch?		GG				downstairs - staff bathroom		erin sanders								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		2/2/2021" "5":"18" "PM		1086546		Hi. The fan in the bathroom is a) missing it's cover (blades are exposed to curious human fingers), and b) is not powerful enough to properly ventilate this subterranean space. When we reopen to the public, circulating the air in this room will be a safety issue. This fan has been subpar for years. Please replace with something that actually works. 		GG				downstairs - PUBLIC restroom		erin sanders								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				Please address before we open the restroom to public use, which may happen once we reach the red tier. 

		2/3/2021" "1":"00" "PM		1086543		In the back area only (Children's librarian office and the storytime area) it is quite cold! Can we adjust the thermostat? We don't want it HOT, just a normal warmish temp.		81ST				1st floor, back area where children's librarian office and storytime area		Sally Engelfried								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		2/3/2021" "1":"34" "PM		1086683		Please remove the banner that's now crooked and dated atop the CR entrance. 		MAIN				Right above the Children's Room entrance 		Mana Tominaga or Jesse Nachem								Sign						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/3/2021" "1":"44" "PM		1086731		Please remove the sign outside of the west stacks. (Corrected: Oak St. side)		MAIN				First Floor, entrance to west closed stacks		Mana Tominaga								Sign						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		1086690																														None

		2/4/2021" "12":"13" "PM		1086775		We didn’t get service again. Trash cans need to be emptied. Toilet paper needs to be refilled, etc. Especially troubling in COVID.		WEST				Whole library 		Susy Moorhead 								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		Recurring 		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		2/5/2021" "11":"04" "AM		DUPLICATE		Two work phones are no longer working and they are located behind the Circ Desk and in our Staff Break Room. Circ desk phone gives no dial tone or any indication of a connection. The Break Room phone's screen shows the date but there is no dial tone nor do any of the buttons work. Can these be repaired or replaced? We have tried other phones and they have not worked,  so maybe  the problem is with the phone jack or line.		CHA				Second floor, break room and Circulation desk		Isela Anaya								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		INC0073532		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		2/5/2021" "1":"56" "PM		1087140		Three lights are not in working condition.		MON				A. three lights are not working: Adult nonfiction area, Walkway area, and Children area.		Vicky Chen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qS9oR3oQUiXXB6UvYKmwcKJeHD4bclkj, https://drive.google.com/open?id=14lUG6HE9x_Bd-HzuM8pSa69qVt8vQlru, https://drive.google.com/open?id=13vysGN_VkUNFeLToeEMi7qtDMYWLhBoG		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know		1059079		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		high ceiling, need a ladder.

		2/6/2021" "9":"13" "AM		1087510		The fluorescent light above and in front of the front desk is blinking. Probably time to change it out.		BRO				Light in front of the desk		Brian Guenther								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		2/7/2021" "2":"13" "PM		1087638		Another sizeable mattress dumped on property.  This one is on the 14th Street sidewalk.  (Please void this request if a tix has already been submitted by another staff person.) Update: Mattress moved to the library’s lawn (14th Street side).  The mattress is on the lawn nearest the lamppost with the “Lakeside” sign.		MAIN				Main Library, 14th Street sidewalk		Shannon McQueen								Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		2/8/2021" "8":"58" "AM		1087515		Some of the lights that are over Cristina's cubicle are out		MAIN				Acquisitions		Winnie Chiang								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/8/2021" "11":"09" "AM		1087603		someone climbed up the emergency exit and tagged up the roofline and other areas off of Madison St.		MAIN				roof/emergency exit areas		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/9/2021" "11":"49" "AM		1088003		Two AA keys: one replacement AA key to replace a bent/non-usable key and one additional AA key to have on hand.		MAIN				210		Jack								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Carlos Walker provided keys to J.Schmidt

		2/9/2021" "1":"25" "PM		1088070		Some areas are very dark as a result of the burned out light bulbs, making it difficult for staff work, and it can also be a hazard.		ASN				We have a total of 17 burned light bulbs in various parts of the library that need to be replaced - front entrance: 1, information desk: 1, aisle #2: 2, Teen Area corner: 1, aisle #15: 2, aisle #17&18: 2, aisle #28: 4, aisle #30: 1, aisle #34: 1, aisle #34: 1, and aisle #38: 1.		Cong Hoang								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		2/10/2021" "12":"53" "PM		1088372		AAMLO is in need of the following exterior lights replaced: 1) front entryway, 2) side entryway located near staff parking, 3) parking gate		AAMLO				Exterior of building 		Sean Dickerson								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/10/2021" "1":"40" "PM		1088395		The cords need to be secured better or new floor outlets created.  We had a staff person fall yesterday and others have tripped many times		LAKE				Beside reference desk, both sit down computers.		Xochitl Gavidia								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				no

		2/11/2021" "9":"19" "AM		1088626		The hot water faucet is stuck. We can't turn it off and hot water is running out.		DIM				Janitor closet on Main floor		Rebekah Eppley								Plumbing		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)

		2/11/2021" "10":"31" "AM		1088657		The security alarm panel continues to beep saying that zones are faulted, even after we took care of those issues, reset the alarm and disabled it again.		BRO				Front lobby		Brian Guenther								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		2/11/2021" "10":"33" "AM		1088661		Hello. Please move the copy machine & its change tower to the downstairs meeting room. It's currently in the vestibule next to the stairs inside the front entrance.		GG				vestibule inside front entrance/lower level meeting room		erin sanders								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		This is on a landing. It will need to be carried down a half flight of stairs to the meeting room. 		Please move before we open to the public. 

		2/11/2021" "1":"41" "PM		1088770		Staff has notified me that the odor is really bad in the garage from folks urinating outside in the well.  Could we get an extra cleaning?		MAIN				Garage Exterior		Alma (Via Jack)								Cleaning / Custodial		No		1088770		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/13/2021" "12":"54" "PM		1089632		We are out of paper towels in the women's restroom as well as the staff kitchen		WEST				Library women's public restroom, staff kitchen		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		2/13/2021" "1":"24" "PM		1089626		Hi. The paper towel dispenser in this restroom (upstairs, staff bathroom) does not work well. It could be that the towels aren't loaded correctly, or maybe the forwarding mechanism is broken. Please fix. 		GG				upstairs office - staff bathroom (behind circ desk)		erin sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/13/2021" "1":"53" "PM		1089491		Elevator doesn't respond when master key switch from outside as well as inside switch behind circulation desk is turned on.  Just not working!		TEM				Elevator		Karen Ko 								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Need elevator key (located on green lanyard of 2nd drawer behind circ) and F10 key to access building.		Hopefully before staff returns on Wednesday.  TLL depend on it to transport tools and delivery would be difficult.

		2/13/2021" "3":"53" "PM		1089860		We have trouble to lock the Bookdrop next to the door. Update: The rod (a metal stick) which is extended from the lock to a hole on the top of the Book Drop back cover is malfunctioning. Currently, we cannot lock the book drop by the door. . Both locks of our new book drops gave us a lot of trouble recently. We hammered down the rod of the other book drop before we can lock it again.		MON				Montclair Branch		Vicky Chen								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		2/16/2021" "10":"06" "AM		1089552		Leak/drips coming from ceiling near Claudia DeAnda's desk in the Catalog Unit		MAIN				basement level, Catalog Unit		Catherine Jennings / Claudia DeAnda						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1l1eFX3SjpeHL5-hO9WD4tmhOqPJV29ka, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ddF28hlkK4Y_MqAXalUE0Gl7gweJOIZg		Plumbing		No				WO CREATE		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/17/2021" "2":"32" "PM		1090062		West Oakland did not receive custodial service yesterday or today. 		WEST				West Oakland Library 		Mikal Hemingway 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No 		No 

		2/17/2021" "5":"31" "PM		1090321		The homeless encampment in our parking lot is growing rapidly. Number of abandoned vehicles is growing as well.		WEST				parking lot		Susy Moorhead								Homeless Concern or Issue						Proposed/Unfunded		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/18/2021" "8":"15" "AM		1090276		A pigeon lost some blood and feathers at the front entrance.... please request a cleaning. Thanks!		MAIN				ADA Ramp, Front Entrance		Mana (via Teams)						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NVXh-1nov8oP1m80sBCnLsDMtyupHb2B		Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/18/2021" "8":"45" "AM		1090323		Looks like there is also a leak above Jay Avalos's desk.		MAIN				Acquisitions Unit, basement level		Catherine Jennings								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1089552		WO CREATE		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/18/2021" "10":"19" "AM		1090418		We have had an ongoing issue with ants coming from outside and into the kitchen.  We have worked to keep everything extra clean but nothing is working.  Time to call pest control.		MEL				downstairs staff kitchen		Kate Hug								Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		2/18/2021" "11":"30" "PM		1090550		The chain and the soldered lock which currently attached to the front door of old Bookdrop need to be removed and attached to the front door of New Bookdrop.		BRO				Next to New Bookdrop		Alfred								Key / Lock Management						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week				asap

		2/19/2021" "9":"44" "AM		1090562		Florescent bulbs need to be replaced in light close to information desk. Thanks!		DIM				first floor near information desk		Sarah Hodgson								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/19/2021" "10":"14" "AM		CANCEL		No regular custodial service.		TEM				Building		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Canceled by requester		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		Before sidewalk service begins at 10:00 am.

		2/19/2021" "11":"43" "AM		1090601		There was a leak in the ceiling. The leak has been fixed. Now the ceiling tiles need to be replaced.		DIM				Upstairs kitchen area		Rebekah Eppley								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		NO RESPONSE

		2/20/2021" "10":"25" "AM		EMAIL		There was no custodial service on Saturday 2/20/21. The trash wasn't picked up, so I'm wondering if there wasn't any cleaning done either.		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		If possible, please access the Children's Room before 9am or after 4pm.

		2/20/2021" "11":"55" "AM		EMAIL		missed service for Saturday, 2/20/21		MEL				whole building		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		2/21/2021" "11":"44" "AM		REFER		Call center calls are going directly to voicemail.		MAIN				call center phones		Mana								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/22/2021" "7":"58" "PM		EMAIL		When we went to collect the bookdrops this afternoon 1 of the bins was damaged due to the weight of the materials inside. Specifically, 1 of the bin's metal coils stretched way out & basically the bottom of the bin fell out on one side. We unloaded the library materials & stored the damaged bin upstairs in the meeting room next to the other damaged bin. Both are unusable at this point. This leaves us with 2 out of 4 working bookdrops. It should be noted that today's damaged bin comes from the bookdrop on the patron parking lot side of the building which sits on a fairly flat surface. I've included pictures of the damage. Also, 1 picture shows how full the bookdrop bin was at that time. It should also be noted that all of  bookdrop bins were already emptied once in the morning. 		ROC				We've got 2 damaged bookdrop bins, which are now sitting in the meeting room on the 2nd floor. One bin belongs to a bookdrop that sits outside on the Manila Ave side of the building & the other bin belongs to a bookdrop that sits outside near the patron parking lot.  		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dDm4C2qrka6QOgT7JsmUofGQSvvjcKJN, https://drive.google.com/open?id=10YK2sm-FiX795c1x5ZfslST5kFHFUOA1, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KYERtloYyXAltP5vyHTChMzaLUlMer8A, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KISaYOcs7W3kTOvXEMEqRWF7pMeSlGjq, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yySSX6kTn2Abc6klvqq_dQb44ffsolru		Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1055670 and 1064275		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Jenera 2/23/21																														None		No special circumstances/challenges		Our regular staff is at Rockridge branch MON - SAT from 9am to 4pm. If someone from public works comes out to assess the damaged bins, it would be great if they could show up when staff is present. Also, it would be great for that person to check in with Sandra Toscano (Branch manager), Lisa Harter, or Liz Soskin to get a little background information on this situation. 

		2/23/2021" "10":"17" "AM		1091457		While Donald with public works was at Rockridge today looking at our bookdrop issues Sandra asked him to look at what seemed to be oil leaking from a light in the ceiling downstairs. He did some detective work & discovered that hydrolic oil is leaking from 2 couplings in the elevator room upstairs, which is leaking through the floor & then through the light in the ceiling downstairs. Donald encouraged us to put in a service request for this so the elevator company could fix the leak.		ROC				Oil leak in the elevator room upstairs.		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No special circumstances/challenges		No time preferences/limitations

		2/24/2021" "9":"42" "AM		EMAIL		Did not get cleaned on Monday 2/22/21		LAKE				Lakeview Branch Library 		Sabah Abdulla 								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/24/2021" "1":"48" "PM		811644		There is an uneven spot on this sidewalk, 2.5 inches high on one side. A patron tripped and fell hard on her elbow and side today. It is difficult to roll the book drop cart over it; I imagine it's difficult to get over it on a wheelchair. Please either grind this down or mark it with brightly colored paint.		GG				exterior - sidewalk on 56th next to library chain link fence		erin sanders						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IRrg7BvdAWb7xnZsKndRbmZ0k2poRY4C, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1O5nxry4kZR20Td3kL0b7zIou_hO-0_39, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nZPz6aIErMsFKAK6soLo_qK8qlyyOyh1		Sidewalk / Public Right-of-Way / Patios		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week				Please fix before someone else gets hurt. Also, this impedes our patrons who use wheelchairs. 

		2/24/2021" "5":"24" "PM		1092119		We did not receive custodial service on Tuesday, 2/23 and Wednesday, 2/24. There was waste still in the garbage cans that was discarded on Monday, 2/22. 		WEST				Missed custodial service on 2/23 and 2/24		Mikal Hemingway 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fVFR1PRFt5pN2Rdva6pLDe4L57uQ6sFG, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cuKjnCpyXfdSFe0VGM8AkgiFxsAjBQi6, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gWrJ2elbB_A3JynNxvqLoA1vl2m7kRoB, https://drive.google.com/open?id=15lFaUR4qxLB677BszTyfyYvdlauBEITk		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No 		No 

		2/25/2021" "10":"00" "AM		DUPLICATE		Our elevator door is getting stuck! At the ground level, in the parking lot, the door opens an inch and gets stuck. The person inside has to go back upstairs and go back down. This happened once on Tues, three times yesterday and already once today.		GG				Elevator		Erin (via Email)								Elevator Issue		Yes		1082784		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		2/25/2021" "10":"05" "AM		1092122		We again didn't get custodial. Our security guard emptied a lot of the trashcans. We are still missing a lot of trash cans but I will put in a request for the many missing closer to reopening. 		WEST				Library		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		2/25/2021" "12":"47" "PM		1092181		current setup of the drainage should be changed so that water is released at 90 degrees to the building at least 2’ away from the foundation.		MLK				exterior by front entrance		Celia Davis								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		2/26/2021" "9":"21" "AM		1092364		The handicap stall in the men’s bathroom on the Mezzanine level has water leaking, again, when the toilet is flushed.		MAIN				Mezzanine, Men's		Alma (via email)								Plumbing						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		2/26/2021" "10":"32" "AM		1092415		We still haven't received custodial. This has been all week. We are out of paper towels & seat covers in areas. Some trash cans were emptied by our security guard but others haven't been. 		WEST				Library - inside & out		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		2/26/2021" "10":"45" "AM		REFER		The storm drain near the front of our building is full of debris and we need it cleared out before it rains again because it easily floods		PIE				Storm drain outside		Nikki/Jenera								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Contacted OUSD, 3/2/21																														None				ASAP

		2/26/2021" "11":"31" "AM		1092452		there is an abandoned vehicle on the Fremont Way side of the library		MEL				Fremont Way side of library - abandoned vehicle		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gV255fcTi5pXQfILfFZJvQT5xSLroXa_, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vgDAgnud_eB4jeWvvFn5-B7oliOtisLL		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		2/26/2021" "11":"32" "AM		1163010		Street sweeping restriction signs have been cut down alongside the library on the Fremont Way side		MEL				Fremont Way 		Kate Hug								Sign		Yes		1059225, 1059226		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		submitted 11/9/2021

		2/26/2021" "11":"34" "AM		1092447		The back yard has not been serviced in some time.  There is illegal dumping, general over growth, and debris.  In planning for opening the computer lab (entrance to be through this yard), please have the yard serviced		MEL				back yard		Kate Hug								Landscaping / Trees						Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Not an asset assigned to Central Zone Parks Services

		2/26/2021" "2":"56" "PM		1092522		There's graffiti on the side of the building once again, near the pathway from the parking lot. 		BRO				Exterior, on Senior Center side		Brian Guenther								Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		2/26/2021" "3":"43" "PM		1092519		Can you open a ticket for replacement lightbulbs in OHC? One entire fixture is burnt out - the one at the furthest southwest corner of the room. 		MAIN				OHC		Emily Foster (via email)								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		2/27/2021" "9":"28" "AM		EMAIL		This happened last Saturday also.  As we move to opening the computer lab in a couple of weeks, it would be good to know we are receiving service every day		MEL				whole library		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes 3/1/21

		2/27/2021" "10":"47" "AM		1092966		The grass was cut in the front area of the library this past week, but the grass in the back part of the library- next to and behind the parking lot was not cut. 		MLK				outside- behind parking lot gate		Celia Davis								Landscaping / Trees		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		parking lot gate locked (3202 key) outside of 9-4 M-S hours.		no

		2/27/2021" "11":"24" "AM		1092970		The light bulb in the southwest corner of the room is flickering and very dim. Please replace. 		GG				upstairs - adult reading room		erin sanders								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		high ceilings		this is over a staff work station. staff are reporting eye strain. please replace as soon as possible.

		2/27/2021" "11":"31" "AM		REFER		Hi - not sure where to direct this issue. There is a phone line at Golden Gate that does not belong to the library (or the City, from what I can tell). It only rings on one phone, which used to be in the computer lab but is now upstairs. The number is  510-595-8213. It is listed on the Friends of the GG Branch Library Yelp page, but they do not actually use it anymore. We get 3-4 calls every day (and that's just between 10am and 1pm), and no one responds when we answer - except for Google business listings robo calls. If this is something the Library pays for, can we please have this number disconnected? It's useless and actually takes up staff time and energy. 		GG				phone line		erin sanders								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0079948																														One to two complaints in the past week		unsure who controls this phone account

		2/27/2021" "1":"31" "PM		1092978		We would like to add a computer to this counter and it doesn't have a hole to put cords through to get to the network drop underneath. We only need one at the moment for social distancing, but it might make sense to add three holes like the other computer counters. 		BRO				middle back counter, right hand corner		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QEITm8WOpmrCXDE_7kbfjzSjCGbI05xo		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		5. No Action Required (request will be noted and documented)

		2/27/2021" "2":"30" "PM		1093018		We have a "panic button" that calls OPD. It's under the desk, right above the keyboard, at the staff desk in the downstairs computer lab. Please replace the frayed cable. Also - it's in a spot where staff can accidentally trigger the call to the police, which happened today. Can it be moved to a different spot? Thanks. Update: Staff request longer replacement cable to allow the desk to be moved.		GG				downstairs - computer lab		erin sanders						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1L6QBIxOSOXiEs0uD1W32l3EeK5hQ9Yzd, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Ej5T4UXXMX-XawR8ecRkax-kg-F4VbHJ, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fcr6aqd3tfhLPwbw65SnydrtpnVJGzkN		Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0080440																														One to two complaints in the past week		easy to trigger a call to the police accidentally

		2/27/2021" "3":"02" "PM		EMAIL		The trash was not picked up on Saturday, and so I'm thinking that the room was not cleaned either.		MAIN				Children's ROom		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes 3/1/21																														None				Please access the room before 9am or after 3pm if possible.

		2/27/2021" "4":"07" "PM		1093055		The rod that locks into place at the top of the door is not extending. The bottom rod locks, but the top doesn't and you can actually pull the top of the door and it wiggles. So the door is locked but it seems easier to possibly break in. As you're outside looking in, this is the door on the left. (Front entrance)		GG				front door		erin sanders								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		3/1/2021" "10":"51" "AM		1093118		Not sure if trash pickup happened in the last week. It was full last Tuesday/Wednesday and is now (Monday) overflowing. Trash blows across the plaza where we are serving patrons for sidewalk service. May also need to be replaced as it is weathered.		MAIN				outside entrance to Children's Room on Oak Street under big tree		Remy Timbrook								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		3/2/2021" "9":"43" "AM		1093351		Please evaluate Temescal Branch Electrical Panels to see if they can accommodate:"Max circuits required: (1) 15A-1P (120V) interior lighting (1) 15A-1P(120V) exterior lighting (1 or 2) 15A-1P (120V) plug loads (max 4 outlets per circuit) (1) 20A-2P (208V) Elec based heating – depends on the Mech design (1) 20A-1P (120V) heat pump or ceiling fan – depends on the Mech design. (1) spare breaker if PV is required. So approx. total of 5-7 circuits and approx. total load of 10-11KVA (30-40 Amps). Please note these calculations are conservative. If unable to accommodate full list of circuits, how many circuits at what max. Amps are available? Please email dtannenwald@oaklandlibrary.org with results. 		TEM				Temescal		Diane Tannenwald (via email)								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/2/2021" "9":"52" "AM		1093386		There is a large, long box with a heavy metal frame inside. It is addressed to someone on Idaho St in Berkeley. It's blocking the sidewalk and is quite heavy. Can we have it removed ASAP? Wheelchair users would not be able to pass with this box in the way. 		GG				outside - sidewalk on 56th, near parking lot entrance		erin sanders						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iFaJ7dFcJ670yputkmLwp_4978-FhmDx		Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week				Please remove ASAP as this block accessibility to library services (and sidewalk travel). 

		3/2/2021" "11":"14" "AM		1093421		There is an abandoned grey van in the West Oakland Public Library parking lot, my branch manager and I have put in numerous requests to have it removed. Yesterday evening the back on the van containing the rear windshield was ripped off the van and scattered in the parking lot. There is a lot of  broken windshield glass in the parking lot, that needs to be cleaned.		WEST				The West Oakland Library Parking Lot		Mikal Hemingway 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AZbD51Txh1ZwVQbVSfnVAZGrS9HuM8fh, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1W_1NsouO2q5Vc9biQZhsIG0j-hanQBBR		Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No 		NO 

		3/2/2021" "3":"45" "PM		1093525		The Women's  Bathroom in the basement stall has become stopped up and we need service.  There is a "Out of Order sign" on the Stall door. 		MAIN				Basement		Michele Haynes (via email)								Plumbing						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/2/2021" "3":"54" "PM		EMAIL		We need more soap in the bathrooms, please. (Maybe this will get caught in the daily service.) Running out on the lefthand side (dispenser above baby change table).		MAIN				basement level in hallway near Children's Room (base of Oak Street stairs)		Remy Timbrook								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes																														None

		3/3/2021" "9":"10" "AM		1093670		Front door isn't locking properly.  You have to slam the door several times to get it to lock		LAKE				front door on parking lot side		Xochitl Gavidia								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		3/3/2021" "12":"59" "PM		1093781		We smell a gas leak, which gets worse when we open the 56th street side windows		GG				Golden gate near the parking lot elevator at ground level, on 2nd floor right as you exit elevator, on 56th Street side		Erin Sanders/Stephanie Hamilton								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		3/3/2021" "1":"37" "PM		1093862		There is human feces outside, right up against the building that needs to be cleaned up. It is located just below the window, two windows to the right of our back door. 		ROC				There is human feces outside, right up against the building that needs to be cleaned up. It is located just below the window, two windows to the right of our back door. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No special circumstances/challenges		No time preferences/limitations

		3/3/2021" "1":"45" "PM		1093864		Not sure if this should be grounds or custodial - we need our two trashcans outside again please - on in the front and one in the back please. 		WEST				Outside of the library in front & back 		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/3/2021" "2":"16" "PM		1093793		Request urgent repair of door hinges on the exterior of the African American Museum & Library. Staff report that the hinges on the West Entrance (administrative offices) and on the East Entrance (Library) appear to have been tampered with and parts of the hinges have been removed. The spherical "cap" that covers and secures the "pin" on a hinge to the door have been removed, some have been bent out of place.The front doors at the main/front entrance revealed that the topmost hinges (on the left and right doors) have also been lifted a bit in an upward direction.		AAMLO				Exterior Entrances		Bamidele (via email)								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		3/4/2021" "9":"43" "AM		1094013		There is a leak around the toilet in the basement bathroom around on the hall heading to the West Auditorium.  I have not seen it, but am told it is inching toward the door.		MAIN				Basement		Alma (via email)								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/4/2021" "9":"50" "AM		1094032		Wondering if we can get the heater working in the TeenZone--it's so cold!		MAIN				TeenZone, 2nd Floor		Mickey Vo								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		I am on site Thursdays - Saturdays, 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Outside of those days, I will not be answering my desk phone.

		3/4/2021" "11":"26" "AM		1094092		The toilet is not clogged but does not flush properly		MEL				The public ADA restroom, located in the main downstairs hallway - the toilet does not flush properly.  We are opening our restroom to the public very soon and this needs to be fixed.  Also, public works has begun fixing the file floor but has not finished.  There is broken tile dug up		Kate Hug								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		3/4/2021" "4":"46" "PM		EMAIL		Black soot is still falling from the vents, onto materials below. I think this is less noticeable on the first  floor due to the celing height but wherever there's materials underneath a vent, we notice a build-up of black power/residue. When this residue falls onto the floor I think that it's just cleaned up. We have noticed it regularly on shelves and on materials below, partiularly in OHC and M&N. 		MAIN				Under all vents throughout the building; particularly on the 2nd floor		Mana Tominaga								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Mark Hayes, 3/5/21. Update: Custodian assigned to clean diffusers on Sundays																														One to two complaints in the past week

		3/5/2021" "11":"33" "AM		1094379		There is no trashcan in our men's public restroom. 		WEST				public men's bathroom		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/5/2021" "3":"24" "PM		1094477		The garbage can is full. There was no service yesterday- Thursday. My understanding is there should be service twice a week- on Tuesday and Thursday. Please confirm. 		MLK				Large garbage container in the back of the parking lot		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		3/5/2021" "3":"50" "PM		1094482		solid human waste		MLK				on International side of property- behind a bush next to the fence. (near walkway that I believe defines line between COO and OUSD property maintenance. 		Celia Davis								Homeless Concern or Issue		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		3/5/2021" "4":"00" "PM		1094468		AAMLO staff request light bulb replacement of exterior lamps on the left and right flanks of the front entrance. AAMLO staff report that they have received the bulbs for the lamps, each lamp has five individual bulbs that need to be installed. AAMLO staff also request cleaning of the five globes of each lamp. Please contact Bamidele Agbasegbe-Demerson at (510) 637-0201.		AAMLO				Exterior		Bamidele (via email)								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/6/2021" "9":"37" "AM		1094914		Urinal in Bathroom B is dripping from the flush handle		ROC				Bathroom B		Liz Soskin, Sandra Toscano								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		3/6/2021" "10":"51" "AM		1094923		No janitorial service Satuday. 		MAIN				1st floor		Alma Garcia								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		n/a

		3/6/2021" "11":"34" "AM		1094916		There are several bags of garbage, some wood with nails, and other debris		MEL				Fremont Way side of library, alongside metal fence		Kate Hug								Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		3/6/2021" "11":"38" "AM		1094917		This is the 3rd (maybe more) week in a row of missed Saturday service.  We are quickly approaching reopening and our building will need to ensure that it is serviced each day, especially given that the public restroom will be open for public use.		MEL				whole library		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		3/6/2021" "11":"39" "AM		DUPLICATE		Trash was not picked up in the Children's Room and Room 6 on Saturday, 3/6/21. I am thinking that all custodial service was missed today.		MAIN				Children's Room + Room 6		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/6/2021" "6":"44" "PM		1095039		We will need to close the gate at the bottom of the stairs when we reopen the computer lab, so the public cannot get upstairs. The latch to close the gate was removed because it protruded out too far from the wall. We need a latch that will not only keep the gate closed, but is easy for staff to open on the other side, when they come downstairs. The gate cannot be locked due to emergency evacuation routes/fire hazard. Maybe a strong magnet? We open to the public March 15 and will use a bungee cord in the meantime.		GG				lower level hallway near stairs and water fountain		erin sanders								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				Please install ASAP if we open March 15

		3/6/2021" "6":"49" "PM		1095042		We are rearranging the meeting room to reopen inside service to the public on March 15. Please move the pew to the stage, against the wall so we can store some other stuff there.		GG				meeting room (lower level)		erin sanders								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				Need to set up room by Friday March 12

		3/6/2021" "6":"51" "PM		1095041		We are reopening the computer lab to the public on March 15. Please give the room a deep clean, especially around the windows, sills, and baseboards. 		GG				lower level - computer lab		erin sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				We are reopening Monday March 15

		3/6/2021" "7":"08" "PM		REFER		Please remove the handwashing station from the parking lot. It hasn't been serviced since last spring, and we can't restart it as the parking lot is where we have staff, patrons, and sidewalk pickup - a canopy and tables. There is no room for a truck to access it. 		GG				exterior - parking lot		erin sanders								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1013198		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		service truck cannot access 9:30am-1:30pm Tues-Sat (soon to be 9am-4pm Mon-Sat) 		Please remove before March 15

		3/8/2021" "9":"23" "AM		CANCEL		We did not receive custodial service today.		DIM				entire building		Sarah Hodgson								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		3/8/2021" "10":"16" "AM		1094945		There is dried, smeared feces caked on the sidewalk outside the front entrance to the library near the bike racks.		MLK				Outside the front entrance near the bike racks		Carlon Yoder or Anna Wu								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		We have kids that use this area while they visit the library and it is a health hazard		just ASAP, thank you!

		3/8/2021" "1":"25" "PM		1095052		fresh tags		MAIN				front of the building		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/8/2021" "1":"25" "PM		EMAIL		Please leave extra paper towels (a box? several sleeves) in the Children's Room for sidewalk service use. We're using the last of our supply this week.		MAIN				Main Library Children's Room (sidewalk service)		Remy Timbrook								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		3/8/2021" "1":"49" "PM		1095412		Lots of lights burnt out		MAIN				Level C central stacks--Fiction area "Stack B West"		Christy Thomas								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/9/2021" "11":"25" "AM		1095415		We have 5 damaged window locks on the ground floor. There are 2 on windows in the Children's Area & 3 on windows in the Adult Area of the library. 		ROC				We have 5 damaged window locks on the ground floor. There are 2 on windows in the Children's Area & 3 on windows in the Adult Area of the library. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aMSLhY1pkd_slLfmJcLZ_pPgi7blCnDu		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No special circumstances/challenges		No time preferences/limitations. Sandra Toscano & I work Monday-Wednesday at the library. Liz Soskin is the point person Thursday-Saturday at the library.

		3/9/2021" "1":"19" "PM		1095438		Temescal's front, side, and back lawn needs regular maintenance.  Regular service on Tuesdays have been missing for several weeks.		TEM				Front, side, and back lawn of Temescal		Karen Ko								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Prior to curbside setup and service starting at 9:30 am on T-Sat.

		3/9/2021" "4":"03" "PM		CANCEL		We need the children's services desk moved to a new location this month. This is a heavy, fragile desk that needs to be lifted and moved. It needs to be positioned away from shelves to ensure that we can maintain a 6' distance from others.  Thanks!		DIM				first floor		Sarah Hodgson								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Canceled by requestor		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		1095683

		3/10/2021" "9":"03" "AM		1095529		Leaky roof. The whole meeting room is wet with water dripping from the ceiling. Some ceiling tiles fell off.		ASN				Meeting room		Wendy Chen								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None		No		No

		3/10/2021" "10":"05" "AM		1095977		It looks like the water main box was dug up and is being used as a step stool for people to jump the fence? also a pile of dirt and rocks, along with a piece of plywood. Please remove.		GG				exterior - north side of building behind chainlink fence - next to picnic tables		erin sanders						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1woGpdWY_FUydD38rnsHmjGZLPEofDfvW, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1J1er3eeVuEUbTaHnXvqjNNqG6woOf034		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Access through parking lot. Lot gate is locked after 1:30pm and before 9:30am. 

		3/10/2021" "10":"24" "AM		1095582		Human poop in same spot as yesterday, near the bike racks at front entrance.  I'm afraid someone's toddler will come in contact with it while they are here receiving sidewalk service.		MLK				poop on sidewalk next to the bike racks...AGAIN!		Carlon Yoder or Anna Wu								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		right away ASAP immediately please and thank you!

		3/10/2021" "10":"38" "AM		1095968		Intermittently, temperature control upstairs doesn't automatically turn furnace on.  Furnace shows error message "pilot flame fail" and has to be manually reset.		TEM				Furnace room		Karen Ko								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Need F10 key for furnace room access.		Before or after sidewalk service begins at 10-1 pm from T-Sat.

		3/10/2021" "1":"20" "PM		EMAIL		There are no paper towels in the restroom.		MAIN				Women's restroom in basement - near processing & IT		Annette Bourget								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes, 3/10/21																														None		none

		3/10/2021" "1":"53" "PM		1095663		Several problems - clogged toilet and other cleaning - 2 separate stalls. Also need paper towels. Only can use middle stall.		MAIN				basement women's staff bathroom		Cindy Leiker								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/10/2021" "1":"54" "PM		1095662		Clogged toilet		MAIN				basement women's staff bathroom		Cindy Leiker								Plumbing						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		3/10/2021" "3":"24" "PM		1095965		We had serious water leaking in our meeting room. All the insulation materials and ceiling tiles are soaking wet with water that need to be removed ASAP to avoid molding that cause health hazard to staff. PWA workers have cleaned up some mess, but said they would not remove those wet ceiling tiles and insulation materials.		ASN				Meeting Room		Cong Hoang or Russell Tran						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oarDAzfp32JYXlgUhrV5E1jqON8iRTo0		Mold / Moisture		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																				As soon as possible.

		3/11/2021" "9":"40" "AM		1095840		Ceiling leaking onto desk and keyboard.		MAIN				Cataloging Department		Claudia De Anda								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		3/11/2021" "10":"39" "AM		1095969		We've moved out some furniture - please clean up the floors now as it's very dusty. Thanks!!		MAIN				Ref Desk area		Mana Tominaga 								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/11/2021" "11":"42" "AM		1095975		Please move this shelf down to the meeting room, next to the filing cabinet. We will need to set up a staff workstation with this shelf before opening for our computer pilot on Tues March 23. Please move before Thurs March 18 (the sooner the better). There's also a ticket in to move the pew in the meeting room to the stage, maybe these could be done together.		GG				upstairs near front entrance/circ desk		Erin Sanders						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IY3BBOCEUHVNzpdgqhVasllJOLCt67oo		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		stairs		Please move as soon as possible. Staff will need this shelf by March 18.

		3/11/2021" "1":"10" "PM		1095930		There are a large number of ants crawling around the Children's Room entrance near the floor, inside and outside.		MAIN				Children's Room entrance		Jesse Nachem								Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/11/2021" "3":"04" "PM		1096140		More poop found behind the building, in the corner passed the elevators where the wooden fence meets building.		TEM				Back of building, passed the elevator to corner where wooden fence meets building.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UojknHlCvhypmhrjhvLHkmQAk6jkpVgO		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		Before service begins at 10 am T-Sat.

		3/11/2021" "3":"04" "PM		1095984		There is a leak apparently - there is a bucket zip tied...? I haven't seen it. 		MAIN				Storage Level A		Mana Tominaga								Plumbing						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/12/2021" "10":"38" "AM		1096143		Garbage- Massive amounts of damaged books left by bookdrop		WEST				In front of building by bookdrop.		Julia Flynn								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/12/2021" "11":"12" "AM		1096221		A pile of broken glass was found outside the library on 14th street side (closest cross street is Oak). Glass is in front of a bush, close to the stairs and near the bus stop.		MAIN				Outside, 14th street (cross street is Oak St), near bus stop and bushes		Jesse Nachem								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/12/2021" "11":"16" "AM		1096223		We often smell gas, on a near daily basis, for the past week. Seems to happen shortly after we turn on the heat, even if it was on recently. (This used to happen after long weekends.) Different parts of the building. Can we have someone assess the HVAC to make sure we don't have an ongoing gas leak? 		GG				upstairs near circ desk, downstairs near water fountain & staff hallway		Erin Sanders								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		3/12/2021" "11":"25" "AM		1096224		We would like the health of the strawberry tree evaluated by an arborist. We hope to keep it. A library staff member noted that it is diseased and may need treatment. 		TEM				Back yard		Ally Hack						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HDuEYWJGeRljSkdvR2qHZmRnyX1YBXYY		Landscaping / Trees		No				Unfunded		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				Best time is outside of sidewalk service hours. Currently, best times are Mondays, or Tues-Sat before 9:30 am or after 1:30 PM.

		3/12/2021" "12":"11" "PM		1096225		We have the thermostat set at 68 degrees, but the heat increases beyond that anyway. It got to 81 degrees inside today before we turned it off. We are unsure if Senior Center staff adjusted the temperature on their end while they were here and if that has something to do with it, but they are not working at the center for the next few days. 		BRO				inside		Brian Guenther / Thevaki Govinthasamay								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		3/12/2021" "2":"28" "PM		EMAIL		No toilet paper or seat covers in far stall.		MAIN				Women's restroom, basement - near processing and IT		Annette Bourget								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/12/2021" "2":"45" "PM		1096227		For the past week and a half we have had issues with the entrance sliding doors. It takes about 5-10 minutes after closing the doors to tinker with the door control so that it can lock. While in off position the doors closed, however when someone walks up to it or sticks their hand in the middle of the doors, they would open. After moving the knob between off and 2 way or other combinations, it eventually does lock. But this seems like a security issue if it does not lock correctly.		81ST				Entrance sliding door needs to be seen		Brenda Membreno								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				Staff are present on site M-Sat 9am-4pm. 

		3/12/2021" "3":"01" "PM		1096233		We didn't get custodial since the end of our work day yesterday. It's now end of work day today. 		WEST				Library		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		3/12/2021" "4":"26" "PM		EMAIL		No paper towels in restroom.		MAIN				Public restroom #2 near public stairway.		Annette Bourget								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/13/2021" "9":"25" "AM		EMAIL		Trash wasn't picked up (and I think cleaning did not occur) on Saturday, 3/13.		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes 3/15/21																														None

		3/13/2021" "10":"26" "AM		1096713		solid human waste outside next to library entrance. 		MLK				Outside in a corner next to the bike rack		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		3/13/2021" "10":"26" "AM		1096721		There is a smooshed rat on the sidewalk in front of our parking lot gate. Please discard.		GG				driveway apron, sidewalk near parking lot entrance on 56th		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/13/2021" "11":"48" "AM		1096717		We have a new soap dispenser (pictured) in our staff bathroom and the old soap cartridges do not fit.  We need soap!		MLK				staff bathroom		Alison or Celia						https://drive.google.com/open?id=13XthqCMReNL6zKcU5AxEWTPFRdyJ6cFw		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/13/2021" "12":"19" "PM		1096664		Overflow drain (in floor) in men's room is overflowing w/ human waste and a foul odor. Bubbling noise can also be heard when flushing toilets in BOTH restrooms. THIS IS A RECURRING ISSUE!		81ST				Main level: public men's & women's restrooms		natasha 								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																		no.		NO. 

		3/13/2021" "2":"37" "PM		DUPLICATE		The steam pipe in the storage area has begin leaking again. It had stopped yesterday but today it is back. This is in the corner of Children's Storage, on the Oak Street side.		MAIN				Children's Room storage area		Jesse Nachem								Plumbing		Do Not Know				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Greg Johnson																														None

		3/13/2021" "4":"14" "PM		1096848		The floor need cleaning 		CHA				Second floor		Isela Anaya						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UskNMgDjZFRrj9DCtYJ4tIscZecFsZEs		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/15/2021" "9":"08" "AM		1096849		I was hoping that the start of daylight savings would address this, but the clock is still 10 minutes too fast. We just need to reboot the thing but I need access to this room as my AA key doesn't open it. 		MAIN				Lobby clock central control - it's in the room near the elevator entrance in the lower level		Mana Tominaga or Steve Lavoie or Kirsten Baldock								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		3/15/2021" "1":"47" "PM		1096852		Please set wall clock to Daylight Saving time.		MAIN				Acquisitions, near juvenile circulating collection		Annette Bourget								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/15/2021" "3":"19" "PM		1097029		the window handle screw fell out and now its not attaching to the hinge		MLK				MLK branch main room		Anna Wu								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		n/a		n/a

		3/15/2021" "3":"22" "PM		DUPLICATE		human feces in front of the library in between the green gate and bike rack		MLK				in front of library in between the green gate and bike rack		Anna Wu								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1096713		Refer		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week		n/a		n/a

		3/16/2021" "10":"06" "AM		EMAIL		we missed Saturday service again (3/13)... this is now a consistent miss.		MEL				whole library		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		NO RESPONSE

		3/16/2021" "10":"32" "AM		1097149		Due to COVID, we have to keep windows in the lab open all day 10am-3pm. There are no screens in the windows and a lot of dust and debris falls into the lab. Please install screens as soon as possible. This is also an issue in the lower level staff breakroom.		GG				lower level - computer lab		erin sanders								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				Computer lab will open to the public on March 23 2021

		3/17/2021" "9":"22" "AM		EMAIL		We have not received custodial service for the the days Monday (3/15), Tuesday (3/16) and Wednesday (3/17). On Tuesday a concerned patron dragged our overflowing dumpster out for trash pick up day  just so we could get our waste removed. 		WEST				Missed custodial service Monday-Wednesday (3/15-3/17)		Mikal Hemingway 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No 		No 

		3/17/2021" "9":"30" "AM		EMAIL		There was a large mound of donation books next and around the book drop. I was told by my supervisor that there was already a service request in for this incident but it has not been address. We had a patron complaint about it on Tuesday because of the lack of access to the book drop. 		WEST				The front of the West Oakland Library 		Mikal Hemingway 								Illegal Dumping		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Contacted Brian Jones (acting) 3/22																														One to two complaints in the past week		No 		No 

		3/17/2021" "9":"45" "AM		1097468		One of the sconce lights that hangs from the ceiling way WAY up high above the adult fiction section is out. David, from public works, was at Rockridge at the end of January 2021 changing lightbulbs and he said that that light is not reachable with a ladder. You must get a lift in to change that lightbulb. He encouraged me to put in another service request for this.		ROC				One of the sconce lights above the adult fiction section of the library is out & needs to be replaced. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers				1085078		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No special circumstances/challenges		No time preferences/limitations

		3/17/2021" "9":"54" "AM		1097480		Several windows need repair. There's a broken hinge on the last window in the bank on the right side of the building. There are 8 screens with gaps on the right side of the building. And there are two broken and missing screens on windows on the left side of the building. 		DIM				first floor will need an 8-10' ladder to access		Sarah Hodgson								Other (Specify on next page)		No				WO CREATE		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		in a high ceiling area

		3/17/2021" "10":"14" "AM		1097489		We will have a lot of new PT staff starting 3/18 and 4/3 who won't have their own keys. Please provide 2 copies of the Golden Gate key which opens interior doors (breakroom door and door to staff hallway downstairs). Thanks.		GG				n/a		erin sanders								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/17/2021" "3":"27" "PM		1097484		Defibrillator low battery indicator is sounding.  Battery needs replacing.		MON				Far back room (area) of library; left of workroom door, next to fire extinguisher.		Geremie Celli  or  Vicky Chen								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Inside box (cabinet); unlocked.		No preference

		3/17/2021" "5":"51" "PM		1097700		We are adding staff, hours, as well as opening to the public next week. Please provide 2 extra black trash cans (the small ones) and extra jumbo rolls of toilet paper. Please add the meeting room, downstairs computer lab and downstairs public restroom to daily disinfecting & cleaning routines. Thanks.		GG				n/a		erin sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				Computer lab opens to the public Tuesday March 23

		3/18/2021" "8":"54" "AM		1097659		Piles of book left at front door(trash) and along ramp someone seems to have set up a camp along with feces. This makes access to front door by patron with mobility issues impossible.  		MAIN				Front area of library including ramp.		Alma 								Homeless Concern or Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		none; all outside of building		soon, please. 

		3/18/2021" "12":"17" "PM		EMAIL		The temperature inside the library is rising up above where the thermostat is set. This service request was closed on 3/15, but the issue remains. Tom Hernandez (510-615-5502) is the primary contacted listed on the note left. 		BRO				interior		Brian Guenther / Thevaki Govinthasamy								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		1096225		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Tom Hernandez 3/23/21

		3/18/2021" "1":"31" "PM		1097735		solid human waste behind the bush- on newspapers. 		MLK				Outside on International Blvd side, behind a bush, next to the fence, near walk way- divider with OUSD property. 		Celia Davis						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-smG-VTpddnjChN4URoeNalP3eyx8Z6d		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		3/18/2021" "2":"04" "PM		1097787		The garbage container is completely full. Please confirm: we should be receiving Tuesday and Thursday pickups from Waste Management		MLK				large garbage container in back of parking lot		Celia Davis								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Contacted Recycling Hotline																														None		standard gate		no

		3/19/2021" "11":"05" "AM		1097967		The heat isn't working. It won't restart even when reset button on furnace control panel is pressed. Pilot fail. 		TEM				Furnace 		Ally Hack								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		3/19/2021" "5":"16" "PM		REFER		Need an alarm code issued to Angel Yanez for the Elmhurst Library		ELM				burglar alarm panel		Angel Yanez								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0081672																														None

		3/20/2021" "8":"45" "AM		1098599		The emergency exit at the back of the library will become the library's exit when the public starts to come into the library in April. This whole back area looks messy. Garbage needs to be picked up, it needs to be weeded. The recent mowing was a quick one.		MLK				outside- every where inside the parking lot gate		Celia Davis								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		nothing beyond normal 3202 lock on gate		no

		3/20/2021" "10":"19" "AM		EMAIL		Custodial service was not provided. 		MEL				We did not receive custodial service this morning  (3/20/2021)		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		No. 		No. 

		3/20/2021" "4":"06" "PM		REFER		need an alarm code for Brookfield issues to Theresa Dowell		BRO				burglar alarm		Theresa Dowell								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0081673																														None

		3/22/2021" "9":"11" "AM		EMAIL		We did not receive any service for Monday.		DIM				building		Sarah Hodgson								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Contacted Brian Jones (acting) 3/22

		3/22/2021" "9":"17" "AM		1098545		Fan cover missing. This restroom opens to the public tomorrow, March 23. Please install a cover. Thanks.		GG				public restroom (lower level)		erin sanders						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wBvAZoREClT-T47eauc1Gixr0irgScjE		Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		1086546		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week				please install asap

		3/22/2021" "11":"38" "AM		1098467		smeared human feces (poop) in between the green gate and bike rack.		MLK				MLK Jr Branch front gate		Anna Wu								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		n/a		ASAP

		3/22/2021" "3":"30" "PM		1098624		There is human waste outside a staff room window on the west side of the building, near the security fence.		MLK				On the public side of the security fence, outside the staff work room window on the west side of the building, there is human waste. There is also some nearby in the grass.		Carlon Yoder						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JpGAyl9CDCSRI9F8BYYMn1o5qTrq3zBK		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				no

		3/23/2021" "9":"31" "AM		1098812		New human poop this morning outside the front door on the sidewalk next to the bike racks.		MLK				New poop this morning outside the front door on the sidewalk next to the bike racks.		Carlon Yoder or Anna Wu								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		no		ASAP

		3/23/2021" "10":"57" "AM		EMAIL		The single-user bathroom outside the Children's Room door (yellow triangle) was out of hand soap first thing this morning. It does appear that the rest of the bathroom and the one next door received custodial service. We just need soap, thanks!		MAIN				Main basement level outside Children's Room at the bottom of the Oak St side internal stairs		Remy Timbrook								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/23/2021" "1":"03" "PM		1099314		This service request was originally issued in March of 2016 and still has not been repaired. The hardware on the window needs to be repaired.  There is a 1-2" Gap and the window cannot be opened or closed. This is an urgent issue, especially as we are preparing to reopen indoor ventilation during COVID is essential.		WEST				First Floor- Children's Side		Julia FLynn						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qbPJy4_hFokt0hUb_bmH70xYqEpUY62Z		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		644738  From 3/31/2016 Ticket closed but never repaired		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Don Gibeau 12/10/2021																														None		LIbrary staff is available between hours of 9-3pm, Monday-Saturday.		Prefer early morning between 9 & 10 AM

		3/23/2021" "3":"07" "PM		1098958		clogged toilet - first stall "out of order" sign on stall door		MAIN				Basement level women's staff bathroom		Catherine Jennings								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/23/2021" "4":"39" "PM		EMAIL		Please move the book shelf from ticket 1095975 (currently in front of the circ desk upstairs) to the downstairs meeting room. We have a wire cart behind some tables where we would like the shelf. Please also move the large yellow shelf next to the water fountain (lower level) upstairs to the children's room. If you could leave it in front of the new book shelf in the middle of the room that would be great. This is to set up the children's room for browsing on April 19; please move before April 5. Thanks.		GG				n/a		erin sanders								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1095975		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		stairs with landings		before April 5

		3/23/2021" "4":"41" "PM		1098984		There is a yellow piece of cardboard on the ground just left of the front stairs. There is excrement underneath. Please dispose.		GG				outside near front door		erin sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/24/2021" "9":"37" "AM		1099330		We need all of our furniture from the downstairs part of the library moved upstairs to our meeting rooms before we re-open to the public. I hear that the tentative date for re-opening is April 19th. We would like to schedule public works to move our furniture upstairs to the meeting rooms. 		ROC				We need all of the furniture downstairs in the library moved upstairs to our meeting room before we open to the public. I hear the tentative date for re-opening is April 19th. We would like to schedule public works to come out & move our chairs, tables, etc. up to the meeting rooms. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		It would be great is this work could be done when our staff is actually at the branch, so we could show public works where we need the furniture moved. We have staff at the branch every Monday through Saturday between 9am and 4pm. 		See above. 

		3/24/2021" "9":"43" "AM		1099152		New poop by the bike racks at front entrance		MLK				New poop! 3/24, same spot, next to the bike racks by the front entrance		Carlon Yoder								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		no		ASAP

		3/24/2021" "10":"21" "AM		1102597		We would like the locks to our public restrooms downstairs changed so they show "Vacant" or "Occupied". 		ROC				We would like the locks to our public restrooms downstairs changed so they show "Vacant" or "Occupied". 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No special circumstances. 		It would be great if the person working on the locks did the work when staff was present. Sandra Toscano & Lisa Harter are at the branch Mon-Wed 9-4. Liz Soskin is at the branch Thurs-Sat 9-4.

		3/24/2021" "11":"00" "AM		1099333		Outside near our patron parking lot is where our 4 book drops live. The 2 book drops on the right are having trouble locking. Specifically, the pin in the locking mechanism is not lining up properly. This makes it tough to close & lock the book drop doors.		ROC				Outside near our patron parking lot is where our 4 book drops live. The 2 book drops on the right are having trouble locking. Specifically, the pin in the locking mechanism is not lining up properly. This makes it tough to close & lock the book drop doors.		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HS2WF66BKEVh3PLqHob7XQCKcT_3UXjd, https://drive.google.com/open?id=12u8_ijn_pffYJDkKbzvmKZhdS1HO2Vgm, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jckYgf53F_9gJfQ5Hp8Ut3PnY4N4c2P4		Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No special circumstances/challenges		It would be great if Public Works could come out when Rockridge staff is present. Sandra Toscano & Lisa Harter are at the branch Mon-Wed 9-4 and Liz Soskin is at the branch Thurs-Sat 9-4.

		3/24/2021" "12":"01" "PM		1099621		There are may stain - especial where items have been moved.  the staff break room, the staff work area behind the desk has not been polished. there are stain under the matts by the elevators and by the windows where the commuters used to be.  I you walk around you can see may spots in the lyonium .		CHA				2nd floor  there are may stain on the floor from the break room, staff area and the patron area		Isela Anaya						https://drive.google.com/open?id=170-Pi44hnHS3-zjg0uIMwDXlcs7nzLac, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1U5V4FwXPHF1whmTrb7Ol2PPY6-NZBrdd, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AnOfCWJmP8r7YUGM3Wd6JGQyqRku8txl, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qNq6zEwJxgaOsEeaNbjBKGEpFwB4k4_W, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vQaPcGoL1IRRcPX2xIImqA457K_YvmBA		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1096848		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/25/2021" "11":"10" "AM		1099622		There is a blue Subaru Impreza abandoned vehicle #4LVT197 in the ADA parking spot on the 48th Ave side of the library.  It has been there 2+ weeks and we have received multiple complaints from patrons who need to use the spot.		MEL				48th Ave side of library, ADA accessible parking spot		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EAXYo3OAOT7RVEkJhxNyK2enmoV2uv7k		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		3/25/2021" "11":"14" "AM		DUPLICATE		The street sweeping parking restriction signs have been cut down on the Fremont Way side of the library on the side touching the library.  This ticket was submitted months ago but somehow has not been rectified.  It is becoming a problem during food distribution....		MEL				Fremont Way signs for street sweeping		Kate Hug								Sign		Yes		1059225, 1059226		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		3/25/2021" "11":"18" "AM		1099629		There is a locked door that we do not have a key to - it leads to the area under the front of the library under the planters. There is a leak with a bucket there that needs to be checked regularly. I either need a key (I do not know which one) or to have it permanently unlocked.		MEL				storage area in back of main storage room		Kate Hug								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		3/25/2021" "3":"13" "PM		1099583		Front entrance: the automatic doors will close but won't lock. 		81ST				Main level: front entrance: automated sliding glass doors  		Anthony/Natasha								Key / Lock Management		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																		no.		no.

		3/25/2021" "5":"56" "PM		REFER		please program existing alarm code for Brianna Collins to also work at the Brookfield Library		BRO				alarm		Brianna Collins								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0082083																														None

		3/26/2021" "5":"04" "PM		1100342		The screens and window sills need to be cleaned before opening to the public for maximum air circulation during COVID.		WEST				First Floor- all screens in the room		Julia Flynn								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				Prefer mornings before opening- between 9 and 10 AM

		3/27/2021" "10":"11" "AM		1100345		There are bags of trash by the cardboard trashcan as well as discarded books by the bookdrop. This happens on an almost daily basis (as well as the side porch) so should be checked daily. 		WEST				Front of library		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1s0seKfbRzJ658Mk_RRefkiWnFKoDKZpF, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Mt3_PqTF83hq-FTJzv77iMoVyPU8FZ-V		Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/27/2021" "10":"12" "AM		DUPLICATE		There are bags of trash by the cardboard trashcan as well as discarded books by the bookdrop. This happens on an almost daily basis (as well as the side porch) so should be checked daily. 		WEST				Front of library		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=12x_mHmvQbH3-jZzbbsmKjtPmwdWXBat2, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gN4pP_kSUOo1vYPdlmfSNrLjnGR0pwQO		Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/27/2021" "12":"27" "PM		1100351		Please remove the old equipment for our gates. We need to place a catalog station against this wall. This is directly inside our doors to the library on the left side. 		WEST				Right beside adult DVDs		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Jp9ekqvfOshxqzNQHzkyK_iKFfSj5FaQ		Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/27/2021" "1":"15" "PM		1100315		We need the door to the upstairs office put back on. All parts are present (door and hinges); it just needs to be installed. The door is a large, solid wood door (i.e. heavy) and currently located in the basement lobby area near the furnace room.		TEM				Door is located in basement lobby area, leaning against corner wall near furnace room and meeting room. Doorway is located at upstairs office.		Ally Hack								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/28/2021" "1":"11" "PM		1100310		Not 100% sure if feces, but a sizeable black mound is on ADA ramp on 14th Street side of building.  Appears to be human feces.		MAIN				Main Library, ADA ramp on 14th Street		Shannon McQueen								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		3/29/2021" "9":"41" "AM		1100311		Lakeview Library staff request replacement of defibrillator battery. Staff report that the defibrillator is beeping and saying it has a low battery. The defibrillator is located in the staff office behind the door.		LAKE				Staff Office		Xochitl (via email)								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/29/2021" "10":"33" "AM		1100485		Lights are out near the freight elevator on Level A in the stacks		MAIN				Stacks: There are now two lights out, plus one tube missing, on the main aisle on Level A, to the left when exiting the freight elevator.		Mana Tominaga								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		3/29/2021" "1":"01" "PM		1100841		Carpet needs deep cleaning before reopening. There are several areas that are very dirty. Main area that needs deep cleaning is the carpet area behind service desk where staff help patrons. It is very dirty (very dark due to how dirty it is) and our feet feel like it's sinking into the carpets. 		81ST				Behind Service Desk		Brenda Membreno								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/29/2021" "1":"13" "PM		1100487		Please clean/polish the floors around the Reference Desk - we're done moving furniture around. Thank you!!		MAIN				Reference Desk area 		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/29/2021" "1":"14" "PM		1100488		Please polish and clean up the wax residue spot on the floor. We're done moving furniture around for now. Thank you!		MAIN				Lobby - right across from the staff restroom, near the large cubby that houses the defunct lift		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/31/2021" "9":"15" "AM		1100972		Electronic lock at staff entrance malfunctioning; code entered correctly, green light showing, but lock not disengaging 		MAIN				staff entrance, 13th street side of building		Christy Thomas								Key / Lock Management		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/31/2021" "10":"32" "AM		1101116		Hazardous waste pickup required.  Items located in the downstairs lobby.		TEM				Downstairs lobby		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1b1RllatUp1w7-t74L4T5fsHzPV9Lw3hO		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		Before or after sidewalk service from 10-1 on Tues-Sat.

		3/31/2021" "11":"20" "AM		EMAIL		Temperature machine needs to be hooked up in order for it to be operational.		ELM				Near the entrance		Ana-Elba Pavon								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		We would like it to be hooked up prior to opening.

		3/31/2021" "11":"51" "AM		1101092		Water leaking from the water connector in front of the library building		BRO				In front of the Brookfield Library Building		Thevaki/Brian								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Leaking started today

		4/1/2021" "9":"28" "AM		1101411		Our lawn was cut some weeks back but the weeds surrounding the building are now 3ft+ tall.  We are opening fully soon and it would be good to have some routine maintenance done.		MEL				library grounds		Kate Hug								Landscaping / Trees		No				Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Not assigned to Central Parks Services

		4/1/2021" "11":"08" "AM		EMAIL		UPDATE: Our book drop at the far right is not usable at this time. We have put out-of-order signs on it so the public won't use it. Specifically, the pin in the locking mechanism is not hitting the hole on the bottom & is off by about a half an inch. Please see pictures from previous service request submitted on 03/24/21. We can barely close that book drop door & are definitely not able to lock it. 		ROC				Outside near our patron parking lot is where our book drops live. The book drop at the far right is completely out of order. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1099333		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No special circumstances/challenges		No real time preferences/limitations, however it would be good for public works to check in with Sandra Toscano, Lisa Harter, or Liz Soskin about this when they arrive to get the details of our book drop situation. Sandra & Lisa are at Rockridge Mon - Wed, 9am-4pm. Liz is at Rockridge Thurs - Sat, 9am-4pm. 

		4/1/2021" "11":"38" "AM		1101415		Our porch in front, side & back is left with trash daily. Could a custodian clean it at least every other day? Human feces on side back porch. Also outside trash can in back is overflowing. 		WEST				West - porch area to front, side & back 		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XZOkL9FvS4ojp7R5oLvTbaigZdclK-wn, https://drive.google.com/open?id=14fWdM3WsymHGpqeHv3ZHl7QnvIuSi6eM, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rK0JWQ-h7M41asWyF6bpKgcVVs8WIGOG, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uXxWQkAdteM7U4bUtPVPEcCXxOjV1Lz3, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1C_HFGS0zt5CycLtjWNtkn2D_IpErJjE0		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		4/1/2021" "11":"50" "AM		1101420		lightbulb is burned out in hallway between computer lab and public restroom		GG				downstairs public hallway		erin sanders								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week				please replace ASAP - the public is now using this hallway

		4/1/2021" "12":"01" "PM		1101419		Window lock is stuck - we can't open it. Please fix so that we have better air circulation for COVID. This is a room that the public uses on a daily basis. It's the window facing the parking lot (east wall).		GG				downstairs - computer lab		erin sanders								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		4/1/2021" "3":"28" "PM		1101689		Five copies of the F10L key is needed for the lock to the inner tool room downstairs.		TEM				Lock to inner tool room located downstairs.		Karen Ko								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		Before or after service hours on T-Sat from 10-1:00 pm.

		4/1/2021" "4":"41" "PM		1101720		The ethernet cable on computer #6 port 11-1 is stuck into the port we are unable to take it out not sure if this has broken the port.		CHA				Second floor - adult computer station computer # 6 port 11-1		Isela Anaya						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qA1OXnv1N4eeo1JSgWQ2rvPvWwdWv__L		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		4/1/2021" "5":"49" "PM		PENDING		Roof repair is needed before previous tickets for wall repair could be addressed due to water damage and leaks.		TEM				Temescal's roof		Karen Ko								Structural / Construction Issue		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Dealing with a historical structure (roof) and use of heavy equipment might be needed.		After staff hours on T-Sat from 9:30-1:30 pm.

		4/2/2021" "9":"28" "AM		1101548		Missed custodial service, 4/1/2021		81ST				interior		Anthony (via email)								Cleaning / Custodial		No		Closed		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		4/2/2021" "9":"29" "AM		1101550		Missed custodial service, 4/2/2021, trash bins are overflowing and bathrooms need cleaning as soon as possible 		81ST				interior		Anthony (via email)								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		4/2/2021" "10":"44" "AM		EMAIL		We have a new soap dispenser (picture sent previously) in our staff bathroom and the old soap cartridges do not fit. We need soap!		MLK				staff bathroom		Alison or Celia								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1096717		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				We need the soap before we run out.

		4/2/2021" "11":"04" "AM		1101723		Fluorescent tube might be burned out in electrical room.  Replacement needed asap.  		TEM				Electrical room within the furnace room downstairs		Karen Ko								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Key needed to access electrical room.		Before or after sidewalk service on T-Sat from 10-1 p.m.

		4/2/2021" "12":"36" "PM		1101730		The Hand Soap dispenser which is to the right of the sink in the Men's Public Restroom is broken. The panel/button to dispense the soap has become loose. Please fix or replace. Thanks		CHA				2nd floor Men's Public Bathroom 		Pete Villasenor								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		Staff at Chavez Branch Mondays - Saturdays from 9 am - 4 pm.

		4/3/2021" "11":"05" "AM		1102223		I do not know how this happened.  2 illegally dumped chairs have been moved to the back yard from the gutter alongside the library.  I have no idea how they got back here but now we have illegally dumped items by the trash cans.  I do not know if our custodian did this or what.  This is the entrance to the computer lab and must be taken care of asap		MEL				outside by the trash cans		Kate Hug								Illegal Dumping						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		4/3/2021" "11":"06" "AM		EMAIL		We regularly do not receive Saturday service		MEL				whole library		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		4/3/2021" "11":"42" "AM		EMAIL		The thermostat is still going higher than what is programmed on the screen. The heat was on today, set at 68 degrees, and it got to be 72 before we turned it off. It is cooler outside, so it wouldn't have been effected by the outside temperature. They have been having the same problem at the Senior Center side. 		BRO				interior		Brian Guenther, Thevaki Govinthasamy, Alfred Luk								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		1096225		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		4/3/2021" "2":"55" "PM		1102227		Please provide a deep clean and thorough dusting of this space. In 2 weeks we will have a staff person stationed here as Navigator. Thanks.		GG				landing inside of front entrance near bulletin boards		erin sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				before April 19

		4/5/2021" "10":"42" "AM		1102228		There is an excess of trash around the outside of the library		WEST				Outside of library		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		4/5/2021" "11":"01" "AM		1102232		Several Florence light out throughout the library. Several regular light out too.		CHA				2nd floor: through·out the whole second floor from the children's area to the adult area. Florescent and regular light bulbs are out.		Isela Anaya						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QTjZ4WWxBr019npyecCeSyFSBlVN6Vyf, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eSn_iPvp7uGyQ7fILdXM-eqq-pLF0Iqa, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fgmSo31aVL9aSDp9VKD_nUKS4Y-_TnvP		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				ASAP : library will open to the public. Soon and we have more that 6 lights out.

		4/5/2021" "11":"07" "AM		COMBINED		This area has a few light bulbs out. When all lights are working this area is still very dark.   Can there light bulbs be replaced with higher voltage bulbs to help brighten this area and make viability better.		CHA				2nd floor: new book area, by the adult reference area		Isela Anaya 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1krrmEPENB4ggL2reIZ8Iyvqkk7VTfku0		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No		1102232		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				Library opening soon would light lighting fixed before April 19th 

		4/5/2021" "2":"55" "PM		1102595		The toilet in the staff bathroom seems to be leaking from around the base--we discovered the water in the late morning today (Mon 4/5/21). This has been an issue in the past, and we were told that the public bathroom was fixed and therefore the staff bathroom was fixed, but they're both currently getting more use than they've had in a year. We were previously connected to Diane Tannenwald to help us troubleshoot this ongoing plumbing situation. I'm marking it as emergency priority rather than high because it's a minor leak right now, but in the past, it's led to much more serious sewage leakage issues.		GG				Staff bathroom, bottom floor.		Mika Permutt / Erin Sanders								Plumbing		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		4/6/2021" "11":"31" "AM		EMAIL		UPDATE: Yesterday we noticed that the out-of-order signs that were on our outdoor book drops had been removed. Neither Pod A nor Pod B removed the signs. Maybe Public works was out to work on the book drop locks & removed the signs? If so, they did not work on them when Rockridge staff was present. In any case, the 2 book drops on the far right are still not locking & they are unusable. We put the out-of-order signs back up.		ROC				Two of our outdoor book drops (the 2 on the far right) are still having trouble locking. The book drops are located on the patron parking lot side of the library. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FaWNPXf9E5lZltf3gLj8ndjJKX5BGoT0, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IPMIVyYtbyL4XT81V6XhziT-j1aw582V		Other (Specify on next page)				1099333		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Don Gibeau 4/7/21																														None		No special circumstances/challenges.		It would be good for public works to come out when Rockridge staff is present, so we can give more details about the book drops if needed. Sandra Toscano & Lisa Harter are on location at Rockridge Mon - Wed, 9-4. Liz Soskin is at Rockridge Thurs - Sat, 9-4.

		4/6/2021" "11":"37" "AM		EMAIL		We need our heavy furniture from the ground floor moved 1 floor up to our meeting rooms before we re-open to the public on April 19th. We would like to schedule public works to move our furniture upstairs to the meeting rooms. 		ROC				We need help moving heavy furniture from the ground floor upstairs (1 floor up) to the meeting room in preparation for our April 19th opening date. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, & Liz Soskin								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1099330		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Mark Hayes 4/7/21																														None		No special circumstances/challenges		It would be good for Rockridge staff to be present when Public Works comes to move the furniture. Sandra Toscano & Lisa Harter work on site at Rockridge Mon-Wed, 9-4. Liz Soskin works at Rockridge Thurs-Sat, 9-4. 

		4/6/2021" "4":"27" "PM		1102690		The clocks in the staff lounge and the Oakland History Center have stopped. Can you open a ticket?		MAIN				OHC & Staff Lounge		Dorothy (via email)								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		4/6/2021" "5":"05" "PM		CANCEL		Please do not provide custodial services for evening 4/6/21-evening of 4/7/21		ROC				Rockridge Branch Library		Sandra Toscano								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Canceled by requestor (Ryan Lindsay)																														None				Please continue with regular custodial services starting Thursday, 4/8/21, AM

		4/6/2021" "5":"15" "PM		EMAIL		Hi. Our neighborhood garbage pickup day is Thursday (early Thurs am, before staff arrives). Usually the custodian will take out our 2 bins to the curb, but we missed it last week and our bins are pretty full. Just a reminder to take out the bins every Thurs morning. Thanks.		GG				outside - garbage cans		erin sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes 4/7/21																														One to two complaints in the past week

		4/6/2021" "7":"06" "PM		1102831		Unable to get second bay window to open on the left  side of the children's area.  Window seem to be sealed shut.		TEM				Second bay window on the left side of the children's area.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_N2sG9E_OF0mahshkgNgyN_HbSvZONhQ		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before or after sidewalk service hours of 10-1 on Tues-Sat.

		4/6/2021" "7":"19" "PM		1102831		A gap in the upper right bay window of the children's area is visible where glass pane isn't lined up with the window trim.		TEM				Upper bay window on the right in the chidren's area.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ja-bpSvkUnN-WyFCdRokBzFnT4YXD5WJ		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		none		After service hours of 10-1 on T-Sat.

		4/6/2021" "7":"34" "PM		1102833		Three recess lights need bulb replacements.  Two in the children's side and one in the adult side on main floor.		TEM				Recess lights on main floor.		Karen Ko								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Might be difficult to reach because of high ceilings.  Ladder might not work.		After 1:30 pm when staff leaves for the day.

		4/7/2021" "2":"25" "PM		1102978		There is a window in the community room that has been completely shattered, and needs to be replaced. 		81ST				Community Room		Brenda Membreno								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		4/8/2021" "10":"30" "AM		1103201		There is some human waste on the floor next to our green cage where the white PVC pipes are located. 		MLK				Outside the front gate in the corner near the white PVC Pipes, under the newspaper in the picture attached.		Khalilah Fortenberry						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vNGnX4RHm-BUB_TtRKRU0DnvQTRBkvwt		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		N/A is it outside of the gated area		If it can be washed before or after sidewalk service it may be easier, sidewalk hours are 10AM-3PM

		4/8/2021" "2":"33" "PM		1103429		The toilet and floors of the public restroom wasn't cleaned.		TEM				Public restroom downstairs.		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		Before staff gets in at 9:30 am.

		4/8/2021" "2":"48" "PM		COMBINED		Floors weren't swept or mopped.  Carpets by entrance and in the elevator weren't vacuumed.		TEM				Main floor of the library.		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No		1103429		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before staff comes in at 9:30 am.

		4/8/2021" "2":"56" "PM		COMBINED		High touch surfaces (tables, counter, door knobs, handles, light switches, etc) weren't wiped down.		TEM				Whole building		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No		1103429		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before staff comes in at 9:30 am.

		4/8/2021" "6":"17" "PM		DUPLICATE		We need paper towel dispensers installed in two public restrooms prior to the branch opening on 4/19. Dryers are removed. Original request was placed on 12/31/20.		DIM				first floor		Sarah Hodgson								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1077559		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		4/9/2021" "8":"55" "AM		EMAIL		We are in need of paper towels		DIM				1st floor		Michelly Gonzales - Caldwell								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		4/9/2021" "9":"35" "AM		NOTES		The bucket that we have been using to figure out where a leak was is full again.		MEL				downstairs in the back storage under the planters		Kate Hug								Mold / Moisture						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		4/9/2021" "9":"43" "AM		1103430		Public Restroom not cleaned, vacuuming and mopping needed. Surface cleaning also needed.		TEM				Whole building		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before staff comes in at 9:30 am.

		4/9/2021" "10":"43" "AM		1103436		Can we get more paper towels in the women's restroom please? This request was made in the red binder three weeks ago. Then last week I put a sticky on the custodial door. The dispenser still haven't been restocked. Soon we will open that bathroom to the public so all the more reason to restock. Are you all out of paper towels? 		WEST				public women's restroom		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		4/9/2021" "12":"24" "PM		1103526		The exhaust fan is not functioning despite being set to ON. I've tried turning it off and on several times over the course of the morning. 		81ST				main level		natasha								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		n/a		n/a

		4/9/2021" "4":"13" "PM		REFER		Please program the existing code for Kate Hug to also work at the Brookfield Library		BRO				Brookfield burglar alarm		Kate Hug								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0083260																														None

		4/9/2021" "4":"39" "PM		REFER		please program the existing alarm code for Brianna Collins to also work at the Melrose Branch Library		MEL				Melrose burglar alarm		Brianna Collins								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0083337 																														None

		4/9/2021" "4":"48" "PM		REFER		Please program the existing alarm code for Brian Guenther to work at the Melrose Library		MEL				Melrose Burglar alarm		Brian Guenther								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0083336																														None

		4/10/2021" "10":"29" "AM		1104090		there is a lot of urine on the front steps of the library.		MEL				front steps area		Angelica (Celia submitting)								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		best to clean before or after sidewalk service (before 9:50am or after 3:10pm.)

		4/10/2021" "11":"06" "AM		1104091		Public Restroom not cleaned, vacuuming and mopping needed. Surface cleaning also needed.  Tool Lending trash wasn't emptied.		TEM				Whole building.		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before incoming staff  arrival at 9:30 am.

		4/10/2021" "12":"53" "PM		1104090		We were left a note that said a custodian was on site (Saturday 4/10) for only 1 hour (5-6am).  They did not sweep or mop any of the floors in the staff kitchen, computer lab, main floor, or entryway (which is sticky) and the front steps (which smells of urine)		MEL				all floors in library		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=16eaX3sfMXMw73ZwH6JBScPivs8Ld-EZX, https://drive.google.com/open?id=10filIaHD_anU5oysrT98chyVRPGC4W1Z, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eSv7CMsQaTIuZOOQBBtZbjIkLuCm5RDz		Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		4/10/2021" "1":"50" "PM		1104092		Please move the shelf check machine to the Children Area. I mark the new location with blue tape.		MON				The shelf check machine locates at the front entrance. Please move it to the Children Area. I marked the location with blue tape. See pictures.		Vicky Chen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=153VRxlK0eaQaY9zeU7rWxLBHRF3QuXXs, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1umFWrbmcDdhFzFGrw0RXiycOuylc8BV-		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Need key to enter the front door.		We hope this move will be done before April 19 for the reopening of the lib.

		4/10/2021" "2":"39" "PM		1104130		We are propping almost every door currently and these would help us immensely rather than struggling to find an ever disappearing door stop. In the library we need 2 - one on each door to service area. In the lobby we need 2 to public restrooms as well as 2 for our front and back doors to enter the building. In the meeting room we need 4 for the doors that lead to the porch as well as 3 to the doors that lead to the lobby. That's a total of 13 please.  		WEST				Almost all doors of the West Oakland Library 		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Jq_uBmZ6eFo_EdRrLZpM1s72rB6ZBTQy		Other (Specify on next page)						left S.Jones v/m 9/13/21		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		4/10/2021" "2":"42" "PM		1104129		I'm still not sure who is supposed to be cleaning the porch. I am told there were people here cleaning it and most is gone but they left the box to the right in the photo. Also can the leaves please be swept? They blow in to the library adding to custodial concerns. 		WEST				Side porch area of West Oakland Library		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RCgDCxEP12ILhA7YLMB-JRULbQmHG5Pd		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		4/12/2021" "10":"00" "AM		1103977		Freight elevator is not working - buttons don't stay lit and nothing happens		MAIN				frieght elevator is not working		Mana Tominaga								Elevator Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		4/12/2021" "10":"14" "AM		1103974		New poop in the usual spot, smeared on the sidewalk near the entrance to the library next to the bike racks		MLK				In the front of the library near the entrance way, next to the bike racks		Carlon Yoder or Anna Wu								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		ASAP please and thank you!

		4/13/2021" "10":"30" "AM		EMAIL		We didn't get custodial service today. 4/13/21		DIM				The whole builing		Rebekah Eppley								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		M. Hayes stated that custodial would be late

		4/13/2021" "10":"43" "AM		1104325		At 10:30 am this morning (4/13/21) the front lobby public elevator stopped responding. When pushing the buttons there is no movement or sounds... this is whether pressing the upstairs or downstairs buttons. The elevator was working prior to 10:30am		ROC				Front Lobby Public Elevator		Sandra Toscano, Liz Soskin, Erica Siskind								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week				Please fix as soon as possible. We have a book drop bin and library materials in the elevator.

		4/13/2021" "11":"56" "AM		CANCEL		The book drop at the bottom of the ramp lock is broken and we cannot open it to empty the items		PIE				Outside bookdrop		Nikki Truong								Key / Lock Management		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Requestor confirmed that lock is working on 4/14/2021																														None				ASAP

		4/13/2021" "1":"03" "PM		1104399		81st Avenue Library staff request 2 additional waste baskets for interior use.		81ST				Interior		Brenda								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		4/13/2021" "3":"05" "PM		1104456		Live wire reported by circulation desk, possibly related to flooring project.		WEST				Circulation		Jenera Burton								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		4/13/2021" "3":"24" "PM		1104506		Public Restroom not cleaned, vacuuming and mopping needed. Surface cleaning also needed.		TEM				Whole building		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before staff gets here at 9:30 am.

		4/14/2021" "10":"12" "AM		1104646		feces (poop) in front of the staff parking lot where the lever of the gate open and close.		MLK				staff parking lot in front of the green gate where you lift the lever to to open		Anna Wu								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		none		none

		4/14/2021" "10":"37" "AM		EMAIL		The bookdrop that is second from the College Ave; the door is continuing to have issues closing properly. As before, the pin has trouble sliding into its bottom slot. 		ROC				Bookdrop 2nd from right/College Ave side		Sandra Toscano, Liz Soskin								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Tom Young on 4/14/21																														One to two complaints in the past week

		4/14/2021" "10":"53" "AM		INTERNAL		Can the Children's Room have two stanchions, for crowd control, once OPL reopens?		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		4/14/2021" "10":"55" "AM		EMAIL		I think the Children's Room was supposed to get at least two hand sanitizer stations before reopening. Would it be possible to get these soon? Thank you.		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		4/14/2021" "10":"58" "AM		INTERNAL		Can the Children's Room get one or two cases of paper towels? Thank you.		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		4/14/2021" "3":"29" "PM		1104823		Public Restroom not cleaned, vacuuming and mopping needed. Surface cleaning also needed.		TEM				Whole building		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before staff hours at 9:30 am.

		4/14/2021" "3":"38" "PM		1104825		Human dump found on wall of side building facing 52nd Street.  This is right below the 3rd window of the tool room behind a tree.  Wall needs disinfecting and cleaning. 		TEM				Side building on 52nd Street.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_PpXfFbYWzZtSdoz-zw2LELrMPXO9tjG		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		None		None

		4/14/2021" "5":"22" "PM		1105014		Two of the large windows facing San Pablo are locked. A ladder is needed to unlock them. We will need to open them now that the public will be inside April 19 and due to COVID, more air circulation is needed. Please unlock before Sat April 17.		GG				upstairs - adult reading room - west wall facing san pablo ave		erin sanders								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Ladder may be needed to reach lock		Before Sat April 17

		4/15/2021" "4":"56" "PM		1105186		We need 3 stand up hand sanitizer stands please. Also some 6 feet distance and stand here signs please. 		WEST				Library		Susy Moorhead / Mikal Hemingway								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		4/15/2021" "5":"23" "PM		1105304		Carpets need vacuuming and floors need mopping and sweeping.  High touch surfaces need wiping.  		TEM				Whole building		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before staff arrives at 9:30 am.

		4/15/2021" "5":"34" "PM		1105312		Bushes and shrubbery requires trimming over by the bookdrop in front of the building.  Overgrowth makes it difficult to empty bin.		TEM				Bushes by the front building next to book drop.		Karen Ko								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before staff empties bin in the morning around 9:30 am.

		4/15/2021" "5":"56" "PM		1105305		Interior & exterior windows need a thorough cleaning from years of grime and dust.  Removal of cobwebs is needed by the bay windows.		TEM				Windows of the Temescal Library.		Karen Ko								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Tall ladder or lift is needed for the high windows.		Off or after hours of service from 9-1:30 pm.

		4/16/2021" "8":"39" "AM		EMAIL		Public elevator is acting up again		ROC				Public Elevator		Liz Soskin, Sandra Toscano								Elevator Issue		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Spoke to Liz Soskin, emailed Greg Johnson 4/16/21

		4/16/2021" "9":"19" "AM		1105377		We did not get cleaned today		PIE				Whole building		Nikki 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				ASAP

		4/16/2021" "2":"39" "PM		1105484		The floor was not swept or mopped today		MEL				general interior		Brian Guenther / Kate Hug 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		NO RESPONSE

		4/16/2021" "4":"27" "PM		1105535		Floors need sweeping and cleaning. Some litter on the floor has been there for 3 or more days.		TEM				Whole building.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=194P58jM7VmwI0q-kB8CsFq_iNOVjfG9T, https://drive.google.com/open?id=13AUNxFACaYJrd-H9n1genAYFyCofLhXr, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1S5PWzcvrZQ0jbReJWBLKrIhP_Ua5uQZN		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before service hours at 9:30 am and hopefully regularly when we open to the public.

		4/16/2021" "4":"49" "PM		1105536		Installation of an electrical outlet is required in the upstairs staff room behind the computer desk.  Currently, power cords are plugged and taped down by using the outlet from the opposite side of wall in the  inner office.		TEM				Behind the computer desk in the upstairs staff room.		Karen Ko								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Mondays or anytime after public service at 1:00 pm.

		4/16/2021" "5":"29" "PM		1105984		We are opening to the public on Mon April 19. Please thoroughly dust all shelves, sills & ledges, and sweep and mop the upstairs reading rooms as soon as possible. 		GG				upstairs - both reading rooms		erin sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				preferably on or before april 19

		4/17/2021" "6":"21" "AM		1105983		Please do a deep cleaning of the library. We recently had new flooring put in and everything is dusty (especially shelves). 		WEST				Entire inside of library 		Susy Moorhead / Mikal Hemingway 								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		4/17/2021" "10":"24" "AM		1105980		The base of one of our hand sanitizer dispensers broke off, and it no longer stands straight when on top. Can it be fixed?		MEL				interior		Brian Guenther. Kate Hug, Martha Menjivar						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gKzD2ySG6ItkY1DNngDANQhEGx0y2qjw, https://drive.google.com/open?id=10Miif5ZgeOc0PPaejx-h-Ga6DNxj1yPp		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		4/17/2021" "12":"07" "PM		1105989		There's a loose screw in the door hardware for the right front door.		DIM				lobby		sarah hodgson								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		4/17/2021" "12":"08" "PM		1105991		We don't need the heat on since the weather is warming up. Thanks!		DIM				building		Sarah Hodgson								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		4/17/2021" "12":"53" "PM		1106158		Regrettably, human feces again on the ADA ramp.		MAIN				Outside ADA Ramp (14th St side)		Shannon McQueen								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		None		None

		4/17/2021" "3":"45" "PM		1106166		Front steps need to be power-washed; they look grimy and some steps are sticky. 		MEL				Front steps of branch		Brian Guenther, Kate Hug, Adolfo Gomez, Angelica Menjivar						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bvQFacW4P2lIG9m9P3sWRiFm57pa0s-V, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1E6oVTLBPiDv3DWRTyFVKDO9YaSepfnx9		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																				Please clean prior to opening

		4/17/2021" "3":"54" "PM		1106167		The floor needs to be MOPPED and cleaned on the entire upstairs floor; patrons are coming back on Monday and none of the sections in our branch have been mopped. Upstairs is priority. Pictures are just examples of dust accumulating but the entire floor needs service.		MEL				Main floor (upstairs), including the teen area, chiildrens area, and adult area. Also the floor behind the circulation desk.		Brian Guenther, Kate Hug, Adolfo Gomez, Angelica Menjivar						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zA_2ulWXAJbtH58vUjNm_XIFzSqpKzog, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Lb0y4zx1GEI0EJ3-Ky0RWe3c03RVIcEc		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		4/17/2021" "3":"57" "PM		1106168		The floor needs to be mopped; picture shows accumulation of dust. Staff will be stationed in this area all day so it needs to services ASAP		MEL				Lobby area, immediately entering the branch from the front steps.		Brian Guenther, Kate Hug, Adolfo Gomez, Angelica Menjivar						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FTfR1vTv1MC37RvH3lTo9N6r1EtkgyfF, https://drive.google.com/open?id=12GtS73ACZZG7BnhSsLzd_iOlVoEHA0RJ		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		4/18/2021" "9":"40" "PM		1106377		Floors were not swept; high traffic areas weren't mopped; carpets in the elevator and entrances weren't vacuumed; and toilets were not cleaned.		TEM				Upstairs & downstairs of building		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before doors open to the public at 10:00 am on Tues 4/20/21 and continuing on a regular basis instead of just empty trash and replenishing supplies. 

		4/19/2021" "9":"05" "AM		1106378		two lights out between Catalog and Processing Units - odor is horrible from filaments burning out.		MAIN				Catalog/Processing Units		Catherine Jennings/Nancy Truong								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		4/19/2021" "10":"48" "AM		1106379		Please do not stock paper towels in these public restrooms. 		MAIN				Mezzanine restrooms - public		Mana Tominaga								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		4/19/2021" "11":"05" "AM		INTERNAL		Two side plexiglass supposed to be installed by Blaisdell’s at the Circ counter.		BRO				Circ Desk		Thevaki/Brian								Other (Specify on next page)						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																				Brookfield field staff brought this up at our meeting.

		4/19/2021" "2":"19" "PM		DUPLICATE		feces on the grass/dirt directly underneath the staff parking lot gate's lever		MLK				mlk staff parking lot underneath the lever of the gate		Anna Wu								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1104646		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		none		none

		4/19/2021" "4":"31" "PM		1106383		1 outlet with grounding broken inside and 3 outlets not working		ASN				Electrical outlets in the following areas: 1) near the circular area facing the lobby entrance; 2) inside the meeting room on top of the cabinet on the left; 3) the floor charger near the teen area; 4) underneath the shelves against the back wall near the teen area.		Janet Cheung								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		NO RESPONSE																																				Anytime in between Monday - Saturday, 9 am - 4 pm is fine

		4/20/2021" "10":"15" "AM		1106498		A patron complained about a rusty grill that was left next to our overflowing garbage can outside. 		WEST				Outside the library, near the dumpster and parking lot		Mikal Hemingway 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YV-nWDKu9dARxoPT4mPpP1FWlsCL5eSf		Illegal Dumping		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No 		No

		4/20/2021" "10":"19" "AM		1106502		There is a box full of trash that was left out on the porch by someone and the contents have been scattered about. 		WEST				The back porch 		Mikal Hemingway 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yjKRT8I0E3M_FbXc1kYtM6KeB2FFC8OC		Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No 		NO 

		4/20/2021" "10":"23" "AM		1106507		One of our custodial workers brought it to our attention that the recycling needs to be picked up because it is starting to smell. 		WEST				Where the dumpster is kept.		Mikal Hemingway 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rkCh9QZv7RIgI8j_vc71rpXiGbjDxokg		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No 		No 

		4/20/2021" "10":"29" "AM		1106508		This also occurred last week, our dumpster needs to be rolled out for trash pick up day (which according to a concerned patron) is every Wednesday morning. Staff rolled it out last week but it needs to be rolled out this week. 		WEST				In the back where the dumpster is kept		Mikal Hemingway						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1120Lm1eLykI29xHpHEDaBY2x4baVZkoZ		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No 		No 

		4/20/2021" "11":"17" "AM		1106770		The switch cabinet in the Children's Room, Basement Level of the Main Library, in the staff office, needs to be secured. Please contact Jack Schmidt or Diane Tannenwald. 		MAIN				Children's Room staff office		Jack								Structural / Construction Issue		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		4/20/2021" "11":"27" "AM		1106533		None of the keys that are supposed to open the lock (WC?, AA, BA) seem to work.		MAIN				First Floor, Main Library. Madison St. Side, Lock to the door to Staff Mezzanine		Steven Lavoie or Camille Peters						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wsLV8sdA4AmN3O0cSSkEAYxLcvFvttYL		Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		4/20/2021" "3":"44" "PM		1106518		Same issues weren't address. Floors were not swept; high traffic areas weren't mopped; carpets in the elevator and entrances weren't vacuumed; and toilets were not cleaned.		TEM				Upstairs & downstairs of building		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tRriZojQBZv-wFE0G3Y870uPYGXqmSGT, https://drive.google.com/open?id=13mZ5poLM7cgqHYhhrqCJFIkxojx0PQ6W		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before branch opens for service at 10 am on T-Sat.

		4/20/2021" "4":"03" "PM		1106531		The "disabled" access push plate for the physically challenged to open the front door is not opening the door.		MAIN				Main entry outside		Steven Lavoie								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				Sooner the better

		4/20/2021" "4":"21" "PM		EMAIL		We need a key to access the automatic (Clean Freak) hand sanitizer units at Chavez. There is no way for our custodian to open it. Also, he doesn't have any sanitizer to refill when it becomes empty so please provide these supplies to him. THANKS		CHA				2nd floor - Library		Pete V.								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes 4/21/21																														One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		4/20/2021" "4":"26" "PM		1106557		Remove 1 garbage container and replace with recycling container		MAIN				Dumpster Area		Jack								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		WM removed bin on 4/28, CWS dropped off new bin on 5/7																														None

		4/21/2021" "1":"30" "PM		1106941		This is an ongoing issue where our floors and carpets weren't cleaned. It would seem the only service provided were trash disposal and extra supplies in the restroom. Trash needs emptying by copy machine.		TEM				Whole building		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=10xx_BNzelLnDcj798Mk_w_36DAgmlxHp, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1C9FUlndHklwFNIhtXHBb1oRsCKbtDOuA		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		None		Before service at 10 am.

		4/21/2021" "2":"22" "PM		1106943		Flourescent bulb not working in display case		LAKE				Lakeview Library		Eve Buckner								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		We are open 10:00 am -3:00 pm

		4/21/2021" "2":"28" "PM		1106944		Please, please can the windows be cleaned? It has been years.		LAKE				Lakeview Library		Eve Buckner								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		Any time for outside, but we are open 10:00am to 3:00pm

		4/22/2021" "11":"03" "AM		1107213		One of the wooden sliding doors of the study room (Northeast side of building) has come off. We got it in there as a temporary workaround but it's not properly and safely secured (when it came off it fell and almost hit my head). We've secured it in place with a lock, but it should be able to open and close without risk of falling.		WEST				Inside the library, "study room" (the one with the sliding wooden doors)		Jenny Rocky Rockwell						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hgbFybhCMnufSIeIj2oaRK9Y6EvoxCKv		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		no

		4/22/2021" "11":"53" "AM		1107211		Curbside banner need to be removed		BRO				outside of Brookfield Library entrance, just above the Brookfield Bookdrop.  Check with photo attached.		Alfred 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EovGAbWKbFcDdJDFuPfulyfmnMRJVqrs		Sign		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				At the earliest convenience

		4/22/2021" "1":"41" "PM		1107218		Chain hook needs to be replaced on street facing window in meeting room, and chain length needs adjusting on 2 staff room windows.		GG				1st floor meeting room		Erin Sanders								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Staff available Mon-Sat 9 to 4

		4/23/2021" "10":"47" "AM		REFER		Panduit in front of stacks 21 and 22 needs to be removed. There are live wires that are exposed and pose a safety hazard to staff and to the public when we reopen. Previous tickets were opened in 1/23/2019 and 2/27/2020. Previous email from Jiao Han states that Panduit needs to be removed in order for cabling work to be completed. 		ASN				End of public computer carrel, right in front of stack 21 and 22.		Russell Tran						https://drive.google.com/open?id=17Nxxm7QzqrgWApyHExHnoS57nD_bV3GM, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WS2luSMhSL0tqp2QnOcgJmmA0TedZ14b		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		871092, 990920		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		INC0084389																														None				Before 9am or after 4pm.

		4/23/2021" "2":"44" "PM		DUPLICATE		We have 5 damaged window locks on the ground floor. There are 2 on windows in the Children's area & 3 windows in the Adult area of the library. We would like them to get fixed, so they can open daily for better ventilation especially during the pandemic. As it stands now, we keep them closed because of the broken locks. 		ROC				Five window locks on the ground floor need to be fixed. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1095415		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No special circumstances/challenges. 		It would be great if Public Works comes out on a day when Rockridge staff is present so we can direct them to the broken locks. Lisa Harter & Sandra Toscano are at Rockridge every Mon - Wed, 9am-4pm. Liz Soskin is at Rockridge every Thurs - Sat, 9am-4pm. 

		4/24/2021" "8":"36" "AM		1108058		We did not receive custodial services today.		ROC				Whole branch		Liz Soskin, sandra toscano, lisa harter								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		4/24/2021" "9":"51" "AM		1108066		There is a pile of trash that has been thrown on top of our shed's roof. We took a picture from above but you can see some of the trash from the sidewalk. If this doesn't get cleared soon we fear more trash will be thrown over and damage the roof. 		MEL				The roof of the shed that is behind the Melrose library (back courtyard).		Adolfo Gomez-Delgado, Angelica Menjivar, Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=130eoJQnqSQcfzbDWgooE9oaOoHHu7yGw		Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		The side gate will be closed while the library is closed for service but staff can open if they are onsite (9-4 M-Sa). You can also access the shed's roof from the sidewalk, without having to go through the gate. 		Preferably while we are closed to the public (anytime before 10 am). Staff will be on site starting at 9 am (M-Sa) and can open side gate if needed but again, you may be able to access the roof shed from the sidewalk. 

		4/24/2021" "11":"51" "AM		EMAIL		no janitorial service on Saturday as of 11:50am		MAIN				1st floor staff and public areas		Jessica Trimmer, Josephine Sayers, John Wu, Alma Garcia								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes, 4/26/21																														One to two complaints in the past week		n/a		n/a

		4/24/2021" "12":"11" "PM		EMAIL		The trash wasn't picked up today (Saturday, 4/24) so I'm thinking that no other custodial service was provided for the Children's Room today.		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Mark Hayes, 4/26/21																														None

		4/24/2021" "1":"09" "PM		1107947		toilet over flows when flushed, water on floor 		MAIN				Mezz. public ladies restroom, handicap stall overflowed water on the floor.		Shannon								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		n/a		n/a

		4/25/2021" "9":"28" "AM		1107954		The Defibrillator is beeping every 5 seconds		MAIN				Main Library : Magazines and Newspapers room. 2nd Floor		Mahate Osborn or Dayni Kuo								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		As soon as possible please. Anytime you are able to come. The room is open from 10-3 but the building is staffed 9-4. 

		4/26/2021" "9":"38" "AM		1108192		The accessible door does not close all the way by itself. The bottom of the door is scraping against the metal grating on the bottom.  This is causing the doors to be misaligned, and for the doors to not always lock properly		CHA				accessible door to Main exterior entrance, leading into lobby		Pete Villasenor								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		4/26/2021" "3":"04" "PM		EMAIL		This is related to a previous ticket for our outdoor book drops, but I could not find a ticket #. The springs/coils to all of our outdoor book drop bins have been removed by Public Works because they got stretched out/damaged due to weight of materials being returned. Without the springs the platform inside each bin now just sits at the bottom -- it doesn't spring back the way it should. As a result of this each person unloading bins has to bend WAY over into each book drop bin to collect materials being returned. This is painful! it's almost like a gut punch. Each book drop bin is 38.5" tall. I have included 2 pictures of myself, Lisa Harter, standing next to a bin and 1 where I am reaching into the bin. Are we getting new springs for these bookdrops? Are we going to get these bins replaced?		ROC				All of our outdoor book drop bins. They all now sit on the patron parking lot side of the building. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iwkgkP3ixAfSEtCu7Bi_drumzel8PaYf, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ATFW852pcNisVtAhBn6o_IO5GgTnEdEI		Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Jenera Burton, 4/26/21																														None		None		None

		4/27/2021" "9":"14" "AM		1108374		Building Front entrance door keypad - Looks like a key is broken inside and unable to insert key to open or lock.		BRO				Front Entrance Door		Thevaki/Brian								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																		 Building Front entrance door keypad - Unable to insert key to open.

		4/27/2021" "1":"25" "PM		1108469		The door to the OHC is scraping against the floor, making it difficult to open/close.		MAIN				OHC		Dorothy								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		4/28/2021" "10":"33" "AM		1108818		grass on 69th ave next to the planter in front of the water faucet is a pool of blood-like substance		MLK				MLK Jr branch's grass on 69th Ave next to the planter in front on the water faucet 		Anna Wu								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		none		none

		4/28/2021" "10":"33" "AM		1108826		The window has a bullet hole through it - I'm not sure if the glass is now unstable as a result		MEL				Melrose back office window facing Fremont Way		Kate Hug, Martha Menjivar, Adolfo Gomez-Delgado						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1P_K6zI7pj-_Ob8k8Ae7e3EYGwvT_tuYU		Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		4/28/2021" "2":"54" "PM		1108860		We have 2 new book drop bins upstairs near Liz Soskin's desk that need to be put together. The wheels & handles need to be attached to both book drop bins. Also, one of the springs inside of one of the book drops is not attached to the platform. We would like this spring to be attached to the platform.		ROC				We have 2 new book drop bins upstairs near Liz Soskin's desk.		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tDewf8SJOF7OwTJ8J6OF-Ir_cJr2myAa, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OiE-WlOyJmF4FYuiYr3-3ckSPtJ1lRx8, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tO4A_nM8VzeEWZvg7M-tUK1AUSuYbECV, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rRW5-PVMtQrrUvR93u57ZJgpR7xLDJck		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No.		It would be great if the work done on these book drop bins happened when Rockridge staff is at the branch. Lisa Harter & Sandra Toscano are at Rockridge Mon-Wed, 9-4pm. Liz Soskin is at Rockridge Thurs-Sat, 9-4pm.

		4/29/2021" "10":"22" "AM		1109050		Urgent plumbing assistance requested, heavy water leak in the Children's Area. Ceiling tiles look like they are holding water and may not be safe. Possibly related to gutters that need to be cleared.		WEST				Children's Area		Julia								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		4/29/2021" "11":"24" "AM		EMAIL		Our garbage wasn't collected inside the building yesterday/this morning, and it stinks in the breakroom. Also the garbage cans weren't taken out to the curb this morning (Thurs) - please ensure that this happens every week. Also, I requested jumbo rolls of TP several weeks ago but they never arrived, and how we are out. Please replenish large TP rolls ASAP as this is what we use in one staff bathroom and in the public restroom.		GG				all		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Contacted Mark Hayes 4/29/21																														One to two complaints in the past week

		4/29/2021" "11":"48" "AM		1109239		left side door doesn't close properly upon exiting and metal stripping needs replacing		GG				Front entrance double doors		Sharon Vaughn								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		none		Staff works 9 to 4 Monday thru Saturday

		4/29/2021" "12":"00" "PM		1109414		Light bulb is dead.		MAIN				West Stairwell, between levels B & C		Christy Thomas								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		4/29/2021" "2":"23" "PM		REFER		This is an urgent request for garbage pickup. The dumpster is overflowing. Our custodian told me today that it hasn't been picked up in three weeks. Thanks!		DIM				behind the library		Sarah Hodgson								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Contacted WMAC on 4/29/21

		4/29/2021" "3":"00" "PM		1109417		Please remove the two large triangular hanging signs and wires above the Computer Lab and the Reference Desk. 		MAIN				first floor 		Mana Tominaga								Sign						WOCREATE		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Please remove during closed hours if possible so patrons aren't around

		4/30/2021" "12":"36" "PM		1109527		There are ants crawling around the entrance to the Children's Room, and it seems like they want to stay. Can we get some ant traps?		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Pest		Yes		1095930		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		4/30/2021" "12":"39" "PM		1109562		There are two large full trash bags next to the trash bin in the Children's Room courtyard. Also, the trash bin that we have is made of cardboard and is pretty beat up. Would it be possible to get a plastic or metal bin to replace the cardboard bin and make more room for trash that gets put out there?		MAIN				Children's Room courtyard - trash bin		Jesse Nachem								Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		4/30/2021" "12":"42" "PM		NOTED		I just wanted to fill out a ticket for this so there is a record of it - the lawn on the corner of Oak and 14th Streets is taped off with caution tape, and it looks like a bush or a tree was uprooted there. If it is not a safety hazard, I'd like to remove the caution tape. If there is a safety hazard, I would like to request someone take a look and let us know what the hazard is, and to see if there is a plan to fix the area, or if I should monitor the area to replace caution tape as needed. Thank you!		MAIN				Children's Room, corner of Oak and 14th Streets		Jesse Nachem								Landscaping / Trees		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		4/30/2021" "12":"43" "PM		1109555		The trash bin that was next to the bus stop on the corner of 14th and Oak is missing. Can it be replaced?		MAIN				Children's Room - outside on 14th street, next to bus stop		Jesse Nachem								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		4/30/2021" "1":"11" "PM		REFER		The outside camera facing the bookdrop is not recording. 		DIM				front walkway		Sarah Hodgson								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0085091

		4/30/2021" "1":"15" "PM		1110027		The chain used to lock our parking lot is broken. We've fixed it temporarily with zip ties but we'd like to get it replaced with a similiar chain.		DIM				parking lot		Sarah Hodgson								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		5/1/2021" "10":"38" "AM		EMAIL		We did not receive custodial service today. 		81ST				entire library 		natasha moullen								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		See emails between Mark Hayes and Derrick Demay																														None		n/a		n/a

		5/1/2021" "1":"12" "PM		1110110		no custodial service provided today. 		MLK				inside of branch		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		5/1/2021" "1":"27" "PM		1110111		the fans in the public restrooms are not working. They should turn on when the lights are turned on. 		MLK				both public bathrooms		Celia Davis								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		5/1/2021" "2":"31" "PM		1110150		No janitorial service.		MAIN				1st floor		Alma, Josephine, John, Shannon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		n/a		n/a

		5/3/2021" "9":"43" "AM		1110153		No Janitorial service  		ASN				Asian Branch		Anita Yan								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		5/3/2021" "12":"06" "PM		DUPLICATE		The door leading up from the first floor to the staff mezzanine area will not open with any of our keys. The AA doesn't work, the BA or WC doesn't work, and keys just seem to get stuck inside too. This door is staff-only, so should be keyed for WC and higher. 		MAIN				Madison St. Mezzanine		Mana Tominaga, Christy Thomas, or Camille Peters								Key / Lock Management		Yes				N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		5/3/2021" "1":"38" "PM		1110156		25+ light bulbs were out 		ASN				Main floor		Anita Yan								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		5/4/2021" "9":"19" "AM		DUPLICATE		No service two days in a row, garbage pile up		ASN				Asian Branch		Anita Yan								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1110153		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		5/4/2021" "9":"45" "AM		1110911		Graffiti on Bookdrop flap and on window iron mesh facing Edes street bus stop.		BRO				In front of the Brookfield Branch library.		Thevaki/Brain/Alfred						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Nev9doi13EmGN0M0cxFSIz5yFIvZpPU-, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ToZ22dQzXzbxQw9PQrg--z5ZhjbBicBd		Graffiti						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		5/4/2021" "11":"11" "AM		1110548		Staff request a permanent exterior litter container to be placed near the front entrance of the Library. The Library had previously had two cardboard litter containers that were removed in October 2020. 		81ST				Front Entrance Exterior		Brian								Litter Container (Outside)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		5/4/2021" "12":"48" "PM		1110910		The spigot is dripping continuously and there's a puddle at the base of the wall/foundation. 		TEM				Exterior faucet in the front of the building, on the brick wall to right of steps when facing the building. 		Ally Hack						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pOKkNjveaxYf8GmUGsBYVlGMiScsZRRS		Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		5/4/2021" "2":"28" "PM		DUPLICATE		On Saturday, May 1st, there was no trash picked up from the Children's Room again. I'm not sure if any other work had been done. Veronica in the Teen Zone let me know that the trash was not picked up there either.		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No		1110150		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		5/5/2021" "4":"35" "PM		1110906		Staff request weekly lawn maintenance if possible. Staff report that the grass has not been mowed in the past 2-3 weeks. 		TEM				Lawn		Karen								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		5/6/2021" "9":"52" "AM		DUPLICATE		An electrician came in today to check on the fans which have not been working, he determined that the fans in the public restrooms currently have power, but they will not work. He suggested that a mechanic now come out to service the fans, because there appears to be a different reason they are working.		MLK				Two Public Restrooms		Khalilah Fortenberry								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No		1110111		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		We the front gate is locked, so if the mechanics do not have keys, we are only on site Mon-Sat between 9-4		coming in before or after our opening hours (10-3) would be preferabe.

		5/6/2021" "11":"10" "AM		EMAIL		This is a combination of things. Floors hasn't been mopped since early last week. Request is needed for daily mopping of floors; especially the public and staff restrooms, entrances, and counter area. A few stains were noticeable at the bottom of the counter and the self-check machine. A safety concern was water found at the bottom of the staff stairway which has since been cleaned up by staff.		TEM				Main areas of the branch.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1I0eMAKveXp2JrR6Hsv8_Ltb91nd67b8k, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PgdxPoBoL8h6nyMOqgSPkvDZYSzAeIp5, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fYaGGrDjz6P21CNhoMmyX8rLQwTknX8k		Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes																														None		None		Before staff arrival at 9 am.

		5/6/2021" "2":"43" "PM		DUPLICATE		The fan in the staff only back office restroom has been making a really loud grindy noise. The electrician arrived today and too the fan unit to clean at his workstation in the hope that dust and/or rust was the culprit of the noise issue. The fan also has power routed to it as well. The cleaning did not solve the noise issue, so he has suggested a mechanic service the fan instead.		MLK				Staff Restroom Fan		Khalilah Fortenberry						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CqtnMwvP98mP4qbTu8UDqCFDo9D6tfP6		Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No		1051117		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Will need keys to access the staff only restroom in the back office.  		Before or After service hours (10-3) is preferable but arriving during should be manageable since the bathroom is in the back office.

		5/7/2021" "1":"56" "PM		1111510		The urinal is leaking. 		MAIN				Mezzanine Men's Room		Josephine Sayers								Plumbing		No				WOCREATE		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		5/8/2021" "8":"38" "AM		1111933		Rockridge did not get custodial services for Saturday		ROC				Whole branch		Liz Soskin								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		5/8/2021" "12":"31" "PM		EMAIL		No janitorial service as of 12:30 Saturday.		MAIN				Main 1st floor including public and staff areas		Alma								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes																														One to two complaints in the past week		N/A		n/a

		5/10/2021" "10":"04" "AM		1112102		Mowing backyard lawn along Jones st.		BRO				Backyard lawn mowing		Thevaki/Brian/Alfred								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		5/10/2021" "1":"55" "PM		1112107		The trash can outside the library facing the parking lot is overflowing and trash is blowing from the can out into the parking lot. 		WEST				Outside the library facing the parking lot		Mikal Hemingway 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=132YqgTBp64ZikJ3mFjugaEfnf06vopdj		Litter Container (Outside)		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Canceled by OPW																														None		No 		No 

		5/10/2021" "2":"05" "PM		1112112		The staff bathroom is out of toilet paper; patrons don't use the staff bathroom but staff have noticed that we don't have toilet paper in the staff bathroom and have brought it to my attention. 		WEST				The Staff bathroom 		Mikal Hemingway 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QhJWtTNV3GUXqKhyIPOzEZ_8aA1qPECd		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		5/10/2021" "2":"14" "PM		DUPLICATE		The low battery alarm is sounding on the defibrillator located in the Magazine & Newspaper Room on the SECOND floor.		MAIN				Magazine & Newspaper Room		Steven Lavoie								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1107954		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				This is on THE SECOND floor!

		5/11/2021" "10":"39" "AM		1112434		The custodial crew this morning, let me know that one of our recycling bins had either gotten stolen or went missing. They brought this to my attention because the one recycling bin that we have left is starting to get full.		WEST				The Dumpster area		Mikal Hemingway 								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no 		no

		5/11/2021" "10":"50" "AM		1112298		The light is out at the very top of the "up" stairwell on the Oak Street side of the building.  I was told to let someone in FASO know so that a ticket could be filed.  Or is there a switch somewhere for it?  Let me know if I should contact someone else.		MAIN				Oak St. Stairwell		Sharon Ashe								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		5/11/2021" "12":"01" "PM		1112345		Install translucent frosted window film on north Community Room window glass to screen underside of entry ramp. Confirm translucency level with Mana (or DT).		MAIN				Community Room		Mana or Diane								Structural / Construction Issue		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		5/11/2021" "1":"29" "PM		DUPLICATE		the windows in the 2nd floor community room are double paned.  The exterior pane of one of the windows is shattered.  Glass appears to soon want to fall.  The glass would fall on the sidewalk, where people walk.		81ST				2nd floor Community Room exterior Window		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=14fw9eZqBZ-YD-1QF6UP-HKNcBN7brkoy		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1102978		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Contacted Greg Johnson, 5/11/21																														One to two complaints in the past week		the exterior pane may only be able to be accessed from the outside, which is high up. It's possible that someone could repair the glass by removing the interior pane, but not sure.		if it's necessary to access the pane from the inside, staff are onsite Monday-Saturday, 9am-4pm.

		5/11/2021" "1":"51" "PM		1112422		The water faucets in the men's bathroom on the first floor for public use are not working. There is no water coming out. We need this to be looked at as soon since patrons are using the bathrooms. 		81ST				1st Floor Men's Room		Brenda Membreno								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		5/11/2021" "2":"23" "PM		1112694		Large maple tree has several limbs that are ready to fall down.  Parking lot on northside has deep, hazardous potholes. 		LAKE				Outside Southside of library and outside north side of library		Xochitl Gavidia								Landscaping / Trees		No				Unfunded		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Limbs are swinging in the wind.		We are open 10 am to 3 pm M-S

		5/12/2021" "9":"39" "AM		1112703		One of the curtains we have near the Adult DVD area on the first floor is not working properly. The chain that controls the curtain has fallen off of the rail.		81ST				Adult DVD Area		Brenda Membreno								Appliance Issue		No				WOCREATE		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		5/12/2021" "9":"46" "AM		1112705		One of the light rods between aisle 28 and 27 needs to be replaced. Lights are out.		81ST				Interior		Brenda Membreno								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		5/12/2021" "10":"42" "AM		1112707		Out of all places, someone pooped in our recycle bin. Cleanup is requested asap.		TEM				Outside recycle bin behind shipping container		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oK8eb7CpyA5Cm76oCHqlr7VLBRXrFyZA, https://drive.google.com/open?id=143DpzZ3P2r10a9BW-cHV-5mc3L1rzDtM, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mn8oPu3lkLWKuWH3A_CDPtoR3k6rPdYW		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		None		Before tool setup at 9:30 am and before we recycle any items.

		5/12/2021" "10":"47" "AM		1112713		Illegal dumping of some furniture as well as hazardous material (paint, etc) along the sidewalk of 52nd St. by Temescal's driveway.		TEM				Curb on 52nd Street before Temescal driveway.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NetCv3OePaFXswlfMUBRmeLPSVQzAVsr		Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		None

		5/12/2021" "12":"50" "PM		1112766		Could you please turn of the air conditioning. It's so very cold in here!		DIM				Main Floor		Rebekah Eppley								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		5/12/2021" "2":"33" "PM		1112854		Light is burned out at bottom of stairway.		MAIN				Madison Stairway, basement level		Annette Bourget								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		5/12/2021" "2":"41" "PM		1112856		The tree needs pruning.  Branches are very low and need to be raised.  It is on el embarcadero close to the bricks leading into the library		LAKE				outside on the lakeside		Xochitl Gavidia								Landscaping / Trees		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		no		no

		5/13/2021" "10":"22" "AM		1113046		Someone defecated directly in front of the library entryway after staff had entered the building for the day and prior to opening the branch this morning. 		MEL				Outside, entry way steps directly in front of library. 		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=19NCktuJFxZZP9sU5I7deB4faXFaFn3z7, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LvjMAwN6NbXQNh7hf84nquxJiV3cyrkE		Cleaning / Custodial		No				REFER		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None		No		As soon as possible, please. 

		5/13/2021" "2":"35" "PM		1113120		Many weeds, some as tall as 5 ft. This reflects poorly on our library.		MAIN				Outside behind library - 13th street.		Annette Bourget						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AmraeQEavcmPKVeWPt-M7tndoe8YZsin		Landscaping / Trees		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		5/13/2021" "2":"51" "PM		1113252		There is some graffiti on the emergency exit around the back of the building. 		81ST				exterior, 81st Ave emergency exit		Brian Guenther, Brenda Membreno, 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XUZ78AvxqR8N9fClcVRqugSE3MIcPB4t		Graffiti		No				Closed

		5/14/2021" "10":"09" "AM		1113367		A ceiling tile close to the self check station is falling down. It's cut around a pole and is hard to keep in place. Another tile is loose in the teen area as well. T		DIM				first floor above self check machines		Sarah Hodgson								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																		no		no

		5/14/2021" "11":"48" "AM		1113369		A light near the information desk needs to be replaced		DIM				Dimond Branch		Sarah Hodgson								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		5/14/2021" "1":"31" "PM		1113371		Both chains on the window are detached, making it impossible to keep open. (window facing parking lot) We need to open the window for COVID safety reasons. Please fix the chains WITH A STRONGER ATTACHMENT. The links detach every other week. 		GG				lower level computer lab		erin sanders								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				ASAP for safety air circulation reasons

		5/14/2021" "4":"19" "PM		1113410		One of our stand alone Hand Sanitizer is out of the content. The 2nd of Stand alone Hand Sanitizer is almost out. Please refill the content? 		MON				front entrance		Vicky Chen								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		front door entrance

		5/15/2021" "8":"43" "AM		EMAIL		Missed service		ROC				Whole branch		Liz soskin, sandra toscano								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Mark Hayes, 5/17/21

		5/15/2021" "9":"45" "AM		1113892		This morning I found a very large cardboard box of books left just outside the Children's Room front door. Because it's raining, the box is waterlogged, and very heavy, with the cardboard falling apart.		MAIN				Children's Room, outside the front entrance		Jesse Nachem								Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		5/15/2021" "1":"47" "PM		EMAIL		no custodial service provided today		MLK				library as a whole		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes. 5/17/21																														None		no		no

		5/15/2021" "3":"48" "PM		1113897		Illegal dumping on the side of the library.		MEL				Side of library on Fremont way. 		Kate Hug 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_GmNJTqchRN697hIKG4dNlBQ_B-4jzEh		Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		5/17/2021" "3":"25" "PM		1114058		The sensory Clean Freak Hand sanitizer dispenser needs replenishing.  The dispenser is currently in the Circ Office behind the Circ Desk.		MAIN				1st Floor, Circ Office/Area		Shannon McQueen/Circ Staff								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Usually, the door is open during open hours.  If it's locked, then a staff person can unlock it.		None

		5/17/2021" "4":"02" "PM		1114060		Please remove the two blank cover plates and provide data and/or electric in existing boxes.		MAIN				TeenZone on the 2nd floor; the study room towards the window off of 13th st. closest to M&N/emergency exit. 		Mana Tominaga								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		5/17/2021" "4":"03" "PM		1114062		Please remove the one blank cover plate and provide data and/or electric in existing boxes.		MAIN				Lower level, in the sorting area - fist window/bay as you enter from the garage, facing 13th St. 		Mana Tominaga								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		5/18/2021" "9":"36" "AM		1114275		The lights are out in the public restroom on the second floor. Needs replacement		81ST				Public Restroom 2nd Floor		Brenda Membreno								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed

		5/18/2021" "11":"33" "AM		DUPLICATE		We have 5 damaged window locks on the ground floor that we would like to have fixed. There are 2 windows on the Children's side of the library & 3 windows in the Adult Area of the library. Currently these windows cannot be opened. 		ROC				5 windows on the ground floor of the library have broken locks & currently cannot be opened. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Ndp2KO0CQY2EvfNW7zBN2yrKbcztzLyI, https://drive.google.com/open?id=14P5JSPhSC5F3l8pe0yX1C5Slyrgz7g49, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eK8FJzvG8wWqwO4lzrH7RQXVa12w26FI		Other (Specify on next page)				1095415		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Don Gibeau, 5/18/21																														None		No special circumstances/challenges.		It would be great if the work on these window locks could happen when Rockridge staff is present, so we could show where the problem windows are located. Lisa Harter & Sandra Toscano work at the branch Mondays - Wednesdays, 9-4. Liz Soskin works at the branch Thurs - Sat, 9-4.

		5/18/2021" "11":"35" "AM		1114285		There's a slow leak from the sink so the water is constantly dripping. 		MAIN				The Sink in Room 216		Mana Tominaga								Plumbing						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		5/18/2021" "11":"47" "AM		1114296		There is a broken lock on the restroom stall in the downstairs public restroom. This is the restroom on the left on the ground floor in the lobby. Once inside the restroom, the stall with the broken lock is the one on the right. 		ROC				The public restroom downstairs (the one on the left) has a damaged door lock to one of its stalls. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1j16FVwsc-zR50YCjv71IdEotzShPt5Ok		Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No special circumstances/challenges		No time preferences/limitations

		5/18/2021" "11":"51" "AM		1114298		One of the toilets in the upstairs public restroom (the women's restroom on the left)  is not flushing properly. It takes 3 or 4 flushes to clear the bowl. Once inside of this restroom it is the toilet on the right. Several staff members have mentioned this issue to me. 		ROC				The public restroom on the left upstairs. Once inside this restroom, the toilet on the right is not flushing properly. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin								Plumbing						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		5/19/2021" "10":"00" "AM		DUPLICATE		The ceiling tiles above the self check machines need to be secured. They're falling down and there are wood blocks on the other side that will fall with them. This is a safety concern -- if they fall they're likely to hit someone since they're directly over the self check machines.		DIM				Ceiling above self check machines		Rebekah Eppley								Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know		1113367		N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		5/19/2021" "2":"22" "PM		1114585		Asian Branch library staff request cleaning of window blinds. Staff report that the blinds are very dusty.		ASN				Interior		Margaret Rodriguez								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		5/20/2021" "10":"44" "AM		1115007		Women's Public Restroom: ONE round fixture bulb, Adult Aisles 20-21: ONE long light bulb, Spanish Aisles 6-8: TWO long light bulbs, Near Patio Door: TWO long light bulbs		CHA				Women's Public Restroom, Adult Aisles 20-21, Spanish Aisles 6-8, Near Patio Door		Sandy								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		5/20/2021" "11":"11" "AM		1115003		no custodial service today		MLK				inside library		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		5/20/2021" "11":"20" "AM		1115004		There are two light bulbs that need replacing, one in a light hanging from the high ceiling in the center of the main room and the other light is above the public printer in the main room. 		MLK				1 light in center of main room and 1 light above the public printer		Celia Davis								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		5/20/2021" "11":"40" "AM		1115009		The window next to the external door to Rm. 6 on the side of the building facing Oak street was broken by an angry patron with a known history of behavioral problems.		MAIN				Rm. 6 in the basement of the Main Library. The left (window) on the building near the external door to Rm. 6 was broken by a mentally ill patron on Tuesday afternoon. The window is cracked and needs to be fixed.		Mahasin Aleem or Laura Liang 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1f2bccbtXvwv0jUpDIVa91awT5_sbPJuo, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1N35MnvcD6Q3R95i8fv4JLLSzbfu4XX9v		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		5/20/2021" "5":"05" "PM		1115207		there is solid human waste on the ground (some wiped up- but still remains). 		MLK				outside front door- by bike rack		Celia Davis								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		5/21/2021" "10":"05" "AM		1115203		There's poo on the ADA ramp - please clean ASAP		MAIN				ADA ramp outside of the main entrance		Mana or Alma								Cleaning / Custodial						Refer		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		5/21/2021" "12":"27" "PM		REFER		need existing alarm code for Kate Hug programmed for Eastmont 		EAST				burglar alarm for Eastmont		Kate Hug								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0086450																														None

		5/22/2021" "8":"27" "AM		EMAIL		Missed service		ROC				Whole branch		Liz Soskin, Sandra Toscano								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A				Spoke to Mark Hayes on 5/25/21

		5/22/2021" "9":"46" "AM		EMAIL		There is a bullet hole in the window and it has started cracking dangerously across the entirety of the window (more than is shown in the picture).  The window is very large and needs replacing.		MEL				Staff office room 2nd floor		Dice Armstrong						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1v7jzLpIJfLmoDQvElxaf4gVx4Spb9VlF		Other (Specify on next page)		No		1108826		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Don Gibeau, 5/27/21																														None

		5/22/2021" "10":"09" "AM		1115932		Hi, we did not get custodial service for Saturday 5/22/21. Trash and recycling bins still filled from previous day. 		ASN				all		Russell Tran								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		5/22/2021" "10":"09" "AM		1116087		There is graffiti on the bronze (?) bell in the front lawn.		GG				front lawn		erin sanders								Graffiti		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		5/22/2021" "10":"11" "AM		1116089		Please replace the cardboard trash box that used to be by the benches (next to the elevator and ADA accessible parking spot). 		GG				parking lot		erin sanders								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		5/22/2021" "10":"12" "AM		1116091		Please trim the grass/weeds along the perimeter of the parking lot and on the north side of the building.		GG				parking lot and side yard on north side of building		erin sanders								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		5/22/2021" "3":"01" "PM		1115935		Front of the building not cleaned. I am sure that we just didn't get custodial but want to make sure this gets cleaned early in the week. 		WEST				Front of building 		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SmHHYForRpvWERIpZOyTKt69IPs6YXo8		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		5/22/2021" "3":"23" "PM		DUPLICATE		The chain securing our parking lot (when we are closed) has been cut in half. 		DIM				Parking lot		Nathan / Sarah / Rebekah								Other (Specify on next page)		No		1110027		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Don Gibeau confirmed on 5/25/21																														None		None		Service should be performed by someone with access to padlock keys or chain can be repaired during open hours.

		5/22/2021" "6":"51" "PM		1115939		During COVID most all of our trash cans inside the library disappeared. We realize we can downsize a bit now that we're about to reopen BUT we need 4 more medium sized ones please. If you leave them out we'll put them in the needed spots. Thanks!		WEST				various places around library 		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		5/22/2021" "6":"57" "PM		REFER		Waste Management days they can't get in our dumpster area and that custodial must push out dumpster weekly. Our neighbors living in the parking lot can get in there easy peasy and bathe often. Even a dog walker had used the dumpster area to wash a dog! Mark Hayes, custodial supe, said he'd put a request to have a lock out on outside of dumpster area swinging doors. We had a patron complaint today about all the water that was pooled up. She was concerned someone would slip and fall. 		WEST				West Oakland Library dumpster area 		Susy Moorhead								Structural / Construction Issue		Do Not Know		I think Mark Hayes put one in already		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		5/24/2021" "10":"29" "AM		1115769		Per email from Homan: "The AC unit powered off yesterday afternoon. Gary was able to power it back in this morning but there seems to be some blinking lights/warning. Can you please put in a service request to have PWA look at the AC unit? This has been happening pretty frequently over the past few months."		MAIN				Server Room		Jack								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		5/24/2021" "10":"37" "AM		1115889		Feces reported by patron on ADA ramp on 5/23.		MAIN				Outside ADA Ramp		Shannon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		5/24/2021" "12":"35" "PM		DUPLICATE		Please turn off the air conditioning. We shouldn't need it for a while and it's way too cold. Thank you!		DIM				Dimond		Rebekah Eppley								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No		1112766		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		5/24/2021" "2":"54" "PM		1116106		The trash can next to the porch area outside facing the parking lot is overflowing with trash. A patron made a comment when checking out that our garbage can next to the parking lot needed to be picked up.  		WEST				Outside the library next to the porch 		Mikal Hemingway								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Canceled by OPW																														One to two complaints in the past week		No 		No 

		5/25/2021" "9":"17" "AM		DUPLICATE		This is still an urgent request! The cracks in the glass have spread across the windows and is creaking. It's in the children's area and if it isn't replaced soon I'm afraid it's going to shatter and spread glass throughout the space.		DIM				Children's Area		Rebekah Eppley								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1084358		N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)		Emailed Don Gibeau, 5/25/21

		5/25/2021" "12":"58" "PM		1116526		The latch to one window (facing San Pablo Ave) is loose so we can't close and lock the window. When PW comes into the computer lab on the basement floor, the window in question is to the right, facing out to San Pablo Ave, not the parking lot. Staff report all windows may need to be secured.		GG				Basement level; computer lab		Alison, Erin, Stephanie, Sharon								Structural / Construction Issue		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		A ladder will be needed to reach and fix the window latch		The branch is open from 10-3 to the public.  Someone is usually here by 9:30 am each day except Sunday

		5/25/2021" "3":"19" "PM		DUPLICATE		ADA ramp still needs cleaning		MAIN				ADA ramp		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial				1115889		N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		5/26/2021" "12":"09" "PM		1116530		When a window was repaired, this cover was not replaced properly and will not go back in properly. The way the edge is sticking up could cause an injury when the room reopens. 		81ST				second floor community room		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Cf0rkEQSjnwS3KlIUsHXcq7avVOm1PlS		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		5/26/2021" "12":"25" "PM		1116531		The grass, especially in the back, needs mowing and there are tall weeds in parking spaces in the parking lot. Also- the carboard garbage can in front of the library has been completely full for a week. 		MLK				outside		Celia Davis								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		5/26/2021" "1":"54" "PM		REFER		Ana Leticia Perez-Reilly needs an alarm code, programmed to work at the Brookfield Library		BRO				burglar alarm		Ana Leticia Perez-Reilly								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0086773																														None

		5/26/2021" "2":"04" "PM		1116538		Clock is off time by several hours.		MAIN				Acquisitions in basement		Annette Bourget								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		A ladder will be needed.		ASAP

		5/26/2021" "2":"54" "PM		1116521		front steps at front main entrance of Melrose Library needs power washing		MEL				Melrose Library exterior front entrance		Derrick DeMay								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		5/26/2021" "6":"23" "PM		1116811		During OPL Express we've temporarily stored all of the tables, stuffed chairs, & wooden chairs that normally live downstairs in the public area, upstairs in the meeting room. All of that stuff needs to be brought downstairs to the public area before we go back to full pre-pandemic hours on June 15, 2021. We would like Public Works to come back out & move the furniture/chairs back downstairs.		ROC				The furniture in the meeting room on the 2nd floor needs to be moved back downstairs. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No special circumstances/challenges.		It would be great if Public Works comes out to do this task when Rockridge staff is present so staff can show where each chair/table goes. June 2nd through June 12th Rockridge staff will be at the branch from 9am - 5:30pm, MON - SAT. After that we resume pre-pandemic hours. 

		5/27/2021" "1":"20" "PM		REFER		need existing burglar alarm for Lolade Gbadebo programmed to work at Brookfield		BRO				Brookfield burglar alarm		Lolade Gbadebo								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0086880																														None

		5/27/2021" "1":"50" "PM		1116814		Blue lamp shade missing along with bulb in Teen Area (see photo). Possible shock hazard due to missing bulb in reach of patrons using space. ALSO, Women's restroom is very dark which also presents a safety issue.		CHA				Teen Area & Women's Restroom		Pete V.						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_TjT389quTRK0g4laTKmcl_hBH6NEsbF		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		All other lights were replaced, except for these. #1115007		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		5/27/2021" "1":"55" "PM		1116820		Small patch of carpet next to elevator is soiled and dirty. Please clean thoroughly. Thanks.		CHA				1st floor Lobby carpeting, next to elevator. 3301 E. 12th St. Ste. 271		Pete V.								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No.		Please clean before staff arrives at 9 am or after staff leaves at 4 pm. On June 15th, staff will begin leaving at 5:30 pm on Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays, and Saturdays. Tue and Thur staff leaves at 8 pm.

		5/28/2021" "10":"51" "AM		1117047		This is a landscaping and custodial request. There is leaf and garbage buildup that is collecting in an narrow area near the front door of the branch, to the righ of the ramp as you approach the front door.		PIE				Outside, to the right of the ramp as you approach the front door of the branch.		Leni Matthews						https://drive.google.com/open?id=11jvSgZg0clMIbtF1h8LC3fUAHN9baiB2		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Cancel		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		No special circumstances.		No

		5/28/2021" "12":"57" "PM		EMAIL		Public restroom needs a thorough cleaning.  Floors require mopping and toilet could use a good wipe down.		TEM				Public restroom		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GM7QFjvzlx7C570au1hEft8_aDSQgVnk, https://drive.google.com/open?id=10EJ0vfO-YwjOhchY3gzLjnf9bMztmvW7		Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes, 5/28/21																														None		None		Before service hour at 10 a.m.

		5/29/2021" "9":"04" "AM		EMAIL		Whole branch not serviced		ROC				whole branch		Liz soskin, sandra toscano								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A

		5/29/2021" "11":"45" "AM		CANCEL		no custodial service. Custodian assigned to King on Saturdays now on maternity leave.		MLK				inside library		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Canceled by requestor (no longer needed)																														None		no		no

		5/29/2021" "3":"38" "PM		EMAIL		the parking lot gate latch is hard to open and close because people have climbed the gate and tried to break the lock. 		MLK				parking lot gate		Celia Davis								Other (Specify on next page)		No		957329		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Don Gibeau on 6/2/21																														None		no		no

		5/29/2021" "4":"00" "PM		1117843		The trash was not picked up for Saturday, 5/29. I'm thinking that other custodial services were not done either?		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		5/29/2021" "4":"38" "PM		1117844		We have a total of 6 burned light bulbs that need to be replaced in the following areas: information desk, children's bookshelf aisle #4, Teen Zone area, adult shelf aisle #28 and #34.		ASN				Information desk, teen area, children and adult shelving aisles		Cong Hoang								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		5/29/2021" "4":"48" "PM		REFER		The port-a-potty has not been cleaned by United since April that we are aware of.  It is in desperate need of cleaning as it is the public bathroom.		ELM				The Port-a-Potty is outside of the library.  Come in the gate, walk up a few feet, and the port-a-potty is on the left.		Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Contacted United Site Services, 6/1/21																														Three to six complaints in the past week

		5/30/2021" "11":"17" "AM		1117705		Feces on entrance ramp to front doors of Main Library		MAIN				entrance ramp 125 14th St		Dayni								Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				ASAP

		6/1/2021" "11":"03" "AM		DUPLICATE		Tried cleaning up but need wipes and water hose I think.		MAIN				ADA ramp		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial				1117705		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/1/2021" "12":"10" "PM		1117845		Usually we have gotten custodial service before we open to the public but today it was clear that we had not receive custodial service. There was still trash in the trashcans from Saturday. 		WEST				Inside the West Oakland Library building 		Mikal Hemingway 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		No 		No 

		6/1/2021" "1":"29" "PM		1117848		Our lawn is quite overgrown! Did we miss a scheduled mowing? Please address before the dandelions unionize and try to take out library cards.		MAIN				outside Children's Room on Oak Street side of building		Remy Timbrook (or Jesse Nachem or Mana Tominaga)								Landscaping / Trees		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				current public hours 10-3 (outside those would be ideal)

		6/1/2021" "4":"34" "PM		1118069		Our battery recycling bin is full and needs to be emptied.		ROC				Battery recycling bin. First floor lobby next to the water fountains.		Sandra Toscano								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/2/2021" "10":"26" "AM		1118071		We've got 10 light bulbs out, both upstairs & downstairs, at Rockridge branch. Some are in the public area & some are in the staff area. Eight of the lights look reachable with a basic ladder.  Two of the lights are sconces that hang WAY up high from the ceiling over the adult fiction section & for these a cherry picker/lift will be needed to replace bulbs. 		ROC				We have many light bulbs out, both upstairs & downstairs, at the branch. 		Lisa Harter or Sandra Toscano						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YTqMueC9ZjiGNMPmdl7q7No1QU3TDBFh, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SP3gW5c00bVaU2D8i7JsjR28U9XcCK3Q, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lh0AMB4UWavEAJJm0Q4fb_8QFLud0YzG, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PU0wiNknaqebekpJYhdoQGL6mDixBWwd		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Because of the high ceilings a cherry picker/lift will be needed to change the 2 sconce lights that I described above. A basic ladder should do to change the rest of the light bulbs. 		No time preferences/limitations. 

		6/2/2021" "2":"29" "PM		1118216		There are various lights out in the Madison Street stairway.		MAIN				Madison street internal stairway		Annette Bourget								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/2/2021" "3":"49" "PM		1118374		All of the carpets, but especially the two rugs on the children's side are in real need of a cleaning.		MEL				2nd floor		Dice Armstrong								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				Please if we could get this done before reopening on 6/15.

		6/2/2021" "5":"21" "PM		1118376		the soap dispenser closest to the door is full but not dispensing soap. Perhaps an issue with the nozzle.		MAIN				Women's Restroom on the grand floor 		Pat Toney								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/3/2021" "9":"34" "AM		1118556		Can someone re-attach the swinging door on the end of the Children's Room circulation desk? We need to have it attached to the desk before we are open for our full hours on June 15th, to prevent patrons from coming into the staff area. Thank you		MAIN				Children's Room, circulation desk		Jesse Nachem								Other (Specify on next page)		No				WOCREATE		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/3/2021" "9":"58" "AM		1118399		Solid human waste on ADA Ramp underneath orange traffic cone		MAIN				ADA ramp		Alma Garcia								Other (Specify on next page)		no				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/3/2021" "10":"31" "AM		1118560		There's difficulty in opening the door of room 11 because the handle is locked from the inside		MAIN				Room 11		Winnie Chiang								Key / Lock Management		No				WOCREATE		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/3/2021" "10":"33" "AM		1118402		Please turn the heat off.		MAIN				OHC		Emily Foster (via email)								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/3/2021" "11":"42" "AM		1118679		There's a mechanical closet in the sorting room at 81st Branch Library. There is a constant beeping coming out of this closet. This is non stop everyday. At one point we were told to just click on the off switch on the machine inside and were told that it controls the hot water. However this has not solved the problem. It stays off for the day and continues to beep the next day. It seems more of a problem that needs to be fixes than bypassing it by hitting the on/off switch. 		81ST				Mechanical Closet		Brenda Membreno								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/3/2021" "12":"36" "PM		1118681		Toilet seat is broken and needs replacemen.		WEST				Back room Staff area- Bathroom		Julia Flynn								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				Between 9 am & 5:00 pm

		6/3/2021" "1":"36" "PM		1118719		Children's area has lots of spider webs in the corners and nooks - Now the area is empty. Please help us by cleaning the area before we bring the book collection back to the area. Thanks a lot. Much appreciated.		BRO				Children's area that is blocked		Thevaki								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/3/2021" "5":"09" "PM		EMAIL		Defibrillator is out of battery and I think was on order but it's still beeping. We can also replace the battery if we can get it. Thank you!		MAIN				2nd floor, Magazines and Newspapers Room		Mana Tominaga								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		1107954		N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		6/4/2021" "9":"32" "AM		CANCEL		It appears as though we did not receive custodial service when we arrived to work this morning. The staff bathroom is completely out of hand soap and paper towels. All the trashcans need to be emptied. 		WEST				West Staff bathroom 		Mikal Hemingway 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Canceled by Requestor																														None		No 		No

		6/4/2021" "9":"32" "AM		DUPLICATE		It's freezing in the branch. Please turn off the AC		DIM				Builing		Rebekah Eppley								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No		1112766		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		6/4/2021" "10":"03" "AM		CANCEL		We did not get custodial service this morning, so trash bins didn't get emptied out.		ASN				All trash bins throughout the floor in the branch		Cong Hoang								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A				Custodian showed up at 11:00AM

		6/4/2021" "12":"08" "PM		1118859		One of the fluorescent lightbulbs is out.		MON				far back right corner of children's area		Emily Phillips								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/4/2021" "12":"09" "PM		REFER		Install a phone in the back Branch Manager's office.		MON				back office off Children's area		Emily Phillips								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		INC0087357 																														None

		6/4/2021" "1":"18" "PM		1118861		Need a box of small toilet paper rolls so we don't have to keep asking for 1 roll at a time		GG				bottom floor staff bathroom 		Erin Sanders, Alison Heyman								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/4/2021" "1":"24" "PM		REFER		need an alarm code for Elmhurst issued to Liliana Rodriguez-Macias		ELM				Elmhurst burglar alarm		Liliana Rodriguez-Macias								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0087359 																														None

		6/4/2021" "3":"59" "PM		1118916		We are completely out of the following in our staff restroom - soap, paper towels, and toilet paper. The on call custodian who was here on Wednesday didn't know where the staff restroom was.  Staff showed him. We left a sticky on the custodial door requesting soap and paper towels. I see the trash was emptied but those supplies weren't refilled. Now we are out of toilet paper as well. 		WEST				staff restroom		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		6/4/2021" "4":"05" "PM		1119301		In preparation for the air quality during fire season, several windows (10) upstairs and downstairs (1) need repair.  The glass is either cracked or broken.		TEM				Upstairs window several downstairs.		Karen Ko								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Windows upstairs require a really tall ladder.		Preferably after 1:30 on Tues-Sat till 6/12.  It'll be harder to schedule once pre-pandemic hours begin.  After that best time would be before 9:30 a.m.

		6/4/2021" "4":"06" "PM		1119305		We also need an assessment of 2 windows downstairs (in the staff restroom & the furnace room) which are vented and if possible to have it temporarily covered up.		TEM				Upstairs window several downstairs.		Karen Ko								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Windows upstairs require a really tall ladder.		Preferably after 1:30 on Tues-Sat till 6/12.  It'll be harder to schedule once pre-pandemic hours begin.  After that best time would be before 9:30 a.m.

		6/4/2021" "4":"46" "PM		1118922		Toilet in public restroom won't flush. Please unclog before we open tomorrow (Sat June 5) at 10AM.		GG				lower level public restroom		erin sanders								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				please fix before we open on saturday - otherwise we won't have a public restroom all day.

		6/5/2021" "8":"40" "AM		1119425		Missed custodial service		ROC				Missed service		Liz Soskin, Sandra Toscano								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed

		6/5/2021" "12":"23" "PM		1119426		We did not get custodial service for Saturday 6/5/2021. Our bins are not cleared from yesterday. 		ASN				all		Russell Tran								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/5/2021" "3":"12" "PM		1119427		no service today		MLK				inside branch		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		6/5/2021" "4":"34" "PM		CANCEL		Paper towels are needed.  Thanks!		MAIN				1st Floor Staff WC (one stall)		Shannon McQueen								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Canceled by requestor																														None		A WC/building key would be needed.		No

		6/5/2021" "4":"59" "PM		1119478		one lamp is broken in the Teen Zone and the cable is exposed and could cause a shock		CHA				Teen Zone		Joshua Alperin								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None				Before reopening on June 15th

		6/7/2021" "2":"47" "PM		1121616		clock is 1 hour slow		MAIN				rm 216 or 217?		-								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		Do Not Know				WOCREATE		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				pls fix when library is closed

		6/8/2021" "10":"14" "AM		1119782		Several items were left next to the cardboard waste bin near the front of the building		81ST				outside front entrance		Brian Guenther, Brenda Membreno						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YO1PnyVQxqGl2kxO7f2uQiNM1SNZxLer		Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		6/8/2021" "3":"03" "PM		1120138		Can the windows be cleaned? The ones by the quiet area are especially dirty. 		81ST				outside quiet area		Brian Guenther, Brenda Membreno						https://drive.google.com/open?id=17S5sC1hsgLO5tgRcChib7kfFG3wobnko, https://drive.google.com/open?id=11P5KpAAtTE311HxZcLRUI68oPNuHm158		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		6/8/2021" "3":"19" "PM		1119989		The garbage can next to the parking lot is overflowing and a trash pick up is needed. There are also items starting to accumulate next to it. 		WEST				The outdoor garbage can next to the parking lot.		Mikal Hemingway 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1A5gLWJlvaMgeTLPX0OfjMDYmdq54EbdX		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Canceled by OPW																														None		No 		No 

		6/8/2021" "3":"29" "PM		1119983		In the Women's Staff restroom, basement level, the sink closest to the door has been out of soap for 2 days.		MAIN				Women's Staff restroom in basement.		Annette Bourget								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/8/2021" "4":"57" "PM		REFER		Security monitor displaying elevator entrance is grayed out. Not sure if there's a problem with the monitor or camera. Attempts were made to adjust monitor controls.		TEM				Monitor behind circ desk and camera mounted above 2nd story window.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1X4_6CsO1RDyBV3GfZJUPOMiyopKfKqDs, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Uvr9dHJXg6082xTlhs3wIOe9nFatb5VK		Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		INC0089063 																														None		Camera is mounted above the second story window.  Might need a lift or long ladder to inspect it.		Before service hours at 9:30 a.m.

		6/9/2021" "10":"54" "AM		DUPLICATE		It's freezing!		DIM				Entire Building		Rebekah Eppley								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling				1112766		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Greg Johnson, 6/9/21																														Three to six complaints in the past week

		6/9/2021" "11":"25" "AM		DUPLICATE		The faucets in the men's restroom are still not working. Our building engineer said that he had replaced the batteries not long ago and it may be another issue with the sensor. It has been over a month now since they have stopped working. 		81ST				first floor men's restroom		Brian Guenther, Brenda Membreno								Plumbing		Yes		1112422		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Greg Johnson, 6/9/21																														Three to six complaints in the past week

		6/9/2021" "1":"04" "PM		1120230		the lever on the public drinking fountain is broken off		EAST				1st floor public drinking fountain		Kate Hug								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/9/2021" "2":"29" "PM		1120759		The outlet this T-plug is in seems very loose. Today I moved the multi outlet plugged in to the T and it easily came out without me touching it itself. Lots of feet end up here and I worry as we are moving the public internet computers back to this area in a few days. It may be that the new flooring changed the way the outlet was flush in the floor. 		WEST				Under adult side long internet computer table		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pQ9zl-RdfgxEZMVtBzZDf7mIYEHCU5NU		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		6/9/2021" "4":"28" "PM		1120341		Paper towels in the Circ Office (the room to the left of 102) have not been refilled in 2 days. Paper towels at other sinks have run out. The soap dispenser in the basement restroom closest to the elevators is broken and does not dispense adequate amounts of soap. 		MAIN				Assorted Sinks		Josephine Sayers								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/9/2021" "5":"09" "PM		1121172		Please install our 6 foot by 3 foot Summer Reading Banner on the outside of the library. Their are already hooks installed from previous signage.		TEM				exterior wall of building to the left of the front door and underneath windows		Celia Jackson								Sign		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		You will need a ladder to reach the existing hardware and strong string good for outdoors.		Can be anytime since it's the exterior of the building.

		6/10/2021" "9":"30" "AM		1120713		The Fire Alarm Control Communicator is beeping and it has the message (TROUBLE cnt[1]) 		PIE				Staff office		Nikki								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				ASAP 

		6/10/2021" "10":"30" "AM		1121268		Please move the copy machine from the meeting room back to the landing by the front door/bulletin boards. We are reconfiguring the branch and the meeting room will no longer be used by the public. 		GG				downstairs meeting room		erin sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		stairs		We are closing up the meeting room on June 15, so the copy machine will not be easily accessible until it's moved to the landing.

		6/11/2021" "9":"13" "AM		PENDING		There are human feces on the ramp in front of the main entrance		MAIN				Ramp in front of building		Josephine Sayers								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/11/2021" "9":"21" "AM		DUPLICATE		There are no paper towels in the Circulation Office (first request was three days ago). Nearly all of the staff restrooms/sinks on the first floor and basement are running low or out of soap and paper products. The single-stall bathroom in the basement closest to the elevator has a broken hand soap dispenser. 		MAIN				first floor - circulation office, and others		Josephine Sayers								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1120341		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Mark Hayes had Dwight Brown do a walkthrough on 6/11/21

		6/11/2021" "2":"03" "PM		INTERNAL		I ate lunch in the 2nd floor staff break room for the first time and found no sanitizing wipes, paper towels, or disinfectant spray. It needs restocking, please. Mana should be the contact/should be notified when completed.		MAIN				2nd floor staff break room		Mana Tominaga (please copy)								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/11/2021" "2":"58" "PM		EMAIL		This is a recurring problem with trash not getting picked up for 2-3 weeks at a time. We'd like to get back on the regular weekly pickup schedule.		DIM				behind building		Sarah Hodgson								Litter Container (Outside)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																		there is a padlock on the gate and Waste Management has the key		no

		6/11/2021" "3":"47" "PM		1121270		We just discovered a hole in the sheet rock wall (please see pictures) on the ground floor of the library that needs to be patched. The hole is inside of the library on the Manila side of the building near adult non-fiction. 		ROC				Inside the library, on the ground floor level we've got a hole in the wall that needs to be patched. This hole is on the College Avenue side of the building near the adult non-fiction section. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zmBUmz95NaN2onO4Dn-vPvTSiqMFNI10, https://drive.google.com/open?id=11TYTwPAaU0eyxgkYUcdowFUhQp3j6snm		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No special circumstances/challenges.		No time preferences/limitations. 

		6/11/2021" "3":"51" "PM		1121274		One of our standing hand sanitizer stations is empty. Can someone refill it? It is currently located in the work area of the Children's Room. Thanks!		MAIN				Children's Room work area		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/11/2021" "3":"58" "PM		1121282		Just in front of the library's front doors we've got a metal grate that patrons walk over to enter the building. The metal grate, which is usually embedded in the cement, is loose. It looks like it could be a tripping hazard. We would like someone to come out & fix this. 		ROC				Outside of the library just in front of the front doors, we've got a metal grate that's imbedded in the cement, that is now loose. It seems like it could be a tripping hazard. We would like to get the grate secured so no one trips on it. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AXjjhxR2OHyNN6H9oUsctOdTBpAmgflU, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xha1yPyTMg64VyscxWytWPCSCdW1CCyu		Sidewalk / Public Right-of-Way / Patios		No				WOCREATE		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		WOCREATE																														None		No special circumstances/challenges		No time preferences/limitations

		6/11/2021" "4":"46" "PM		1121285		Inside of the library on the ground floor in the Children's area we've got a book shelf that needs its wooden panel to be re-attached. The wooden panel is being stored in behind the Checkout desk. 		ROC				Inside of the library on the ground floor in our children's area we've got a book shelf that needs its wooden panel to be re-attached. 		Lisa Harter, Erica Siskind, or Sandra Toscano						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TFD-kfxtXueOtDQZsDnolR2TQxOd8Q-m, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Xbpk04Ofw4jqEn7uC9C66jzwWYd2ZMcJ		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No special circumstances/challenges		We would prefer that this work be done when Rockridge staff is present. That way we can show the person(s) doing the work where the wooden panel is being stored. Rockridge staff are on location Mondays 9-5:30, Tues & Wed 10am - 8pm, Thurs 9-5:30, Fri 9-5:30, and Sat 9-5:30. Thanks!

		6/12/2021" "9":"15" "AM		1121301		human excrement		MLK				69th Avenue side of building in corner- below Love art piece.		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		6/12/2021" "9":"38" "AM		1121276		There was no custodial service today.		ROC				Entire Building		Liz Soskin or Erica Siskind								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				Every Saturday morning before 10am would be great in the future. 

		6/12/2021" "10":"14" "AM		1121303		someone lit the cardboard garbage bin on fire. Need a new one.		MLK				outside front gate		Celia Davis								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		6/12/2021" "10":"52" "AM		1121221		please unclog the toilet		GG				lower level STAFF bathroom		erin sanders								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				Please fix before staff arrive on Mon 6/14

		6/12/2021" "11":"57" "AM		1121368		No custodial service received, Saturday, June 12th.  		WEST				First floor -library and public lobby		Julia Flynn								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/12/2021" "1":"37" "PM		1121369		We did not get service for Saturday 6/12/21. Our bins are still full from yesterday. 		ASN				all		Russell Tran								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/12/2021" "2":"00" "PM		1121371		a painted banner (picture included) that's bolted to the north wall needs to be RELOCATED to the west wall on the Madison Street side of the TeenZone. Please center it in within the space available. 		MAIN				Main TZ North wall (entrance side).		natasha or veronica						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MXk5xmiBWenKOJ90B6V4Djuu9_gwXhVG		Other (Specify on next page)		No				WOCREATE		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		The TeenZone is on the 2nd floor and locked during unopened hours. 		no.

		6/12/2021" "2":"44" "PM		1121305		no custodial serrvice today		MLK				inside		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		6/12/2021" "3":"56" "PM		EMAIL		The recycling hasn't been emptied in weeks and is completely full.		DIM				behind branch		Sarah Hodgson								Litter Container (Outside)						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes, 6/14/21

		6/13/2021" "4":"30" "PM		1121612		outlets in the center set of desks do not work. the outlets are at the bottom of the partitions.		MAIN				rm 216		Dayni								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/14/2021" "10":"00" "AM		1121606		Skylight in Room 216 produces a lot of heat, making the room uncomfortably warm and challenging to work in. Skylight also drops dirt/dust from outside onto the desks directly underneath it. We would like to request a translucent covering (on the outside to prevent heat gain and translucent so as not to lose all the light) for the skylight. Staff also request air sealing/caulking the skylight to prevent dirt and dust from entering.		MAIN				Main Library, 2nd Floor, Room 216, skylight above desks nearest to door		Mickey Vo								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Room 216 is locked when there is nobody in it. May need key (can also try knocking).		In the morning would be ideal (9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.).

		6/14/2021" "10":"04" "AM		1121287		The alarm keypad on the wall near our back door (ground floor) keeps beeping. The screen keeps flashing that we have multiple "Disarmed Zones Faulted". The screen also shows: Fault 07 Back Door; Fault 17 Door Upstairs Kitchen; Fault 3- Circ Desk Motion; Fault 2 - Library Lobby Entry		ROC				The alarm keypad on the wall near our back door (ground floor) keeps beeping. The screen keeps flashing that we have multiple "Disarmed Zones Faulted".		Lisa Harter or Sandra Toscano								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No special circumstances/challenges		No time preferences/limitations

		6/14/2021" "1":"17" "PM		1121617		Door closer is broken and wont allow the door to close properly		CHA				Our door that leads to our stairs will not close properly, the door closer seems to be broken.		Isabel/Pete								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				Before we leave for the day today which is 5:30pm since we need the doors locked so no one can come into our library. 

		6/14/2021" "2":"45" "PM		1121378		Main Library staff report public elevator is malfunctioning. The elevator is stuck on the Mezzanine Level and the doors are not closing. Please contact Jack Schmidt at 238-3283.		MAIN				Public Elevator		Mana/Josephine								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		6/14/2021" "4":"14" "PM		1121423		81st Avenue Library staff request a new model sink/faucet to replace the faucet in the 1st floor Men's Restroom. Staff report that the existing faucet continues to have issues and does not consistently work.		81ST				Men's Restroom		Derrick DeMay								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		6/14/2021" "6":"41" "PM		EMAIL		There is a long metal pipe that has been left behind. Can I just toss this? Or can someone come take it away? Please advise. Possibly related to plumbing work.		MAIN				Lobby of the first floor of the Main Library		Mana Tominaga								Other (Specify on next page)						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Greg Johnson, 6/15/21																														One to two complaints in the past week

		6/15/2021" "10":"25" "AM		1122041		Tall overgrown weeds make it difficult to open windows which we need for air circulation		MAIN				Basement level - parking well along  building - left side of staff entrance		Catherine Jennings								Landscaping / Trees						Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		6/15/2021" "2":"37" "PM		1122048		Air condition system behind the Circ desk not working. It is reading 75 even though it is set to 65. It is going to be very hot in the following days. Please help us. Thanks Brookfield staff		BRO				Behind the Circ desk		Thevaki/Alfred								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/15/2021" "3":"10" "PM		INTERNAL		The air filter in Room 28 seems to be shorting out. I tried switching it to a different outlet but the same issue seems to be happening -- there is a repeat spark inside the appliance after the filter has been on for a few minutes. We do need an air filter in Room 28 so it would be great if someone could take a look at it or replace it if there is a spare. Thank you.		MAIN				Room 28, break room area		Jesse Nachem								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/15/2021" "5":"04" "PM		1121976		Please mop and disinfect the floor in the public restroom. Plumbers were here today (working on the staff restrooms) and the floor was dirtied when they accessed the public restroom. 		GG				public restroom (lower level)		erin sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/15/2021" "5":"06" "PM		EMAIL		Plumbers are working on a blockage in the staff restrooms today & tomorrow (Tues 6/15-Wed 6/16). However the public restroom smells very strongly of sewer gas. Is this connected? The smell almost makes the restroom unusable. 		GG				public restroom (lower level)		erin sanders								Plumbing		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Tom Hernandez, 6/16/21																														Three to six complaints in the past week

		6/16/2021" "10":"47" "AM		1122291		HVAC MERV 13 filter is due for quarterly change on July 9th.  Our last filter change was April 9th, job done by United Comfort Solutions Inc (UCS).   Technician indicated that the filter will need to be changed every 3 months in order for it to run properly for our indoor library.   Filter specs is: MERV 13, 20x22x1  Please make arrangement for the vendor (UCS 408-272-9888) to change our filters if public works cannot provide the service.  We do not want filter change to be delayed during the pandemic and when our building is used by staff and the community.		ASN				Asian Branch Library 		Janet Cheung								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/16/2021" "11":"01" "AM		REFER		I'm told this has been a problem for a number of years and staff do not think a service request has ever been opened but I do not know for sure.  The 2 phones allow calling out or picking up but cannot be heard.		EAST				In the staff room, there are 2 phones which do not work properly.  Each allow you to dial out but the receiving end cannot hear you talk.  Also, it rings and you are able to answer the incoming call but again, the caller cannot hear you		Kate Hug / Carlon Yoder								Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		INC0088472 

		6/16/2021" "4":"16" "PM		1122118		Graffiti/Tagging reported on the planter adjacent to sidewalk in front of Main Library, 14th St. side of building		MAIN						Alma Garcia								Graffiti						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		6/16/2021" "6":"53" "PM		DUPLICATE		The windows at this library are filthy! Bird poop, streaks of mud, can hardly see out of them. Please help!  This is a branch situated at Lake Merritt, the City's pride and joy. These windows are shameful. Patrons complain.		LAKE				Windows		Eve Buckner								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1106944		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes, 6/17/21																														One to two complaints in the past week		No		Open 6 day a week 

		6/17/2021" "9":"10" "AM		CANCEL		We did not get serviced 		PIE				Whole building		Nikki Truong								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Cancled by requestor, custodial provided service as of 12:10PM																														None				ASAP

		6/17/2021" "9":"46" "AM		DUPLICATE		Our SRP sign needs to be moved and hung in a more secure manner.		TEM				Please install our 6 foot by 3 foot Summer Reading Banner on the outside of the library. Their are already hooks installed from previous signage. We have temporarily hung it up but it needs to be moved two feet to the left and secured in a more professional-looking/secure manner. Thanks!		Celia Jackson								Sign		Yes		1121172		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		6/17/2021" "10":"08" "AM		CANCEL		The door counter is not working the light triggers when people walk past but it does not actually count how many people are entering the building		PIE				Inside the front door		Nikki Truong								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Derrick will look into it																														None				ASAP

		6/17/2021" "1":"40" "PM		1122423		Now that our plumbers are finished with the downstairs staff bathroom, it needs to be disinfected and mopped. It is very dirty. Please to this today so that staff can safely use the bathroom again. Also, please reload the paper towel holder in this restroom so it works. 		GG				downstairs STAFF bathroom		erin sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/17/2021" "1":"42" "PM		1122424		We received a memorial plaque to be placed under the Lottie Rose Memorial Quilt in the front foyer. Please install it in a similar way to the plaque under the WWI flag next to the quilt. The plaque is currently on the desk in the manager's office. 		GG				front entrance		erin sanders								Sign		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		6/17/2021" "2":"50" "PM		1122481		Multiple. ONE above Adult DVDs section. ONE between Adult Non-Fiction aisles 14-15. ONE between Adult Non-Fiction aisles 20-21.ONE above entrance of Women's Restroom. FOUR above Women's Restroom mirror.		CHA				Multiple. ONE above Adult DVDs section. ONE between Adult Non-Fiction aisles 14-15. ONE between Adult Non-Fiction aisles 20-21.ONE above entrance of Women's Restroom. FOUR above Women's Restroom mirror.		Sandy								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		6/17/2021" "3":"54" "PM		1122500		There are three overflowing trash bags next to the trash can outside of the Children's Room. There are also three boxes of old books near the garden containers.		MAIN				Children's Room, outside		Jesse Nachem								Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/17/2021" "4":"18" "PM		1122503		In the computer lab as soon as you enter to the left, The second to last list fixture against the entrance wall there is a light fixture that is flickering. If left on longer it will continuously flicker. Needs to be replaced. (powered by the 4th light switch)		81ST				Computer Lab		Brenda Membreno								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		6/17/2021" "4":"20" "PM		1122504		The light switch cover (4 switches) in the computer lab is broken and needs to be replaced.		81ST				Computer Lab		Brenda Membreno								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		6/17/2021" "4":"24" "PM		1122505		The outlet wall plate in the 81st Ave Study Room 2 is broken and needs to be replaced. 		81ST				Study Room 2		Brenda Membreno								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		6/17/2021" "4":"25" "PM		1122506		There is an outlet wall plate that is missing in the Adult quiet area. This is located immediately to the left of this area.		81ST				Adult Area		Brenda Membreno								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		6/17/2021" "5":"26" "PM		1123205		Can someone help us hang the large Summer Reading Banner outside the Children's Room entrance? The banner is currently rolled up in the Children's Room work area. 		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Sign		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/18/2021" "9":"22" "AM		1123221		Entire library, including bathrooms, has not been cleaned for 2-3 days. Waste bins are overflowing and public and staff bathrooms have not been sanitized. Update: as of 10:30AM on 6/21/2021, only partial custodial service has been provided.		MLK				MLK Jr branch library.		Patricia Moran								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		6/18/2021" "9":"24" "AM		1123517		Our clock in the Oakland History Center needs to be re-set or have the batteries replaced. It's 2 hours ahead. 		MAIN				OHC		Emily Foster (via email)								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				WOCREATE		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/18/2021" "9":"36" "AM		EMAIL		We did not get serviced. I know our original custodian is on vacation for 2 weeks did they have a substitute or is no one just cleaning for us and I need to put in a request everyday		PIE				Whole building		Nikki Truong								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Nikki confirmed service was provided by 6/21/21																														None				ASAP

		6/18/2021" "10":"05" "AM		1123263		Thank you for mopping the staff bathroom after plumbing repairs. There are splashes and fingerprint smudges all along the walls and floorboards from this repair, presumably containing biohazardous waste. Please clean these and thoroughly disinfect this room so staff can safely use the restroom. 		GG				downstairs staff bathroom		erin sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				ASAP so that staff can use the bathroom

		6/18/2021" "10":"53" "AM		1123265		One of the light bulbs has burned out. Please replace.		CHA				Children's Storytime space		Pete V.								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		No		Anytime when staff is here is fine and/or when open to the public. 

		6/19/2021" "9":"51" "AM		1123294		Missed service		ROC				Whole branch		Liz Soskin, Sandra Toscano								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		6/19/2021" "10":"45" "AM		INTERNAL		water leaking from faucet located just next to metallic entrance gate to Brookfield Library and EOSC		BRO				outside faucet next to metallic entrance gate of Brookfield Library and EOSC		Alfred						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EGySvSY_vjAH5CXzXVoJXc7kyhzcbY7s		Plumbing		No				N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)		Resolved by Derrick																														None				Please fix the leak asap

		6/19/2021" "11":"32" "AM		REFER		Abandoned vehicle alongside library on Fremont Way		MEL				Abandoned vehicle has been here 3+ weeks.  Alongside library on Fremont Way		Kate Hug / Adolfo Gomez-Delgado						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qPbJjlb90b39N4HWDF2bLhH2JpO8DSwa, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uVO-VrsFi5yAGziRmM0ulOju-L6ZUvdn		Other (Specify on next page)						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Called OPD dispatch

		6/19/2021" "11":"35" "AM		DUPLICATE		This was submitted months and months ago and still has not been fixed. The Street Sweeping parking restriction signs have been cut down alongside the library on the Fremont Way side		MEL				Fremont Way alongside library - street sweeping parking restriction signs have been cut down		Kate Hug / Adolfo Gomez-Delgado								Sign		Yes		 1059225, 1059226        		N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)

		6/19/2021" "11":"39" "AM		1123239		There are two mounted lights which need replacing in the Men's Restroom on the Mezzanine.  During our evening hours, this could present a safety hazard.		MAIN				Men's Public Restroom (Mezzanine Level)		Shannon McQueen								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						WOCREATE		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		6/19/2021" "11":"53" "AM		REFER		These 2 medium bins were left outside of our gate - we pulled them inside so they could be picked up by CA Waste Solutions.		MEL				On 48th Ave side inside the gate leading to the back garden - we have 2 abandoned, medium sized recycling containers that need to be picked up by CA Waste Solutions.  PLEASE LEAVE THE LARGE BIN THIS ONE IS IN USE.  6/19/2021 11:53 AM   		Kate Hug / Adolfo Gomez-Delgado								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		6/19/2021" "1":"41" "PM		1123301		We need help hanging the vinyl summer reading banners on both the front entrance of the library and the back entrance facing the parking lot. We tried to hang them with nails but they fell off. We really need to hang these signs with screw in hooks but we don't have any. 		WEST				Outside the front entrance of the library and the back entrance.		Mikal Hemingway						https://drive.google.com/open?id=11mU09XWzJZ2DlwYhJVKHHnGwB-we0Fu2		Sign		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		No special circumstances; Public works should make sure to bring screw in hooks in order to hang the both banners; one in the font of the library and one over the back entrance of the library facing the parking lot. 		No, they can come any time. 

		6/19/2021" "2":"10" "PM		1123377		Need toilet seat covers		ELM				Bathroom		Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/19/2021" "3":"12" "PM		INTERNAL		The plexi-glass on the end of the reference desk fell.		ELM				Left side of the Reference Desk		Ana-Elba Pavon								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Forwarded to Nina Lindsay by Derrick																														None

		6/19/2021" "4":"31" "PM		1123303		This is regarding the toilet in the first stall (closest to the door) of the men's restroom. When the toilet is flushed, water sprays everywhere with serious velocity! It is very exciting. It looks like multiple leaks are coming from between the toilet and the wall.		WEST				Men's restroom, lower level		Julia Flynn or Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1C6rohUvWmMTVQOnIGNDCaHclr8MPBs_v, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tDuZWfgLmqwrGmBKEw2uWYa8M1C6t4hk		Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/20/2021" "9":"44" "AM		EMAIL		there was no custodial service today		MAIN				all of Main		dk								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/20/2021" "11":"30" "AM		DUPLICATE		Exterior heavily marked by graffiti		MAIN				14th Street exterior		Shannon McQueen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1biW9QWCg8-_tl3SnDCOOisNhAeGL5hlH, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1R7iEb4HvZTfhpkl0mtZ39YJBRAEZVY-8		Graffiti		No		1122118		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		6/21/2021" "9":"45" "AM		EMAIL		We didn't get regular custodial service today.  Temescal is now open 6 days a week M-Sat.		TEM				Inside of Temescal.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pt0jAd1g3nO_BPIQ0aF_jkFpj9D0wBHL, https://drive.google.com/open?id=14HHrH0OP5EgmHKGkag75la7tQksFDMcW, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Np_RUb6LHd3bkkGEQEgWXHmFq5kqjirS		Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Spoke to Mark Hayes on phone																														None		None		Perfect time would be before 9 am.

		6/21/2021" "11":"09" "AM		1123580		Lights are burned out in the entire row of books.		MAIN				Basement storage -  row with Barcodes 629-750		Annette Bourget								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/21/2021" "1":"58" "PM		1123333		Staff elevator is not working.		MAIN				frieght/staff elevator		Mana Tominaga								Elevator Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		6/21/2021" "2":"00" "PM		1123330		Multiple instances of graffiti on planters adjacent to stairwell at the main entrance of the Main Library. Graffiti also present on the flagpole.		MAIN				Front Entrance		Jack								Graffiti		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/21/2021" "2":"57" "PM		1123594		Removal of debris/dirt from book drop (interior) on 13th & Oak Streets (pic attached).  Disinfecting of blue book drop along 13th & Madison due to human urination directed toward the side nearest 13th Street.  Urine seeped into the inside of book drop.		MAIN				Outside Bookdrops on/near 13th Street		Shannon McQueen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cg8rO2ZvCfkVDk4ZJ-VK3pNay1LjztcT		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Book drop keys needed		No

		6/22/2021" "9":"34" "AM		CANCEL		Unable to open the office/Lunchroom door - Different Staff tried opening the door and could not open.		BRO				Office/Lunch room		Thevaki/Alfred								Key / Lock Management		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Canceled by Thevaki via email																																		  Need to access for daily branch operation please.

		6/22/2021" "9":"39" "AM		1123535		Staff report that the power is out in the meeting room.		LAKE				Meeting Room		Xochitl								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/22/2021" "1":"25" "PM		REFER		Our compost bin (green bin) that is directly behind the library in the staff parking lot is not getting emptied weekly. The grey bin for recyclables, which sits next to the green bin, gets emptied each week. Both bins were provided by Waste Management. 		ROC				Our compost bin (green bin) that is directly behind the library in the staff parking lot is not getting emptied weekly. This bin was provided by Waste Management. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cU-nd7ImHfW2N83jhfC07uVnL23oJ8Mo		Litter Container (Outside)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		WM scheduled 6/28 pickup																														None		No special circumstances		No time preferences/limitations

		6/22/2021" "1":"35" "PM		DUPLICATE		Just in front of the library's front doors we've got a metal grate that patrons walk over to enter the building. The metal grate, which is usually embedded in the cement, is loose. It looks like it could be a tripping hazard. We would like someone to come out & fix this. I originally reported this on 06/11/2021.		ROC				Just in front of the library's front doors we've got a metal grate that patrons walk over to enter the building. The metal grate, which is usually embedded in the cement, is loose. It looks like it could be a tripping hazard. We would like someone to come out & fix this. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QPcf0DLvRhnp0EeqySFTUO3Y8qKwQ_4s, https://drive.google.com/open?id=12ZOZaUjOyz78vMu9K883E0yUTB-zeGa0		Sidewalk / Public Right-of-Way / Patios		Yes		1121282		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No special circumstances/challenges		No time preferences/limitations

		6/22/2021" "2":"24" "PM		INTERNAL		During OPL Express we stored library furniture that normally lives downstairs in the public area, upstairs in the meeting room. Custodial staff or Public Works (not sure which dept) already moved our heavy stuffed chairs & tables downstairs. We would like to ask for help in moving the wooden chairs downstairs as well. If custodial staff moves the chairs down to our lobby, Rockridge staff could then push the chairs to all of the specific places on the ground floor. We learned today that our administration wants all furniture moved downstairs by this Friday. 		ROC				During OPL Express we stored library furniture that normally lives downstairs in the public area, upstairs in the meeting room. Custodial staff/Public Works (not sure which dept) already moved our heavy stuffed chairs & tables downstairs. We would like to ask for help in moving the wooden chairs downstairs as well. If custodial staff moves the chairs down to our lobby, Rockridge staff could then push the chairs to all of the specific places on the ground floor. We learned today that our administration wants all furniture moved downstairs by this Friday, 06/25/21.		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nsfwfPgdOxxpXtjiuJvKi2rB7RUUjxj_		Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1116811		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Jenera says Roc staff can handle it																														None		No		No

		6/22/2021" "3":"12" "PM		1123723		There are broken bottles and garbage thrown all around the building and parking lot.  		LAKE				outside around the entire building		Xochitl (or any staff on site)								Litter Container (Outside)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week		none		none

		6/22/2021" "3":"28" "PM		1123724		Litter has been building up around the outside of the building. The neighbors/ schools have complained about this in the past.		81ST				exterior		Brian Guenther, Brenda Membreno						https://drive.google.com/open?id=10DJ2fWPNqyqAAXIm91vOThiSeMDME1uL		Sidewalk / Public Right-of-Way / Patios		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/22/2021" "7":"57" "PM		1123883		RED bathroom -- toilet tank is running and we can't seem to stop it by jiggling the handle, etc.		MAIN				bathroom outside the children's room (bottom of Oak Street stairs)		Jesse Nachem / Lisa Fung								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/23/2021" "9":"39" "AM		1123949		Branch's safe cannot be opened; batteries have little or no power and will need to be changed.		MON				Back workroom/office		Geremie Celli / Mahate Osborn								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				Anytime that staff is present.

		6/23/2021" "9":"46" "AM		1123982		2 light rods are out in the entrance immediately to the left of the front desk (if facing front entrance). The lights are above our appreciation plaques. 		81ST				Front Entrance		Brenda Membreno								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		6/23/2021" "10":"10" "AM		1123983		We have an electrical outlet that is broken on an entrance pillar below the 81st layout map. (next to the hold shelf). The cover is missing and one of the outlets has been broken off. This is exposed to patrons. 		81ST				Hold Shelf		Brenda Membreno								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		6/23/2021" "3":"54" "PM		1124063		Dirty carpet need shampoo cleaning please.		BRO				Carpet is not welcoming for our patrons. Please help us.		Thevaki/Alfred								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/24/2021" "9":"21" "AM		CANCEL		we didn't get cleaned		LAKE				inside		Xochitl								Cleaning / Custodial						Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Canceled by requestor, 11:07AM																														None		inside library		no

		6/24/2021" "9":"37" "AM		DUPLICATE		Trash has been thrown on top of the roof of our shed, if we don't clear soon it will invite more dumping and ruin the roof		MEL				Roof of shed, on 48th AVE side of branch		Adolfo Gomez-Delgado						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ShQ8ptqwnKAxfZZ-AIkoPHOSXKIw_DJz		Illegal Dumping		Yes		1108066		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Called 311, waiting to hear back from Acting Supervisor																														One to two complaints in the past week		You can access the shed roof from the sidewalk of 48th Ave without any challenges to access. If you need to get access to the shed roof from the library's garden, you will need a key for the side gate. 		No limitations -- please fix as soon as possible. The garden is currently closed due to covid so easier to access. Once programs start at the library, fixing the issue will be more complicated. 

		6/24/2021" "9":"38" "AM		CANCEL		Custodial duties for the library.		PIE				Trash 		Leni Matthews								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		This has been happening on and off.		Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Canceled by requestor, 11:14AM																														None		No		No

		6/24/2021" "10":"40" "AM		1124207		There is a single prong from a removed plug that is sticking out of the outlet (patron informed me last night as she was leaving). This area has been taped off with caution tape so that patrons do not electrify themselves. This is dangerous and needs to be safely removed. 		81ST				Main floor- in the "quiet area" room, far back wall. 		Brenda Membreño						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iTeQWHo1j7HK72KH6LnyvE43yniKhzZF		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				WOCREATE		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/24/2021" "10":"47" "AM		1124202		There are ants on the furniture and books in the library.		PIE				Ants: Break room sink, Front window, Side window and the bookshelf to the left of the window. Ants all over.		Leni Matthews								Pest		Do Not Know						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		6/24/2021" "10":"56" "AM		1124287		The entire 1st floor carpet need to be shampooed. 		DIM				The entire 1st floor carpet need to be shampooed. 		Zadok Doe'Parker								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		N/A		None

		6/24/2021" "1":"21" "PM		1124289		The garbage in between the porch and the parking lot is overflowing and trash is starting to accumulate next to it. 		WEST				The trashcan outside the library facing the parking lot. 		Mikal Hemingway 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No 		No

		6/24/2021" "4":"23" "PM		1124333		The IT server room has been recently cleared out in preparation for the installation of a new security camera system.  As a result, the floor, walls, etc now needs a good cleaning, since it's never really been cleaned before.		MEL				IT server room, basement level 		Derrick DeMay								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				The only time preference, is that it's completed prior to the installation of the security camera servers.  I'm not sure of that timeline, though.

		6/25/2021" "12":"52" "PM		1124558		The first floor sort room has a hole in the carpet and the floor underneath. This is a tripping hazard and the hole in the carpet is growing.		DIM				The floor of the sorting room on the first floor near the entrance.		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yorz927aDe2MiF9Ibp7usYKnhB70moT1, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OZWh89EJwioBc1-RbWd6jCrss8fUpb9y, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1S_DH5zYt_ANMcxOS2lZHdX2IYNQ-_o1V		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		N/A		None

		6/25/2021" "1":"21" "PM		1124562		Litter removal needed for scattered paper tissues and some household items found on our back lawn next to the garbage bins.		TEM				Back lawn next to the garbage bins.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zd0ioQ5uxohojavM1I0f2YfpFGveft5v, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uUTUfs62f_DAXiiVvWbAMrzILk5XDIMC		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Cancelled		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		None

		6/26/2021" "9":"23" "AM		1125056		Missed service		ROC				whole branch		Liz Soskin, Sandra Toscano								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed

		6/26/2021" "9":"42" "AM		1125058		We did not receive custodial service today. There was still trash in all of our trash cans when we arrived to work. 		WEST				Inside the library		Mikal Hemingway 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No 		No 

		6/26/2021" "1":"28" "PM		1125061		Our litter container was stolen and we need a new one. 		81ST				exterior		Brian Guenther, Brenda Membreno						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jpZ3uxugsi1vj9aAeVib7VAyge0NNoU_		Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		6/26/2021" "3":"09" "PM		EMAIL		(update) There are now 5 electrical light rods out at the front entrance of the library immediately to the left of the front desk. 		81ST				Front Entrance		Brenda Membrano								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		1123982		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Greg Johnson 6/28/21

		6/26/2021" "3":"41" "PM		EMAIL		Someone dumped a large tupperware bin outside the children's room with trash in it.		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Illegal Dumping		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes 6/28/21																														One to two complaints in the past week

		6/26/2021" "4":"00" "PM		EMAIL		The trash was not picked up in Room 28 near the refrigerator		MAIN				Room 28		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/26/2021" "4":"27" "PM		1125064		Bathroom sink emits a terrible sewage smell when you run water; drain may need to be cleaned.		MEL				Bathroom located on ground floor, in front of elevator, next to the 48th Avenue exit.		Adolfo Gomez-Delgado						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JSnIdWvkG9X8IwiH_1XOl5PWkXYfzXIo		Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		The restroom is locked and does require a key.		No

		6/26/2021" "4":"49" "PM		1125074		The front door will not close all the way on its own and needs to be pushed (from the outside)/pulled (from the inside) for it to securely close. It seems like the door is dragging at the bottom and getting caught (see pictures), making it difficult to close the door and lock down the branch at the end of the day. Door may be leaning due to loose door hinge? I am concerned that the issue will worsen if not taken care of soon. This issue just started this week. 		MEL				The front door of the library (on Foothill). When facing the front of the branch, the door on the right.		Adolfo Gomez-Delgado						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1P_y2FHE_P4jyVQipQP06n2yMqnfCX_Vn, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ovMYavlgwgcjxlgeEXYThDvbBt74WdUo, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1H6QWptqVqrfqiNepqaSsYsFav203PsHJ, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tFoVbcMDWdC2UnHC4oRRsOUblpCOa5yz		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		You need a key to access the branch outside of operating hours. When branch is closed, they will need to unlock the sliding front gate to access the door. 		Ideally this would be taken care of while the branch is closed to avoid blocking the front entrance to the library. 

		6/26/2021" "5":"24" "PM		EMAIL		Our custodian is on vacation. Is it a way for us to get consistent service without having to complete a Service Request Form daily?		PIE				entire library		Leni Matthews								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes, 6/28/21																														None		No		Mornings, before the library opens.

		6/27/2021" "10":"41" "AM		1125015		A lot of tags outside!		MAIN				front facade facing 14th		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/27/2021" "10":"52" "AM		1125038		Centrally controlled wall clocks are all telling the incorrect time and I think need syncing with the main system? 		MAIN				Lab, M&N, OHC		Mana Tominaga								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher						WOCREATE		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		6/28/2021" "9":"27" "AM		1125040		Women's Staff Restroom on the 2nd Floor,  handle on the 2nd stall toilet is broken and will not flush		MAIN				2nd Floor Womens		Dorothy Lazard 								Plumbing		No				WOCREATE		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		6/28/2021" "10":"44" "AM		1125463		Our battery bin needs to be emptied. The battery recycling bin is full and there are a couple of full bags as well.		ROC				1st Floor Lobby next to the water fountain		Ryan								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/28/2021" "10":"48" "AM		1125465		Flickering light above children's desk - this is the light closest to the back wall behind the desk		MON				Flickering light above children's desk		Quinn Tomlinson								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		N/A		Prefer if replaced between 9-10 a.m. before we open to the public

		6/28/2021" "12":"07" "PM		1125468		Once again, Temescal didn't receive regular custodial service on a Monday.  		TEM				Whole building.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iJ1sM_T_usPkyC1Iq2OjRlzICY_Sh5Ye, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mgKUDy4L8Jpk1BOxHNdqcLzMSucd3hqx		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before 10:00 a.m. M-Sat.

		6/29/2021" "10":"24" "AM		DUPLICATE		The custodial service done was poor- they left some garbage cans very full, didn't clean up some garbage on the floor, and left the front gate lock unlocked- which could eaasily have been taken (no idea what time they came).		MLK				inside library		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		6/29/2021" "11":"24" "AM		1125567		Our automatic front entrance is not closing all the way. When set to a closing function it will start to close, not close all the way, and open back up. It is important that this be fixed right away because we're a polling place today and the poll workers, not library staff, will be the last to exit the building tonight.		81ST				front entrance		Brian Guenther, Brenda Membreno								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																				asap

		6/29/2021" "12":"48" "PM		1125532		Request deep cleaning, please schedule for July 6th, 2021, if possible. Staff report dust and debris from recent renovations and all surfaces require cleaning prior to opening (including the ventilation ducts, the shelves, walls, etc).		ASN				Interior		Jenera								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/29/2021" "2":"18" "PM		1125593		Can the picnic table outside of the Children's Room have a sign on it stating that smoking must be 25 feet away from the building, per Oakland City ordinance? Please let me know if you need more information. 		MAIN				Outside Children's Room, picnic table		Jesse Nachem								Sign		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Canceled by Greg Johnson																														One to two complaints in the past week

		6/29/2021" "2":"22" "PM		NOTED		Both Mana and Steve Lavoie said that they would be able to do this, but I wanted to fill out a ticket in case they forget or are not able to this : can the picnic table outside the Children's Room be moved a little further away from the building, closer to the hedges and sidewalk? I'd like for it to be moved at least six feet further away from the building if possible. Thank you!		MAIN				Outside Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Other (Specify on next page)						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/30/2021" "9":"54" "AM		1125770		Solid human waste reported on the ADA ramp, front entrance.		MAIN				ADA Ramp		Frank Guzman								Cleaning / Custodial						Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		6/30/2021" "10":"21" "AM		1125943		The ADA accessible door is not responding to the switches. Might be connected to electrical issue upstairs/same wall.		CHA				Downstairs Lobby		Sandy								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		6/30/2021" "10":"23" "AM		DUPLICATE		4 Computer stations are out of service--no power coming from any of the wall outlets. Same wall as mentioned in other ticket about ADA accessibility switches on main lobby doors.		CHA				Upstairs next to stairwell door		Sandy								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No		1125943		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		6/30/2021" "12":"03" "PM		1125968		We need that cubicle desk moved into the children's room. Unfortunately, it is bolted to the ground.		ELM				There is an empty cubicle next to Computer 1.  It is bolted to the floor.  Can we please have it moved into the children's room.		Ana-Elba Pavon								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		6/30/2021" "1":"03" "PM		1125865		There is a message on the alarm that the battery needs replacement. The alarm was beeping simultaneous loud beeps until we inputted the disarm code. We don't know if will continue beeping again (as it was already disarmed when it started up). 		MON				Montclair entryway Alarm		Mahate Osborn or Geremie Celli								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Locked front door during non-staffed hours.		Anytime, as soon as possible please. Thank you!

		6/30/2021" "2":"24" "PM		EMAIL		Request for two extra copies of the bookdrop key.		TEM				Outside bookdrop on the bench on the right.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=152ie7KgHxw-vpPIGYAe2aaoyt5kOj4oK		Key / Lock Management		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Tom Young, 7/15/21																														None		None		If the existing key is needed to make the copies, we won't need it in the afternoons, but would like it back at the end of day.

		6/30/2021" "3":"41" "PM		REFER		Our trash dumpster wasn't emptied this week.		DIM				Dumpster area in back of building		Rebekah Eppley								Litter Container (Outside)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Contact WMAC 7/1/21

		6/30/2021" "4":"13" "PM		1125975		We have many rats outside the library and they have burrowed holes around the building.  We previously had Pestec come lay 10 traps and service the every other week but I haven't seen the company since we reopened.  We are having rats run on the stairs again and need a company to help control them. Patrons have complained about seeing them. There is a lot of garbage around the lake/building that isn't helping the problem.		LAKE				outside around the building		Xochitl Gavidia								Pest		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		outside the building and rat tunnels are under the building and in the garden areas on both sides.		no

		6/30/2021" "4":"58" "PM		1125982		our plants around the library are overgrown and there are many rats infesting the area.  They need to be trimmed, and weeded, especially around the front and back door.		LAKE				outside		Xochitl 								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		outside

		6/30/2021" "5":"26" "PM		1126135		An additional request is for the disinfecting of the area surrounding the exterior of the window.  The houseless has gotten into the habit of using the area as their personal bathroom.		TEM				Interior & exterior windows of building.		Karen Ko								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1105305		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		None		Preferably when public hours are not in effect.  Best is Friday mornings before noon.

		7/1/2021" "9":"28" "AM		REFER		There is one phone in the office that needs to be replaced.		ELM				Office phone		Ana-Elba Pavon								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0089523 																														None

		7/1/2021" "10":"32" "AM		1126213		There are several lights out in the Children's Reading Room		81ST				Children's Reading Room		Brian Guenther, Brenda Membreno								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/1/2021" "10":"36" "AM		1126215		Our security system keypads beep every half hour or so. This is new and we can't figure out why it's happening. 		81ST				building-wide		Brian Guenther, Brenda Membreno								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		7/1/2021" "11":"17" "AM		1126262		Our downstairs staff bathroom uses "regular" sized TP. Can we please get some more household-sized TP to supply it? There are just a couple rolls left in the custodial closet next to the stage. Thanks.		GG				downstairs staff restroom		erin sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/1/2021" "2":"27" "PM		REFER		Our compost bin (green bin) that's directly behind the library in the staff parking lot is not getting emptied each week. This bin hasn't been emptied since before 06/22 when I 1st reported it. The bin is currently full to the brim & is beginning to smell bad. I was told by Jack Schmidt that Waste Management was contacted & this bin had been added to their schedule. Jack said our next expected pickup would be on 6/28/21, but it was never picked up. 		ROC				Our compost bin (green bin) that is directly behind the library in the staff parking lot is not getting emptied each week. This bin has not been emptied since before 06/22 when I 1st reported it. The bin is currently full to the brim & is beginning to smell bad. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1feFfwwZUY5oTQV5dtYmYmgoWvgQLpocE		Litter Container (Outside)		Yes		I didn't get a service ticket number for this, but I submitted a service request for this on 06/22/21		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Contacted WMAC, service scheduled for 7/7/21																														None		No special circumstances/challenges		No time preferences/limitations

		7/1/2021" "2":"52" "PM		1126572		The brace for the bookshelf in children's area has broken from the wall. The shelf is unstable and in danger of falling.		WEST				First floor in children's area		Julia Flynn or Mikal Hemingway								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week				Library staff is here from 9-5, Monday-Saturday

		7/1/2021" "3":"33" "PM		1126299		Staff request carpet cleaning and shampooing of entire library. Special attention is needed at the area behind the service desk which is very dirty. 		81ST				Interior		Brian Guenther, Brenda Membreno								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Mark Hayes on 7/1/21

		7/1/2021" "3":"41" "PM		1126489		The Wisteria vines on the front, sides, & part of the back of Rockridge library are really overgrown to the point that the vines are beginning to cover most of our windows. We would like these vines to be trimmed back. A bucket lift will be needed to do the job as most of the vines are high up. 		ROC				The Wisteria vines on the front, sides, & part of the back of Rockridge library are really overgrown to the point that the vines are beginning to cover most of our windows. We would like these vines to be trimmed back. A bucket lift will be needed to do the job as most of the vines are high up. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AX1WJL5PrASwzu7EWLAw-GUW3jkigfoU, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BmnBWPr85YQHJPm8m5uLkZ2W2S-sbtj-, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Kkq_hhXMpDMTatLmeJm5waGTzXcheiWX, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Y9P5kZpDcGZbp50miiFIeHVYuPTOkapo		Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No special circumstances/challenges		No time preferences/limitations

		7/1/2021" "3":"58" "PM		1126313		There is human poop all over the corner of the building.  It is on the lakeshore and el embarcadero side of the building facing the lake		LAKE				Side of building on El embarcadero and lakeshore but facing the lake		xochitl								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		no		no

		7/2/2021" "10":"00" "AM		1126459		Main Library staff request urgent glass replacement on Room 104, 1st Floor. The broken window glass is visible from the Mezzanine staff area on the Oak St. side of the building, facing 14th St. Window glass broken and resting on itself. Urgent fix needed to prevent large sheets of glazing falling out and hurting someone if there is any movement to the glass.		MAIN				1st Floor		Jack or Diane								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/2/2021" "10":"58" "AM		1126480		New graffiti at Main Library as of 7/2/21, 9:00AM. Graffiti is located on planters near front entrance, adjacent to sidewalk off of 14th St.		MAIN				Front Facade		Jack						https://drive.google.com/open?id=18WfV4U-ngL-N1CYF2sB4FlPGSl8Pcvog		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/2/2021" "2":"41" "PM		1126565		Stairwell door used for entering and exiting the library at top of stairs, 2nd floor, does not shut completely. It remains ajar unless staff slams it shut. It's a Fire Safe door which is supposed to remain completely closed after using.		CHA				Fire safe / stairwell door, at top of stairs on 2nd Floor, next to Scanner and Fax machines.		Pete Villasenor								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No.		No. 

		7/2/2021" "3":"07" "PM		1126600		There are 2 small light fixtures that are out between aisles 28 and 29. 		81ST				main floor, between aisles 28 and 29		Brenda Membreño						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pl30TjzzFk5sxAq18jNDx_LBsa9apfxn		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/2/2021" "4":"11" "PM		1126599		The inside elevator door on the staff side has become unhinged from the bottom. When the doors open it swings back and forth. Currently it is functional, but this may become a more serious issue if it doesn't get fixed. 		81ST				Elevator Staff side		Brenda Membreño						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZHS1f5JMhFaJ78bF9jnSOM1tj7zdotrZ, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IhL43Oh4X4fUewahtU0kav3ehzA-kkmF		Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		7/2/2021" "4":"16" "PM		DUPLICATE		The cabinet door underneath the kitchen sink in the staff breakroom (2nd floor) has a hinge missing, so the door falls whenever trying to access that side. Someone came to look at that cabinet (same issue) sometime before the lockdown took place and took the hinge to request a new piece. Seems like it fell through the cracks as it has not been fixed. 		81ST				2nd floor, staff kitchen- cabinet below sink		Brenda Membreño						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FLCpJYYrpYw9i1ospTgRzZOM33sDtK7B, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pXxPZaBzIdUgimX3Gk8U_rXqxqN9qTMq		Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		Not sure what the number was. Someone came to look at this issue and said they had to wait for the parts over a year ago. 		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/2/2021" "5":"10" "PM		REFER		Please provide an alarm code for library assistant Rabia Anwar (ranwar@oaklandlibrary.org)		GG				alarm panel		erin sanders								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0089713 																														None

		7/2/2021" "7":"48" "PM		1127494		General custodial request		PIE				Library		Leni Matthews								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		Early mornings because this library is really small.

		7/3/2021" "3":"01" "PM		CANCEL		Toilet found clogged at 3PM; no flooding noted. Posted out of order sign.		MAIN				basement level in hallway near elevator		Mana Tominaga								Plumbing		Do Not Know				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		7/6/2021" "2":"08" "PM		REFER		The port-a-potty is in desperate need of cleaning. According to the record inside, it hasn't been serviced since June 26, 2021.  We had been locking it, not realizing that it would prevent United from cleaning it during library's closed hours.  The library will change its policy to unlock it prior to closing it.		ELM				Port-a-potty outside; just inside the gate from the sidewalk to the library's front door		Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		7/6/2021" "3":"35" "PM		1127522		The lock was vandalized, resulting in the Key even inserted, cannot turn		BRO				Brookfield Library Bookdrop		Alfred						https://drive.google.com/open?id=142hSP8wFZtGqXEBFM0QorAu5CknPnGZG		Key / Lock Management				n/a		Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None				As soon as possible, as the Brookfield bookdrop cannot be locked

		7/6/2021" "5":"45" "PM		DUPLICATE		Door closer is very loose and we cant closed door fully.		CHA				Door to our staircase		Isabel/Pete								Structural / Construction Issue		No		1126565?		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Pete: "It's the same issue again with the same door. They came to fix it a few weeks ago and was working just fine, until recently. Now it won't close at all (again) automatically. We have to do ourselves. Also, it's a Fire Safe door which is supposed to close all of the way automatically."																														One to two complaints in the past week				As soon as possible since it allows access to our branch

		7/6/2021" "7":"20" "PM		EMAIL		Braces have detached from bookcase creating a hazard in children's area		WEST				Bookcase is located in children's area between the circulation computer and the staff door.		Julia Flynn, Mikal Hemingway						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OWBnIxbm3wxXwtgUeJXUDWwOtwQhxnA_, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WksW6wWjWumptxV29uvHCA54KqUXqcmu, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1In6IMqJS7J8kEx3J-r0kCJJoFP4ZyGLX, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Oan26e9DS3kPiXnheECMeICB_lznjnaG		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1126572		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Don Gibeau, 7/7/21																														None

		7/7/2021" "9":"28" "AM		CANCEL		We did not get custodial this morning. 		WEST				whole library		Mikal Hemingway / Susy Moorhead / Rebecca Highland								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Service confirmed as of 12:00PM

		7/7/2021" "9":"31" "AM		EMAIL		Recycling has been stacking up for some time now. Also dumpster isn't being taken out. A neighbor asked to help us take it out last night as we were closing. Another follow up email is coming. 		WEST				dumpster area		Susy Moorhead / Mikal Hemingway / Rebecca Highland								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Mark Hayes, 7/7/21																														One to two complaints in the past week		Keys and an alarm code are needed to get into dumpster area. All custodians should have to the best of my understanding. 

		7/7/2021" "11":"50" "AM		1127770		Bathroom (ceiling) fan is making a loud, rattling noise when the light is turned on. For now, fan is temporarily unplugged.		MON				Public restroom (located in Children's Area)		Mahate Osborn (or Geremie Celli)								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		none		none

		7/7/2021" "1":"27" "PM		1127865		On Tuesday, 7/6, our custodian accidentally spilled a bucket of water inside the library, near the front entrance. Most of it dried up, but water pools up when you step on the grating in front of the front entrance doors. Is there anyway this can be cleaned up? Perhaps with a shop vac?		81ST				Front entrance		Brian Guenther, Brenda Membreno						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tWd0CNWcW6mLBrJ2sEqfdDU1rOpenMnk		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		7/7/2021" "2":"55" "PM		1127892		need to replace two garbage containers that are worn: one gray garbage and one blue recycling- tall containers.		MLK				near copier		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		no		no

		7/7/2021" "3":"09" "PM		1127858		Unable to flush toilet in staff restroom. The chain to the toilet's flapper is broken/disconnected.		MON				Staff restroom		Mahate Osborn (or Geremie Celli)								Plumbing						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		none		none

		7/8/2021" "9":"20" "AM		REFER		the recycling has not been picked up this week and the 2 bins are overflowing.  It usually gets picked up on Tuesday.		LAKE				garbage room inside building		Xochitl								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Contacted CWS on 7/14/21																														One to two complaints in the past week		Its inside the building so recyclers need to be let in.		during time when staff are here

		7/8/2021" "9":"50" "AM		1129796		Please reattach the chain on the window facing the parking lot (east wall). Please also readjust the shade so that it is all the way up - the string doesn't move well through the pulley.		GG				lower level - computer lab		erin sanders								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		window is 6 ft above floor

		7/8/2021" "9":"51" "AM		FOLLOW UP		Please reattach the chains on all the windows in the meeting room. A few are broken. 		GG				lower level - meeting room		erin sanders								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1113371		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Windows are high above the floor

		7/8/2021" "9":"55" "AM		FOLLOW UP		please move the copy machine and coin tower back to the landing by the front door. the meeting room is no longer accessible to the public 		GG				lower level - meeting room		erin sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1121268		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		stairs		please move asap - patrons cannot currently access the copy machine

		7/8/2021" "9":"56" "AM		1129797		please replace the bulb in the hallway in front of the computer lab door. it is flickering and nearly out.		GG				lower level - public hallway in front of computer lab		erin sanders								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		7/8/2021" "2":"31" "PM		1129915		Stairwell light is burnt out on Level F (Oak Street side)		MAIN				Stairwell light is burnt out on Level F (Oak street side) 		Kate Conn								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/8/2021" "4":"47" "PM		1130192		It seems as though someone changed the lock for the computer lab at 81st Ave. 2 weeks ago my key (E9AP) was working just fine, and all of a sudden last Saturday June 26th the key did not work. I tried to lock the door after realizing that it was left open, and was not able to. I asked several of my coworkers with keys to the building to try, and all failed. The only one that worked was Anthony's key, but that is because he has a universal key. We need this fixed as soon as possible so that we can lock this door when we are open to the public since we don't have enough staff to keep an eye on that room. 		81ST				Computer Lab		Brenda Membreno								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/8/2021" "5":"01" "PM		CANCEL		We have no tissue! We need tissue in both bathrooms (public and office). We need hand sanitizer for the dispensing machine near the public bathroom.		PIE				Bathrooms		Leni Matthews								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Service was provided as of 7/14/21																														One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		7/9/2021" "9":"51" "AM		CANCEL		The inside of the book drop has a strong urine smell, that presumably leaked in from the outside. The inside floor needs to be spray and sanitized. 		MAIN				Book drop on corner of Madison and 13th St. 		Josephine Sayers								Cleaning / Custodial						Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Canceled by Mana																																Please call 510-238-3144 and ask to speak with Josephine, Alma, or Steve prior to cleaning book drop so that materials can be removed to prevent damage. 		It should be done during library open hours. 

		7/9/2021" "10":"07" "AM		NOTED		The lawn outside the Children's Room needs mowing, please.		MAIN				Oak St side of building (particularly)		Remy Timbrook								Landscaping / Trees		Do Not Know				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Service provided on 7/13/21																														One to two complaints in the past week

		7/9/2021" "10":"21" "AM		1129923		Can you please add a grey trash bin with a lid, the tall ones, to this room? We have more staff in there now, and they should be leaving any food waste in a bin with a lid. Thanks!		MAIN				Room 216		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		7/9/2021" "1":"25" "PM		EMAIL		No custodial service today.		TEM				Whole building		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SkAoHbocNj-tMNt0oOqmq-quTBw09Eke, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Biv5xCZ6JzcJKa_xdinPnTW9oYQSRy0f		Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before public service hours.

		7/9/2021" "3":"18" "PM		1130121		The book drop at 13th & Oak streets was struck, apparently by a vehicle in a hit & run, detaching it from its anchor-bolts, bending the frame and causing it to be impossible to close.		MAIN				Northwest corner of 13th & Oak Streets		Steven Lavoie						https://drive.google.com/open?id=14ZOn9WnuVBbE91tHApxGV3t9uj9V0KpC, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_zoxn2jhwelPPl72FGkPWCFYq0kNBbwo, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hOlve2Jfct9xFbQMDo4G2ahIyZ_DQzmt, https://drive.google.com/open?id=186ItK4OwsXhT4jqhxpIxg6xy6AdW2g4F, https://drive.google.com/open?id=19Lu_UzUIE8P8BjiJeTKabDmQ6CdWqidJ		Other (Specify on next page)		No		Collision damage to a book drop		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No access problems, but there is significant compromise to the anchors at the base of the structure and to the geometry of the frame.

		7/9/2021" "5":"23" "PM		DUPLICATE		A ceiling tile close to the self check station is falling down. It's cut around a pole and is hard to keep in place. Another tile is loose in the teen area as well		DIM				First floor, roof by self check out around the the pole, and roof in teen area.		Zadok Doe'Parker cc:Michelley Gonzales						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mhBPjV7t6ongjHLrQi7yPSdsN4wHGxwX, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CaEeTRKLoRfFlLjt-5GVm2U_uZh0i1cH		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1113367		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		High ceiling, 10+ feet		Yes, must be done outside of business hours.

		7/10/2021" "9":"34" "AM		NOTED		Saturday, July 10th, Melrose had a missed custodial service		MEL				entire library		Kate Hug / Adolfo Gomez-Delgado								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/10/2021" "9":"39" "AM		1126691		This vehicle has been here 2+ months.  It is now missing a tire and has become a hangout spot for unsheltered people during the day.  No one is living in it (yet)		MEL				Alongside library, on Fremont Way		Kate Hug / Adolfo Gomez-Delgado						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DLPjEJS6c1V_c-paFmg7f_C4anHqJZyR, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AxvSCOkj4aRqlVEriiNlncAdvP1dz_jy		Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know		I swore I submitted this but cannot find the number		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		7/10/2021" "11":"06" "AM		NOTED		There is still food in the trash cans from the day before (Friday, 7/9), we did not get custodial service today. 		WEST				Inside the West Oakland Library 		Mikal Hemingway 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				NA		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No 		No 

		7/10/2021" "3":"36" "PM		1129951		We did not get service for Friday July 9th and Saturday July 10th. Our trash cans are still filled from the days before. 		ASN				all		Russell Tran								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Updated by Russell on 7/14/21, half need to be serviced																														None

		7/10/2021" "3":"44" "PM		NOTED		Toilet reported clogged. No flooding.		MAIN				Main Library, basement floor, public restroom #2 in hallway near elevator		Remy Timbrook								Plumbing		Do Not Know				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		7/10/2021" "5":"09" "PM		EMAIL		No regular custodial service.		TEM				Upstairs & downstairs 		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before public service hours.

		7/10/2021" "5":"19" "PM		1129992		The light over the side emergency exit door needs to be replaced. 		DIM				first floor		Sarah Hodgson								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/10/2021" "5":"22" "PM		1129993		We need a new meeting room key with a paddle. The key is E4P. Thanks!		DIM				second floor meeting room		Sarah Hodgson								Key / Lock Management						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/10/2021" "5":"26" "PM		1129994		The soap dispenser is broken and needs to be replaced.		DIM				first floor bathroom B		Sarah Hodgson								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		7/12/2021" "10":"16" "AM		EMAIL		we have not received janitorial services since Thursday July 8th (Today is Monday July 12th) the library areas both public and staff are dirty, bathrooms really filthy and garbage cans full 		TEM				All areas, bathroom and offices and public spaces		Karen Koh								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		No ticket number has been generated but this third business day and third submission of same issue		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Mark Hayes responded via email, 7/13/21																														Three to six complaints in the past week

		7/12/2021" "10":"59" "AM		CANCEL		This restroom is completely out of soap.		MAIN				Public restroom in basement. #1 blue sign		Annette Bourget								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/12/2021" "11":"14" "AM		1130181		A light bulb is out in our upstairs staff area near the photocopier.		81ST				Upstairs staff area		Brian Guenther / Brenda Membreno								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/12/2021" "11":"14" "AM		EMAIL		Entire row of lights is out on the row of items #629-750. This is a safety issue as we should not be climbing ladders in the dark.		MAIN				Basement storage area.		Annette Bourget								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		1123580		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		7/12/2021" "11":"59" "AM		CANCEL		The light fixture in the staff area on the second floor is out and needs to be replaced. 		81ST				Upstairs staff area, above printer/fax machine		Brenda Membreno						https://drive.google.com/open?id=19ZWiX7C7P7KqJlNFW2iUoyuRBEvQ3B9d		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Canceled by requestor, 7/13/21

		7/12/2021" "12":"31" "PM		DUPLICATE		The gray book drop box on 13th St. near the exit of the delivery well. (NOT the book drop on Madison St.) needs to be removed and disposed of. It was damaged by a vehicle and is no longer functional. 		MAIN				13th St. sidewalk, near the delivery well. 		Josephine Sayers								Other (Specify on next page)				1130121		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		7/12/2021" "12":"43" "PM		1130184		From the picture provided, the circled windows are the only clean ones, all the others are really dirty and need attention. Might need to be cleaned from the outside in addition to the inside. 		81ST				1st floor, quiet area		Brenda Membreño						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1S-R8CSBuzZ6tt3a4Xgk6wuW81KM8GiHS		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1120138		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		7/12/2021" "4":"08" "PM		1130407		We need some spare keys (maybe four) for the exterior book drop on Madison Street in order to give custodians access for cleaning. I included a picture as I'm not sure if we'll need to go to the vendor for these. Since the other book drop has been damaged and is slated for removal, we're counting on use of the Madison Street one and we're having urination and other biohazard issues with it...I've attached a picture in case it's something we can have cut in-house.		MAIN				Exterior book drop		Steven Lavoie						https://drive.google.com/open?id=13GClOyTgbCehAG7DP7EkStESToYsppyb		Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		N/A

		7/12/2021" "4":"47" "PM		1135324		Brookfield need a brush to go with the high ceiling pole (already have the pole) to clean spider webs. Thanks a lot.		BRO				Brookfield		Thevaki								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/13/2021" "10":"03" "AM		CANCEL		Trash wasn't picked up this week. The dumpster is full.		DIM				Back of Library		Rebekah Eppley								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Trash was serviced by 7/15/21																														None

		7/13/2021" "10":"18" "AM		1130189		There is a piece of plywood down on the lawn, over an irrigation box for many weeks. Can we get the plywood taken away and dirt placed to even out the ground so it isn't a fall hazard?		MLK				front lawn		Celia Davis						https://drive.google.com/open?id=16HrW_KTW7DM2KnCHMJQRLm-UijAgw_q8		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		7/13/2021" "10":"24" "AM		1130187		The parking lot gate needs replacing. Someone from public works came out to fix the issue of the gate tongue not fitting right and us not being able to lock the gate. They were able to temporarily fix it but their conclusion was the gate is too heavy and large- the issue will reoccur. They said, given the width of the space, there should be a double gate that meets in the middle and has two sets of hinges or a sliding gate.  		MLK				parking lot gate		Celia Davis								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		7/13/2021" "10":"32" "AM		1130286		Will is installing the door! But it will need to be re-keyed so that we can lock it with staff keys; can Joe please set it up so that the WC key will open the door? Thank you!		MAIN				Oak St. side - door leading up to the mezzanine		Mana Tominaga								Key / Lock Management						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		7/13/2021" "10":"33" "AM		1130413		There is one tile missing in this room, along the window. 		MAIN				Map Room - second floor, near Oakland History Center		Mana Tominaga								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/13/2021" "7":"23" "PM		CANCEL		Our brown garbage can from Waste Management (the one all of the trash in the building goes into) was stolen last Thursday. It was here when I pulled into the parking lot at 9am, but when I went out around 9:45am it was gone. The recycling bin is still there. 		GG				parking lot		erin sanders								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Requested by Mark Hayes																														One to two complaints in the past week

		7/14/2021" "12":"09" "PM		1129869		AC not working, no air is being pushed out		ASN				Back of Library (Children's & Teen Area)		Janet								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/14/2021" "12":"44" "PM		1130425		We need the large trash bins in the Children's Room and in Room 28 to have lids on them. This will help to deter rodents. Can four lids be sent over? 		MAIN				Children's Room, and Room 28		Jesse Nachem								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/14/2021" "12":"56" "PM		1130430		There are garbage cans outside the library in the front of the library and in the back of the library.  There is also a cardboard garbage box in front of the library and the back of the library.  All four cans need emptying on a regular basis.  Today, a mouse was going in between the two cans in the backyard of the library.  It kept going back and forth between both cans until a hawk came by and ate it.		ELM				Outdoor garbage cans in front of the library and in the backyard		Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		7/14/2021" "2":"38" "PM		1130420		Two Can lights close to the glass wall/door in the Manila Ave side of our Teen Zone have gone out, need replacing		ROC				First Floor, inside Teen Zone room closest to the Manila Ave side of the building. Can light fixtures close to glass wall		Sandra Toscano								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		These are ceiling lights		Replacement bulbs should be installed during non-service hours

		7/14/2021" "3":"01" "PM		1130421		A couple of patrons complained that the toilet in the non-handicap, smaller stall is having trouble flushing. I went to check myself and the toilet does flush after 2-3 attempts on an empty toilet.		ROC				First level, lobby entrance. Public Bathroom A, first smaller stall 		Sandra Toscano								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		7/14/2021" "4":"01" "PM		DUPLICATE		A facilities technician was here & fixed the problem, but it was temporary.  Now, the bathroom (ceiling) fan is making a loud, grinding noise when the light is turned on. For now, fan is temporarily unplugged.		MON				Public restroom (located in Children's Area)		Mahate Osborn (or Geremie Celli)								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		1127770		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Tom Hernandez, 7/16/21																														None		none		none

		7/14/2021" "5":"23" "PM		FOLLOW UP		Several windows need repair. There's one with broken hinges on the right side of the building above the adult DVDs. There are 8 screens with gaps on the right side of the building and 2 on the left side. There are also 3 missing and one broken screen on the left side of the building.		DIM				entire first floor 		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Bb_ib1J3hUOU0IDKW-yRNeBGUdAlsOeZ, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JIhEOFp9ZMkIMSc8FdabUYPI50z5WEV6, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aXIyRfKO4f-TFCM6NJSa39LN9SR8lyhe, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nfqEtub0P7KnLVtKemJsgTM-ikmomg3N, https://drive.google.com/open?id=122t_w3CTksWG7Bxpofqt6lTvxlni2dnJ		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1097480		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																		None , standard pad lock and building key.		None

		7/15/2021" "8":"59" "AM		1130452		Burgundy Chevy Trailblazer (no plates) abandoned next to library book drop (prohibiting street-side access). It may not be operational; there is body damage and at least one flat tire.		MAIN				13th Street near Oak St, next to book drop		Remy Timbrook / Mana Tominaga								Illegal Dumping		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		7/15/2021" "9":"04" "AM		1130260		as of 9am, there has been no service.		MLK				inside library		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		7/15/2021" "10":"38" "AM		EMAIL		trash can not emptied, restrooms not cleaned, restroom paper towel dispenser not filled carpet not vacuumed and hand sanitizer not filled   		DIM				entire library		Zadok Doe'Parker								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Spoke with Mark Hayes, coverage is scheduled																														None		None		None

		7/15/2021" "12":"30" "PM		1130453		Stainless steel sink is dirty. Looks like maybe mildew or something is growing on the surface. Hasn't been cleaned in weeks (or longer).		MAIN				Second floor, room 216, sink		Camille Peters						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cSFA6EFjHO-760_xKf9Tcy9Hvp8cq5VX		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Room 216 is on an XBA5 key.		No

		7/15/2021" "2":"08" "PM		1130287		Will put in a new door! Horray! Please stain it though, to match the rest of the wood in the building interior.		MAIN				Oak St. side of the building; door leading up to the staff mezzanine		Mana Tominaga								Painting						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		7/15/2021" "3":"05" "PM		1130528		AAMLO requires extensive light bulb replacement in its 2nd floor museum gallery. The majority of ceiling house lights (pendant lighting) and recessed lights are completely dark. We are in possession of sufficient replacement bulbs. This job will require scaffolding due to the ceiling height.		AAMLO				Museum Gallery / 2nd Floor - Requires Scaffolding		Sean Dickerson						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cGKjy7W1Qq8O_421elqKIo6THQGxZkjT, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dFqO6iE1NXyD-6cYWPtyjfqQtHVI9NOF, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WEXpmzAmDdyxPZPQeCWoCNg6CyL69d-x, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1j4QbDAwYgxO0u8hG0oXc2hIzFeYyIO65, https://drive.google.com/open?id=16Pjp3xRG2a9teG6mXxoiKcBMpiwHbIP7		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		1033948		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		This job requires scaffolding to complete. AAMLO is in possession of new, unused, scaffolding equipment. The equipment is housed at AAMLO's offsite storage location. 

		7/15/2021" "3":"08" "PM		REFER		recycling container needs to be emptied. It is now full. 		MLK				back of parking lot		Celia Davis								Litter Container (Outside)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Contacted CWS, 7/15/21																														None		no		no

		7/15/2021" "3":"39" "PM		1130529		AAMLO requires several bulbs changed in the first floor study library. These do not require the scaffolding necessary on the second floor museum gallery.		AAMLO				Study Library / 1st Floor		Sean Dickerson						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1x4MFmDJxsUhp0b9yI1Uu-TVfJQ_3hGYM, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FQ6dDOJgII1XPZi1Dr78M9pQrlwpyXJz, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hFYIcFTSBlhS0uDoc1KEL-h4AiDh_3Di		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/15/2021" "3":"48" "PM		1130557		Please refresh grip tape on stairs where needed throughout the branch. Of particular concern are the few stairs leading down into the back tool room in the Tool Lending Library.		TEM				Stairs into back tool room; staff stairway to second floor. 		Ally Hack								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/16/2021" "8":"44" "AM		EMAIL		Missed custodial service		BRO				Library		Thevaki								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/16/2021" "9":"18" "AM		EMAIL		as of 9:15am, no custodial service has been provided at King Branch (usually here before we arrive)		MLK				inside library		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		7/16/2021" "10":"25" "AM		EMAIL		The First and second floors need the trash emptied and the restrooms serviced.		DIM				the entire building		Zadok Doe'Parker								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		Morning

		7/16/2021" "10":"29" "AM		EMAIL		Bathroom needs cleaning, trash has not been emptied.		ELM				Entire Building		Molly Nichols/Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/16/2021" "10":"55" "AM		EMAIL		Our custodian wasn't in the morning of 7/16/21. I will rescind the ticket if a substitute arrives later in the day. 		81ST				branch-wide		Brian Guenther								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/16/2021" "11":"04" "AM		1130569		The soap dispenser was taken off the wall and paint came off with it. It was replaced, but the bare wall can still be seen behind it. 		81ST				first floor, ladies restroom		Brian Guenther, Brenda Membreno						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rUaFQjsuP7nHsNB9-XPOTzIqqBd4QjlV		Painting		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/16/2021" "3":"45" "PM		1130568		Need to re-key suggestion box as the key is missing, and we cannot open the box to retrieve comment cards.		MAIN				Second floor, Magazine & Newspaper Room, on pillar closest to the entrance		Camille Peters						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_8F5jAv9H011GemTDxLGO6et4KVNFtJU		Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		Not really -- would be better to do it when we're not open, but during open hours is possible.

		7/16/2021" "3":"51" "PM		1130565		The pole on the parking lot gate that is supposed to lock into the ground is now bent. Someone might have backed into it. It does not fall into place anymore, so we can't properly place the padlock. We can stretch the chain across to lock on the other side of the gate, but that is not secure. Can we replace this pole? Thanks.		GG				parking lot - gate		erin sanders								Fence		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		7/16/2021" "3":"55" "PM		1130566		Cork board previously hanging on pillar has fallen and is on the floor. Would like it to be hung up where it was before.		MAIN				Second floor, Magazine & Newspaper Room, pillar behind reference desk		Camille Peters						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XEOOx7O_wV9r8oHxOn3ra_YSgGgyBpEF		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None				Would prefer outside of open hours, but while we are open is still possible.

		7/17/2021" "9":"26" "AM		EMAIL		All trash cans on site need to be emptied and all the restrooms need to be cleaned, also the floor needs to be vacuumed.		DIM				The entire library		Zadok Doe'Parker								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		7/17/2021" "10":"51" "AM		EMAIL		This was originally reported in April and followed up in May.  The glass continues to spider and the glass is unstable in the window.  This is a hazard and needs to be fixed.		MEL				window in back staff office on Fremont Way side of building		Kate Hug / Adolfo Gomez-Delgado								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1108826		N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)		Emailed Don Gibeau 7/19/21

		7/17/2021" "10":"57" "AM		1130979		upstairs carpets in teen zone, adult side and children's side need to be shampooed		MEL				upstairs carpets in teen zone, children's and adult		Kate Hug / Adolfo Gomez-Delgado								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1118374		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/17/2021" "11":"23" "AM		1130676		There are now 4 abandoned vehicles clustered together on Fremont Way alongside the library.  (brown Volvo #5MXL227) (White Volvo 3VKG053) (White Toyota 7YZF260) and (Brown GMC 6MYS631).  I know you said that OPD is unlikely to do anything until after 90 days - just pushing on this because there are now 4		MEL				Fremont Way alongside the library		Kate Hug / Adolfo Gomez-Delgado						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1a1Qv0O2eJYtRJfWPatjxe-baqHORa43I, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bIyKr5KONRW0Pvwz8MvGvgS-7MW7izJ_, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SqZ4cDYxRSn7sKStLac1IZH2gCQcbHqb, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TDf0dF_s1701HS5WzAZgeyqwG-VZ3AH6		Other (Specify on next page)		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		7/17/2021" "11":"39" "AM		1130984		No custodial services seem to have been provided today.   Lack of trash pick-up especially noticeable.		MAIN				1st Floor (All)		Shannon McQueen 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		7/17/2021" "11":"41" "AM		1131065		The ceiling light above my desk is very dim and about to burn out.		81ST				Children's Librarian's office		Sally Engelfried								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		My office is locked when I'm not here.		No, as long as you're able to unlock my office.

		7/17/2021" "11":"52" "AM		1131067		There are several burnt out ceiling lights in this room: two are near the Children's Librarian office, and two are near the windows. We need these lights replaced before classes start using this room regularly (September).		81ST				Children's "Story Time" area, first floor, in the back of the library near the Classroom		Sally Engelfried								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No.		No.

		7/17/2021" "3":"24" "PM		1131095		Please replace rubber tips on kickdown door stoppers on all interior doors. 		ASN				interior doors		Jenera Burton						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hLtMAlEvr3e89XgoACFU6xfLtyOgomL8		Sign		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				ASAP, we have had new floors installed. Floor installers warn that new floors will be damaged by the doorstoppers. Thanks.

		7/17/2021" "3":"38" "PM		1131098		Please add  felt pads to the bottoms of 50 chairs (200 pads needed). 		ASN				public floor, meeting room		Jenera Burton						https://drive.google.com/open?id=12sxP42eZ_Hix5pulvJskBSDj6SC8kRtz, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Feq73TGB4hBF9yTy3pOF6sz4JLuZ8Lyk		Other (Specify on next page)		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		ASAP, we have had new floors installed. Floor installers warn that new floors will be damaged by the doorstoppers. Thanks.

		7/19/2021" "8":"50" "AM		EMAIL		Missed service		ROC				whole branch		Liz soskin, sandra toscano								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A				Mark Hayes emailed 7/19/21

		7/19/2021" "9":"18" "AM		1130988		someone pooped on newspaper next to the bookdrop		LAKE				in front of library on side of bookdrop		Xochitl Gavidia								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)		Referred																														None		outside

		7/19/2021" "9":"20" "AM		EMAIL		didn't get cleaned over the weekend		LAKE				inside		Xochitl Gavidia								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)		Mark Hayes emailed 7/19/21																														None

		7/19/2021" "9":"33" "AM		EMAIL		No custodial service 7/19/21 at Temescal		TEM				Temescal Branch		David N. Hughes-Gonzales								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)		Mark Hayes emailed 7/19/21																														None

		7/19/2021" "3":"30" "PM		1131221		The book drop on the corner of Madison and 13th St. has a broken door on the left-hand side that we would like repaired if possible. The door itself is bent and is missing a latch bar on the inside of the door mechanism. If Tom Young is available, that would be great. 		MAIN				Book drop on the corner of Madison and 13th St.		Josephine Sayers or Mana Tominaga								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																		The door is currently locked, but can be opened by anyone in Circulation

		7/20/2021" "10":"27" "AM		1131404		Water leaking out onto the floor from the pipe under the kitchen sink. This is the pipe for the air conditioning condensation, which appears to have been heavily clogged up.		ASN				Staff kitchen		Janet Cheung						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pYuw4QNqRusA4co1lb879lFrA3T_8e5P		Plumbing		No		related to: 1049823, 947939, and maybe 1129869		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				ASAP, new flooring was just installed in this room.

		7/20/2021" "11":"16" "AM		DUPLICATE		lots of rats along the perimeter of the library, likely tunneling underneath the library		LAKE				exterior perimeter		Xochitl Gavidia								Pest		Do Not Know		1125975		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		7/20/2021" "2":"09" "PM		1131568		The chain that is used to raise the curtains has come off its rail again. It is not working at the moment. It is the 5th curtain from the left in the front of the building. 		81ST				main floor, windows in front of Spanish Television shows (next to magazine area)		Brenda Membreño						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JHe4M0PYTktkGHvjQReOa_lDyDq0WorL		Other (Specify on next page)		No				WOCREATE		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		7/20/2021" "3":"42" "PM		1131569		the neon tubes before and behind the Circulation desks have been flicking for at least month and half		BRO				around the Brookfield circulation desks		Alfred								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No		n/a		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		n/a		at the earliest convenience.

		7/20/2021" "6":"33" "PM		1131701		The front door is slamming shut. Can the hinge be adjusted so that it closes slowly? It's loud enough to hear throughout the Adult and Children's rooms upstairs. 		GG				front door		erin sanders								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		7/20/2021" "7":"57" "PM		EMAIL		We received the key from this request but need to get an acrylic paddle for it. Thanks!		DIM				NA		Sarah Hodgson								Key / Lock Management				1129993		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Tom Young will try and drop it off prior to 7/24/21

		7/21/2021" "1":"13" "PM		1131922		3 light bulb replacements needed in Children's Room		MAIN				Children's		Lisa Fung								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/21/2021" "2":"34" "PM		1131926		5 light bulbs need to be replaced in Room 6 		MAIN				Room 6 		Pat Toney								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		light bulb replacement will require a ladder 		Mondays are a great day to access the area. 

		7/21/2021" "3":"23" "PM		REFER		Compost bin is contaminated and needs to be serviced; also please replace with smaller container		ROC						Lisa Harter (via Jack)								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Contacted WMAC 7/21, service should be provided on 7/28/21

		7/21/2021" "3":"54" "PM		1131954		Our used battery bin is overflowing.  We just need the used batteries disposed of properly.		GG				Near main entrance		Alison or Erin								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Battery container is just inside the front entrance,  by the staircase railing		No, thanks

		7/21/2021" "5":"54" "PM		DUPLICATE		Staff notice that after the HVAC was repaired in the back of the branch, the vents are not pushing out as much air as they were before. Staff complain that it is still a bit hot and that the airflow is not as great as it was a few weeks ago.		ASN				HVAC System, back of branch over Children's area.		Janet Cheung/Jenera Burton								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		1129869		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Vendor onsite 7/22/21																														None		HVAC systems is in the ceiling/roof.		The branch is open to the public Monday-Saturday at 9 am.

		7/22/2021" "9":"03" "AM		1132047		We need the 3M box from the prior security gates removed from the wall.		MLK				in entry way to the library on wall that says MLK.		Celia Davis						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1W5F2fSpjcJS-ifjZ1BOo7RVuEwV_J5ai		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		7/22/2021" "9":"53" "AM		1131979		Staff are reporting hot air coming from air conditioning unit in the Manager's office. 		ASN				Manager's Office		Janet Cheung								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/22/2021" "11":"25" "AM		1132142		The flourescent light in the Kurtzweil Room flickers and needs replacement.		MAIN				Kurtzweil Room (1st floor, across from the Circulation Desk)		Josephine Sayers								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/22/2021" "1":"25" "PM		1132145		Light is out; bulb replacement likely needed.		MON				Front desk area, above public catalog computer.		Mahate Osborn (or Geremie Celli)								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		None

		7/22/2021" "3":"25" "PM		1132172		the toilet seat is loose and wobbly		MAIN				room 29 - public restroom		Pat								Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know				WOCREATE		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		7/22/2021" "4":"44" "PM		REFER		Recycling Cans were not picked up this week 		MEL				Recycling Bins were not picked up this week. 		Kate Hug								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Contacted CWS, 7/23/21																														None

		7/23/2021" "11":"39" "AM		1132496		The chain to the smaller curtain on the left (of the picture submitted) is not working. It seems as if it is stuck on something. If we pull it it seems like the whole curtain might fall. Both of the curtains in the picture need attention- the bigger one has the chain off its rail. Thanks. 		81ST				first floor, windows facing the TV shows		Brenda Membreno						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ms8Ux2xDRmlP3KC3GkbIVrjoA5vEmFEh		Other (Specify on next page)		No		This is an update to issue: 1131568		WOCREATE		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		7/23/2021" "1":"45" "PM		DUPLICATE		3rd request to move the copy machine back to the landing by the front door. Now that the public can reserve the meeting room, the machine won't be accessible when the room is in use. Please move as soon as possible; we already have a reservation for the room next Thursday. 		GG				meeting room		Erin Sanders								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1121268		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		stairs; landing between floors so elevator is not an option		ASAP

		7/23/2021" "1":"49" "PM		1132497		Two lightbulbs are out & need to be replaced. One is upstairs in the ceiling right where the patron elevator door opens. The second one is upstairs in the staff area above Ryan's desk. 		ROC				Two lightbulbs are out & need to be replaced. One is upstairs in the ceiling right where the patron elevator door opens. The second one is upstairs in the staff area above Ryan's desk. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1auozKy9Lbf19gXgeP3alxHFs-O7CCVfK, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1K2kYxyP-KKn3V071v7GrtEtXSLIcAQ5m		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		7/23/2021" "4":"02" "PM		1132932		Please remove graffiti on the storage shed.		TEM				Storage shed located in driveway at back of building.		Ally Hack						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ILdJ5YDbtpfdcKLXdNVOoWb4kG3brKlP		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																				Before 9:00 is preferable because parked cars may interfere with the job. We can block off parking with advance notice. 

		7/23/2021" "4":"07" "PM		1132934		Please hang our sign with updated hours for the Tool Lending Library. The sign has been received and is currently in our downstairs lobby area on the floor to the left of the public drinking fountain. 		TEM				Wall on south side of building near Tool Lending/back entrance.		Ally Hack								Sign		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		7/23/2021" "4":"50" "PM		1132944		There is a section of the first step that broke off, the main front outside steps into the building. 		MEL				Front entrance to building concrete from first step split/broken. 		Kate Hug 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Zp-6V10yiPWECXISbPTKWyjkFLmDa36R		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No

		7/23/2021" "5":"21" "PM		1132945		Did not receive custodial service 7/23.		PIE				Whole building		Irena Allen								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/24/2021" "9":"18" "AM		1133042		Daily custodial service missed, Saturday July 24		MLK				King Branch		ALISON or Pati								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/24/2021" "9":"59" "AM		1132950		The back yard is fully over grown and the surrounding grounds as well.  It has not been serviced since the Spring		MEL				back yard garden and surrounding grounds		Kate Hug / Adolfo Gomez-Delgado								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		7/24/2021" "10":"21" "AM		1133006		Light is a little dim. One of the "long" bulbs is out.		MON				Entrance to hallway, past double doors.		Geremie Celli (or Mahate Osborn)								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Mornings

		7/24/2021" "4":"30" "PM		NOTED		Leak from HVAC pipe in manager's office has water on the desk and floor and damaged ceiling tiles. PW has assessed the leak, said contractor, United Comfort Solution, who was working on the AC unit this past Thursday will come again Monday (7/26) to take a look. 		ASN				Manager's office		Janet Cheung (Jenera Burton submitting)						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Zz8YK6YuGjlIElct4nZ-3cj5TAtN_HRG, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Cu-_mHprYT1At1RjIcpC-arsM_RcD0ZT		Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		unknown called int PW 7/24/21		N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		7/26/2021" "9":"19" "AM		COMBINED		no service provided. 		MLK				inside library		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No		1133042		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		7/26/2021" "10":"16" "AM		1133004		All bathrooms have not been cleaned (partial service reported)		ROC				All bathrooms		Liz Soskin, Sandra Toscano								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed																																		Three to six complaints in the past week

		7/26/2021" "10":"20" "AM		1133040		We did not receive service		PIE				Whole building		Nikki/Leni								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				ASAP

		7/26/2021" "10":"32" "AM		NOTED		Found a dead rat by planters.		ELM				Outside by planters		Ana Elba or Lily 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GXDq03jbdbZYrYIeFYnR4VwEOd5pDydQ		Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Contacted Mark Hayes and Omega Pest Control																														None		None

		7/26/2021" "10":"34" "AM		1132967		Elevator doesn't respond to buttons pushed. The door is partially open on the second floor.		GG				Public elevator 		Mika Permutt or Alison Heyman								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		After hours, parking lot gate is locked.		As soon as possible

		7/26/2021" "10":"42" "AM		EMAIL		Bins are full and need trash to be picked up.		ELM				outside trash bin near porta potty and front entrance		Ana Elba or Lily								Litter Container (Outside)		No		1130430		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		7/26/2021" "11":"09" "AM		1133045		The tap of the sink in Acquisitions is dripping lots of water despite it being turned off.		MAIN				Acquisitions		Winnie Chiang								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/27/2021" "9":"03" "AM		1134041		The lights that are over the sink in Acquisitions are out.		MAIN				Acquisitions		Winnie Chiang								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/27/2021" "1":"43" "PM		EMAIL		First stall has no toilet paper.		MAIN				Basement level Women's staff restroom near cataloguing		Annette Bourget								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/27/2021" "5":"05" "PM		1133508		A very large tree branch fell into the parking lot and is blocking part of it. It did not hit any patrons. A few patrons that were in the parking lot at the time it fell made us aware that it had fallen.  I included a picture of the branch in the parking lot and the tree it fell from. 		WEST				The West Oakland Library Parking Lot		Mikal Hemingway 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=14pkTwX2AOZKvlPb6MwALndUmvTQfRm2E, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BLepDxbhdXuWEogWkb2h_x0-bp3r7POk		Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No 		No 

		7/27/2021" "5":"17" "PM		REFER		We would like to access the childrens kiwi, teens kiwi, and branch managers kiwi on our new office computer at Temescal Branch.  Computer labelled TEMSTF15		TEM				Upstairs at Temescal Branch Office		David N. Hughes-Gonzales								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				N/A		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)		Referred requestor to ITD																														None

		7/28/2021" "10":"07" "AM		1134156		The linoleum is bubbling up, and raised from the floor. It's like a giant bubble is going to burst under it. It has grown over the course of a day and a night. We think it's just air, not water. But it's creating a slight tripping hazard as the floor surface unexpectedly changes when you are walking. It catches people off guard. I've since put cones around it. 		CHA				linoleum near the children's comic books		Annabelle or Isela or Sandy						https://drive.google.com/open?id=19YgGuLkQVe8lgL7clLJX4P39K_S11_3x		Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Canceled by requestor, emailed Don Gibeau																														One to two complaints in the past week				We are here at the library 10am-8pm on Tues /Wed., and 9-5:30pm on Mon / Thurs - Sat.  

		7/28/2021" "10":"11" "AM		RESOLVED		RESOLVED		RESOLVED				RESOLVED		RESOLVED		RESOLVED				RESOLVED		RESOLVED		No		RESOLVED		RESOLVED		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Steve Lavoie on 8/3/21																														None		no outdoors		no

		7/28/2021" "12":"39" "PM		1133962		Someone puts lots of tissue in the toilet.		PIE				Public washroom		Leni Matthews								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		7/28/2021" "1":"07" "PM		DUPLICATE		The Linoleum Flooring in the children's area is bubbling up, it a large spot about 4 feet long.  We have blocked it off but it is a potential tripping hazard.		CHA				Second floor: Linoleum Flooring in the children's area		Isela Anaya						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OQMqGr5Us_unt6Omx5dZTPtO2peIWRBO		Other (Specify on next page)		No		1134156		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		7/28/2021" "1":"11" "PM		FOLLOW UP		The cubicle near Computer 1's cubicle and across from the copy machine needs to be moved into the Children's Room.		ELM				All the computers are on cubicles in the middle of the main room.  The one next to Computer 1 and across from the copy machine needs to be moved into the Children's Room.  We believe that it is currently bolted to the ground.		Ana-Elba Pavon								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1125968		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/28/2021" "1":"36" "PM		1134272		Hi, We would like to get a plastic ceiling air diverter/ air conditioner vent diverter. The AC contractors that are here said they can get it for us, but a service request needs to be made first. The size that we need is one that fits a 24" by 24" vent. 		ASN				Manager's office at Asian		Russell Tran						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RT4rzz_d0TonC6wFTRlZqNjO_mXBMXcp		Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		7/28/2021" "3":"10" "PM		1134274		The kitchen sink is making a noise after we put on the water.  Our guess is that it may be leaking but we find no evidence of a leak.		ELM				Sink in Elmhurst kitchen		Ana-Elba Pavon								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		7/28/2021" "4":"02" "PM		1134132		Hi, Please remove and replace the waterdamaged ceiling tiles and insulation.  Please feel free to call if there are any questions.		ASN				Ceiling Tiles at the Manager's Office.		Russell Tran, Janet Cheung						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1locHRMBGlqu2ccZ7nNl64jgAU2Xd-Nj6		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Need a ladder to reach the ceiling tiles.		None

		7/28/2021" "4":"14" "PM		1134275		The Main sliding door is having problems closing completely. Needs attention before the issue becomes worse. The main Sliding door has been getting stuck when it needs about 2 ft to close and opens right back up. It takes a while for it to close. It sounds like something is dragging and when I looked at it from the outside it seems like the door on the right is dragging a metal piece compared to the other side (as depicted in the pictures provided). 		81ST				Main entrance sliding door		Brenda Membreño						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XQKyDS07JjJv1vYFSqY3U30_5DuKjJKV, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ILTRxpsGehp94iy-3nZq8faigd-kZgTa, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VwW47FJ2Hz3ZOHncbPt0-NnqdZypW5wP, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HNiXsTnE0j3FNC6DnUPx5ukVC46ePY8y		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		7/28/2021" "6":"35" "PM		EMAIL		Would it be possible to have a sign made and posted on our outside picnic table stating that smoking must be 25 feet away from the building? Thanks!		MAIN				Children's Room (outside)		Jesse Nachem								Sign		Yes		1125593		Canceled by OPW		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Greg Johnson 8/3/21																														One to two complaints in the past week

		7/29/2021" "9":"35" "AM		DUPLICATE		Rat sightings have occurred a few times within the last 24 hours.  The unemptied garbage cans are probably part of the problem.  Staff have removed the dead rat.  Now we just need rodent abatement.		ELM				Front entrance and backyard area garbage cans.  Two rats ran right in front of Larry as he went outside.  Wish the garbage cans were emptied...  In front we have a steel garbage can and a cardboard garbage can.  In the backyard we have a steel garbage can and a cardboard  garbage can.  Photos of all four are below.		Ana-Elba Pavon						https://drive.google.com/open?id=19-nmxr6cGTrDPHboGn_uTX7DONaDiVR-, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Qkvcjpm1b7sRLfbmLsJOW00_8S3cdKUh, https://drive.google.com/open?id=17GdHxCZ0A0VIW_IY-rG2F0lSFB3v7J2q, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QvqAOgBtDbvj6J12vI5GteK3AN23X-q4		Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1130430 and an unassigned one		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		7/29/2021" "9":"40" "AM		1134277		Not sure how to categorize this but all the lights in the Children's Room did not go on at first.  The lights flickered off and on for about a minute before turning on.  At first we thought there was some sort of power outage in the room.  The lights seem to fine now but would like to be pro-active and have them checked.		ELM				All the lights in the Children's Room would not turn on this morning at first.  All of them blinked on and off for about a minute before turning on. 		Ana-Elba Pavon								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		The light fixtures in the Children's Room are on the high ceiling.

		7/29/2021" "9":"44" "AM		1134279		A foot-long drain pipe was found near the dead rat.  I assume that the drain pipe belongs somewhere on the building and needs to be re-attached.		ELM				Drain pipe was found next to the dead rat.  Presumably the drain pipe is attached to the building.		Ana-Elba Pavon								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		The drain pipe is currently outside in the backyard on one of the planters outside.

		7/29/2021" "10":"58" "AM		1134154		This morning when we got into work we noticed that there was still garage in the trash cans from the day before. Also, today a patron approached us about there being no toilet paper in the men's bathroom. 		WEST				Inside the West Oakland library		Mikal Hemingway 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iTYn8F9XMAdngU5eLxtxCEsUbkletg3v, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oaNawkxG4tzTE4rCGzdhJJWEDKSFdZTg		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No 		No 

		7/29/2021" "11":"00" "AM		1134020		The women's bathroom at West is flooding and we need a plumber to help stop the leak.		WEST				The West Oakland library women's bathroom		Mikal Hemingway 								Plumbing		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No 		No 

		7/29/2021" "1":"12" "PM		1134282		A groundskeeper from OUSD says they were stung by a wasp or yellowjacket and that there was a hive in the bushes on 81st Ave 		81ST				Outside, on 81st Ave side		Brian Guenther / Brenda Membreno						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mp1OotqU-zq53LMQdWzz4uOoNmhohLvV, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1K6Dusml_x60--ewt-rbeR5sclIKsAwUH		Pest		No				REFER		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Referred to Vector Control by 311																														One to two complaints in the past week

		7/30/2021" "1":"21" "PM		DUPLICATE		Staff noticed hearing a leak after turning the kitchen sink's water for some time in the kitchen/back office. Staff has since looked under the building from outside and saw water leaking after turning on the faucet for a significant amount of time.		ELM				Kitchen sink in kitchen/back office.  After turn on the water we heard what distinctly sounded like a leak.  Staff went outside and looked under the library and sure enough, saw water coming down.		Ana-Elba Pavon								Plumbing		Yes		1134274		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		7/30/2021" "2":"34" "PM		1134445		We just swept the floor in the non-fiction area behind the service desk and got A LOT of dust/dirt.  Could we please get it mopped, and the rest of the floors in the room swept and cleaned.		MEL				Non-fiction area		Dice Armstrong						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RqHkjMhYB04h9axDE3cU8VzlqyLYxDyv		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				When Brooks is here in the morning to do a detailed cleaning.

		7/30/2021" "3":"01" "PM		DUPLICATE		At the main entrance into the building the first step, a large portion of the stone has completly broken off. This needs to be fixed ASAP as it's incredibly dangerous for patrons coming in to our branch, especially those that rely on the handrail to walk up the steps. It's a hazard. Staff and patrons have nearly tripped on this broken step -- we are curently placing a cone to encourage people to walk around the broken step; the cone however is moved by people outside and we can't keep monitoring the state of the steps outside while we are working inside the library throughout the day. I strongly urge you to fix this NOW before someone gets hurt and sues. Patrons should not have to risk spraining their ankle (or worse) to walk through our doors. 		MEL				Front steps of building		Adolfo Gomez-Delgado						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WlW_sjBUr3rejl_B-2bOCfbCklZBgHJt, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nbmkDISNNvli3lf4Uo_Vd7FNfIdVrA3p, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1crf-cIox4VKQ3wBpYbIDvKDiIJBR4qVT		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1132944		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No; please fix this ASAP before someone gets seriously injured. 

		7/31/2021" "10":"43" "AM		EMAIL		We did not get custodial service for the branch today. Restrooms downstairs in the lobby, restrooms upstairs in the mezzanine, & the restroom upstairs in our staff area did not get cleaned. Garbage cans & paper recycling bins throughout the branch were not emptied. 		ROC				We did not get custodial service for the branch today. Restrooms downstairs in the lobby, restrooms upstairs in the mezzanine, & the restroom upstairs in our staff area did not get cleaned. Garbage cans & paper recycling bins throughout the branch were not emptied. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes 8/2/21																														One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		7/31/2021" "3":"38" "PM		CANCEL		Can we get more paper towels at our branch? We are almost out.		ROC				2nd floor filing cabinet top of stairway		Ryan								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Ryan on 8/2/21																														One to two complaints in the past week

		7/31/2021" "4":"05" "PM		1134875		A patron came to us today and said that there isn't any toilet paper in the women's rest room. We went in and checked and 2 out of three of the stalls are out of toilet paper. 		WEST				The West Oakland Library rest rooms 		Mikal Hemingway 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No 		No

		7/31/2021" "4":"37" "PM		1134866		Hello. We had a patron drop off lots of batteries for our battery recycling container. The container is under the bulletin board inside the front door (near the temperature check machine). Please empty the batteries. Thanks!		GG				inside front entrance		erin sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		7/31/2021" "4":"42" "PM		1134869		There has been a small mouse seen both yesterday and today, wandering around the locker area in the staff room. We currently have glue traps set up but those may need to be updated as they are probably over a year old. 		WEST				The West staff room (Kitchen and locker area) 		Mikal Hemingway 								Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No 		No 

		8/2/2021" "9":"33" "AM		EMAIL		We didn't get custodial service this morning. Wastebaskets need to be emptied, public restrooms haven't been cleaned, etc.		WEST				throughout the library; public restrooms		Rebecca Highland								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes 8/2/21																														None		no		no

		8/2/2021" "10":"16" "AM		EMAIL		The trash can in the front yard still needs to be emptied. There are rats and mice in the vicinity. Because of this, this trash can needs to be emptied more regularly than it has been.		ELM				Front Yard		Molly Nichols/Ana-Elba Pavon						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Kj9dw7a91muY_SCVEA69CiJA5J4AKBud		Litter Container (Outside)		Yes		1130430		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Keary Brink, 8/2/21																														One to two complaints in the past week

		8/2/2021" "3":"41" "PM		1135248		Entire flooring at Asian Branch (public area and staff area) need to be mopped and cleaned.		ASN				Asian Branch Library		Janet Cheung								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/2/2021" "4":"18" "PM		1135249		Staff area at the Asian Branch needs repainting (in staff work room, and break room)		ASN				Asian Branch staff area		Janet Cheung						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Xl-HvpgjNdOkOJoPDVRUWvqIwPZ6z4no, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SS1cck-HK6bk7CD6SFkeKe6PqMo183ff		Painting		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		8/3/2021" "10":"57" "AM		EMAIL		A patron came in to the library this morning and told us that the Men's restroom is out of toilet paper and hand soap. 		WEST				The West Oakland library men's restroom		Mikal Hemingway 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No 		No 

		8/3/2021" "12":"17" "PM		1135445		The carpet in the stairwell needs deep cleaning. With new groups reserving the conference room this is what people will see as they go to the conference room. 		81ST				stairwell to 2nd floor.		Brenda Membreño						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SaEO7TAP6vwJo3LifCAQtmJp0I6aaQIR, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QHKuKDJ9T4H8k1qe7LitKoW6ZyTOV66b		Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																		Need fob to go past the double doors, or press 1 from the staff elevator side to access stairwell. 

		8/3/2021" "12":"21" "PM		1135443		There are 3 light bulbs that are out in the stairwell. It is dark in the corner as you are climbing the stairs. 		81ST				stairwell		Brenda Membreño						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1J3DTBpqN85JEoNq-Q5pZbfw3OXVe-cQP		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																		need fob to enter the double doors from public side, or press 1 from staff elevator side to enter the stairwell. 

		8/3/2021" "12":"34" "PM		REFER		Today we experienced something new.  Staff was sitting at the circulation desk when they heard lots of noise as if it were coming from the top shelf of the shelves at the circulation desk.  It seems that they were rats in the wall making lots of noise and squeaking.  Staff investigated the supply and custodian closets behind and didn't see any rats. However the noise was very profound.		ELM				Wall behind the circulation desk.  Up high as if they are on the high shelf.		Ana-Elba Pavon								Pest		Yes				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Omega Pest will be onsite 8/5/21																														None

		8/3/2021" "12":"37" "PM		1136087		Apparently an animal, presumably a bird, was killed and eaten in our backyard.  The only thing left was a bloody carcass which staff buried and feathers are everywhere.  Can someone clean up the feathers?		ELM				backyard		Ana-Elba Pavon								Pest		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)		See 1136298 																														None

		8/3/2021" "2":"32" "PM		1136088		Outside backyard. There is a water hose in the back which we have been turning on and off with a set of pliers. Can we please arrange it so we can open it without the pliers?  It's the one on the right.		ELM				Outside backyard. There is a water hose in the back which we have been turning on and off with a set of pliers. Can we please arrange it so we can open it without the pliers?  It's the one on the right.		Ana-Elba Pavon								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/3/2021" "2":"41" "PM		1136090		We would like a strip below the door leading to the backyard.  Rodents come in easily underneath.		ELM				We would like a strip below the door that leads out to the backyard.  Mice easily slip in underneath.		Ana-Elba Pavon								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/3/2021" "7":"47" "PM		EMAIL		We're out of paper towels in our staff restroom as well as our staff break room. Also I am told we are out in the men's room but someone else put in a ticket for that. Are we to be putting this in the red binder? Sticky on janitorial door? I guess I will put in service requests.		WEST				Staff restroom &  staff break room		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/4/2021" "1":"14" "PM		1136105		The door to the red bathroom does not lock when exiting, it should go to the locked position		MAIN				children's room red bathroom (kids bathroom)		Lisa Fung								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		any

		8/4/2021" "1":"52" "PM		1136288		The metal trim on the corner of the wall just fell off. It will be in my office. 		81ST				inside, near the front entrance		Brian Guenther, Brenda Membreno						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QPfG2rUbayKk8hgMLfTo8LNqLkyHivAX		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/4/2021" "4":"27" "PM		1136302		My office is next to the server closet. I notice a faint musty odor coming from the server closet when I enter the library in the mornings. I keep my door open and the server door open to air it out. I am concerned maybe there is a leak behind a wall or mold might be growing.  May you please check and make sure there are no leaks behind the walls or in the ceiling and there is no mold. 		EAST				Eastmont Library Computer Server Closet		Nichole Brown, Kate Hug, Susan Martinez								Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		any Eastmont staff person can show someone where the room is.		I am not sure. 

		8/4/2021" "5":"53" "PM		REFER		The Video Monitor Security System is no longer recording library activity. We discovered this today after a library table was stolen from the lobby this afternoon and we were unable to view the incident from lobby & exterior cameras. The security system has also been powering off and on intermittently for about a month.		CHA				Cesar Chavez Branch Library		Pete Villasenor								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No.		No.

		8/4/2021" "7":"25" "PM		1136289		The fire inspector pointed out that the door that leads out from the first floor emergency exit from the Quiet Area has rusted completely through and should be replaced. 		81ST				81st Ave emergency exit		Brian Guenther, Brenda Membreno						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zs93RCSPNinr-PrVz-vMVa6NvsrkuUKW		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/4/2021" "7":"55" "PM		1136387		Light bulb at the display cubby is burnt out. Can we get this replaced? Thanks!		ASN				Display cubby near the entrance of the library		Russell Tran/ Cong Hoang						https://drive.google.com/open?id=118QMiyaPLkUWlmF-37NW8UFTCGQs4GER, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aC2ZpIbvC1TucDS2aZD_9FF-B7OGtFHd		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/5/2021" "9":"53" "AM		EMAIL		About once a week we have garbage dumped on our porch. This can be in the back, on the side, or in the front. The front looks the worse as it is right by our main entrance as well as beside the bookdrop. After a number of inquiries my understanding that the responsibility of cleaning the trash on the porch areas falls to the custodians. Please correct me if I'm wrong. Can this be done once or twice a week please?		WEST				Front entrance of West Oakland Library		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=18CSNhCZ8uwq6WtGuKLhGtQjU9kIJkMl3		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes, 8/6/21																														One to two complaints in the past week

		8/5/2021" "10":"54" "AM		1136389		Light on Main library stairs is out, please replace.		MAIN				Main library stairs 		Kate Conn								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/5/2021" "1":"24" "PM		DUPLICATE		The windowsills throughout the library are very dirty and many are covered with dead insects. Especially in the study room & in the back office. Patrons have complained about the study room. Initial request in 4/22 and ticket was closed. Told they'd be cleaned 6/14. This is in the red binder as a weekly duty. 		WEST				Library Study Room (opens with universal padlock key 74) & Back office, also all windows in library & work room. 		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1n5XmPGgoHjE_8yl2xMKy2gle_cdLybwn, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qwhlGT7pJFAJ4asm6s-U12fW_wY235jQ, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HRZ4xfDfeCHkqwaym-RKDx_v9FW21Vck, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hGn88M9bYKwPvvnsHwIZ2oxVtpySNY2H, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1u_3ANTa4ar8H3MhK0yLMogUlACs9LR8U		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1100342		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes, 8/6/21																														One to two complaints in the past week				Prior to opening. 

		8/5/2021" "1":"28" "PM		1136391		When the heating system comes on, it makes a continuous whistling/shrieking kind of sound.		MON				Heater room (located in break room via step ladder)		Mahate Osborn (or Geremie Celli)								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Technician would have to climb up ladder to where the heating system is housed		none

		8/5/2021" "2":"39" "PM		1136060		A patron kicked the lower pane of the front door. The glass is about to shatter. We need someone out this afternoon to secure the door before we close at 5:30pm.		MLK				front door		Celia Davis								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None		no		no

		8/5/2021" "4":"20" "PM		1136291		Several lights are out in the children's area. Class visits will start soon, we need these lights replaced. 		81ST				1st floor. Children's area-- right outside Children's Librarian office and classroom. 		Brenda Membreno						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bPv0YTed2WS2wOEBLK649fIp72AIXssw		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		1131067		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/5/2021" "4":"45" "PM		DUPLICATE		Resubmitting this to make sure it hasn't been removed. Some people were working on this blind last week. The smaller one was fixed but this blind was not. Old description: "The chain that is used to raise the curtains has come off its rail again. It is not working at the moment. It is the 5th curtain from the left in the front of the building." It has not been touched since and the chain seems to be stuck to a point that if it gets pulled the whole thing might fall.  		81ST				first floor, windows facing the TV shows		Brenda Membreno								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1131568		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/5/2021" "4":"57" "PM		EMAIL		Service was incomplete, Public and staff restrooms were not properly cleaned and stock. Also some of the trash cans where left unemptied.		DIM				Whole branch		Zadok Doe'Parker								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Contacted Mark Hayes 8/5/21																														Three to six complaints in the past week				Prior to opening

		8/5/2021" "5":"15" "PM		DUPLICATE		The roof tiles near the Self check out and in the teen area are hanging and at risk of falling.		DIM				Main floor		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1txM3LsDB3-HSDqi6IHb-Myr8EOAPllSk, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JgDm54fRGp0lg-MFMc7qsL0Jc9FSSGzA, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ffjSiNiBQh2SaKIPjURbUpq1_NNajnkc, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KA3bxso2jwIChDUUbRWYf2kOjmHqXWea		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Ceiling tiles		not during business hours

		8/5/2021" "7":"32" "PM		DUPLICATE		Bathroom founded flooded by security guard		MAIN				Main lower level, public restroom closest to the elevator		Lolade Gbadebo								Plumbing		Do Not Know				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/6/2021" "12":"02" "PM		1136393		The single door into Delivery/Acquisitions (Door 11 - the single door, not the double doors) has a broken handle and the door frequently does not open from either side. 		MAIN				Basement, Room 11, single door		Josephine Sayers								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/6/2021" "12":"17" "PM		1136394		Light is out; bulb replacement needed.		MON				Just before the hallway, right side, above custodial closet door.		Geremie Celli (or Mahate Osborn)								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		none		none

		8/6/2021" "2":"26" "PM		REFER		Staff cannot fax documents using Fax machine.		BRO				Fax Machine and accessory is located next to staff printer, next to circ desk computer brocirc11		Alfred								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Ticket open with IT																														Three to six complaints in the past week				as soon as possible

		8/6/2021" "2":"28" "PM		1136395		Montclair Branch is seeking something that would function to keep wildlife from entering the library through the three doors indicated above. These doors stay open for safety reasons (COVID and temperature regulation) throughout open hours to allow for ventilation in our high-traffic small branch. The branch has had animals, such as hummingbirds and rats, fly and walk inside, some of which either disappeared or were found dead due to hiding and not being found before closing. From discussing this with the library supervisor, it sounds like the topic of screen doors have been broached in the past, and that fire safety and ADA requirements need to be considered in determining the approach to take at this time. Multiple patrons intercepted a rat last week, to the delight of the children and the curiosity of the adults. Fortunately, they were not sensitive to rats in their environment, but this can not be said for all potential future interceptors and witnesses in our library community.		MON				1. Children's Room Exit door, 2. Side Hallway Exit Door, 3. Fireplace room Exit Door.		Mahate Osborn 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GPtD5hzEVDXZfqDi5t_u9PXT8OuBn7pK, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eoCRjeHlFyZI2JoqKdPnKcKWd1564kMA, https://drive.google.com/open?id=10sKvdW55CJU0WbYmA6P6K7WcHeFBuURQ		Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know				WOCREATE		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No.		No.

		8/6/2021" "3":"10" "PM		1136396		Montclair can get really hot (recently it was 89f inside where people were working, and staff expressed physical discomfort and concern. A number of patrons also complained of the heat). There are 9 high windows that require a long tool to open and close by someone standing on the floor. Montclair has such a tool for 4 of the windows, with a hexagonal opening that fits into and turns the levers. However, 5 of the windows require a differently shaped tool -- perhaps a round one (but we are not sure, as we can not access the windows to confirm due to them being too high). We would like to have a tool available to access these 5 windows, as a safety measure for staff and patrons.		MON				Montclair Library Children's Rooms (1. Picture book room and 2. Non Fiction room)		Mahate Osborn						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TZUnnM1boxT_1XChslRklvUTSbK9QJus, https://drive.google.com/open?id=12kqm43IrgcBkK0IxYcL8uf9Z3q1gU1g4		Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		High ceilings. 		No

		8/6/2021" "4":"15" "PM		REFER		need an alarm code for Brianna Meli		ELM				need alarm code for elmhurst library		Brianna Meli								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		INC0092641																														None

		8/6/2021" "4":"51" "PM		DUPLICATE		Hi, Following up on the previous Service Request. Entire flooring at Asian Branch (public area and staff area) need to be mopped and cleaned. 		ASN				Entire Floor (Both public areas and staff areas)		Russell Tran								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1135248		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/6/2021 17:22:34		DUPLICATE		Hi, This is a follow up to the previous ticket. Staff area at the Asian Branch needs repainting (in staff work room, and break room). I've included pictures of the areas that particularly needs to be painted, but it would be preferable if the entire rooms can be painted. Thank you!		ASN				Staff work room, Staff break room, and staff Manager's room		Russell Tran						https://drive.google.com/open?id=19eXsiqGR9xY06QPHLi3gSvUv9iEJi9Z-, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1En2uRaWTSaVb0a0DDitdsnEStHIiJv-L, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ME3F9nKrgzrmpxxXNhYfD1Z7Khs6Nc8W, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zkXgbcea2WZE5zhHZCymJb9ODKuHee1c, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dkEth-TDp2zBcYDULUHcEIK2Eif9Xa_S		Painting		Yes		1135249		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/7/2021 9:16:46		email		Garbage, bathrooms, etc.		CHA				Entire branch needs usual custodian service for the day		Linda								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Email		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/7/2021 10:58:04		asked staff to leave a note for Custodian. DD		asked staff to leave a note for Custodian. DD		asked staff to leave a note for Custodian. DD				asked staff to leave a note for Custodian. DD		asked staff to leave a note for Custodian. DD		asked staff to leave a note for Custodian. DD				asked staff to leave a note for Custodian. DD		asked staff to leave a note for Custodian. DD		No		asked staff to leave a note for Custodian. DD		asked staff to leave a note for Custodian. DD		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/7/2021 11:00:59		1150255		We believe the building would benefit from being power washed outside.  Don't know if there could be some leaks because some of the windows do not close completely.  		ELM				Entire building		Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/9/2021 10:41:43		EMAIL		Sweeping and mopping do not appear to have been done on the floor in both our staff and public areas. We need to have that done to maintain cleanliness in our facility for both the public and library staff. 		ASN				Floor in both staff and public areas		Cong Hoang								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A																																		One to two complaints in the past week

		8/9/2021 13:11:03		1148235		There is no window screen. We need to eat in this room but have to keep the window open due to covid. Now we have a staff eating room full of flies. We need a screen to stop this.		MAIN				Second Floor Staff Break Room, window on the left side of the room.		Veronica Sutter						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1avFmnUG9R3RnjINe-HyH3kuf3zrv-zWs		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				The sooner the better. Would like to eat in a fly free break room. Thank You!!

		8/10/2021 12:42:04		DUPLICATE		our floor needs sweeping and mopping in public area, circ area, and staff area.  it doesn't seem like it has been cleaned which should have been an every day task.		ASN				Public area, circ area, staff area		Janet Cheung								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1135248		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/10/2021 13:15:39		10777721		Abandoned bike dumped on corner lawn by the elevator.		TEM				The side lawn by the elevator.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1M2eCRTUVC3SY1JolHiroKCp9N5LHgHK-		Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		None

		8/10/2021 13:54:44		1141261		We are out of hand sanitizer, brown paper towels and paper towel rolls for the paper towel dispensers. Both the pubic restrooms are low on paper towels and the staff restrooms are out of them.		DIM				restrooms		Zadok Doe'Parker								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		n/a		n/a

		8/10/2021 15:31:22		DUPLICATE		I noticed a lot of dust under the tables, under the computer  tables and chairs, around the circulation desk. I swept for an hour, and picked up a lot of dirt, dust trash. 		MEL				Upstairs (Main Floor) 		Angelica Menjivar						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cGPscglFybqymAxd6FPbCCk2Agv4Kk3u, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vfx9N36D5N7CD4baZrHlSHX4djIlfFJP		Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/10/2021 15:32:31		DUPLICATE		The rugs on the main floor have not been vacuumed. 		MEL				Main Floor		Angelica Menjivar								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/10/2021 17:47:23		CLOSED		Toner exploded out of the patron copier / printer machine. The rug in front of it is stained and dirty now. We tried vacuuming it, but it is still very stained. We have extra carpet tiles if the carpet needs to be replaced. We can show custodial staff where those are. But I don't know if this is a situation where it just gets shampooed instead. 		CHA				2nd floor, near patron copier / printer		Annabelle, Pete or Sandy								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None				Currently the best hours to take care of this would be before we open to the public. 

		8/11/2021 9:32:18		DUPLICATE		Poop on the ADA access ramp to enter library by front door		MAIN				ADA Access ramp, front door		Alma								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week				ASAP

		8/11/2021 10:51:07		1140527		Faucet to left side sink in Bathroom B has been leaking consistently. This has been happening for at least two months. A previous work order has been made but unfortunately I do not have that work order number.		ROC				Downstairs public bathroom "B" 		Sandra Toscano, Liz Soskin								Plumbing		Yes		N/A		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		No		No

		8/11/2021 14:22:59		ok		ok		ok				ok		ok		ok				ok		ok		Do Not Know		ok		ok		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		8/11/2021 14:51:46		DUPLICATE		ADA stall is full to the top. Toilet water has reached in to the next stall so there is only one stall useable and there's a smell. 		WEST				West Women's public restroom 		Susy Moorhead								Plumbing		No		1137958		DUP		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Sent Request 8/12/2021																														One to two complaints in the past week

		8/12/2021 12:31:28		COMBINED (1146646)		Graffiti on the outside window facing Edes Ave and behind the bus stop		BRO				Outside the library		Thevaki						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1l3msK-0mUDkmqOVB7sixXfbeioWl5Qzw		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/12/2021 12:49:58		DUPLICATE		Install screen (see photo) on wall in back corner of the library.		CHA				Meeting Room in back corner (see photo)		Joshua Alperin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KbImg-Yi9dYN1OQ47Bmk_uq4fzMYnMeW, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dHtWWFczA5Tckjy926W4JQYdvFzopoCL		Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				as soon as possible, thank you.

		8/12/2021 12:51:01		DUPLICATE		DUPLICATE		DUPLICATE				DUPLICATE		DUPLICATE		DUPLICATE				DUPLICATE		DUPLICATE		No		DUPLICATE		DUPLICATE		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Reported 8/16/2021																														Three to six complaints in the past week

		8/12/2021 13:05:36		resolved		Dead mice need to be removed from trap in staff room at West.		WEST				Staff room by lockers		Julia Flynn								Pest		Do Not Know				Called Susy/taken care of		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Area is accessible from 9-5:30 Monday-Saturday

		8/12/2021 15:20:15		1142633		Phone line is very crackly when making or receiving phone calls.  Very difficult to hear patrons or for them to hear us.  Patrons have had to hang up and call us back.		MON				Breakroom/workroom		Loraine McVey or Geremie Celli								Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		submitted8/28																														One to two complaints in the past week

		8/12/2021 15:40:28		1142550		Light flickers on and off.  		WEST				Inside library, light fixture directly above adult circulation desk.  next to copy machine.		Inti Garcia								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Ceiling light/ High Ceilings		monday - friday  9am-4pm

		8/13/2021 9:17:23		DUPLICATE		The entry way is sticky and dirty 		MEL				Entrance into the library, base of stairs is sticky and dirty, needs to be swept and mopped. 		Kate Hug 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_QnFYi5XmIM7S1Q8ouVC74aAuaw6IFlI		Cleaning / Custodial		No		1138771		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/13/2021 9:26:06		DUPLICATE		The staff restroom needs to be swept, mopped, and the toilet needs to be cleaned properly. 		MEL				Staff restroom is dirty 		Kate Hug 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vPBJpeEWbFDthl7vrEOMpFexpvSM9cpe		Cleaning / Custodial		No		1138771		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		8/13/2021 9:28:45		DUPLICATE		The kitchen floor has not been swept or mopped all week. It is very sticky and dirty. 		MEL				Kitchen floor is dirty and sticky 		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qLFv18nKDqSx9XmCKjSzBJYKI2-Ql-QC		Cleaning / Custodial		No		1138771		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/13/2021 9:32:50		DUPLICATE		ADA glass door needs to be cleaned. Streaks and fingerprints on glass. 		MEL				ADA glass doors need to be cleaned, there are fingers prints and streaks on the glass door. 		Kate Hug 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MiAMWbZWfFv3PnrNSZo9glIPCN4e1N6e		Cleaning / Custodial		No		1138771		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/13/2021 9:35:28		1149059		the peg in the top hinge is coming out and needs to be tapped back in		MAIN				Door labeled 109--between public area on west side of building and west stairwell		Christy Thomas								Structural / Construction Issue		Do Not Know				WOCREATE		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		8/13/2021 9:46:23		COMBINED		The entire main floor is dirty, a lot of dust. Needs to be swept and mopped; Around and under all tables, around and inside the circulation desk; around, between all of the book shelves behind the circulation desk; the Teen room, the Childrens side; the Adult side, the entire floor needs to be swept and mopped. 		MEL				Main floor needs to be swept and mopped. A lot of dirt/dust. 		Kate Hug 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=10NR-viGudK_WxKnYTOYcll8gx74WL0gq, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wgzlfUUJq--UuAb9D9cmG7oQi5Ec1E6_		Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/13/2021 9:53:47		EMAIL		Emergency side glass doors facing Fremont way, are dirty, have streaks on the glass. 		MEL				Emergency side glass doors facing Fremont way, are dirty, have streaks on the glass. 		Kate Hug 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hv6nydFH9YHw7BmGHxHsuXBTyIkA4Nz8		Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/13/2021 10:05:18		EMAIL		Front inside staircase needs to be swept and mopped 		MEL				Front inside staircase needs to be swept and mopped 		Kate Hug 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nuy3KM-XBIp72mndPMA9YJM7C5S3RVr0		Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/13/2021 10:10:01		1146848		We have a TV that need to be mounted on the wall in the meeting room.  The spot that we wanted mount on right now has a fan - the fan will need to be moved over the the side, so that the TV can be centered.  		CHA				Second Floor meeting room		Isela Anaya						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DBI6ciE_c1Vk_tm4RTPCkk5pUfkrf62Q, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1shvEcQtWfC6VaWD-q-ngAYtmdYykkwnv		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/13/2021 10:21:09		DUPLICATE		No service		ASN				Asian branch		Anita Yan								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/13/2021 13:26:45		1142392		The fire extinguishers throughout the building need to be serviced or replaced.  Their certification expires third week of August 2021.  OFD pointed this out during their inspection.		EAST				fire extinguishers throughout library		Kate Hug / Nichole Brown								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/13/2021 14:48:58		REFER		We have fire safety doors that are supposed to release when the fire alarm goes off. The magnet that holds one of the doors open is broken and it stays open because it drags along the floor. This is a problem because it needs to release from the magnet and close on its own in the event of a fire. The fire inspector marked this on his report. 		81ST				Front entrance, inside door		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mk6rvpkNRxz5eXJtPASDtqpJBycWtApn, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Jo1Ycsyi7xmnmZguodwXgX8kYcbGPdnJ		Structural / Construction Issue		No				N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)

		8/13/2021 14:54:00		REFER		The fire inspector noted that a sprinkler head in the emergency stairwell exit still had tape over it from when the building was painted. 		81ST				emergency stairwell that leads from back of community room to 81st Ave exit		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1I7hwwq3wLezHLuT9p1KtBR5HJ5Ebi8Mp		Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																		It is in the stairwell that leads from the back of the community room to the exit on 81st. The ceiling is very high. 

		8/13/2021 14:55:09		REFER		The fire inspector said that we are due for a test of the sprinkler system. 		81ST				general		Brian Guenther								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)

		8/13/2021 15:53:22		1140566		The back yard is fully over grown and the surrounding grounds as well. It has not been serviced since the Spring. The overgrown bushes, weeds, and grass have started to grow over the concrete path leading to the side gate exit, making them a tripping hazard for staff, patrons, and waste management staff that pick up our garbage/recycling bins. There is also a lot of dry foliage in the backyard; this is dangerous as it can serve as a source to fuel flames.		MEL				Entire backyard of branch		Adolfo						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dVMFH9TYnZIBWRQDAn78khK5-mhQMoOl, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Y43tR7-sQWLarl0fULn1OntW8Ptpb3v9, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sJYj0IrZaU2qR08XZSRZqRWRg9jBXhu9, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aLUUnAvdqCK5jhvhW-DwgDYDOD8a51Yr, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Qygrn3d0igWkXXZMbKVWBq6_zSxyiGTb		Landscaping / Trees		Yes		1132950		Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week		Side gates are locked and you need a key to access the backyard. 		No, please attend to issue ASAP.

		8/14/2021 9:05:52		email		Missed service, same as previous Saturday		CHA				Entire library		Linda								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Email		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/14/2021 9:28:10		1140448		we did not get service for Saturday 8/14/21. the trash cans are still full from 2 days ago.		ASN				all location		Anita Yan								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/14/2021 15:00:41		DUPLICATE 		This is the third time in two weeks that when you flush it doesn't work, the water fills up in the tank and then starts coming up out of the drain on the floor. The past two time there were visible paper towels in the toilet but we have since removed all paper towels from the bathroom. Today it was only toilet paper but when I tried to flush the bowl filled up and water came seeping through the floor. 		TEM				public bathroom downstairs		Celia Jackson								Plumbing		Do Not Know		1138767		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Reported 8/15/2021																														Three to six complaints in the past week

		8/14/2021 16:09:01		1142423		Handicap automatic door BOTTOM button not working		CHA				Front Door		Isela Anaya								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		submit 8/27/21																														One to two complaints in the past week

		8/14/2021 16:57:44		already fixed		already fixed		already fixed				already fixed		already fixed		already fixed				already fixed		already fixed		No		already fixed		already fixed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		All levels checked...no obstructions.

		8/14/2021 17:16:15		DUPLICATE		Our floor was not mopped for service today		MEL				main floor upstairs		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/14/2021 17:17:57		DUPLICATE		None of the public use tables were wiped or cleaned.  There are spills and general dirt		MEL				tables in library		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/15/2021 10:28:12		Cancel		is not working		MAIN				freight elevator		Mana Tominaga								Elevator Issue						Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/16/2021 9:13:05				
Custodial service did not take place		MLK				Branch library 		Alison								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/16/2021 9:25:35		DUPLICATE		Poop, toilet paper and beer bottles on ADA access ramp		MAIN				ADA access ramp to front of library		Alma Garcia								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		8/16/2021 9:33:47		DUPLICATE		DUPLICATE		DUPLICATE				DUPLICATE		DUPLICATE		DUPLICATE				DUPLICATE		DUPLICATE		No		DUPLICATE		DUPLICATE		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no outside of building		ASPA

		8/16/2021 9:45:52		RESOLVED		RESOLVED		RESOLVED				RESOLVED		RESOLVED		RESOLVED				RESOLVED		RESOLVED				RESOLVED		RESOLVED		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/16/2021 10:15:15		1148629		1) Round light fixture above "Information Desk" sign (Adult Reference Desk) to the left of the silver pillar. 2) Long light bulb between Adult Non-Fiction Aisles 20-21. 3) Smaller bulb in blue fixture in the Teen Zone above computer #27.		CHA				Upstairs: Adult Non Fiction, Teen Zone, Reference Desk		Sandy								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/16/2021 10:35:06		DUPLICATE		The staff restroom needs cleaning, the toilet is very dirty. 		MEL				Main floor staff restroom 		Kate/Angelica 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1v4-vV2Z2PKqgrEJLnuAWiYqVxNYxA-NM		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/16/2021 10:43:58		DUPLICATE		The rugs in the adult, children’s, and teen area need to be vaccines. They have lint, crumbs, and are dirty and dusty. 		MEL				Main floor adult, children’s, teen area 		Angelica/Kate						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WlFvOlc_PnygrrLPTrXfpmqBc-77odms		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/16/2021 10:47:11		DUPLICATE		The floors are dirty, dusty, have crumbs. Need to be swept and mopped. 		MEL				Main level,  the floors 		Angelica/Kate						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mTvC2dqFxAdn-mmIugSDWOuI2jD2Ke4J, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QhG3lEWM_4N4dh75REkqvKi_bznOfMD3		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/16/2021 11:30:20		DUPLICATE		The are feces on the wheelchair (ADA) ramp in front of the building. 		MAIN				wheelchair ramp in front of building		Josephine Sayers								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/16/2021 11:54:24		DuPLICATE		The fire alarm in the bathroom is making a regular chirping sound (indicating that it needs a new battery I am guessing).		ELM				Bathroom		Molly Nichos/Ana-Elba Pavon								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/16/2021 17:09:29		CANCEL		Public elevator not working. on 1st floor both the up and down buttons are on but the door will not open and you can not hear the elevator moving.  		MAIN				Public elevator		Shannon, Josephine, Alma								Elevator Issue		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		8/16/2021 17:24:25		1141268		The roof is leaking water from what I believe is the air conditioning unit. The leak is located on the east side of the building. It only leaks with we turn the air on.		PIE				Outside, side ramp of Piedmont Avenue Library		Leni Matthews								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		8/17/2021 9:38:11		RESOLVED		The garbage dumpster is overflowing and needs to be emptied		DIM				Behind library; Trash bin		Rebekah Eppley								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed

		8/17/2021 11:24:16		RESOLVED		The handicap door push buttons on either side of the Children's Room entrance are not working.		MAIN				Children's Room entrance		Jesse Nachem								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/17/2021 13:39:47		1142412		There is a hole in the floor at the entrance of the staff sorting room.		DIM				Staff sorting area on the first floor. 		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wx5TE_9kYt6vyQqpxa_vfsI3IwAuv-bR, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1P92galVAc0eOczTQE4G7AvO9UKqPl_di, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uuLLw7c25yda2TX-4sV6hN6Ibbuwo_gd		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		N/a		N/a

		8/17/2021 13:52:52		FOLLOW UP		FOLLOW UP		FOLLOW UP				FOLLOW UP		FOLLOW UP		FOLLOW UP				FOLLOW UP		FOLLOW UP		Yes		FOLLOW UP		FOLLOW UP		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Gibeau																														None		N/a		N/a

		8/17/2021 13:58:09		1141264		The roof tiles above the self check station and in the area are falling down.		DIM				First floor roof tiles		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hszDdz1jlsstsKatigRAHJPwm0dadi-m, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mVrkgw5l4pURgkLwhLbQazcjE3weCL9j, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1g80-TRdRuk-LuEHgQH_opOTrdnxaRLON		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Ceilings		N/a

		8/17/2021 14:26:39		CALLED ANA		CALLED ANA		CALLED ANA				CALLED ANA		CALLED ANA		CALLED ANA				CALLED ANA		CALLED ANA		No		CALLED ANA		CALLED ANA		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/17/2021 14:28:50		CALLED		The window in the Janitor's Closet is broken.  Please fix.		ELM				Window in Janitor's Closet		Ana-Elba Pavon								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/17/2021 14:31:58		CALLED		Inside the Janitor's Closet, there is a crawl space to get into the attic.  It was left open and should be closed.		ELM				Opening to the attic from inside the Janitor's Closet		Ana-Elba Pavon								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/17/2021 18:07:30		CANCEL		All of the lights are out in this aisle. It is not clear if the issue is the bulbs or the switch. It is dangerous to shelve and retrieve books in this area when it is dark.		MAIN				Basement - Nonfiction adult book storage area - aisle containing 629.1-655 and 680-750		Jessica Trimmer								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Bulbs are up pretty high		Main Library hours (starting 9am)

		8/17/2021 18:09:53		1149054		Light is out.		MAIN				Inside stairwell on Oak St side of the building, between levels B and C.		Jessica Trimmer								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		The bulb is within a glass case on the ceiling. It is not very high.		Main library hours, starting at 9am.

		8/17/2021 18:17:32		1141078		Main light fixture in front/inside entryway.  A tall ladder will be needed.  This is the ONLY source of light in the main entry so this is important.		MEL				Front entry, inside		Kate Hug								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/17/2021 18:24:50		10812648		We have submitted multiple requests recently to have the carpets vacuumed.  This should be done daily.		MEL				Rugs in Teen Zone, Adult Area, and Children's Area		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/17/2021 18:31:06		1140452		It is clear that much of the library floors have not been swept since at least before 8/13/21 (Saturday).  Leaves on the rug next to the elevator are still there, dust piles are still there, the same crumbs are still there.  Sweeping, mopping, and vacuuming should occur daily.		MEL				main floor of library, upstairs		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/18/2021 9:13:04		1140452		Neither the adult nor children's rugs have been vacuumed in a long time.  It is my understanding that this is the occur daily.		MEL				upstairs/main floor, adult and children's side		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/18/2021 9:15:14		1140452		The entire library has not been mopped in some time.  Much of the library hasn't been swept either (there are crumbs, papers, and dust on the floor).  In addition to sticky areas, random dried dirt, and splattered hand sanitizer, the dust is accumulating everywhere.  It is my understanding that the floor should be mopped/swept daily.		MEL				main floor of library		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/18/2021 9:16:40		1140452		None of the tables have been wiped down in some time.  It is my understanding that at least a cursory cleaning of tables/surfaces is required daily.		MEL				tables main floor of library		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/18/2021 9:19:55		1140456		The front steps of the library are sticky.  Please open a ticket to have the front steps cleaned		MEL				front steps of library		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/18/2021 13:33:53		1140489		The kitchen sink in the library's kitchen is clogged.  Someone poured soup down the drain not realizing it would clog things up.  Apparently, there is some kale blocking the pipes.		ELM				Sink in library kitchen		Ana-Elba Pavon								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/18/2021 15:35:18		1140398		This is the 3rd time water is overflowing out of the floor drain from the public restroom.  Not sure if the toilet is backed up, but we have stopped offering paper towels in the restroom since the 1st backup.		TEM				Downstairs in the public restroom		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WiIDT72ye-97c9_Xd041257bitdM6YEG, https://drive.google.com/open?id=13XAp4EWpSxT7s4U5VS5rD5DBxR6CJECR		Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		None		Before we open to the public at 10 am.

		8/19/2021 9:04:13		CANCEL		Please replace the skylight covering with the alternative fabric we purchased		MAIN				roof, above skylight in room 216		Mana Tominaga								Other (Specify on next page)						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		this is on the roof

		8/19/2021 9:10:22		RESOLVED		Please disregard the prior submission. We have the new cloth that we'd like to use on the skylight so please replace it as soon as possible. Thank you!		MAIN				Roof skylight cover issue		Mana or Josephine or Alma								Other (Specify on next page)						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/19/2021 9:16:58		10811835		Our trash pickup volunteer has been dismayed at how much the trash cans have been overflowing; can they be possibly get emptied more frequently?		MAIN				trash bins on the grounds outside of the building		Mana Tominaga								Illegal Dumping						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		8/19/2021 10:10:57		1140466		We need paper towels in the public washroom's dispenser as well as the individual ones.		PIE				Public washroom		Leni Matthews								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/19/2021 10:22:01		DUPLICATE		Fax capability is compromised by possibly the old Virgin FaxJack III box.		BRO				Left Edge of Brookfield Circulation desk		Alfred								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		INC0089616		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		Locked outside gates When Library is not open.		During Library Open hours

		8/19/2021 11:36:13		1140482		Hand sanitizer was put downstairs in staff bathroom instead of soap, please switch out.		MEL				Bottom Bathroom in front of elevator		Dice Armstrong								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None				Brooks can do it next time he cleans.

		8/19/2021 11:38:24		REFER		We need old security cameras that were installed over 15 years ago removed.  Our new security system has been installed.		MEL				Downstairs - 2  next to elevator, one next to bathroom, one in community room.		Dice Armstrong								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No		1140461		Refer		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		8/19/2021 13:17:19		DUPLICATE		Upstairs staff restroom is very dirty and has not been cleaned in over a week. 		MEL				Upstairs staff restroom 		Angelica/Adolfo 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vAbKml8Zb0BIBxsRMqpd5KOMRKppor-V, https://drive.google.com/open?id=10uplBkSFLzRjLBrQPOYgzKwHx1100RE9		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/19/2021 13:18:43		1140337		The floors need to be swept and mopped.  The rugs need to be vacuumed and cleaned.  Paper is on the floor that has been there since last Saturday, there are also crumbs on the carpet that were noticed last Saturday.		MEL				Upstairs		Dice Armstrong								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/19/2021 15:49:45		10811235		There are 2 trees intermingling over the ADA accessible parking spot, blocking the space. Please cut back the tree growing from the other side of the sidewalk away from the smaller tree so that it's not covering it. Also trim the smaller tree (growing inside the parking lot) so that there is room for someone to park there. 		GG				parking lot		Erin Sanders								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		locked gate after hours (for access to smaller tree)		ASAP - this is an accessibility issue

		8/19/2021 15:52:25		Did not receive		When the elevator door opens, there is a loose, dangling belt hanging from the top. This is on the interior opening of the elevator. 		GG				elevator		Erin Sanders						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1z-gqk9-vThn2Q0ZAzu2fKX7xGrR6eWw_		Elevator Issue		No				Closed 		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/20/2021 10:51:51		1140562		A section of the lawn is not receiving any water.		MLK				International Blvd side of building		Celia Davis						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1T2TTvrnvqBTq9n5D8gRRtPlmSRaNS75Q		Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed 		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		8/20/2021 11:05:06		1141128		the fans in both public restrooms don't work. Someone from public works came through in last few months- checked the fans and said they needed replacement. Said they were waiting for new fiscal year to order new fans. 		MLK				public restrooms		Celia Davis								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed 		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		8/20/2021 11:09:01		FOLLOW UP		FOLLOW UP		FOLLOW UP				FOLLOW UP		FOLLOW UP		FOLLOW UP				FOLLOW UP		FOLLOW UP		Yes		FOLLOW UP		FOLLOW UP		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Gibeau																														One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		8/20/2021 12:00 PM		FOLLOW UP - 10811961		Please remove graffiti on the storage shed.		TEM				Storage shed located in driveway at back of building.		Ally Hack						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ILdJ5YDbtpfdcKLXdNVOoWb4kG3brKlP		Graffiti		YES		1132932		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																				Before 9:00 is preferable because parked cars may interfere with the job. We can block off parking with advance notice. 

		8/20/2021 12:08:41		1140536		carpets have a lot of stains on them- need cleaning, especially floor rug in children's room. 		MLK				all carpets in building- especially floor rug in children's room. 		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		8/20/2021 12:20:52		1140540		There are two boxes of books, a bag of books, and small piles of books dumped at the back door. 		WEST				back parking lot of the library in front of small door and rolling door into garage 		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oJfVMKRambd8y55P1vjDraXEt9SKv5LI		Illegal Dumping						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/20/2021 13:06:06		DUPLICATE		The library has not been fully swept and nothing has been mopped in over a week.  We have submitted service requests daily.  It is our understanding that this is basic service.		MEL				upstairs/main floor of library		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/20/2021 13:21:31		DUPLICATE		entry carpets, carpets in storytime and adult reading areas, and teen zone have not been vacuumed.  This has not happened at all in some time.		MEL				rugs on main floor of library		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/20/2021 13:27:42		DUPLICATE		None of the tables have been wiped (public use tables) - many are sticky, all are filthy/dusty, some have ash all over them.  This should occur daily.		MEL				public use tables on the main floor		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/20/2021 13:31:15		DUPLICATE		Staff cleaned the front foyer steps thoroughly during sidewalk service.  Please help us keep these clean by mopping and sweeping them!  These steps are not swept regularly by custodial but by staff.		MEL				Front entry, foyer steps inside		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/21/2021		1140740		Dimond branch reports no custodial service for the whole building on Saturday 8/21/21		DIM				whole building		Zadok Doe'Parker (via Irena)								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/21/2021 9:26:05		1140685		This is the third Saturday of missed service in a row.		CHA				Entire branch		Linda								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/21/2021 11:20:47		1141132		May we please get our new vinyl floor mopped? 		WEST				Library (inside & in lobby)		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/21/2021 11:22:19		1141922		Can we get the blinds cleaned please? This is a deep clean I believe. I am about to request new blinds but I'd like to see if these would look better if they were cleaned. 		WEST				In library on windows		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		8/21/2021 13:07:06		1141064		This has been submitted daily for at least a week with no movement.  The library has not been mopped in some time.  There are sticky areas, dust, grime, etc throughout.  It is our understanding this should be done daily but is not even being done weekly.		MEL				entire upstairs of library		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		10812648		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/21/2021 13:09:42		1141065		This has been submitted daily for at least a week.  Entry rugs downstairs and all rugs upstairs have not been vacuumed in some time.  It is our understanding this is to be done daily but is not even being done weekly		MEL				downstairs entry rugs, all rugs upstairs		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		10812648		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/21/2021 13:13:15		COMBINED		The stairs leading down to the kitchen from the staff hallway are very very dirty.  These haven't been swept or mopped in a very long time.		MEL				stairs leading from staff hallway to kitchen		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/21/2021 13:14:33		1141060		It seems that every day around the same time (1PM) a certain patron is in the library when we have an issue with the toilet and flushing and flooding. We close the bathroom for the day and by the next day things seem to be draining again only to happen again. We are not sure if the patron is stuffing anything in to the toilet as we have removed all paper towels. There may be no connection but it has happened more than once that we see the patron and then we have this issue. 		TEM				Temescal		Celia Jackson								Plumbing		Yes		don't have it		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		8/21/2021 13:27:48		REFER		PER FIRE INSPECTION REPORT 8/19/2021: Please update all fire extinguishers in the building.		GG				extinguishers		Erin Sanders								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/21/2021 13:33:48		REFER		AS PER FIRE INSPECTION REPORT 8/19/2021: Please address the following in the boiler room: 
- remove the box of rags in the elevator service room
- remove all combustible material that in proximity to the boiler (extra door, wooden shelves, etc)
- install or update fire extinguisher		GG				boiler room		Erin Sanders								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/21/2021 13:35:45		REFER		PER FIRE INSPECTION REPORT 8/19/2021: After we receive an updated number for capacity of the meeting room, please provide an occupancy sign. 		GG				meeting room - lower level		Erin Sanders								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/21/2021 13:41:42		REFER		PER FIRE INSPECTION REPORT 8/19/2021: Please install an illuminated EXIT sign for the inside doors of the meeting room. There's already one for the back door. Another is needed so that people can see that they can leave these doors and go up the interior stairs to the front door. 		GG				meeting room - lower level		Erin Sanders								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/21/2021 13:50:11		REFER		PER FIRE INSPECTION REPORT 8/19/2021: Please address the wiring hanging exposed from the ceiling in the electrical closet. Secure the junction box to the ceiling and provide a cover. (These are electrical wires, not data or telephone)		GG				electrical closet (downstairs staff hallway)		Erin Sanders								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		locked door. key in manager's office

		8/21/2021 16:25:04		1141254		one of the signs that say "no parking- library permit only" has been knocked down and stolen.  I don't know what happened to it so a new one needs to be made.  		LAKE				ourside in lot		Xochitl Gavidia								Sign		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		no

		8/23/2021 10:17:40		1142419		 Staff are having issues with entering the building through the front door. All staff are experiencing their keys getting stuck in this particular bolt when the key turns (both left and right turn).  for some staff the key will turn after a while, for others, the key will not turn at all.		ELM				Front door/entrance door to the Elmhurst Branch Library		Brianna Meli								Key / Lock Management		No				emailed V. Sanchez		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		submit8/27/21																														None

		8/23/2021 10:26:00		1141067		This has been submitted daily for at least a week with no movement.  The library has not been mopped in some time.  There are sticky areas, dust, grime, etc throughout.  It is our understanding this should be done daily but is not even being done weekly.		MEL				Main Floor And Bottom Floor		Dice Armstrong								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		10812648		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				ASAP

		8/23/2021 10:34:11		1141069		This has been submitted daily for at least a week.  Entry rugs downstairs and all rugs upstairs have not been vacuumed in some time.  It is our understanding this is to be done daily but is not even being done weekly		MEL				Main and Bottom Floors		Dice Armstrong								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		10812648		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				ASAP

		8/24/2021 9:37:30		COMBINED		The entire upstairs main floor needs to be swept. There’s a lot of dust and crumbs.		MEL				Upstairs Main floor		Kate Hug/Angelica Menjivar 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1anDXegKoFPYW0xx-CCi-topoeF98VqKj, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UiQKsPYYUVoo7lOteIun8v5aeOxtHY-K, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1N9R3_7E_LewnO5Q2NvpTJO5pFw9-TmIf, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1D3Rb7qVrSK46OBrIziqVTP-t0dErlIg9		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/24/2021 9:40:24		COMBINED		The upstairs main floor needs mopping. There’s gum stuck on the floor, spritz of dried up liquid spots, sticky and dirty. 		MEL				Upstairs main floor 		Kate Hug/Angelica Menjivar						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Pu4egyJ1O6SSkRnatkVc8h0KrRaDSdAo, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YwI8bgNX92R9E_lF8VZ8rIVUGTIlScS1, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Y-ynzGzwLUefypr4lXBS5FpU188_J35f		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/24/2021 9:43:24		COMBINED		I’ve submitted the request to have the staff restroom cleaned a few times. It’s been a few weeks and the staff restroom is still dirty and disgusting, there’s dirt around the toilet and it’s been there for weeks now.  It needs to be cleaned. 		MEL				Upstairs staff restroom 		Kate Hug/ Angelica Menjivar 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BnRLDuajX-qltFq2-ZBFoEPx65RSnxKW		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/24/2021 14:58:03		1142524		Our floors continue to not be mopped daily/regularly.  Please ensure that the expectation to mop/sweep the entire library is communicated with custodial staff.		MEL				upstairs / main floor of library		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/24/2021 15:03:42		COMBINED		the upstairs public tables are not being cleaned.  In addition to there being sticky areas etc, the public uses these daily and we need them cleaned as a Covid protocal.  Please inform custodial staff of basic expectations		MEL				all upstairs public use tables		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/24/2021 15:15:49		resolved		On 8/13/21, A service request was submitted for fingerprints on the ADA glass door facing the 48th side. The same fingerprints are still there. The ADA glass doors have not been cleaned for the last two weeks. 		MEL				ADA door		Angelica Menjivar 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1daOQuXcYDi-9SirG9BuShVmyQdAK-P5V		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/24/2021 16:46:34		supply order?		supply order?		supply order?				supply order?		supply order?		supply order?				supply order?		supply order?		Yes		supply order?		supply order?		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/24/2021 17:21:05		1142635		the metal bar on the recycling bin that allows us to lock it is missing. This is important because otherwise people use the recycling bin to dump random garbage. 		MLK				back of library parking lot		Celia Davis								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		standard parking lot gate locked outside of public hours. 		no

		8/24/2021 18:52:04		called Kate Hug		Our recycling/green waste was not picked up today.  We now have 2 weeks of cardboard (it was picked up before food distribution last week).  Our container is overflowing as is the broken down cardboard		MEL				outside CA Waste Solution recycling and Green Bin		Kate Hug								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/24/2021 19:56:03		REFER/PENDING		While sitting at the Reference Desk, I heard a rat in the attic/roof above me.		ELM				I was sitting at the Reference Desk and heard a rat racing around above me in what must be the attic.		Ana-Elba Pavon								Pest		Yes		1142692		Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		8/25/2021 9:11:39		Closed		There's a mechanical closet in the sorting room at 81st Branch Library. There is a constant beeping coming out of this closet. Since my office is in the sorting room I hear it everyday.  This is non stop everyday. At one point we were told to just click on the off switch on the machine inside and were told that it controls the hot water. However this has not solved the problem. It stays off for the day and continues to beep the next day. It seems more of a problem that needs to be fixes than bypassing it by hitting the on/off switch. 		81ST				1st floor, sorting room, the closet right next to the staff entrance		Brenda Membreño								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1118679		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		emailed G Johnson 9/28/21																																Needs mechanical key

		8/25/2021 11:39:25		called Mark Hayes		We didn't get custodial service today. There's no soap in the bathrooms. At minimum bathrooms need to be cleaned and trash emptied today. Thanks.		DIM				Entire Building		Rebekah Eppley								Cleaning / Custodial		No				called Mark Hayes		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		8/25/2021 12:30:21		RESOLVED		The single door into Acquisitions (door 11), despite having work done on it, seems to work worse than before. Yesterday I was completely unable to open the door using my key. Other staff members have expressed the same problem, so it's not my key. The door is difficult to open from both sides when closed. 		MAIN				Basement - Room 11		Josephine Sayers								Key / Lock Management		Yes		1136393		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/25/2021 13:25:45		COMBINED		Light is out; bulb may need replacing		MON				Above front/circulation desk		Geremie Celli (or Mahate Osborn)								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No		1142634		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		none		none

		8/25/2021 13:32:34		1142621		There's some new graffiti outside between the staff parking lot and the patron parking lot on one of the poles that supports the building. We would like this graffiti to be painted over. 		ROC				We've spotted some new graffiti that we would like to have painted over. It is outside between the staff parking lot & the patron parking lot on a pole that is a support for the building. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aOXL0ZB2XugUT7MFYRkQGHS1QkmcIlRX		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		8/25/2021 13:48:44		COMBINED w 1142179		Light were flickering yesterday, but they are not coming on today. 		MAIN				Guards office		Alma Garcia								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				reported 8/26		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/25/2021 14:49:07		1142516		The water fountain (lower one), the water pressure is very low . 		MEL				Downstairs Water Fountain 		Angelica Menjivar 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1whNpDERtPWl3axAZiFyaBt8_SqmmPQ0A		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		8/25/2021 15:26:42		1144487		Human excrement near where we turn on the water to water our garden plant.		MLK				Outside, under our sign facing 69th Ave. between the library exterior and the raised garden bed nearest the door, there appears to be some human excrement on the grass.		Alison						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OpezSGfB7EY5FjEdDs7bh8FEu4fMLI8B, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AxA8zU3L89ECWovvCKzFU20fjApLvE2Q		Sidewalk / Public Right-of-Way / Patios		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		May be difficult to locate, so I included photos.		ASAP please

		8/25/2021 15:41:05		called L. Fung - resolved		Toilets in both bathrooms reported non-operational; they look clogged but are not flooding or leaking		MAIN				basement level public/ADA restrooms		Remy Timbrook / Jesse Nachem								Plumbing		No				called LFung- resolved		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/25/2021 17:33:22		RESOLVED		the sink in the staff bathroom is clogged- drains very slowly.		MLK				staff bathroom		Celia Davis								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		8/25/2021 19:09:14		COMBINED		The light above the front desk has gone out, which will impact any staff member who utilizes the front workstation, and possible visibility near surrounding collection		MON				Light above front desk has gone out		Quinn Tomlinson								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No		1142634		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/26/2021 9:27:03		DUPLICATE		small tag		MAIN				FRONT FACADE		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/26/2021 9:39:45		COMBINED		The entire floor has not been mopped in weeks. There are dried up liquid spots, dried up gum, and its dirty and sticky. 		MEL				Upstairs main floor		Angelica Menjivar								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/26/2021 9:42:37		called Mark Hayes		Restroom are not clean, we are out of toilet paper, our garbage cans are full, ect.		DIM				Entire library		Zadok Doe'Parker								Cleaning / Custodial		No		called M Hayes		called Mark Hayes		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		n/a		n/a

		8/26/2021 9:44:59		1142525		The entire library floors, have not been swept, there are dust particles accumulating everywhere.  		MEL				Upstairs entire floor		Angelica Menjivar/Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/26/2021 9:53:29		1142528		The staff upstairs restroom (toilet) is very dirty, put in a service request a few weeks ago, and the issue still has not been addressed. 		MEL				Upstairs staff restroom		Angelica Menjivar/ Kat Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/26/2021 9:58:21		1142179		light is out		MAIN				Guards Office, 1st floor		Mana Tominaga								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						reported 8/26		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/26/2021 11:26:54		1142186		The recycling was not picked up last week or this week, we now have two weeks worth of recycling and the bin is overfilled. 		MEL				Outside Recycling Bin		Angelica Menjivar/ Kate Hug 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=13WzUDkmdXQbR9dL4751aZvzN94JrOuSL, https://drive.google.com/open?id=17ZaK3pcijqIf_5Qr--4au2X3NteLFLCX		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/26/2021 12:03:14		1144018		There is graffiti on building in 2 places that need to painted over.  The lot side has some that says "f luigi" in black paint.  The side of the building facing the bathroom has a bunch painted on an electrical box		LAKE				outside on parking lot side of the building and on the side of the building by the bathroom.		Xochitl Gavidia								Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		8/26/2021 14:18:29		1143896		The radiator is leaking water. The water is seeping through the floor getting closer into the room.  We placed a bucket, to hold the water that is leaking. 		MEL				Downstairs storage room, back door under building 		Angelica Menjivar/Kate Hug 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XUrKuG2CQLyq6RFr4xr0bQv1usBFpu2p, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DlgNc2u5iXlz7Td-GYzqzqP758KVmfzo		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/26/2021 14:22:08		1142545		Power washing of the buiding, clearing of the leaves, and cobwebs. 		PIE				Outter building		Leni mathews								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		8/26/2021 14:24:10		1142626		Stains of the carpet througout. 		PIE				Inside the branch.		Leni Matthews								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/26/2021 14:27:58		CALL		No regular custodial service.		TEM				Main & basement floor.		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No				CALL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before service hours at 10 am.

		8/26/2021 14:28:55		power wash 1st		power wash 1st		power wash 1st				power wash 1st		power wash 1st		power wash 1st				power wash 1st		power wash 1st		No		power wash 1st		power wash 1st		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/26/2021 14:41:12		1142523		On 8/26/21, Public Works was doing maintenance in the backyard, they pointed out wires coming out of the ground, we do not know if they’re live wires, a caution cone was placed near the wire. Public works was unable to finish yard work in that area. 		MEL				Backyard behind bench 		Angelica Menjivar/Kate Hug 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1s-X1rit0-mkGwpvtUFVQysDANz7e6O7y		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/26/2021 14:53:21		1148074		We have discovered another bullet hole in a large pane of glass at Melrose.  The glass is not tempered and PWA reports that, in strong winds, this becomes a significant hazard.		MEL				upstairs, large window behind printer, facing back garden in the staff office		Kate Hug								Structural / Construction Issue		No		related - 1108826				2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/26/2021 14:54:24		1142405		Several items dumped on library property: a dog igloo, a child's cot, plastic chair, television		81ST				Outside, 81st Ave		Brian Guenther, Brenda Membreno						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZZocW7wJ6weqb4-GS2hjbIxmiZPkQKO_		Illegal Dumping		No				Cancelled		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/26/2021 15:07:20		DUPLICATE		DUPLICATE		DUPLICATE				DUPLICATE		DUPLICATE		DUPLICATE				DUPLICATE		DUPLICATE		Yes		DUPLICATE		DUPLICATE		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		When we are closed, the door to 218 may be locked. It's on a WC key.

		8/26/2021 15:10:55		1149245		We need a tall, gray wastebasket with a lid for room 216.		MAIN				Second floor, room 216		Camille Peters								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Locked door, XBA5 key

		8/27/2021 10:16:41		1142634		Light is out (possibly 2 pairs of long bulbs)		MON				Back area above the "YA Graphic Novels & Teen Manga" sections		Geremie Celli (Mahate Osborn)								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		High ceiling		none

		8/27/2021 16:48:11		DUPLICATE		Light is flickering in ceiling panel above adult circulation desk		WEST				Ceiling on adult side by circulation desk		Julia Flynn								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				DUP		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				Prefer between 9 & 10 Monday-Thursday or between 9 & 12 on Fridays

		8/27/2021 17:13:50		1142553		The wheelchair access buttons at the entrance to the Children's Room are not working. We need this fixed as we need to keep the doors closed due to smoke outside. We've had five complaints in the past two days from patrons unable to open the door, and staff are not always able to notice that they are stuck outside trying to get in.		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		I don't have the number because it wasn't sent to me		WOCREATE		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		8/28/2021 10:01:46		CALL		We did not receive Custodial service, trash cans are full, restrooms need cleaning, ect.		DIM				Entire library		Zadok Doe'Parker								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		spoke w Mark Hayes																														None		n/a		n/a

		8/28/2021 11:43:22		EMAIL		Our garbage container was not emptied on its regular day (it appeared to have been missed by trash pick-up), and is still sitting on the sidewalk. It is completely full, so we have no room for other garbage. It would be very helpful if the container can be emptied as soon as possible. There is some concern around raccoons getting into it overnight.		MON				Sidewalk next to Book Drop Box		Mahate Osborn								Litter Container (Outside)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		None; the container is available for emptying and sitting on the sidewalk.		As soon as possible please, at any hour. Thank you.

		8/28/2021 13:02:30		EMAIL		The plexiglass shields at the circulation and reference desks are unstable. Today, one fell on a patron. The patron is not injured, but if one falls on a child, they could easily be injured. If these can be temporarily secured to the desk, they would be much safer. 		MON				Circulation Desk 		Mahate Osborn								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No.		No limitations. Best times are during lower patron traffic hours, typically from 9:00 - 11:00 am Monday - Saturday, and from 6:00 - 8:00pm on Tuesdays and Wednesdays. The very best time would be 9:00 - 10:00 as the library is staffed but not open for public use until 10:00. But we will make whatever time you can come work! 

		8/28/2021 13:31:09		resolved		This service request is for yesterday, 8/27/21 and for today, 8/28/21.  We have asked, repeatedly, for 2 full weeks for our floors to be mopped/swept.  We have been diligent about asking even though this problem is not just 2 weeks old but much older than that.  The expectation is that this is to be done daily and not only has this not happened, but when we submit service requests, no attempt is even made to satisfy the request (which, again, is a basic expectation for daily cleaning).  Please, we have soot and ash on the floors, sticky places, dirty surfaces on all the tables, AND COVID.  Please clean this building.		MEL				upstairs main floor of library		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/28/2021 13:33:21		resolved		This stairway has sticky parts, dust/dirt, and even cobwebs.  Considering that multiple staff walk up and down this stairway every day, the cobwebs are a strong indication that this stairway hasn't even been swept in a very long time.  We have submitted service requests periodically with no results.  Please give a sweep to the back stairs.		MEL				back stairs leading from staff bathroom to kitchen		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/28/2021 13:36:14		resolved		We have asked a variety of times for our carpets to be vacuumed.  Children often sit on the rugs and read with caregivers.  We are now receiving complaints from the public about how full of crumbs, dust, and general debris our rugs are.  		MEL				entry carpets, carpets in Teen Zone, Adult and Children's areas		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/28/2021 13:38:37		DUPLICATE		Hand sanitizer rather than soap was put into the dispenser in the staff bathroom upstairs.  This is a semi-common problem here.  Please be sure to put SOAP rather than sanitizier in dispensers.  This is necessary to reduce the spread of COVID and for the health and safety of staff and the community.		MEL				upstairs staff bathroom		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/28/2021 14:03:13		1142687		Our fire alarm went off on Saturday, 8/28. The fire door panel on the second floor balcony did not come down and now there is a high-pitched noise coming from it. This has happened in the past. 		81ST				second floor, balcony		Brian Guenther								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/28/2021 14:16:50		1144333		Fire alarm at Elmhurst has been chirping loudly due to low battery. Needs a new 9volt battery - staff on site have attempted to replace the battery themselves but are unable. Alarm states it needs to be disconnected from power source first.

Staff have attempted to disconnect the alarm to replace the battery but are unable to.		ELM				staff bathroom, main floor		Ana-Elba Pavon (via Irena)								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		n/a		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		8/28/2021 15:52:08		duplicate with 11423689		We had a false alarm and the fire safety panels dropped on one of the study rooms and the children's librarian office window. They need to be lifted up and locked back into place.		81ST				first floor, study rooms and children's librarian office 		Brian Guenther								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/28/2021 16:16:56		1142689		The local alarms in the balcony and study room which sounds when the fire alarm is triggered is going off.  The sound occurs constantly.  This is because the fire alarm was triggered on Saturday.		81ST				2nd floor balcony and study room		Brian Guenther (via Irena)								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/29/2021 17:40:51		REFER		Per Fire Inspector Request: The address numbers currently affixed to the upper arch of the library entrance are small and not easily visible from the street, creating a safety hazard in case of fire or emergency personnel needing to find the building quickly.		MON				Per Fire Inspector Request: Larger Address Numbers on the front of the building, that can be seen easily from the street. He recommended 4 - 5" numbers, in a color that is easily seen.		Mahate Osborn								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No.		No

		8/29/2021 17:44:47		REFER		Per Fire Inspection: All three fire extinguishers must be replaced, as they are expired. Two expired in March, and the other expired in 2018. 		MON				1. Staff Break Room, 2. To the left of the workroom door in the children's non-fiction section (back room), 3. in the back electrical room behind the library (outside entrance).		Mahate Osborn								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		8/29/2021 17:48:19		REFER		Per Fire Inspector Request: Shelves should be installed in IT / Janitorial closet for items that are currently cluttering the floor in front of the IT panels. 		MON				IT / Janitorial Closet, by the circulation desk in the front room		Mahate Osborn								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		The door is locked, but the same key is used as the one for entering the building.		No

		8/29/2021 17:53:32		REFER		Per Fire Inspector Request: All three locations should have signs installed conveying the location's purpose: 1. IT / Janitorial Closet, 2. Electrical Panel / Water heating room, and 3. "Gas Shut-Off" 		MON				1. Back electrical panel room (separate entrance) door, 2. IT / Janitorial Door, 3. Gas line valve on the right side of building just beyond Right entrance gate		Mahate Osborn								Sign		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No, unless outside of regular open hours. All doors can be accessed only when library is open (or with a key).		No

		8/29/2021 17:57:48		REFER		Per Fire Inspection: The water heater in the back electrical room as a significant leak, with water leaking out of it creating a puddle on the floor. The heater needs to be fixed or replaced. 		MON				Back Electrical Room (Behind library, separate entrance)		Mahate Osborn								Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		The back electrical room is locked, however can be opened with the general key that opens the door to the library building .		No

		8/29/2021 18:04:36		REFER		Per Fire Inspector Suggestion: There is not enough storage for kitchen items available, thus leading to dangerous clutter around the stove. Installing shelves was suggested by the fire inspector. 		MON				Staff Break Room, on walls above toaster, to the left of the toaster, and above paper towel dispenser		Mahate Osborn								Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		If possible, During morning hours 9 - 11, and after 3:00pm. This will allow the room to be used for lunch breaks.

		8/29/2021 18:16:07		REFER		Per Fire Inspection: trees are branching out too close to the building, violating fire safety standards. I have not yet received the final typed-up notice with the coded standards and exact measurements detailed. I believe there is an agreement between public works and the Hillside Gardeners specifying that they can be responsible for maintaining the street-facing foliage, and can arrange for this work to be performed to meet standards. Please advise re: required timelines and whether this can be done by Hillside Gardeners. Thank you.		MON				Per Fire Inspection: The perimeter around the building where there is foliage growing too close to the building, violating fire safety standards.		Mahate Osborn								Landscaping / Trees		Do Not Know				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No, though if it is done during hours that the library is not open, a key will be needed to access the sides and back of the building.		No (see above)

		8/30/2021 9:09:04		CALL		The trash bins througout the library are not empty.		PIE				Trash bins inside the library.		Leni Matthews								Cleaning / Custodial		No				CALL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		8/30/2021 9:09:24		1142689 (related)		The security fire wall dropped over my window and there is a constant high-pitched alarm sounding which prevents me from working in my office.		81ST				Children's librarian's office		Sally Engelfried								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		you need access to the children's librarian office, which is sometimes locked		ASAP please!

		8/30/2021 9:38:52		duplicate (1143911)		The elevator door in the sorting room will not close all the way, so it's inaccessible from the sorting room. The same set of doors does open and close on the second floor (if you access the first floor elevator from the public side), so I believe the issue is on the first floor elevator doorway/tracks, not the doors themselves. 		81ST				elevator in sorting room		Sally Engelfried								Elevator Issue		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		8/30/2021 15:26:26		CALL		Hi, We need the individual paper towels. Not the ones for the dispenser.		PIE				Office		Leni Matthews								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				CALL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		8/30/2021 15:30:22		RESOLVED		The back door in the office that leads to the rear does not close properly. Oakland police received a "false alarm" becasue the door was not secured properly. When the door closes, it doesn't latch properly to ensure that it's closed. We have to pull hard on the door to ensure that it's secured.		PIE				Office back door that leads to the outside of the building. The door doesn't close properly.		Leni Matthews								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Cancelled		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		8/31/2021 9:24:14		EMAIL		need the book drop located on the corner of 41st St and Piedmont Ave moved to Lakeview Library, to replace an existing, damaged book drop. The damaged book drop at Lakeview then would need to be hauled away.		LAKE				book drop on 41st St and Piedmont Ave		Derrick DeMay								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Don Gibeau																														None

		8/31/2021 10:21:38		1143911		The elevator door on the first floor, staff side is not opening		81ST				first floor, elevator		Brian Guenther, Brenda Membreno								Elevator Issue		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/31/2021 10:30:00		EMAIL		Hand sanitizer is in the soap dispensers rather than soap (upstairs staff restroom AND public restroom across from the elevator).  This is a safety issue due to COVID.  I'm unsure whether these service requests are being communicated to our custodial Mr. Brooks?  It seems that he is not getting reported information (for any number of requests).		MEL				upstairs staff restroom, downstairs AND public restroom across from the elevator		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		8/31/2021 10:31:40		EMAIL		We have repeatedly asked that our library floors get mopped.  Although there was a cursory sweep today (thank you), our floors are not being mopped even semi-regularly.  Please mop the floors.		MEL				entire upstairs/main floor of library		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		8/31/2021 10:33:46		EMAIL		This request is for both today, 8/31 and yesterday, 8/30.  We have repeatedly submitted requests to have the carpets vacuumed to no avail.  Please inform our custodian that this should be done at least weekly - patrons have complained of how dirty they are.		MEL				upstairs area rugs		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/31/2021 15:55:00		1143907		The tree which is outside in the backyard as one walks outside the back door of the library has a crack in the back of the tree trunk.  The feeling is that it could crack and fall on the library.		ELM				The large tree in the backyard.		Ana-Elba Pavon								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		8/31/2021 19:44:47		RESOLVED		The lock on this door is messed up. You have to jiggle your key forever and sometimes it doesn't even work. It's getting worse. 		MAIN				1st floor computer lab area, door that leads up to mezzanine work area		Sadie McClendon								Key / Lock Management		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Multiple staff use this door many times a day, so it's fairly inconvenient.		no

		9/1/2021 9:25:22		EMAIL		The staff restroom upstairs, staff restroom
downstairs across from the elevator, and the public restroom downstairs, all have hand sanitizer in the soap dispenser.  The bags need to be switched out for soap. 		MEL				Staff restroom upstairs/staff restroom
Downstairs across elevator/public restroom downstairs. 		Kate Hug/Angelica Menjivar						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wWTNiOv8jesrY8F68-jKgWquc-zlOx38		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/1/2021 9:31:32		EMAIL		Dimond did not receive custodial service. Trash cans are full, restrooms need to be cleaned, ect.		DIM				Entire Library		Zadok Doe'Parker								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		N/a		N/a

		9/1/2021 9:34:00		EMAIL		A trash can was not emptied out, there is leftover fast food garbage. 		MEL				Upstairs doorway 		Angelica Menjivar, Kate Hug 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LJdQ0aldOpBFSyP-1c-ctYES9ywXYdFe		Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/1/2021 9:39:41		DUPLICATE		There is a water leak, we have a bucket in place, there was water inside the bucket. The source of the water is unknown. 		MEL				Downstairs storage room, in the back room, under the building. 		Kate Hug/Angelica Menjivar 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-gkoVVUscqI07Njacn3pJPO9om0RtfCO		Other (Specify on next page)		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		email M Tovar 9/22 - WO#1277259																														None

		9/1/2021 9:49:03		duplicate (1143911)		The doors on the first floor elevator staff entrance will not open, preventing access to elevator use.		81ST				First floor elevator in sorting room		Sally Engelfried								Elevator Issue		Yes		Never received a ticket # or confirmation--submitted on Monday, 8/30/21		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		9/1/2021 10:46:21		EMAIL		Poop left on back lawn close to edge of walkway leading to elevator.		TEM				The back lawn behind shed.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=174z9M6B0PepjZJfco0VQnwWQjGqbzzMd		Other (Specify on next page)		No				REFER		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		None

		9/1/2021 12:06:40		1143894		the emergency exit door box is beeping regularly- needs battery replacement?We don't want to do it ourselves because one time when we did that, the whole mechanism broke. 		MLK				emergency door opening to parking lot. 		Celia Davis								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		9/1/2021 12:51:47		CALL		The Floor in the lobby is stained from drops of hand sanitizer. The floor needs to be buffed and deep cleaned		DIM				Dimond lobby area		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lgPXHxriDbU3PYZp80NdvqwsY_R0Ojgy, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1auKLEzThC0c6vzjBcB4nxompaB-6Z7Mc, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JPTXZ3Fi5-ZSyPoasXpSkfJipn3UmxPy		Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Floor needs buffing		n/a

		9/1/2021 13:07:36		1144241		There is not enough light in the lobby when we close on our late nights; it looks like only one lightbulb is still working (please see picture).		MEL				Main lobby entrance, large light fixture above stairs in foyer		Adolfo Gomez-Delgado/Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JWfgb_0XD4TONexfTOgOURcLABTmCOyj, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kvoKjQDSY3evZPCSuUt4ArzizRBCoKMm, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ekIqN93va2495rcN6-SMsc_NcC_Us575		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		WOCREATED																														One to two complaints in the past week		n/a		Please attend to ASAP; this problem will only get worse with time as it will be getting darker earlier and it is dangerous for patrons and staff entering/exiting the library during our late hours.

		9/2/2021 9:45:34		EMAIL		This is the second day in a row that Dimond hasn't received any custodial service. We need regular service. Thank you.		DIM				whole building		Sarah Hodgson								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week				before opening or after hours

		9/2/2021 12:33:52		1144240		Our new vinyl floor is buckling. Main place is in the lobby between the two round tables. Quite a few "planks" coming up. 		WEST				Lobby		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1u-Qjo2hnNkK1C-mxA8M9PntjkC_uY_dw		Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/2/2021 12:50:12		1147952		A couple of weeks before the shelter in place took place, someone came to look at our cabinet door under the sink because the door hinge was loose. The people working on that cabinet took the metal hinge (as shown in one of the pictures, top hinge missing) and said they needed to take it to order a part. They taped over the door and wrote " Do not open this side." It has been over a year and seems as though this fix has fallen through the cracks. We keep things stored under the sink so it could really help if we didn't have to worry about this door falling over every time we opened it. 		81ST				2ns floor staff break room/ kitchen		Brenda Membreno						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fms5XF-Z3SDBGvhPtWdvJYQm5k7P6orD, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xcS4m6B7QF3l8hpaJvwtLNyypgLncYPF, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PAQ_Bwo9LKLjjBhhV9rfqvWLtPy_h_xe		Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																		staff kitchen area, needs fob to access staff area. 

		9/2/2021 14:52:51		asked Susy to label the chair and write a note for the custodian		A patron peed on himself at the TeenZone table. He was on the side in front of the white board which now has caution tape on the table. He was sitting at the middle chair. Please clean the area thoroughly. 		WEST				TeenZone in library - caution tape is on side affected as well as caution A-frames around the table 		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/2/2021 17:03:10		emailed Sandy		Lock on staff desk--across from Pete (manager's) office doesn't turn with key inserted anymore.		CHA				Lock on staff desk--across from Pete (manager's) office.		Sandy								Key / Lock Management		No				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/2/2021 17:13:06		1144464		the smoke detectors in both bathrooms are not working (one person smoking last week in one bathroom- didn't go off, another person using torch lighter in the other one today and burned sign- didn't go off. 		MLK				both public bathrooms		Celia Davis								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		9/3/2021 9:19:14		EMAILED J Burton		The door from the meeting room kitchen to the dumpster IS NOT ALARMED. This is one of the direct doors in to the building and it should be alarmed. 		WEST				Meeting Room Kitchen		Susy Moorhead								Other (Specify on next page)						Emailed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/3/2021 9:36:32		resolved		Please vacuum the carpet. 		WEST				library		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/3/2021 10:48:21		1144471		Please!  We have requested soap to be put in these restrooms for over a week.  This is needed for Covid mitigation and helps keep everyone safe.  We didn't report this yesterday, 9/2 but wasn't done then either.		MEL				Downstairs public restroom, downstairs staff restroom across from the elevator, and the upstairs staff restroom.		Angelica Menjivar/Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		9/3/2021 11:38:51		1144475		The toilet paper dispenser inside of the staff restroom located downstairs across from the elevator, came off of the wall. 		MEL				Downstairs staff restroom across from the elevator 		Kate Hug/Angelica Menjivar 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=13vXIJIoQfEd59EEn30bxyHVJc9URTyir		Other (Specify on next page)		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/3/2021 15:46:56		1147037		There are holes in the gutter that drips around the building in vaious areas when the air conditioner is on (and with the rain). Someone already came out and made sure that it wasn't an air conditioning issue. They said there are holes in the gutter.		PIE				Roof		Leni Matthews								Structural / Construction Issue		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		9/4/2021 10:39:28		CALL		Please send someone out to remove and reapply grip tape as needed on stairs throughout the branch.  Service wasn't complete since PWA didn't have enough tape, but Temescal has since ordered a supply for PWA to finish the job.		TEM				Stairs & steps throughout the interior of the branch.		Karen Ko								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1130557		CALL		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		None		Preferably on Friday mornings before public service begins at noon.

		9/4/2021 13:59:27		Call		It's unclear if a custodian was here today as our Security Guard had to re-stock our paper towels in the Circ Office and a toilet paper roll in the Staff WC.  The liquid soap dispenser in the Circ Office is also empty.  Unable to say if trash was emptied--possibly that was done. 		MAIN				1st Floor		Shannon McQueen								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		A key is needed to access the staff WC.		No

		9/7/2021 9:30:31		CALL		We did not receive servie		PIE				Whole building		Nikki Truong								Cleaning / Custodial		No				CALL		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				ASAP it smells really bad

		9/7/2021 12:15:02		1145455		On Thursday a patron urinated on himself in the TeenZone. The table is caution taped off on the side he was sitting and the chair has a sign on it. I feel like the table, chair, and the carpet need to be thoroughly cleaned. Staff complained early that it smelled but I don't have such a great sense of smell and am not planning on sniffing around to see for myself. It's now Day 5 since this happened. 		WEST				TeenZone in Library		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed 		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		9/7/2021 12:51:06		EMAIL		Please provide a branch key with access to all interior doors as well as exterior doors for new permanent employee, Inti Garcia. His first day is September 20. 		GG				n/a		Erin Sanders								Key / Lock Management		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				Employee begins work Monday Sept 20

		9/7/2021 15:57:02		RESOLVED		the soap dispenser isn't working.		MLK				public restroom- one closest to front door		Celia Davis								Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		9/7/2021 18:00:43		REFER		Golden Gate does not have a fire alarm system. As per our fire inspection on August 19 2021, please install one. 		GG				entire building		Erin Sanders								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/7/2021 18:27:26		RESOLVED		There is a hummingbird trapped inside the library. It is so high that we don't know how to get it down. We are worried, as the last time this happened, the Hummingbird did not make it out alive. It hid and no one was able to find it until it passed away. We can see this one, but it is staying too high for us. A tall net would be helpful.		MON				Montclair Library in the Main tall front room		Mahate Osborn or Geremie Celli						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FXVYYfAYHEO3BJHvuIQlsSR-vtJq3fHm		Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week		*Note: this is not a human emergency, but if the hummingbird doesn't get out before the library closes, it will likely die. So it is a hummingbird emergency. High ceilings, high beams. 		tonight if possible. 

		9/7/2021 19:20:30		1147944		Soap dispenser has been ripped off of the wall and placed on top of the paper towel dispenser.		MEL				Public restroom on bottom floor (located right across from meeting room next to water fountains)		Adolfo Gomez-Delgado, Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Kp-yMngComf8r5-vRxMuNJ_UbPmmu5fo, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VmKFbqOi4tMwgwS4L5jVbpVqMtLfKwCl, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uR9QKjOyIvT5LXuAhZ8_P8HS8oKORU4d		Other (Specify on next page)		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Bathrooms are locked when we close the branch and a special key is needed to unlock. A blue key marked restroom is stored at the circulation desk in one of the drawers. 		No time preferences, please fix asap. This is the main restroom for public use (and the most accessible) so the community relies on it. With covid spreading still a concern, it's important that we provide patrons with a working restroom for them to wash their hands thoroughly. 

		9/7/2021 20:28:32		RESOLVED		We were able to get the Hummingbird out of the library. Please cancel previous ticket.		MON				RESOLVED: Hummingbird Ticket		Mahate Osborn								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes				N/A		5. No Action Required (request will be noted and documented)																																None

		9/8/2021 10:01:23		RESOLVED		One of the light fixtures has slipped out of it's socket and is just hanging there by its cable. This could be a liability if it falls on a patron.		81ST				1st floor, main entrance, as soon as you enter library		Brenda Membreño						https://drive.google.com/open?id=155WphdSChu-9rzbaGNK8zAmISwpuZXAK		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/8/2021 10:29:54		RESOLVED		The "E9AP" key is not working to unlock the custodian's closet. Sally Engelfried and myself tried to unlock it this morning, and  no luck. We usually leave notes for our custodian in the inside door of the closet, so it would be helpful to get this fixed as quick as possible. 

Side note: This happened to the computer lab not too long ago and we were told that some pins were loose within the lock, might be the same thing. 		81ST				1st floor, custodian closet next to public bathrooms. 		Brenda Membreño								Key / Lock Management		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		9/8/2021 11:36:34		1146646		Graffiti found on the book drop and outside display case.		BRO				Front entrance of the library		Thevaki/Alfred						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gk1DJKckxfoVT4mwilc17EdvVlB02IN-, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FG1vJ07YES-pTuirwtJiz3QnCwM5SMMc		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/8/2021 13:46:44		PENDING-OMEGA/emailed Ana		The bathroom sink in the only bathroom we have has ants running all over it.  Don't know if they are coming in from the bathrom window?		ELM				Bathroom sink		Ana-Elba Pavon								Pest		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/8/2021 14:25:07		1147006		The Oakland Public Library Children's Services retreat is happening on Sept. 17th from 9am-5:30pm in the meeting room and it needs to be cleaned. The rooms connected to the meeting room (103 B) also need to be cleaned because we will be in them as well on the 17th.  The meeting room and rooms connected to it, will need to be swept, mopped and the garbage cans emptied. The rooms are 103 B, 103 C and the meeting room kitchen. Thank you! 		WEST				The meeting room at West		Mikal Hemingway 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No special circumstances, but this should be done by September 17th. 		No 

		9/8/2021 19:48:23		1147949		Several lights are out around the exterior of the building. It is getting dark by the time staff leave on our late days and we've been having complaints about unhoused individuals sleeping outside the library.		81ST				exterior		Brian Guenther, Brenda Membreno						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bTJy7mfMRPeL8eTJ5R-JKRkNotctSbEb, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1A0-3EFlilyU3t0yPASj2dqI_ty929CP5, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jIf-TCqLrdZVtFLF-VQ-XcbH9LMWHdua, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RoiFvOjxmT6_xixRkk_FY_bEeWC00YoX		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		9/10/2021 9:34:18		called V. Sanchez		ADA stall needs cleaning, before noon/opening		MAIN				mezz. public women's restrooms, ADA stall		Mana Tominaga								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		9/10/2021 9:50:53		1147175		One of the smoke detectors in the Staff room at West is low on batteries and is releasing little chirping sounds every 30 seconds. 		WEST				Staff Room at West		Mikal Hemingway 								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No 		No 

		9/10/2021 12:21:51		RESOLVED		The soap dispenser looks like it was forcibly removed from the wall and placed in the sink. It will need to be replaced.		MAIN				Men's staff restroom, basement floor of Main		Remy Timbrook								Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/10/2021 16:08:15		1147179		The handle to the door to the men's public restroom is sticking. You have to pull down really hard to get it to open and patrons keep asking us to unlock the door when the door is already unlocked. 		WEST				Men's public restroom door		Susy Moorhead								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		9/11/2021 9:07:46		did not submit SR		We did not get service this morning.		PIE				Through out the library.		Leni Matthews								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		9/11/2021 9:09:27		did not submit a SR		Entire branch needs regular custodial service before Saturday morning opening to the public.		CHA				Entire branch		Linda								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/11/2021 9:41:25		EMAIL		We didn't get custodial service today. Our restrooms upstairs & downstairs need attention. Garbage cans & recycling bins throughout the branch need to be emptied. The carpets need to be vacuumed. Patrons haven't complained about the missed service as we aren't open yet. 		ROC				We didn't get custodial service today. Our restrooms upstairs & downstairs need attention. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		9/11/2021 11:03:32		CALL 1147025		The toilet in the staff upstairs restroom is very dirty. It has not been clean in about a month. Our first service request for this issue was submitted on 8/13/2021. 		MEL				Upstairs staff restroom 		Kate Hug/Angelica Menjivar 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1C9mnxnfRqBUpRXpy6wlb-roe9yGViO4W, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Z-5ibXN4z4foNe7qlVLiLv7HBcL7gnxG		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		9/11/2021 11:10:16		CALL 1147025		The upstairs main floor has dust, paper, food crumbs, that have not been swept up in a few days. This has been a consistent occurrence in which the floors do not get swept or dirt gets swept off to the sides. 		MEL				Upstairs main floor 		Kate Hug/Angelica Menjivar 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jVplo2Mr91MXObOrNBRhUp6St75Q2K2_, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1n05MEHKg2sfTep0WsrAbrC_d7H4YHK9P, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tZmyaDA6rHoloW6ESS5iIlut_Jy2BJew		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/11/2021 11:14:34		CALL 1147025		Upstairs main floor, has weeks old dried up spots of liquid, gum, dirt, that have not been mopped. 		MEL				Upstairs main floor		Kate Hug/Angelica Menjivar 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1brLR2SOJyvROoAz_LGrwOKQJZz-s5qKF, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1h8xXkdtdYjmY5v-NZ6nB8M_Sarqiyyk4		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/13/2021 10:20:16		1146871		Please refill the standing hand sanitizer station that is closest to the front lobby door. Also please clean the drip guards on  all of them. Thank you!		WEST				Lobby of 1801 Adeline St.		Susy Moorhead								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/13/2021 11:07:19		1151383		There is a trail of ants in the reading room. They are coming in near the upstairs elevator, traveling along the baseboards in the fiction section, heading toward a corner of the third shelf in the mysteries next to the window. There are little piles of dust/sawdust on the lower shelves in this section. 		GG				upstairs - adult reading room		erin sanders								Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/13/2021 11:12:32		DUPLICATE		Please fix the parking lot gate. On Friday 9/10 it got stuck. The pole with the padlock tab was jammed into place. When we can't open the gate, not only is the parking lot not open, but people in wheelchairs/with mobility issues can't access the elevator. Also, in case of fire or other emergency, we can't get out of the parking lot, rendering the building with just one entrance and exit, which is a fire hazard. Please fix the gate so we can rely on opening safely.		GG				outside - parking lot		Erin Sanders								Key / Lock Management		Yes		1130565		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				broken gate creates fire/evacuation hazard and prevents ADA access to library services

		9/13/2021 12:14:02		1148108		small amount of new tags		MAIN				front facade		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/13/2021 14:55:26		EMAILED		Hello, we're having trouble with the parking lot gate getting stuck. When locking up, please leave the gate pole on top of the asphalt instead of inside the divot in the ground; that's where the pole is getting stuck. We can still lock the padlock to the other side of the gate. 		GG				parking lot gate		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				The gate got stuck on Friday 9/10 and we had to open the library without patron access to the elevator. 

		9/13/2021 15:05:52		1146672		Lakeview branch needs a damaged book drop hauled from their location. They also need the book drop located at 41st St. &Piedmont Ave (Piedmont branch's former location) to be moved to Lakeview to replace the damaged book drop.		LAKE				outside book drop 		Xochitl								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		9/13/2021 17:05:48		CALL 1147025		One of the toilets in the women's restroom was out of order, and a patron used it and flushed it, and it leaked/sprayed all over the floor. We had to close the restroom for patron use for the rest of the day.		WEST				Women's Restroom		Rebecca Highland								Plumbing		No				LVM V Sanchez 9/14		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/14/2021 9:50:14		COMBINED		The women's restroom has not been cleaned. There were items on the mirror shelf and in the stalls (the broken hair brush and glasses). The floor has not been swept or mopped. And only one toilet appears to have been serviced. 		WEST				The women's restroom 		Mikal Hemingway 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DAowR9cwZxFYDel9nTONuRRjF7EOBb8D, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TDPrhzk3ZjqUMO0OTSqTvUOMp6Iq4mLZ, https://drive.google.com/open?id=15kM3sKYjr1DiDQ_Z7-49jf-e5KQSkOfz, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Jn7hH4EGPeEPUfnZBULiKJ_Uij32osv8		Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No 		No 

		9/14/2021 11:50:50		CALL		Upstairs entire floor needs to get swept, its dusty and dirty. 		MEL				Upstairs Main floor		Angelica Menjivar/Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		9/14/2021 11:54:32		CALL		Upstairs the entire main floor needs to be mopped. The floor is sticky and dirty. 		MEL				Upstairs Main Floor		Angelica Menjivar/Kate Hug 								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		9/14/2021 11:57:54		CALL		Downstairs Kitchen Floor is very dirty and sticky, needs to be swept. 		MEL				Downstairs Kitchen floor		Angelica Menjivar								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		9/14/2021 11:59:16		CALL		Downstairs kitchen floor is dirty and sticky needs to be mopped. 		MEL				Downstairs Kitchen Floor		Angelica Menjivar/Kate hug								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		9/14/2021 12:23:44		1147141		The 1427 stating the library address is being obstructed by the landscaping which needs to be trimmed so people can see it on the front of the building.		ELM				Outside the building where the address is (1427).		Ana-Elba Pavon								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/14/2021 14:45:20		CANCEL		The door to one of our meeting room closets will not open. The closet is the one on the right near the windows & it has a poster of Missy Elliott on the door.		ROC				The door to one of our closets in the meeting room will not open. The closet is the one on the right near the windows & it has a poster of Missy Elliott on the door.		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ROb03Qb2h8Wi0zwyQw68iRNsZSYi8UhY		Other (Specify on next page)		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		9/14/2021 15:23:28		DUPLICATE		Update to our previous ticket about ants. They are also coming in through a ground level window in the downstairs staff office. The window face the parking lot at the southeast corner of the room. (There are also a few under the sink in the downstairs public restroom.)		GG				downstairs staff office		Erin Sanders								Pest		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/14/2021 17:08:07		CALLED		Our recycling and green bin were not picked up last week.  It is 5:10pm and it wasn't picked up today (yet) either.  We have 2 weeks of overflowing cardboard.  We will be more active about checking in the morning on Wednesdays (our day is Tuesday)		MEL				outside recycling and green bin		Kate Hug								Other (Specify on next page)						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		9/14/2021 17:28:06		REFER		Replacement floor mats are needed in the Tool Lending Library.  Mats are in very bad shape. 
They are in various sizes and types (anti-fatigue, anti-slip, and beveled).  Please have someone look at, measure, and replace the floor mats.		TEM				Tool space, circulation as well as back room.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YGnWY13gQAJ1dtth6PmktamI9Qc0xTUn, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CYrAGtEnLblCyEZddob4kE2G-ry39M5u		Other (Specify on next page)		No				REFER		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		1148117 + emailed FD																														None		Tool shop needs key F10L for access.		Space is tight down at TLL.  This is best done on Fridays before noon or other days before 10 am.

		9/15/2021 8:32:25		CALL B. JONES		Garbage pickup and cleaning.		PIE				In the library.		Leni Matthews								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/15/2021 9:42:25		RESOLVED		Feces on ADA ramp		MAIN				Exterior, ADA ramp, 14th Street side of bldng		Shannon McQueen								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None		None		None

		9/15/2021 12:57:41		1148095		Restroom A key hole is difficult to unlock and not properly functioning. We have to continuously wiggle the key before the lock works, sometimes requiring the use of several different keys.		DIM				First floor lobby, restroom A		Zadok Doe'Parker								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		N/a		N/a

		9/15/2021 13:54:43		CALLED B JONES		Lack of tissue in the men's public restroom on the mezzanine level of the Main Library		MAIN				Men's public restroom. Mezzanine level. Main Library		Steven Lavoie								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know		Patrons have been complaining about the lack of tissue in the stalls in the men's room on the mezzanine level of the Main Library. This is a chronic problem and it doesn't seem to improve.		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		According the to the complainants, this is a chronic problem.

		9/15/2021 16:52:19		1148089		The backyard tree in the middle appears to be dead or dying.  Many staff are concerned that one of the branches will fall on the library building.  The tree is currently surrounded with patio chairs and caution tape.		ELM				The Elmhurst Library's backyard has 3 tall trees.  We are particularly concerned about the one in the middle.		Ana-Elba Pavon								Landscaping / Trees		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/15/2021 17:16:14		RESOLVED		Black treading or plastic clumps are randomly on the floor from the entry way to the 100s and trailing through other parts of the area including the 700s and behind the Ref Desk.		MAIN				1st Flr from entry, 100s, 700s & behind the former Reference Desk		Shannon McQueen								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		None

		9/16/2021 10:45:53		1148162		We would like to relocate the 2 convex safety mirrors to another area of the library to better monitor for security issues.		ASN				Front checkout desk and outside the meeting room in the corner		Cong Hoang						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qCEE-0Lg5XagNCDTC64Cu4wEJ20dV5jr, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qOU4P8mCTglB8Pjwvtpuh8CS9b9m9O6i		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/16/2021 11:23:02		LVM B Jones 9/17/21		We did not get full custodial service, the upstairs staff office and meeting room still have full trash cans and have not been cleaned.		DIM				upstairs staff office and meeting room meeting room, 		Zadok Doe'Parker								Cleaning / Custodial		No		reported again 9/17		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		N/a		N/a

		9/16/2021 11:24:10		DUPLICATE		    We have 5 damaged window locks on the ground floor. There are 2 on windows in the Children's area & 3 windows in the Adult area of the library. We would like them to get fixed, so they can open daily for better ventilation especially during the pandemic. As it stands now, we keep them closed because of the broken locks.		ROC				We've got 5 window locks on the ground floor that are broken. Two are on the children's side of the library and 3 are on the adult side of the library. We would like these locks repaired or replaced. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nzIOAukWIe6PN1f3ud10Jdi6dwM1Kd8s, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1StlD_kD9q66FlsHEFc1DjdAhB2ynrKF6, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hBakElrCNr6QwdDnATvwmPMBHcYBrtrq		Other (Specify on next page)				1095415		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		9/16/2021 11:46:39		1148148		Tool Lending Library has requested all windows and doors to be weather-stripped, which total a little over 300 feet.		TEM				All windows and doors of the Tool Lending Library		Friederike Droegemueller & Karen Ko								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		None		Fridays before noon would be best or other days before 10 am when service hours start.

		9/16/2021 12:50:51		1148131		The entire first floor carpet needs to be and the upstairs meeting room shampooed 		DIM				Entire first floor and meeting room on the second floor. 		Zadok Doe'Parker								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed																																		One to two complaints in the past week		N/a		Must be done during none open hours. 

		9/16/2021 14:28:04		DUPLICATE		We have 11 light bulbs currently out at Rockridge. Nine of the lights should be easy to service and they are upstairs in the staff area & downstairs on the adult side of the the library & in the teen zone. There are 2 dish lights that hang from the ceiling way WAY up high above the adult fiction area. I reported the dish lights earlier this year. A lift will be needed to change these 2 light bulbs. 		ROC				We have 11 light bulbs currently out at Rockridge. Nine of the lights should be easy to service and they are upstairs in the staff area & downstairs on the adult side of the the library & in the teen zone. There are 2 dish lights that hang from the ceiling way WAY up high above the adult fiction area. I reported the dish lights earlier this year. A lift will be needed to change these 2 light bulbs. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YoHwpj4q55UWAn2FhYtQvnkqrKTMZ3GT, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UO6zm0CxwqjqcvEU_ZFqW6zSmc_QcMUo, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dCFmXiBkkTO41wBFqR6GftcE3L-vzKok, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hSgV5sx2m3gxq3TXI06XsaPgA5377IMV, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lbvmBIfDN0nv1iqSSlGUu5LX-STpoe1L		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers				1118071		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		The 2 dish lights hang from our high ceilings above the adult fiction section. To change these light bulbs you will need a lift. 		No

		9/16/2021 14:42:40		1148127		Roof leak damaging historic trim and woodwork. Water damage to plaster wall, ceiling, and trim along south exterior wall. This area of the wall is just below the gable vent. 		GG				upstairs - adult reading room - ceiling above science fiction - south wall		Erin Sanders						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZVixVSyQrlh4QyPDWqchklQZXbbr9M6u, https://drive.google.com/open?id=12q6yQhytBeuB9iQcFDVs0Yjqcn8iIqE1, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ACcCSwqhWMum6_oMjl5JHcckLxh47TYk		Mold / Moisture		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		high ceilings; outside equivalent of 2nd story		Please address before rainy season

		9/16/2021 14:57:08		1148120		The staff office faucet is leaking and causing water damage. 		DIM				upstairs staff office		Zadok Doe'Parker								Plumbing		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		LVM T. Hernandez																														None		N/a		N/a

		9/16/2021 15:23:07		1148275		HVAC MERV 13 filter is due for quarterly change on September 30th 2021. Our last filter change was June 30th 2021, job done by United Comfort Solutions Inc (UCS). Technician indicated that the filter will need to be changed every 3 months in order for it to run properly for our indoor library. Filter specs is: MERV 13, 20x22x1 Please make arrangement for the vendor (UCS 408-272-9888) to change our filters if public works cannot provide the service. We do not want filter change to be delayed during the pandemic and when our indoor space is used by staff and the community.		ASN				Asian Branch Library HVAC filters		Janet Cheung								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																				Please let staff know when filter is changed so we can mark it on our service request calendar.  Thank you.

		9/16/2021 15:28:57		DUPLICATE?		The alarm on the emergency exit door is chirping.  May need new  battery.		MAIN				1st Floor; emergency exit closest to 13th and Oak.		Alma Garcia								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		9/16/2021 15:52:59		DUPLICATE		Just in front of the library's front doors we've got a metal grate that patrons walk over to enter the building. The metal grate, which is usually embedded in the cement, is loose. It looks like it could be a tripping hazard. We would like someone to come out & fix this. I originally reported this on 06/11/2021 & then on 06/22/21. 		ROC				Just in front of the library's front doors we've got a metal grate that patrons walk over to enter the building. The metal grate, which is usually embedded in the cement, is loose. It looks like it could be a tripping hazard. We would like someone to come out & fix this. I originally reported this on 06/11/2021, then I reported it on 06/22/21.		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=125iqyPSnduBuchelwWwgks18gEJmiKnY, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nHJf3rtUUkOX3Wm6UHcjOe_yx6EqrOjC		Sidewalk / Public Right-of-Way / Patios		Yes		1121282		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		9/16/2021 17:13:42		1148106		The steps in the back stair case are dirty and need to be mopped.		DIM				Back stair case		Zadok Doe'Parker								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		N/a		N/a

		9/16/2021 18:35:48		1148202		please program the existing alarm code for Annabelle Blackman to also work at the MLK Jr Branch Library		MLK				burglar alarm		Annabelle Blackman								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				need completed by October 1st

		9/17/2021 9:24:33		1148633		Staff report increased allergies due to overgrown plants. 		MAIN				13th St. staff loading/parking area, outside of the building		Mana Tominaga								Landscaping / Trees						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/17/2021 9:30:06		1148080		Large branch hanging and almost detached from a tree, in front of 2 employee parking spots.		MAIN				13th St and Oak st facing Lake Merritt Blvd		Irena Allen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tnWuV27gbgBgduGxyTQsPRN5WEY6gYzm		Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/18/2021 13:03:20		DUPLICATE		Battery replacement likely needed for alarm (Detex, EA-500) on back exit door.  Randomly makes brief but jarring alarm sound.		MAIN				1st Flr, East Side of building  (SBSS side), back exit doors facing 13th St.		Shannon McQueen								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		also informed Greg  J																														None		Possibly keys are needed to open alarm cover.		None

		9/18/2021 13:34:53		CALLED		No regular custodial service.		TEM				Whole building upstairs & downstairs.		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before service hours start at 10 am.

		9/18/2021 15:16:06		CALLED		Missed service.		PIE				Throughout the library. 		Leni Matthews								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/19/2021 11:53:59		DUPLICATE		new tags		MAIN				front facade		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti				1148108		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/20/2021 10:24:10		1149505		toilet is running and handle seems to be broken		MAIN				2nd floor women's staff restroom		Kelly 2nd start via Irena						photo in 311		Plumbing		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																One to two complaints in the past week		staff key needed to access staff restroom

		9/20/2021 12:02:41		1148545		Need a quote for converting the 2nd floor exit/entrance from the interior of the library to the outdoor patio to an ADA accessible exit/entrance.		CHA				2nd floor, exit/entrance to and from patio		Derrick DeMay								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/20/2021 16:48:32		REFER		the recycling was not picked up today, it was a missed pick up.  The bin is full		ELM				exterior		Ana Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/20/2021 17:11:54		waiting on ID and CALLED G.JOHNSON		The battery is running low and keeps beeping for a replacement; it's really loud and annoying to patrons so I hope it can please be replaced ASAP. 		MAIN				emergency exit door leading from the first floor, 13th St. / Oak st. corner, battery		Mana Tominaga								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)		waiting on ID - submitted 9/21/21																														Three to six complaints in the past week

		9/21/2021 9:47:23		DUPLICATE		The windows in the quiet area are very dirty and discolored		81ST				first floor, quiet area		Brian Guenther, Brenda Membreno								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1130184		N/A																																		One to two complaints in the past week

		9/21/2021 11:51:49		DUPLICATE		Downstairs Public restroom: Soap dispenser detached from the wall.		MEL				Public Restroom		Angelica Menjivar/Kate Hug								Other (Specify on next page)		No		1147944		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/21/2021 13:46:44		1148939		Can the upstairs staff office be swept, mopped and have all the surfaces(desks and counter tops) 		DIM				Upstairs staff office  		Zadok Doe'Parker								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		N/a		N/a

		9/21/2021 14:59:02		REFER		The outside trash dumpster has not been emptied in a few weeks. This is the third week it hasn't been picked up		DIM				Dumpster area at he back of the branch.
		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=19VeSYOP6A5souaW1eF8kor1Pfv7rSO6W		Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		LVM for WMAC																														None		N/a		N/a

		9/22/2021 8:49:12		1148907		public elevator out of order		MAIN				public elevator		Irena Allen								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		LVM for G Johnson 9/22/21																														One to two complaints in the past week

		9/22/2021 9:09:40		CALLED M HAYES		Missed custodial service.		PIE				Throughout the libriary.		Leni Matthews								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		voicemailbox full																														None

		9/22/2021 11:11:37		1149628		Main staff reports door to roof access via Madison Street side stairwell cannot close properly due to damaged strike plate. 		MAIN				door to roof access, Madison St side stairwell		Irena Allen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1j3foAf3ctR9ozyGu1UnpOQH8T9Zw-SAK		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/22/2021 11:53:30		EMAIL		The roof tile in the teen area are falling down.		DIM				Roof in teen area		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XcpidM2xRWd8XJ3HBe-7-Qs3A4HgA6tz, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1e0o_zH-msvilsX9SnesTksuIDiPqChsZ		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1113367 - related		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		N/a		N/a

		9/22/2021 17:17:29		1149801		The lobby floor at the entrance of the library needed to be buffed. 		DIM				Lobby with the brick floor, at the entrance.		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aDGRNJyhfLtmID02jLgmYF-kYsTrkwYx, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fJz1VYVAGI5SMf0NgUzx-uKAfP6TamBI, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oKRnZazXpQwHEDwkw8PlddexW3oiiifA		Cleaning / Custodial								3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		N/a		N/a

		9/22/2021 17:32:18		1149779		We have four steps in the back staircase that cracked. One of which is really loose and is a tipping hazard.		DIM				Back staircase near teen zone		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YryMJCB1L4cuOQNxHZxF2LM2hf4nx6iO, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XmYSIMYIo5yCRuyQbnBUVzqaEQQmwJBU, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NQi5eHl3RX31brHpaisyLAYPsPS_Hh1y, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1D3grYN6vC3KFYv-9ByNlrzYhLBxD8DNv		Structural / Construction Issue		No						1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None		N/a		N/a

		9/22/2021 18:00:14		1149770		Three community members were hanging out in front of the Elmhurst Library and one of them began to draw on the public art piece with a Sharpie and pen (as pictured). 		ELM				Front gate to Elmhurst Library		Brianna Meli						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nT1ODAXJkErM0IXXoxWOQH3GXOMR-f4n, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MpmiAON-srrSkOWqZa6eYV2hfJZF6G8l, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Z8Qy3iJ_z78AspQ28nxSjeY6d3lYhs-U		Graffiti		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		No, this art piece is located outside of the fence for public view. 		No, this can be cleaned at any time, even when the library is closed. Thank you!

		9/23/2021 10:11:34		1149828		There is lots of trash, bottles, blankets, etc in the bushes that need to be thrown away		LAKE				Outside facing the lake		Xochitl Gavidia								Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/23/2021 10:24:56		1149830		There is graffiti with permanent marker on the stairs leading up to the library on the book drop side. There is also graffiti with marker on the pillars on the opposite side of the library (lakeside) on the pillars (both sides) next to the doors. 		LAKE				book return side of building on the top of the stairs left side. Back side of building (lakeside) on the pillars/supports next to the entrance (both pillars).  		Gerardo Vega								Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/23/2021 13:46:05		1149967		Not sure why it's been difficult to lock the bookdrop--even harder to close the latch after it is locked. The bottom looks kicked in a bit.		CHA				Outdoor bookdrop 		Sandy								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		emailing T Young																														One to two complaints in the past week

		9/23/2021 14:45:11		DUPLICATE		Floor at the branch need to be sweep and clean.		ASN				Floor		Anita Yan								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1135248		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		9/23/2021 15:00:51		DUPLICATE		paper towel dispenser forcibly detached from wall		MEL				bathroom across from elevator		Kate Hug								Structural / Construction Issue		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/23/2021 15:45:33		1150158		Public restroom A overhead light is out and needs new fluorescent tubes.		DIM				First floor lobby public restroom A.		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_zHy3-3hIwfTbqBtHgzrj0_fZm4PIhV0, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1k4cNtJDSaANBKknYLYub5XZxrZlq5hFt, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZM6sU4IPOxcUqXxTF9NYlfd73_Pt-YSm		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		N/a		N/a

		9/23/2021 15:49:15		1149999		Staff report toilet paper dispenser forcibly detached from wall in STAFF bathroom.		MEL				lower level STAFF bathroom		Kate Hug / Dice Armstrong								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Staff key needed to access staff bathroom

		9/23/2021 15:54:01		COMBINED		Melrose reports toilet paper dispenser ALSO forcibly detached from PUBLIC restroom.		MEL				lower level PUBLIC bathroom		Kate Hug / Dice Armstrong								Structural / Construction Issue		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/23/2021 15:55:43		1149995		Illegal dumping near 1310 Oak St. Staff parking lot		MAIN				1310 Oak St City of Oakland Employee parking lot		Irena Allen								Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/23/2021 16:00:43		1150167		There are four, Possibly five non functioning power outlets in the meeting room upstairs. I Have marked the broken sockets with red tape and will test and mark the last one if it is not working.		DIM				Upstairs meeting room		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pBSh--onNhs7lFEGsA1WxjZbBR0dY36C, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SI3WzICXjg_NtQ5t4zmAis6x-nSWmb1f, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MtqhpYsxqjuNJsJvw_HrHCR9XeAXZdV3, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aQ3yOs9sp1zh98GwO0DcQJbTSZRJc67p		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		N/a		N/a

		9/23/2021 16:01:05		EMAIL/DUPLICATE		Having the elevator out of service means patrons who can't use the stairs have to go all the way around the building (down the ramp and through the CR) to get to an accessible restroom. Adding a separate ticket because the outage has affected staff, vendors (today's vending machine refill), and patrons, and one patron requested an official complaint.		MAIN				public elevator		Remy Timbrook								Elevator Issue		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		9/23/2021 16:27:27		1150252		We need more inclusive signage on our restroom doors, while fulfilling legal protocols. Request: signage that fulfills all California regulations, and that has images of the facilities rather than people. Could be an image of the toilet. Please contact me with any questions about this request.		MON				Public Restroom (and Staff restroom too if possible)		Mahate Osborn								Sign		Do Not Know						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		email w Gibeau																														One to two complaints in the past week		No		Before 10am , or before Noon on Fridays, or evening hours on Tues. or Wed, when we have fewer patrons onsite.

		9/23/2021 17:15:06		REFER		The battery recycling bin needs to be emptied. There is also a paper bag next to it with many batteries that need to be disposed of.		ROC				Battery receptacle in lower level front lobby between the stairs and elevator		Sandra Toscano								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		LVM CWS 9/24																														One to two complaints in the past week

		9/24/2021 10:00:20		REFER		The trash bin is overflowing with trash, including human waste and urine in a container		ROC				The exterior trash can, near the public parking lot and bookdrops		Sandra Toscano								Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/24/2021 10:02:54		DUPLICATE		The floor in our facility was not swept and mopped as shown on the pictures attached.		ASN				Floor in both public and staff areas		Cong Hoang						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fVSF9vC7elWnrIxgVGunBSsWmm-N18em, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mjci1-b2bLW95vVDPuu8pkwWW2UN2FVk, https://drive.google.com/open?id=194E_0KEfxOOW0naugy9vN8qFVeNXVeih, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Cs45Rb4ekJv-O6cYlTHkYqu1OZZgiwu4		Cleaning / Custodial		No		1135248		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		9/24/2021 12:08:32		1150285		The tree in the backyard is being chopped down and the debris is getting into all the window sills in the Children's Room.  Please clean.		ELM				Children's Room -- all the window sills		Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/24/2021 12:52:20		1150346		the clock on the west wall needs a reset and/or battery		MAIN				Room 6 		Pat Toney								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		Do Not Know				WOCREATE		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		high ceiling 		Mondays are best

		9/24/2021 14:57:35		1150344		The security camera in the parking lot shifted, obstructing the view. The camera is currently  giving us only partial view of of the parking lot. We would like the camera adjusted to give as full a view of the parking lot as possible.		DIM				The camera located in the back right of the parking lot, on the green pole with the flood lights.		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d_GpVfFAcwIn-I9knxpiuhFUlD7pDU2U, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CqjSt2mEPEB3D3boLmGijU6FPLK-o5tY		Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Will need a ladder, camera is 15ft high or more.		N/a

		9/24/2021 15:30:11		1150351		There are three lights outside the front door of the library.  Of those three only one is currently working.  Also the lights along the ADA ramp the ones closest to the door are not working.  		MAIN				Outside front door		Alma, Josephine								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				WOCREATE		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		emailed supes																														Three to six complaints in the past week		no		ASAP.  The library is open until 8pm Monday-Thursday.  It is very dark now and both patrons and staff are concern about safety. 

		9/24/2021 16:00:42		1150337		Asian staff reports the air system at the back of the branch does not seem to be working; patrons report the space feeling stuffy and warm. Staff requests a check up on this system.		ASN				back of main floor in Children's area		Janet Cheung								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		air system = A/C and back of branch = Children's area																														One to two complaints in the past week

		9/25/2021 9:12:22		CALL 		Trash bins need to be emptied out; restrooms need to be re-stocked with toilet paper and paper towels, etc.		ROC				entire library; first & second floor		Sandra Toscano								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		emailed M Hayes																														None

		9/25/2021 9:24:35		call branch		Entire branch needs daily custodial cleaning		CHA				Entire branch		Linda								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		emailed M Hayes																														None				Before opening to the public Saturday morning

		9/25/2021 11:26:01		call branch		No regular custodial service today.  Second Saturday in a row.		TEM				Whole branch 		Karen Ko								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		emailed M Hayes																														None		None		Before public hours at 10 a.m.

		9/25/2021 12:37:32		call branch		The carpet has not been vacuumed and is visible dirty. 		MLK				Entire library		Alison Bowman								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		emailed M Hayes																														None		N/a		N/a

		9/25/2021 14:42:30		INTERNAL		The public printer is displaying an error message/processing. Jesus from Pinnacle came in on 9/25/2021, was unable to fix it due to it being a network issue. He said he will have to speak to Gary Lee, to set up a day and time they can both come to the branch to fix the issue. 		MEL				Main Floor (upstairs) Public Printer		Angelica Menivar								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Refer to IT		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Closed																														None

		9/27/2021 9:29:47		1150851		Children's Room was never given New Elevator Keys when things were changed, we need at least 5		MAIN				Children's Room		Lisa Fung								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/27/2021 9:45:14		1150842		Elevator light bulbs need replacing--dark inside. I think half of them are out.		CHA				Elevator		Sandy								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				WOCREATE		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/27/2021 11:59:12		1149958		ceiling lamp out in stairwell between levels B and C, side facing 14th St		MAIN				stairwell between levels B and C, ceiling lamp on 14th St. side of building		Irena Allen								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/27/2021 12:05:24		1149995		Main staff report illegal dumping near Fire Alarm lot at corner of 13th St. & Oak, in front of City of Oakland employee parking spots.		MAIN				1310 FA lot 		Irena Allen						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XijZ8pm7IncDrNZtGadw_dD7HIbNXaT5		Illegal Dumping		No				CANCEL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/27/2021 12:14:53		1150890		light is flickering and is not easy on our eyes		WEST				Children's Side, 2nd row of lights from the circulation desk		Rebecca Highland						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1R6W2TngyC85zi5CMMw319eEW3XIXqGT3		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/27/2021 14:54:56		1150906		Main staff reports water running continuously 		MAIN				Mezzanine level, women's bathroom		Irena Allen / Paulette Mitchell								Plumbing		No				WOCREATE		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Paulette emailed service ID#																														One to two complaints in the past week

		9/27/2021 17:12:25		EMAIL		public restrooms were dirty, trash cans all filled		MLK				the whole library		Celia								Cleaning / Custodial		No				EMAIL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		emailed M Hayes																														One to two complaints in the past week		none		none

		9/28/2021 9:51:21		1151130		Confirm main irrigation supply line to Madison Street side of the Main Library is in good shape. 
If not please fix to allow for relandscaping of the Madison Street side of the Library. 
Please confirm results with Mana Tominaga at the Library when site valuation work is complete.		MAIN				Madison St side		Mana Tominaga								Landscaping / Trees		No				CANCEL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		9/28/2021 12:15:30		1151380		The window screen is entirely unattached. I closed the window, but it's hazardous because patrons can open the window without our knowledge (it's in the study room--a blind spot for staff) and the window opens at hip level, in a walkway, and there's a big drop down to the street. I'm worried stuff will get thrown out, or worse, someone might fall! 		MAIN				TeenZone, 2nd floor. 13th Street side of building, study room corner (near the door that leads to the back-side of Magazines & Newspapers Dept.)		Natasha or Veronica						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kUcjubINLGeoWyb6LUChhQnWEQZQ3zWD, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Oj4tpFTgiVY-Iq0O8qlGaescaE6AZ6ir		Other (Specify on next page)		No				WOCREATE		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		I didn't want to leave the screen next to the window where it might be tampered with, so I moved it into the TeenZone office.		no

		9/28/2021 12:41:29		REFER		Need new replacement recycling bin in the exterior of the building near the back door - staff entrance		ROC				Need replacement recycling bin in the exterior of the building, near the backdoor - staff entrance		Sandra Toscano								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		email recycling hotline - 1151573																														One to two complaints in the past week

		9/28/2021 13:43:30		1151510		The 8 fire extinguishers on the bottom floor haven't been serviced in almost two years (I imagine the ones upstairs need to be serviced as well). 		WEST				bottom floor of 1801 Adeline St. (8 fire extinguishers) and perhaps second floor? 		Susy Moorhead								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		some rooms where extinguishers are located are locked 

		9/28/2021 14:09:24		1151521		Our outdoor security camera has spiderwebs/other dirt obscuring the video feed that needs to be cleaned off. It is aimed at the entrance and bookdrops. If you are facing the doors, it is behind you to your left. 		CHA				Outside of branch entrance		Sandy								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		Need a high ladder 

		9/28/2021 14:28:30		1151292		TLL staff request a fire extinguisher for the staff office on basement level of Temescal. There is no extinguisher currently in this office space.		TEM				TLL Staff office on basement level of Temescal branch		Ally Hack / Rainn Shaw								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/28/2021 14:41:54		1151349		There is human feces in our butterfly garden.  It is under the box in the close-up picture.		MLK				outside, near our garden beds		Alison B						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VjRg8ADxGUDMW-FfhEG6XPlIzd3xuW5w, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NHujy109Amn97NkL83Rc9N7eYCh8qzP4		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/28/2021 15:09:32		1151530		The leaves on the roof outside the meeting room need to be cleaned up. They are current clogging the the drains, which has led to flooding and leaks in the past. 		DIM				Roof outside off meeting room		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ILR8f8RrrC7NV9BG7Q-s4QimrUt0qPzW, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wwjCHaoaavko71kSgkVmFuKPh_E6jePo, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tvNtt2vLhVkFWLdbTzdUwMJ2MPaDdQ08, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ijLgzy0aQJr_l9-SZ3fthcjcKPcnj8Db		Other (Specify on next page)								3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		N/a		N/a

		9/28/2021 15:17:13		1151532		The light above the back left emergency exit has gone out. It did this a week ago but, then came back on the next day. It is unclear if it just needs a new bulb or if there is something wrong with the fixture.		DIM				Main floor of the library, above the emergency exit on the back left side of the library.		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aNLnjrSZky2Ra8rEH7HUlozGSk-3gTwK, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZM76LEeq7M73598Rih5-sGy6II5NU0Bk		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		N/a		N/a

		9/29/2021 10:55:18		DUP		TLL Staff request a fire extinguisher in the back office of TLL, on basement level of Temescal branch.		TEM				Staff office on bottom floor of TLL		Rainn Shaw								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				DUPLICATE		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None		Staff key needed to access TLL office

		9/29/2021 11:36:38		1151640		The bookdrop that is the second from the College Ave side has a door that is askew to the point that we cannot close it with out kicking it in and further damaging the exterior. It is worth noting that the doors to both the college ave side and the public parking lot side are also askew and likely on their way to malfunctioning.		ROC				Outdoor bookdrop - second from college ave 		Sandra Toscano or Lisa Harter						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zqnNnVpk2Wiw6SLuB4u2GAijr9aTUR5-		Structural / Construction Issue		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/29/2021 11:41:12		1151556		Main staff report two ceiling lamps out in stairwell between levels E and F, on 13th St. side. 		MAIN				Main stairwell between levels E and F		Irena Allen								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		9/29/2021 11:59:09		1151577		Main Teen Zone staff report one of their window operators non-functioning and becoming detached from its anchoring. Please contact Veronica Sutter at 510-238-7332.		MAIN				2nd floor, Teen Zone		Veronica Sutter								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				WOCREATE		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/29/2021 12:24:31		1151662		The door stopper that connects the 2 doors for the staff office work area and the electrical room are completely worn out that need to be replaced.		ASN				Doors for electrical room and staff office area		Cong Hoang						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cEFK1aMfwfgWVHx4pxAMjajfPj5xJqMf, https://drive.google.com/open?id=18aiNN3b-uNgFc6Ycmifi9W2VBD-uOyTI		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		9/29/2021 13:21:45		1151677		The soap dispenser in the first floor men's restroom is coming off the wall		81ST				men's restroom		Brian Guenther, Brenda Membreno						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VnnpzSYIFg1ES1rw22pHMsZ4ymHmynxX		Structural / Construction Issue		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/29/2021 13:36:11		1151686		Last night the metal grate covering this window was removed. No evidence of a break-in though. The grate is leaning on the utility box outside (just north of the elevator). This window faces an alcove with the utility box and elevator. Please reattach ASAP as this is a very vulnerable spot that someone could break into. 		GG				exterior ground level window near elevator - downstairs staff bathroom		Erin Sanders								Structural / Construction Issue		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week				please fix ASAP for building and staff security

		9/29/2021 15:15:02		1151781		Restroom A paper towel dispenser has fallen off the wall. 		DIM				Restroom A in the lobby.		Zadok Doe'parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WqE03A1YEGPDZzk8WdJdmot73zHjhz0i, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1X4QgHNSd-WT_YKvJzeynSTK8aP0JQiDg		Structural / Construction Issue		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		N/a		N/a

		9/29/2021 15:37:37		RESOLVED		Garbage can behind/under the circulation desk is full.		GG				 Garbage can behind/under Circulation desk		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Garbage can is obscured and hidden behind/under circulation desk.  Air filter fan is in front  of it.  

		9/29/2021 17:38:03		1151883		Toilet is clogged.  water level is high.		GG				Public Bathroom, downstairs.  Under stairs.		Erin Sanders								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		call M Hayes																														Three to six complaints in the past week		bathroom is downstairs 

		9/30/2021 11:07:48		EMAIL		Where's the trash can from the staff break room? I brought in the one from the lobby. We are also still missing many of our trash cans. I put in a request to replace all our trash cans 		WEST				staff break room : No paper towels  		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		emailed M Hayes?																														None

		9/30/2021 11:52:30		1151905		The toilet on the right in restroom A, on the ground floor, is having issues. After flushing this toilet the bowl is not draining completely. We would like this fixed.		ROC				The toilet on the right in restroom A, on the ground floor, is having issues. After flushing this toilet the bowl is not draining completely. We would like this fixed.		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		9/30/2021 11:56:05		1151973		Our trash can in the staff break room disappeared. I brought in the one from the lobby which is the one from the meeting room. A few months ago I asked for our trash cans to be brought back and none of them have made it back yet. 		WEST				staff break room at West		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial				5939		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/30/2021 12:04:37		1151892		The wall clock in the Children's Room (above the Fiction section) is no longer working. Can we get new batteries or get it fixed?		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		Yes		Yen Luong has the number (so sorry)		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		A ladder is needed to reach the clock

		9/30/2021 15:13:02		1151975		A patron informed me that the locks on both bathroom stalls in the men's mezzanine restroom need repair. One is completey non-functional and the other one barely works. 		MAIN				Men's Mezzanine Restroom		Josephine Sayers								Other (Specify on next page)						WOCREATE		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		9/30/2021 15:49:32		1152005		We need the health of the Yew tree to the left of the front entrance evaluated. A timely response is appreciated since the information is needed to better inform us on an upcoming re-landscaping plan. 		TEM				Front of building at Temescal Branch		Ally Hack								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		9/30/2021 16:25:48		1152163		One of the ceiling lights in the children's area is out.		DIM				first floor children's area		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Xff4AQGZgfnuyLM5OGt5uh7E6G_tb0Ob		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		High ceilings		Before hours of operation

		9/30/2021 17:22:00		1152115		The new vinyl floor is buckling in the lobby. It is a tripping hazard. 		WEST				Lobby floor		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VfKZNMMSNFklJgRuG4E87f-X6wJAJShu, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hj_c1-jK4F44f5SY-G5mqbeO0xjjLydR		Structural / Construction Issue						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		asked Susy to mark the spot																														One to two complaints in the past week

		10/1/2021 11:53:55		1152196		Main staff report the hand/air dryer in the mezzanine women's restroom does not "activate" / function. Red light is lit on bottom of unit.		MAIN				mezzanine women's restroom		Irena Allen								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				WOCREATE		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/1/2021 13:22:02		1152232		Can our floor please be mopped? From the red binder this is to be a daily task but it hasn't been done in some time. 		WEST				Lobby & library vinyl flooring		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/1/2021 16:15:37		1152328		We would like to move and bolt down/install the new book drop that is in the garage, outside of the CR, in line with the enormous concrete planter. I would like myself or Jesse to be on site for install to confirm exact placement.  		MAIN				outside of the CR, in the courtyard next to the bike racks		Mana Tominaga or Jesse Nachem								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				I'd like to make sure Jesse or I are around to confirm exact placement. Thank you!!

		10/1/2021 16:53:47		DUPLICATE		automatic air dryer is not functioning. red light illuminated  on bottom of unit.		MAIN				Mezz. women's BR		Irena Allen								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/2/2021 9:39:29		EMAIL		Missed Service		ROC				Whole building		Liz Soskin, Sandra Toscano								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		10/2/2021 10:51:24		1152684		We are located at Lake Merritt. There are many birds that live her and the windows clearly illustrate that! Our windows have not been cleaned in at least, 3 years and probably longer. If we want the people of Oakland to be proud of their city, this seems like a small request towards that goal.		LAKE				PLEASE, PLEASE CAN LAKEVIEW HAVE THE WINDOWS CLEANED?		EVE BUCKNER								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1106944 and others over the last year		Closed																																		One to two complaints in the past week		Lots of windows. Some will need a ladder to get access.		Lakeview Library hours. During the day, obviously.

		10/2/2021 13:16:39		1152725		Animal feces in Tool lending driveway outside of the entrance.  		TEM				Car port of Tool Lending Library		David N. Hughes-Gonzales								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/2/2021 13:19:19		EMAIL		Without scheduled custodial service today 10/2		TEM				Temescal		David N. Hughes-Gonzales								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/2/2021 13:35:26		1152724		Our front automatic sliding door intermittently stops functioning and will not open. Staff have been leaving it on "hold open" so it just stays open, and this becomes a problem when it is too hot or too cold outside.  		81ST				front entrance		Brian Guenther								Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/2/2021 14:27:48		EMAIL		We didn't receive custodial since yesterday. Some trashcans haven't been emptied in about a week.		WEST				Library		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/4/2021 10:05:29		1152957		tags		MAIN				front retaining walls off 14th		Mana Tominaga								Graffiti						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/4/2021 10:19:27		1152736		Staff request meeting room floors be serviced.		WEST				meeting room floors		Susy								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1147006		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/4/2021 10:56:11		1152832		There is a ravel of dry strawberry madrone branches strangled by chayote vines interspersed with acanthus (Bear's Breeches) leaves at the base of the stairwell on the west facing sub-entryway to Temescal meeting room.		TEM				Base of stairwell at west sub-ground level entryway to Temescal meeting/event room.  		David N. Hughes-Gonzales						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_Br-9xIqNicppyzwyHvmIZnqrpMcWYtz		Landscaping / Trees		No				Cancelled		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		10/4/2021 11:12:18		CALLED		Our public bathroom does not seem to have been cleaned.		MLK				King public bathrooms		Alison								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Spoke w Mark Hayes																														One to two complaints in the past week

		10/4/2021 12:12:03		1152798		Main staff report rats in the shrubs out front of library, on the east side of the stairs to the front door. Also seen heading towards stairwell to Boiler Room in front of building.		MAIN				Main library, in front of boiler room and east side of front steps		Steve L via Irena								Pest		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/4/2021 13:21:06		1152821		Piedmont staff reports their roof is leaking water from what they
believe is the air conditioning unit. The leak is located on the east side of the building and seems to only leak when A/C is on.		PIE				exterior roof of building near back ADA ramp		Leni Matthews via Irena								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		1141268				2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/4/2021 13:47:37		CALLED		The garage cans in both the library and the staff room are still full of waste from over the weekend. We have not received custodial service today. 		WEST				The trash cans in the library appear to have not been emptied. 		Mikal Hemingway 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Spoke w Mark Hayes																														None		No 		No 

		10/4/2021 14:30:33		REFER		Elevator is non-response when elevator button is pressed to request the elevator.  No operational sound heard when button pressed.  Elevator doors remain closed on 1st Flr.  		MAIN				Public Elevator		Shannon McQueen								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)		Greg Johnson + vendor notified																														None		Someone wld have to figure out how to open the closed elevator doors on the 1st Flr.		None

		10/4/2021 15:04:43		1152953		On Saturday, October 2, a patron attempted to bathe in Bathroom B using the sinks. The bathroom was locked through the weekend so our custodian was probably unable to access it. We unlocked the restroom today and though it was suitable for public use, there are noticeable dirt smudges on the sinks, counter, floor, and walls.		ROC				"Bathroom B" -- in the front lobby		Sandra Toscano								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/5/2021 10:05:23		EMAIL		the custodian is consistently not setting the alarm when they leave. 		MLK				alarm system		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		emailed Mark Hayes																														None		no		no

		10/5/2021 10:53:47		EMAIL		When staff entered the building this morning, the building alarm was dis-armed. When staff left the building last night, Elmhurst was left armed. Staff should enter a building that is still armed with the alarm system, after custodial services leave the building. 		ELM				Inside front door/entrance		Brianna Meli								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		locked front door

		10/5/2021 12:03:32		1153151		We have another book drop lock that is not working . We'd like to get that fixed. Our book drops are outside near the patron parking lot. It's the one closest to the College Avenue. It has a sign on it. 		ROC				We have another book drop lock that is not working . We'd like to get that fixed. Our book drops are outside near the patron parking lot. It's the one closest to the College Avenue. It has a sign on it. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Oe0n4Y62SQ4nTLxxC-rLRYjTnI3QO98d		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		10/5/2021 13:29:43		1153190		There is leaking on the east side of the building. Someone came out and determined that it was not the air conditioning unit, but the gutters. It creates puddles on the ramp (no one uses the ramp) and near the back entrance. 		PIE				Roof top gutters		Leni Matthews								Structural / Construction Issue		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		10/5/2021 14:45:26		1153413		The plants by the ramp especially are very overgrown and need to be trimmed aggressively because there are rats living in them.  We also have pest people coming to empty traps and they are having a hard time accessing them because the plants are so large.  They also need to access the rat burrows that are under the plants.		LAKE				outside on the driveway side facing the play ground		Xochitl								Landscaping / Trees		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		no

		10/5/2021 14:47:20		DUPLICATE		There is a lot of garbage left by someone camping by the building that needs to be thrown out.  There is a mattress also.		LAKE				outside of the building on the lakeside		Xochitl								Illegal Dumping		Yes		1149828		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		10/6/2021 9:58:15		EMAIL		We need custodial service. 		MLK Jr				The whole library has not received custodial. 		Annabelle, Celia or Anna Wu								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		emailed Mark Hayes																														None

		10/6/2021 12:03:45		EMAIL		Custodial services did not visit Elmhurst this morning - trash cans are full, bathroom was not cleaned, plus any other service that custodial is responsible for prior to Elmhurst opening. 		ELM				Interior of library building		Brianna Meli						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Lhx2Ej-nz3Qu-A6qqIZCqmlCUa7_Ap14, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jy-pChlb4wu1lylbSETC5U0PaoWr_Nji, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Qz6XKoBDb-yl3tDBCIv_VqGobT2KwOHf, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1r4arSM_o1bwvox3XmXj_qpdMQ05k1lk_		Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		emailed Mark Hayes																														None		locked doors

		10/6/2021 12:44:54		1153597		Today we had the toaster, microwave, and an electric tea kettle going. It seems we blew a circuit. I went in to the electrical closet in the custodial closet but none of the switches were flipped. Please help. 		WEST				Staff break room 		Susy Moorhead								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/6/2021 12:46:58		1153600		There is a high pitched noise coming from the back of the library every minute or so for the past few days. I feel certain it has to do with the alarm. 		WEST				Back of 1801 Adeline St. 		Susy Moorhead								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/6/2021 13:06:34		1153604		Tables in library need to be wiped down.  Patron complained that they were very dirty.		WEST				Public tables in West Branch		Julia Flynn								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/6/2021 14:01:02		1153548		Main staff request more frequent trash pickups outside the library.		MAIN				corner of 14th St & Madison		Mana Tominaga								Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/6/2021 15:02:36		1153894		For patron & staff safety, please install sensor lights below the existing light fixture located above the outside community room (back stairwell) and the light above the entrance to the elevator.  Currently, both lights are burnt out.  If possible, we would like something similar to what was installed in front of TLL (3rd attached picture).		TEM				The light above the outside entrance to our elevator and the light above the outside door to our meeting room in the back of the building.		Karen Ko & Rainn Shaw						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Q17jkG0euJHwoPur3lZ1CdGdNVFQioNU, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aDBydmDacDzWDpOlQIBcqnJEMiMbyDfw, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1r_yp7ZD2N0R4BJXKhJ_QbbUEtsJgfPb4		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		addtl SR added for replacement lamps																														None		None		Preferably on Fridays before noon.

		10/6/2021 16:50:53		1154102		The right sink in the upstairs Double sink restroom is clogged.		DIM				Upstairs restroom with the double sink.		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gARB_unfYr43qcLZw2EfqlCzk926TFzd, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Gzhj-8WG19XpdVz2yoC-4_J3G2v4-6of		Plumbing						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		N/a		N/a

		10/6/2021 17:06:41		EMAIL		Librarian's Office: 9 tiles
Programming room: 26 tiles
Total=35 Tiles need to be replaced due to flood from 2nd floor		ASN				teen programming room , librarian's office
		Janet Cheung								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1134132		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/7/2021 11:14:00		1154111		Ants crawling from the electrical outlet behind the oven on the counter in the Office / Lunch room.		BRO				Office room / Lunch room		Thevaki/Alfred								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		emailed V Sanchez

		10/7/2021 15:33:07		1154096		Staff would like the heaters turned off as we'll be seeing higher temperatures for the next week and half. 		MAIN				All		Mana Tominaga								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						CANCEL		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/7/2021 16:39:52		1153918		Lights out above the outside community room (back stairwell) and above the entrance to the elevator.  		TEM				above the outside community room (back stairwell) and the light above the entrance to the elevator.  		Karen or Rainn Shaw						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eg1yN5iHBKB0H5WsRImfklSSVMr3QwZG		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/7/2021 16:46:15		1154098		We would like the large supply cabinet in our staff work room to be braced to the wall to prevent it from moving or falling over during a major earthquake.		MLK				The supply cabinet located in the Work room near our staff bathroom		Alison								Other (Specify on next page)		No				WOCREATE		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week				May need to work around staff meetings, as this is our main work area.

		10/8/2021 9:52:53		1154093		The window won't close		LAKE				above childrens area on lakeside of the building		Xochitl								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		inside of locked building

		10/8/2021 11:45:51		CANCEL		broken outlet 		BRO				outlet behind oven in staff office		Alfred/Thevaki via Irena								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/8/2021 12:23:59		1154255		Window crank is broken.  Don Gibeau came and asked me to submit another ticket and he will come back to fix it so it stays closed.		LAKE				Children's area window		Xochitl								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1154093		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		inside locked library		no

		10/8/2021 14:11:13		1154247		The sanitizer stands are filthy and empty in all 4 locations of lobby and meeting rooms.		WEST				Lobby and Meeting Room area		Julia Flynn								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/8/2021 14:23:05		1154249		A child wet herself while sitting on the carpet in the children's area. 		WEST				Children's room: A child had an bathroom accident on the carpet next to the double table toward the back windows. 		Amber English								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		10/8/2021 15:30:49		1154647		The front door lock is sticking making it hard for staff to open the door. This has now been the case for four staff members. 		DIM				The front door 		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WVl9rUNsvTEbvWJy4QU4pttU5sKKNF7J, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kXQAalCF6aEFsC9kZSOHZDdftLK3zIg4		Key / Lock Management						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		N/a		N/a

		10/8/2021 16:01:12		1154260		The locking mechanism for the first book drop is broken and needs to be replaced. 		DIM				Outdoor book drop in front of the library		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1imY0pRVp6HjeIXLhXlGgyq2bzEtiE0yf, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dMMOHwORg-BWTJMGuGIco1y5HJx0rwAC, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XzmmSCLxoK9Up2_Izw8ANRF8eKGqDsiR, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qaN-fGSJbBrp5Gl-Uo7TBaIs5Z2CRiEX		Key / Lock Management						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		N/a		N/a

		10/9/2021 9:27:27		EMAIL		No custodial appears to have been done today.		ELM				Whole building		Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/9/2021 10:13:13		EMAIL		General custodial service throughout the building		MLK				The whole library		Annabelle or Celia 								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/9/2021 10:41:17		EMAIL		Lots of leaves everywhere. Parking lot and stairwell need clearing.		GG				parking lot		Erin Sanders						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1m-rMBigNhNtaK2aqh2GY8h2HJe_kw6Er, https://drive.google.com/open?id=17-wUs3fe93MQkyN3EbNaWa2Rv198b564, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1I3NAwe5OhLPlto11gJ1QzV402xdXwHoV		Landscaping / Trees		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		emailed Jenera																														One to two complaints in the past week		Leaves are down back stairwell.		Gate open between 9-5:30 Monday, Thursday-Saturday; Tuesday, Wednesday 9-8.

		10/9/2021 10:51:32		EMAIL		The small trash bins did not receive new trash bags (we empty the trash every night from the small bins to our large bin. The large bin had been emptied and the bag replaced, but we still need bags in our smaller bins)		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/9/2021 10:52:42		EMAIL		Trash was not emptied in Room 28 Saturday morning. I am not sure if any other custodial service was missed in Room 28.		MAIN				Room 28 (ground floor)		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/9/2021 10:54:10		1154663		Water is leaking from the toilet every time it is flushed, creating a puddle on the floor (could be a safety hazard)		MAIN				Single-stall restroom in ground floor hallway closest to auditorium		Jesse Nachem								Plumbing		No				CANCEL		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/9/2021 12:15:48		1154793		Front door windows are dirty.  		GG				Front Door windows are very dirty, need cleaning.		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Front door window, located at front entrance.  High foot traffic.

		10/11/2021 9:15:58		EMAIL		When staff entered the building this morning, the building alarm was dis-armed. When staff left the building last night, Elmhurst was left armed. Staff should enter a building that is still armed with the alarm system, after custodial services leave the building. 		ELM				Elmhurst interior alarm		Brianna Meli								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		locked front door

		10/11/2021 9:31:34		1154653		Hi, we need the heat turned on at the branch. It's cold!  Thanks!		DIM				building		Sarah Hodgson								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		10/11/2021 10:11:20		1154757		Teenzone floors (garbage left on floor) trashcans in teenzone still full). Half of trashcans throughout branch full/not emptied. Branch Main Lobby floor in need of mopping (dried hand sanitizer on floor)		ROC				Teen Zone Floor (trash on floors) & Trashcans (not emptied) , Trashcans Throughout Branch (Half of trashcans not emptied), lobby floor (in need of mopping-dried hand sanitizer all over floor) Please check-in with Rockridge staff so that we can point out what needs to be done) 		Stanley Lamontagne, Sandra Toscano, Liz Soskin								Cleaning / Custodial		No				CALL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		10/11/2021 11:17:21		EMAIL		trash and recycle can still have items from Sunday.  		MAIN				1st floor
		Alma 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/11/2021 12:39:06		1154755		We had a patron complaint that there was no toilet paper in the far stall, in the men's restroom. 		WEST				The Men's restroom 		Mikal Hemingway 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				CALL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No 		No 

		10/11/2021 15:11:36		1154810		The toilet in the stall furthest to the left has clogged and spilled over onto the floor. 		MAIN				Mezzanine Women's Restroom - leftmost stall		Josephine Sayers								Plumbing						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/12/2021 9:28:12		1154970		This garbage can outside the front door wasn't emptied. When Mark Hayes visited recently he said the custodian should be emptying. I will empty it today myself since it is overflowing.		MLK				Outside front door		Celia Davis						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZeEa-DVQ7AMHjGSaWUdArE5l5PS2zL8i		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		called+emailed Mark Hayes																														None		no		no

		10/12/2021 13:01:13		1155080		bathroom wasn't cleaned (floor still dirty, trash still there). Plus there is now graffiti on the inside of the diaper-changing shelf.		GG				basement public bathroom		Stephanie Hamilton								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/12/2021 13:27:48		COMBINED		graffiti on baby changing station 		GG				basement bathroom		Stephanie Hamilton via Irena								Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		related to 1155080																														One to two complaints in the past week

		10/13/2021 14:30:59		1155490		Someone went #2 on the bricks		LAKE				outside on bricks on the side of the building by the bathroom		Xochitl								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week		no		no

		10/13/2021 16:35:35		1156533		There area a total of 8 burned light bulbs in the following area: 1 in children's seating area, 2 along shelf aisle #8, 1 at the end of shelf aisle #15, 2 in shelf aisle #29, 1 at end of shelf aisle #38, and 1 in the paperback books/CD shelving area.		ASN				We have 8 burned light bulbs in the following area: children's seating area, shelf aisle #8, shelf aisle #15, shelf aisle #29, shelf aisle #38, and paperback books/CD's area.		Cong Hoang								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		10/13/2021 16:52:22		1155491		Not sure if this is poop or mud. 		WEST				Inside library by copy machine		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BhAWxjTBeDPEF9-75Go_eg5XPwGkzM8d		Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		10/14/2021 9:09:02		EMAIL		the custodian yet again didn't empty the full garbage can. Overnight someone pulled the bag out of the can and made a mess. 		MLK				outside front door		Celia Davis						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LGfYUR4zUK5FSLkhUiM4Vw06ttETCSiH		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Email		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Derrick DeMay																														None		no		no

		10/14/2021 10:31:47		EMAIL		The single-stall restroom closest to the elevator has run out of soap		MAIN				Single-stall restroom closest to the elevator - ground floor		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Email		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/14/2021 11:17:30		1156464		Can we please enclose this space with glass doors? 		WEST				Inside library in northeast corner		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tn8k4pXQ0DV-ql5-GIIh9mzJ8K0akuhX		Structural / Construction Issue								4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/14/2021 13:11:30		1156571		We have been told that our office is well ventilated and safe (re COVID) in spite of its small size and numbers of staff people working in it because of the MERV filtration system in the building. However, the office space has a single vent in the ceiling that does not appear to work. There is never any sort of air coming out of it (spider webs haven't moved in weeks). 

We need to know if 1 - this is where we are supposed to be getting filtered air through and 2 - if it is actually working.

If it isn't working we need to make sure that it does, as we also have no windows or other air movement in the office.		MAIN - TZ				TeenZone office.  On the second floor, in the TeenZone office space off the TeenZone.  In the ceiling.		Sharon McKellar								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closedosed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		(I say "patrons" but I mean staff.  They are EXTREMELY concerned about air flow)		If Sharon isn't around, you can work with anyone else who is. 

		10/14/2021 17:04:40		1156486		The alarm panel at our front entrance is beeping every ten minutes or so. The display reads, BATTERY LOW / DISCONNECTED		81ST				front entrance foyer 		Brian Guenther, Brenda Membreno						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oot-mPvkxNjLqOBW8U2J7E5cTFQ4Os4m		Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)

		10/14/2021 17:58:33		1156550		This is broken and we would like to have it removed and disposed of. Thank You!		MAIN - TZ				2nd Floor teen zone, in front of the fire escape exit.		Veronica Sutter						https://drive.google.com/open?id=19w1Q1GBXSuxwdSgdFEpJKO_rTMCIfC29		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closedosed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		No		The sooner we get this out of the space the better. Thank you!

		10/15/2021 10:14:27		1156562		In Room 201, in the section closest to the windows, the ceiling tiles have water stains and are starting to bulge.  I'm wondering if they are on the verge of falling.		MAIN				Room 201		Derrick DeMay								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		10/15/2021 14:47:19		DUPLICATE		The entire first floor carpet needs to be and the upstairs meeting room shampooed		DIM				entire first floor and upstairs meeting room		Zadok Doe'Parker								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1148131, 1124287		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		N/a		N/a

		10/15/2021 15:30:14		1156458		The newly installed door stop for the front lobby door is not firmly attached and is not working.		WEST				Front door opening to outside in the lobby of West Branch.		Julia Flynn								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Don will assign this asap as of 11/30/21																														One to two complaints in the past week

		10/15/2021 16:30:55		EMAIL		There are no paper towels in the staff bathroom. 		WEST				The Staff bathroom in the back 		Mikal Hemingway 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				EMAIL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No 		No

		10/15/2021 16:55:55		EMAIL		Can we please get the trash can at the front of the library back? Trash is being left in the cigarette urn since the trash can disappeared. It leads to trash blowing around the front and is an eyesore. Patron complained today. 		WEST				Outside the front of the library 		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlrdSzWepeYf3DjbKoOthOAuBpZiXgEQ		Cleaning / Custodial						EMAIL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Susy for details 10/18/21																														One to two complaints in the past week

		10/16/2021 9:29:18		EMAIL		Melrose did not receive custodial service today, Saturday, 10/16		MEL				entire library		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		10/16/2021 9:31:58		REFER		Our battery recycling container is full and needs to be emptied		WEST				Cir Desk		Rebecca Highland						https://drive.google.com/open?id=149jlPks4S3t_Nj4DMFcnYlYoafD2MpLX		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		emailed Recycling hotline																														None

		10/16/2021 9:32:31		CANCEL		no custodial service		MLK				everywhere		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		10/16/2021 9:55:30		DUP		Garbage cans were emptied, but the floor was not cleaned. There are smalls scraps of trash and a small spill on the floor that are still present from yesterday. 		ASN				Entire floor throughout the branch		Russell Tran/ Cong Hoang								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		10/16/2021 12:10:07		DUP		Bathroom needs cleaning		ROC				Restroom B downstairs		Liz Soskin, Sandra Toscano, lisa harter								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes 10/18/2021																														One to two complaints in the past week

		10/16/2021 12:19:47		EMAIL		No custodian came to clean. James later came to pick up trash but that's all that was done. 		ELM				inside library 		Lily								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark Hayes 10/18/2021																														None

		10/16/2021 16:14:14		1156522		On Saturday, 10/16, there was a power outage at 81st which lasted roughly 2 hrs. After the power came on, an alarm was sounding from the electrical panel shown in the photos.  The panel appears to be a type of circuit breaker, or back up power source.  There are 3 lights on the panel, 2 green, and 1 red.  The panel says that when a red light appears, something needs to be replaced.  This may be the cause for the alarm. Library staff silenced the alarm, but the underlying issue needs to be fixed.		81ST				IT server room, 1st floor, adjacent to storytime area		Brian Guenther						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1neqvQ3laeu16XYcgimaVxXbvz_S-Ge5q, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1q-FDQep93b3Xx8C1zu3KfV2MHIffsdCx		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				WOCREATE		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		10/18/2021 9:48:15		1156397		The toilet in Restroom B is leaking water whenever it's flushed. The leak happens from the pipe on top of the toilet. This is a public restroom & is located on the ground floor.		ROC				The toilet in Restroom B is leaking water whenever it's flushed. The leak happens from the pipe on top of the toilet. This is a public restroom & is located on the ground floor.		Lisa Harter or Liz Soskin								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		10/18/2021 10:55:51		1156554		The ceiling tile above the self-check machines is falling again. This tile has been worked on and assumed fixed multiple times but continues to come loose and create a safety hazard. Also, on top of the tile are two pieces of wood which could really hurt someone if they fall. At this point the tile can be removed if a safe and permanent solution cannot be found.		DIM				roof near self check out		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1b4uRx_MRwWVkDu7g9jR9DW87V6hW2_iV, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dVQAv7ua7vuDAWaog54rpQ7W_2bY-X9q, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dRVwF8O7fNihPGjh9KrmsvtGORuLGac5		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		11,412,641,113,367,900,000,000,000				1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None		N/a		N/a

		10/18/2021 16:26:11		1156578		Our Safe, which we use daily to store cash, is not responding to input on the keypad, not displaying anything on its touchscreen. This is temporarily remedied when the charger is plugged in to it. But when the charger is unplugged, the safe resumes its unresponsive presentation. The charger is shared among multiple branches, so we can not depend on the charger staying at our branch. This is important as we use the cash daily to make change for those paying fees and buying books from our sale carts, and to store Friends' reserves and incoming daily cash. 		MON				Back Office / Supply Closet Safe		Mahate Osborn								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		10/18/2021 16:26:27		COMBINED - see note		Please add 13 additional light bulbs to be replaced to the previous ticket in the following areas: 1 in staff office, 1 at information desk, 2 in book aisle #3, 1 in book aisle #4, 1 in book aisle #10, 3 in book aisle #15, 1 in book aisle 21, 1 in book aisle #22, and 2 in book aisle #29.		ASN				Light bulb replacement for staff office, information desk, and the following shelf aisles: 3, 4, 10, 15, 21, 22, and 29		Cong Hoang								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		1156533		Combined																																						As soon as possible before more bulbs get burned out.

		10/19/2021 11:33:11		1156793		Light is out; bulb replacement needed.		MON				Above reading area, next to window & the newspapers.		Geremie Celli (or Mahate Osborn)								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No		none		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		none		none

		10/19/2021 14:43:52		1156889		the kitchen fan is very dirty (turns on with switch)		MLK				kitchen		Celia Davis								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		10/20/2021 14:28:55		1157599		We have two bays of magazine shelving that need to have the flip top that covers shelf removed. There is also one flip top covered shelf in the TeenZone that needs to be removed. 		WEST				Adult sitting area (with coffee table)		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1b3qzLh3cDNEEScx4xJ_KlY4Ww1U3h0mI		Other (Specify on next page)						WOCREATE		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/20/2021 15:46:42		EMAIL		Women's staff bathroom are running low or are completely out of toilet paper and Catalog Unit needs extra paper towels 		MAIN				basement level, Catalog Unit, staff bathrooms		catherine jennings								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/20/2021 16:58:46		1157178		toilet overflow		81ST				1st floor men's public restroom		Brian Guenther								Plumbing		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)		called 311																														One to two complaints in the past week

		10/20/2021 17:13:36		1157363		Four large bags have been dumped outside the library; content appears to be trash and damaged/wet books; bags should be removed  ASAP b/c it interferes with food/produce distribution. This is a high-traffic area during food distribution and the illegal dumping will make food distribution more difficult; people may trip over the bags as they are carrying their food/produce to their cars. Many people rely on this food distribution program and illegal dumping in this high-traffic area only hurts the library's public image.		MEL				On the sidewalk, on the Fremont Ave side, approx. 10 feet from the library's side entrance		Adolfo Gomez Delgado						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TimHSG6VBxKofC82vlnhQ-wsNH4ZbwGL, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d5oQf4zWS_2wPRXo14npJucQeQoJvv6g		Illegal Dumping		No		n/a		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No - please remove ASAP

		10/20/2021 17:34:25		DUPLICATE		Please attend to ASAP; this problem will only get worse with time as it will be getting darker earlier and it is dangerous for patrons and staff entering/exiting the library during our late hours. Again, initial request submitted back in September and days only getting shorter (high priority)		MEL				There is not enough light in the lobby/foyer when we close on our late nights; it looks like only one lightbulb is still working (please see picture). This is a resubmission - initial request submitted on 9/1/21 but did not receive a ticket number. The days are getting shorter and this problem has gotten worse. 		Adolfo						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SGi75nhhXe-x9lDoocgaG8VWhldlG9yg, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1J868-0q8wIK_a9CMwvYVoxby1kJXUNEO		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		1144241		N/A SEE PREVIOUS SR		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		You need access to the building itself; other than that, no barriers to access		Preference is to have issue resolved ASAP

		10/21/2021 9:13:26		1157268		active encampment on lakeside exterior of library		LAKE				lakeside exterior of library 		Xochitl via Irena						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NhbKHzjJljjOiNv-hrbplcqUbgCvDz2j		Illegal Dumping		Yes		1149828		Refer		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/21/2021 9:13:52		1158745		Roof is leaking and dripping in library. This is a known issue that was supposed to be fixed by the end of month October 2020. 		TEM				Children's Area towards bay windows.		Ally Hack								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)

		10/21/2021 10:45:22		1157346		PW should be aware already but the area suffered from leaks due to rain and possibly earlier roof maintenance work...? 		MAIN				Acquisitions area - lower level, staff cubicles along the windows, Oak St. side		Mana Tominaga or Josephine Sayers								Structural / Construction Issue						WOCREATE		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/21/2021 11:09:24		1157496		Our PA system is only working in a limited capacity. The emergency paging system that goes throughout the whole building does not work. The entire staff paging system that goes through all the staff areas on both floors does not work either. 		81ST				circ desk at front of library, 1st floor		Sally Engelfried								Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know				Refer to IT		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		This is a specialized paging system that I believe only 81st Ave. has.		No.

		10/21/2021 11:10:59		1157512		I have a freestanding bookcase in my office that I would like bolted to the wall for earthquake safety.		81ST				Children's librarian office on the first floor		Sally Engelfried								Other (Specify on next page)		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Need a key to my office		No

		10/21/2021 11:47:02		1157522		We have three shelves in the teen area that teen area that need to be bolted to the wall 		CHA				2nd floor teen area		Isela Anaya								Other (Specify on next page)		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		10/21/2021 12:00:54		1157499		The smoke detector in the West Oakland branch garage went off around 11:40am on 10/21/21. There was no smoke, fire, or cooking in the vicinity. The alarm sounded at full blast for approximately 10 minutes, then stopped. We would like to have it checked out so that this doesn't happen again.		WEST				West Oakland garage: ceiling smoke detector		Hana Kadoyama/Susy Moorhead								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		The smoke detector is mounted on the garage ceiling, which is very high.

		10/21/2021 12:33:24		1157519		We have 10-15 old traps that need to be replaced and service needs to start again every 2 weeks at least to empty them.  Some of the traps have been broken and they are all several years old.		LAKE				All around the outside of the building		Xochitl Gavidia								Pest		Yes		1125975				2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		no		no

		10/21/2021 14:24:13		1157601		Electrical outlet in the office / Lunch room is not working		BRO				Office / Lunch room		Thevaki / Alfred								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/21/2021 14:52:27		EMAIL		Trashes need emptying & bathroom floors need cleaning thanks		GG				building		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/21/2021 15:42:56		1157505		Two shelving units, each approx: 4'x1', were very unstable and likely to fall on a child if they grabbed them. We'd like to have them attached to the walls, also to prepare for earthquakes. In discussing this with  my supervisor it was determined that we ask facilities to do this, as the walls are plaster. We took the shelves down and put the collections displayed there elsewhere, temporarily.  The shelves are currently in the back processing room. 		MON				Children's room, 2 wall spaces between windows		Mahate Osborn								Other (Specify on next page)		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		10/21/2021 17:54:05		1157612		We would like the ability to lock / unlock the staff restroom door from the inside. 

Background: Privacy is an issue. The staff restroom has the ability to lock only using a key, and from the outside. It is not possible to lock or unlock from inside the restroom, as there is just a handle with no lock. This has caused multiple disturbances, for instance staff trying to enter with a key when the door is closed (thinking no one is in there), and staff understandably not being comfortable using the bathroom when it is unlocked. Additionally, staff have sometimes had to ask other staff to be able to use the restroom. 		MON				Staff Restroom door, in hallway next to the break room		Mahate Osborn								Key / Lock Management		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Just a note, as there wasn't a space above: Staff is complaining (not patrons).		Best times are before library opening (9am - 10am M, T, W, Th, St and 9:00 -Noon on Friday). Other times can be accommodated, however. 

		10/22/2021 9:11:53		REFER		Acquisitions staff report missed recycling pick up week of 10/18		MAIN				Acquisitions 		Winnie Chiang								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Called CWS 		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/22/2021 9:21:48		REFER		The garbage bin outside the library needs to be emptied. It has been full for a few days now.		PIE				Outside garbage, in front of the library.		Leni Matthews								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Called WM		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		10/22/2021 11:31:34		REFER		Our green bin has not been emptied (although our recycling has been picked up) in several weeks.  The bin is now full		MEL				CA Waste Solution green bin		Kate Hug								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Called WM		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		10/22/2021 14:10:49		1157784		Toilet won't flush		ROC				Bathroom B		Liz Soskin, Erica siskind, lisa harter								Plumbing						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/22/2021 17:31:08		1158540		Window on the farthest right in the bank of 3 windows in the children's room. The right latch will not close, and there fore the window is not completely locked. We also can not open the window for ventilation. This problem occurred today.		MON				Public Phone Line		Mahate Osborn								Other (Specify on next page)		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		NO		NO

		10/23/2021 10:23:19		EMAIL		As of 10:20am, we have not recieved custodial service today		WEST				All library, lobby, restrooms, staff area		Rebecca Highland								Cleaning / Custodial		No				n/a		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		emailed Mark Hayes																														One to two complaints in the past week

		10/23/2021 14:12:27		EMAIL		no custodial service as of 2pm today. 		MLK				inside the library		Celia Davis								Cleaning / Custodial		No				n/a		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		emailed Mark Hayes																														None		no		no

		10/23/2021 14:26:19		EMAIL		The A/C unit at the Asian Branch Library is causing a leak in the ceiling in the Branch Manager office.		ASN				Asian Branch Library, Branch Manager office		Jenera Burton								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						leaking stopped as of 10/25/21		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None

		10/23/2021 14:29:49		1158934		Our study room lights turn on via motion sensor and there are also switches to turn them on. We would like the switches to be blocked or replaced with a panel so the lights turn on only with motion sensor and cannot be turned off by members of the public. 		81ST				study room		Brian Guenther / Brenda Membreno								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed

		10/23/2021 15:03:20		waiting on email reply		There is a green metal garbage can outside with a cardboard box in it.  It needs to be emptied.  Preferably, it should not have a cardboard box in it as it attracts rodents.  Please take away the cardboard box and do not replace it.		ELM				Front yard outside garbage can		Ana-Elba Pavon								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer to WM		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/23/2021 17:37:47		EMAIL		We came this morning to discover (Sat 12/23) that the library hadn't been cleaned. Previously, when this happened, someone usually at least came for about 30 min or so.		CHA				3301 #12th Ste. 271		Pete Villasenor								Cleaning / Custodial		No				n/a		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		emailed Mark Hayes																														None		no		Preferably before opening.

		10/25/2021 8:30:35		INTERNAL		Areas are completely flooded; staff entrance is not easily accessible		MAIN				13th St. staff entrance; Oak St. staff parking lot		Mana Tominaga								Structural / Construction Issue						Slowly draining		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Nina also emailed 10/25/21																														One to two complaints in the past week

		10/25/2021 9:12:03		1158528		"The ceiling tiles [in branch manager's office] are bulging dramatically so they are likely holding back water and will dump when they are moved." Water from A/C unit leakage into ceiling over the weekend.		ASN				branch manager's office		Janet Cheung via Irena								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/25/2021 9:19:18		EMAIL		There was a big event that took place on Saturday at West, and we noticed this morning, that we had not received custodial service. Our garbage cans are still filled with the garbage from over the weekend. 		WEST				The West Oakland Library		Mikal Hemingway 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Email		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		emailed Mikal + Susy																														None		No 		No 

		10/25/2021 9:26:17		1158633		There are a ton of ants that are in both the back office, close to the circulation desk and they are coming from the children's section. I imagine that patrons may say something about it once we open for the day. 		WEST				The back office near the children's collection in the west oakland library. 		Mikal Hemingway 						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KBAVlSiZPxw66tuRywg8Ccxew5Hrjoy4, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iHRC1pXwZd8QkpyXjO_JIJgEX0EdZ7Ml		Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No 		No 

		10/25/2021 9:35:09		1158578		Sump pump under the grate is broken.  Flooding happened into the building.		MEL				Downstairs		Dice Armstrong						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1S3oMssVQ9P6xzA8IND0toWTNFg3GgGWU		Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		10/25/2021 9:36:51		1158638		Tree dropped small branches in the storm; needs clearing but isn't blocking parking or access to the building. This tree was pruned before after dropping large limbs and damaging property; please evaluate for further safety hazards when possible.		MAIN				outside building on Oak Street side -- tree next to small employee parking lot		Remy Timbrook								Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/25/2021 10:06:14		1158594		Swarm of ants downstairs in the Kitchen.  Also ants upstairs in office and bathroom and circ desk.		MEL				Bottom floor and upper floor		Dice Armstrong								Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/25/2021 10:12:46		1158604		Downstairs in front of the lower elevator entrance lightbulb is out		MEL				Downstairs		Dice Armstrong						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vPENLL7ZSdtQ8w_QAH3PDcZMxyq94VEv		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		10/25/2021 11:11:44		EMAIL		This request is a combination of missed service and floor cleaning needed. We had a patron come in this morning and complain about the floors in the lobby being dirty. I explained that we had a big event over the weekend but also that  it really should have been cleaned. 		WEST				The lobby of the West Oakland Library		Mikal Hemingway 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				emailed M Hayes		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No 		No 

		10/25/2021 11:24:32		1158713		The toilet in Restroom A on the ground floor slowly leaks water each time it is flushed. The leak comes from where the flushing mechanism connects to the pipes. This is a public restroom. 		ROC				The toilet in Restroom A on the ground floor slowly leaks water each time it is flushed. The leak comes from where the flushing mechanism connects to the pipes. This is a public restroom. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		10/25/2021 11:27:19		1158749		Staff found this problem but since there weren't any windows opened and no evidence of water coming in through the back door, we wanted public works to figure out where the leak is coming from. One of us will mop it up. 		GG				Basement meetingroom/community room  has 2 long deepish water puddles even though all windows were closed and no water was running down the ramp. Because the floor is dark green a photo will not show it but please see this drawing. We need the leak or flooding resolved by this coming Thursday Oct 28 so that the City's Economic Workforce Development consultant can continue to meet patrons in the room		Stephanie Hamilton/Mika Permutt						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-N_3NDkMWuojpBMrecxo7fwsKS3klhWY		Structural / Construction Issue								2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		10/25/2021 11:28:57		EMAIL		Ants are crawling in the office / Lunch room. Ants crawling from the electrical outlet and the outlet is not functioning. Ants inside the fridge, freezer counter top and everywhere. Staff is concerned about the ants' problem. Please help us. 		BRO				Office room / Lunch room		Thevaki / Alfred						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BX5qpmhBwZO6cGSqZouhwPyNH0hs-NSV		Pest		Yes		1154111		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		emailed Victor Sanchez																														Three to six complaints in the past week				Looking forward to a clean break room / office room.

		10/25/2021 12:21:50		1158723		Martin Tovar came to the branch and asked me to put in the service request of removing wet and damaged ceiling tiles so he and his team can assess the leaking situation at the branch.		ASN				Asian Branch staff room - librarian's office		Janet Cheung								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1158528		Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/25/2021 14:27:59		1158738		Plumbing came and said the Sump Pump out back is working, but the Receptacle is dead and needs replacing.  It was also requested for electrical to label breaker for sump pump.		MEL				Outside backyard		Dice Armstrong								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				It would be preferable to do it in this next week before the rain comes back so we don't flood again.

		10/25/2021 16:58:04		1158952		The drains on the roof are clogged, causing flooding on the roof the is leaking to one of the roof tiles in the quite area. leaves and debris needs to be removed from the roof and the drains need to be unclogged.		DIM				Roof outside the meeting room		Zadok Doe'Paker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=10YvvFMCCr5S2xzATnXdpI1KGxUu42PK4, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xj7FXITaDm_DDMXYypftLesmPCiSvQK3, https://drive.google.com/open?id=16WZOI4JJkig2MdSzUDfvG-5UmUvT_Dxj, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_Hi4UpmRDPD8IeVef5fX3_3S-IsBtrEF, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ARj_H-umErGPH7ZybpAW5kY6dNHuz4Oz		Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1151530		WOCREATE		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		N/a		N/a

		10/25/2021 17:18:14		1158974		a mouse ran inside the library from the emergency exit door leading to the parking lot area and ran 20 feet and under one of the circulation desks (about 20 feet from the door). Mice have been seen in the past week in that back outdoor area. 		MLK				area behind library- out back emergency door onto parking lot. 		Celia Davis								Pest		No				Omega sent to branch		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		10/26/2021 9:39:48		1158962		Ceiling tile affected by roof flooding		DIM				1st floor quiet area		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oGvtFl4t9MmZJ9dDE7RFniU2ovrmQSok		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/26/2021 9:43:37		1158990		The key for the woman's bathroom door will not  go all the way into the lock, we are not able to look it.		CHA				2nd  Floor woman's bathroom		Isela Anaya								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		10/26/2021 10:28:08		1159184		we have a big ant problem in the kitchen and I wanted to see if someone can seal up the holes in the paint along the countertops where they are coming in.  I know it may not fix the issue completely but it may help a bit.		LAKE				inside the library in the kitchen area		Xochitl GAvidia								Pest		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		inside the building		no

		10/26/2021 11:43:04		1159704		The drawer gets stuck and does not close all the way.		MAIN				Main, second floor, M&N - room 218, tall desk by computer MNREF07		Camille						https://drive.google.com/open?id=13alTRnwFZLRXJ2y2DlF5NmPseBmqeUn2		Other (Specify on next page)		No				CANCEL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		10/26/2021 11:43:23		DUPLICATE		Our front entrance sliding door stops working every so often. This had been addressed, but the problem cropped up again this morning. 		81ST				front door		Brian Guenther / Brenda Membreno								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1152724		N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/26/2021 12:07:37		1159347, 1159350		Staff reported that ants have infested some of the dried up and dead/rotted foliage underneath some of the plants (circled in red in the photos). Staff have also reported a patron complaining of the visual condition of the overgrown and un-tended to plants as unsightly and unwelcoming. 		ELM				Plants outside in front entrance to library		Brianna Meli						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KhF9VxWn4HW9KcQVWcXBGhKv28HyEQI7, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1N20d2Nn4CDgSBbEhWXqXqXfUBOLiNVkK, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iqvw-TyYtGN85Y_fkHJJAoK4VN_xqpHB, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pK_4svEzI3E6JU9zDHg11rTaH5yq1_ja		Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		locked front gate		preferably before the Elmhurst branch opens to the public at 10am 

		10/26/2021 14:51:37		1159353		We need the heater turned on, Thank you.		DIM				AA/Heating unit closet		Zadok Doe'Paker								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		N/a		N/a

		10/26/2021 16:19:51		1159356		Drain on 52nd street side of building is clogged and pooled water is not draining from paved area under the window. Please clean out drain.		TEM				Outside, close to building on 52nd Street side on way to TLL entrance.		Ally Hack								Sidewalk / Public Right-of-Way / Patios		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		10/26/2021 17:09:55		1159365		On the ground floor near our back door we've got a set of carpeted stairs that are now very wet & slippery due to a leak in the ceiling. This is all near the base of the stairs. This leak happens every time there's heavy rain. An attempt to fix this was made years ago, but it hasn't ever been fixed completely. There have been no patron complaints because this is a staff-only area. Also, I can't find the previous ticket number.		ROC				Near our back door on the ground floor we've got a set of carpeted stairs that are now very wet & slippery due to a leak in the ceiling above it. The wet stairs & leak are near the base of the stairs. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1k0tsF7w145yfG472b0WiRmDWKob_UwJp, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yo2kOs2dqu9N8pkv573g0ckcmRyvrYTL		Other (Specify on next page)		Yes				WOCREATE		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		10/26/2021 17:27:07		1159692		Two light bulbs in the Adult side and one light bulb in the children's side.		MEL				Upstairs main floor		Angelica Menjivar/Adolfo Gomez Delgado								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/27/2021 9:57:05		1159377		The middle stall in the public men's room has a constant drip and is flooding the bathroom. We turned the water off. The far stall toilet was already turned off from a flood last week and was never fixed. We have out of order signs on the bathroom.		81ST				men's bathroom, 1st floor		Sally Engelfried								Plumbing		Yes		1157178		Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None		no		no

		10/27/2021 10:06:23		1159384		Ants are now invading the library and are in my office as well as the men's restroom and breakroom. We have tried using spray but they keep coming in		AAMLO				Donielle's office in library 1st floor, Men's Restroom 1st floor and the Breakroom 2nd floor		Donielle Woods								Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		10/27/2021 14:37:14		1159508		There is permanent marker graffiti on the concrete seating area outside the main entrance of the library		81ST				Exterior, near front entrance		Brian Guenther / Brenda Membreno						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1e5hN7CVq635fBBD-hX7kiIA0JrSTYrGp, https://drive.google.com/open?id=10-LHOHSY_NLTVteR37B6_XMVyfG__2qN, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lyhMw_2srPaZFplPP-UdeKyPgMK8n40f		Graffiti		No				Closed																																		One to two complaints in the past week

		10/28/2021 8:39:35		1159687		All bins are full. Both large department bins and cubicle specific bins.		MAIN				The Main Library, Acquisitions Department on the basement level hasn't been serviced since Monday, October 25th, and it is now Thursday, November 28th. All bins are full to the rim, both large department bins and cubicle specific bins. (Please see attached.)		Jay Avalos (Acquisitions Unit)						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mjKy9L4bwNKkKaa2xHGkybGxZjUCXS_b, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Oble5eF2s9r9HSngT0qkAWV-F_yg1zgo, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oEuPh-R9k2ZQmXHgVCPbQ1Gt7t-2aJTG, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PYpC6F9jicrXOSdPmnEsKIwbKbG-wBf-		Cleaning / Custodial		No				called Mark Hayes		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		10/28/2021 9:00:25		1159680		There is some sort of lotion all over the front steps - it is VERY slippery.  Please submit to have this power washed ASAP or something?  Custodial clearly tried to clean it up but it is still very slick.		MEL				front entry steps		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		No				called Mark Hayes		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)

		10/28/2021 10:00:29		1159698		Main staff reports: the drain in the delivery well (Madison St. side) appears blocked under its grate. Staff request drain is cleared as area totally flooded after rain and took ~36 hours to drain.
Please contact Nina Lindsay or Irena Allen at 510-238-2152.		MAIN				exterior madison st. side delivery well		Nina or Irena								Plumbing		No				OPW came out		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/28/2021 10:56:14		1159739		Someone has dumped a chair, bedding, and other debris in between the neighbor's fence and the shed/out-building of the library (48th Ave side of library).  This is best accessed through our yard		MEL				outside in our garden between our neighbor's fence and the shed/out-building		Kate Hug								Illegal Dumping		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		10/28/2021 11:20:57		CALL		We ran out of paper towels in our staff kitchen area. 		WEST				The staff room kitchen area		Mikal Hemingway 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		No		No 

		10/28/2021 12:31:47		CALL		The trash was not emptied in Room 28. I'm not sure if other service was provided.		MAIN				Room 28, ground floor		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		10/28/2021 12:37:29		CALL		No tissue in the staff bathroom. No paper towels in the staff kitchen sink area. 		WEST				staff bathroom		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None				Please make sure the bathrooms and sink area's are full stocked everyday. Thank you.

		10/28/2021 15:24:28		DUPLICATE		A piece has broken off of one of the damaged back step, this continues to be a tripping hazard and is getting worst.		DIM				Back Stair case located next to the teen area		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=145Cv0lb19cdncnC7E2SPOP-YE41veLYv, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yzDmYRmMP4Tayp-ajNUIXy1RfwU7n_ct, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vaZCh7KF83fw4Qxb3z9Ki6OsaL0Tzoe8		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1149779		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		N/a		N/a

		10/29/2021 11:27:18		1160118		Ants are coming into the kitchen and up the back stairs from the outside door leading into the kitchen.  Also, there are holes in the drywall in the office where ants are coming in (corner along windowsill) as well as up through cracks in the floor.  This week, some of these ants were airborne/flew and the office had to be sealed off because there were so many.		MEL				kitchen, back stairs and upstairs office		Kate Hug								Pest		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/29/2021 12:56:46		1160124		missed service. the bin is overflowing 		MAIN				Room 6 		Pat								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/29/2021 14:14:34		INTERNAL		I need 1 staff elevator key for myself(John Wu). 1  staff elevator key for Sharon Ashe. 1 staff elevator key for Meriem Zaki. 1 staff Elevator key for Louise Yu. 1  staff elevator key for Miya Saito. I need 1 WC key for Meriem Zaki. 		MAIN				Main Library		John Wu								Key / Lock Management		No				INTERNAL		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		n/a		staff have to move carts up and down the building. 

		10/29/2021 15:17:47		EMAIL		Yesterday the soap dispensers in both nathrooms had problems (#1 - empty / #2 - broken). I'm not sure if they received cleaning Friday morning. At noon (opening) Friday, there were zero paper towels in bathroom #2 and the soap dispenser was still broken (unusable). We have been providing paper towels and hand sanitizer from other locations but the soap dispenser definitely needs repairing or replacing.		MAIN				basement-level public bathrooms 1 and 2 (single stalls near elevator)		Remy Timbrook								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				EMAIL		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		split refill and repair into 2 requests -Irena																														Three to six complaints in the past week

		10/29/2021 15:35:12		1160671		 Melrose staff reports holes in the drywall in upstairs office -- ants are coming in (corner along windowsill) as well as up through cracks in the floor. 		MEL				upstairs office		Kate Hug								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Don emailed per Victor 11/04		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/29/2021 15:39:43		waiting on SRID		Lakeview staff reports holes in the paint along the countertops where ants are coming in.		LAKE				Kitchen staff area		Xochitl Gavidia								Painting						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/29/2021 16:03:48		1160561		Someone apparently ripped out one of the scaffolding pieces surrounding the new sapling planted closest to Madison St. Please replace it; the tree will probably fall over in winds otherwise. 		MAIN				Corner of 14th/Madison		Mana Tominaga								Landscaping / Trees								2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/29/2021 17:22:25		1160636		A fire extinguisher is missing under the sign indicating a fire extinguisher is there in the stacks where the scores are kept and possibly in other parts of the building where signsfor fire extinguishers indicate an extinguisher should be.		MAIN				Fire extinguisher is missing in the stacks where the scores are kept and possibly in other locations in the building where signs indicate a fire extinguisher should be.		Steven Lavoie								Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		10/29/2021 17:28:27		EMAIL		The children's/family restroom (Yellow Triangle on the door) did not get trash pick up. I'm not sure if other service was missed. 		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				EMAIL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/29/2021 17:29:38		EMAIL		The single stall restroom in the ground floor hallway has been missing soap for a few days		MAIN				Single stall public restroom, ground floor hallway		Jesse Nachem								Cleaning / Custodial		No				EMAIL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/30/2021 9:06:33		CANCEL		We need custodial services. Bathrooms are a mess. Thank you.		DIM				Entire Building		Rebekah Eppley								Cleaning / Custodial		No				CANCEL		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		10/30/2021 9:15:39		1160778		We have metal receptacles that usually have cardboard/plastic cans inside.  Both have been taken.  The result is that people throw trash away but it is just piling up inside the metal decorative can and spilling out.  Please provide new cardboard/plastic bins ASAP		MEL				Outside, front steps, trash receptacles on either side of front steps		Kate Hug								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Call 

		10/30/2021 12:47:59		1160595		The 2 lights in the hall are not working.  I am not sure if there is an electrical problem or both bulbs need replacing.		LAKE				Inside hall by the door on the lot side of the building		Xochitl Gavidia								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		inside locked building.  

		10/30/2021 12:50:08		1160607		We have big cracks in the kitchen area where ants come in.  The counter, wall area and electrical outlets need re caulking. 		LAKE				inside the staff office, kitchen area		Xochitl Gavidia								Structural / Construction Issue		No						4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None		inside locked library

		10/30/2021 14:01:53		1160581		The pipe connecting the handle to thrush the staff toilet is leaking 		BRO				Staff Rest room		Alfred								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		10/30/2021 17:01:54		CANCEL		Our only public restroom was not serviced today; the waste bins throughout the branch were emptied, but the public restroom was completely neglected. The trash can was not emptied and there was toilet paper on the floor. There were also some brown stains on the floor that should have been mopped prior to the branch opening today (see picture). Please have the custodian check and clean the public restroom on Saturday morning as this is not the first time the restroom is neglected on a Saturday. 		MEL				Public restroom located downstairs, directly underneath the circulation desk, across from the meeting room, next to the water fountain.  		Adolfo Gomez-Delgado						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-MujRhOFGjnj8CU4TfPi-Q3gwDxQb_4k, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1V3a9FuuYPSmkcR7zQIWKAQLnqEBcFIq5, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IjVi_VgfFqZB-f1dkT067LbCDBGHcBeB		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		branch reports clean																														One to two complaints in the past week		n/a		n/a

		10/30/2021 17:20:02		1160577		Toilet lever is loose and hanging, damaged or broken.		GG				Staff bathroom upstairs in managers office		erin sanders						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1q1I-qm_DEjWBtRs2JkEpj2DJLWyzT8DH		Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Small bathroom.  In managers office/locked.  Parking lot gates are locked during non business hours.		Preferably when building is not staffed.  business hours are fully staffed monday 9-5:30, tuesday-wednesday  9-8, thursdays - saturaday 9-5:30 

		11/1/2021 9:09:22		1160566		Main Children's Room staff report soap dispenser in basement level public bathroom #1 was broken (unusable). Staff request soap dispenser is repaired or replaced.		MAIN				basement level restroom 2		Remy								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/1/2021 10:57:08		1160647		We need a new E4P key for the meeting room. One of the existing keys is damaged. 		DIM				meeting room		Sarah Hodgson								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/1/2021 10:59:20		1160679		Today I came into work and noticed mouse droppings along the edge of my cubicle.		ROC				2nd floor, 2nd cubicle from the staff elevator, underneath the window along the edge where the cubicle meets the wall		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=151VDLVyzNMccdvmI5TKhWJ577-rm0lrH, https://drive.google.com/open?id=13p8QuFEg3cMBlkFSiJ2Wzx2O6fV3D7jy		Pest		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		11/1/2021 11:01:23		1160650		Damage from ongoing roof leak caused big chunk of ceiling to fall.		TEM				Upstairs, children's area near bay windows.		Ally Hack						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mXhKuNNrcrFxK9JnLImyjfYtXe8Tqn5U		Structural / Construction Issue		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		11/1/2021 11:27:33		EMAIL		The branch is out of dispenser soap.  One public restroom is completely out, the other has very little. None is found in the custodian closet.		MLK				public bathrooms		Alison								Cleaning / Custodial		No				EMAIL		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				ASAP This is a health issue

		11/1/2021 12:04:45		1160718		We're wondering what the electric capacity is for audio and lighting on the Madison St. side, courtyard area.		MAIN				Madison St. courtyard area		Mana Tominaga or Diane 								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/1/2021 14:25:50		1160762		We have 2 electrical sockets at Rockridge that need attention. One socket is near the adult reference desk & it is not working at all. This socket looks like it might be a blown electrical socket judging from the soot-like stuff around the holes. The second socket is in the Teen Zone & it just needs a wall plate. 		ROC				We have 2 electrical sockets at Rockridge that need attention. One socket is near the adult reference desk & it is not working at all. This socket looks like it might be a blown electrical socket judging from the soot-like stuff around the holes. The second socket is in the Teen Zone & it just needs a wall plate. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin						https://drive.google.com/open?id=18D0wAMX4VO2YsAUY_bJFWf_PtTCRs59B, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UPxs0qZG-B6jfW9gVvoJVSoaoK0FQLE7		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		11/1/2021 16:08:03		EMAIL		Our battery recycling bin is full and has a couple of full bags next to it		ROC				Front entryway on a shelf between the stairs and public elevator		Sandra Toscano, Liz Soskin, and Lisa Harter								Cleaning / Custodial		No				EMAIL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/2/2021 9:25:51		CALL		Waste Management hasn't picked up trash		DIM				Dimond		Rebekah Eppley								Litter Container (Outside)		No				Called WM		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/2/2021 9:35:46		1160911		The lobby clock is off by one hour - please reset; I think it's confused about when daylight savings time ended.		MAIN				First floor, lobby		Mana Tominaga								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/2/2021 10:03:51		1160947		The heater for our building is not working. I just checked the vent where heat usually comes out & it now feels like outside cold air is coming through instead. 		ROC				The heater for our building is not working. I just checked the vent where heat usually comes out & it now feels like outside cold air is coming through instead. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		11/2/2021 10:13:23		1160944		the soap dispenser on the left is full but not dispensing. there is a clog somewhere 		MAIN				women's restroom on the ground floor		Pat Toney								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/2/2021 10:23:35		EMAIL		It looks like we didn't have custodial service today, 11/2/21. 		81ST				branch-wide		Brian Guenther								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/2/2021 10:25:08		1160957		An outlet cover in Study Room 1 is broken and needs to be replaced		81ST				Study Room 1		Brain Guenther / Brenda Membreno						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1E9lqQgfKs-7Hs2bEQkrETcNg8vkewzVo		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		11/2/2021 10:26:32		1160963		There are several pock-marks on the wall in the computer lab that need to be painted over		81ST				Computer Lab		Brian Guenther / Brenda Membreno						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LOJXymNe98_waCSUgDxKNFpRXPUA9QP8		Painting		No				Cancel/Complete

		11/2/2021 10:28:37		1160958		Hand dryer in public restroom does not turn on. (We have not been stocking paper towels due to plumbing issues and would like the hand dryer repaired as soon as possible.)		TEM				Public restroom, basement level outside of meeting room.		Ally Hack								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/2/2021 10:57:57		1160968		the light bulb is out in the fixture above the public printer. 		MLK				above public printer		Celia Davis								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		11/2/2021 14:36:58		1161112		Some recess lights in the children and adult area need replacement bulbs.  Not sure why previous ticket was closed, but if a lift is needed to reach the ceiling, Don Gibeau from PWA is expecting one to arrive in order to fix the damage ceiling.		TEM				Upstairs in the adult and children's area.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1J7S-CNiJvrvCaNso15a3AxIL0WuAESTc, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uCPu5XexZeNThJKy8IC8m99SuDzzjXZY		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		1102833		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		High ceilings		Preferably Fridays before service hours or when lift is available when ceiling is getting fixed.

		11/2/2021 17:23:32		1161266		Light bulbs seem to be out adult side of library by the DVD's 		LAKE				Lights by the adult DVD area. replace bulbs? 		Vega								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/2/2021 17:26:30		EMAIL		We need new traps put in for the rats and they need to be serviced every other week.		LAKE				outside all around library		Xochitl								Pest		Yes		1125975		Email		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/3/2021 11:55:37		1161453		1: area rug cleaning 2: Upholstery cleaning 2: bodily fluid stains visible on all.		EAST				Eastmont Branch Library Meeting Room has two cloth covered gliding chairs and Children's area has two "story time rugs". Everything is very dirty and smelly and needs to be shampooed. We have also had a "potty training incident" on the big storytelling rug so hopefully this can be a high priority cleaning?  		Nichole Brown or Susan Martinez								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed - OPW doesn't service Eastmont		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				Any day is fine. But with advanced notice we can move everything into the meeting room for cleaning and it can dry completely before returning everything back to the public area. This is also allow for the job to be completed during open hours without hindering library service to the public. Thank you.

		11/3/2021 12:45:17		EMAIL		Sink needs paper towels and hand soap		MAIN				Basement Men's Staff Restroom		Gary Lee								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				EMAIL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/3/2021 12:47:12		DUPLICATE		All paper towel supplies in all Technical Services departments are very low (Catalog, Acquisitions, Processing) and basement level bathrooms supplies (toilet paper, paper towels) are very low!		MAIN				Catalog and Processing Units, basement level		Catherine Jennings								Cleaning / Custodial		No				EMAIL		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/3/2021 13:20:29		1161464		There are two large fallen tree branches at the Fire Alarm Parking Lot on the side near the courthouse. One of the branches has fallen on a tent and the tent cannot be moved without risking injury to people. 		MAIN				Fire Alarm Parking Lot, towards Alameda County Courthouse		Jesse Nachem						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lCT91rYoes7iEOizUIPvj_z_kjMpVrG9, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CI8Kk59LGmOyjMfLEOA5rVpg4pHmMvxl, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GmJxqwqzhDJnTaARl6b7rRWMXbpUsoWt, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1igaqwFv53rZ8VZdNp_Ax7E6ZGDddfiZ_		Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/3/2021 13:45:34		1161573		There appears to be an inflated condom or similar object that has clogged the toilet in the single-stall family restroom near the Children's Room (the door to the restroom is marked with a red circle). I'm thinking that if someone tries to move it, it will squirt water, so it would be a good idea to keep a distance from it and poke it with a broom handle.		MAIN				Children's Room single-stall family restroom with Red Circle on the door		Jesse Nachem								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/3/2021 16:07:12		N/A		The floor is very wet with an unknown liquid. 		MAIN				1st Floor Staff Restroom		Josephine Sayers								Cleaning / Custodial						N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/3/2021 16:08:16		RESOLVED		The handle of the toilet is very loose. (reported by S. Lavoie)		MAIN				1st Floor Staff Restroom		Josephine Sayers								Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/3/2021 19:22:47		RESOLVED		Someone defecated on the floor in the Men's room floor and cleaning is needed ASAP. 		WEST				The Men's restroom 		Mikal Hemingway 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No 		No 

		11/4/2021 9:02:50		CALL		Our regular custodian did not arrive this morning. Also, the mess that appears to be dried vomit outside the front entrance was never cleaned up. 		81ST				building-wide, front entrance exterior 		Brian Guenther / Brenda Membreno								Cleaning / Custodial						CALL		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)

		11/4/2021 10:08:14		CALL		Garbage Pick-up Needed
Recycling Pick-up Needed
Carpet Vacuuming Needed
Carpet/Floor Cleaning Needed
Bathroom Cleaning Needed
Soap / Paper Towel Needed		MAIN				Children's Room and Ground level restrooms		Jesse Nachem or Louise Yu								Cleaning / Custodial		No				CALL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/4/2021 10:11:33		REFER		Our main public phone line at Montclair branch library (510-482-7810) has no dial tone.  We are not receiving incoming calls on that line.		MON				Main Public Phone line at Montclair Branch Library		Loraine McVey (or Mahate Osborn)								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		Other requests made by Montclair Staff, Geremie Celli & Martha Mueller		Referred to IT		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/4/2021 10:15:09		EMAIL		Can outside the front door be cleaned on a daily basis please? This happens at least weekly and days go by where the trash sits there before it is cleaned. It's a real eyesore for the public upon first arrival. I put this in the red binder but it didn't get checked. The trash has been out there for two days now. 		WEST				outside front door		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zOwBKsF5DSQ0xN4UfOS1QIpNVrEKZLnQ		Cleaning / Custodial						EMAIL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/4/2021 10:55:54		1161665		The light fixture cover by our adult new books shelf has fallen off. I was originally hanging but we managed to get it down safely. However the bulbs are now exposed.		DIM				light fixture by the adult new bookshelf		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bKDFFHkx-px9Lg83W42nNe_MaJlr--rb, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1juT_x6xirciSg9QfhOxeWNW4xiJeNmQi, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TBUSEf8NKg66ssp7vmS1bQ3HY8z4hxIR, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EqPdas3SkxKj1A5EL0KqRS-X2BvbtF2I		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Will need a ladder to put the fixture cover back on.		N/a

		11/4/2021 11:23:21		1161683		We need a "No parking" sign on the iron gate at the entrance of the staff parking lot.  Patrons park there when it's closed and they block the entrance to staff, delivery drivers and emergency vehicles (in case of emergency) .  We need the sign to specify that their car will be towed if they park there (need the City violation code).		ROC				Iron gate at staff parking lot entrance		Sandra Toscano								Sign		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		11/4/2021 12:34:43		DUPLICATE		The alarm panel at our front entrance emits a high-pitched noise increasingly frequent intervals. The "System Trouble" button lights up and the noise stops when it is pushed. The display reads **TROUBLE** when the noise goes off, and "Battery Low / Disconnected," once the button is pushed. 		81ST				Front entrance		Brian Guenther / Brenda Membreno						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1q525rzzOOQTs5_4GuVkZDpr7JHHOhbgu, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1luC5PHTjDcNnA1fiCfz4c7nLMK_hiECm		Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		1156486		N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/4/2021 17:30:23		CALL		clogged toilet. overflowing.  		GG				downstairs public bathroom		erin sanders								Plumbing		No				also EMAIL		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		downstairs public bathroom.

		11/4/2021 17:35:24		RESOLVED		Garbages haven't been emptied, bathroom floors haven't been mopped, which will really be bad because the toilet is about to overflow		GG				all levels		Erin Sanders								Cleaning / Custodial						CALL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/5/2021 9:04:22		EMAIL		We did not have custodial service this morning. I believe Mark knows that our custodian, Keith, is out sick, but submitting a ticket anyway just in case. 		81ST				building-wide		Brian Guenther								Cleaning / Custodial		No				EMAIL		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		11/5/2021 10:41:59		1162235		Please replace the missing accessible entrance sign located by our outside bookdrop.		TEM				Outside right lawn by the bookdrop.		Karen Ko						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YH2e6_Y0APRAVtaVfOHq1uTrrDDMlOgU		Sign		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		None		None

		11/5/2021 11:29:12		CALL		We didn't get custodial service this morning. Paper towels out in staff restroom. Front porch still needs cleaning. Public restrooms could definitely use attention ASAP (one toilet in men's restroom may overflow - I'll make it out of order) 		WEST				Entire library		Susy Moorhead								Cleaning / Custodial						CALL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/5/2021 12:22:26		1162205		The public restroom upstairs (the one on the left) has a faucet with a constant drip. This is the faucet on the left side. We would like to get this fixed asap, if possible, as California's still in a drought. 		ROC				The public restroom upstairs (the one on the left) has a faucet with a constant drip. This is the faucet on the left side. We would like to get this fixed asap, if possible, as California's still in a drought. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin								Plumbing		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		11/5/2021 14:14:59		DUPLICATE		Our front entrance door is still not working. Our building engineer looked at it this morning and said we had to make sure it ran through it's cycle. We tried that and it's still stops working. 		81ST				front entrance		Brian Guenther / Brenda Membreno / Sally EngelFried								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1152724		N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)

		11/5/2021 14:22:57		DUPLICATE		Our alarm panel by the front entrance is emitting a high pitched noise every ten minutes or so. The display says low battery.		81ST				Front entrance		Brian Guenther / Brenda Membreno / Sally EngelFried								Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		1156486		N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)

		11/5/2021 16:50:39		CANCEL		A flourescent light bulb was left behind after some bulbs were recently changed. The bulb in near the window in the office behind the Circ Desk. 		MAIN				Office behind 1st floor circ desk		Josephine Sayers								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/6/2021 12:44:28		1162889		The "2-way" switch on the sliding glass front doors is not opening from either side, so we are having to use the "hold open" switch to keep the doors open all the time. It's pretty cold!		81ST				front door		Sally Engelfried								Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		don't have it		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		11/6/2021 13:12:24		EMAIL		The front entrance (inside foyer) was first reported 8/17/21 - this is unsafe.  During late nights and evenings, it is VERY dim in the entrance and front steps.  Additional lights have been reported as burnt out since this original request was submitted.		MEL				Main entry/forer; upstairs adult side, and downstairs near meeting room		Kate Hug								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		1144241; 1159692		EMAILED Quintana, Anthony		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		11/6/2021 13:19:19		CALL		I have reported this 2x through 311 abandoned vehicles.  This car has been here 2.5 months.  It is now becoming a popular hangout spot for folks to do drugs and rest.  I have also called the non-emergency OPD line about this.  I'm hoping you can escalate the situation.  Silver Chevy license #6TLW559 - see photo		MEL				outside alongside library on Fremont Way		Kate Hug						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Nvq1KUPWAXM2tEOF0yGZD17FNVqJ6OCD		Other (Specify on next page)		Yes				Called OPD non emergency		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		11/6/2021 13:23:04		DUPLICATE		Originally reported in April 2021, then followed up in June.  Resubmitting now.  Street sweeping signs have been cut down for many months.  These need to be replaced.		MEL				Alongside library on Fremont Way		Kate Hug								Sign		Yes		1059226		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		11/6/2021 14:55:09		1162894		The rugs are filthy and need to be shampooed.  We have requested this be done since 6/1/21.  Mark Hayes has inspected the rugs when he has visited and said they would be cleaned.		MEL				Upstairs area rugs on both children's and adult sides		Kate Hug								Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1118374; 1130979		Scheduled on 11/16/2021 per Mark Hayes		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/7/2021 10:33:56		1162644		public elevator out of service. elevator door is stuck open on 1st floor. 		MAIN				public elevator		Tell staff to let Mana or Senior Librarian know								Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		public elevator door is stuck open on first floor.

		11/7/2021 11:27:02		1162781		Unclear if this is an issue with the light bulbs, wiring, or a broken switch.  Exposed light switch box on the West Side of Storage.  No change in lights when light is turned on the East Side.  Row of ceiling lights directly in the hallway not illuminated.		MAIN				Basement Storage, West Side		Shannon McQueen								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Must have a key to enter Storage.		N/A

		11/7/2021 11:33:04		1162780		Light panel covering is becoming detached from fixture.  Unclear how securely attached the covering currently is.  Potentially EMERGENCY ISSUE since this is in an area used/accessed by the public and staff.		MAIN				1st Flr, East Side of Building, Shelved Books Section 331.4-333.33/356.1-362.8		Shannon McQueen								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		High Cieling		None

		11/7/2021 11:33:04		1162753		In the Children's section of the Eastmont Library, there is a very large, brown desk.  As a part of a flooring renovation project, the desk needs to be removed, and we'd need to coordinate the removal with the installation of new flooring.  		EAST				Children's section of public area		Derrick DeMay								Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/8/2021 9:56:36		1162745		Clocks are stuck at 1 PM: please reset. 		MAIN				Lobby and Lab		Mana Tominaga		6611						Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)						Clock																										Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/8/2021 10:43:01		1162736		A piece of dry fell and another is about to fall from the space between the ceiling and the window in the computer lab. 		81ST				Computer Lab		Brian Guenther / Brenda Membreno / Sally Engelfried						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MZPZZDHEZOHcocWjflKydp_-uis_EcIz		Structural / Construction Issue		Do Not Know						1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/8/2021 11:05:05		1162984		Can we get one copy of the key to the window cubicles in the Children's Room? We currently have one, but I would like a second one for a spare. The number on the key is P150.		MAIN				Children's Room (window cubbies)		Jesse Nachem								Key / Lock Management		No				Cancel - OPW does not handle		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		11/8/2021 15:18:04		1162853		The Server Room AC unit has shut off on its own again. Based on sensor data, it shut off between 12 to 1AM this morning. We’re leaving it off as the Public Works staff have requested so they can troubleshoot. For now the backup is keeping the temperature just right below the threshold. The previous service request was 1155492.		MAIN				basement level Server Room		Gary Lee								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		1155492		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		11/9/2021 9:26:15		1163028		A portion of the tree behind the library fell. It's covering the dumpster and the back fire escape area.		DIM				Behind the library, through the rear fire escape door.		Rebekah Eppley						https://drive.google.com/open?id=15lVfwz3rlggwTIKU786wTx9N7zArUqBe		Landscaping / Trees						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		11/9/2021 9:34:18		EMAIL		No custodial service today  -  As long as someone come tomorrow we should be ok		CHA				2nd floor		Isela Anaya								Cleaning / Custodial						EMAIL Mark		5. No Action Required (request will be noted and documented)

		11/9/2021 9:45:11		1163025		81st Avenue Library staff request inspection and/or updates on a hole in the wall of 2nd floor Community Room; ladder also left in room		81ST				2nd floor community room		Brian via Irena						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NjIW4YFaxNHGJJuQoODkfW44rDWEknsd		Structural / Construction Issue								3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/9/2021 10:48:25		CALL		No Toilet tissue in the staff restroom.. It happens often!		WEST				Staff Restroom		Amber English								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Call Mark		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Please check daily

		11/9/2021 11:09:17		1163061		Public elevator is out of order, again!		MAIN				public elevator		Irena Allen								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/9/2021 11:15:10		CALL		There is no toilet paper in the staff bathroom, the garbage cans in the library have not been emptied, and there is a sticky substance on the floor near the computers that needs to be mopped up. One patron said the floor seemed sticky and that we needed to wipe it up!		WEST				Staff Bathroom (no toilet paper), the tile floors in the library and the garbage cans in the library and staff room. 		Mikal Hemingway 								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Called Mark Hayes		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		11/9/2021 11:26:05		1163082		A patron came in and said there is a soiled sleeping bag in front of the library by the book drop that needs to be removed. I will send a picture of the item shortly. 		WEST				In front of the West Oakland library by the book drop		Mikal Hemingway 								Illegal Dumping		No				Referred to CODE ENFORCEMENT		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No 		No 

		11/9/2021 12:19:36		1163112		First toilet is clogged		MAIN				Women's bathroom in basement		Claudia De Anda								Plumbing		No				informed Mark Hayes + Greg Johnson		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				No

		11/9/2021 12:22:42		DUPLICATE		toilet flush is slow and the water is rising. 		MAIN				staff women's restroom on ground floor		Pat Toney								Plumbing		Do Not Know				duplicate		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/9/2021 12:24:32		1163110		The ceiling above Kevin’s workspace where the AMS install took place is leaking again (see attached video). 		MAIN				basement level in Acquisitions		Jay Avalos						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lwsgoq_JYegY-_NOpvDMBn1_LRdLTMSd		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/9/2021 12:47:13		DUPLICATE		toilet is clogged with paper and soap dispenser has been broken		MAIN				basement floor adult bathroom nearest elevator		Yen Luong								Plumbing		No				duplicate		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/9/2021 14:18:54		1163193		6 of the lights on the ceiling didn't come back on after we had a short (5 sec) black out 		MAIN				Children's Room		Yen Luong/Lisa Fung								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/9/2021 15:36:01		1163198		Put in ticket previously to have screen at back window in room fixed 9/28/2021. ticket was completed but the screen fell off again and needs to be reinstalled. This is a safety hazard as that window is not easily visible but is accessible to patrons (potential to fall or things be thrown out window). Screen available in Teen Zone office with red paper on it with 'for public works to reinstall' labelled on it. 		MAIN				2nd floor, teen zone, back left room from main teen zone entrance, 13th St side of building, screen missing at window near exit to magazine and newspaper room		Natasha Moullen								Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1151380				2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		11/9/2021 16:28:39		1163200		Need several lights updated in main room and one in the office space. Main Room: 2 long lights and 3 single bulb lights in the middle circle of the room need to be changed out. Office: 1 long light near the back office (door 221) needs to be changed out. 		MAIN				2nd floor, Teen Zone, ceiling lights in room		Natasha Moullen								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		11/9/2021 17:19:41		1163296		the left hand bathroom toilet is leaking to the left of the stem that goes above the toilet. Fair amount of water coming out.  I screwed in the screw in the plate in the wall and the screw where the pipe enters the wall- this decreases the amount of water coming out to the occasional drop but the toilet still flushes. Put that bathroom out of order. 		MLK				public restroom- one closest to front door		Celia Davis								Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		11/10/2021 11:27:48		EMAIL		We are trying to use the red binder but the notes disappeared between Monday evening after we closed and Tuesday morning when we opened. I addressed some of the outstanding issues in a service request yesterday. Is the check list to be used? It wasn't last week. I put a sticky over last week's dates with this week's dates so as to not waste paper. Monday is missing as a day of the week on this checklist. It says computer areas are to be cleaned but they haven't been cleaned in a few years (staff have shared concerns) so can I get clarification if this is a custodial duty or not? 		WEST				Computer Areas		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CzRMVWEfUYTg25hS4dWgSg2i3l9VZHn4, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1p4jeW1Zi8FOlJjsw0Y2WgrarEhZPUPqu, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fAET8US9RTze02gOEUnNp0WCBT7cra9W		Cleaning / Custodial						Email Mark Hayes		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/10/2021 11:45:31		EMAIL		Men's bathroom has not been cleaned in several days.  		WEST				Men's bathroom		Julia Flynn								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				Email Mark Hayes		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/10/2021 11:49:30		1163484		There are several lights out in the front of the library. If you look at the pictures attached, they have been circled. 		81ST				Main floor, Area in front of front desk and near Adult DVD Area. 		Brenda Membreño						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1B7gSnsgjfNarpVDxVmKel8X2JiXUjYh4, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ybEt1FDU-L27ao9fCgcJuG4Oy_NWrTt_, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fpY7Uy5hTVpk51vcflFlW85DrbZCZTYi		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/10/2021 11:49:56		1163492		Clock is one hour ahead, needs to be adjusted one hour back.		GG				Main Lobby, behind counter.  Clock located up on wall above circuit breakers.		Erin Sanders								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Need ladder.  Clock is located about 9 ft up wall.

		11/10/2021 13:28:58		1163448		2 high ceiling lights out between levels E and F in Oak St. side stairwell		MAIN				Oak St side stairwell		Irena Allen								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/10/2021 13:33:45		1163791		The security light in the front has been flickering and turn off. I am not certain what is going on but the light is supposed to always be on.		DIM				Entrance/lobby		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HrSDe8gUNQtrSEEp6JqDdTpJIk2_9-GR		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		will need a ladder or cherry lift

		11/10/2021 13:38:27		1163782		One of the high ceiling lights in the children's area is out.		DIM				Children's area		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=17l8urif5M8p_yw7IVg8V8_JyuWipRcts		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		1152163		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Will need a cherry lift		must be done while closed to the public

		11/10/2021 13:42:54		CALL		Missed trash service from Waste Management.		DIM				outside dumpster area		Zadok Doe'Parker						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dNz0ZrZ5ep-7BXN3UP76Pi1341m_aHvn, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1m1wuTZfFHVnteWP9N_ytzIJFWV8RPHnr		Cleaning / Custodial						Refer to WM		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		N/a		N/a

		11/10/2021 13:43:29		1163479		I would like this lock changed to remain unlocked OR be keyed to a "WC" so that all library staff can enter this closet without a special key.  This lock was missed during the large scale key replacement project at Main about 8 years ago.  The key that works is kept at Kere's workstation behind a small mirror that she keeps on her desk in a green glass container.		MAIN				Main Library Room 204 (lobby outside Director's Office)		Jamie Turbak						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SoI2ALK8rmZsLtuekIbsNv0UCbr0Dnnu		Key / Lock Management		No		no previous ticket		Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)		this has not happened as of 12/13/21 ?																														None		no		this is not a low priority

		11/10/2021 13:43:41		1163777		We need a zigzag key to open toilet paper holders, when paper runs out, especially for evenings and weekends		MAIN				Chikdren's Room		Lisa Fung								Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no

		11/10/2021 13:51:45		Refer		I am unsure if this should be sent to IT, apologies if I'm putting this in the wrong form! Currently, we get announcements in the building through out loudspeaker in the Children's Room. I was told at one point that announcements should come through the phones. Is there a way to make this happen? I think the announcements would be more audible if they came from the phone speakers. Thank you!		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem								Other (Specify on next page)						Refer to IT		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/10/2021 14:30:24		Refer		data port is inactive in the main library Teen Zone and needs to be fixed or made active for the department to use. Previous request was submitted by Sharon Mckellar in June but the request was possibly closed before being resolved. 		MAIN				2nd floor, Teen Zone, right wall just at the main entrance to the Teen Zone (wall leading to the offices), behind a small bookshelf at door (blocking the data port and cord)		Natasha Moullen								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		INC0087696		Refer to IT		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		11/10/2021 15:20:33		1163823		The floor between the computers and the wall is sticky		WEST				Floor near public computer #4		Rebecca Highland								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/10/2021 15:44:36		1163497		Restroom closest to elevator is stopped up and currently out of service.		MAIN				basement level		Alma Garcia								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/10/2021 19:22:01		1163807		The lightbulb above my desk is flickering and about about to die		81ST				Second Floor, branch manager's office		Brian Guenther								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed

		11/12/2021 9:18:18		1163863		Brookfield Library missed custodial service today.  11/12/2021		BRO				Brookfiueld Library		Thevaki / Alfred		615-5862						Cleaning / Custodial						CALL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None

		11/12/2021 11:41:43		1163851		We have ants! This morning I found a discarded McDonald's bag with food scraps inside stuffed into the bottom shelf, and a trail of ants leading to it. Have removed the food source and done a first sweep with just alcohol-based sanitizer, but we will probably need some CHILD-SAFE ant bait (like Terro) placed inside the shelving unit, and any other appropriate treatment. Hard to see where the ants are coming from outside.		MAIN				Main Children's Room in the 900s, floor-level shelf near the window. Shelf has been cleared of books to be easier to identify and access.		Remy Timbrook								Pest		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Public area with medium traffic; please be discreet.		We're here 7 days a week.

		11/12/2021 13:24:45		1163939		We closed the women's rest room at West because it appears that we have a clogged toilet. 		WEST				The women's rest room		Mikal Hemingway								Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No 		No

		11/12/2021 13:55:17		1163941		Patron complained there are no paper towels in men's restroom		WEST				Men's Bathroom		Julia Flynn								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				Email		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/12/2021 16:50:56		1164428		A piece of one of the cracked back steps has broken off and the stairs continue to be a tripping hazard.		DIM				back stair case located next to the teen area		Zadok Doe'Parker		5104827823				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1D2cCX0vQMmTJsBln6tSTGLc95R-69DZV, https://drive.google.com/open?id=10ZqRNLxYBt-RSLRqPePGHTU0FfWXSjx_, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d6o5xtwhkjIgUN0RUaO9eRU2caTYF9qW, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vPit8dHeuJGHkGC4TKNh57O9SMO_GgxV		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1149779		CANCEL - combined		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Floors (transition strips, loose tile, rips, cracked)		None		N/a		N/a

		11/12/2021 17:40:52		REFER		need existing alarm code for Brianna Collins programmed to also work at the Elmhurst Library		ELM				Elmhurst burglar alarm		Brianna Collins		510-615-5812						Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)						Emailed Brianna to submit IT ticket		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)				Security Alarm Door Code																												None

		11/13/2021 9:33:35		CALL		Bathrooms have not been serviced, Trash cans have not been emptied		MLK				Entire Branch		Khalilah Fortenberry		510-615-5728						Cleaning / Custodial		No				CALL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None		Gate is usually locked before 9 AM, but staff are present after that		As soon as a staff member has the capacity to do so

		11/13/2021 10:56:30		CALL		No regular or limited custodial service.		TEM				The whole building		Karen Ko		510-597-5058						Cleaning / Custodial		No				CALL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None		None		Before public service hour at 10 am.

		11/13/2021 11:01:26		CALL		We didn't receive custodial service this morning. Garbage cans & recycling bins need to be emptied throughout the branch. All public and staff restrooms need service. Restroom floors especially need to be mopped. Lastly, the carpets need vacuuming. 		ROC				We didn't receive custodial service this morning. Garbage cans & recycling bins need to be emptied throughout the branch. All patron restrooms & our staff restroom need service. Lastly, the carpets need vacuuming. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin		510-597-5057						Cleaning / Custodial		No				CALL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		11/13/2021 12:58:28		CALL		This is the second day this bathroom has been out of paper towels. Now it is also out of toilet paper. We had been restocking the paper towels from time to time from the CR, but we don't have any toilet paper, so I marked it out of service.		MAIN				Public bathroom #1 in the basement hallway		Remy Timbrook/Jesse Nachem		238-3616						Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				CALL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week

		11/13/2021 13:13:35		CALL		It looks like we did not receive custodial service today. The trash cans still have trash in them from the day before. 		WEST				The west Oakland Library		Mikal Hemingway 		510-238-7352						Cleaning / Custodial		No				CALL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None		No 		No 

		11/13/2021 13:16:42		CALL		The toilet in the far stall in the women's rest room appears to be either broken or clogged. A patron complained about the smell. 		WEST				The West Oakland library public bathrooms		Mikal Hemingway 		510-238-7352						Plumbing		Yes		1163939		CALL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																						Toilet (clogged)										One to two complaints in the past week		No 		No 

		11/13/2021 13:20:16		CALL		A patron complained about the items in the urinal in the Men's rest room. He said it also looked like it has not been cleaned in awhile. 		WEST				The West Oakland Library Men's Public Restroom 		Mikal Hemingway 		510-238-7352						Cleaning / Custodial		No				CALL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Bathroom Cleaning Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week		No 		No 

		11/13/2021 14:22:27		1164461		The urinal in Restroom B, on the ground floor, has a constant drip happening from inside of the bowl at the top. Please see picture. This is a public restroom. I am hoping that we can get this fixed ASAP since we are in a drought & no one wants to waste water. 		ROC				The urinal in Restroom B, on the ground floor, has a constant drip happening from inside of the bowl at the top. Please see picture. This is a public restroom. I am hoping that we can get this fixed ASAP since we are in a drought & no one wants to waste water. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin		510-597-5057				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yk-dUtFd_8n3hV5k5PkEo4hY80U5r9kM		Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		WOCREATE																				Other										One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		11/13/2021 17:21:47		DUPLICATE		The light is out. Given recent incidents with patrons hiding and smoking there, it would be good to get the bulb replaced ASAP.		MAIN				Level F, stairwell		Camille Peters		3163						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Duplicate		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Light Bulb Replacement																						None

		11/13/2021 17:22:42		1164468		The trash can outside is overflowing.		PIE				Outside the library.		Leni Matthews		510-597-5011						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Garbage Pick-up Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week

		11/15/2021 9:46:47		CALL		We did not recieve custodial service today. We also didn't get custodial service on Saturday. Trash and recycling are overflowing, restrooms are dirty		WEST				Entire library		Rebecca Highland		510-238-7352						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Called Mark Hayes		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Missed Service																								One to two complaints in the past week

		11/15/2021 9:48:16		CALL		One of the women's restroom stalls is unusable due to sanitary products in the toilet and wet toilet paper on the floor. We put an out of order sign on the stall.		WEST				Women's restroom, first floor		Rebecca Highland		510-238-7352						Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				Called Mark Hayes		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Bathroom Cleaning Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week

		11/15/2021 9:51:23		1164417		There is a strong smell in our front office. It smells like something died. There are several mouse traps around the room but I'm not brave enough to look in them. The smell is strong enough that we can't work in that space.		WEST				Front office, behind the circulation desk		Rebecca Highland		510-238-7352						Pest		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Called Mark Hayes																						Mice / Rats		Inside

		11/15/2021 10:56:09		1164473		It looks like a lot of dirt/dust might have come in through window while work was going on in the street. We need a mopping of the floors and vacuuming. 		MAIN				Second Start Office--2nd Floor though the Magazine and Newspaper Room		Kelly Frasier		510 238-6934						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Carpet/Floor Cleaning Needed																								None		No		No

		11/15/2021 14:17:11		1164466		Kids turning off the lights in our public restrooms has been an ongoing problem. I believe they all have motion sensors. Can the light switches be taken out or otherwise covered to keep the public from turning them off?		81ST				First floor restrooms		Brian Guenther		615-5813						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Other

		11/15/2021 15:00:46		1164484		Light is out above Adult Circ desk.  It's a bit dark without it.		MON				Light is out above Adult Circulation Desk		Martha Muller/Loraine McVey		510-482-7865						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know		Martha called this morning and left a message at 2000.  Loraine		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						None

		11/16/2021 9:19:56		CALL		we did not receive custodial service as of 9:20am		MLK				everywhere		Celia Davis		5106155739						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Called Mark Hayes		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None		no		no

		11/16/2021 11:57:33		EMAIL		Our front automatic door continually stops working when someone tries to exit. Our building engineer, Joe, said that he was going to seek permission for an outside contractor to look at it. Further, the instructions say it needs to be inspected annually by a certified inspector, and I do not believe this has happened. We end up leaving the door open which makes it cold inside the building. 		81ST				Front entrance		Brian Guenther, Sally Engelfried, Brenda Membreno		615-5813						Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1152724		Read notes on WO #1292467		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		11/16/2021 14:08:54		1164805		There is human excrement in the Fire Alarm parking lot, between spaces 44 & 45, where the delivery vans park. 		MAIN				Fire Alarm parking lot, between spaces 44 & 45		Josephine Sayers		510-238-3040						Homeless Concern or Issue						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/16/2021 16:35:00		1165364		Downspout is detached about 18 in above the ground. (Is this related to the flooding in the meeting room on Mon Oct 25?)		GG				exterior - ground level - NW side near chain link fence/picnic tables towards San Pablo		Erin Sanders		5029				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1r47SNlSE1QN0TMI60pN8LCDJWNv47izG		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Gutter and Drain Pipes		One to two complaints in the past week				If this is related to meeting room flooding, please address before the next heavy rain

		11/16/2021 16:39:40		1165257		This leak has not been fixed as reported. Moisture has come through the new paint job after rains. Multiple tickets have been submitted for this issue; please fix it before mold forms.		GG				above staff stairwell, on the wall just below the ceiling (behind circ desk)		Erin Sanders		5029				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gZ_aoWjlc54l1-_Xbh67h8XSV14jFFBC		Mold / Moisture		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)														Peeling or Bubbling Paint																		One to two complaints in the past week		high ceiling; from exterior, this is way above the back stairwell and the roof access is 1.5 stories up		paint & plaster will get more damaged & more likely to mold with coming rains

		11/16/2021 17:49:55		1164972		Our security system's cameras are not recording. The main monitor (with screen showing all cameras) continues to turn off and turn back on every few minutes. It's important to have the cameras recording so as to assist us (and police if appropriate) when documenting violent or threatening incidents. Not having the cameras recording serious incidents makes staff (and patrons) feel unsafe. The cameras are working fine, it's just that they are not recording. 		CHA				3301 E 12th St. Ste. 271		Pete Villasenor		510-535-5621				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fI6aKYlb5HZ7d_062-1wNtpVEzY6lChR, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MbVIiyzDb8Q_6ob-5cBrrKJT81aj-Kv4		Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Do Not Know				Referred		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)				Security Cameras / Monitor																												Three to six complaints in the past week		No.		No.

		11/16/2021 18:38:30		INTERNAL		We need two plexiglass stands, preferably ones with an opening for item exchange.		PIE				Circulation desk.		Leni Matthews		510-597-5011						Other (Specify on next page)		No				internal		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		11/16/2021 19:24:54		1164983		Light is flickering in adult section by DVDs.		WEST				Ceiling in adult area		Julia Flynn		510-238-6585						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Fixture																						One to two complaints in the past week

		11/17/2021 8:59:42		1164955		Public elevator out of order as of 11/16/21 @ ~7:45pm		MAIN				public elevator		Irena Allen								Elevator Issue						Greg Johnson notified		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/17/2021 10:41:11		1165023		The cover plate of one of our lights fell off. Thanks!		WEST				West, children's side		Rebecca Highland		510-238-7352				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1R6T409Bi9saZZzAGLO2PM0PTUREZF-Qs		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Light Fixture																						One to two complaints in the past week

		11/17/2021 11:14:11		1165320		A patron broke our paper towel dispenser. We're thinking he used the space behind it to hide personal items. We will need the paper towel dispenser fixed or replaced and the hole sealed up to prevent this from happening in the future. 		MLK				Restroom on the rigt		Annabelle, Celia or Anna		510-615-5728				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gEYwPtfoi012_cSOgI-YxA2IEgnpRwFE		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Their is no where to put paper towels, and the broken dispenser has sharp edges. 		No. 

		11/17/2021 11:28:59		1165353		Clogged Sink		MLK				Staff Break Room Sink		Annabelle, Celia, or Alison		510-615-5728						Plumbing		Do Not Know				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																						Sink Drain (leaking or clogged)										Three to six complaints in the past week		It's in a small staff area

		11/18/2021 11:31:45		1165433		We would like to remove the electric wiring and outlets.		MAIN				First floor, Oak st. side, behind the former Ref Desk		Mana Tominaga		6611						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Other																						None

		11/18/2021 8:58:51		EMAIL		There was missed service in the library today. There was still garbage from the previous day.		PIE				Throughout 		Leni		510-597-5011						Cleaning / Custodial		No				EMAIL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None		No		No

		11/18/2021 9:36:32		1165319		Parts of the building have smelled like gas was leaking during the last couple of days.  PG&E has come and deemed that there is no gas leaking.  We think something may be wrong with the heater.		ELM				Heater in Janitor's Closet		Ana-Elba Pavon		510-615-5869						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)		REQ'D OPW evaluate heater per D.D.														Other																None

		11/18/2021 12:28:32		1165351		The toilet appears to have overflowed in the bathroom. There is only one public bathroom, so if someone can come today that would be much appreciated. Though the liquid on the floor appears to be transparent water, it is not known what potential human waste may also be in the water. The toilet is currently flushing, but we would also like the plumbing checked out in case the problem persists.		MON				Public Restroom, Montclair Branch. The restroom is in the Children's room.		Mahate Osborn		510-482-7810						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)								Janitorial Hazard (Bodily fluids)																								None		No		As soon as possible, please

		11/18/2021 15:20:57		1165439		we used to get regular vacuum service and now it is apparent we haven't received any  		MAIN				Room 6		Pat Toney		3848						Cleaning / Custodial		No				EMAIL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Carpet Vacuuming Needed																								None

		11/18/2021 17:10:53		1165527		It is believed that a young patron has accidentally wet their pants on the interior rug to the entrance of the library. Staff overheard student talking with teacher about an accident in the area where the rug is noticeably wet. The rug is located near the security guard, and they have also reported a possible odor. 		ELM				Front door rug 		Brianna Meli 		5106155727				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LxC13uaSC-BhlUJl62JyI8Vm39kIhWFF		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Janitorial Hazard (Bodily fluids)																								None		locked front gate and front door during closed hours		no

		11/19/2021 9:09:41		1165531		There are several lights out near the front of the library (Magazines, DVDs Quiet Area) and one out in the Teen Zone		81ST				DVD/Magazines/Quiet Area/Teen Zone		Brian Guenther, Brenda Membreno, Sally EngelFried		615-5813						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed												Light Bulb Replacement

		11/19/2021 9:33:07		1165550		I'm not sure if our new custodian Raymond is here yet or we are having back fill this week. I don't think the custodian that is coming realizes there is a staff restroom so we haven't had service all week. Also staff kitchen needs paper towels refilled. Lastly we have a Study Room in the back corner of the adult area (it has louvered doors). The universal padlock opens it. We left it open last night. It needs to be vacuumed badly. 		WEST				Library - staff kitchen & restroom as well as study room		Susy Moorhead		510-238-6585						Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Other																								One to two complaints in the past week

		11/19/2021 11:18:42		1165585		Illegal dumping near Fire Alarm lot facing 13th St.		MAIN				Fire Alarm lot facing 13th St		Jose Rico						https://drive.google.com/open?id=16cQ08yd749IhcSAVBrOUBXxy0ol_6MhC		Illegal Dumping		No				Referred		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/20/2021 9:33:33		1166080		This morning we saw a mouse run across the staff room floor next to the lockers. We checked the glue traps next to the table in the staff room and there were fresh mouse droppings around it. 		WEST				The Staff room 		Mikal Hemingway 		510-238-7352						Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																								Mice / Rats		Inside						None		No 		No 

		11/20/2021 9:50:03		EMAIL		We didn't get custodial service today. Garbage cans/recycling bins are full throughout the branch, restrooms need to be cleaned (public & staff), & carpets need to be vacuumed. 		ROC				We didn't get custodial service today. Garbage cans/recycling bins are full throughout the branch, restrooms need to be cleaned (public & staff), & carpets need to be vacuumed. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin		510-597-5057						Cleaning / Custodial		No				EMAIL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None		No. There have been no patron complaints yet as we haven't opened our doors to the public yet. I anticipate patrons to complain though about the state of our restrooms.		There are no time preferences or limitations. Please send someone from custodial as soon as is possible. 

		11/20/2021 9:51:18		1166069		The front metal gate is rusty and doesn't open or close well.  It needs to be lubricated.		MEL				front entrance metal gate		Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/20/2021 10:28:57		1166038		The ant situation is much worse than we anticipated.  Pest control came out and treated the upstairs office and kitchen; however, there are ants teaming through the community room.  They are also in the children's area upstairs.  They are difficult to see because of the dark floors/wood.		MEL				downstairs community room, children's shelves in corner facing 48th Ave		Kate Hug		510-535-5641				https://drive.google.com/open?id=17T-ZC_5OSzdmbHhvdVVYoTwn-N-K9R2Y, https://drive.google.com/open?id=15qps2TbRgeH4DwnK1Xjsq33P1Wy09nOt, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NzO9hdgyNYP2kDG4KcUrlGDTh4PzbVOH		Pest		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																								Roaches / Ants / Bed Bugs		Both Inside and Outside

		11/20/2021 10:34:47		1166063		This problem has been growing worse.  With the recent flooding of the downstairs community room, the problem is now throughout the library.  Anywhere where there has been significant water incursion, the floors are pulling up, crumbling, buckling.  In the public areas, these are slowly becoming a safety issue.  This will require a huge fix so it needs to be known now that this is only going to get a lot worse.		MEL				Teen Zone, downstairs Community Room, back office		Kate Hug		510-535-5641				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QzQPwPCH58-aN9y0Ds2qhI-sKkb4ms_D, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rlOx9Jo0mfhsc5uXOELTcLCb4Ve2DATY, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MilCrwuYcww5hg1GCzjCVGv9mp9v-aH6, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ub-Z5Sh7yls2G1GvLShGSmTEDqSPoEZa		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Floors (transition strips, loose tile, rips, cracked)

		11/20/2021 11:45:14		EMAIL		Missed custodial service.		MLK				branch		Alison		5739						Cleaning / Custodial		No				EMAIL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								One to two complaints in the past week

		11/20/2021 13:52:23		EMAIL		The West Oakland Library has not received custodial service today. The garbage cans still have trash in them from yesterday. 		WEST				West Oakland 		Mikal Hemingway 		510-238-7352						Cleaning / Custodial		No				EMAIL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None		No		No 

		11/20/2021 16:24:55		1166031		There's leakage/seepage above the crown molding & on the ceiling at the right of the TLL office bay windows. The staff member who noted it believes the ceiling stain may be spreading (i.e. not old, but current leak). It's too high up for us to tell whether it's wet. 		TEM				Basement office - door is directly right of the public stairway when facing the stairs. 		Ally Hack		510-597-5058				.		Structural / Construction Issue		Do Not Know				WO Create		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Signs of Water Intrusion (moldy smell, rippling/peeling paint, stains or rust)				Our roof is currently being worked on and this may be a previously undetected leak. We'd like it assessed in relation to current roof work. 

		11/22/2021 10:30:57		1166088		Hand soap dispenser in staff kitchen area in Room 216 needs a refill		MAIN				2nd floor Room 216 kitchen area		Sara DuBois								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								None

		11/22/2021 12:07:06		1166104		tagging on 14th St. facing front facade		MAIN				front wall of Main entrance steps		Mana Tominaga via Irena						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xf6aHKqXchJ3sL77jLPusviMwNi3uskU		Graffiti						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		11/22/2021 14:04:00		1166202		There's no soap in the children's bathroom, the red one. 		MAIN				No soap at the children's bathroom, the red one. 		Yen Luong		5102383616						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week

		11/23/2021 8:38:19		1166236		staff reports one toilet in the men's public 2nd floor restroom and one toilet in staff restroom to be leaking from the wall.		81ST				two restrooms		Brian, Brenda, Sally, Stephanie, Brianna								Plumbing						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Toilet Broken

		11/23/2021 8:42:35		1166320		Staff report feces on the stairs mentioned in this ticket. 		MAIN				stairs leading to Main entrance facing Madison and 14th side		Shannon  McQueen		510-238-3145						Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		11/23/2021 8:58:14		1166322		Second start staff report RFID clock fell and staff are unclear how to reset it.		MAIN				2nd floor, Second Start office inside M&N room		Kelly Frasier		510-238-6934						Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)						Clock																										One to two complaints in the past week

		11/23/2021 12:03:19		1166424		Toilet is clogged. Please address ASAP as this is our only public restroom (and the only public restroom in the neighborhood).		GG				public restroom (downstairs)		Erin Sanders		5029						Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Toilet (clogged)										Three to six complaints in the past week				as soon as possible

		11/23/2021 15:53:56		1166559		We have switched where the DVDs and CDs are with Spanish books and the DVD/Video/Music sign needs to be moved 		81ST				first floor		Brian Guenther		615-5813				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OojR3g-8RKQPCT83-mu4NQHhXfYk2E2R		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed																																Carpentry

		11/23/2021 18:08:44		1166555		The AC is blowing cold air, please turn the heat up		DIM				Entire library		Zadok Doe'Parker		510-482-7823						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Adjust Temperature - Too Cold																None		N/a		N/a

		11/23/2021 18:58:51		1166564		The emergency alarm on the back emergency exit battery/batteries have died. 		DIM				back emergency exit		Zadok Doe'Parker		5104827823				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jwbVcw75LCuqun0GGixmnvmEwWHOJwXb, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Em0niI-vTqwGdUas8hjtoSTvQZR0bPLQ		Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)				Security Alarm System																												None		N/a		N/a

		11/24/2021 12:12:36		1166671		We just had a patron complaint about there being no soap in the Men's restroom. He filled out a comment card. I will forward along a picture of the comment card. 		WEST				The West Oakland Men's restroom 		Mikal Hemingway 		510-238-7352						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		CALLED Mark Hayes						Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week		No 		No

		11/24/2021 14:00:12		1166674		The same toilet that was serviced is still about to overflow. So we have again closed it to the public		GG				basement public toilet		Erin Sanders or Stephanie Hamilton		510-597-5023						Plumbing		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Toilet (clogged)										One to two complaints in the past week				We're open til 8 pm tonight

		11/24/2021 15:06:02		1166717		We would like a carbon monoxide detector.		ELM				Somewhere in the large room		Ana-Elba Pavon		5106155869						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		11/24/2021 18:21:28		1167203		The alarm panel is still displaying Low Battery / Disabled. This is a safety concern if it effects the fire alarm. 		81ST				front entrance		Brian Guenther		615-5813						Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		1156486		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)				Fire Alarm System

		11/27/2021 9:30:31		EMAIL		Did not receive custodial service, assuming this is due to the holiday! The bathrooms are in good condition due to low traffic, so not as urgent as another branch may be 		MLK				Martin Luther King Branch		Khalilah Fortenberry		510-615-5728						Cleaning / Custodial		No				EMAIL		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)								Missed Service																								None		Gate is locked before 9AM		No

		11/27/2021 9:49:07		EMAIL		No regular or even limited custodial service.		TEM				Both upstairs & downstairs of the branch.		Karen Ko		510-597-5058						Cleaning / Custodial		No				EMAIL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None		None		Before public hours start 10 am.

		11/27/2021 9:54:29		1167211		Several staff attempted to call the elevator to the 1st floor but nothing happened.  We did not hear sounds of it moving like we normally did. 		MAIN				Staff elevator		Alma / Shannon/ Josephine		-3144 or 3145						Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Our public elevator is out and the staff elevator is used to move materials between floors.  We also use it to assist patrons who are unable to use the stairs.  		ASAP

		11/27/2021 9:55:11		EMAIL		We did not receive custodial service since closure on Wednesday night. (Currently Saturday of the holiday weekend, the first day we will be open to the public.) The bathrooms are trashed -- used paper on the floor, stains on toilet seats, no paper towels, full garbage cans. I don't think it rates as an after-hours emergency (and I understand it may be Monday morning before someone sees this to act on it), but I'm logging it as missed service. We may just lock the doors and allow patrons to use the children's room bathrooms this weekend.		MAIN				basement-level public bathrooms (in hallway near public elevator)		Remy Timbrook / Lolade Gbadebo / Jesse Nachem		238-3616						Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				EMAIL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None

		11/27/2021 10:10:58		EMAIL		Library wasn't cleaned this morning, including the public restrooms.		CHA				3301 E. 12th St. Ste 271 2nd floor		Pete Villasenor		510-535-5621						Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				EMAIL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None		No		No

		11/27/2021 13:48:39		EMAIL		Both bathrooms are very messy with toilet paper and other trash on the floors and all over the stalls. "Bathroom B" appears to have feces covered in either toilet paper or paper towels in the urinal. "Bathroom A" has one toilet that is covered in vomit and the other toilet is full of toilet paper. I did not check the toilet in "Bathroom B"		ROC				both 1st floor restrooms		Sandra Toscano, Liz Soskin		510-597-5057						Cleaning / Custodial						EMAIL		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Bathroom Cleaning Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week		Bathroom doors are locked so no one from the public could use them. The keys are hanging on a hook in our key box which is around the corner from the wall clock, in the non-public-facing desk area. Both bathrooms appear unsafe and may require biohazard protection for cleaning.

		11/27/2021 16:10:14		EMAIL		It looks like we have not received custodial service today.		WEST				The West Oakland Library		Mikal Hemingway 		510-238-7352						Cleaning / Custodial		No				EMAIL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None		No 		No 

		11/29/2021 9:17:48		DUPLICATE		We have new graffiti on the front walls. I also think we can remove the memorial as it's been up for a bit longer than a week. 		MAIN				front facade		Mana Tominaga		6611						Graffiti				1166104		EMAIL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		11/29/2021 13:38:14		CALL		Dimond missed garbage pick up from waste management last and our dumpster is becoming full		DIM				behind branch		Zadok Doe'Parker		510-482-7823						Cleaning / Custodial						CALL WM		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Garbage Pick-up Needed																								None		N/a		N/a

		11/29/2021 14:28:17		1167316		Please vacuum and mop the floor 		MAIN				Second Start via M&N		Kelly Frasier		510-238-6934						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Carpet Vacuuming Needed

		11/29/2021 17:25:35		1167804		We became aware of puddle in the break room at 11 am. I mopped it up thinking it was a water spill by a volunteer BUT at 4 pm another puddle of water had appeared in the exact same area. We are not clear where the water is coming  from or why this issue is occurring. One hour later (5 PM) and another small puddle appeared. I suspect it is coming from underneath (no sign of it coming from the celling or walls) but am documenting the incident to keep track of future flooding in this area. I marked as high priority because of how frequent the water kept appearing today AND this is occuring in a high-foot-traffic area; staff nearly slipped throughout the day and the water had to be repeatedly cleaned. 		MEL				Kitchen / Break room located on the bottom floor. 		Adolfo Gomez		510-535-5623				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Nf9y6foBe21mYw8_kT8E15mivnYXEqsi, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QEze-JRVnfUvHpD6Eyp6tpth7LiosUAD		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Signs of Water Intrusion (moldy smell, rippling/peeling paint, stains or rust)		One to two complaints in the past week				n/a

		11/30/2021 12:41:44		1167814		The door in the kitchen / break room is falling. It looks like some of the screws ae loose, which may be causing it to lean over, making it impossible to close the door without lifting it a bit (please refer to pictures). This is not the first time this issue occurs. It's important that this door get fixed soon as possible because the kitchen / break room is off limits to patrons and this is is the only space where staff can take their breaks. 		MEL				When you enter the library from the Fremont entrance, it's the first door on the left. Bottom floor. 		Adolfo		510-535-5623				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LOKIB11vE-jq1UX72SohGFatmJl4CGFE, https://drive.google.com/open?id=17_qQ0SLtKXl5ON5ngqUnKMX7NxxJvqo7, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OHYZZNU6mwZOv6QmYreYmNNO0D8rkzMG		Structural / Construction Issue		No		n/a				3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Doors		None		n/a		I would only ask that they avoid trying to fix it on a Tuesday morning and early afternoon, as it's incredibly busy in that area due to the food distribution program. If it has to happen on a Tuesday, then later in the afternoon (after 1 pm) is preferred. 

		11/30/2021 12:43:45		1167849		This morning we heard the pipes shaking in the walls throughout the building. It lasted several minutes. Later found out that whenever someone flushed the toilets upstairs (confirmed for upstairs 3 times) the pipes started to shake. My co-worker happened to notice that the pipes stopped shaking after opening the kitchen faucet. This worked on all 3 accounts. Can someone be sent to take a look. With more groups using the community room, there will be an increase of patrons using the bathrooms upstairs. 		81ST				Water Pipes. Heard all over the library. Mechanical Room in sorting room may be a starting point?		Brenda Membreñp		5106155833						Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know		Similar to the situation where pipes were backed up		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		11/30/2021 15:15:34		1167852		The white board in Study Room 1 has been defaced and we will be replacing it with a new one. The old one needs to be removed. Please inform us if there is any make/model information on the back of the whiteboard. This will likely require two people. 		81ST				Study Room 1		Brian Guenther		615-5813						Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																														Other		None

		11/30/2021 15:23:54		1167714		The urinal in Restroom B (ground floor) has feces in it. This is one of our public restrooms & needs to be cleaned up. 		ROC				The urinal in Restroom B (ground floor) has feces in it. This is one of our public restrooms & needs to be cleaned up. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, & Liz Soskin		510-597-5057						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		We don't have a previous ticket number for this. Ryan Lindsay originally reported this issue on 11/27/21. He said he never got a detail/ticket number emailed to him for this service request. 		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Janitorial Hazard (Bodily fluids)																								One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		12/1/2021 9:05:18		1167882		The toilet in Bathroom B is clogging.  		ROC				Downstairs bathroom B.		Liz Soskin, Sandra Toscano, Lisa Harter								Plumbing						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Toilet (clogged)

		12/1/2021 9:42:10		REFER		The security alarm is displaying error codes and beeping regularly.  Staff have attempted to properly re-arm the building and then disarm to no avail.		MEL				library security system		Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Referred to ITD - but Cancelled		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)				Security Alarm System

		12/1/2021 11:03:36		1167925		We haven't changed the clock that is high up on the wall in the children's area because.... it is so high up. Many people have complained the the clock is one hour ahead. 		81ST				Main floor. clock on wall in the back of the main floor. In the children's area. 		Brenda Membreno		516155833				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bkygKmmG-I58IICEo9U8jWCGmVyoPidj		Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)						Clock																										Seven or more complaints in the past week		Need ladder to reach clock. Clock is high up on the wall. 

		12/1/2021 11:16:37		EMAIL		A patron notified us that the public parking lot should be cleaned. I did go outside and saw that the trash bin next to the library, near the bookdrops is overflowing. There is also a pile of materials in the front corner of the lot next to the neighboring building, under the tables and chairs. There is some debris scattered throughout the lot.		ROC				Public Parking Lot		Sandra Toscano		510-597-5057						Cleaning / Custodial						Emailed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Garbage Pick-up Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week

		12/1/2021 12:37:01		1168119		HVAC MERV 13 filter is due for quarterly change on December 23rd 2021. Our last filter change was September 24th 2021, job done by United Comfort Solutions Inc (UCS). Technician indicated that the filter will need to be changed every 3 months in order for it to run properly for our indoor library. Filter specs is: MERV 13, 20x22x1 Please make arrangement for the vendor (UCS 408-272-9888) to change our filters if public works cannot provide the service. We do not want filter change to be delayed during the pandemic and when our indoor space is used by staff and the community.		ASN				Asian Branch HVAC		Janet Cheung		5102383406						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Other

		12/1/2021 15:13:18		DUP		The stairs in the back staircase near the teen area continue to be a tripping hazard and have not been worked on at all.		DIM				behind bramch		Zadok Doe'Parker		5104827823				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FRdSGlcsNjF_vDBTQQYlzDFV43dcioHX, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cKCj8cQPW4P4TJ1NIgq7HN9VJPZpLBvR, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1G0I4fnV4IkaX2x0nSt1Q_U5YiOrKitVu, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PoNijrpeeeFVVkVxM6d7QnwqAvtUg80y		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		11,644,281,149,779		EMAIL		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Floors (transition strips, loose tile, rips, cracked)		None		N/a		N/a

		12/1/2021 16:14:12		1168188		State elevator inspector came today and permit renewal is due - payment, weight testing, letter of compliance needed. This is just an FYI.		TEM				Elevator		Ally Hack		510-597-5058						Elevator Issue		No				CANCEL		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		12/1/2021 16:21:46		EMAIL		Lights out above the outside community room (back stairwell) and above the entrance to the elevator. This area is extremely dark and given shorter and shorter days, the problem is becoming more and more urgent. Patrons needing elevator access must enter a very dark, secluded area behind the building.		TEM				Back of building by community room stairwell and elevator.		Ally Hack		510-597-5058						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		1153918 - WO:1289154		DUPLICATE		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Light Bulb Replacement																								Light above stairwell is very high. 

		12/2/2021 8:59:58		1168042		There is no apparent light switch in this conference room and if there was an automatic sensor it no longer works. Can the light be turned back on? The room is currently plunged in darkness and is unusable.		MAIN				Conference room in M&N		Kelly Frasier 		-6934						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Fixture																						One to two complaints in the past week

		12/2/2021 11:21:30		1168213		The elevator inspector put the elevator "Out of Order"; it's missing a part (device) that holds the the door closed during an emergency 		ROC				The patron elevator at the front entrance of the building		Sandra Toscano		597-5017						Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		12/2/2021 11:57:32		EMAIL		Restroom needs soap and maybe also hand sanitizer.		MAIN				Men's Mezzanine Restroom		Josephine Sayers		510-238-3040						Cleaning / Custodial						EMAIL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week

		12/3/2021 9:45:11		1168435		Both soap dispensers are out of soap. 		MAIN				First floor staff restroom		Josephine Sayers		510-238-3040						Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed

		12/2/2021 14:34:34		1168401		The public restroom is out of large toilet paper rolls - please replenish ASAP		GG				downstairs public restroom		Erin Sanders		5029						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Other																								Three to six complaints in the past week				this is the only size that fits in the public restroom - restock needed asap

		12/3/2021 9:56:36		EMAIL		custodian did not clean surfaces this morning. Alarm was not set. 		MLK				surfaces		Celia Davis		5106155739				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JguW0QDefAbcBfC7PZPUIEamdJpVYVaJ		Cleaning / Custodial		No				EMAIL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other																								None		no		no

		12/3/2021 10:00:22		1168446		the hose bib needs replacing.  The metal could easily cut a person, and the bib was very hard to turn off.  At this point, I feel it should be replaced. We regularly use it to water the garden. Unhoused people use it regularly. 		MLK				69th Avenue side of the building. 		Celia Davis		5106155739						Other (Specify on next page)		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		12/3/2021 12:19:38		1168488		Because of the ant pest spraying, there are piles of dead/dying ants all over the community room and kitchen.  Please notify custodial that extra attention needs to be paid to mop these floors		MEL				community room (wall all along garden side); entire kitchen		Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Carpet/Floor Cleaning Needed

		12/3/2021 13:18:43		1168484		Need to install a 110 volt outlet near the door on the 2nd floor which leads to the patio, in order to convert the door to an ADA accessible entrance/exit.		CHA				2nd floor, near door which leads out to patio		Derrick DeMay		510-238-3479						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Outlets / Receptacle																						One to two complaints in the past week

		12/3/2021 13:36:18		DUP		Lights are out. 		MAIN				2nd floor, staff conference room near M&N and Second Start		Mana Tominaga		6611						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers				1168042		DUP		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Light Bulb Replacement																						None		It's a staff space so no patron complaints, but staff need to use the room sometimes. 

		12/3/2021 15:36:31		1168525		There is some poop near our hose bib, possibly human feces.		MLK				Outside on 69th ave side, on grass under MLK Library sign, near the hose bib.		Alison or Celia		5739				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Y15_vGA3RceVcapzaugOg7hvdaFyXXj4, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1B_4Poyq7qxMo-XsrB63_ADBLNUKoB18x		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/3/2021 17:38:37		1169058		The staff toilet will not flush. The chain that connects the handle to the flap is disconnected and we have not been able to reconnect it. 		MON				Montclair Branch Staff Restroom 		Mahate Osborn		510 482-7810						Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Toilet Broken										None		No 		As soon as possible please

		12/3/2021 17:56:12		1169018		Our custodian expressed discomfort going outside to the trash bins behind the library when it is dark, and mentioned that the lights were only sometimes on. That evening, they were off. However, they came on later in the evening. I wonder if they are on a timer, and if they need to be adjusted after the time change? If they can come on at 6:00pm, that would be most helpful to our custodian who goes out there every evening. It is the middle light and back light along the right side of the building that need to come on earlier.		MON				Montclair Library Outside Lights, along the right side of building		Mahate Osborn		510 482 7810 						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Other																						One to two complaints in the past week		During open hours, only challenge is that a ladder may be needed to access them. 		No. During open hours best.

		12/4/2021 9:08:38		EMAIL		Branch in need of regular overnight custodial service		CHA				Entire branch		Linda		510-535-5620						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None		No		Prior to library opening to the public at 10am on Saturday next week

		12/4/2021 9:28:38		EMAIL		We seem to be missing Saturday custodial service. This is the 3rd or so in a row. I don't thing we've gotten a response of a ticket number. 		TEM				Entire library both books and tools		Celia Jackson		510-597-5049						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		12/4/2021 10:48:05		EMAIL		Garbage not emptied in Children's Room or basement level restrooms		MAIN				Ground Floor restrooms, Children's Room		Louise Yu or Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None

		12/4/2021 11:23:16		EMAIL		both soap dispensers are out of soap.		MAIN				staff restroom, 1st floor. near Mana's office.		christy thomas		238-6570						Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				Emailed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								None		n/a		n/a

		12/4/2021 11:37:31		EMAIL		It seems that we did not receive custodial service this morning (Saturday 12/4). Trash and recycling bins need to be emptied throughout the branch, and the staff restroom out of toilet paper.		WEST				West Oakland branch		Hana Kadoyama								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								One to two complaints in the past week

		12/4/2021 12:16:49		EMAIL		no service as of 12:15pm		MLK				throughout library		Celia Davis		5106155739						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		12/4/2021 16:49:02		1169053		Fan in Public Restroom not working. When it was plugged in, it made hugely disruptive grinding noises that were so startlingly loud that one could not use the restroom, and it could be heard throughout the library. Someone came to fix the problem, but the grinding noise started up again that day. I disconnected the fan and submitted an additional ticket, but we haven't heard back. There have been no patron complaints this week, as the fan is unplugged. But the bathroom does need ventilation with its high use. Thank you! 		MON				Public Restroom (Children's Room, Montclair Branch)		Mahate Osborn or Geremie Celli		(510) 482-7810						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Fan Not Working																None		No		Morning 

		12/4/2021 17:15:46		1169022		Our fire alarm went off on Saturday, triggering the dropping of the fire gates/panels on the second floor balcony, the offices on the first floor, and the two study rooms. The panels need to be brought back up and there is also a high pitched noise coming from the balcony. 		81ST				second floor balcony, first floor offices, study rooms		Brian Guenther		615-5813						Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				call Greg Johnson		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		"fire door in specific rooms, fire alarm in whole building"		Security Gates

		12/4/2021 18:31:16		1169074		The Right window in the children's room has a lever that seems to have disconnected from the lock. Therefore, the window stays shut and will not open. 		MON				Children's Room R Window		Mahate Osborn		510 482-7810						Other (Specify on next page)		Yes						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		Morning

		12/4/2021 18:35:31		DUPLICATE		A Public Works Personnel came by to help us fix the issue with our long window handle tool not fitting several of our high windows. Not being able to open our windows causes hot days to swelter, as we can't let out the heat. He removed one of the window handles so as to get copies of it for the windows currently fitted with handles that do not match our tool. It has been a number of months, so I'm checking in to see what the status is on this. Thank you!		MON				Montclair Branch		Mahate Osborn		510 482-7810						Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		113696		Emailed Don Gibeau		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No complaints in the last week, but when it is hot we get lots of complaints. The windows are very high, requiring a ladder to access. 		Morning before opening

		12/4/2021 18:37:13		DUPLICATE		The toilet is not flushing. It appears to be a problem with the chain being broken.		MON				Montclair Staff Restroom		Mahate Osborn		510 482-7810						Plumbing		Yes				DUPLICATE		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Toilet Broken										None		None		Morning

		12/6/2021 9:20:05		DUPLICATE		Our fire alarm went off on Saturday (false alarm). In my office there is a constant high-pitched alarm sounding that makes it impossible for me to work in my office. The fire door has also gone down over my office window. A previous ticket was submitted for the fire doors, but I don't think my office was included. 		81ST				1st floor, children's librarian office		Sally Engelfried		510-615-5813						Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		Yes		1169022		DUPLICATE		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)				Fire Alarm System																												None		Must have key to my office		No.

		12/6/2021 13:46:32		1169176		bathroom is completely trashed (paper towels and seat covers all over the floor, possibly paraphernalia?)		MAIN				basement level, bathroom nearest to public elevator		Catherine Jennings		238-7323						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		ADA bathroom, 						Bathroom Cleaning Needed																								Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/6/2021 13:52:59		1169398		We have a total of 28 burned light bulbs in public area, information desk, and staff off that need to be replaced.		ASN				Public and Staff work areas		Cong Hoang		238-3406						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement

		12/6/2021 13:53:33		DUPLICATE		One of the light won't turn on. 		MAIN				children's room office, not the librarian area		Yen Luong		5102383616						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				DUP		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						None

		12/6/2021 13:55:08		1169380		One of two overhead fluorescent light fixtures in the staff area is not working this morning; presumably the bulb needs to be replaced. 		MAIN				Children's Room (basement level) in the staff area behind the service desks		Remy Timbrook or Jesse Nachem		238-3616						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						None

		12/6/2021 14:00:28		1169180		The automatic door-opening button does not open the door when pressed. This was a concern a few months ago, but I believe it was repaired and we've just noticed today that it isn't working again. Usually we keep the door open, but when weather or safety concerns apply, we close the door and keep it on "auto", and the button is supposed to work to allow patrons to enter and exit hands-free. It is an ADA-access issue and should be addressed ASAP.		MAIN				Children's Room (lowest level) entrance door on Oak Street		Jesse Nachem		238-3616						Other (Specify on next page)		Yes						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week				This is our primary entrance, so there will be foot traffic concerns; if it could be handled before opening at 10AM, that would be ideal.

		12/6/2021 14:37:05		1169227		Men's public restroom lighting over handicapped stall is burned out. Please replace.		CHA				3301 E. 12th St., Ste. 271 (2nd floor)		Pete Villasenor		510-535-5620						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Light Bulb Replacement																						None		No.		No

		12/6/2021 15:00:14		1169225		The sink in the staff bathroom is clogged and draining very slowly.		MLK				Staff bathroom		Alison		5739						Plumbing		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Sink Drain (leaking or clogged)										One to two complaints in the past week

		12/6/2021 15:08:51		1169230		The air vents in the staff offices are emiting a loud humming noise at times, which sounds like some part of the HVAC is malfuntioning.   I went outside and discovered the noise is coming from "The Mechanical Room." It's very loud in our offices.		MLK				Mechanical room and vents in our offices.		Alison		5739						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Do Not Know				Staus		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Other																One to two complaints in the past week		The Mechical Room can only be reached from an external door with its own key. 

		12/6/2021 16:21:08		EMAIL		No toilet paper! 		MAIN				1st floor staff restroom		Josephine Sayers		238-3040						Cleaning / Custodial						Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed

		12/6/2021 16:27:17		1169366		Refill of mounted hand sanitizer dispenser needed.  Dispenser is near where the Lab Monitor's chair is--on the left.		MAIN				1st Flr, Computer Lab Monitor's Desk		Shannon McQueen		510-238-3144						Cleaning / Custodial		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								None		No		No

		12/6/2021 16:53:29		1169355		The front entrance doors are kept open for the public's convenience with makeshift wooden door stoppers wedged underneath.  The concern is that the pressure underneath will warp the doors over time.  A  possible solution:  replace the two outside door bumper with ones similar to the interior  doors that include a hook latch as shown in the photos.  		TEM				Front entrance door 		David N. Hughes-Gonzales		510-597-5058				https://drive.google.com/open?id=11FkfFMoeE-iOusVoufCIakEk7ZApQJYo, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KOswA58bUJ7muGaN3xvvnx8dYjlZIfzE		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/6/2021 17:08:01		1169343 (TP) + 1169347 (vacuum)		See first. Need Toilet paper of the right size so the public doesn't trash the place		GG				Need medium toilet paper rolls for the upstairs staff bathroom, and a boxfull of giant toilet paper rolls for the downstairs public toilet in basement.  Secondarily, we'll need 6 rugs vacuumed including the elevator's rug, the upstairs children's room rug, the adult area's Teen Nook rug, and 3 mats or rugs in the downstairs staffroom		Erin Sanders		5105975029						Cleaning / Custodial						BOTH ClosedOSED		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Other																								Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/7/2021 9:26:37		1169396		handle to open the window has fallen off and it's in my office		MAIN				1st floor, Oak St. side of the building, middle window bay		Mana Tominaga		6611						Structural / Construction Issue								4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																														Windows		None

		12/7/2021 10:39:52		1169416		Floor in both public and staff work space need to be mopped.		ASN				Floor in both public and staff areas		Cong Hoang		238-3406						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed										Carpet/Floor Cleaning Needed

		12/8/2021 8:57:09		1169664		The hose spigot along the exterior wall of the Brookfield library along Jones street does not turn with the provided key.  Water access is needed for a planned garden.		BRO				exterior lawn area along Jones street, along the wall.		Derrick DeMay		510-238-3479				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VYJaOgWysfLhXONDLpti9SkYTw3oSTVS		Plumbing		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																						Hose Spigot										None

		12/8/2021 10:10:36		1169702		We would like to have our radiators under the windows turned on. We do NOT want the HVAC system turned on.		WEST				throughout library, ground floor		Rebecca Highland		510-238-7352						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Other																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/8/2021 11:11:13		EMAIL		The photos are of what I was able to clean up (all that looks like dirt is piles of ants!).  I requested that the community room (along the entire wall under the mural and along the wall to the garden) and the entire kitchen be moped.  Please, there are piles of dead ants all over the downstairs.  There is also still dust/debris on the floor in the hallway outside the kitchen from construction/leak fix.  The floors should be moped regularly as part of general custodial expectations and this is clearly not happening in addition to this being an additional service request.		MEL				downstairs kitchen; community room		Kate Hug		510-535-5641				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1N-ZL85h4HyDEEthwBvJaFUmAzWpQ_Nju, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yYgwhBWvGaIr6is1z_cwH6vDWhnC2N7a		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1168488		EMAILED Mark and Mario		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Carpet/Floor Cleaning Needed

		12/8/2021 14:46:42		1169813		 the lock to office of AAMLO's Chief Curator Bamidele is changed to match the lock of Veda Silva's office, and/or change it so it can be opened with an AAMLO master key.		AAMLO				Bamidele's office		 Bamidele Agbasegbe Demerson		(510) 637-0200						Key / Lock Management						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		12/8/2021 18:12:09		1169942		The carpet needs to be replaced in the branch, it is old and stained and cleaning hasn't helped.  There are parts unraveling and we use tape to seal them.  This is a big part rip in the seam of one piece that is dangerous for patrons		LAKE				by self check machine		Xochitl Gavidia		238-6576				https://drive.google.com/open?id=14FrfcnPlrmp5a0G2lny21X0ZcnvxwbZl		Other (Specify on next page)		No		I have other tickets about the carpet unraveling but not this particular chunk				2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		inside library by self check machine		no

		12/8/2021 18:18:56		1169946		A small light in the entry way needs to be replaced. It is pretty dark at night there without it.		LAKE				inside entry way by the lot side of building		Xochitl Gavidia		238-6576						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						None		inside locked building		no

		12/9/2021 9:23:14		1169943		The heater is not working. It is currently 61 degrees in the library. 		ELM				Elmhurst		Molly Nichols		510-615-5869						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Heat Not Working																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/9/2021 9:52:06		1169967		The light in the security guard office is out and it's the only light source.		MAIN				Security Guard office		Josephine Sayers		238-3040						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Light Bulb Replacement

		12/9/2021 12:28:04		1170021		Our clock is currently 10 minutes slow. It was recently fixed because it fell off the wall, so it looks like they may need to come back to either fix or replace it (if possible). We just noticed it today because one of us was 10 minutes late to a meeting and didn't realize.		MAIN				Second Start Office		Jessica Trimmer		510-238-6931						Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				CANCEL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)						Clock																										None		You will need a ladder. It is high up on the wall.		No. There should be someone here. Also Tuesdays and Thursdays I am here until 8pm.

		12/9/2021 12:45:01		1170080		The windows in this library need to be power washed. From the picture provided: only one window is clear (lower right panel), all the others are murky. As you can see the circled area in the picture, the window has bird poop that has been there for months, we were told that all the exterior windows will be cleaned the same day that the quiet area is cleaned. 		81ST				1st floor adult "Quiet area" . Windows need cleaning so this might also be an exterior issue		Brenda Membreno		5106155833				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1o80iKkbVRkZUcbaqnYoi0IlhfAmA33Pu		Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1130184		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Seven or more complaints in the past week

		12/9/2021 12:49:30		1170060		The blinds are VERY dirty. Can we please get them deep cleaned? We ask that they be removed for cleaning and then reinstalled. 		WEST				Inside the library 		Susy Moorhead		510-238-6585				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1k_N2SW-UvvJtmijdBu0mhi4tyimYv5FT, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eGLCXAfcZIP1RveVX57N5q5z78BtfTkg		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		114-1922		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other																								One to two complaints in the past week

		12/9/2021 12:50:15		1170082		There is an outlet wall plate that is missing in the Adult quiet area. This is located immediately to the left as you enter the "Quiet Area"		81ST				1st floor, quiet area, wall on left as you enter "quiet area"		Brenda Membreño		5106155833				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PFKJ-13CoBzrF6ZoC7HE4_hqG6g-OZIY		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		1122506		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Outlets / Receptacle																						One to two complaints in the past week

		12/9/2021 12:57:29		1170083		The Stair well needs to be DEEP cleaned. With new groups and programs reserving the conference room upstairs, this is what people will see as they go to the conference room, and it looks gross. I only added a picture for half the stairwell, but the whole stairwell needs to be deep cleaned. 		81ST				stairwell (there's only one)... Access from main entrance. 		Brenda M Membreño		5106155833				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1i5kNSjtSkokmHv560Y-fgvCE_DtncL59		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1135445		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other																								Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/9/2021 13:41:50		call WM		 Missed WM garbage pick up on Dec. 6th.		DIM				behind branch		Zadok Doe'Parker		5104827823				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AhaiznTkFCmpugRbtvPVfVei7sWDmfvG		Cleaning / Custodial						Called WM		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Garbage Pick-up Needed																								None		N/a		N/a

		12/9/2021 15:15:04		1170116		The rope attached to the window shade is no longer threaded through the pulley, so the shade is always open. Please reattach. (The window above the refrigerator)		GG				downstairs - staff breakroom/kitchen		Erin Sanders		5029						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Pulley is near the ceiling

		12/9/2021 15:21:20		1170091		From inside the front entrance, the left door will not open. People cannot exit out of the left door. The locking rod is stuck at the top. Please fix in case of emergency.		GG				front door		Erin Sanders		5029						Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				ASAP - could be a fire hazard

		12/10/2021 9:10:16		1170262		Poop found by the outside gas meters before the entrance to the TLL.		TEM				Side building by the gas meters before the entrance to the Tool Lending Library.		Karen Ko		510-597-5058				https://drive.google.com/open?id=12Q6ERPwBXiLLXAbogqYLq_dX0624AqkV		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		None

		12/10/2021 12:58:35		call WM		Dumpster is overflowing. Raymond (custodian) rolled it out Weds. He tried to confirm pickup day with supervisor. I think it used to be Weds. It's been out since Weds and no pick up has happened. Also I mentioned to Raymond that Mark Hayes was going to request padlock for where dumpster is stored. This would stop the community from using dumpster and water as well as allow Waste Management to gain access to the dumpster themselves is what Mark explained to me about a year ago. 		WEST				Dumpster in parking lot		Susy Moorhead		510-238-6585				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1va03CjiH-ilg7gb-hLl_i8R6V6SyOq52		Cleaning / Custodial						Called WM - spoke w Richard - extra pick up day Mon 12/13		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Garbage Pick-up Needed																								Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/10/2021 14:35:24		1171202		The outlet plate is broken in the adult magazine area (as shown in the picture). Needs to be replaced as a patron can cut themselves on the plastic cover. 		81ST				1st floor magazine area		Brenda Membreño		5106155833				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fhrUkq2R3XqHPYzM8hDgY-MPL0W6Dwid		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Outlets / Receptacle																						None

		12/10/2021 14:43:53		1170985		Main entrance door is not registering when people are in front of the door. The sensor is not working. We have to leave the door on "hold open." This is an issue as it is already cold, staff and patrons are freezing.  		81ST				Main entrance. Sliding door		Brenda Membreño		5106155833				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ilNu9bW7UgGgUPrHxAHQyTvMK8fsmKzw, https://drive.google.com/open?id=19nE_HqnzkpysQc8psbdIlght40n-vyk0		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Doors		Seven or more complaints in the past week

		12/10/2021 14:52:35		1170328		The toilet in the large handicap restroom in the women's bathroom was releasing water non stop. Staff has turned off the water from that toilet. 		81ST				1st floor women's public restroom. Large handicap stall. 		Brenda Membreño		5106155833						Plumbing		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																						Toilet Broken										One to two complaints in the past week

		12/10/2021 15:47:42		1170335		The heater does not seem to be working.  Someone came in earlier today and left a note saying "you now have heat.  Thermostat set at 70."  However, we are currently at 63 degrees.  When we came in after 11 a.m. it was 62 degrees.		ELM				Entire library		Ana-Elba Pavon		510-615-5869						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Heat Not Working																None

		12/10/2021 16:24:38		1170354		It is too cold in this building's main floor (1st floor only). Please turn on the heating system. Thank you. 		81ST				main floor		Brenda Membreño		5106155833						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																Adjust Temperature - Too Cold																Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/11/2021 8:49:52		EMAIL		Missed service		ROC				whole building		Liz Soskin, Sandra Toscano, lisa harter								Cleaning / Custodial						Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service

		12/11/2021 8:58:26		EMAIL		This is the second missed Saturday service in a row.		CHA				Entire branch, including downstairs lobby		Linda		510-535-5621						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None				Prior to the branch opening at 10am on Saturday

		12/11/2021 10:31:28		EMAIL		It seems on Saturday we don't have coverage for custodial service - last Saturday 12/4 I put in a service request at about 9 AM and someone came in for limited service at about 10AM. Today I waited longer but at 10:30 we still haven't had service. The garbage cans are full, the bathrooms uncleaned and in general looks bad.		TEM				the entire library		Celia Jackson		510-597-5049						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service

		12/11/2021 10:50:41		1171109		The metal container that holds toilet seat sheets is missing in the bathroom on the left- closest to the front door. 		MLK				public restroom closest to entrance		Celia Davis		5106155739						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		12/11/2021 11:08:19		1170669		I requested the heater for the branch to be turned on. It is still cold in the branch, but the heater in the computer lab was turned on. This is dangerous as the computer lab needs to maintain a cool temperature for the computer equipment. Please turn off the heater in the computer lab and turn on the heater for the rest of the main floor at the 81st Ave Branch. Please and thank you. 		81ST				Computer Lab		Brenda Membreno		5106155833						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Adjust Temperature - Too Hot

		12/11/2021 15:47:42		1170681		Would it be possible to get a larger Open/Closed sign for the CR front door? This sign would hopefully be the width of the glass on the front door. Patrons get really confused when we have to close the door due to incidents or poor air quality, as we have a pretty tiny sign right now. Thank you!		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Sign		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		n/a		n/a

		12/11/2021 15:49:41		1170677		Can the custodians arrange for a re-stocking of the custodial closets? This would help us out for when there aren't any custodians here and we need more paper towels or toilet paper. Recently we checked, and there weren't any paper towels/toilet paper on the shelves. Thank you!		MAIN				Children's Room		Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Cleaning / Custodial		No				combined w 1170813		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other																								None

		12/13/2021 8:09:06		1170663		Leak above Kevin De Antonio's workspace. 		MAIN				Main Library Acquisitions (basement level)		Jay Avalos		510 238 3309						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)

		12/13/2021 8:50:13		dup		The roof is leaking again		MAIN				Acquisitions - space above Kevin's desk		Mana Tominaga		6611						Structural / Construction Issue						DUP		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																														Signs of Water Intrusion (moldy smell, rippling/peeling paint, stains or rust)		One to two complaints in the past week

		12/13/2021 8:50:41		1170826		new tags		MAIN				14th St. facade		Mana Tominaga		6611						Graffiti						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/13/2021 9:53:36		1170721		the supply closet and meeting room floor along the San Pablo Ave side is flooded with rain water and it will take many mopfuls and much wringing out to clean it up		GG				bottom floor meeting room		Mika Permutt		510-597-5029						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)								Other																								None

		12/13/2021 9:53:43		1170798		Original ticket (09/29/2020) was closed while we waited for roof repair. We'd like to re-open the ticket. Need for plaster repair and painting.		TEM				Upstairs, multiple locations		Ally Hack		510-597-5058				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rrBBIhnSjCfHFoG1JY7TEtVhFLux2sP0, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rQv4VtAit-ImLJQVN9zBs8fGbjNpofl_, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wwJnFacEWRr0zCS7WDQhSYlSfvAkEr9U, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Z7FEtVHkiafylxYzTa2WINW7GCrNBKhv, https://drive.google.com/open?id=19KM3iCmzCx0nGLix8Ps0zA9hdlb3dtAb		Painting		Yes		1051876		Closed																						Peeling or Rippling paint														We have scaffolding in the branch now for other fixes that may prove helpful for these repairs.

		12/13/2021 10:16:01		1170739		Flooding on south side of building.  Water has flowed through the side emergency exit door & the hallway is almost completely filled with water (1/2 inch to an inch level).		MON				South side of building and in hallway		Geremie  (or Quinn) Tomlinson)		510-482-7865						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																None				ASAP

		12/13/2021 10:24:44		1171118		Hole in the wall (near the floor), with white dust on the floor around it.		GG				Meeting room, wall close to the stage/under the window (as you walk in, to your left)		Mika Permutt / Erin Sanders		510-597-5023				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RQpsso9fsybOOpj0NjgdltoC5IEo6vol		Other (Specify on next page)		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/13/2021 10:32:53		1170813		second leak above Kevin De Antonio's workspace, near the walkway		MAIN				Acquisitions, basement level		Jay Avalos		2383309						Other (Specify on next page)		Yes				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)

		12/13/2021 10:33:58		1170824		The is a leak coming from behind the wall in the closet underneath the back staircase.		DIM				Closet next to the back steps		Zadok Doe'Parker		5104827823				https://drive.google.com/open?id=18NGD5OmqEhWUzHog3j-H-7svrZkmuXiS, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qlZq3tU1iGh8eQs4fUoxKgHBjA9LieW-, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FUZJUv0waBaesOCM7aP_bFbFOhQvfJVa, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fE1_grYaK2ak0K3Kjefj5DZCOddwsQJj		Structural / Construction Issue								2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Signs of Water Intrusion (moldy smell, rippling/peeling paint, stains or rust)				The door to the stair case locks from both sides and is always locked, will need an E4 key to get in and out. The closet door is unlocked but also uses a E4 key.		N/a

		12/13/2021 10:41:15		1170840		The gutter is taking on to much water and flooding.		DIM				The outside section closes to the vet.		Zadok Doe'Parker		5104827823				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tBjzDN9i4DF2QFN32jpXWatnXqYIVF6L, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zQGSxXl7r7cG2MA9JKEpAXAFop6_lETA, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lHYle31WwmdnQYFYLdWTJiQ4rTV2nlN9, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PzOYlN9xzJkMovJgNJaKeoPn1rldgFrD		Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Gutter and Drain Pipes				Will need to inspect gutters on high roof. 		N/a

		12/13/2021 10:56:18		1170876		We have a leak coming from one of the library windows. It looks like the window isn't sealed enough and water is dripping in and pooling on the windowsill and floor.		WEST				Ground floor, adult side, against North-facing wall		Rebecca Highland		510-238-7352				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bj6BdMsh7a73_53LK2LXmhgZQ09hDujo		Structural / Construction Issue		No						1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																														Signs of Water Intrusion (moldy smell, rippling/peeling paint, stains or rust)		None

		12/13/2021 11:25:03		1159365		On the ground floor near our back door we've got a set of carpeted stairs that are now very wet & slippery due to a leak in the ceiling. This is all near the base of the stairs. This leak happens every time there's heavy rain. An attempt to fix this was made years ago, but it hasn't ever been fixed completely. There have been no patron complaints because this is a staff-only area. 		ROC				The carpeted stairs near our back door are now very wet & slippery due to a leak in the ceiling. This is all near the base of the stairs. This leak happens every time there's heavy rain. An attempt to fix this was made years ago, but it hasn't ever been fixed completely. There have been no patron complaints because this is a staff-only area. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin		510-597-5057				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VAPyRsGxjnk7bLCWuGEejHy4GmDjm71G, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tGPapLMglIkce9G0TqcoqKb7sw6f-QpL		Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1159365		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		12/13/2021 13:24:42		EMAIL		We had someone arrive at Elmhurst today to look at the heater, but we did not get any update or follow up on the Elmhurst's heating system. The building as been at 59 F all day; it is much too cold for staff and patrons to feel comfortable inside their library. I am most concerned with staff who are here all day for their shift as they vocalize how cold they are. Staff who have been scheduled to cover at Elmhurst have also commented on the cold.		ELM				Interior of building		Brianna Meli		510-615-5727						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		1170335		emailed the branch / WO CREATE		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Heat Not Working																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/13/2021 15:01:37		1170943		Ants are on the inside of the building in the window seats along the Oak Street wall. It may be suddenly worse because of the rainy weather, but the issue started a few weeks ago in the 900s nonfiction shelves (request was filed). They are going up the wall, through lower shelves, and across the seating areas.		MAIN				Basement level Children's Room, on Oak Street side of building		Jesse Nachem		238-3616						Pest		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																								Roaches / Ants / Bed Bugs		Inside						One to two complaints in the past week		Pest treatment should be child-friendly as little ones climb and sit in these areas.

		12/13/2021 15:31:04		1171147		Grass need to be cleared to allow proper water/rain flow into storm drain.		MON				Left side (south) of building past second gate		Geremie Celli (or Mahate Osborn)		510-482-7865						Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																		Mowing / Weeding														None		none		none

		12/14/2021 8:45:07		1171154		2 lights are out above staff workstation		MAIN				Basement level, Catalog Unit		Catherine Jennings		238-7323						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Light Bulb Replacement																						None

		12/14/2021 9:21:10		1171153		There is a leak in the ceiling of the meeting room. I will send a picture along shortly. Our neighbors at the WOJRC called it to our attention. The water appears to have accumulated in a portion of the ceiling but it is not actively dripping. There is concern that the water might break. 		WEST				The meeting room at West		Mikal Hemingway 		510-238-7352						Mold / Moisture		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)														Soft materials (that should be hard)																		One to two complaints in the past week		No 		No 

		12/14/2021 12:59:11		1171279		Window on adult side is leaking and soaking into the carpet.		WEST				Adult side of library , in non-fiction section.		Julia Flynn or Rebecca Highland		510-238-6585				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VQ-LOVNbAj9zaTYguoNSgJw4kaXwkKLy, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_ea4S2m1ValEm1X05ESnElbFjwnakUGU		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		#1170876				1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)		related to #1170876																												Windows		One to two complaints in the past week

		12/14/2021 13:04:03		1171287		Radio clock system is telling the wrong time. 		MAIN				Lobby, first floor		Mana Tominaga		6611						Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)						Clock																										One to two complaints in the past week

		12/14/2021 14:21:45		CALL		All the power outlets in the Staff/Office Room went off at the same time.  No computers, printer, microwave, heater, refrigerator, etc.  They all stopped.  Checked the breaker and #12 was off and will not let me get it on.		ELM				Staff/Office Room		Ana-Elba Pavon		510-615-5869						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Called Derrick								Outlets / Receptacle																						None

		12/14/2021 17:22:27		1171436		Light is out; bulb replacement needed.		MON				Above the non-fiction bookcase marked "973-994".		Geremie Celli (or Mahate Osborn)		510-482-7865						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						None		none		none

		12/14/2021 17:30:31		resolved		The urinal cake/screen in Restroom B (ground floor) has feces in it. It is gross & needs to be replaced. This is one of our public restrooms & needs to be cleaned up asap.		ROC				The urinal in Restroom B (ground floor) has feces in it. This is one of our public restrooms & needs to be cleaned up. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin		510-597-5057						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1167714		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Other																								One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		12/15/2021 9:02:31		1171387		Montclair Branch was flooded on Monday. Water may have entered the outlet that is on the floor under the children's librarian's desk. We would like to request that the outlet be checked for water before we plug the computer and accessories back in. 		MON				Montclair Branch, Under Children's Room Computer Desk that faces the restroom.		Mahate Osborn and Geremie Celli		(510) 482-7810						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)										Outlets / Receptacle																						None				Open hours please

		12/15/2021 9:12:59		1171432		Montclair branch requests that the drainage / trench area that public works cleared and created on Monday (thank you!!) is made permanent with the addition of concrete or other means. More flooding inside the branch may be likely if we do not have a more permanent solution. 		MON				Montclair Branch, trench and drain along the left pathway beyond the tall brown wooden fence. 		Mahate Osborn or Geremie Celli		5104827810						Other (Specify on next page)		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		Anytime

		12/15/2021 9:19:52		Email		The entry steps and the front main stairs have not been swept or mopped in over a week (see photo of cigar bits that have been there since Saturday right in front of main entry).  Much of the main floor is not swept or mopped either.  Please remind the new custodian Mario that this needs to be done regularly (several times a week).  Additionally, the trash in the public restroom was not emptied, nor was the trash in the processing area.		MEL				floors (generally) in whole library, trashcans in multiple areas		Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Carpet/Floor Cleaning Needed

		12/15/2021 10:25:26		1171443		Possible rodent intrusion in meeting room. Three holes have appeared in the walls, about 2 feet above the floor: one next to the filing cabinet (wall shared with closet), one below the northwest window (near folded up tables), and one on the stage on the north wall right next to the pew. Please investigate ASAP and then patch & paint walls. 		GG				lower level - meeting room		Erin Sanders		5029						Pest		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																								Mice / Rats		Inside						Three to six complaints in the past week				please address ASAP before rodent population explodes

		12/15/2021 10:32:34		1171445		Water intrusion along south wall. Molding, wall & ceiling damaged. (Possible dry rot?) Outside, there's a crack along the mortar & moss growing on edge of roof. Roof leaf was fixed last week; please replaster & fix molding. 		GG				upstairs - adult reading room - south wall		Erin Sanders		5029						Structural / Construction Issue		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Signs of Water Intrusion (moldy smell, rippling/peeling paint, stains or rust)		None		high ceilings

		12/15/2021 10:36:24		1171467		Roof leaf was fixed last week. Please re-do plaster/paint from past moisture damage. 		GG				upstairs - above staff stairwell behind circ desk - ceiling/upper wall		Erin Sanders		5029						Painting		No				Referred to JaTron		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																				Peeling or Rippling paint												None		high ceiling above stairwell/landing

		12/15/2021 10:49:32		Email		Requesting that downspouts/drains are examined to see if blockages or drainage could be related to meeting room flooding. The lower level meeting room floods every time it rains heavily. 		GG				exterior - downspouts and drains - north side of building		Erin Sanders		5029						Structural / Construction Issue		No				Emailed Erin		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Gutter and Drain Pipes		Three to six complaints in the past week				please address soon. it's december and (hopefully) it will be rainy for awhile.

		12/15/2021 11:08:39		1171564		Please provide a deep clean of the front entrance foyer area: dusting (including tall ceilings/walls with cobwebs), and floors.		GG				front entrance 		Erin Sanders		5029						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other																								Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/15/2021 11:12:58		1171503		Main staff, 2nd floor, Second Start reports their main office space (entrance via M&N) does not seem to have its heating turned on.		MAIN				2nd floor in M&N - Second Start office		Kelly Frasier								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																Adjust Temperature - Too Cold																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/15/2021 11:46:54		1171514		The 2 windows that open in the office are letting water in.  We have towels along the bottom because the rain has got in and was getting our desks and computers wet.		LAKE				inside office		Xochitl		238-6576						Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Windows		None		inside locked office.

		12/15/2021 11:57:56		Refer		Need either one of the following phone jacks avtivated so that I can take/make calls at my desk: 22C-V or 22D-V		GG				basement staff office far corner desk		Stephanie Hamilton, Erin Sanders		5105975029						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Email Stephanie to Refer to IT		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/15/2021 13:52:44		Email		Little to no toilet paper.		PIE				Washrooms		Leni		510-597-5011						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Missed Service																								One to two complaints in the past week

		12/15/2021 13:53:55		Refer		Recycling wasn't picked up. The bin is outside near the street.		PIE				Outdoors recycling bin.		Leni		510-597-5011						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Called CWS		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Recycling Pick-up Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week

		12/15/2021 14:42:51		Email		The drawer at the taller desk in M&N does not open or close. It used to open if wiggled back and forth, but now it's not even doing that. It's currently stuck closed.		MAIN				Magazine & Newspaper Room, at service desk with tall chair near the center of the room		Camille Peters		510-238-3176						Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1159704		Emailed Mana		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		12/16/2021 9:13:37		1171694		There is a supply closet behind the desk that leads to the janitor's closet.  The lights in the closet are all burned out.  Please replace.		ELM				Supply closet behind the desk that leads to janitor's closet		Ana-Elba Pavon		510-615-5869						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Light Bulb Replacement																						None

		12/16/2021 9:39:18		Email		Garbage throughout and bathrooms need tissue.		PIE				Troughout		Leni		510-597-5011						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Leni + Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None		No		No

		12/16/2021 10:18:23		Email		No regular custodial service.  		TEM				Upstairs & downstairs of branch.		Karen Ko		510-597-5058				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JvHZJyn9DO1HKghEcPRIHfDK3lewNBsV, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CJ2Vzks77Viw9kntLdNN12nbGmADInqw		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None		None		Preferably before we open for service at 10 am.

		12/16/2021 11:03:20		Email		The public restroom was not serviced yesterday or today.  The trash has not been emptied, the floors cleaned, or the toilet cleaned.		MEL				downstairs public restroom		Kate Hug		510-535-5641				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FSFUk1WOrMP_Y_oC1PJ-s03WrQ7B_FeB, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MeKRhzQT4GJ1Bo49tXdLrvq-N8b6uVmS		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Emailed Mark		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Bathroom Cleaning Needed

		12/16/2021 12:38:14		1171759		too warm in main basement storage!		MAIN				Basement level storage		Jesse Nachem		238-3616						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																Adjust Temperature - Too Hot																Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/16/2021 13:33:59		1171806		The kitchen windows do not open and shut.  Please repair.		ELM				Kitchen		Ana-Elba Pavon		510-615-5869						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		12/16/2021 14:07:35		related:1171387		Montclair Branch Flooding Aftermath Evaluation area of the carpet is closed off right now to the public - the area in the children's room right outside the bathroom and public are not alowed in that area and sands on the area appears carpet is dry but because it was flooded, the water may have gone deeper than the top layer and you can see the area ia darkened where the water spillage occurred. is it still wet? evaluated before children are allowed to between the public bathroom and the children's desk. blocked off, access to the children's room still but staff are not allowing public to use the bathroom. 		MON				Montclair Branch		Mahate Osborn		(510) 482-7810						Mold / Moisture		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)														Other																		One to two complaints in the past week		No		Anytime

		12/16/2021 14:28:31		related:1171387		Related with Monday's flood: Staff reports that the water was completely covering and streaming into the heating vent in the hallway floor. We are unsure whether this is a danger.		MON				Hallway Floor Heat Vent (located between the adult collections room and the children's room) -- and also potentially a 2nd vent by the computers in that same hallway.		Mahate Osborn		5104827810						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Other																						None		No, though staff could hear the streaming water hitting something (maybe metal).		as soon as possible 

		12/16/2021 14:46:34		1171831		The doors to our staff elevator are not closing properly. The inner doors close before the outer doors. It needs to be fixed. We put an out-of order-sign on it & are currently not using it. 		ROC				The doors to our staff elevator are not closing properly. The inner doors close before the outer doors. It needs to be fixed. We put an out-of order-sign on it & are currently not using it. 		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin		510-597-5057						Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		12/16/2021 15:24:57		1171844		We got an invasion of ants in the Children's area on the windowsill near the Children's graphic novel section of the library.		ROC				We got an invasion of ants in the Children's area on the windowsill near the Children's graphic novel section of the library.		Lisa Harter, Sandra Toscano, or Liz Soskin		510-597-5057						Pest		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																								Roaches / Ants / Bed Bugs		Inside						One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		12/16/2021 17:07:12		DUPLICATE		The storage area on the ground floor (I do not know about storage on the other floors) is hot. The heat is too high. I'm not sure if it's equipment malfunction...		MAIN				Ground floor storage 		Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				see: 1171759		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Adjust Temperature - Too Hot																None

		12/16/2021 17:19:01		1172093		There is a steam pipe that had a leak back in March 2021. Yesterday I could hear a slow drip again coming from the pipe. A zip-tied bucket is against the pipe so I cannot see into it, but I'd like to have the pipe checked again, and the bucket too (to dump any water in there and also if there is any mold from standing water I'd like the bucket cleaned out). I'm afraid of the pipe getting worse again.		MAIN				Storage, ground floor, back corner closest to the Children's Room		Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Plumbing		Yes		1095984 (March 2021)		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Other										None

		12/16/2021 18:14:12		1172095		The light along the wall above the recycling and trash bins is not functioning, so the area where we keep the trash and recycling outside is quite dark starting at about 5:30pm. Our custodian has expressed discomfort in having to go out there due to safety concerns, and it is also difficult to see the receptacles. This is especially important on evenings when she is here at 8:00pm. We would like to request that this light to be on starting at 5:00 nightly, so as to accommodate staff and custodial needs.  This light was functioning before today, and other nearby lights were out. Today the others were fixed (thank you!), but now this light is not working.		MON				The last outside light along the right side of the building, by the recycling and garbage bins. 		Mahate Osborn		5104827810						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Other																						One to two complaints in the past week		The complaints are staff complaints (not patrons). The only challenge in accessing is that it is high on the outside wall. A ladder is likely needed.		No

		12/16/2021 18:18:27		1172046		We submitted a ticket today for an evaluation and deep-clean of the carpet affected by the floods. Because we see how dirty the carpets were, with the stains rising from below, we would like to request that the entire carpet (the entire children's room, both the public area and behind the desk, receives a deep clean please. Perhaps the deep-clean of the potentially moldy part can be shared with the rest of the carpet?		MON				Children's Room Carpet		Mahate Osborn		5104827810						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		Evening would be best, so as to give it time to dry overnight

		12/17/2021 9:09:36		EMAIL		Although the heater was supposedly fixed yesterday, we just came in and the thermostat says that heat is set at 70 degrees, it says the heat is on, and the actual heat is 54 which makes it even colder than yesterday when it read 61 when we left.		ELM				The entire building		Ana-Elba Pavon		510-615-5869						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Derrick Emailed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Heat Not Working																None

		12/17/2021 12:03:47		1172043		The clock reset itself at noon and now it's 10 minutes too fast!		MAIN				Main Lobby 		Mana Tominaga		6611						Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)						Clock																										One to two complaints in the past week

		12/17/2021 13:35:51		EMAIL		The public restroom trash has not been emptied the past 3 days nor has the toilet been cleaned.  There is tissue paper on the floor.  This should be cleaned daily.		MEL				public restroom downstairs		Kate Hug		5105355641						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Emailed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Bathroom Cleaning Needed

		12/17/2021 14:07:49		EMAIL		The floor is not being regularly swept, behind the circ desk there is debris, the rugs are not vacuumed.  Please remind Mario that it is expected that sweeping, mopping, vacuuming should occur daily.		MEL				main floor of library		Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Emailed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Carpet/Floor Cleaning Needed

		12/18/2021 11:38:49		1172491		There is graffiti in the last stall/ADA in women's restroom. It's been there about a month now. Can it please be removed? 		WEST				Women's public restroom		Susy Moorhead		510-238-6585				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qOrfzSHBBdWB-n4HbOT4Wyx8bTcB6Hqn		Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)								Other																								None

		12/18/2021 15:30:28		1172501		Occasionally there is a faint gas smell when the heat comes on, especially near the circ desk and downstairs near the water fountain. Sometimes this is first thing in the morning, sometimes in the afternoon after the heat has been on all day. Can the system be checked out for leaks or faulty connections?		GG				heating vents upstairs near circ desk and downstairs near water fountain
		Erin Sanders		5029						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Gas Leak																Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/18/2021 16:31:25		1172455		The paper towel dispenser in the downstairs staff bathroom is either empty or malfunctioning. Please refill and/or replace.		GG				downstairs staff bathroom		Erin Sanders		5029						Cleaning / Custodial		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week

		12/18/2021 18:56:57		1172529		The morning of the flood, when it was raining heavily but the water hadn't yet entered the building, multitudes of dead flies and also groggy, slow-moving flies were found scattered across the children's room floor. We didn't know how these flies arrived. Staff vacuumed them up, but we have been dealing with flies buzzing about e'er since. They seem far less groggy, and there are far fewer of them, but the number is still bothersome. Today there were about 5 flies in the children's room and 5 in the teen room, so the numbers are declining. My hope is that the numbers die down naturally, as we are hoping we can avoid solutions that are toxic or involve pesticides. An evaluation for its likely trajectory (and perhaps reason it occurred, so as to avoid it in the future) would be much appreciated. 		MON				Children's and Teen Room		Mahate Osborn		510-482-7810						Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																								Other		Inside						One to two complaints in the past week		No		None

		12/20/2021 9:43:38		1172469		Our custodian does not have a vacuum that works. He requested a new & better one quite a while ago but still has not received it. For months he has been using a hand broom to sweep up crumbs and debris, and in a space this large that is a LOT of work! Because of the volume of kids coming in and sitting on our carpets, we really need to be able to vacuum daily. We also have so many kids who sneak food in and leave crumbs behind and it's really not sanitary if we can't vacuum. In addition, I watched him this morning trying to vacuum up glitter that had gotten all over the carpet from a weekend craft session and the vacuum did virtually nothing.		81ST				general library use		Sally Engelfried		5813						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Carpet Vacuuming Needed																								None		no		no

		12/21/2021 7:21:10		1172729		The moasic-covered trash cans on the corners are in awful shape, with doors hanging loose which allows for more trash to pile up. Can we replace with new ones, and ideally work to cover them in new mosaic designs?		MAIN				Madison/14th and Madison/13th corners		Mana Tominaga or Sara DuBois		6611						Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Referred to WM																												Other		Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/21/2021 11:18:09		1172869		There is graffiti on the exterior of Brookfield library, on the display case and wall near the entrance, and also on the wall facing Edes.  the graffiti on the display case was included in ticket number 1146646, which has a status of closed.  I think what happened, is that the ticket was for graffiti on the book drop and the display case.  The book drop graffiti was cleaned, but not the display case.  So, the display case graffiti has actually been there since September, and the ticket was closed when the work was not fully completed.		BRO				Exterior wall facing Edes, and glass display case and wall near front exterior Main entrance.		Derrick DeMay		238-3479				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KmzpUP3sJN4l7V1mcyhGDQ_HXJbZZRb_, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Wu6Gihcr-DZrU7ydkZk5ZcYN9KjOKOe7		Graffiti		Yes		1146646		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/21/2021 11:25:16		1173042		It's too cold!		DIM				Whole Building		Rebekah Eppley		(510) 482-7844						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Do Not Know				Cancel				Emailed Greg Johnson														Adjust Temperature - Too Cold																Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/21/2021 12:26:43		REFER		Missed WM pickup 		DIM				behind branch		Zadok Doe'Parker		5104827823				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nc5mFDnNhxC7-DozopVp-pT0ewWiivqY, https://drive.google.com/open?id=178uEpQUUBPZVD80J7QBq0_X6mseidHTH		Cleaning / Custodial						REFER		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Submitted WM missed p/u online						Garbage Pick-up Needed																										N/A		N/A

		12/21/2021 14:47:15		1173094		The wall is beginning to bubble and bulge due to water damage.		DIM				the upstairs wall beneath the fire extinguisher is water damaged.		Zadok Doe'Parker 		5104827823				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KMn-oyzA21cN0xbNxqkyq03pbD9AxG2w, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Ho28FR2UjUFOaVGOa82fDnvNQo_rhDsY		Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		email for details																												Signs of Water Intrusion (moldy smell, rippling/peeling paint, stains or rust)				N/a		N/a

		12/21/2021 14:54:53		1173004 - filters / 1173009 - vents		it is time for all of Dimond's vents and filters to be cleaned and replaced. 		DIM				the entire branch, 		Zadok Doe'Parker		5104827823				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1f7hFmfa7AfIaqIcj9hIkdSC0rHyRNIHn, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RUo9OK94wQ_fjdBplRgbzK_IINrYEP5M, https://drive.google.com/open?id=12fX9mmNiMDki5ULLXfFXzIJsY04qP2i-, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1f3oSzBTBQDEFlYSzEzYmBMq301SjIr7l, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LtqlcuXNw5kkvecOIF_vn8txDtc5zbT_		Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling								3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																Other																None		Some of the vents are located high on the ceiling.		The upstairs and staff area vents can be cleaned at any time but the public area vents should be done while closed to the public.

		12/21/2021 15:20:37		EMAIL		Hello! The bathroom stall closest to the door in the women's staff restroom on the ground floor ran out of toilet paper. This seems to be happening more frequently than in the past, where a stall runs out. Any advice on whether to fill out a service request v. refilling ourselves would be appreciated, thank you!		MAIN				Women's staff restroom, ground floor		Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Jesse + Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other																								None

		12/21/2021 19:29:49		1172993		The fire window guard gate thing in Study Room 1 fell down and is covering the window. We need it put back up.		81ST				Study Room 1		Sally Engelfried		5813						Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)				Other																												None		Key to study room 1		no

		12/21/2021 19:59:34		1173022		A massive branch of a tree was dragged down the street, presumably by students at a nearby school, and left in front of the library. This branch is so gargantuan that it is not within our ability to discard it. We dragged it outside to the back of the library, where is currently sits. Our gardeners would like it removed so as to attend to the landscape. Thank you! 		MON				In the Back Yard		Mahate Osborn		510 482-7810						Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																		Hazard (broken limb / fallen tree)														One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		12/22/2021 9:29:18		1173090		The public restroom continues to be only partially cleaned daily.  Please see photos of hair in sink and on the floor.		MEL				public restroom; downstairs		Kate Hug		510-535-5641				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ajhcPF6gKtSrIv126MbPUjClYvgJBsk_, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sbbmqyV4CiN7gPXvUKmhMTBPCY7KHSqa		Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Bathroom Cleaning Needed

		12/22/2021 10:46:32		1173035		There are several lights out throughout the building. 9 in the Front area of the library; 2 in the Quiet zone area;  1 in the children's area outside the children's librarian office; 1 in the teen zone area; and 1 near the boiler room in front of the holiday books. I have attached pictures for all of these and circled the lights that need to be replaced. This ticket was previously closed, but they have not been replaced. 		81ST				main floor- multiple lights out all over branch main floor		Brenda Membreño		5106155833				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TJdyfciRU3PTfGUgFi4JtWKXbAe6rPSy, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1E9MZN30VeBgnsFwJCJN2Tcc9LTdstTPw, https://drive.google.com/open?id=19hb_REg67gMD2iFXvFGgxIl8mdWRKufh, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1o6hh2X9Y7jrwRlUS_36Io5aBZWUL0jQB, https://drive.google.com/open?id=14R-IqrSuGq-NjyRx8fR8lkJxOysOUkQP		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		1163484 and 1165531		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						Seven or more complaints in the past week

		12/22/2021 13:23:34		CALL		The toilet in the single-stall restroom on the ground floor, closest to the elevator, appears to be clogged.		MAIN				Single-stall restroom, ground floor nearest the elevator		Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Plumbing		No				Called Mark Hayes - Dwight will be there		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																						Toilet (clogged)										Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/22/2021 14:15:42		1173076		Montclair branch request their carpet be shampooed, especially in the Children's area where the water intrusion from the flooding occurred. Staff report a smell that might be moldy.
Please contact Mahate Osborn 510 482-7810		MON				children's area		Mahate Osborn								Cleaning / Custodial								2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Carpet/Floor Cleaning Needed																								Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/22/2021 15:06:14		1173109		When we turn on the heat, the system on top of the building makes lots of noise. You can hear it down the street.		PIE				Roof		Leni Matthews		510-597-5011						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																Other																None		No		No

		12/22/2021 16:22:25		1173136		Two windows in library are permanently sealed shut - we'd like to be able to open them as needed for ventilation		WEST				window on 18th St. in children's area & window on Adeline St. in corner by adult computer area		Susy Moorhead						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ftff2_eiCpq9XZQRxVYRgccj8EM-p8d5, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vgcekxOd9TJSH-al3tPpNvz3KPaBKAjS		Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		644 738				3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Windows		None

		12/23/2021 10:10:32		1173275		There was no custodial service today. All 5 restrooms are pretty gross & need to be cleaned asap. Garbage cans/recycling bins need to be emptied throughout the branch. Carpets need to be vacuumed. 		ROC				There was no custodial service today. All 5 restrooms are pretty gross & need to be cleaned asap. Garbage cans/recycling bins need to be emptied throughout the branch. Carpets need to be vacuumed. 		Lisa Harter, Liz Soskin, or Erica Siskind		(510)597-5057						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								Three to six complaints in the past week		No		No

		12/23/2021 10:39:26		1173289		There is human feces that needs to be cleaned up outside right against the side of the building. Specifically the feces is located beside the bench underneath the overhang on the patron parking lot side of the building. 		ROC				There is human feces that needs to be cleaned up outside right against the side of the building. Specifically, the feces is located beside the bench underneath the overhang on the patron parking lot side of the building. 		Lisa Harter or Liz Soskin		510-597-5057						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		12/23/2021 10:57:03		1173329		Occasionally, the furnace doesn't power up in the mornings, even though the temperature control upstairs is on.  Staff has to reset it manually.  		TEM				Downstairs in the furnace room.		Karen Ko		510-597-5058						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Other																None		Requires F10 key for access.		Between 9-10 am.

		12/23/2021 11:45:46		1173333		Gutters have deteriorated and need replacement.  Water pouring from upstairs roof is creating leaks in the ceiling and window areas of the library.		WEST				Gutters need to be replaced in multiple areas of the roof. Water leaks into building on both children and adult side. Service request was put in in 2016 and most recently 8/13/2020.		Julia Flynn		510-238-6585						Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		#103-7117				3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Gutter and Drain Pipes		None

		12/23/2021 12:15:55		1173332		There is graffiti on the outside of the building - on the south side/the 19th side		WEST				Outside of library on 19th St. side		Susy Moorhead		510-238-6585				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1a6Dj5Bll-xPk63hlR19R9eeVw_jcILAG		Graffiti						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/23/2021 12:34:13		1173337		We have ants, started in the window and some moved towards microfilm readers. We don't want them to spread anymore.		MAIN				Magazine and Newspaper Room 218 Windows between book cases 2 and , also under microfilm reader number 3		George Celli		5107038642						Pest		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																								Roaches / Ants / Bed Bugs		Inside						Three to six complaints in the past week		No		No

		12/23/2021 15:41:51		N/A		The children's reference desk has been removed exposing wires that also need to be removed before we can have the new floor installed. It is also a minor safety hazard because we have an exposed wire in the children's room. The area is roped off with caution tape and the wire is covered with a cone, but anyone can touch it at anytime if they ignore the caution signs.		EAST				Eastmont Library - children's area. Under the orange cone		Susan Martinez, Nichole Brown		510 615 5971						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Other																						None		If you have a large truck you must use the downstairs A alley entrance. Calling ahead so we can prepare for your arrival would be helpful. 		during open library hours is best. 

		12/23/2021 17:24:41		1173820		Our staff elevator was just fixed today & now it is not working. The doors are stuck in the open position. We've put up out-of-order signs so no one mistakenly uses it & gets trapped inside. 		ROC				Our staff elevator was just fixed today and now it is not working. The doors to the elevator are stuck in the open position. We have put an out-of-order sign up, so no one gets trapped inside. 		Lisa Harter, Liz Soskin, or Erica Siskind		510-597-5057						Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		12/27/2021 9:10:15		CALL		It is 56 degrees in the library (this is a known issue, but I would like to document the temperature)		ELM				entire building		Molly Nichols / Ana-Elba Pavon		510-615-5869						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes				Spoke with Molly / forwarded Nina email		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Heat Not Working																Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/27/2021 9:56:43		1173855		unstable wooden shelving needs to be removed before painting can occur		MAIN				Supply room behind Second Start supply room		Irena								Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																														Free Standing Furniture		None

		12/27/2021 10:24:52		1173865		Eastmont branch requests the pictured pieces of wood and metal pole be removed prior to floor replacement.		EAST				Children's area		Derrick DeMay								Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Other

		12/27/2021 11:50:13		1173914		same issues 1169176 - paper towels thrown about, draped over sink, paper towels in toilet...		MAIN				Basement level - disabled bathroom closest to the auditorium		Catherine Jennings/Michelle Blanchard		238-7323						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1169176 - same issue		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Bathroom Cleaning Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week

		12/27/2021 15:02:11		1173998		Toilet is running/flushing continuously, just rushing water. It is not overflowing. The handle is not stuck and everything seems to be operating normally on the unit other than the continuous water flow. Stall has been placed out of order. 		81ST				Public women's restroom on the first floor, in the disabled stall. The toilet is running/flushing continuously. It is not overflowing, just rushing water. 		Brianna Collins		5106155815						Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Toilet Broken										None				We close at 5:30 today. 

		12/27/2021 15:04:54		ants (1174010) custodial (1174011)		2 issues:  1)  Request for daily cleaning of public areas in compliance w/ COVID-19 Prevention guidelines.  This would include cleaning of public tables, lab stations and public work areas.  Patrons are sleeping on tables which aren't being cleaned.  There may be a need for another custodian to assist with this.  Daily cleaning of shared sink in Circ Office also requested.  2) Elimination of trail of ants from the non-fiction areas  814s-999s near the emergency exit doors on the 13th Street side of building.  Ant trail on bottom shelves.		MAIN				1st Floor Public Area All & Circ Office w/ Sink		Shannon McQueen		510-238-3145						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Other																								None		None		None

		12/27/2021 16:06:58		1174016		there is rumbling and rattling coming from heat vents on 1st floor sci fi 		MAIN				1st floor circ, scifi		Alma Garcia		510-238-7327						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																Other																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/27/2021 16:23:06		1174096		Ants again. Patrons are pointing them out and refusing to sit in the window seats. We've been wiping down the trails with alcohol to kill their scent, but there are more than we can handle and probably some out of reach behind the window seat frame.		MAIN				Children's Room (basement level) along shelves and windows primarily on the Oak St side of the building		Remy Timbrook		238-3616						Pest		Yes		1170943 and another one previous		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																								Roaches / Ants / Bed Bugs		Inside						Three to six complaints in the past week		Pest treatment inside needs to be child-safe.

		12/28/2021 9:34:31		1174157		New tags on the front wall along the sidewalk		MAIN				front façade, 14th st.		Mana Tominaga		6611				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hdY0BfjuyOEnjTXoixtBEMo1m7W7hFBX		Graffiti						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		12/28/2021 11:28:48		1174335		The heaters for the main room don't seem to be working. Temperature currently 62 degrees. They temporarily fixed it a few weeks ago. 		MLK				Main room		Celia Davis		5106155739						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Heat Not Working																None		no		no

		12/28/2021 16:56:35		EMAIL		The floor is very dirty in this area, including a liquid that appears to be attracting ants (submitted as a separate service request). There may also be crumbs under the machine; this is an area where patrons try to sneak food. Please clean up the spills and debris here.		MAIN				Magazine & Newspaper Room, room 218, at the row of microfilm readers near telephone books.		Camille Peters		510-238-3176						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Incidental Cleaning for Spill / Mess																								One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		12/29/2021 9:40:45		1174356		I heard beeping coming from the metal box on the right (in picture shown). It was flashing code 10. We were told the number it flashes was significant. Also noticed for the first time that the one on the left is off. I pressed the on/off button for the machine on the right to reset. But we were told a ticket needs to be placed when this happens. Thanks		81ST				Sorting Room- Mechanical closet		Brenda Membreño		5106155833				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LkAMnV04f7oohPzH6ZzH_MDeKINGDTOV		Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know		1118679- previously fixed. 		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		12/29/2021 10:06:07		EMAIL		The trash was not emptied again today and there are hairs all over the sink (someone appears to have shaved).  This room is the MOST important room to clean and it is not being done consistently.		MEL				public restroom downstairs		Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Bathroom Cleaning Needed

		12/29/2021 10:08:42		EMAIL		Very little of the building is being swept or mopped.  There is mud tracked up the front entry steps, entry rugs are full of debris, main floor not swept.  The reason this building hasn't fully descended into filth is that each Monday, Brian diligently ensures we start the week right.		MEL				floors throughout library, front entry steps, entry floor mats		Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Carpet/Floor Cleaning Needed

		12/29/2021 10:11:11		EMAIL		Each day, the front gate is left mostly open, all the lights are on throughout the building, the side gates are open, and the alarm is not set (because all of the doors throughout the building are on).  This often means that folks are sleeping in the doorways upon our arrival which requires a fair amount of conversation to get them to move themselves and their belongings to enter the building.		MEL				entry doors, side gates, alarm		Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other

		12/29/2021 10:43:23		EMAIL		Our clock is about 3 hours ahead and needs to be reset (again).		MAIN				Second Start		Jessica Trimmer		510-238-6931						Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Emailed J. Trimmer		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)						Clock																										None		Someone will need a ladder to fix it.

		12/29/2021 13:59:20		EMAIL and CALL		The heat stopped working at 1:30. Staff noticed the building got quiet and it's getting very cold. 		DIM				whole building		Sarah Hodgson		510-482-7823						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Emailed and Called Carlos		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Heat Not Working																Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/29/2021 19:55:23		1174591		The carpeting in the Teen Zone on the ground floor has developed a sort of dip in 2 places as you enter that room. The flooring there has become uneven to the point that we are concerned someone could trip & fall. Could this be due to water damage? We're not sure. 		ROC				The carpeting in the Teen Zone on the ground floor has developed a sort of dip in 2 places as you enter that room. The flooring there has become uneven to the point that we are concerned someone could trip & fall. Could this be due to water damage? We're not sure. 		Lisa Harter, Liz Soskin, or Erica Siskind		510-597-5057				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1T74_U-LIIPKEJYtndzYRLzSR9GyO90H7		Other (Specify on next page)		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		12/30/2021 10:16:47		1175214		11 lightbulbs need replacing: 
2 long bulbs in English Adult non-fiction between aisles 19-21.
2 small bulbs in blue hanging fixtures in Teen area.
1 small bulb in blue hanging fixture above Children's stage area.
1 long bulb above Aisle A-B in Children's Spanish Picture Books.
1 round bulb above table on linoleum towards restrooms.
1 round bulb near framed art outside of restrooms wall (right hand side).
1 long bulb near the framed art.
1 round bulb between the restrooms, above water fountains.
1 long bulb near patio doors.		CHA				Upstairs; Adult, Teens, Children's, Near restrooms		Sandy		5105355621						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				WO CREATE		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/30/2021 10:21:33		CALL		Loud rumbling and shaking - I think it's when the heat is coming on? I'm not sure. It also happened Monday and Wednesday during the 12:00 hour, and today starting around 10:15 AM. 		MAIN				boiler room and circulation offices/space above it		Mana Tominaga		6611						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						CANCEL		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																Other																Three to six complaints in the past week				Staff are very nervous

		12/30/2021 12:49:05		1175502		The light bulb is out in the middle of the hallway on the second floor, outside the public bathrooms. It gets noticeably dark in that hallway on late nights. 		81ST				2nd floor outside public bathrooms		Brenda M. Membreño		5106155833				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1esUzvKfpfgztK5_D_uvncfrhXr1H9sy1		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						One to two complaints in the past week

		12/30/2021 14:05:07		1174838		The soap dispenser in the smaller staff bathroom on the 2nd floor needs to be replaced. It is completely broken and unsanitary to not have it available. 		81ST				2nd floor, small staff bathroom		Brenda Membreno		5106155833				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1I_i5Q_LM_IO-HNPtFl5BQy075qv53vrY		Other (Specify on next page)		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		12/31/2021 9:25:30		1174858		Ants all over the water fountain; hoped they'd go away after the rain but they seem to have increased		MAIN				first floor, Madison St. side, public water fountain		Mana Tominaga		6611						Pest						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																								Roaches / Ants / Bed Bugs		Inside						One to two complaints in the past week

		12/31/2021 10:08:42		Refer		We are waiting for public works to come out and check for mold on the carpet following our water intrusion.  Meanwhile, an area of our library is blocked off with no access for patrons.  This includes PUBLIC RESTROOMS and kid's dvds.   The public is using our tiny bathroom which has no ventilation or window.  We are also waiting for the area to be checked so that we can have IT come out and reconnect the printer and computer.  The children's librarian is using an alternative in the meantime.  

Parents have also complained to the children's librarian that there is nowhere to change their baby's diapers.		MON				Near children's DVDs in Children's are		Loraine McVey/Mahate Osborn		510-482-7865						Other (Specify on next page)				I believe a ticket has been submitted, don't know number		Derrick called MontClosedair		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		12/31/2021 12:48:45		1174916		The floors in M&N are very dirty, especially in corners and near the baseboards. Please sweep and mop in the room. Also, sweep in the Zenbooth (the wooden box room)		MAIN				Magazine & Newspaper Room, #218		Camille Peters		510-238-7241						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Carpet/Floor Cleaning Needed																								None		Zenbooth is padlocked -- the key is behind the desk near the sanitizer, on a key chain with other keys and a binder clip as a key chain. Small key with a black plastic head.		Needs to happen when we are not open to the public.

		12/31/2021 12:51:20		1174917		The floors have not been vacuumed in months. I'm concerned about crumbs and ants.		MAIN				Second floor, room 216, entire floor		Camille Peters								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Carpet Vacuuming Needed																								None		Locked door, XBA 5 key		Not really, it's a staff area and we can adjust

		12/31/2021 14:12:11		1174910		The lock for the back door is not engaging completely when using the allen wrench.  It appears to be partially stripped, and needs attention ASAP.		WEST				Back lobby door that opens to the parking lot.		Julia Flynn		510-238-6585						Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		1/3/2022 8:43:59		CANCEL		Sunday staff reported that "Lots of white steam coming out of boiler room. Steam is exiting to outside, not into OPL Main." Is this an extension of the past issues we had last week?		MAIN				boiler room		Mana Tominaga		6611						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Ok per Mana / Miguel from OPW		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Other																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/3/2022 10:43:01		COMBINE		Ants inside; concerned about impact to archival materials. Can they spray outside or do some kind of mitigation?		MAIN				Magazines and Newspapers room, 2nd  floor		Mana or Camille		6611						Pest						Combined with 1173337		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																								Roaches / Ants / Bed Bugs		Inside						One to two complaints in the past week

		1/3/2022 11:00:45		DUPLICATE		The carpet has a moldy smell emanating from it, due to the flood that happened a few weeks ago. The grime from within the carpet also arose, marking the edges of where the flood encroached. We are asking that the entire carpet in the children's room is deep cleaned, and that mold is evaluated in the area where there was flooding.		MON				Children's Room 		Mahate Osborn or Quinn Tomlinson		15104827810						Mold / Moisture		Yes				Emailed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)														Abnormal Odor																		None		There were no patron complaints, except that we had the restroom shut off due to not wanting crawlers to be subjected to the flood-affected floors. We have now opened the restroom, but are still concerned for the crawlers.		Preference, an evening when the library is not open. But we'll take help whenever it is available! Thank you.

		1/3/2022 11:10:14		EMAIL		A dismantled wet/dry vac in an open box was found sitting on the floor in the nonfiction section. We suspect it arrived as part of the response to the flood a few weeks ago. It is large and we do not have a place to store it. We are requesting that it be picked up and delivered elsewhere, unless there are plans to use it to clean the children's carpet.		MON				Behind Children's Desk 		Mahate Osborn		15104827810						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		1/3/2022 11:15:12		1175491		Please remove the graffiti on the shipping container behind the branch.		TEM				Outside shipping container.		Karen Ko		510-597-5058				https://drive.google.com/open?id=17rluTQ9jpincgpi_NXYv5uzWuYVD8Z85, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BpyL-fP6gbjzpBna6wpQpP_5rKwGj_IE		Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		Before TLL opens up for service at 10 am.

		1/3/2022 12:48:26		1175462		The toilet in the 3rd women's stall (farthest from the door) is draining very slowly when flushed- like, it's taking several minutes to drain. So if someone flushes it more than once it will overflow.		WEST				Women's restroom, ground floor		Rebecca Highland		510-238-7352						Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Toilet (clogged)										One to two complaints in the past week

		1/3/2022 14:01:43		1175432		The elevator is stuck open on the ground floor. Several lights are illuminated but nothing happens when we press them. Patrons are confused.		WEST				elevator, ground floor		Rebecca Highland		510-238-7352				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1G0sGVjKaIdKeXnba0aI3AQv6iNq4zjcE		Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/3/2022 14:43:50		1175590		Elimination of trail of ants which are mainly on the bottom shelves but have also been sighted on some higher shelves.  Trail of ants now extends from the 814s to the SCI FI C-F area.  13th side of the building near the Emergency Exit doors.		MAIN				Main Library, 1st Floor		Shannon McQueen		510-238-3145						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1174010		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Other																								None		None		None

		1/4/2022 9:37:16		1175673		We have ants.  There are a lot of them. :)		MAIN				Main Library TeenZone and Office - all over!  Esp. the rounded counters in the TeenZone and around the front of the office (where the sink and trash cans are, and all around the desks on that side of the office)		Sharon McKellar/Natasha Moullen/Veronica Sutter		238-7332						Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																								Roaches / Ants / Bed Bugs		Inside						None				No

		1/4/2022 10:16:32		1175674		The toilet in our staff restroom (upstairs) leaks water from the stem each time you flush		ROC				The toilet in our staff restroom (upstairs) leaks water from the stem each time you flush. 		Lisa Harter, Liz Soskin, or Erica Siskind		510-597-5057						Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Other										None		No		No

		1/4/2022 12:50:43		EMAIL		Ants, again/still. they're getting worse in two specific areas: in the corner (far right from the desk) window seat and across the wall to the clock, and on the Moving Up shelves next to the door. They're going behind the frames of the window seats and we have closed off the corner seat to prevent patrons from using it.		MAIN				Children's Room, basement level -- window seating along Oak Street side of the building, including shelving on that wall.		Remy Timbrook		510-238-3616						Pest		Yes				Emailed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																								Roaches / Ants / Bed Bugs		Inside						Three to six complaints in the past week		Need least-toxic-to-humans option (hydramethylnon?)

		1/4/2022 13:11:01		EMAIL		We have ants in Second Start. I've seen stray ones throughout the room, but they seem to be concentrated in the southwest corner of the room (to the right of where the clock is, under the window where the heater is). I have sprayed cleaner to get rid of them, but our floor needed to be cleaned even before this happened. I don't think it has been cleaned for a long time.		MAIN				Second Start		Jessica Trimmer		510-238-3432						Pest		No				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																								Roaches / Ants / Bed Bugs		Inside						None		You will need a key for second start. They have one at the magazine desk.

		1/4/2022 13:19:56		1175762		Our only public restroom is clogged. If someone can come as soon as possible, that would be most appreciated. 		MON				Montclair Public Restroom		Mahate Osborn		510 482-7810						Plumbing		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Toilet (clogged)										One to two complaints in the past week		No		As soon as possible please. We have young children and pregnant people in the library in the afternoons who need the restroom. Thank you!

		1/4/2022 14:31:35		1176036		At the back of the library on the ramp, there is a hole that has formed due to the rain/moisture. The wood material is very soft around the hole, so it will get bigger.		PIE				Outside the library near the back door on the ramp.		Leni Matthews		510-597-5011						Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Other		None		No		No

		1/4/2022 18:01:49		EMAIL		Someone from PW came out to check out the gas smell but did not register any readings. However, the smell is persistent and appears whenever the heater cycles back on. It was very strong today; staff reported stinging eyes and raw throats. We called PG&E and evacuated based on their advice. Someone from PG&E came out and also came up with nothing unusual on their readers, neither inside nor out at the meter. What is going on? I don't want staff or patrons to get sick. Can someone examine the heater & venting system? Should we not ever have the heat on?		GG				heating vents by circ desk, upstairs staff offices, downstairs near water fountain		Erin Sanders		5029						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		1172501		Emailed Jenera		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Gas Leak																Three to six complaints in the past week				ASAP this is a safety issue

		1/4/2022 19:22:32		REFER		Our battery recycling bin needs to be emptied		ROC				Battery recycling bin in the public entry lobby on first floor next to the water fountain		Liz Soskin, Erica Siskind		510-597-5057						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Refer to CWS - emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Recycling Pick-up Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week		n/a		Can be part of routine custodial service

		1/4/2022 19:22:54		Cancel		Dimond never received custodial for Tuesday 01/04/22		DIM				entire branch		Zadok Doe'Parker		5104827823						Cleaning / Custodial						Cancel		5. No Action Required (request will be noted and documented)								Missed Service

		1/4/2022 19:34:26		1175901		A sticker with a QR code was stuck onto the mirror in Bathroom B. We would like it removed.		ROC				Bathroom B (public entry lobby restroom with the urinal), lower left hand corner of mirror facing the door once inside		Liz Soskin, Erica Siskind		510-597-5057						Graffiti		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		n/a		Can be removed during regular custodial service

		1/5/2022 9:32:41		1176222		The middle bookdrop opening (out of 3). has a missing screw. Since this is always open, it gets really cold in the sorting room when it is windy outside. I have attached 3 pictures. 1 to show how it is open from the outside, the other 2 are zoomed in to show the screw missing on one side and the other what it is supposed to look like. Thanks. 		81ST				1st floor sorting room. Middle bookdrop flap		Brenda Membreño		5106155833				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1P3CdX6p_q0ZyE_QJMxJUH4GSOCNSOaNT, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Bj4xZijpwFljavyTBE0RPhsharwJY9JC, https://drive.google.com/open?id=13ybaIpK5LeaxtGeNBPWwqngiu8wuJzzj		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/5/2022 10:05:04		EMAIL		Missed service. Unsure if there was service yesterday.		CHA				Restrooms/Branch		Sandy		5105355621						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Sandy and Pete		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								One to two complaints in the past week

		1/5/2022 11:53:54		1183534		There is a swinging door where the former reference desk is, on the 14th St. side of the building. We would like the door removed so we can eventually get rid of the shelving also. I think it's best if we retain the door frame as it's bolted into the floor - so I think if the door can just be removed from the hinges that would work. Thanks!		MAIN				First floor, former reference desk area (Oak St. side)		Mana Tominaga		6611						Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Doors		None

		1/5/2022 11:55:19		1179961		Please remove the shelf that is in front of the check-in counter; I think it's nailed in place to the counter. 		MAIN				First floor, lobby area, circulation/check-in desk (the stand-up one)		Mana Tominaga		6611						Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Built-in Furniture or Shelving		None

		1/6/2022 10:29:28		1176363		Please reattach the arm to the door closer on top of the front entrance to the branch.		TEM				Looking out, the right front door to the entrance of the library.		Karen Ko		510-597-5058				https://drive.google.com/open?id=143aQ0Q8GxtdnBF0m6stN16ssEIA4r_1f		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		None		Before open hours at 10 a.m.

		1/6/2022 14:26:16		1176358		Rockridge staff request the Wisteria that grows around the exterior of the branch be trimmed.		ROC				exterior		Liz / Lisa / Erica		510-597-5057						Landscaping / Trees						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																		Landscape Maintenance (non-tree)														One to two complaints in the past week

		1/7/2022 11:02:21		1190503		The entire TeenZone interior needs to be repainted. The colors are institutional, the walls are filthy, and paint is chipped everywhere (see attached photos). As far as I know, this room has not had a fresh, new coat of paint since 2008/2009 when the original TeenZone was created, so it's experienced over a decade of wear and tear.  		MAIN				Main Library, 2nd floor: TeenZone interior 		natasha moullen		510 238-7232				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LwgdUY_O5nVGoT9l6CG9Hp6pGc67ug0F, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gktKoZpY-0sE_A0PwKDuOsMpyB3kdfUx, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hVRYyWcF_6ozog3sTBQpUGtwQBZ6fYjI, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LMe4tpPgbJH1jimUeQJKk8TX8jskM6Aa, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1746Fy2L0CGd7YIo2bUQ3Ad1E3vFv6LMZ		Painting		No				Referred to JaTron		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Painting Survey																		Room Painting												None		no. 		Since we are open to the public 7 days/week and 4 nights, probably the best time to work in here would be on a Friday morning. We don't open to the public until noon on Fridays. 

		1/7/2022 11:09:45		EMAIL		no custodial service		PIE				Throughout		Leni		510-597-5011						Cleaning / Custodial		No				EM. Mark Hayes		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)								Missed Service																								None

		1/7/2022 11:11:40		1176628		Window blind has fallen and needs to be reattached. The detached blind (circled in the attached photo) can be found rolled up, on the window sill. Thank you!		MAIN				Main Teen Zone (2nd floor), 13th St side wall		natasha moullen		510-238-7232				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BLgfCQ2C4wzBrsGPi2kB6m7dlEexygnE		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		1/7/2022 11:19:57		1176635		Please remove the illegal dumping of a fax machine on our back lawn.		TEM				Back lawn, next to garbage bins		Karen Ko		510-597-5058				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1en6JQBNU2rqALcx6ReHBS7S-aPA_ReaF		Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		1/7/2022 11:25:42		1176639		One of our big window shades is completely snagged & won't come out of the ceiling (see pictures). Also, there are 2 other window shades that don't rise up completely (see picture). All of these shades are on the ground floor on the adult side of the library. 		ROC				One of our big window shades is completely snagged & won't come out of the ceiling (see pictures). Also, there are 2 other window shades that don't rise up completely (see picture). All of these shades are on the ground floor on the adult side of the library. 		Lisa Harter, Liz Soskin, or Erica Siskind		510-597-5057				https://drive.google.com/open?id=19Z3uMtQV1QC9s_6b2B_fyySPuT_YYtni, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1K2CggdRzu7t-bYkEiFkQ4GtgOQ5MYN0V, https://drive.google.com/open?id=19aFkGK4PSgQ89gSa5L-RJU34XVCG293D		Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		1/7/2022 16:49:12		1177162		The faucet in the custodial closet is leaking.		DIM				custodial closet		Sarah Hodgson		5104827823						Plumbing						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Faucet												No		ASAP

		1/7/2022 16:50:44		1177256		The faucet is leaking on the left side sink in the staff bathroom. The leak is happening in the bathroom with two sinks.		DIM				upstairs bathroom		Sarah Hodgson		510-482-7823						Plumbing						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Faucet

		1/7/2022 16:53:45		1177265		The toilet paper dispenser is broken and needs replacing. Patrons keep stealing the toilet paper rolls out of the dispenser and we're running low on supplies		DIM				public restroom on first floor		Sarah Hodgson		510-482-7823						Other (Specify on next page)						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		1/8/2022 11:46:41		1177263		Our kitchen soap dispenser is all out of soap. I see no replacement soap in the custodian closet. WE NEED SOAP ASAP.		MLK				staff kitchen soap dispenser		alison		5739						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week				Immediately, We are in the middle of a pandemic!!!

		1/8/2022 14:31:29		EMAIL		No Saturday Service: No trash was collected from the Children's Room, Room 28 and the restrooms were missing paper towels. Toilet paper was in one of the single-stall restrooms but it wasn't installed in the toilet paper dispenser, which could be an issue as patrons might drop it on the floor or it can make a mess more easily. I'm assuming all custodial work was missed in these areas but can't say for sure.		MAIN				Children's Room; Room 28; single stall restrooms		Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								One to two complaints in the past week

		1/9/2022 11:16:13		1177434		Mezzanine door is locked but the latch isn't securing into the latch strike so the locked door isn't properly secured and also anyone can access the area by pulling on the door handle.		MAIN				1st Floor, Newly created staff door near the Circ Desk.  Door leads to the Staff Mezzanine on the East side of bldng.		Shannon McQueen		510-238-3145						Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		None		None

		1/9/2022 14:46:06		EMAIL		Replenishing of liquid soap supply (custodians' closet) and soap dispensers.		MAIN				ferr		Shannon McQueen		510-238-3145						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								None		None known		As soon as possible.  Thanks!

		1/9/2022 15:29:34		CALL		Public restroom #1 is out of paper towels and toilet seat covers. Also the two tall recycling bins in the Break Room #28 where without trash bags. I filled them.
		MAIN				Public Restroom #1 (Room 29) in the lower level basement		Ana Perez-Reilly		510-238-7992						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Called Mark Hayes		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								None

		1/10/2022 10:49:15		1177417		4 banks of lights adjacent to each other in Magazine and Newspapers are off.   (The light switch for these is is to the right of the Zen booth, the rightmost switch).  We tried flipping the breakers for this room but it did not help.  Seems unlikely this would be bulbs being out, but it's possible, or a circuit?		MAIN				Magazine and Newspapers (2nd floor, Room 218), 4 banks of lights at the far end of the room, along the windows.		Nina Lindsay		5102386706						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Fixture																						One to two complaints in the past week

		1/10/2022 11:20:06		1177431		The upstairs stairwell door doesn't completely shut. It has been an issue before with the air pressure changing. Makes it difficult to close all the way and very difficult to open.		CHA				Chavez stairway door; upstairs		Sandy		5105355621						Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/10/2022 14:29:31		1177446		new tags		MAIN				front facade, 14th st.		Mana Tominaga		6611						Graffiti						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		1/10/2022 16:56:23		REFER		There is a green metal container for trash that needs to be emptied.  It is full.		ELM				Outside front of the library		Ana-Elba Pavon		510-615-5869						Litter Container (Outside)		No				Referred to WM		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)												Pick-up Needed																				None

		1/11/2022 8:44:33		MONT (1177413), TLL (1177410), 81ST (1177414), MEL (1177628), ASN (1177898), CR (1182042 ), DIM (1182935), MAIN (1184739), 81ST (1184740)		these locations request a deep clean and covid disinfecting spray of their locations.		VARIOUS				 81st, Montclair, TLL		Irena								Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)								Other																								None

		1/11/2022 12:58:47		1177528		wall below alarm code box is dented in from a chair leaning into it numerous times 		MLK				below alarm code box- where security guard desk is		Celia Davis		5106155739				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Oo0mDX0qJl4dAaRQjnCMic0X0kdOu1u-		Other (Specify on next page)		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		1/11/2022 14:51:54		1177630		A small window in the children's area, facing 69th Ave near the intersection at International Blvd, is shattered.		MLK				children's area, facing 69th Ave		Celia Davis		510-615-5739						Structural / Construction Issue		Yes				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Broken Glass		One to two complaints in the past week

		1/11/2022 17:17:15		CALL		The floors in M&N are very dirty, especially in corners and near the baseboards. Please sweep and mop in the room. Also, sweep in the Zenbooth (the wooden box room)		MAIN				Main, 2nd floor, room 218 Magazines & Newspapers		Camille Peters		510-238-3176						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1174916		Called Mark Hayes										Carpet/Floor Cleaning Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week		Zenbooth is locked. Key is behind the desk on a keychain with an old binder clip.		Not during open hours

		1/12/2022 9:47:57		CR-MAIN (1177715), M&N-MAIN (1178459), WEST(1178457), Chavez (1179440), Lakeview (1179443), Main Branch/ I.T. (1179448), Brookfield (1180990)		CR was just notified of a staff positive (worked yesterday).Please clean deeply as appropriate.		VARIOUS				Children's Room		Remy or Mana		6611						Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)								Other																								None

		1/12/2022 12:15:18		1193493		We have 3 holes in the walls of the meeting room which were recently patched. They are ready to be mudded & painted.		GG				lower level - meeting room		Erin Sanders		5029						Painting		No				Referred to JaTron		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																				Touch-up Painting												None

		1/12/2022 17:10:24		REFER		Port-a-Potty's hand sanitizer is empty.  Please replace		ELM				Port-a-Potty outside		Ana-Elba Pavon		510-615-5869						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Referred		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/13/2022 9:44:45		1178115		Brookfield Library - Adult section between aisle 14 and 15 needs bulb replacement please.		BRO				Brookfield Library		Thevaki/ Alfred		615-5862						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						None

		1/13/2022 9:57:06		TEXT		Paper towels (and more?) need refilling. 		MAIN				basement public restrooms		Josephine Sayers		238-3040						Cleaning / Custodial						Texted Dwight @ 5pm										Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed

		1/13/2022 12:58:50		EMAIL		The drawer is stuck closed. It was difficult to open and shut for a while, but now it does not move. I think this is the third request I've put in for this issue. It looks like someone maybe worked on it, because the drawer front has been removed. However, it's still not working.		MAIN				2nd floor, M&N (rm 218), at the taller computer station in the middle of the room		Camille Peters		7241						Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1159704		Emailed Mana		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None		No

		1/14/2022 10:06:29		CANCEL		General custodial service missed.		PIE				Throughout		Leni M		510-597-5011						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Called Piedmont		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None

		1/14/2022 10:07:22		1178462		We are getting limited cleaning of the branch daily. It seems that very basic cleaning is getting done daily for the 3 upstairs restrooms, but the 2 public restrooms on the ground floor in lobby are not looking very clean. Currently restroom B (downstairs) has strands of hair all over the sink, the mirror above the sink is dirty, & the garbage has not been emptied. I've been told Restroom A (downstairs) is in similar condition. These 2 restrooms are both public restrooms & they are the ones that get used most. 		ROC				The public restrooms, bathrooms A & B on the ground floor, need attention/cleaning on a daily basis. 		Lisa Harter, Liz Soskin, or Erica Siskind		510-597-5057						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Bathroom Cleaning Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		1/15/2022 0:53:57		1179553		The flood last month took out a chunk of a tile. The remaining tile-less area, and a variation in level between it and the tile next to it, presents a possible tripping hazard for those who may shuffle or new walkers. It is also an unattractive blemish in the floor. It is about 8 inches by 4 inches or so. We are requesting a replacement tile, please. We have some tiles in the back office -- perhaps a match? Also, Staff are suggesting that there is asbestos in the floor. If possible, we'd benefit from an answer to that question. Thank you.		MON				Montclair Branch floor, between the hallway and the adult collections room. 		Mahate Osborn		510 482-7810						Structural / Construction Issue		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Floors (transition strips, loose tile, rips, cracked)		One to two complaints in the past week		No		Probably easiest during non-public hours in the morning before opening, or after closing. 

		1/15/2022 1:04:43		EMAIL		We need the sandbags that are obstructing our hallway exit door removed. This is a safety issue, as the door is to be used as an emergency exit. The sandbags keep the door from opening. Unfortunately, I had an injury today and am not able to move them out of the way myself, and do not want to subject staff to possible injury with the heavy lifting.		MON				Montclair Branch, external side door on L side of building (enters computer hallway)		Mahate Osborn		510 482-7810						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		As soon as possible, please

		1/15/2022 1:19:21		DUPLICATE		Montclair currently has 7 windows that are not functional, due to a combination of broken lever problems, and also due to waiting for public works to return with new handle attachments that would match the shape of our tall window opener. We have been waiting for these fixes for months, and are concerned about ventilation issues and Omicron, as well as Heat as the season turns warmer. We initially made the request when the heat was not sustainable for staff. I think the personnel who checked into these issues, and took one of the high window handles to find duplicates of the same kind, may have been named Will. 		MON				Windows: 1. High windows in children's room, above the bathroom / children's desk, 2. High windows in the non-fiction / graphic novel children's room, and 3. Right window in the children's room.		Mahate Osborn		Mahate Osborn						Other (Specify on next page)		Yes				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Most of the windows are very high. A tall A-ladder would be useful. 		Preference for before the library opens to the public on any day, Monday - Sat. (between 9 - 10). But, anytime would be much appreciated.

		1/15/2022 1:25:49		1179596		The staff restroom has a window that does not open. The restroom is small -- for ventilation / safety purposes, we would like to install a window that opens please, or arrange structurally for the current window to open.		MON				Staff Restroom Window		Mahate Osborn		510 482-7810						Structural / Construction Issue		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Windows		One to two complaints in the past week		No		As soon as possible, please. Anytime would be most welcome, but preference would be before or after open hours.

		1/15/2022 13:16:27		1179428		There is a high-pitched squealing sound coming from room 27 on the ground floor. We're unsure what it could be or if it's a safety issue.		MAIN				Room 27 (ground floor) Maintenance / Utility closet		Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/16/2022 17:31:55		EMAIL		On 1/15, our security guard reported that there was no custodial svce in the men's restroom and that he had to restock the toilet paper.  Garbage also had not been picked up.Submitting tix to document missed svce.		MAIN				Men's Mezzanine Restroom		Shannon McQueen		510-238-3144						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Bathroom Cleaning Needed																								None		No		No

		1/18/2022 10:43:45		CALL		The 2 public restrooms on the ground floor have not been cleaned today. Garbage cans are full, paper towels are on the floor, there's human hair in the sink, &  the floors need to be mopped (see pictures). These 2 restrooms are heavily used daily. We would like someone to come out today to clean them today.		ROC				The 2 public restrooms on the ground floor have not been cleaned. Garbage cans are full, paper towels are on the floor, there's human hair in the sink, &  the floors need to be mopped (see pictures). These patron restrooms get heavy use daily. We would like someone to come out today to clean them today.		Lisa Harter or Stanley Lamontagne		510-597-5057				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qM1RiiU4qSMU3i3c0rwFmHa-vMVkt93j, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1scCA50G1nmCHTZObB8RjVOqT9sDTdAmi, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rm3eXTsyeTccLkSsFjeXiyTOXrcghkko, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JQuaL82RsEo9J1G5HwJBKMKfCdnKG4cn		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1178462		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Missed Service																								Three to six complaints in the past week		No		No

		1/18/2022 11:02:43		1179805		Clock is telling the wrong time - was there a power outage perhaps?		MAIN				Lobby		Mana Tominaga		6611						Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)						Clock																										Three to six complaints in the past week

		1/19/2022 12:33:30		1180220		Outside Display case - Brookfield Library - Graffiti on the display case on the side wall in front of the building entrance. Graffiti on the display case is now covered with library signs. When working on it, please remove the library signs and return them in the book drop or to the Brookfield library staff . Thanks. 		BRO				Brookfield Library - Graffiti on the Display Case on the side wall in front of the entrance to the building		Thevaki/Alfred		615-5862				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KKcggsiVqfv9XOJVzdi28o1DPW6chMdE		Graffiti						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		1/19/2022 12:39:57		CALL		The branch was "serviced" but that really only means that the trash was taken out... maybe vacuuming.  It is clear that the bathroom were not cleaned.		ROC				Bathrooms		Liz Soskin, Erica Siskind								Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Bathroom Cleaning Needed																								Three to six complaints in the past week

		1/19/2022 13:44:37		1179959		The magnetic doorstop on our first floor fire doors has stopped working. We request a replacement or repair at your convenience. Thanks!		AAMLO				First floor fire door leading to the public bathrooms		Sean Dickerson		510-637-0200				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rGMAuUg0p9hQaHk7dIrUCzcEDfPn56co		Structural / Construction Issue		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Doors		One to two complaints in the past week

		1/19/2022 13:49:10		1179958		Some wood baseboard is coming off the wall and needs to be nailed down. We don't have the tools onsite to do this. Currently it's posing a safety hazard where patrons walk to the restroom (possibly leading to trips and falls). Thanks!		AAMLO				First floor outside the public restrooms 		Sean Dickerson		510-637-0200				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IvEXQMTalJRDXtpXsTv5HQq4bJDNoEtF		Structural / Construction Issue		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Trim		One to two complaints in the past week

		1/20/2022 10:03:16		EMAIL		The bathrooms appear to have been cleaned since yesterday, but paper towels were not restocked. They ran out early in the day on Wednesday, and as these bathrooms get high traffic, they should be checked and refilled as part of regular service every morning. I've supplied some paper towels from the Children's Room today, as we have to do most days, but we can't keep doing that.		MAIN				2 public bathrooms on basement floor, in hallway near elevator		Remy Timbrook		238-3616						Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)		Emailed Mark						Missed Service																								Seven or more complaints in the past week

		1/20/2022 10:16:50		CALL		All 3 of the last standing hand sanitizer stations were filled with soap instead of hand sanitizer. I've moved them by the meeting room kitchen which is where the 4 empty ones are located as well. Can we please get all 7 cleaned with new batteries and hand sanitizer? 		WEST				West - all hand sanitizer standing stations by Meeting Room Kitchen		Susy Moorhead		510-238-6585						Cleaning / Custodial						Called Mark		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week

		1/20/2022 10:50:58		SUBMIT ONLINE		Missed service from Waste Management.		DIM				behind the branch		Zadok Doe'Parker		510-482-7823				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1F0s_2ck6hSgaC3yvTK_6CLMt59zhmW6k, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wdLQJpErv_sqUm0-sA2VPlcnCPRwU88Q		Cleaning / Custodial						Submit on wm.com		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Garbage Pick-up Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week		N/a		N/a

		1/20/2022 15:17:06		1180005		The pipe attached the the toilet is leaking 		PIE				Staff Restroom		Nikki Truong/Leni Matthews		5105975056						Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Other										None				ASAP

		1/21/2022 9:25:08		EMAIL		Upstairs has not been cleaned at all, the downstairs bathrooms were only restocked and not cleaned.  Trash was taken out downstairs, but not upstairs.  Please clean our bathrooms.		ROC				Rockridge		Liz Soskin, Erica Siskind								Cleaning / Custodial						Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Bathroom Cleaning Needed																								Seven or more complaints in the past week

		1/21/2022 11:26:39		EMAIL		Still no paper towels in either public restroom. After cleaning, before opening.		MAIN				Main, basement level in hallway near elevator		Remy Timbrook		238-3616						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								Seven or more complaints in the past week

		1/21/2022 11:32:58		1180156		please deep clean both offices including inside drawers		MAIN				2nd floor room 203 and office		Irena Allen		510 238 2152						Cleaning / Custodial						Closed PER GANG CLEAN		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other																								None

		1/21/2022 11:56:34		COMBINED		The Second, outdoor book drop door was kicked in last night, and is almost completely off its hinges. 		DIM				Outside book drop at library entrance.		Zadok Doe'Parker		5104827823				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lbtk0npRgPbFfJ3WEFbppaC_Cgfp50Td, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1if8sHvF8daBgGtyDybIZuZAHAD9mtRcR, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ScRgzxR0UDNJy2K25Q15cj15JuJFQBc6, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CEo1yxI3IaIxavbIGUztIWfdvG6dtDGl, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FFTF2Ov1PTHrOgdfVa3tRI6lmED3BJ--		Other (Specify on next page)						N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week		N/a		N/a

		1/21/2022 12:03:13		1180217		The first outdoor book drop locking mechanism is not functioning properly. The top locking pole keep slipping from is brace causing the door to become jammed shut. 		DIM				First outdoor book drop located next to the entrance.		Zadok Doe'Parker		5104827823				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1roI72tp1qDQflrcTISMh6cBqfj6d8n8D, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Tg2cWTDpDG4XgAMvQfzy5uBMz7KFfitA, https://drive.google.com/open?id=149jLPJbbo3LeGr9PEmF_0kbmp8_J5gMs, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vMzDmhIFs9oWBXvjKDwkTFywHB6gxpWY, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xsv-ceGlD8ncRdHU7yzkN4cmTsyS0pDY		Other (Specify on next page)								1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																One to two complaints in the past week		N/a		N/a

		1/21/2022 14:26:42		Emailed staff		The toilet was reported as clogged; I flushed it twice and it wasn't fully clogged but didn't empty entirely either. There's a plunger in the other bathroom but that one was occupied. Should be checked out and at least plunged before use.		MAIN				public restroom in the basement hallway, next to Room 28		Remy Timbrook		5102383616						Plumbing		Do Not Know				EMAIL		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Toilet (clogged)										One to two complaints in the past week

		1/21/2022 15:59:27		1180308		please remove the tarp in room 216?		MAIN				2nd floor room 216		Irena								Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher						Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)						Other																										None

		1/21/2022 16:49:17		EMAIL		Patron reported blood on the floor. Shut down the bathroom for biohazard -- it was already needing maintenance, unrelated.		MAIN				basement bathroom #1 (in the hall, farther from the elevator)		Remy Timbrook		510-238-3616						Cleaning / Custodial		No				EMAIL		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Janitorial Hazard (Bodily fluids)																								One to two complaints in the past week

		1/22/2022 9:48:33		EMAIL		The door in the kitchen / break room is falling. It looks like some of the screws ae loose, which may be causing it to lean over, making it impossible to close the door without lifting it a bit (please refer to pictures). This is not the first time this issue occurs. It's important that this door get fixed soon as possible because the kitchen / break room is off limits to patrons and this is is the only space where staff can take their breaks. 		MEL				door from public hallway to kitchen; downstairs		Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1167814		EMAIL		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Doors

		1/22/2022 9:52:33		1181039		2 lights are burnt out in the kitchen (tube flourescent) and 2 on the 48th ave side on the bottom floor (in the hallway by the elevator and near the 48th ave door)		MEL				downstairs kitchen and downstairs near the elevator		Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement

		1/22/2022 9:59:05		EMAIL		Missed service		CHA				Entire branch		Linda		510-535-5621						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Email		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None

		1/22/2022 10:17:53		EMAIL		The Elmhurst library did not receive custodial service today - all of our trash bins are full, additionally, our metal green trash receptacle (located in the front exterior entrance of the building) for the public use is overflowing and full - this needs to be emptied ASAP - thank you! 		ELM				Interior and Exterior of library		Brianna Meli		5106155727						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Email		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								One to two complaints in the past week		building is armed and locked during closing hours and the front gate is also locked during closed hours, however, custodial has keys to get inside and disarm and re-arm the alarm upon leaving without issue.

		1/22/2022 10:19:16		1181284		We have another broken edge of the marble steps on the front entrance stairs.  This is unsafe and needs to be fixed quickly.  I've attached a photo of the broken step (on the right when looking at the building) and a photo of how a different piece was fixed some time last year.		MEL				front entrance marble steps, outside, right side when looking at the building		Kate Hug		510-535-5641				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cGMtgRacjyGYQa-_uRT4WIrS65BDjQ4b, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1poBqswATRDOpveh_lOldc-INjDB2WTV_		Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Other

		1/22/2022 17:05:41		1181045		A top window, third from the left on the Adult side of the library is broken.  It is cracked and spidering in a number of places.		MEL				upstairs, adult side, top window 3rd from the left		Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Structural / Construction Issue		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Broken Glass

		1/22/2022 17:11:57		1181027		Outside on the Manila ave side of the library there is a huge branch that blew off one of the library trees during last night's powerful wind storm. We would like this tree branch to be removed. 		ROC				Outside, on the Manila Ave side of the library, there is a huge branch that blew off one of the library trees during last night's powerful wind storm. We would like this tree branch to be removed. 		Lisa Harter, Liz Soskin, or Erica Siskind		510-597-5057						Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																		Hazard (broken limb / fallen tree)														None		no		no

		1/24/2022 9:01:28		1180984		This is what the paper towel supply looked like this morning around 9am (after service). It's not full -- most likely this is what's left over from what the Sunday crew in the Children's Room provided.		MAIN				basement floor public restrooms		Remy Timbrook		238-3616				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DCMAcy2134co-3JJNiOxUewe1_eu0KFR		Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								Seven or more complaints in the past week

		1/24/2022 9:30:33		EMAIL		We are very low on paper towels. Please bring a case today. We are going to run out before the end of the day.		ROC				Low on paper towels		Ryan Lindsay		510-597-5057						Cleaning / Custodial						Emailed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week				ASAP please

		1/24/2022 9:50:46		CALL		It's freezing! Please turn off AC and send some heat. Thanks!		DIM				Branch		Rebekah Eppley		(510) 238-7855						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Called Greg+DIM		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Adjust Temperature - Too Cold																Three to six complaints in the past week

		1/24/2022 10:23:21		Cancel		The dumpster needs to be emptied. Thank you!		DIM				Outside in the back		Rebekah Eppley		(510) 238-7844						Litter Container (Outside)						Emptied evening of 1/24		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)												Pick-up Needed

		1/25/2022 11:36:05		CANCEL		Abandoned (?) belongings including clothing and trash bag of things		MAIN				outside the main library on 14th street side, in the bushes between wheelchair ramp and sidewalk 		Christy Thomas		238-6570						Illegal Dumping		Do Not Know				Cancelled		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		1/25/2022 13:23:54		1181421		Diffuser is needed to cover tube light in the Children's area - Brookfield Library		BRO				Children's area Brookfield Library		Thevaki/Alfred		510-615-5862						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Other																						None

		1/25/2022 15:00:40		1181499		One of the lights in the front second floor entrance is out.		DIM				Front stair case 		Zadok Doe'Parker		510-482-7823				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bAKnBsYaKRBpQX15xnep9qCELeqDsOt3, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zLA_6Br-ZsoN-WJfvUF8njXCGk1iv_ZR		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Light Bulb Replacement																						None		N/a		N/a

		1/25/2022 18:33:47		1181603		The sharps container that is usually fixed to the wall just as you enter our back door has come loose (see pictures). We would like it to be reattached.		ROC				The sharps container that is usually fixed to the wall just as you enter our back door has come loose (see pictures). We would like it to be reattached.		Lisa Harter, Liz Soskin, or Erica Siskind		510-597-5057				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1r1vUpO4JdLFJvTmCH4WEagauBp3NJBHg, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1f2KuLpc034PiDvbRlweqtmEsrXfU3Nwg		Other (Specify on next page)		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		1/25/2022 19:35:36		1181611		Round light bulb in men's restroom needs to be replaced. Located right above stall.		CHA				Men's restroom		Sandy		5105355621						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Light Bulb Replacement																						Three to six complaints in the past week

		1/26/2022 10:03:17		CALL		No paper towels in the public restrooms again today (this has been every morning this week, and possibly over the weekend, and several days last week as well). While discussing with other staff, they noted that the women's staff restrooms have also been short of paper towels and toilet paper in recent weeks.		MAIN				basement restrooms -- public and staff		Remy Timbrook		238-3616						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Called Mark Hayes		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								Seven or more complaints in the past week

		1/26/2022 12:38:47		1182030		As a result of high winds early this week, the Elmhurst Library has large debris of tree branches strewn across the yard. Lots of leaf and twig debris is scattered and collected in different areas of the outdoor space. 		ELM				Backyard / outside area		Brianna Meli						https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GFXNnt4i1-x1eFwZ4ZdK7HuCCh5-LOjR, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GHVnmdTEG30p3t1gTOxldFrcwhlkD29A, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1z7m636PDM6siM9s2M80hAjpzTQ7nYqKP		Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																		Landscape Maintenance (non-tree)														None

		1/26/2022 12:46:06		1182018		the neon light cover in aisle between 14 & 15, fell off, part of the corner was broken		BRO				aisle between 14 and 15 of Adult collection : Brookfield Library		Alfred & Thevaki		510-615-5862						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)										Light Fixture																						One to two complaints in the past week

		1/26/2022 14:13:30		CALL		Soap in public men's restroom is out.		WEST				West public men's restroom		Hana Kadoyama								Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				Called Mark Hayes		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								Three to six complaints in the past week

		1/26/2022 15:11:54		1182017		The light fixture fell out of the ceiling. this is highly dangerous as it could fall on anyone passing by. We cannot add a table underneath to block people from passing under since it is right in front of the staff door. High traffic area 		81ST				1st floor, in front of staff entrance for the sorting room. 		Brenda Membreno		5102065833				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TbVsng5IqoU04kr0EjkLdO7LskAwULEH, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MK531Mrx0epNgjGaFGuaJ5BwZB9YWi7E		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				CANCEL per 81st staff		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)										Light Fixture																						Three to six complaints in the past week

		1/27/2022 14:14:18		1182097		Elevator isn't working.		MEL				Floor Level		Dice Armstrong		535-5641						Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				Yes, without the elevator we don't have ADA access.  Someone just came this morning to look at the elevator and it doesn't work now, he might have turned something off?

		1/27/2022 15:42:57		1182102		Clogged toilet		81ST				1st floor ADA stall men's restroom		Brenda Membreno		510 615 5813						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Other																								One to two complaints in the past week

		1/27/2022 16:10:30		1182165		Blood on the floor near toilet (drying but will need biohazard treatment)		MAIN				basement hallway public restroom near elevator		Remy Timbrook		238-3616						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Janitorial Hazard (Bodily fluids)																								One to two complaints in the past week

		1/27/2022 19:42:39		EMAIL		Four banks of lights near the door to TeenZone are out. There's also another bank out close to the desk. It very dark in that corner.		MAIN				Second floor, room 218, row of lights closest to 13th		Camille Peters		7241				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hoXjplNNZ_Qds10UqAQ_h089pzpRdzFr, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OXadmmY4UMQGkAWxVIfHLgfyttTfuSGV		Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		1177417		Emailed PWA supe		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Light Bulb Replacement																						One to two complaints in the past week		No

		1/28/2022 14:29:34		EMAIL		Minimum service incomplete on Saturdays. My understanding of minimum custodial service is that trash is emptied and bathrooms are cleaned. I've notice that a custodian comes mid-day on Saturdays and empties garbage downstairs only. Could you please ask that he also empty trash upstairs in the meeting room, bathrooms and offices and that he clean and restock the bathrooms upstairs and downstairs. Thanks!		DIM				second floor 		Sarah Hodgson		510-482-7823						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other

		1/28/2022 14:36:10		REFER		Staff still cannot use the Fax machine		BRO				Circulation desk next to the Fax/Printer		Alfred or Thevaki		615-5862						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes				Referred		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Other																						One to two complaints in the past week				high priority

		1/28/2022 15:16:34		1183163		Light is out. Bulb needs replacing.		MON				Adult area above the "Mystery" & "New Books" sections		Geremie Celli (or Quinn Tomlinson)		510-482-7865						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						None		none		none

		1/28/2022 16:06:59		EMAIL		Forgot to remove previous day filled garbage bag. This is the second time. Left the filled garbage bag under the sink in the staff bathroom. 		BRO				Library - bathroom		Thevaki/Alfred		510-615-5862				https://drive.google.com/open?id=10Uj5SboccJIA7TP1w2Ns0ep_r9NMAh9z		Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Garbage Pick-up Needed

		1/28/2022 16:59:24		1184073		Light bulb in front of the stage in a pendant lamp is flickering (west side of room). Please replace before Feb 9 when we have a program in this room. 		GG				lower level meeting room		Erin Sanders		5029						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Light Bulb Replacement																						One to two complaints in the past week		tall ceilings, pendant fixture		pls replace before Feb 9 so that patrons aren't affected by the flickering light

		1/29/2022 9:04:30		EMAIL		public restrooms on the ground floor were not cleaned for Saturday opening 		MAIN				ground floor restrooms		Pat		3848						Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				EM. MARK		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Missed Service

		1/29/2022 9:41:45		1182844		Window handle fell off and we are unable to close the window.  Needs attention ASAP.		WEST				Floor level , by computer stations on adult side		Julia Flynn		510-238-6585						Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Windows		One to two complaints in the past week

		1/29/2022 12:42:25		INTERNAL		We need to order two more E4S keys for staff to share  so they have access to the upstairs office, lunchroom and bathrooms. Thanks!		DIM				building		Sarah Hodgson		510-482-7823						Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		1/29/2022 14:56:34		1182904		Can the heater's exhaust be changed or redirected so that the odors from the exhaust do not come into the library?		ELM				heater, in custodial room, and also near exterior vent, facing international blvd.		Ana Pavon		510-615-5727						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Other																One to two complaints in the past week

		1/29/2022 16:59:04		EMAIL		We did not get serviced yesterday.  Today, we got a super light service where the staff bathroom was sort of cleaned (toilet not scrubbed) and the trash was taken out.  The downstairs bathrooms did not seem to have been serviced as I had to refill paper goods during the day.  Thanks!		ROC				Rockridge branch as a whole		Liz Soskin, Erica Siskind								Cleaning / Custodial						EM. Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Bathroom Cleaning Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week

		1/30/2022 14:21:26		EMAIL		The toilet needs to be scrubbed. There is diarrhea in toilet bowl.  There is an out of service sign.		MAIN				Lower Level Bathroom #2		Ana Perez-Reilly		510-238-7992						Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				EM. Mark		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Bathroom Cleaning Needed																								None

		1/31/2022 11:15:35		1182985		Long lightbulb in left display case in lobby is out on the left side.		CHA				Display Cases in Lobby		Sandy		5105355621						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						One to two complaints in the past week

		1/31/2022 11:18:45		1182987		The lobby display cases use adjustable pegs for the glass shelves--the trims are either falling off or missing. They need to be replaced and repaired in both displays as the shelves are heavy and intended to hold books.		CHA				Display Cases in Lobby		Sandy		5105355621						Structural / Construction Issue		Do Not Know						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Built-in Furniture or Shelving		One to two complaints in the past week

		2/1/2022 9:27:26		1183167		heating is again not working		DIM				building		Rebekah Eppley		510-482-7823						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Adjust Temperature - Too Cold																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/1/2022 9:34:20		N/A		It is out of paper towels. (In the meantime, I placed a few on top of disperser)		MAIN				Lower level Public Restroom #2 (out of paper towels)		Ana Perez-Reilly		510-238-7992						Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				Told Mark Hayes		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								None

		2/1/2022 10:25:34		1183087		2nd floor lock to room 200 please be changed to work with WC key instead of AA key		MAIN				2nd floor lock to room 200 		Irena Allen		510 238 2152						Key / Lock Management						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		2/1/2022 12:27:46		1183351		Please refill soap in men's public restroom (security guard says this is a recurring issue) - also we need paper towels refilled in the staff restroom (dispenser has been empty for about a week now) 		WEST				Men's public restroom on 1st floor & staff restroom 		Susy Moorhead		238-6585						Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/2/2022 11:52:33		EMAIL		1) bathroom closest to the elevator has not had paper towels stocked in two days (was closed for 3 days before that). 2) paper towels in the other bathroom were stocked once but have not been refilled. There are no marks on the new checklist posted for this week.		MAIN				basement level public restrooms (hallway near elevator)		Remy Timbrook		238-3616						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				EM. MARK		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								Seven or more complaints in the past week

		2/3/2022 10:48:12		CALL		Missed service for today - 		MEL				Entire building 		Adolfo Gomez-Delgado		510-535-5623						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Mark Called - will cover		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None

		2/3/2022 11:08:43		1183785		MLK branch reports severe buckling of the asphalt at back of their parking lot; tripping hazard due to its placement in a high traffic area for staff and youth art programs. Can the tripping hazard be mitigated until re-paving can occur?		MLK				back of parking lot		Celia Davis		Contact: Celia Davis 510-615-5739		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rfH_iL2vEsNECmfya9DTGFS2yRIrts4v				Other (Specify on next page)								2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/3/2022 12:07:49		1183809		ants in 900s NF		MAIN				1st floor Main		Mana		No						Pest						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																								Roaches / Ants / Bed Bugs		Inside						One to two complaints in the past week

		2/4/2022 9:27:52		CALL		bathrooms were not cleaned or restocked		MAIN				public restrooms on basement level (possibly the staff and children's restrooms as well)		Remy Timbrook		5102383616						Cleaning / Custodial						Called Brian Jones		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None

		2/4/2022 10:35:08		EMAIL		There have been a couple of bags of trash in front of the children's room for a couple of days and I was hoping you could get someone to pick it up. Tomorrow we will be doing a storytime outside and it would be nice if there was less trash.		MAIN				Outside the children's room		Anne Lennon		5102386844						Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)												Pick-up Needed																				None

		2/4/2022 12:49:58		1184182		The door to the West Central Stacks has become very difficult to close and difficult to open after it has been shut. The lock and key all work fine but the door seems to have slipped or something so it is not fitting well into its jambs.		MAIN				First Floor Central Hallway of the Main Library, west side. West Central Stacks.		Steven Lavoie/Isabel Macias		510-238-3144		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Ja5OgI302OENGDsr_Inb_LA3zIVLuLG2				Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Doors		None

		2/4/2022 12:59:17		1184227		supply cabinet needs to be braced to the wall.		MLK				in staff office- next to staff bathroom		Celia Davis		6155739						Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1154098				2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Other		None		no		no

		2/4/2022 13:07:13		1184240		Light are out above the hold shelves making it hard to see in the evenings.		MAIN				by the Holds pickup shelves		Josephine or Alma		3144		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dbu48AsC6p2n2fnEpEsL3tBLtZbtI8Hr				Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/4/2022 13:09:22		1184242		Wooden  panel fell of the circulation desk , it need to be glued back on.		CHA				Second floor refence desk 		Isela Anaya		5105355621		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hS01M3kYAZ0wS9fxw71wFbzLmSrQzuTv				Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																														Carpentry		None

		2/4/2022 13:30:46		1184250		The fire safety panel at the window of Study Room 1 fell and needs to be brought back up and locked into place. 		81ST				first floor, study room 1		Brian Guenther / Brenda Membreno		615-5805		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1miUoDCm-7W3MyCavqZMVd1qhmlzGpzM3				Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		2/4/2022 13:32:38		1194636		Our whiteboard was replaced with one that is smaller than the original exposing screw holes and older paint. 		81ST				first floor, study room one		Brian Guenther / Brenda Membreno		615-5805		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vzem6j_fG0ejgN9T_ypmajVX-N6w6ptV				Painting		No				Referred to JaTron		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																				Touch-up Painting

		2/4/2022 14:17:16		1184251		Doors of study room are broken, so unable to open or close them.		WEST				Adult section -Study room doors		Julia Flynn		510-238-6585						Structural / Construction Issue		Do Not Know				Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Built-in Furniture or Shelving		One to two complaints in the past week

		2/4/2022 15:18:58		1184619		About 3 months ago there were mousetraps (5 or 6 of them) put out throughout the branch right after a heavy rain when we saw evidence of rodents. Since we've seen no sign of rodents & the traps have remained empty we would like to have these removed. A this point the staff is more at risk of setting them off & getting injured. 		ROC				About 3 months ago there were mousetraps (5 or 6 of them) put out throughout the branch right after a heavy rain when we saw evidence of rodents. Since we've seen no sign of rodents & the traps have remained empty we would like to have these removed. A this point staff is more at risk of setting them off & getting injured. 		Lisa Harter, Liz Soskin, or Erica Siskind		510-597-5057		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mzS4In0945otCe7MotY21mjtY9_R80_9				Pest		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																								Other		Inside						None		no		no

		2/4/2022 17:07:03		1184614		The locks to both door to the office and the door next to it for the electrical room have been broken and cannot be latched.		ASN				Locks broken on both doors to staff office and electrical room.		Cong Hoang		5102383406						Key / Lock Management		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		2/5/2022 16:47:44		EMAIL		Missed custodial service also applies to this request.  Women's ADA stall on the Mezznine Level needs to be properly cleaned.  Spray paint removal of urinals (2) needed.		MAIN				Mezzanine Men's & Women's Restrooms		Shannon McQueen		510-238-3144		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cx0jobsU4My2BH5zI8vmq0lMvXCLWyRG				Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Bathroom Cleaning Needed																								None		None		Before public hours is preferred but not required.  Thanks!

		2/5/2022 16:54:42		EMAIL		Checklist for 1st Flr WC is unchecked for February so far.  Garbage is overflowing in that WC.  Sink in Circ Office still unclean.  In addition to the missed custodial service for the day, in general the cleanliness levels of the Main are substandard.  Worse than pre-pandemic.  Due to COVID-19, the level of cleaning was supposed to have improved; however, this is not the reality.  		MAIN				1st Floor All		Shannon McQueen		510-238-3144						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1170411		Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Missed Service																								None		None		None

		2/7/2022 9:13:52		CALL		Dimond branch reports the heat is again not working, even with the windows closed.		DIM				building		Rebekah								Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes				Callled Greg Johnson		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Heat Not Working																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/7/2022 11:43:12		1184720		There is Sharpie graffiti on the concrete bench just outside the front entrance.		81ST				outside the front entrance		Brian Guenther / Brenda Membreno		615-5813		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1U9wdwfPEd0Jofeut_b7ttTf8bNc9t7IS				Graffiti		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		2/7/2022 12:39:38		1184793		There are 3 small light bulbs that are out at the entrance of the public bathrooms. First floor.  		81ST				1st floor, next to public bathrooms		Brenda Membreño		5106155833		https://drive.google.com/open?id=12k-JdBQC5fTj8N9j40XxkZHkWBaX94Ly				Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/7/2022 12:42:46		CALL		One of the toilets in Restroom A is plugged up. This is a public restroom on the ground floor.		ROC				One of the toilets in Restroom A is plugged up. This is a public restroom on the ground floor. 		Lisa Harter or Liz Soskin		510-597-5057						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Called Mark Hayes		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Other																								One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		2/7/2022 16:24:58		EMAIL		Garbage and recycling bins are overflowing.		PIE				Side of building.		Leni		510-597-5011						Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Garbage Pick-up Needed																								None

		2/8/2022 13:52:34		1185073		The front of the soap dispenser in the staff restroom has been falling off for some time and now it is completely off. This makes it more difficult for staff to wash their hands. 		81ST				Second floor, staff restroom		Brian Guenther / Brenda Membreno		615-5813		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MmcdsdT-791Dn6Yq-LoMmgOHIgQzID8g				Other (Specify on next page)		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		Access to staff offices

		2/8/2022 15:41:07		1185450		Custodial service did not provide soap in the dispenser in men's bathroom.		WEST				Need soap in the dispenser in the men's bathroom		Julia Flynn		510-238-6585						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week

		2/8/2022 19:42:00		1185300		Water was found to be leaking onto the floor in the Janitor's closet and out into the library carpet (just outside of the closet's door). Chavez library Landlord's Facilities Manager (Sergio) believes that it's a leak coming from the hot water piping behind the wall where faucets are located. Since he discovered no leaks were coming from the above and surrounding tenants, as soon as he turned off the hot water valve, the leaking seemed to have stopped. He said the wall panel/siding will need to be cut open to repair the leak. At this time, until that repair happens, there is no hot water available in the library. (Cold water faucets still work and toilet flushes). By tomorrow, we should be able to tell if turning off the hot water temporarily solved the problem.		CHA				Janitor's closet		Pete Villasenor (if not available, please contact Linda Nguyen.		510-535-5621						Plumbing		Do Not Know				Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Other										Three to six complaints in the past week		No.		No.

		2/9/2022 17:32:45		1185594		The toilet in Restoom B is plugged up. This is a different toilet than the one I reported on Monday. This is a public restoom & it's on the ground floor. 		ROC				The toilet in Restoom B is plugged up. This is a different toilet than the one I reported on Monday. This is a public restoom & it's on the ground floor. 		Lisa Harter, Liz Soskin, or Erica Siskin		510-597-5057						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Other																								One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		2/10/2022 10:02:29		1185614		freight elevator is not working		MAIN				staff elevator		Irena Allen 510-238-2152		510-238-2152						Elevator Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Emailed Greg Johnson - no phone answer																														None

		2/10/2022 10:55:23		1185638		Ants were treated last week and I think they were supposed to have died off by now. A patron noticed a large number of ants by the door this morning (one of the locations previously treated). We need new baits for a second round.		MAIN				Oak Street door to the Children's Room on the basement level		Remy Timbrook		5102383616						Pest		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																								Roaches / Ants / Bed Bugs		Inside						One to two complaints in the past week

		2/10/2022 10:57:45		1185763		Soap has not been refilled since last Friday when it was running low. Patrons reported empty soap dispenser yesterday (Tuesday) and today but a report didn't get filed until now. (Also, the checklist on the back of the restroom doors is both empty and now outdated; I'm not sure the custodian is working through those steps, or the soap would have been caught before now.)		MAIN				Public restroom #1 (hallway) on basement level		Remy Timbrook		2383616						Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week

		2/10/2022 12:11:58		1185669		several lamps are out on Museum level, affecting daily operations		AAMLO				2nd floor		Bamidele or Marco		637-0200						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Called Roy; emailed Jamie; Jamie emailed S. Curiel								Light Bulb Replacement																						One to two complaints in the past week

		2/10/2022 15:23:33		1185764		poop (unclear whose) at foot of front steps in a high traffic area		MAIN				outside, 14th st side, bottom of steps		Irena		2152						Illegal Dumping						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/10/2022 16:00:41		1186026		Please replace burned out/flickering recessed lights in the childrens & adult reading rooms. The one flickering is above the "new" fiction section to the right of the CD's in the adult room. There are at least 2 others that have burned out. Very tall ceilings		GG				upstairs - reading rooms		Erin Sanders		597-5029						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						One to two complaints in the past week		high ceilings

		2/10/2022 16:19:58		1185793		We need black-out window shades (the kind that roll down) installed for the five windows in the Young Children's room. This enables us to show films, etc.		MLK				Young Children's Room (the part of branch closest to Intl. Blvd.)		Alison B, Annabelle B or Celia D		615-5739						Other (Specify on next page)		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/10/2022 17:13:26		1185877		The front door lock is shifting up and down, sometimes causing keys to get stuck. This is making it difficult to open the door. 		DIM				The front door to enter the building.		Zadok Doe'Parker		5104827823		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WjG73C79rvMfxBFHRyPLv-w1Uq7lqeRQ				Key / Lock Management						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		N/a		N/a

		2/10/2022 17:20:32		EMAIL		A piece of one of the cracked back steps has broken off and the stairs continue to be a tripping hazard.		DIM				Back stair case near the teen area		Zadok Doe' Parker		5104827823		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lK4RUN1XytwmKXcyPO1vKv-SCYU610Jt				Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1,149,779		Emailed Gibeau		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Floors (transition strips, loose tile, rips, cracked)				N/a		N/a

		2/10/2022 17:26:37		EMAIL		The lobby floor at the entrance of the library needed to be buffed.		DIM				Library lobby		Zadok Doe'Parker		5104827823		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1biHdb3cvMUTpO05ilLxnWCrdTW3bieY3				Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1149801		Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Carpet/Floor Cleaning Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week		N/a		Must be done during none open hours.

		2/10/2022 17:29:13		EMAIL		The soap dispenser is broken and needs to be replaced.		DIM				Bathroom B		Zadok Doe'Parker		5104827823						Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1129994		Emailed Gibeau		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Other		One to two complaints in the past week		N/a		N/a

		2/11/2022 8:52:37		1185862		Melrose staff report one back gate with welded chains and city issue padlocks is bent and won't close - illegal dumping/homelessness concern - staff have temporarily locked gate with a bike lock.		MEL				garden gates		Kate Hug		510-535 5641						Fence		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/11/2022 9:16:46		1185945		The urinal in public Restroom B is having issues. This urinal has a weak flush & doesn't drain well. It doesn't seem like it's going to overflow, but it's certainly not refreshing after each flush. This urinal is on the ground floor.		ROC				The urinal in public Restroom B is having issues. This urinal has a weak flush & doesn't drain well. It doesn't seem like it's going to overflow, but it's certainly not refreshing after each flush. This urinal is on the ground floor.		Lisa Harter, Liz Soskin, or Erica Siskind		510-597-5057						Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Other										One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		2/11/2022 9:38:28		1186717		Would it be possible to get an update on the leaking pipe in the Storage area (Children's Room storage)? It's still slowly leaking, and there is what appears to be rust on the floor and splattered on the wall. I'm hoping to find out what it is, if it's harmful, and if it can be cleaned up. I'm also hoping to find out if there's any timeline for getting it repaired. Thank you!!!		MAIN				Storage area, ground floor, corner on Oak St/13th St side		Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RoAzU9JPS13IsWb0IV8wMOuztjdNIDwt				Plumbing		Yes		1172093		Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Other										None

		2/11/2022 9:40:55		1185998		Hi! Is there an update on the high level of heat in the storage area on the ground floor? Thank you! I've been hearing from staff that it can be hard to do work in there because of the heat.		MAIN				Storage, ground floor, corner closest to Oak and 13th Street (Children's Storage)		Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		1171759				2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Adjust Temperature - Too Hot																None

		2/11/2022 12:24:44		1186019		These windows open and are held by a chain on either side - these chains have become caught in a forced closed window.  A very tall ladder is needed to release these windows.  If it is windy, the windows could open and break because they are not latched and not fully closed.  Additionally, these windows can no longer be opened to allow air flow.		MEL				upstairs windows (top windows that open by folding in near the ceiling) - 2 in Adult area facing Fremont Way on the right, 1 in the Children's area closest to the elevator, and 1 in the Teen room facing 48th Ave		Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Other (Specify on next page)		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		2/14/2022 10:40:24		1186761		Came back to work this morning and noticed there're more than 40 lights is out over the weekend. 		ASN				whole floor level		Anita Yan		510-238-3406						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Light Bulb Replacement																						One to two complaints in the past week

		2/14/2022 11:16:26		N/A		Door 109 Stacks B West; I think a ticket might be in process for fixing this door/lock but now the lock is not engaging at all. Just making sure that the ticket hasn't been closed/opening new ticket.		MAIN				door from central hallway to west central stacks on 1st floor		christy thomas		238-6570						Key / Lock Management		Do Not Know		1149059		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		2/14/2022 14:18:15		1186822		At the beginning of the pandemic, a banner was placed on the outside of the library with the city's website for COVID tests. People have started asking if we have COVID tests at the library, and we do not. Can we please have this banner taken down? Thank you. 		81ST				Exterior, on corner of Rudsdale & 81st Ave		Brian Guenther / Brenda Membreno		615-5813		https://drive.google.com/open?id=18JD2MY95kiqvPhQz3Zuhj94MD942Szok				Sign		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/14/2022 14:23:51		1186825		The side of the library has collected a fair amount of trash, especially behind the fence. 		81ST				Exterior, 81st Ave side		Brian Guenther / Brenda Membreno		615-5813		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tSiZF24kw5hk28GHoF9G3ctAeS-OnQ9E				Sidewalk / Public Right-of-Way / Patios		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																												Other				One to two complaints in the past week

		2/14/2022 15:44:03		EMAIL		Cleaning and trash inside the library.		PIE				Throughout		Leni Matthews		510-597-5011						Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None

		2/15/2022 14:28:19		1186812		The last stall has something clogging the toilet.		WEST				last stall in the women's restroom		Amber English		5102387352						Plumbing		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																						Toilet (clogged)										One to two complaints in the past week

		2/15/2022 15:35:08		1186866		The safe which is attached to the wall upstairs in the branch manager's office needs to be removed & hauled away. We have been unable to open this safe for months & it's currently buzzing. We lock cash for the branch up daily in another drawer in the branch manager's office. We have no need for this safe anymore. 		ROC				The safe which is attached to the wall upstairs in the branch manager's office needs to be removed & hauled away. We have been unable to open this safe for months & it's currently buzzing. We lock cash for the branch up daily in another drawer in the branch manager's office. We have no need for this safe anymore. 		Lisa Harter, Liz Soskin, or Erica Siskind		510-597-5057		https://drive.google.com/open?id=15Fc6eTOyEOCFLXkrzfQBfKprVva4Ne4E				Other (Specify on next page)		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		no

		2/15/2022 15:56:50		1186867		Our smoke detectors are old and seem to be non Functional.		DIM				Entire Library		Zadok Doe'Parker		5104827823						Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)						Other																										None		N/a		N/a

		2/15/2022 19:55:42		1186935		The alarmed emergency exit located at the bottom of the back stair case, doesn't have an alarm on it. The two emergency exits in the public area both have alarms that sounds when the door is opened. The one at the base of the back steps is missing this despite being labeled as an alarmed door.		DIM				The security exit in back stair case		Zadok Doe'Parker		5104827823		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eSEiXA1AXpgRqA7EG3zz2bdvfjY2dQBh				Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)								2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)				Security Alarm System																												None		N/a		N/a

		2/16/2022 9:16:14		CANCEL		The toilet paper dispenser in the bathroom is broken.		ELM				Bathroom		Ana-Elba Pavon		510-615-5869						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		2/16/2022 13:23:42		1187026		Dimond branch requests replacement air filters for their Alen Air Purifier Breathe Smart Filter.		DIM				building 		Lily		482 7823						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																Other																None

		2/16/2022 15:30:37		1187088		There are 8 light bulbs that need replacing in the Eastmont public restrooms and the corridor adjacent to the restrooms		EAST				Public restrooms and corridor		Susan Martinez		5106155726		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1D1gwhp7v42yLnNXjE0RAwlSaeQjIVDe0				Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						One to two complaints in the past week				No

		2/17/2022 12:25:52		1187264		81st Ave library request the DVD/Video/Music sign is moved due to re-arranging of materials.		81ST				81st		 Brian Guenther at 510-615-5813				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Bh9BgAgmlJKpvJhjl_p3szpWArDT_XIB				Sign						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		2/17/2022 16:55:23		1187387		Public work just finished replacing the ceiling tiles in our meeting room, leaving tile dust all over the floor and cabinets that need to be cleaned. 		ASN				Meeting room at the back 		Cong Hoang		510-238-3406						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Carpet/Floor Cleaning Needed																								None		The room should be open, and custodian should have no problem accessing it.		As soon as possible because staff must use the office desk back there.

		2/18/2022 9:21:24		CANCEL		We did not receive custodial service today. At minimum we need restrooms cleaned and trash emptied. Thanks!		DIM				entire building		Sarah Hodgson		482-7823						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service

		2/18/2022 11:04:45		CANCEL		Missed service - it is Friday and many of our trash bins are full.  		MEL				entire library		Kate Hug		535-5641						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service

		2/19/2022 11:15:38		COMBINED		Toilet was reported clogged (not visible, but not able to flush/water rises)		MAIN				Basement level - "red circle" children's bathroom next to the Children's Room		Remy Timbrook		2383616						Plumbing		No				combined with 1188904		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																						Toilet (clogged)										One to two complaints in the past week

		2/19/2022 16:21:24		EMAIL		Bathrooms weren't cleaned; trash wasn't emptied. Assuming no service Saturday morning.		MAIN				Main basement level (including Children's Room and public restrooms and staff break room)		Remy Timbrook		2383616						Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								One to two complaints in the past week

		2/19/2022 16:58:37		1189048		There is a large, broken pane of glass lying flat on the top of the wall next to the sidewalk. It is a safety hazard and could lead to vandalism as well. Please remove the glass and safely dispose of it.		MAIN				Street level in front of library -- wall along sidewalk, to the left if you are standing outside facing the main entrance		Remy Timbrook		2383616						Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		2/19/2022 17:00:07		1188799		We still have ants. The bait left two weeks ago(?) is empty. It needs follow-up treatment.		MAIN				basement level -- Oak Street door to Children's Room, on the right side as you enter from outside		Remy Timbrook		238-3616						Pest		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																								Roaches / Ants / Bed Bugs		Both Inside and Outside						Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/20/2022 12:42:42		DUPLICATE		Light above urinal in Public Men's Restroom is out. It's the Compact Florescent "Rod shaped" light bulbs that need replacement. 		CHA				Chavez Men's Public Restroom on ceiling above the urinal.		Pete Villasenor or Sandy Leung.		510-535-5620						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		1181611		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Light Bulb Replacement																						Three to six complaints in the past week		No.		No.

		2/22/2022 14:39:53		EMAIL		The custodian (Butler) from the school showed me that people are using our trash/recycling bins to hop over the gate to get to the school grounds. They have used one of the school's tables and broke it hopping back over the gate as well. Butler is requesting that we get a chain and lock to secure the bins to the back ramp so that they won't be used to hop over the gate. 		PIE				Behind the library.		Leni Matthews		510-597-5011						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Emailed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No

		2/23/2022 9:13:50		CANCEL		The heater is not working		ELM				Mechanical room, first floor		Ana Pavon		510-615-5869						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		No				Tom Hernandez emailed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Heat Not Working																One to two complaints in the past week

		2/23/2022 9:39:51		1188912		The toilet on the left hand side in Restroom A on the ground floor isn't flushing properly. As a result the bowl isn't clearing properly. This is a public restroom & it needs to be fixed. 		ROC				The toilet on the left hand side in Restroom A on the ground floor isn't flushing properly. As a result the bowl isn't clearing properly. This is a public restroom & it needs to be fixed. 		Lisa Harter, Liz Soskin, or Erica Siskind		510-597-5057						Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Toilet (clogged)										One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		2/23/2022 9:47:26		1188913		The faucet on the right-hand side in Restroom B on the ground floor is really hard to turn off. As a result there's a steady trickle of water being wasted daily. This isn't good in a drought. This is a public restroom.  		ROC				The faucet on the right-hand side in Restroom B on the ground floor is really hard to turn off. As a result there's a steady trickle of water being wasted daily. This isn't good in a drought. This is a public restroom.  		Lisa Harter, Liz Soskin, or Erica Siskind		510-597-5057						Plumbing		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																						Sink Broken										One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		2/23/2022 9:55:34		COMBINED		We only got partial custodial service today. Paper towels & toilet paper were restocked & garbage cans were emptied, however it doesn't look like toilets, sinks, & counter tops were cleaned. One toilet in Restroom A, which I submitted a ticket for this AM, hasn't been flushing properly. Looks like our custodian tried the plunger on it with no success. The toilet was still semi-full & the plunger was left on the restroom floor. 		ROC				We only got partial custodial service today. Paper towels & toilet paper were restocked & garbage cans were emptied, however it doesn't look like toilets, sinks, & counter tops were cleaned. One toilet in Restroom A, which I submitted a ticket for this AM, hasn't been flushing properly. Looks like our custodian tried the plunger on it with no success. The toilet was still semi-full & the plunger was left on the restroom floor. 		Lisa Harter, Liz Soskin, or Erica Siskind		510-597-5057						Cleaning / Custodial		No				combined with 1188896		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other																								None		no		no

		2/23/2022 10:20:29		1188915		There's lots of debris being dropped by the trees behind the library near the staff parking lot. There are not only leaves dropping, but what looks like 1/2 inch berries that could be a tripping hazard. It would be great to get the grounds crew out to clear all this out.		ROC				There's lots of debris being dropped by the trees behind the library near the staff parking lot. There are not only leaves dropping, but what looks like 1/2 inch berries that could be a tripping hazard. It would be great to get the grounds crew out to clear all this out. 		Lisa Harter, Liz Soskin, or Erica Siskind		510-597-5057						Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																		Other														None		no		no

		2/23/2022 11:50:23		1189732		The outdoor book drop's key broke.  Please replace.		ELM				Outdoor book drop		Ana-Elba Pavon		510-615-5869						Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)		Delivery has no extras.																														None

		2/23/2022 14:57:35		REFER		Trash was not picked up today and it's completely full. Since this is such a chronic problem, can we resume scheduling two pickups a week? Thanks!		DIM				behind building		Sarah Hodgson		510-482-7823						Litter Container (Outside)		No				Referred to WM		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)												Pick-up Needed

		2/23/2022 18:19:50		1188904		The soap dispenser has hand sanitizer in it. Can it be replaced with soap? Or, can a soap dispenser be installed above the sink instead of above the changing table (where the hand sanitizer is currently located)? Thank you!		MAIN				Children's Room, ground floor, family single-stall restroom with Red Circle on the door		Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week

		2/24/2022 10:29:18		1188896		Our public restrooms (Restrooms A & B) on the ground floor did not get service & are filthy. The floors desperately need to be mopped, the toilets & sinks need to be cleaned, & the counters need to be wiped. There's a mysterious sticky residue on the countertop in Restroom A that was there yesterday. Both public restrooms were out of toilet paper this AM, so Rockridge staff went ahead & restocked that. It should be noted that we are generally running low on toilet paper in our custodial supply cabinet. That needs to be restocked. Also, the floor to the staff restroom upstairs did not get mopped. It really needs to be mopped. 		ROC				Our public restrooms (Restrooms A & B) on the ground floor did not get service & are filthy. The floors desperately need to be mopped, the toilets & sinks need to be cleaned, & the counters need to be wiped. There's a mysterious sticky residue on the countertop in Restroom A that was there yesterday. Both public restrooms were out of toilet paper this AM, so Rockridge staff went ahead & restocked that. It should be noted that we are generally running low on toilet paper in our custodial supply cabinet. That needs to be restocked. Also, the floor to the staff restroom upstairs did not get mopped. It really needs to be mopped. 		Lisa Harter, Liz Soskin, or Erica Siskind		510-597-5057						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Bathroom Cleaning Needed																								Three to six complaints in the past week		no		no

		2/24/2022 11:58:41		1188798		Our branch is currently having all lights replaced, and therefore may have broken debris and dust on floor and bookcases that need to be cleaned up during this time. An elderly patron found some broken glass debris and dust on the floor and on top of some bookcases in the children's area, and alerted the manager to the danger. 		ASN				Floor and bookshelf areas		Cong Hoang		510-238-3406		https://drive.google.com/open?id=10Fafmlcx4U5LKAMAKHZV0iqwvU6I8kSn				Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Other																								One to two complaints in the past week

		2/24/2022 12:31:59		1188865		The clock that is on the wall (ladder needed to reach) in the back of the library needs to have the batteries changed and the time adjusted. 		81ST				1st floor, clock on wall in children's area,  to the left of the computer lab (not inside the computer lab)		Brenda Membreno		5106155833		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eqfyeHnw1yOmErvZ-7IgUwFBfAAwic-G				Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)						Clock																										Three to six complaints in the past week		Needs ladder to reach clock. High on the wall. 

		2/24/2022 12:36:08		1193512		The wall beneath the chalkboard needs some repainting attention. There are several spots that have been peeled off (or maybe patron scratched the paint off). Several white spots visible. 		81ST				first floor- chalkboard to the right of the front desk as you enter through the main entrance. 		Brenda Membreno		5106155833		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1G9on7UipdrHY3In8V-qwKSWOVqmozXF5				Painting		No				Referred to JaTron		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																				Touch-up Painting												One to two complaints in the past week

		2/24/2022 13:46:34		1189657		We have 7 bathrooms in this facility. I'd like to request to have a towel dispenser installed in all the bathrooms to avoid any issues that we have had in the past. 
 

The current set up allows patrons to take out multiple towels and stuff them down the toilet (which has been cause for our toilets to clog multiple times in the past). In the past custodians stopped refilling the public bathrooms to avoid this issue, however multiple patrons request to have paper towels in the bathrooms when they are not refilled. Custodian seems to have started to refill the bathrooms as well. 

 The current set up is also wasteful. Sometimes you try to get one and a good chunk follows and ends up falling directly in the trashcan. 
 

I chose the following towel dispenser because it seems to be one of the better options available on ULINE. There's no need for battery replacements, so we don't have to worry about adding another cost to constantly replace the batteries, and it is hands free. Also, seems like it would be more work for people to get enough towels to clog a toilet, so in the long run this would be more cost efficient. This model checks off all our boxes: 

https://www.uline.com/Product/Detail/H-2273/Towels-and-Dispensers/Uline-10-Hands-Free-Towel-Dispenser

If we can get this model that would be perfect, but I have been informed by Derrick DeMay that PWA have models that they use. 

Would PWA have any paper towel dispenser models that would address this issue?

		81ST				7 bathrooms---> 2nd floor has 2 public bathrooms, and 2 staff bathrooms; 1st floor has 3 public bathrooms. 		Brenda Membreno		5106155833						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/25/2022 9:33:45		1189046		Today we received partial custodial service. Although it looks like the floors were mopped in the public restrooms,  the urinal in Restroom B needs cleaning, the sinks need to be cleaned, & the mysterious/gross, sticky residue on the countertop in Restroom A is still there. In addition, the floor in the staff restroom hasn't been mopped in 3 days. It desperately needs to be mopped. Some staff choose not to use the staff restroom at this point because the floor is so dirty. 		ROC				Today we received partial custodial service. Although it looks like the floors were mopped in the public restrooms,  the urinal in Restroom B needs cleaning, the sinks need to be cleaned, & the mysterious/gross, sticky residue on the countertop in Restroom A is still there. In addition, the floor in the staff restroom hasn't been mopped in 3 days. It desperately needs to be mopped. Some staff choose not to use the staff restroom at this point because the floor is so dirty. 		Lisa Harter, Liz Soskin, or Jenera Burton		510-597-5057						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1188896		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Bathroom Cleaning Needed																								Three to six complaints in the past week		no		no

		2/25/2022 15:44:10		1189157		The storm drains outside of our building has a really foul smell coming from them. It smells like rotten trash or possibly a dead animal		PIE				Outside storm drains one by the stairs, one by the tree near the sidewalk, and one by the sidewalk 		Nikki Truong 		5105975056						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				ASAP

		2/26/2022 10:13:21		1189527		We still have ants where they have been treated. Need a followup treatment, please.		MAIN				basement level, next to Oak street door to Children's Room		Remy Timbrook		2383616						Pest		Yes		1185638				3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																								Roaches / Ants / Bed Bugs		Both Inside and Outside						One to two complaints in the past week

		2/26/2022 14:47:27		EMAIL		The welded on chain that then locks with a city issued padlock is no longer long enough to secure the gate closed.  It seems as though the gate is somewhat bent and while this isn't a problem per se, the chain/lock is no longer long enough to lock up the back yard.  We have secured the gate with a bike lock in the meantime.  The key is in the back office on the Branch Manager's desk and is labeled as such.		MEL				48th Ave side of library		Kate Hug		510-535-5641		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RZbwtZT64NWPR5fEgf9qc7CkI1icfDUk				Illegal Dumping		No				Emailed Kate		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		No		No

		2/26/2022 15:52:13		1189563		the door to the West Auditorium does not lock/latch consistently. Over the last month I have seen 3 staff members have trouble closing the door. 		MAIN				Room 26 - lower level - West Auditorium 		Pat Toney		5102383848						Key / Lock Management		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		2/27/2022 11:09:30		COMBINED		Bolt on top of left door is loose, unsecured.  Due to this, when locked, doors can still be pulled open.  (According to guard, a CRm staffperson may have already submitted a report about this.)		MAIN				Basement Level, Room 26 (Meeting Room)		Shannon McQueen		510-238-3144						Key / Lock Management		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		None		None

		2/28/2022 8:46:20		1189538		The tag is a bad word - hopefully it's addressed soon		MAIN				front facade, 14th St. retaining wall		Mana Tominaga		238-6611						Graffiti						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		2/28/2022 12:23:47		1189707		Some branches were left outside the library, likely from a nearby tree. 		81ST				exterior		Brian Guenther / Brenda Membreno		615-5813		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fYFygX78p866rC8d7ifsD5ECNh9VQAdb				Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed																				Tree

		2/28/2022 12:25:25		1189709		Some larger pieces of trash (furniture?) were dumped around the library		81ST				exterior		Brian Guenther / Brenda Membreno		615-5813		https://drive.google.com/open?id=11pCwEYbfy3GjO0deHCLGqL2Hiz_oB7kd				Illegal Dumping		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		3/1/2022 10:14:41		1190031		Previous day bag full of garbage was left behind in the staff bathroom on Monday morning 02-28-22. Waited one day and still here.		BRO				Brookfield Library staff Bathroom		Thevaki/Alfred		510-615-5862		https://drive.google.com/open?id=19bK6c-9Phb83U2BL0Yiwq6TzNQhcfXG2				Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other

		3/2/2022 10:11:26		1190240		TOTAL OF 7 LONG LIGHT BULBS. ONE between Spanish Adult aisles 8-9. TWO between Adult aisles 19-20-21. TWO between Children's G & I. ONE to the right of the framed photos outside of women's restroom. ONE near the patio door.		CHA				Upstairs, multiple locations		Sandy		5105355621						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Light Bulb Replacement																						Three to six complaints in the past week

		3/2/2022 11:37:54		1190245		Many of the light fixtures around the building need new light bulbs or replacement. This particular one in photo has leaves resting on the light bulb - is that a fire hazard? Lights out in lot too which is dangerous when leaving at night. 		WEST				Outside library on grounds		Susy Moorhead		510-238-6585		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gmtU3KZF_RYSnY9Qzww85RCC2M-TTC5v				Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)										Light Fixture

		3/2/2022 16:02:51		1190337		An elderly patron called and said she was a senior who came to get her taxes done with AARP; the rail is very dirty with bird poop and there's a lot of debris around. There is also one person who is putting up a tent nightly. Can we request a clean-up and notice-to-remove for the camper and then once completed, schedule a power-wash for the grounds?		MAIN				Madison St. courtyard and stairs		Mana Tominaga		238-6611						Cleaning / Custodial								3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Garbage Pick-up Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week

		3/2/2022 19:10:23		1190465		The automatic door button on the outside of the building (on the Children's Room / Oak St. entrance) is missing, and the button on the inside of the doorway does not work. I lost track of what is happening with the progress of repairing this and the last ticket I could find that addressed this issue was 1169180, but there might be others. Since it's an ADA compliance issue, and there was the recent article about our elevator, I've been reminded by my kind staff to revisit this. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you!		MAIN				Children's Room front door (Oak St. entrance)		Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1169180		CANCEL - spoke with Greg		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/2/2022 19:14:12		1190471		Just an update on this ticket - the toilet now flushes without issue. However, two additional patrons have approached staff in the last two days to comment on there being no soap dispenser in this restroom.		MAIN				Children's Room family restroom (labeled with red circle)		Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1188904		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week

		3/3/2022 9:20:54		1190442		bottom of FE needs to be touched up		MAIN				freight elevator		Irena				https://drive.google.com/open?id=1y2yt5WyxEydERfFDrO3wwJouQ9-gMQ03				Painting		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																				Touch-up Painting												None

		3/3/2022 11:50:06		1190522		Can the carpet in the auditorium be shampooed by mid-April? We are planning an event for April 30th, and one for June 25th.		MAIN				Auditorium on ground floor		Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Carpet/Floor Cleaning Needed																								None

		3/3/2022 11:51:45		1190514		West library reports their heating system is not working properly.		WEST				whole building		Julia Flynn		510-238-6585						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																Heat Not Working

		3/3/2022 11:51:52		1190530		Can we get the courtyard outside the auditorium power washed? I'm planning for an event in June, which will be in the auditorium and outside in the courtyard, and it would be great if we can get it cleaned before then. Thank you.		MAIN				Main Library courtyard outside the auditorium		Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Cleaning / Custodial		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other																								None

		3/3/2022 13:18:09		1190556		there is graffiti in the men's public restroom 		WEST				men's public restroom		Susy Moorhead		510-238-6585						Graffiti						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/3/2022 17:18:26		1190699		we need an exterior outlet for e-bike parking. Need to show location and discuss. 		MLK				outside- corner of building closest to parking lot gate, on side parallel to International Blvd		Celia Davis		510-615-5739						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Outlets / Receptacle																						None		no		when I am at the branch. 

		3/4/2022 10:14:50		1190805		Light bulb needs replacement in adult area by copier machine.		WEST				West Branch-1st floor by color copier in adult section		Julia Flynn		510-238-6585						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						None		No

		3/4/2022 10:36:49		EMAIL		Two days in a row, no custodial service		MEL				Entire building 		Kate Hug/Angelica Menjivar		5105355641						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Emailed Mark / Brian Jones is covering		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								One to two complaints in the past week		no

		3/4/2022 14:29:09		1190878		There appears to be human feces on the sink in the public bathroom nearest the front door.		MLK				Public bathroom closest to the front door		Alison		615/5739						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Janitorial Hazard (Bodily fluids)																								One to two complaints in the past week

		3/4/2022 16:24:02		1190886		We had DPW come in this morning to fix the toilet in question. Around 4:15 today a patron came to the desk and informed us that the toilet was "having issues." When I checked bathroom A, the same toilet (in far end accessibility stall)  that was fixed this morning was clogged again, filled with feces and toilet paper, and gurgling. We have closed off the stall from public use until it is serviced.		ROC				Lower level, Bathroom A. Far side accessible stall toilet		Liz Soskin		510-597-5057						Plumbing		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Toilet (clogged)										One to two complaints in the past week		N/A		N/A

		3/7/2022 9:11:30		1191260		Human feces near front door and book drop		MLK				Outside front door next to bookdrop		Alison or Annabelle		615-5739						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)								Incidental Cleaning for Spill / Mess																								Three to six complaints in the past week				asap

		3/7/2022 10:05:50		1191288		One of our outdoor bookdrops (second from the left) cannot close. The pin is no longer aligned with the locking slot.		ROC				Outdoor bookdrops along public parking lot. Second one from the left.		Liz Soskin, Erica Siskind		510-597-5057						Other (Specify on next page)		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/7/2022 10:36:26		1191362		Ink-pen on computer desk surface applied with extreme pressure so that the writing is basically engrained in the wood. We have worked to lift the ink- using goo gone, rubbing alcohol, and hot, soapy water- and it is not lifting. 		81ST				TeenZone, on computer desk, between computers 22 & 24. 		Brianna Collins		(510)615-5812		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-_e1FtT-Bd9VwmbDivTM-1oEGhflCEdz				Graffiti		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None				ASAP. It is a highly used, public space that children and teens use often. The nature of the writing is inappropriate. 

		3/7/2022 12:51:25		EMAIL		all public and staff areas are in need of re-painting		EAST				all public and staff areas		Susan Martinez		615-5726						Painting		No				Emailed Derrick RE: Eastmont Town Center		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																				Room Painting												None		high ceilings

		3/7/2022 13:00:29		1191441		The metal that is part of back of the built-in counter that holds the computers has been partially pulled from the wood and is sticking out (kind of aggressively!) and is a potential hazard. 		81ST				81st Ave TeenZone, back of computer counter		Brianna Collins		(510)615-5823		https://drive.google.com/open?id=12D5CRqtDLkE9g2ecB3PSViBTjqiJ9kbj				Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Built-in Furniture or Shelving		None

		3/7/2022 16:50:03		EMAIL		There is a lot of water on the floor of bathroom B that needs to be mopped up		ROC				Floor of  public restroom B (ground level in the front entryway lobby)		Liz Soskin or Erica Siskind		510-597-5057						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Incidental Cleaning for Spill / Mess																								One to two complaints in the past week

		3/8/2022 8:59:25		EMAIL		9am and no service. (usually done before we arrive). 		MLK				all of library		Celia Davis		5106155739						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None		no		no

		3/8/2022 10:39:39		1191585		Please replace Tabitha Pulliam's door - okay to switch with door to Community Relations, behind Room 204		MAIN				2nd floor FASO		Irena		2152						Structural / Construction Issue						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Doors

		3/8/2022 16:17:29		1191821		On Saturday, 3/5/22, one of the CR staff found a squashed roach on the floor at the bottom of the staircase near the door to storage, and on the way to the family restrooms and the children's room. The staff person said that the roach was around two inches long. 		MAIN				Children's Room - stairwell near the family restrooms		Jesse Nachem		5102383616						Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																								Roaches / Ants / Bed Bugs		Inside						None

		3/8/2022 17:11:17		1191839		Light is out; bulb needs replacing		MON				Adult area above where the books-on-CD are located		Geremie Celli		510-482-7865						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						None		none		none

		3/9/2022 10:13:45		1191843		Alarm panel at the front of the building started beeping last night, Tuesday 3/8 around 6-7 pm. When acknowledged it said "Power Supply overcurrent Trouble <main sps> BAY 1"		81ST				lobby entrance to the left		Brenda Membreño		5106155833		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iekIW_ZrKVNpOd1rS4dPp7ZoPVM0qRZT				Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/9/2022 10:31:38		EMAIL		Following up on a ticket from a year ago requesting that cobwebs be cleared from high windows. 		TEM				Main floor public area of Temescal branch 		Ally Hack		5105975058		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WEry6T6HbsWDoqOTn1vfMBBUwJNul1kH				Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1105305		emailed marked and ally		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other

		3/9/2022 11:41:09		1191854		West branch reports continued mouse sightings in staff room next to the lockers and droppings near glue traps in the staff room.		WEST				staff area, whole building		Julia Flynn								Pest		Yes						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																								Mice / Rats		Inside						One to two complaints in the past week

		3/9/2022 13:56:27		1191905		Melrose library requests a key to the door leading to storage area "under the library," accessed from the storage room on Fremont Way side of the building.		MEL				storage area on fremont side of building		kate or dice		inside lide						Key / Lock Management						Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																None

		3/9/2022 15:03:44		EMAIL		This past Monday I made a ticket (1191288) because one of our bookdrops having trouble shutting completely. This morning (3/9/21) it was discovered that the same unit was dented in the back, most likely from a vehicle bumping into the drop. There is a visible dent on the back left corner of the unit (corner towards the public lot, away from college ave). There is warping around the edge of both doors on this unit, as well as a secondary dent on the college ave side of the same unit. It appears the vehicle pushed into the drop enough to slightly twist the entire structure.
I wanted to attach four photos to illustrate the damage but this request form is only allowing one attachment at this time		ROC				Outdoor bookdrops at public lot. Unit with two slots on left side		Liz Soskin and Erica Siskind		510-597-5057		https://drive.google.com/open?id=13b5ZGxa1ZPWSrtoUW1iWEZ0wVYe-ZCci				Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1191288		emailed Tom Young		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Keys for bookdrop are inside the Library, behind the circulation desk.

		3/9/2022 16:19:03		1191988		would like a quote to install screens on the windows of the Elmhurst library in the 1st floor public area.		ELM				1st floor windows		Ana Pavon		510-615-5869						Structural / Construction Issue		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Windows		None		some of the windows are high up

		3/10/2022 9:35:07		DUPLICATE		This area was treated at the beginning of February but has not improved. Needs repeat treatment; have requested several times in the last month.		MAIN				Children's Room, basement level, Oak Street door along floor		Remy Timbrook		2383616						Pest		Yes		1185638		Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																								Roaches / Ants / Bed Bugs		Both Inside and Outside						One to two complaints in the past week

		3/10/2022 14:16:52		DUPLICATE		The safe which is attached to the wall upstairs in the branch manager's office needs to be removed & hauled away. We have been unable to open this safe for months & it's currently buzzing. We lock cash for the branch up daily in another drawer in the branch manager's office. We have no need for this safe anymore.		ROC				 	

The safe which is attached to the wall upstairs in the branch manager's office needs to be removed & hauled away. We have been unable to open this safe for months & it's currently buzzing. We lock cash for the branch up daily in another drawer in the branch manager's office. We have no need for this safe anymore		Lisa Harter, Liz Soskin, or Erica Siskind		510-597-5057		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ilKnkeF3nvPgj36NcEL32DR8_HHg4Sp5				Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1186866		Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		No		No

		3/10/2022 14:19:39		DUPLICATE		About 4 months ago there were mousetraps (5 or 6 of them) put out throughout the branch right after a heavy rain when we saw evidence of rodents. Since we've seen no sign of rodents & the traps have remained empty we would like to have these removed. A this point the staff is more at risk of setting them off & getting injured.		ROC					

About 4 months ago there were mousetraps (5 or 6 of them) put out throughout the branch right after a heavy rain when we saw evidence of rodents. Since we've seen no sign of rodents & the traps have remained empty we would like to have these removed. A this point the staff is more at risk of setting them off & getting injured. 		Lisa Harter, Liz Soskin, or Erica Siskind		510-597-5057						Pest		Yes		1184619		Emailed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																								Mice / Rats		Inside						None		no		no

		3/10/2022 14:29:49		DUPLICATE		The sharps container that is usually fixed to the wall just as you enter our back door has come loose. We would like it to be reattached.		ROC				The sharps container that is usually fixed to the wall just as you enter our back door has come loose. We would like it to be reattached.		Lisa Harter, Liz Soskin, or Erica Siskind		510-597-5057						Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1181603		Emailed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		3/10/2022 16:31:39		EMAIL		Could someone please come and pickup our battery trash can. It is now full and unusable.		AAMLO				Library, Left of main hall first floor		Callie Royster		5106370200						Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		None, on right hand side of door when walking in, to the side of the air filter.		No

		3/10/2022 16:56:33		1192509		the latch for the bathroom stall closest to the mirror is broken. 		MAIN				ground floor women's restroom		Pat Toney		510-238-3848						Key / Lock Management		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		3/11/2022 9:48:41		1192510		The paper towed dispenser in the family restroom is coming off the wall and is being held shut with tape		81ST				first floor family restroom		Brian Guenther, Brenda Membreno		615-5813						Structural / Construction Issue		Do Not Know		1189657 (related)		Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Built-in Furniture or Shelving		One to two complaints in the past week

		3/11/2022 9:50:17		1192466		Two lights are out at the front entrance as you enter the library		81ST				Near front entrance		Brian Guenther, Brenda Membreno		615-5813		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Ee6l_JTFGJeUd3dP2dSG32ZxjL7TjjMW				Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed												Light Bulb Replacement

		3/11/2022 11:43:05		1193268		Hello, the floor underneath this desk needs to be vacuumed and cleaned. There is a small rug under the desk that also needs to be vacuumed. Thanks!		MAIN				Second Start - desk in southwest corner (photo attached)		Jessica Trimmer		510-238-3432		https://drive.google.com/open?id=186BV1tq2OXyOucbIdSjHbFwR5N2E38wH				Cleaning / Custodial		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Carpet/Floor Cleaning Needed																								None		You will need a key to the Second Start room within the Magazine and Newspaper room.

		3/11/2022 16:14:42		1192844		The computer lab is not safe in case of fire. The windows can not be opened fully or the grate pushed out to exit. We need some kind of safety window so we can get out in case of a fire.		GG				basement level, computer lab		Celia Jackson		510-597-5049						Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/11/2022 16:36:22		1192513		We have 31 burned out light bulbs in OHC. They are 4-ft fluorescents. Please replace, the dimness is causing eye strain for patrons and staff. Thanks!		MAIN				2nd floor, Oakland History Center		Erin Sanders		2383222						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Light Bulb Replacement																						One to two complaints in the past week

		3/12/2022 11:06:41		EMAIL		I know custodial is short-staffed, just documenting missed service.		MEL				entire library		Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service

		3/12/2022 12:08:01		EMAIL		no custodial service as of 12:07 pm		MLK				throughout the library		Celia Davis		5106155739						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		3/12/2022 16:23:32		EMAIL		Hello! It looks like we have a missed custodial service for Saturday, 3/12/22 on the ground floor of Main. In particular, we need trash picked up in the CR, Room 28, and the hallways. There is no more toilet paper in the single-stall restroom near the Auditorium, and no more paper towels in the women's staff restroom (we refilled paper towels on our own this week, and they've since run out). The single-stall restrooms were not cleaned, and we've had three patrons complain today. 		MAIN				Children's Room, ground floor hallway, Room 28, ground floor restrooms		Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								Three to six complaints in the past week

		3/12/2022 16:47:57		EMAIL		Missed service		CHA				Branch & Restrooms		Sandy		5105355621						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								One to two complaints in the past week

		3/14/2022 9:44:26		EMAIL		The clocks are off due to time change.		MAIN				first floor lobby		Mana Tominaga		6611						Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher						Emailed Mana, Steve, Alma		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)						Clock																										One to two complaints in the past week

		3/14/2022 11:19:28		EMAIL		Missed custodial service today  - Monday March 14th, 2022		BRO				Brookfield Branch Library		Thevaki/Alfred		510-615-5862						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None

		3/14/2022 13:11:05		EMAIL		No custodial appears to have been done throughout the building.		ELM				No custodial appears to have been done throughout the entire library.		Ana-Elba Pavon		510-615-5869						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None

		3/14/2022 13:12:45		EMAIL		Please mop the library floor throughout the library including the kitchen/office.		ELM				Entire library floor		Ana-Elba Pavon		510-615-5869						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Carpet/Floor Cleaning Needed																								None

		3/15/2022 9:10:30		EMAIL		Missed service		CHA				Entire branch		Linda		5105355621						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None

		3/15/2022 11:44:29		1193262		I’d like to get quotes from Anderson flooring on the following possible projects for the 81st Ave Library:

•	Replace soiled carpet tiles near Service Desk area 
•	Replace carpeting in Classroom with LVT wood flooring
•	Replace carpeting in stairwell with LVT wood flooring
•	Replace carpeting in 2nd floor reception area with LVT wood flooring
•	Replace soiled carpet tiles is 2nd floor reception area 
		81ST				 various locations		Derrick DeMay		615-5813						Structural / Construction Issue		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Carpet (transition strips, fraying, loose)		None

		3/15/2022 12:48:37		1193256		Windows and building need to be washed/pressure washed, especially the side facing the parking lot.  There are bird droppings everywhere and they are even leaking in through the bottom of the windows		LAKE				outside of building		Xochitl Gavidia		238-6576						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other																								One to two complaints in the past week		no, it's all outside

		3/15/2022 15:29:39		1193313		Dimond's powered furniture needs to be worked on. There are chair who outlets don't work as well at broken or shorted table outlets.		DIM				Adult quiet area		Zadok Doe'Parker		4827823		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TpPwEx30fhWN4TEAqKASgDkLhMIp3hAQ				Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers								2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Other																						One to two complaints in the past week		N/a		N/a

		3/15/2022 15:39:55		EMAIL		A piece of one of the cracked back steps has broken off and the stairs continue to be a tripping hazard. 		DIM				Back staircase		Zadok Doe'Paker		4827823		https://drive.google.com/open?id=138yI94RjgkaeZtkPixlLRzgFHfrLf_Wn				Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1149779		Emailed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Floors (transition strips, loose tile, rips, cracked)		None		N/a		N/a

		3/15/2022 16:29:36		1193597		The exterior of the branch needs to be power washed.		DIM				Building  exterior		Zadok Doe'Parker		4827823		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rVIqFDpIX4S0DkmM9jazi4PMzAEaGmSp				Cleaning / Custodial								3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other																								None		N/a		Preferably during non public hours

		3/15/2022 16:36:37		DUPLICATE		Several windows need repair. There's a broken hinge on the last window in the bank on the right side of the building. There are 8 screens with gaps on the right side of the building. And there are two broken and missing screens on windows on the left side of the building.		DIM				First floor windows		Zadok Doe'Parker		4827823		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UDGOEJ79gmOyM8NkX37eWIecUEMOCko_				Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1097480		Emailed Don		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Windows		None		N/a		N/a

		3/15/2022 16:42:52		DUPLICATE		Its time for Dimond's vents to be cleaned		DIM				Entire building		Zadok Doe'Parker		4827823		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aSnQ9rsM23ROlwVshg3Cr_GtAdj7TXaO				Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1173009		Referred to PWA		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		N/a		During non public hours

		3/15/2022 16:47:01		DUPLICATE		It's time for Dimond Hvac output filters to be replaced		DIM				The entire branch		Zadok Doe'Parker		4827823		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hYAFicZfYW5dRdu1VE_-ILjiLJDIqkBi				Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling		Yes		1173004		CANCEL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																Other																None		N/a		During non public hours

		3/15/2022 16:55:53		1193442		Clock needs to be updated to Daylight Savings Time		MAIN				Main Library, 2nd floor, room 216		Camille Peters		510-238-7241						Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)						Clock																										None		Locked door, XBA5 key		No

		3/15/2022 17:00:46		DUPLICATE		Gutter and drain pipes need to be cleaned		DIM				will need to access the roof		Zadok Doe'Parker		4827823						Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1170840				3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Gutter and Drain Pipes		None		N/a		N/a

		3/15/2022 17:18:57		DUPLICATE		A total of 5 lights are now out: 
-Two lights are burnt out in the kitchen (tube fluorescent);
-Two lights on the 48th ave side on the bottom floor (in the hallway by the elevator and near the 48th ave door); 
-One other light is out on the bottom floor: when you exit the public restroom, the light immediately to the left (towards the Fremont side of the building).		MEL				A total of 5 lights are now out: 
-Two lights are burnt out in the kitchen (tube fluorescent);
-Two lights on the 48th ave side on the bottom floor (in the hallway by the elevator and near the 48th ave door); 
-One other light is out on the bottom floor: when you exit the public restroom, the light immediately to the left (towards the Fremont side of the building)		Adolfo		510-535-5623		https://drive.google.com/open?id=14ynqiw4TUuH-Nzx_cSDGna5kZjnnzqC-				Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		1181039		Emailed Martin		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Light Bulb Replacement																						One to two complaints in the past week		n.a.		n.a.

		3/15/2022 17:43:19		DUPLICATE		The door in the kitchen / break room is falling. It looks like some of the screws ae loose, which may be causing it to lean over, making it impossible to close the door without lifting it a bit (please refer to pictures). This is not the first time this issue occurs. It's important that this door get fixed soon as possible because the kitchen / break room is off limits to patrons and this is is the only space where staff can take their breaks. 		MEL				When you enter the library from the Fremont entrance, it's the first door on the left. Bottom floor. 		Adolfo		510-535-5623		https://drive.google.com/open?id=15sC3I5pU9jmnzv93AxeQg5CpNsqA0fqL				Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1167814		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Doors		One to two complaints in the past week

		3/15/2022 17:53:07		DUPLICATE		We have another broken edge of the marble steps on the front entrance stairs.  This is unsafe and needs to be fixed quickly.  I've attached a photo of the broken step (on the right when looking at the building)		MEL				broken marble step on front entrance steps		Kate		510-535-5623		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Md6Pm0KQOI59pEZ00cjQAVHQGBLR9kNv				Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1181284		N/A		1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																														Floors (transition strips, loose tile, rips, cracked)		Three to six complaints in the past week

		3/15/2022 18:58:43		DUPLICATE		A top window, third from the left on the Adult side of the library is broken.  It is cracked and spidering in a number of places.		MEL				A top window, third from the left on the Adult side of the library is broken.		Kate		(510) 535-5623		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mlQ2tWRFExlRtgR6NfG1CxooZ5bhCzll				Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1181045		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Windows		None

		3/16/2022 10:55:24		CALL		I'm not sure about Monday, but I don't think the branch has been serviced since Friday...the garbage bins are overflowing and the floors are getting sticky.		CHA				Chavez Branch		Sandy		5105355621						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Left Mark a v/m		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								Seven or more complaints in the past week

		3/16/2022 11:12:26		1193509		Some areas needs painting. Areas marked with post it note and numbers in order.		BRO				Painting needed please. Brookfield Branch. Areas is marked with post it note and numbers.		Thevaki		510-615-5862		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TI9yNhyah2GKCz7aogic5kNi4YAmbIJS				Painting		No				Referred to JaTron		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																				Touch-up Painting												One to two complaints in the past week		Friday morning would be better for painting.

		3/16/2022 12:47:38		1193594		The library back gate at Jones St. Need to be fixed. Loose Cane Bolts (coming detached)		BRO				Brookfield Library - Outside Fence Gate at the Jones St. Back side of the library.		Thevaki/Alfred		510-615-5862		https://drive.google.com/open?id=18GHbngiV3lG8FdG2FHo4TTSEXWIp5ZyE				Fence		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		3/16/2022 13:29:05		1193606		Brookfield backdoor stopper coming apart		BRO				Brookfield backdoor stopper coming loose, just hanging by loose connection of last screw		Alfred		510-615-5862		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JTLYIhYjgllyu1sdL29nF-PjTmEtdmi8				Key / Lock Management						CANCEL		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/16/2022 13:31:02		1193613		The changing table in public restroom B will not stay close, it may need to be replaced.		DIM				Public restroom B in the lobby		Zadok Doe'Parker		4827823		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LcnQlQBNOfDnbaJtVUmjZ0GQ4xZ_Usdb				Structural / Construction Issue								2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Built-in Furniture or Shelving		None		N/a		N/a

		3/16/2022 15:23:47		1193570		Water is dripping from the ceiling into my office. 		MAIN				Office to the right of Room 112 - 1st floor, Main Library		Josephine Sayers		238-3040						Plumbing						Closed		There is a steam pipe that had a leak back in March 2021. The issue has not been resolved - I just went into storage and heard and then saw a slow drip into the trash can that was placed underneath the pipe. There is a rust-colored splatter on the wall and the floor as well. I'm also concerned that the standing water in the trash bin is moldy. Can someone please change out the bucket and fix the leak? Thank you.																						Other

		3/16/2022 15:36:39		1193583		A car parked in one of the public lot parking spots was pulled forward enough that it was up against the bookdrop. The bumper of this vehicle was placed directly into a previously made dent. It looks like this could happen regularly as there is nothing blocking a vehicle from pulling up all the way into the spot without it hitting our bookdrop.		ROC				Outdoor bookdrop on public lot side of building. Unit farthest from College Ave.		Liz Soskin or Erica Siskind		510-597-5057		https://drive.google.com/open?id=13ZAqFW0gvutkp6Na-DrD_XG6MFlXRidu				Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1191288				2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		Keys are need to open the bookdrop. They are kept inside the library behind the front desk, by the mailboxes

		3/16/2022 17:00:25		REFER		Our battery recycling bin is full and needs to be emptied.		ROC				Entryway lobby between the stairs and the elevator		Lisa Harter		510-597-5057						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Emailed recycling@oaklandca.gov		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Recycling Pick-up Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week

		3/16/2022 17:07:26		1193605		This door has a lock that needs a key to be opened or locked. You can not lock it using a deadbolt latch from the staff side. In case of an emergency or active shooter situation staff would need to use their key to lock the door so this would be an added step if staff don't have their key on them and we need to act quickly. Ideally, we could install a deadbolt latch on the staff side of the door for safety purposes. 		GG				Upstairs door at top of the back stairway - behind the circ desk. 		Celia Jackson		510-597-5023						Key / Lock Management		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		3/16/2022 19:54:43		1193683		Light is flashing. It is extremely disturbing to work up there. please fix it as soon as possible. Thanks		81ST				2nd floor staff area above the 4th desk from elevator on the left		Brenda Membreño		(510) 615-5833						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Light Bulb Replacement																						Three to six complaints in the past week

		3/16/2022 19:58:31		1193708		one of the rods in the light fixture above the desk just went out. 		81ST				First floor above front desk		Brenda Membreño		510 615 5833						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement

		3/17/2022 10:01:07		1193744		There is graffiti on the right hand side of the outdoor bookdrop.		CHA				Outdoor bookdrop		Sandy		5105355621						Graffiti		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/17/2022 10:03:38		1193754		There is a light blinking, about to go out, in the staff office area		81ST				Second floor, staff offices		Brian Guenther / Brenda Membreno		615-5813						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement

		3/17/2022 11:04:52		There is a steam pipe that had a leak back in March 2021. The issue has not been resolved - I just went into storage and heard and then saw a slow drip into the trash can that was placed underneath the pipe. There is a rust-colored splatter on the wall and the floor as well. I'm also concerned that the standing water in the trash bin is moldy. Can someone please change out the bucket and fix the leak? Thank you.		Recently, in both bathrooms, the water continues to run for several seconds longer than it used to. It also runs very cold. People have tried to turn it off, not aware that it will turn off on its own because it runs so long.		PIE				Bathroom sinks		Leni		510-597-5011						Plumbing		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)																						Faucet										Three to six complaints in the past week		No		No

		3/17/2022 14:05:20		EMAIL		Two staff desks need keyboard trays purchased and installed: circ station 3 where computer MLKCIRC10 is, AND in the back work room at the desk near the window where computer MLKSTF08 is.		MLK				Two staff desks need keyboard trays purchased and installed: circ station 3 where computer MLKCIRC10 is, AND in the back work room at the desk near the window where computer MLKSTF08 is.		Alison or Celia		6155739						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Emailed Derrick		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/18/2022 11:59:09		EMAIL		No paper towels in public restrooms.		MAIN				Public Restrooms - Basement		Josephine Sayers		238-3040						Cleaning / Custodial						Emailed Mark										Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed

		3/19/2022 10:10:19		1194419		The blind is broken, looks like the spring mechanism is not working. The blind can not be put back in place nor raised or lowered but is pulled out and bunched up on top of the shelving. Rolling mechanism needs to be replaced or repaired so that blind can be put back into window frame and raised and lowered as needed.		GG				Window in far right corner of the children's room has a non-functioning blind. The mechanism is broken and the shade is unrolled and falling over either onto shelving or out the window. Mechanism needs to be repaired or replaced so staff can raise and lower the blinds as needed.		Celia Jackson		510-597-5023		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1n0rtei2wyAnWBU_I_RjMgNF3n9KDyuQx				Other (Specify on next page)		No				Cancel		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		Best not to perform work during storytime hours Tuesdsays and Thursdays 10:15-11:15 AM

		3/19/2022 12:48:27		1194420		Please pay extra attention to the front entry stairs, inside, they are VERY sticky		MEL				entire library		Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service

		3/19/2022 13:31:41		1194433		Light repeatedly goes out, comes back on & out again.		MON				Upon entering, after doorway, first light on right, above catalog computer		Geremie Celli (or Mahate Osborn)		510-482-7865						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						None		none		none

		3/19/2022 15:13:32		1194422		Teen area ceiling fan isn't working.		DIM				Teen area		Zadok Doe'Parker		4827823		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QePx0eYFuJQy9XBTtdlpqAD9f2hbmSQt				Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Other																						One to two complaints in the past week		N/a		N/a

		3/19/2022 15:20:47		1194439		Drinking fountain has been putting out brown water.		DIM				first for lobby 		Zadok Doe'Parker		4827823		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FUKVB0GPSqMUbgljZPPzqPGCGPIymI8w				Plumbing						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Drinking Fountain										One to two complaints in the past week		N/a		N/a

		3/19/2022 15:32:11		1194446		The first floor soring room has several areas where the walls and paint are scoffed, and damage. These areas need to be spackled and have there paint touched up.		DIM				the first floor sorting room has multiple areas that need to be patched and painted		Zadok Doe'Parker		4827823		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ymd5f2DH8_riq_roWA2pJ2cyMwk2i0bo				Painting						Referred to JaTron		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																				Touch-up Painting												None		N/a		N/a

		3/19/2022 16:03:44		1194452		The left faucet in the upstairs restroom with two sinks is leaking. 		DIM				The upstairs restroom with the two sinks.		Zadok Doe'Parker		4827823		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZpTk3dvateXRigaL6_AQW36y8Mm2Eu7S				Plumbing						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Faucet										None		N/a		N/a

		3/19/2022 16:23:17		1194496		Three windows locks on the ground floor (2 on the Adult & 1 on the Children's side) are broken & need repair. Some of these locks are barely hanging on to the window, so we don't open them for fear that the locks will fall off all together. We would like these fixed ASAP as 1 of these windows looks like it could be easily opened from the outside. 		ROC				Three windows locks on the ground floor (2 on the Adult & 1 on the Children's side) are broken & need repair. Some of these locks are barely hanging on to the window, so we don't open them for fear that the locks will fall off all together. We would like these fixed ASAP as 1 of these windows looks like it could be easily opened from the outside. 		Lisa Harter, Liz Soskin, or Erica Siskind		510-597-5057						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		3/21/2022 10:04:07		EMAIL		We did not receive custodial service today		PIE				Whole building		Nikki		5975056						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None				ASAP

		3/22/2022 11:03:03		1194787		May you please install the new fire extinguisher and first aid kit in the meeting room.  Thank you. 		EAST				Meeting Room		Nichole 		615-5726						Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)						Fire Extinguisher																										None		none		none

		3/22/2022 11:18:50		1194789		We have several free standing cabinets in the meeting room that need to be braced to the wall for earthquake safety. 		EAST				Supply Room		Nichole Brown		615-5726						Other (Specify on next page)		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		The supply room is in the staff area. 		none

		3/22/2022 11:26:35		1194793		The small metal holder keeping the window shades in place were screwed in upside down, which causes the window shades to fall and potentially hit the staff worker rolling down the shades		GG				basement computer lab, at least one of the upstairs window shades also		Stephanie Hamilton, Celia Jackson, Inti Garcia		5105972029						Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/22/2022 12:03:19		1195008		Silverfish found outside the public restroom.  Another sighting was found back in 2019, ticket # 954121.  Not sure if that was taken care of.		TEM				Downstairs in front of public restroom.		Karen Ko		597-5058		https://drive.google.com/open?id=10GBu8G9QwaFK9qdRmWj9c6HAItTlE2Xb				Pest		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																								Other		Inside						None		None		Before public service hours.

		3/22/2022 18:32:46		1195010		The backyard at Elmhurst Library has two hose spigots.  One to the right of the building and one to the left of the building.  Neither has a working key.  The one on the right side of the building had one that a Friend of the Elmhurst Library plumber gifted us.  That has disappeared.  We assume that someone walked away with it and it was never returned.  Please make a water key for both of these so that we can use the backyard water hose spigots.  We hope to have some Earth Day activities and cannot proceed without running water in the backyard.  Thank you!!!		ELM				Backyard of library		Ana-Elba Pavon		510-615-5869						Plumbing		Do Not Know						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																						Hose Spigot										None

		3/22/2022 18:59:56		1195044		The keys for the bookdrop keep breaking because they are very small.  We have one side that has a partial key in the lock that we can not pull out so it is still unlocked.  
The other side has a rod missing and does not lock properly.  

We would like to get a pad lock added with a regular key to eliminate the problem of the broken keys. 		MAIN				Outside bookdrop 13th and Madison		Alma or Josephine		3144						Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week

		3/23/2022 10:47:09		1195056		The grounds of the library and the surrounding sidewalks have an excessive amount of trash and debris. 		MAIN				Library grounds		Josephine Sayers		5102383040						Sidewalk / Public Right-of-Way / Patios						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																												Other

		3/23/2022 15:47:58		1195189		The lock is very difficult to close as the lock fixture was damaged before, not aligned .		BRO				Brookfield located outside of Main metal mesh gate, next to the window of staff romm		Alfred		510-615-5725						Key / Lock Management		No						1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																																Three to six complaints in the past week				asap

		3/24/2022 10:05:49		1195329		Two ceiling lights out; probably need replacement bulbs.		MAIN				Main Library Children's Room, basement floor, ceiling lights in line with the door to Oak Street and the hallway to Main Library		Remy Timbrook		2383616						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		4. Low (less urgent maintenance requests)										Light Bulb Replacement																						None

		3/24/2022 10:36:48		1195347		There is constant water leak onto the sidewalk. This began about a week ago, once some irrigation work was completed on the International Blvd side of the building. 		MLK				69th Avenue side of the building		Celia Davis		5106155739		https://drive.google.com/open?id=19ndmw291E9hJiiWqtNMMggn_AtG9oKSc				Landscaping / Trees		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																		Irrigation System														None		no		no

		3/24/2022 11:23:34		1195366		The handle of the book drop broke off. We can still open and close it and lock it. 		MLK				book drop outside		Celia Davis		5106155739		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gxRPNJ3CJ3NTbEx74LsUEjPkZ2y46W7h				Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		no		no

		3/24/2022 11:53:42		DUPLICATE		Frank noted some trash dumping on his rounds and reported it to a librarian (who had also noted broken glass this morning) for a service request.

Location 1: Broken glass along retaining wall on the 14th Street sidewalk in front of the main entrance. Looks like multiple smashed bottles. 

Location 2: Food trash (fruit?) piled on library property near the corner of 14th Street and Madison. Frank says it needs a shovel or something more than he has at hand.

Location 3: Outdoor trash receptacle at the picnic table on the Oak Street plaza needs emptying; when it is overfull trash blows across the patio and walkway to the Children's Room.		MAIN				outside but on City property - 14th Street sidewalk in front on main library entrance, corner of 14th and Madison, picnic table plaza under tree on the Oak Street side outside the children's Room		Frank Guzman (OPL guard)								Sidewalk / Public Right-of-Way / Patios		Do Not Know				DUP - see 1195056		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																												Other				One to two complaints in the past week

		3/24/2022 14:01:40		1195409		Dead cockroach found on my chair this morning at FASO front desk!!!!!		MAIN				2nd floor FASO office room 210		Irena		2152						Pest		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																								Roaches / Ants / Bed Bugs		Inside

		3/24/2022 15:08:03		1195429		walls need plaster and re-paint after roof leak repair		TEM				upstairs corner		Ally		597-5049		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aF2_1bCik-T3_KTokp0XISCDJ8J1hiNL				Painting						Referred to JaTron		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																				Touch-up Painting

		3/24/2022 15:47:26		1195445		staff request all walls be repainted		WEST				lobby and library proper		Julia Flynn		238 6585						Painting						Referred to JaTron		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																				Room Painting

		3/24/2022 16:58:35		1195572			
There is a steam pipe that had a leak back in March 2021. The issue has not been resolved - I just went into storage and heard and then saw a slow drip into the trash can that was placed underneath the pipe. There is a rust-colored splatter on the wall and the floor as well. I'm also concerned that the standing water in the trash bin is moldy. Can someone please change out the bucket and fix the leak? Thank you.		MAIN				Ground Floor Storage area (near Children's Room)		Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Plumbing		Yes		1172093		Cancel		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Other										None

		3/24/2022 18:03:48		1195564		RE: Incident #1121371: last summer, Public Works moved/bolted the "pink hair" painted banner (see pic attached) to the west wall on the Madison Street side of the TeenZone. Now that we're having the TeenZone repainted, we need it to UNbolted and taken down temporarily (for the painter). Afterwards we'd like it to be rehung in the same place, but I can submit another Service Request when we are ready for that step. Thank you!		MAIN				2nd floor, TeenZone, Madison-side interior wall.		natasha moullen		238-7232		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HWb35JOhq141_i7sUSvhlj_z_EPbdEu4				Other (Specify on next page)		No		1121371		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		no		This needs to happen as soon as you can get to it, so the painter can prepare that wall. 

		3/25/2022 12:00:14		EMAIL		We still haven't had the inside front stairwell mopped.		MEL				whole library		Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service

		3/25/2022 14:15:58		1196106		AAMLO recently had electrical work performed on our building exterior lights. After the electrical work, our exterior lights now remain on overnight (these lights are generally set on a timer to go dark overnight and conserve energy). AAMLO is unable to make adjustments to the overnight lighting by using any of the switches. We are requesting the building exterior lights be, once again, set to turn off overnight. 		AAMLO				Building exterior (lights)		Sesn		510-637-0200						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Fixture																						None

		3/25/2022 15:20:01		1195740		The library sign on the left side of our front door fell off. Plus, some letters on it got scraped off, so we might need a new one replaced and installed.		ASN				Library sign on left side of front door		Cong Hoang		510-238-3406		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Tp5e1uK0WtAb02UI-E8vII8gv2GIi3oJ				Sign		No

		3/25/2022 16:32:27		EMAIL		We have run out of toilet paper for the staff bathroom on the second floor in the break room. There wasn't any toilet paper stored around the supply cabinet in the small hallway where the custodial equipment is kept.		ROC				Staff restroom and custodial supplies on second floor.		Ryan Lindsay		510-597-5057						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other																								One to two complaints in the past week

		3/26/2022 9:55:32		EMAIL		WE did not receive custodial services and the bathrooms are very dirty		CHA				The entire library		Joshua Alperin		535-5621						Cleaning / Custodial						Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								One to two complaints in the past week				As soon as possible

		3/26/2022 10:23:20		EMAIL		We have missed service 2 days in a row.  Our trash cans are full to overflowing, the entry steps are muddy and sticky, the outside entry steps have waste		MEL				entire library, especially the entry front stairs (inside) and public restroom		Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Emailed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Missed Service

		3/26/2022 13:30:42		EMAIL		Please see past tickets from August and October of last year. We have submitted multiple tickets to have multiple windows be able to open. We are currently waiting for Public Works to come back and install levers they were going to purchase for 6 of the windows, and to fix the lever on another window. Now that it is getting warmer and storytime is starting at the beginning of April, I'm concerned that ventilation and heat may cause safety hazards (Covid and Heat). Staff has been concerned about heat stroke and we have been near the point of having to close last year due to heat, so it would be much appreciated if we can get this issue taken care of, whenever possible. Thank you. 		MON				Montclair Children's Rooms		Mahate Osborn or Veronica Sutter		(510) 482-7810						Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1136396 and 1158540 (Aug. 2021 and Oct. 2021)		Emailed Don Gibeau		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		High Ceilings that will require a tall ladder. 		We can make Anytime work. Preference is for before opening or evenings, but as this is a priority for us, we'll accommodate any time. 

		3/26/2022 17:24:16		1196137		There is a tear in the carpet near the entrance to the Children's Room, and we have had several people trip over it in the past week. The tear has been here for a while, but maybe it got bigger, because we've never had people trip over it before. 		MAIN				Children's Room (entrance)		jnachem@oaklandlibrary.org		510-238-3616		https://drive.google.com/open?id=19LMAww0NBfEXd2G-WJHfn9JVk3TWcUpA				Other (Specify on next page)		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/26/2022 17:26:19		1196168		Bubbling paint and white and rust-colored residue is on either side of the entrance in the Children's Room, near the door. I am unsure if the discoloration is mold.		MAIN				Children's Room (entrance)		Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Mold / Moisture		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)														Peeling or Bubbling Paint																		None

		3/27/2022 10:17:31		EMAIL		Public restroom 1 and 2 in the lower level is out of toilet seat tissue paper		MAIN				Public restroom 1 and 2, lower lever need toilet seat tissue paper		Ana Perez-Reilly		(510) 238-3615						Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		3/27/2022 12:18:03		1196221		Replacement of fluorescent light needed in Guard's office.		MAIN				1st Flr, Security Guard's Office		Shannon McQueen/Main Security Staff		510-238-3145						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Light Bulb Replacement																						None		Key needed to access office, if locked.		None

		3/28/2022 11:09:52		DUPLICATE		Our book drop handle and lock has been defaced.  The handle was broken off, making it difficult to open and close the book drop by staff. The key still works okay, but the handle will need repair or replacement.  Thank you.		MLK				Book drop outside near front door		Alison, Celia, Annabelle		5106155739		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YAdho9nnnB35_IRikOB1GZCkW-xygHF1				Other (Specify on next page)		No		1195366		N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		3/28/2022 15:29:13		EMAIL		The windowsills are extremely dirty. In one window there are about 7 dead flies and spiderwebs everywhere. 		WEST				Every windowsill especially the windows that have blinds.  		Amber English		5107556457		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1De0I6ppgC4jlbMMk-DaS4tS0UuP6wHB6				Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other																								One to two complaints in the past week

		3/29/2022 9:28:43		EMAIL		There was no cleaning and removal of trash in our library facility this morning. Staff came in to find floor still messy and all the garbage bins full. And, it appears that there was no cleaning the previous morning also because staff found all the trash were still in the garbage bins. 		ASN				Floor in both public and staff areas in the library		Cong Hoang		510-238-3406						Cleaning / Custodial						Emailed										Missed Service

		3/29/2022 13:48:17		EMAIL		For over a week we have asked that the front entry steps (inside) be mopped/cleaned.  This should be done regularly but we have special requested this because there is mud and some sort of sticky mess on the stairs.		MEL				front entry steps (inside)		Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Carpet/Floor Cleaning Needed																								Three to six complaints in the past week

		3/30/2022 10:30:44		1196797		There is a sticky substance on the 1st floor, near the windows on the Oak St. side of the building. 		MAIN				1st floor, near the windows on the Oak St. side of the building		Josephine Sayers		238-3040						Cleaning / Custodial						Closed										Incidental Cleaning for Spill / Mess

		3/30/2022 11:14:41		EMAIL		Clogged with paper towel; not overflowing or leaking. Staff placed an out of service sign upon being notified by a patron.		MAIN				Main, basement floor, public restroom #1 in the hallway		Remy Timbrook		5102383616						Plumbing		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																						Toilet (clogged)										One to two complaints in the past week

		3/30/2022 12:23:29		1196859		Please remove shelving. We no longer need this shelving and we are to be painted soon. Also we are getting new furniture in this area so it's time to revamp!		WEST				adult side of library near public internet computers		Susy Moorhead		510-238-6585		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nyArp-aR4JyREj_5hHQ-MxWILX5dcL-H				Structural / Construction Issue								3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Built-in Furniture or Shelving		None

		3/30/2022 13:55:45		1196896		The wall outside the women's bathroom at West needs to be patched and repainted.		WEST				Wall outside women's restroom at West.		Julia Flynn		510-719-9088		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YB9PyHO-9vHVy6nBeK5a6vt_fmgXoCnP				Structural / Construction Issue		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Drywall / Wallboard		None

		3/30/2022 13:58:45		1196889		Wallboard in women's stall at West needs to be replaced.  It is not stable.		WEST				Inside women's restroom at West.  		Julia Flynn		510-238-6585		https://drive.google.com/open?id=10MbdNqSyVQ4HibpNEN0I7dvLhFDPDlM-				Structural / Construction Issue		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Drywall / Wallboard		None

		3/30/2022 14:12:02		EMAIL		Our battery recycling bin needs to be emptied. 		ROC				Battery recycling bin. first floor lobby between the stairs and the public elevator.		Ryan Lindsay		510-597-5057						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Recycling Pick-up Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week

		3/30/2022 14:28:29		1196904		Montclair Branch has no capacity limit posted. We do not know the capacity limit of the building, and have not had success finding this historical nor current information. The fire marshall's department recommended that we contact Public Works to learn what our capacity limit is. We would like this information prior to programs starting this coming week please. 		MON				Montclair Branch Library Building, Public Space		Mahate Osborn		(510) 482-7810						Sign		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		We have had staff complaints, as staff would like to make sure to provide a safe environment for patrons and staff, including abiding by capacity limits designated by the department in charge of determining them.		As soon as possible please.

		3/30/2022 16:32:35		1196921		Cleaning and waxing all floors. Waxing is especially important due to worn asbestos tiles.		MAIN				Technical Services - Cataloging, Processing and Acquisitions. Basement level.		Catherine Jennings		238-7323						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		tickets have previously been placed over the last 5+ years				3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Carpet/Floor Cleaning Needed																								Three to six complaints in the past week				Would be preferable if this could happen on the weekend.

		3/30/2022 17:41:49		1197040		There are too many dirty areas (near microfilm readers, at tables with outlets where patrons sit)--as well as old paint showing through where furniture has changed (near the front entrance by the calendar, near the clock)--for touch-ups to be sufficient. The whole room needs to be painted.		MAIN				Main, second floor, room 218 (M&N)		Camille Peters		510-238-7241						Painting		No				Referred to JaTron		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																				Room Painting												None		Door to room locked, on WC key		Yes, outside of open hours please

		3/31/2022 11:55:18		EMAIL		Just following up on this request - can we get the Madison St. courtyard power washed by the end of April? There are events coming up for the summer and it would be great to have it cleaned. Also, a couple of people commented about trash around the building. It's a little different than this request, but added to the idea of an overall cleaning. Thanks!		MAIN				Madison St. Courtyard, next to auditorium		Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1190530		Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other																								One to two complaints in the past week

		3/31/2022 12:03:08		1197200		Can the entryway into the Children's Room be sanded down and repainted? Here is the info from my earlier ticket:

"Bubbling paint and white and rust-colored residue is on either side of the entrance in the Children's Room, near the door. I am unsure if the discoloration is mold."		MAIN				Children's Room entrance (Oak Street Entrance)		Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Painting		No		1196168		Referred to JaTron		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																				Peeling or Rippling paint												None

		3/31/2022 12:21:46		DUPLICATE		Bubbling paint and white and rust-colored residue is on either side of the entrance in the Children's Room, near the door. I am unsure if the discoloration is mold.		MAIN				Children's Room entrance		Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Mold / Moisture		Yes		1196168		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)														Peeling or Bubbling Paint																		None

		3/31/2022 14:48:22		CANCEL		Main, second floor, hallway to M&N (next to staff women's restroom): I believe it's the wallboard that's becoming detached from the wall.		MAIN				2nd floor hallway between women's staff restroom and M&N		Irena		510 238 2152		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wjAehx8oU31Qdn1xz0qKF3DnipA-2ByF				Structural / Construction Issue						CANCEL		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Drywall / Wallboard		One to two complaints in the past week

		4/1/2022 8:39:43		1197288		The battery for our security system is low and needs to be replaced		EAST				Security alarm panel		Susan Martinez		6155726						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Other																						None

		4/1/2022 12:26:24		INTERNAL		We would like a spare staff/freight elevator key for our TPT staff to use when they need to move carts to & from Level F. Thanks!		MAIN				OHC (2nd Fl)		Erin Sanders		2383222						Key / Lock Management		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		4/1/2022 13:27:08		1197362		Please dim the indicated bulb above Leslie Pham's desk		MAIN				FASO office		Irena		235 3283		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Oo1sSr4apOhVLELk_wbJTBFYrSbzsLdo				Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Fixture																						None

		4/1/2022 13:38:43		1197981		Can our picnic table be unlocked and the chain removed? After emailing with Nina about a complaint, we decided it can be unchained and moved to a different part of the outdoor space. Jamie said that no chain/lock is needed. Thank you!		MAIN				Outside the Children's Room (the picnic table next to trash can and book drop)		Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		4/1/2022 13:50:26		EMAIL		There is a lot of trash that was left next to the trash can near the book drop (Madison and 13th). Can it be picked up? Thank you!		MAIN				Outside the Children's Room - trash can near book drop		Jesse Nachem		5102383616						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Garbage Pick-up Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week

		4/2/2022 9:27:53		EMAIL		Library did not get janitorial service  		CHA				Library did not get janitorial service - 		Isela Anaya		5105355621						Cleaning / Custodial						Emailed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None

		4/2/2022 12:10:48		1197977		Please install a soap dispenser above the sink. This bathroom only has hand sanitizer.		MAIN				Red Circle bathroom next to Children's Room, basement level (public family restroom)		Remy Timbrook		2383616						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		1188904		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week

		4/2/2022 15:10:15		1198234		Possible Human feces on the ramp		MAIN				Handicamp ramp on outside of building.		Shannon McQueen/ Josephine Sayers		-3145						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		4/2/2022 15:15:15		DUPLICATE		We are having water leaking into the office again, from the ceiling. The dropping has stopped not bu the ceiling times are very wet, again and there is a bit of a wet dog smell.  The leaking is right above the sink and there is a trash can next to it into which the drips have fallen.  We believe this is coming from the restroom on the mezzanine level above the office. 
		MAIN				Office next to 112		Josphine Sayer		3145						Plumbing				1193570		Called Greg Johnson		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																						Other										One to two complaints in the past week		Office is used Monday - Saturday but accessible. 

		4/2/2022 16:17:46		EMAIL		The children's area, exit door, study room are all filled with cob webs that need to be cleaned.  We are preparing for painting and need this attended to as soon as possible.		WEST				Study room, Children's Area, Exit Door		Julia Flynn		510-238-6585						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other																								One to two complaints in the past week

		4/2/2022 16:36:10		EMAIL		No custodian to help with cleaning and removing trash in the library		ASN				All floor areas in the library		Cong Hoang		5102383406						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark										Missed Service

		4/4/2022 14:02:28		1198040		Our outside, front entry steps, are filthy.  We had a very upset patron complain about the state of these stairs today.  Please open a ticket to have them cleaned.		MEL				outside front entry steps		Kate Hug		(510) 535-5623						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Other																								One to two complaints in the past week

		4/4/2022 14:08:19		DUPLICATE		this has been reported on 1/22 and 3/15.  We have numerous lights out throughout the library.  2 large flourescent ballasts in the kitchen and 7 lights downstairs in the hallways.  With this many out, it is dark down there.		MEL				throughout the library		Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		1181039		Emailed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Light Bulb Replacement

		4/4/2022 14:13:33		DUPLICATE		These windows open and are held by a chain on either side - these chains have become caught in a forced closed window. A very tall ladder is needed to release these windows. If it is windy, the windows could open and break because they are not latched and not fully closed. Additionally, these windows can no longer be opened to allow air flow.  Hot weather is expected in the next week and we will be unable to open a lot of windows.		MEL				lots of windows upstairs on main library floor		Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Other (Specify on next page)		Yes		1186019		email Don 4/14		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		4/4/2022 14:17:06		DUPLICATE		This was originally reported on 11/30/21 and then on 1/22.  I am aware that this requires some reframing of the door; however, this has become a more significant safety issue for staff.  2x in the past 2 weeks, patrons have tried to enter into the kitchen, 1 time succeeding.  This door must be secured.		MEL				downstairs door leading to staff kitchen		Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Structural / Construction Issue		Yes		1167814		Emailed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Doors

		4/5/2022 9:00:12		CALL		it is 9am and we haven't received custodial service
		MLK				whole library		Celia Davis		510-615-5739						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Called		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None		no		no

		4/5/2022 9:14:37		CALL		All of the interior trash bins are still full of debris from yesterday's work day. 		ELM				Elmhurst branch library		Brianna Meli		5106155727						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Called		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None		locked front gate but custodial  has key and code to enter		no

		4/5/2022 12:51:03		1198239		storage door is locked but keys assigned to all Brookfield staff cannot open		BRO				Brookfield storage room		Alfred		510-615-5862						Key / Lock Management						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																Three to six complaints in the past week		no		ASAP please

		4/5/2022 14:07:38		1198259		Ants are back after a hiatus of about two months. We need re-treatment to make them retreat! In the meantime, seating has been cordoned off so patrons do not encounter the swarm.		MAIN				Children's Room (basement level) in window seating along Oak Street		Remy TImbrook		2383616		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1h-BuqCs-1amrusn49gRmEztgp-OsTH3i				Pest		Do Not Know				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																								Roaches / Ants / Bed Bugs		Inside						One to two complaints in the past week

		4/5/2022 17:41:52		EMAIL		Hand sanitizer is in the soap dispenser. Can soap please be put in the soap dispenser?		WEST				staff restroom		Susy Moorhead		510-238-6585						Cleaning / Custodial						Emailed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								None

		4/6/2022 10:16:56		1198440		Could we please have the heater turned down at Dimond.		DIM				entire building		Zadok Doe'Parker		4827823						Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling								2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																Adjust Temperature - Too Hot																		N/a		N/a

		4/6/2022 10:32:42		1198448		Hello. The light bulb is burned out in front of the door to Level F, staff stairwell, west side. 		MAIN				staff stairwell - west - level F		Erin Sanders		2383222						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers								2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Light Bulb Replacement																						One to two complaints in the past week

		4/6/2022 12:15:15		CALL		Missed service.		PIE				Throughout		Leni Matthews		510-597-5011						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Called		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None

		4/6/2022 12:20:56		1198526		Century Alarm called and said that our backup battery at Dimond needs to be replace. 		DIM				Not certain		Zadok Doe'Parker		4827823						Alarms  (Fire Alarm and Security Systems)								3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)				Other																														N/a		N/a

		4/6/2022 12:52:20		1198528		The public toilet nearest the front door is full of toilet paper. To flush it might cause the toilet to be clogged up. 		MLK				Public restroom nearest front door		Alison or Celia		6155739						Cleaning / Custodial						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Janitorial Hazard (Bodily fluids)																								Seven or more complaints in the past week		The bathroom door is locked with the same key as the front door.

		4/6/2022 14:54:22		1198612		This fluorescent bulb behind the staff kitchen sink needs to be replaced. Thank you.		MLK				Staff kitchen, behind sink		Alison		6155739		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BrjMGxPtoCrXYZcHDH-TCoD3NuAauC5C				Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						One to two complaints in the past week

		4/6/2022 17:47:27		1200152		3 lights out- locations identified previously. 		MLK				3 locations inside library: 1 hanging light in children's room, 1 hanging light in main room and one long light above teen fiction in main room		Celia Davis		510-615-5739						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						None		no		no

		4/6/2022 18:30:44		1199226		The ants have infested the far right cubby in the Children's Room, and it looks like they are building something in the corner. There are both regular and flying ants. It's unsightly and people are complaining/commenting. The ant trails are outside the building, leading into the building through the corners of the window. We really need someone to clean out the window/cubby and install a lot more ant poison than one or two traps. I will forward additional photos of the issue. Thanks!		MAIN				Children's Room cubby (furthest on the right if you are facing the exit, closest to the corner of Oak and 13th)		Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d-40uBTZ_y8WgopbBz4DTyPmNrBlnwes				Pest		Yes		1198259, 1185638				3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																								Roaches / Ants / Bed Bugs		Both Inside and Outside						One to two complaints in the past week

		4/7/2022 15:51:16		1200511		Areas that need paint: the section around and behind the clock; the area around the main entrance door (on the inside of the room); the column next to the entrance door (above the "Books in the Oakland History Room..." sign), and the areas on the sides of the windows where the blinds have scraped the paint. 		MAIN				2nd floor, Oakland History Center, main room		Emily Foster		238-3222						Painting		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																				Touch-up Painting												None				Would rather this was done at a time when the library is not open to the public, since at least part of it will require blocking the entrance door. 

		4/8/2022 8:33:06		1198950		one of the windows of the garage door to the main library is shattered		MAIN				Main Library garage		Derrick DeMay		510-238-3479		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tEEBKgFbo2J0klwW3GQxPP7KV3KIJa3J				Structural / Construction Issue		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Broken Glass		None

		4/8/2022 9:52:16		EMAIL		Dimond has not received custodial service.		DIM				The entire branch		Zadok Doe'Parker		4827823						Cleaning / Custodial						Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service

		4/8/2022 11:26:29		1200325		The window screens are not attached to the windows and frequently fall out when there is a breeze. Some of the screens are warped and not square - either from falling or because of how they were made. Can they be replaced with better fitting screens or attached to the windows more securely? I noticed that the screens next door in the Teen Zone have a screw and washer holding them on to the window frames. 		MAIN				Oakland History Center, 2nd floor windows		Emily Foster		238-3222						Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week				no

		4/8/2022 11:51:12		1200356		Our permanent trash receptacle has been installed! Can the old cardboard ones be taken way? 		81ST				exterior, near front entrance		Brian Guenther / Brenda Membreno		615-5813						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)

		4/8/2022 16:37:05		1200357		Hello, we got a new clock and need someone to install it and take down the old one. You will need a tall ladder.		MAIN				Second Start		Jessica Trimmer		510-238-3432						Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)						Clock																										None		You will need a key for Second Start, XBA5 key		No

		4/8/2022 16:41:06		1200223		A patron informed me that one of the cardboard trash cans in the Fire Alarm Lot was taken away but is still badly needed. The people who live in that area rely on it. This may be a request for Public Works, apologies if this form is the wrong place to submit this request.		MAIN				Fire Alarm Lot		Jessica Trimmer		510-238-3432						Litter Container (Outside)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)												Additional New Container																				One to two complaints in the past week		No, this is outside.		ASAP would be great

		4/9/2022 9:07:19		EMAIL		Dimond still hasn't received custodial service, public rest rooms my have to stay closed.		DIM				Entire branch		Zadok Doe'Parker		4827823						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Emailed Mark		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Missed Service																										N/a		N/a

		4/9/2022 9:19:05		EMAIL		Missed service		CHA				Entire branch, including downstairs lobby		Linda		5105355621						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service

		4/9/2022 10:06:20		EMAIL		10am- missed service		MLK				inside library		Celia Davis		6155739						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								None		no		no

		4/9/2022 10:06:37		EMAIL		There is trash, including many small alcohol bottles, all along the side of our building. This is in an area where patrons walk and sit on benches. It would be great to get the trash (the bottles especially) cleaned up before our family storytime on Tuesday morning.		WEST				Side "porch" area outside library parallel to 18th Street		Rebecca Highland		510-238-7352		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-jiux6hD3-G-zM7P0BtW5vJdFY5uc9GP				Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Other																								One to two complaints in the past week

		4/9/2022 10:32:02		1200228		The outer sliding doors in the front of our building are not opening all the way. They slide open enough so people can go through but stop short. I am not sure if this is a structural, electrical, or other type of issue. The doors are unmovable both electrically and manually		ROC				Front Sliding doors 		Lisa Harter		510-597-5057		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XzyrW70q0quNRNbF3h0EfaYd2VxnmrZH				Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		4/9/2022 13:53:53		DUPLICATE		We found one giant roach. There are probably more. Help.		MAIN				Basement level, Children's Room, staff area behind reference desk		Remy Timbrook or Jesse Nachem		2383616		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1035aI7lF-rKvXGM-STImFfCWRy3Kfg0s				Pest		No				see 1199226		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																								Roaches / Ants / Bed Bugs		Inside						None		Discretion would be appreciated -- this is in a staff space screened form view, but there's no door separating it from the public.

		4/11/2022 8:56:35		1199488		Broken window in children's area		ROC				rockridge window in childrens area		liz soskin, erica siskind								Structural / Construction Issue								2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Windows

		4/11/2022 10:15:08		EMAIL		Branch and restrooms were not serviced.		CHA				Entire branch, Restrooms		Sandy		5105355621						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service																								One to two complaints in the past week

		4/11/2022 10:34:00		1199595		Someone has taken our key to restroom B.  We need a replacement key ASAP.		EAST				Bathroom B		Susan Martinez		6155726						Key / Lock Management		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		4/11/2022 10:48:23		EMAIL		Windows have bird poop smeared all over most of them.  Poop is starting to leak into the building and patrons are complaining about it. It has been written up in my friends of lakeview library minutes and the group is going to complain to Jamie.		LAKE				outside windows		Xochitl Gavidia		510-238-6576						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes		lots of tickets. 1106944, 1152684		Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other																								One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		4/11/2022 10:50:35		1200475		We have old traps that need to be changed out because some are broken.  We also need service to start again.  We used to have someone empty the traps every 2 weeks and I would like that again.  We are starting to get a lot of rats outside again.		LAKE				outside of branch in gardens		Xochitl gavidia		510-499-2043						Pest		Yes		lots of open tickets 1157519				2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																								Mice / Rats		Outside						One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		4/11/2022 15:17:20		1200255		The plexiglass barrier at the front desk is coming apart in a spot where two pieces were fastened together. It is leaning away from the desk and we are concerned that it might fall on someone. We do not have the tools needed to remove the plexiglass. We need it removed.		ELM				Front Desk		Molly Nichols		510-615-5869		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ocdDr4Np8z5R91uYdjC3EyRe4nQRnLa9				Other (Specify on next page)		Do Not Know						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		4/11/2022 15:35:01		EMAIL		No soap in the soap dispenser in the Main Library Teen Zone staff office sink. Needs a refill.		MAIN				Main Library Teen Zone Staff Office Sink Soap Dispenser		Anna Wu		510-238-7907						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None		n/a		n/a

		4/11/2022 16:21:29		1200467		There is blue paint or dye on the toilet seat in one of the women's restroom toilets. It is the stall closest to the sinks.		WEST				Women's restroom, ground floor		Rebecca Highland		510-238-7352		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-RgqfOLKH8UFIQHmoxjQdFHkdC5fDmJ9				Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Bathroom Cleaning Needed																								One to two complaints in the past week

		4/12/2022 9:31:17		EMAIL		 We did not get janitorial service - Bathroom need to be cleaned		CHA				Second floor		Isela Anaya		5105355621						Cleaning / Custodial						Emailed Mark		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Missed Service

		4/12/2022 10:19:54		EMAIL		We need a soap dispenser installed in the family restroom, located off of the Children's Room. Currently there is a hand sanitizer dispenser above the changing table, but we need a soap dispenser installed above the sink. People are complaining about this every week.		MAIN				Children's Room restroom		Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		Yes		1197977		Emailed Mark		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)						Other																										Three to six complaints in the past week

		4/12/2022 11:51:18		EMAIL		There is hand sanitizer in public bathroom soap dispensers instead of soap.  Needs to be replaced with proper product.		WEST				Women's bathroom- First floor of lobby-West Branch		Julia Flynn		510-238-6585						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								Three to six complaints in the past week

		4/12/2022 12:40:58		1200212		Water leaks from handle when flushing toilet, is pooling at where chrome stem meets seat.  Unsure how long this problem has persisted. 		BRO				Staff Bathroom, behind circulation desk.		Isaiah Hurtado		510-615-5862		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xopBhmTBeyRZgBsO4Mzw1U23w0nz5Cwn				Plumbing		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																						Toilet Broken										None		Locked front gate at 9255 Edes.  

		4/12/2022 13:59:57		1200249		There are 2 light rods that are out near the front desk of the library. One is at the start of and between aisle 31 & 32. The other is in the middle of the row between aisle 29 and 30.		81ST				Main floor, near front desk		Brenda Membreno		510 615 5833		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rAbeo6_i8BiwfYmw7isvs7Xj5BiAHa6S				Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						One to two complaints in the past week

		4/12/2022 14:00:12		1200601		One of the sprinkler heads has broken and water is building when the sprinkler are on.		DIM				In front of the branch near the brick pathway to the parking lot.		Zadok Doe'Parker		4827823		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vbqvUQZe7vc-JKfUts-7mHCRhIMiY1ea				Landscaping / Trees						Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																		Irrigation System														One to two complaints in the past week		N/a		N/a

		4/12/2022 14:08:15		1200609		We will be requesting 2 other computers for this quiet area, but there are always complaints of how dark it is in this area. We need light fixtures to be installed- directly above the computers in the little nook. We have tried lamps, but it is still dark for patrons. If this is not the right way to make this request, please let me know how to proceed. 		81ST				Quiet Area- directly above Adult computers		Brenda Membreno		510 615-5833		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xmc35RgMb-HRppNRj3aqw5lCkNrbR9zJ				Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Other																						Seven or more complaints in the past week

		4/12/2022 15:19:25		EMAIL		Please re-issue a bookdrop key for ELM (CH751)		ELM				Outdoor bookdrop		Ana-Elba Pavon		510-615-5869						Key / Lock Management		Yes				Emailed Mana/Derrick		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		4/12/2022 15:22:21		1200255		The Information Desk has plexi-glass on it.  Yesterday, because it was windy outside, the wind came inside and loosened the plexi-glass and now it is a safety hazard.  Please remove all the plexi-glass on the Information Desk.  Coincidentally, the staff had already agreed that it should be removed.		ELM				Information Desk		Ana-Elba Pavon		510-615-5869						Other (Specify on next page)		Yes						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		4/13/2022 9:08:22		1200163		Elevator doesn't respond when it's called.  This impacts delivery & stroller access, especially with storytime tomorrow.		TEM				Elevator		Karen Ko		510-597-5058						Elevator Issue		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		Before service hour starts at 10 a.m.

		4/13/2022 9:55:26		EMAIL		Missed service.  AND the toilet in the unmarked bathroom near the elevator has a clogged toilet.		MEL				entire library		Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Missed Service

		4/13/2022 10:29:45		EMAIL		There are 2 clogged toilets in the 2nd floor women's restroom. One has been out of service for at least a week if not longer. The other one I just noticed this morning. Someone else may have put in a ticket for this, I'm not sure.		MAIN				2nd floor women's staff restroom		Jessica Trimmer		510-238-3432						Plumbing		Do Not Know				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Toilet (clogged)										None

		4/13/2022 10:51:23		1200290		We've got 13 lights out throughout the branch at Rockridge. These lightbulbs look like they can be easily reached & switched out by using a stepping stool or short ladder. 		ROC				We've got 13 lights out throughout the branch at Rockridge. These lightbulbs look like they can be easily reached & switched out by using a stepping stool or short ladder. 		Lisa Harter, Liz Soskin, or Erica Siskind		510-597-5057						Other (Specify on next page)		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week		no		no

		4/13/2022 12:15:04		1200495		Please replace the old clock with the new one.		MAIN				Second floor, room 218 (Magazines & Newspapers) -- against wall along 13th St.		Camille Peters		5102387241						Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)						Clock																										None		No		No

		4/13/2022 15:43:44		1200499		We'd like to change the stairwell door lock to a fob or card system. In case of emergency staff need an easier way to get safely off the floor if necessary. There are no secure areas on the ground floor to shelter in place so we need easier access to safety. Thanks!		DIM						Sarah Hodgson		482-7823						Key / Lock Management		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		No		No

		4/14/2022 9:49:54		EMAIL		The Elmhurst branch has not been mopped for approximately 1 month.  		ELM						Derick DeMay		238-3479						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service - Partial																								None

		4/14/2022 16:10:00		1200597		Our front entry steps are regularly filthy.  Today is no exception.  There is ground out tobacco, spilled soda, and the regular filth that is ground in to very old/very porous marble.  These steps are power washed but are dirty again immediately.  These steps need some sort of sealant, otherwise we will get continued complaints from the public about how dirty they are.		MEL						Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Sidewalk / Public Right-of-Way / Patios		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																												Walkway to Library Entrance / Exit				Three to six complaints in the past week

		4/15/2022 9:05:28		1200683		Elevator stopped working again at the tail end of closing right after it was fixed around 2 p.m.  Won't respond when called.		TEM						Karen Ko		510-597-5058						Elevator Issue		Yes		1200163				2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		None		None

		4/15/2022 9:32:52		1200727		The switch that turns on the projector in the computer lab is not working. The lights are not lighting up. We are starting public computer classes on April 16th, so it is important that it get fixed soon.		81ST						Brian Guenther / Brenda Membreno		615-5813		https://drive.google.com/open?id=14YKZwJA0JbBj8l6SUxz_hRrRVsfq4iGK				Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Other																								The computer lab is typically locked when not in use

		4/15/2022 15:25:30		1200868		Light repeatedly goes out, comes back on & out again.		MON						Geremie Celli (or Mahate Osborn)		510-482-7865						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes		1194433		Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						None		none		none

		4/16/2022 9:07:41		EMAIL		We received very partial service this morning.  Trash on the main floor was emptied but food trash in the kitchen, office, and community room was not.  The public restroom was also not serviced.  The public restroom and food trash are the most important.		MEL						Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service - Partial

		4/16/2022 9:25:26		1201334		Box spring mattress with soiled sheets blocking front Main entrance to West Branch.  Needs to be removed ASAP.  It is heavy.		WEST						Julia Flynn		510-238-6585						Illegal Dumping		Yes						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		4/16/2022 10:10:06		N/A		as of 10am... no service		MLK						Celia Davis		6155739						Cleaning / Custodial		No				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service - Total																								None		no		no

		4/16/2022 16:08:16		1201312		we need one short book case wall mount to be mounted in the teen zone.. 		MLK						Celia Davis		6155739						Structural / Construction Issue		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Carpentry		None		no		no

		4/16/2022 16:09:35		1201301		There is a broken rain gutter that can be seen on the right side of the building if one stands in the backyard and faces the library.  It is right on the corner.  The photo attached illustrates it.		ELM						Ana-Elba Pavon		510-615-5869		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KXzr8EO2R4CM7rA1UeDV1ZI54x60ZKg3				Structural / Construction Issue		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Gutter and Drain Pipes		One to two complaints in the past week

		4/17/2022 17:22:03		N/A		Bathroom 2, Lower Level. The toilet is clogged up. 		MAIN						Ana Perez-Reilly		(510) 238-3615						Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Bathroom Cleaning Needed																								None

		4/18/2022 9:53:59		EMAIL		Melrose didn't receive custodial service over the weekend and it became clear as we noticed the trash and recycling bins hadn't been emptied. 		MEL		Entire Library				Brianna Collins		(510)535-5641						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark Hayes		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service - Total																								None		N/A		No

		4/18/2022 11:30:08		1201370		Chavez is now open on Sunday. The vinyl lettering on the door needs to be updated.		CHA		Lobby Door				Sandy		5105355621						Sign		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		4/18/2022 12:41:03		1201401		There are 2 light rods that need their lights replaced. Each light rod is attached to the metal pillar in the library located along the hallway along one side of the building. Both lights need to be replaced. Thanks		81ST		1st floor, light rods attached to the metal poles along the front hallway that leads to childrens' area				Brenda Membreño		5106155833		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dkR2Otk3KlJBQwUa_-f4hM3BoDcD16Lf				Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						None

		4/18/2022 14:42:19		1201439		Locked drawer across from Branch Manager's office (Sandy's Desk) is not locking.		CHA		Locked drawer across from Branch Manager's office (Sandy's Desk) is not locking.				Sandy		5105355621						Key / Lock Management		Yes				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		4/18/2022 17:22:29		1204194		The two windows (all of it, including the glass, screens, and blinds), and the space under this ADA ramp, are all very dusty, dirty, and overall just super-icky. As we start to host more events and partner organizations in the auditorium, is there any way we can request a deep cleaning of this space? 		MAIN		West Auditorium / windows, blinds, screen, and space under the ADA ramp				Mana Tominaga		2386611		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1asJySgsNjtnbXNRa0poptWihSo2wTHuz				Cleaning / Custodial								3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other																								One to two complaints in the past week

		4/18/2022 17:47:22		N/A		It is out of paper towels and toilet seat cover tissue.		MAIN		Lower Level, Bathroom #2				Ana Perez-Reilly		(510) 238-3615						Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								None

		4/19/2022 9:24:52		1201601		Our new Valley Oaks all got supports installed except for this one.  It's now leaning at a 45 degree angle.  (Photo doesn't even really capture it).  Hoping supports are in the works for this one too?		MAIN		Main Library grounds, corner of 14th and Madison				Nina Lindsay		238 6706		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MZdUtA7yrsjRtx39LQE2N8dCccrln0z4				Landscaping / Trees																										Tree

		4/19/2022 9:34:35		EMAIL		We had a roof leak in various spots in the branch this past weekend. I come in today, Tuesday, and see that the floor has not been mopped and there are yellow stains in various spots. It's especially disgusting in the back aisle with foot print and dirty water stain.		ASN		Need the floor for the entire branch mopped, especially the back aisle, after roof leak this past weekend.				Wendy Chen		510-238-3406						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark Hayes		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service - Total																										No

		4/19/2022 10:16:11				Hello. Please dust off the table and top of cabinets near the window in this room. Lots of soot and debris got in through the open window - please keep it closed. Thanks!		MAIN		2nd Floor, Rm 201 (Staff only "auxiliary" room for OHC and TeenZone storage; in hallway next to staff men's room)				Erin Sanders		2386571						Cleaning / Custodial		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other																								None

		4/19/2022 10:20:13		1201636		We recently received a first aid kit. Please attach it to the wall above the light switch. It is currently on the counter next to the sink. Thanks!		MAIN		"Photo Room" (staff-only room to the left of Jack London Room)				Erin Sanders		2386571						Other (Specify on next page)		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		4/19/2022 10:38:52		CALL		outside front steps are very dirty, sticky, smells like urine.		MEL		outside front steps				Kate Hug/Angelica Menjivar		510-535-5641						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Called Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other																								One to two complaints in the past week		no

		4/19/2022 10:41:09		EMAIL		inside steps need to be mopped, sticky and dirty, liquid spills. 		MEL		Inside steps need to be mopped, sticky and dirty, liquid spills. 				Kate Hug/ Angelica Menjivar		510-535-5641						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other																								None

		4/19/2022 10:42:52		EMAIL		Second day in a row Melrose branch did not receive custodial service. 		MEL		Second day in a row did not receive custodial service. 				Kate Hug/ Angelica Menjivar		510-535-5641						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Emailed Mark Hayes		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service - Total																								One to two complaints in the past week

		4/19/2022 11:34:10		DUPLICATE		The control panel on the wall for all the technology, (projector, screen, DVD etc) in not working. In addition, the lamp and filter for the projector need to be changed.		81ST		Computer Lab				Stephanie Singleton		510-615-5824						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				N/A		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Broken Switch																						None		We cannot use the projector to teach our computer classes or begin or grant funding and writing classes for community non-profits.		Yes. Please see above. 

		4/19/2022 13:06:12		1201717		Can the lightbulb be replaced in Room 28? There is one out in the front part of the room. Thank you.		MAIN		Room 28				Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						None

		4/19/2022 16:34:15		1201788		Main staff report a branch fell and damaged private property of library staff. Can this tree please be pruned of dying limbs to prevent further property damage or possible injury?		MAIN		FA Lot, 1310 Oak St				Irena		x2152		https://drive.google.com/open?id=15TCEgV8BeFU9dBJItkUe8FNYfp9r09ST				Landscaping / Trees						Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																		Hazard (broken limb / fallen tree)

		4/20/2022 8:59:43		DUPLICATE		Overhead light was out sometime since I was here last on Friday 4/15.		MAIN		Basement level, Room 28 in the hallway outside the auditorium				Remy TImbrook		2383616						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Do Not Know		1201717		N/A		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						None		28

		4/20/2022 10:12:53		EMAIL		Soap dispenser out of soap in public restroom. This was reported by patrons more than a week ago and I think a report was filed by CR staff but I don't have the number.		MAIN		Public restroom in basement hallway closest to elevator				Remy Timbrook		238-3616						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Emailed Mark Hayes		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								Three to six complaints in the past week

		4/20/2022 11:28:08		1202022		Main library OHC to Main Teen Zone hallway; 1 ceiling light is completely out and 2 ceiling lights are dimming out. Needs replacement light tubes.		MAIN		Main library OHC to Main Teen Zone hallway; 1 ceiling light is completely out and 2 ceiling lights are dimming out. 				Anna Wu or Airam Meza		510-238-7907						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Fixture																						One to two complaints in the past week		high ceiling		n/a

		4/20/2022 13:02:04		1202017		We want to put two shelving bars up on the wall (tall ones- have the bars). Don't know if they can be put here because of this plate- see photo. Don't know what's behind it. 		MLK		next to fire alarm box- by circulation desk #1.				Celia Davis		6155739		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SJExRsMnjlrvMpgO6w2dyjw492jSP0aR				Structural / Construction Issue		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Built-in Furniture or Shelving		None		no		no

		4/20/2022 15:15:47		1202027		after bulbs replaced, burn marks developed on light globes		81ST		ceiling				brian		Brian Guenther at (510) 615-5805		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wZzABKPClP76lmApIHlL6QuF8I6y3wcD				Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers								3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Fixture

		4/20/2022 18:53:37		1202161		The window blind hardware on all six (6) windows needs to be temporarily removed so that Ja'Tron can paint the trim around the windows. (See photo attached.)		MAIN		2nd floor, TeenZone				natasha moullen		238-7232		https://drive.google.com/open?id=16fKbBsiw0fJNl-tfFFGdJWN5LNSUnayn				Other (Specify on next page)		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		I marked this as HIGH PRIORITY because the painter has asked for the hardware/blinds to be removed ASAP to accommodate his planned workflow.		No. 

		4/21/2022 9:42:27		1202288		Light is out; bulb needs replacing		MON		Above non-fiction area (aisle marked "Nonfiction 973-994)				Geremie Celli (or Mahate Osborn)		510-482-7865						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No				Closed		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)										Light Bulb Replacement																						None		none		none

		4/21/2022 11:00:35		1202203		There is a leak coming through the ceiling of my office. It is a slow steady drip and the water that's pooling is of a yellowish-brown color. It also has an unidentifiable odor. This is the third or fourth time in several weeks that this leak has been reported. 		MAIN		Main Library - 1st floor - the office adjacent to Room 112				Josephine Sayers		238-3040						Plumbing								2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																						Other

		4/21/2022 11:24:33		1202218		The ceiling tiles that have been affected by the leak in the ceiling are wet, smelly, and separating from the ceiling 		MAIN		Main Library - 1st floor - office adjacent to room 112				Josephine Sayers		238-3040						Mold / Moisture								2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)														Soft materials (that should be hard)

		4/21/2022 11:42:55		1202211		The ramps leading to the front and the back of the building is starting to rot and give way if people walk on it		PIE		The ramp leading to the Front Door and the Back Office Door is rotting and a safety hazard				Nikki Truong/Shani Boyd		5105975056		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iVY43d1GxRIAbxEfqxYuSlFikbvjXhEN				Structural / Construction Issue		No						1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)																														Other		None				ASAP

		4/21/2022 11:54:51		1202210		Outside the Children's Room there is an art piece created by the illustrator Christian Robinson, and someone graffitied on the top of it. Is it possible to remove the graffiti or cover it up somehow?		MAIN		Art outside the Children's Room (facing Oak Street)				Jesse Nachem		510-238-3616						Painting		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																				Touch-up Painting												One to two complaints in the past week

		4/21/2022 12:59:30		1202252		Our projector that is mounted to the ceiling of the computer lab needs to have its lamp changed. It is displaying a message that it will stop working soon, and lamp needs to change. MODEL: NEC -- NP1150. We are doing programs in the computer lab that require this projector to work. Thanks. 		81ST		Computer Lab. Projector that is attached to the middle of the room in the ceiling. 				Brenda Membreno		5106155833		https://drive.google.com/open?id=18x9BHoifEFzXQpEngg-3YaP0awyxwXKV				Other (Specify on next page)		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)

		4/21/2022 15:59:52		1202425		Dimond has received our new book drop unit that will be replacing two of our current book drops(the first and the second book drops). We would like to have the current third book drop moved to be first and install the new unit to where the second and third currently are. The new book drop is located in the back of the library next to the recycling bin and will need to be moved. It is heavy and will require the use of a hand pallet truck to move it.		DIM		Dimond has received new outdoor book drops and needs them installed and the old ones removed.				Zadok Doe'Parker		4827823						Structural / Construction Issue								2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																														Other		None		N/a		N/a

		4/21/2022 17:18:31		1203949		This may be custodial but I was not sure. The portable A/C unit in the tech closet has not been cleaned in a while. The air filter screen is covered in dust. I am not sure if it requires just a surface clean or something deeper. The tech closet has felt warm recently and it may be because the A/C is unable to function properly with the amount of dust covering the unit.		ROC		The "Tech Closet". Found on the second floor in the break room. It is behind the double doors facing the staff kitchen. We will label the doors for easier ID.				Erica Siskind		510-597-5057						Other (Specify on next page)								2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		4/22/2022 16:45:10		EMAIL		Custodial staff is putting hand sanitizer in the soap dispensers.  It needs to be changed to soap in both bathrooms.		WEST		Women and Men's Bathroom at West				Julia Flynn		510-238-6585						Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Soap / Paper Towel / Sanitizer Needed																								Three to six complaints in the past week

		4/22/2022 17:06:37		1203781		The floorboard in the hallway next to the bathrooms is loose and needs to be fixed. There was another piece that looks as though it was loose and was taped down, which looks really tacky for a Library. A patron informed us after tripping on it. Location: Right on the corner where the main hallway intercepts to the bathroom hallway. 		81ST		Floor located in hallway outside first floor public bathrooms. right on the corner				Brenda Membreño		5106155833		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qQiPds2Lv8mvnoDA6Xobf5wecbPUOXjp				Other (Specify on next page)		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																One to two complaints in the past week

		4/23/2022 9:44:14		1203905		Broken windows in garage door.  		MAIN		5 of the windows in the garage door have been broken.  These will need to be covered to secure the building. PW was called put VM was full.  Fire department Dispatch will be called as per instructions for off hours building issues. 				Josephine Sayaers		 -3145 or -3040		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Ri-cY3XLK6YddrrrXitP376AwLqa6Ajg				Other (Specify on next page)		No				Closed		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		access to area from outside.  Please come to Circ desk if access is needed from inside if no one is on ground floor. 		ASPA. 

		4/23/2022 12:38:55		EMAIL		Missed full custodial service.		BRO		No custodial service today. 04/23/22				Thevaki		510-615-5862						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service - Total

		4/23/2022 14:54:47		1203637		The "Rain Bird" sprinkler box and cover on our side lawn on 52nd St. came loose after someone attempted to remove the wiring inside.		TEM		The Rain Bird irrigation box located on the side lawn on 52nd Street.				Karen Ko		510-597-5058		https://drive.google.com/open?id=18_r-7FaJZGtII3iRSVv3nWGSpUniK8YT				Other (Specify on next page)		No						2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None		None		None

		4/23/2022 16:34:41		EMAIL		it is 4:30pm on Saturday and we did not receive custodial service		MLK		throughout the library				Celia Davis		510-615-5739						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service - Total																								None		no		no

		4/23/2022 17:22:33		EMAIL		we didn't get service		WEST		entire library				Susy Moorhead		510-238-6585						Cleaning / Custodial						Emailed Mark		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Missed Service - Total																								One to two complaints in the past week

		4/25/2022 9:34:39		EMAIL		No janitorial service. trash piled up in bin. 		ASN		whole branch				Anita Yan		510-238-3406						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service - Total

		4/25/2022 11:28:08		EMAIL		I used my card for the snack vending machine it gave me my choice then stayed on select another snack.  I hit cancel and tried to clear it but It will not go back to the regular screen.		MAIN		Main staff break room				Airam Velarde		238-3433						Other (Specify on next page)		No				Emailed Airam		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		4/25/2022 14:45:06		1203955		the mice traps caught 2 mice and we threw them away. We need a couple more traps placed in the same location.		MLK		In the main room by circ desk #3, underneath the shelving. 				Celia Davis		5106155739						Pest		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																								Mice / Rats		Inside						None		no		no

		4/25/2022 14:49:46		1204147		MLK Jr requests pest abatement near the front entrance gate, specifically near hole in the ground where gate pole is meant to go for when gate is closed. Staff report if large black traps could be placed outdoors that would be great.		MLK		Main entrance to library- where gate is located. 				Celia Davis		5106155739						Pest		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																								Mice / Rats		Outside						None		no		no

		4/26/2022 11:59:55				One of the chains securing the window that faces the staff desk in the downstairs computer lab is detached. This window has randomly dropped before so its concerning that it is not secured by two chains, we also use this window to increase airflow but don't feel it is safe if it is only on one chain. It is the same window that has an issue with the blind referenced in ticket 1194793		GG		One of the chains securing the window that faces the staff desk in the downstairs computer lab is detached. This window has randomly dropped before so its concerning that it is not secured by two chains, we also use this window to increase airflow but don't feel it is safe if it is only on one chain. It is the same window that has an issue with the blind referenced in ticket 1194793				Celia Jackson		510-597-5023						Structural / Construction Issue		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Windows		None		none		none

		4/26/2022 12:46:07		1203917		The lock in the door handle to get into West Stacks B, Madison Street side, is not opening with WC or AA keys.		MAIN		The lock in the door handle to get into West Stacks B, Madison Street side, is not opening with WC or AA keys.				Steve Lavoie		510-238-6596		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Zj38XFnKu5W0yLNDBJqFhgyN46eEcTjI				Key / Lock Management		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																																None

		4/26/2022 15:27:35		1203623		A patron complained of getting a shock from an outlet on the floor in the family area of the library. Upon inspection, it does appear that metal had broken off in the outlet. I've covered the outlet with duct tape.		81ST		first floor, family area (near public restrooms)				Brian Guenther / Brenda Membreno		615-5813		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tVmbF_E6Q9OSTMtLTcHoj-WjjzeZY3vf				Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		No						1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)										Outlets / Receptacle																						One to two complaints in the past week

		4/26/2022 16:18:50		REFER		The picture provided shows the wall control panel in the classroom that is not functioning. Compared to the computer lab, we discovered that the wall control panel won't turn on unless the black box next to it is on. When looking at the black box in the classroom (front and back shown in picture- box swivels open), I noticed that the wiring may be faulty which may be the reason the control panel on the wall does not work. I moved some cables around and it blinked on for a second and turned off. There are a lot of small wires all over the place, and something may be loose, or broken. Can someone please come in to take a look. We need this to be up and running since the school uses this room for afterschool programming. 		81ST		1st floor- classroom located in the far back right side of the building past children's area. 				Brenda Membreno		5106155833		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bY4G-ojvu6LMcTNK7GImsm5hw9ul2Otn				Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers		Yes				referred to IT		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)										Other

		4/27/2022 11:02:43		EMAIL		Please see photo (there would be a lot more if allowed to upload more).  Floors not swept, carpets not vacuumed.  Rice all over the elevator and lower floors.		MEL		floors throughout library / vacumming				Kate Hug		510-535-5641		https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZkTvD8BmlNDXAXczNTyAB4EYHSMmPZhU				Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service - Partial

		4/27/2022 11:29:36		1203915		Please reset the clock and supply new batteries. 		MAIN		OHC - 2nd floor - western wall above bookshelf				Erin Sanders		238-3222						Appliances / Clock / Fire Extinguisher		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)						Clock																										One to two complaints in the past week		above a bookshelf

		4/27/2022 16:57:24		1203903		Someone had vomited in front of the entrance to Tool Lending Library.  Although custodial cleaned it up before opening,  a power wash is requested for the unsightly stain.		TEM		Walkway leading to entrance of Tool Lending Library.				Karen Ko		510-597-5058		https://drive.google.com/open?id=11IWLPTRB_YSL5XBBfGxfEsJdpVEOugHm				Cleaning / Custodial		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Other																								None		None		Before service opening hours @ 10 am.

		4/27/2022 17:09:35		EMAIL		patron peed in front of the copy machine		ASN		pee in front of the copy machine				Anita Yan		510-238-3406						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		5. No Action Required (request will be noted and documented)								Janitorial Hazard (Bodily fluids)																								One to two complaints in the past week

		4/27/2022 19:38:29		1203916		At approx. 5:30 p.m. on Apr. 27, a staff member working the "call center" in Circulation 102 saw a steady stream of water flowing down from above the west end of the windowsill. The stream flowed for 15 or so seconds and then stopped. I went upstairs to the mezzanine men's room, which is the only source of water I could think of that is directly above this spot, and flushed all urinals and toilets and ran water in the sink to see if this might cause water to flow downstairs as a troubleshoot. It did not seem to flow. (I did not try the drain in the middle of the mezz men's room floor however.) Although the flow stopped, due to previously catastrophes relative to plumbing at the Main Library, it did seem like something to look into in the event we have a pipe ready to burst.		MAIN		Circulation 102				Steven Lavoie or Kirsten Baldock		510-238-6596						Plumbing		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																						Other										None		FInd where the water might've come from as it is no longer dripping.

		4/28/2022 9:16:47		1203905		Two more garage windows were broken overnight		MAIN		Two more windows broken in the garage door last night - pls board up				Mana Tominaga or Josephine Sayers		2386611						Other (Specify on next page)								2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)																																None

		4/28/2022 11:18:46		EMAIL		Yesterday, 4/27/22 I reported that the carpets had not been vacuumed, the main floor had not been swept, and that there was rice spilled on the floor of the elevator.  These problems are here, again, today.  Please ensure that the floors are cleaned each day.		MEL		upper floors/carpets and elevator				Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Cleaning / Custodial		Yes				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service - Partial

		4/28/2022 14:51:43		1204120		The cover is falling off one of the lights on the ceiling. 		MAIN		Room 28, breakroom downstairs				Mana Tominaga		2386611						Electrical / Light Bulbs / Outlets / Computers								1.  Emergency (immediate and/or serious hazard, fire, leak, power outage)										Light Fixture																						None

		4/29/2022 10:00:23		1204158		MLK Jr. requests the hole in the ground to keep the front gate CLOSED please be filled because the cane bolt isn't used to keep the gate shut and mice have been seen coming out of that hole.		MLK		front entrance gate				Celia Davis		615 5739						Structural / Construction Issue								3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Other

		4/29/2022 10:47:19		1204166		Main library requests Anderson Flooring please be sent to 2nd floor FASO to provide quotes for 1) deep cleaning room's carpet and also 2) carpet replacement if needed.		MAIN		Main library requests Anderson Flooring please be sent to 2nd floor FASO to provide quotes for 1) deep cleaning room's carpet and also 2) carpet replacement if needed.				Irena		2152						Structural / Construction Issue								3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																														Carpet (transition strips, fraying, loose)

		4/29/2022 14:11:50		1204234		please re-paint entire m&n		MAIN		m&n, 2nd floor at main				Camille Peters		238 7241						Painting								3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																				Room Painting

		4/29/2022 14:14:08		CALL		We need a replacement for our gray recycle bin.  It's been missing since last Saturday.		TEM		Back lawn, behind the shed.				Karen Ko		510-597-5058						Litter Container (Outside)		No				Called CWS		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)												Replace Container																				None		None		During our open hours because new bins have been stolen before.

		4/29/2022 16:31:49		photos?		The paint along the cornices upstairs is peeling, cracked, or just missing		MEL		whole library? But mostly the cornices of the ceiling upstairs and floors downstairs				Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Painting		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																				Peeling or Rippling paint

		4/29/2022 16:34:37		photos?		The downstairs connecting floors is peeling or missing		MEL		Floor downstairs (in the connecting hallways)				Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Painting		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																				Peeling or Rippling paint

		4/29/2022 16:35:35		photos?		The entry ways downstairs are filthy and are no longer cleanable.		MEL		entry ways downstairs				Kate Hug		510-535-5641						Painting		No						3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)																				Room Painting

		4/30/2022 9:33:00		EMAIL		The library did not get any janitorial service today.		CHA		Second floor - 				Isela Anaya		510 5355621						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		2. High (safety hazard, liability issue, malfunction of equipment or prevention of equipment failure)								Missed Service - Total																								One to two complaints in the past week

		4/30/2022 10:21:58		CANCEL		It appears that no custodian showed up for cleaning and emptying of trash for the branch.		ASN		No cleaning for entire library 				Cong Hoang		510-238-3406						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Closed										Missed Service - Total

		4/30/2022 11:15:36		EMAIL		Staff arrived at the Branch at 9:00 AM to discover the trash cans and the bathrooms had not been serviced. 		MLK		Public Restrooms, Trashcans around the branch				Khalilah Fortenberry		510-615-5739						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service - Total																								None		The front and back gates are locked  prior to 9:00 AM before staff arrive, Not open on Sunday		As a result of limited bathroom access (2 single use restrooms)  it is easier if service is provided prior to opening, as patrons may be using the restroom when patrons arrive, or if service is provided during low traffic hours (9:00 AM - 12:00 PM) 

		4/30/2022 11:57:12		EMAIL		Missed custodial service two Saturday in a row.		BRO		Brookfield Library				Thevaki/Isaiah 		510-615-5862						Cleaning / Custodial						Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service - Total

		4/30/2022 17:20:56		EMAIL		Trash cans not emptied		MAIN		Children's Room, whole				Louise Yu		510-220-9392						Cleaning / Custodial		No				Emailed Mark		5. No Action Required (request will be noted and documented)								Missed Service - Partial																								None

		5/1/2022 16:52:17		EMAIL		Trash not emptied and branch not cleaned		CHA		2nd floor				Sheila Lew		510-535-5621						Cleaning / Custodial		Do Not Know				Emailed Mark		3. Medium (routine maintenance, scheduled work, general complaints)								Missed Service - Total																								One to two complaints in the past week		no		no
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Subject: Questions and Additions to the Quarterly Maintenance Report
 

[EXTERNAL] This email originated outside of the City of Oakland. Please do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and expect the message.

Kere,
 
Thank you very much for the quarterly maintenance report.  The Sustainability committee reviewed the report and
we have the following questions and additions to the report.  We would appreciate having this information for our
next Sustainability meeting.

How many years back does the data go in the database?

We would like to see all requests starting from January 2019.

For closed requests, is there a completion/closed date that can be added to the report?

Is there a code or some value assigned to each request to determine the priority or importance of the

request that can be added to the report?
The following questions may have to be answered by Public Works.

What are Public Works goals or measures that they strive to meet regarding closed service requests?  What

is PWs performance against the goals and measures?  For example, the Illegal Dumping Unit's goal is to

resolve 85% of the illegal dumping service requests received within three business days.  Is there a similar

goal for maintenance requests?  If so, what is the goal or measures?

With respect to ticket closures, what does PW consider a good year?  How does PW measure a good year, a

poor performance year, etc. for maintenance?
Please let me know if you have any questions or would like to discuss.
 
Thank you in advance for your help.

 
Mary Forte

This is the day the Lord hath made, be glad, give thanks, rejoice!


